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2006 SVP SCHEDULEOF EVENTS
(maybe subjectto change)

ALL FUNCTIONSARE LOCATEDAT THE CROWNE PLAZA OTTAWA UNLESS OTHERWISE
EventlFunctions
Desk
Registration/Membership
Welcome

Tuesday, October17
4 pm- 7 pm
LowerLevel

Wednesday october 18
7 am - 5 pm
LowerLevel
8 am - 8:15am
International
Ballroom
A/B

RomerPrize
Plenary/A.S.

Intemational BallroomA/B

8:15 am- 12:30pm

8 am- 12:15pm

InternationalBallroomA/B

TechnicalSession
TechnicalSession

1:30pm- 6:00 pm

InternationalBallroomA/B

8:15 am - 12:30pm

InternationalBalroom
BallroomcC
Inteational

8:15am - 12:30pm
Joliet Room

TechnicalSession
TechnicalSession

Joliet Room

8 am - Noon
JolietRoom

Preparators
Symposium
Symposium

1:30pm- 6:00 pm
InternationalBallroomC

1:30pm- 3:15 pm

8 am - 12:30pm

1:30pm- 3:15 pm

8 am - 12:30pm

InternationalBallroomA/B

IntemationalBallroomC

1:30pm- 3:15 pm

Joliet Room

1:30pm- 6:00 pm

4:30 pm- 8:30 pm
PosterI Set-up

Lower Level - MARRIOTr

Press Conference

9:30 am - 5 pm
PosterIViewing

Joliet Room

7:30am - 9:30am
PosterIISet-up

Lower Level - MARRIOT
Lower
LeveARRIOTRRIOTT

5 pm
PosterI Dismantle

Lower Level - MARRIOTT

Posters

Executive CommitteeMeeting

IntemationalBallroomNB

1:30pm- 3:15 pm

Posters

BusinessMeeting/Open

IntemationalBallroomC

1:30pm- 3:15 pm

InternationalBallroomC

TechnicalSession

Exhibits

InternationalBallroom

1:30pm- 3:15 pm

Joliet Room

Posters

Friday,October20
8 am- 5 pm
LowerLevel

8 am- 12:30pm

Presentations

Symposium

Thursday,October19
7 am - 5 pm
LowerLevel

9:30am- 5:30 pm
PosterIIViewing

LowerLevel - MARRIOTT

5:30 pm
PosterIIDismantle
Noon- 6 pm
ExhibitSet-up

Lower Level Foyer

LowerLevel - MARRIOTT

9:30am - 3:30 pm
LowerLevelFoyer
5:30pm- 6:30 pm
IntemationalBallroomAB

Noon- 1:00 pm

Panorama - Penthouse Level

9:30am - 3:30 pm
LowerLevelFoyer

2006 SVP SCHEDULEOF EVENTS
(maybe subjectto change)
ALL FUNCTIONS ARE LOCATED AT THE CROWNE
Event/Functions
SocialEvents

Tuesday, October 17

Wednesday, October 18
Welcome Reception
7 pm- 10 pm
CanadianMuseumof Nature

PLAZA

OTTAWA UNLESS OTHERWISE

Thursday,October 19
Poster Reception
3 pm- 5 pm
LowerLevel- MARRIOTT

Friday,October 20
Poster Reception
3:30 pm- 5:30 pm
4
LowerLevel- MARRIOT
Auction/Reception
6:30 pm- 10:30pm
VictoriaBallroomMARRIOTT

7 am - 8 am
LowerLevelFoyer
10 am - 10:15am
LowerLevelFoyer
3:15 pm- 3:30 pm
LowerLevelFoyer

BeverageService
BeverageService
BeverageService
StudentRoundtableForum

intemational Ballroom A/B

Evolution IV

Womenin PalentologyLuncheon

NSF Information
Meeting

6:30 pm- 8:00 pm

12:30pm- 1:30 pm

SVP TownMeetingon

Committee Mtg. Rooms
Committee Mtg. Rooms
Committee Mtg. Rooms

7 am - 8 am
LowerLevelFoyer
10 am- 10:15am
LowerLevelFoyer

Pinnacle - Penthouse Level

and ReprintExchange

SpeakerReadyRoom

7 am -8 am
LowerLevelFoyer
10 am - 10:15am
LowerLevelFoyer

12:30 pm- 1:30 pm

5 pm- 7 pm

7 am - 6 pm

7 am - 6 pm

Laurentian

Laurentian
7 am - 6 pm York
7 am - 6 m Panorama
7 am - 6 pm Confederation

Laurentian
7 am - 6 pm York
7 am - 6 pm Panorama
7 am - 6 pm Confederation

5-6:30pm Int.BallroomC

Intemational Ballroom A/B

7 am - 6 pm

Laurentian
7 am - 6 pm York
7 am - 6 pm Panorama
7 am - 6 pm Confederation

PROGRAM AT A GLANCE

TIME Wed. 1

Wed.2

Wed. 3

Thurs.1

Thurs.2 Thurs.3

Fridayl

Fridav2

Friday3

Sat.1

Milot
Turner

Vavrek
Carrano

Feranec

Ridgely
Claeson
Smith
Strait

You

ROMER
8:00
8:15
8:30
9:00
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Kuratani
Davis
Boisvert
Schoch
Harrison
Head
Shapiro

WELCOME
Blois
Flynn
Kalthoff
Samuels
Wertheim
Ferrusquia
Scott

Folie
Nydam
Conrad
Bhullar
Rieppel
Smith
Jaramillo

Allen
Bourdon
Friscia
Froebisch
Gill
Hwang
Jamniczky
Labs Hochstein

Hogbin
Keillor
Sirois
De Blieux
Blitz
Brown

Lloyd
Clark
Eberth
Smith
IMateus
_Balanoff

Miller
Gilbert
Marugan
Guenther
Larsson
Goswami
Thewissen
Sears
Jemvall

Barnosky

Boyd
Motani
Penkrot
Wilson

Prieto-Marq
Padian
Gates
Evans
Ryan
Woodward
Klein

BREAK

10:00
10: 15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:0 0
12: 15

Morgan
Kingston
France
Kohn
Grawe
Matson

Koenigswald
Ludtke
Boisserie
Holroyd
Prothero
Bibi
Haile-Selassie
Bover Arbos
Biasatti

Irmis
Lucas
Marty
Foster
Wilson
Sertich
Wilson
Noe
Cook

Maidment
Markey
Martin

_
Getty
Sample
Lund

Monguillon
Moore
Ohashi
Remes
Sullivan
White

Wittmeyer
Mason
Mackie

_D

Dodson
Wu
Upchurch
Barrett
Makovicky
Lee
Kirkland

Carpenter

Hieronymus
Reizner

12:30
12:45

Evans
Faith
BehrensmeyerPolly
Stevens
Graham
Delson
Miller
T
Dumont
Hulbert
Rayfield
Ralrick
Belmaker
Colbert

Polcyn
Rybczynski

Chure
Salisbury
Xu
Kobayashi
Nesbitt
Rauhut
Brusatte
Gatesy
Holland

LUNCH

1:00
1:15
1:30
1: 45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Carroll

Milner
Lamanna
Harris

Sander
Albright
Smith
Chatterjee
Druckenmiller Dyke
Jiang
Wright
Sato
Hinic-Frlog

Kep
Luo

Andres
Kellner

Rougier
Meredith
Weisbecker

Organ
Wilkinson
Bennett
Claessens
O'Connor

Maga
Zack

Fechner
Mallison

Gingerich
Lambert

Schlader

Racicot
Mihlbachler
Davis
Fisher
Poinar

Joyce
Georgi
Sadleir
Scheetz
McHenry
Finarelli
Rubilar-Rogers Pierce
Brochu
Zanno
Tseng
Delfino
Van Valkenburgh Patrick

Gottfried

[Pagnac

Wheatley

Holliday
Weming
Schweitzer
Farke
Rega
Witzel
Whitlock

BREAK

3:15

Triche

Wood

Ksepka
MacFadden
Habib
Dececchi
Baier
Owerkowicz

Bolortsetseg
Salton
Sanchez
Scott
Smith
Missiaen

5:15 Schulp

Fiorillo

Croft

5:30

Cuthbertson

Milner

Baipai

5:45

Konishi

Manning

Wang

3: 30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00

Benoit
Binder

Tintori
Schultze
Swartz
Mickle
Mutter
Friedman

O'Keefe
Brinkman
Li
Fernandez
Caldwell
Jacobs
Dutchak

Therrien
Fricke
Chapman
Tanke
POSTER
SESSION I

POSTER
SESSION II

WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 18, 2006
SYMPOSIUM: VERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY, DEVELOPMENT AND EVOLUTION
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM A/B
MODERATORS: HANS LARSSON AND KAREN SEARS
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15

WELCOMEAND INTRODUCTORYSTATEMENTS
Kuratani, S. and Riken, K. DEVELOPMENTALFACTORSBEHIND THE EVOLUTIONARYNOVELTIESOF
VERTEBRATES
Davis, M. THE HOMOLOGYOF THE PAIREDAPPENDAGESKELETON:RECONCILINGDATAFROM FOSSILS, EMBRYOS,AND GENES
Boisvert, C. PELVICEVOLUTIONDURING THE TRANSITIONTO LAND: COMPARATIVEDEVELOPMENT
OF THEAUSTRALIAN LUNGFISHAND THE MEXICANAXOLOTL
Schoch, R. OSSIFICATIONSEQUENCESAND SKULLEVOLUTIONIN LOWERTETRAPODS
Harrison, L. and Larsson, H. EVOLUTIONOF AMNIOTE OSSIFICATIONPATTERNS:A NOVEL APPROACH
TO INFERRINGANCESTRALDEVELOPMENTALSEQUENCES
Head, J. and Polly, P. DEVELOPMENTALMECHANISMSIN THE EVOLUTIONOF THE POSTCRANIAL
SKELETONIN SNAKES
Shapiro, M., Bell, M. and Kingsley, D. PARALLELGENETICAND DEVELOPMENTALORIGINSOF PELVIC
REDUCTIONIN VERTEBRATES
BREAK
Miiller, J. FOSSILS, SNAKE EYES, AND PROTEINEVOLUTION
Gilbert, S. and Cebra-Thomas, J. HOW TURTLESFORM SHELLS:HETEROTOPYAND HETEROCHRONY
Marugain-Lob6n,J. and Buscalioni, A. EVALUATINGCRANIALDISPARITY,MORPHOLOGICALINTEGRATION, AND MODULARITYOF THEARCHOSAURIANCRANIUMUSING GEOMETRICMORPHOMETRICS
Guenther, M. HETEROCHRONICINFLUENCESON THE DEVELOPMENTOF POSTCRANIALCHARACTERS
IN HADROSAURIDDINOSAURS
Larsson, H., Ebn-al-Nassir, A., Morison, S., and Bure, L. DEVELOPMENTALMECHANISMSIMPLICATEDIN
THE EVOLUTIONOF THEROPOD-AVIANTAILREDUCTION
Goswami, A. MODULARITYAND MORPHOLOGICALDIVERSITYIN THE MAMMALIANCRANIUM
Thewissen, J.G.M. and Cooper, L. DEVELOPMENTALCONSTRAINTSON EVOLUTION:THE CETACEAN
BODY PLAN
Sears, K., Goswami, A., Flynn, J. and Niswander, L. THE CORRELATEDEVOLUTIONOF RUNX2 TANDEM
REPEATSAND FACIALLENGTHIN CARNIVORA
Jernvall, J. MAMMALIANDENTITION:FROM DEVELOPMENTAND GENES TO FOSSILS

TECHNICAL SESSION I
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM C
MODERATORS: LAWRENCE FLYNN AND ERIC SCOTT
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45

Blois, J., Feranec, R. and Hadly, E. RESPONSEOF GROUND SQUIRRELS(SPERMOPHILUSBEECHEYI)TO
THE LAST 20,000 YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTALVARIATION
Flynn, L. A REMARKABLECONVERGENCE:INDEPENDENTEVOLUTIONOF THE MURINE CHEVRON
Kalthoff, D. and Koenigswald, W. RODENT INCISORSAS BIONIC MODELS
Samuels, J. GEOMETRICMORPHOMETRICANALYSISAND COMPARISONOF SKULL SHAPE IN FOSSORIAL RODENTS
Wertheim, J., Herriott, T., Croft, D., Flynn, J. and Gans, P. UNUSUAL FOSSILRODENTFAUNAS FROM
SOUTH CENTRALCHILE
Ferrusquia-Villafranca, I. and Valvido-Arriaga, R. A POSSIBLERECORDOF THE SOUTHAMERICANMAMMAL ORDER LITOPTERNAIN MEXICO
Scott, E. ANAGENESIS OR CLADOGENESISIN THE ORIGINOF EQUUS:A REVIEWOF PLIOCENEEQUIDS
FROMANZA-BORREGODESERTSTATEPARK, CALIFORNIA
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11:45

12:00
12:15

RECONSTRUCTIONOF TWO
Wilson, L. COMPARATIVETAPHONOMYAND PALEOECOLOGICAL
MICROVERTEBRATE
ACCUMULATIONSFROM THE HELLCREEKFORMATION(MAASTRICHTIAN),
EASTERN MONTANA
Noe, L. THE ROLE OF THE PLESIOSAURIANLONG NECK-A NEW MODEL
Cook, A., McHenry, C., Wroe, S. and Evans, M. PLESIOSAURTAPHONOMY-FEEDING BEHAVIOURSAND
STERNALBASKETS

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 18, 2006
SYMPOSIUM: GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE ON MARINE REPTILES AND THEIR EVOLUTION
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM A/B
MODERATORS: F. ROBIN O'KEEFE AND TAMAKI SATO
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Carroll, R. MARINEADAPTATIONIN REPTILES:A MODELFOR THE STUDY OF LARGE SCALE PATTERNS AND PROCESSESOF EVOLUTION
Sander, M. and Klein, N. TERRESTRIALREPTILETRACKSAND MARINE REPTILEBODY FOSSILS FROM
THE LOWERMUSCHELKALK(MIDDLETRIASSIC)OF WINTERSWIJK,THE NETHERLANDS
Albright, L., Gillette, D. and Titus, A. AN UPDATEON NEW MARINE REPTILESFROM THE TROPICSHALE
OF SOUTHERNUTAH
Smith, A. CRANIALANATOMYAND SYSTEMATICSOF LOWERJURASSICPLIOSAURS-NEW INFORMATION FROM THE NATIONALMUSEUM OF IRELAND
Druckenmiller, P. and Russell, A. A PHYLOGENYOF PLESIOSAURIA(SAUROPTERYGIA),WITH EMPHASIS
ON THE SYSTEMATICSTATUSOF LEPTOCLEIDUS,ANDREWS 1922
Jiang, D.-Y., Hao, W.-C., Sun, Y.-L., Motani, R. and Schmitz, L. FIRST RECORDOF PLACODONTOIDEA
(REPTILIA,SAUROPTERYGIA,PLACODONTIA)FROM THE EASTERN TETHYS
Sato, T., Bryant, H., Hasegawa, Y. and Manabe, M. AN ELASMOSAURIDPLESIOSAURFROM JAPANAND
ITS PHYLOGENETICRELATIONSHIPS
BREAK
O'Keefe, F. and Hiller, N. MORPHOLOGICALPATTERNSIN ELASMOSAURNECK LENGTH:VARIATION
AND TAXONOMICUTILITY
Brinkman, D., Jamniczky, H., Leon Davila, C., Aguillon-Martinez, M. and Hart, M. NEW CHELONIOIDTURTLES FROM THE LATECAMPANIANOF NORTHAMERICA
Li, C., Wu, X.-c., Wang, L., Sato, T. and Cheng, Y.-n. AN UNUSUAL ARCHOSAURIANFROM THE MARINE
TRIASSICOF CHINA
Fernandez, M. and Gasparini, Z. PALEOBIOLOGICALSIGNIFICANCEOF HYPERTROPHIEDSALT-SECRETING GLANDS IN GEOSAURUS ARAUCANENSIS(CROCODYLIFORMES:METRIORHYNCHIDAE)
Caldwell, M. REVISITINGTHE 'LOST' TYPE SPECIMENOF MESOPHISNOPCSAIBOLKAY,1925
Jacobs, L., Morals, M., Schulp, A., Mateus, O. and Polcyn, M. SYSTEMATICPOSITIONAND GEOLOGICAL
CONTEXTOF ANGOLASA
URUS (MOSASAURIDAE)AND A NEW SEA TURTLEFROM THE CRETACEOUS
OF ANGOLA
Dutchak, A. AIGIALOSAURMORPHOLOGY:IMPLICATIONSFOR MOSASAUROID SYSTEMATICS
Schulp, A., Mateus, O., Polcyn, M. and Jacobs, L. A NEW PROGNATHODON(SQUAMATA:MOSASAURIDAE)
FROM THE CRETACEOUSOF ANGOLA
MOSASAUR (SQUACuthbertson, R., Mallon, J., Campione, N. and Holmes, R. A NEW PLIOPLATECARPINE
MATA:MOSASAURIDAE)FROM THE PIERRESHALE (LOWERCAMPANIAN)OF SOUTHWESTMANITOBA
Konishi, T. and Caldwell, M. RE-DIAGNOSISOF PLATECARPUSPLANIFRONS
(COPE, 1874) (SQUAMATA:
MOSASAURIDAE)AND A REVISED TAXONOMYOF THE GENUS
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TECHNICAL SESSION IV
JOLIET ROOM
MODERATORS: GUILLERMO ROUGIER AND ERIC DEWAR
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45

Kemp, T. AN ASSESSMENT OF HEARINGFUNCTIONIN A NONMAMMALIANEUCYNODONT
Luo, Z.-X., Ji, Q., Yuan, C.-X. and Tabrum, A. PHYLOGENETICAND ECOLOGICALDIVERSITIESOF
DOCODONTANMAMMALIAFORMS,AND THEIRPALEOBIOGEOGRAPHIC
PATTERNS
TRICONODONTFROM
M.
FIRST
JURASSIC
P.
and
Rougier, G., Garrido, A., Gaetano, L., Puerta,
Novacek,
SOUTHAMERICA
Meredith, R., Westerman, M., Case, J. and Springer, M. A PHYLOGENYAND TIMESCALEFOR MARSUPIAL
EVOLUTION
Weisbecker, V. and Nilsson, M. EVOLUTIONOF SYNDACTYLYIN THE MARSUPIALFOOT:A MORPHOMETRICAND DEVELOPMENTALREASSESSMENT
Maga, M. VIRTUALMARSUPIALS:AN APPLICATIONOF DIGITALRECONSTRUCTIONTO THE CRANIAL
ANATOMYOF EXTANTAND FOSSILMARSUPIALS
Zack, S. DENTALMORPHOLOGYAND EUTHERIANPHYLOGENY:SIGNALAND NOISE
BREAK
Wood, C.B., Zan, S., Chen, J., Rougier, G. and Schaff, C. A NEW "MIDDLE"CRETACEOUSZALAMBDALESTID MAMMALFROMNORTHEASTERNCHINA
MAMMALFROMTHE MAASTRICHTBolortsetseg, M. and Geisler, J. A PECULIARPALAEORYCTID-LIKE
IAN OF MONGOLIA
Salton, J. and Sargis, E. EVOLUTIONARYMORPHOLOGYOF THE POSTCRANIUMIN AFRO-MALAGASY
TENRECOIDEA(MAMMALIA)
Sainchez-Villagra,M., Barrow, E., MacLeod, N., Motokawa, M. and Horovitz, I. TALPIDMOLE EVOLUTION
IN SPACEAND TIME
Scott, C. and Boyer, D. FIRST SKELETALMATERIALOF LITOCHERUSNOTISSIMUS(SIMPSON) (MAMMALIA, ERINACEOMORPHA)FROM THE LATEPALEOCENEOF SOUTH CENTRALALBERTA,CANADA
Smith, T., Rana, R., Sahni, A. and Rose, K. EARLIESTBATS FROM INDIA
Missiaen, P. and Smith, T. ARCTOSTYLOPIDMAMMALSAS NON-GLIROIDGLIRIFORMES:TARSALAND
DENTALARGUMENTS
Croft, D., Wyss, A., Burns, M., Flynn, J. and Grana, S. THE EARLYMIOCENECHUCALFAUNA, NORTHERN
CHILE:NEW SPECIMENSAND A DESCRIPTIONOF ITS XENARTHRANS
Bajpai, S., Kapur, V., Das, D., Sharma, R. and Thewissen, J. EARLYEOCENETERRESTRIALMAMMALS
FROM GUJARAT,WESTERNINDIA
Wang, X., Qiu, Z., Li, Q., Wang, Y. and Tseng, J. A NEW VERTEBRATEFAUNA IN LATEPLIOCENEOF KUNLUN MOUNTAINPASS, NORTHERNTIBETANPLATEAUAND ITS PALEOENVIRONMENTAL
IMPLICATIONS
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PREPARATOR'S SYMPOSIUM
JOLIET ROOM
MODERATORS: GREGORY BROWN AND MICHAEL GETTY
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15

10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30

11:45

Milot, P. and Burns, J. REFINEDPARAFFINWAX USED TO PRESERVE11,000 YEAR-OLD CAMELIDFOOTPRINTS IN LAKEBED SEDIMENTS,ST. MARY RESERVOIR,SOUTHERNALBERTA,CANADA
Turner, R., Harris, J. and Shaw, C. RELOCATIONOF NEW FOSSILDEPOSITSAT THE RANCHOLABREAN
TYPE LOCALITY,LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Hogbin, J. PLASTICDISPLAYJACKETS
Keillor, T. RECONSTRUCTINGNIGERSAURUSTAQUETI
Sirois, P. and Kaminska, E. CHARACTERIZATIONOF FOSSILIZEDDINOSAUR BONES
De Blieux, D., Kirkland, J. and Titus, A. DISCOVERY,EXCAVATION,AND PREPARATIONOF THE SKULL OF
A NEW CENTROSAURINECERATOPSIANFROM THE WAHWEAPFORMATIONOF GRAND
STAIRCASE-ESCALANTENATIONALMONUMENT(GSENM), SOUTHERNUTAH
Bilz, M. THE TREATMENTOF THE HAGERMANPETRIFIEDLOG
Brown, M., Van Beek, C. and Holstein, J. A SIMPLEPROCESSFOR FABRICATINGSMALLDISPLAY
MOUNTS
BREAK
Getty, M., Loewen, M. and Roberts, E. COLLECTIONAND USE OF TAPHONOMICDATAFROMVERTEINVENTORYAND EXCAVABRATELOCALITIES: LESSONS FROM SIX YEARS OF PALEONTOLOGICAL
TION IN GRAND STAIRCASE-ESCALANTENATIONALMONUMENT,UTAH
Sample, L. BUILDINGA BETTERMOUSETRAP:USING NEW MATERIALSTO IMPROVEPROCESSINGOF
BULK MATRIX
Lund, E. THE SOFTERSIDE OF PREPARATION:DEALINGWITHNONMINERALIZEDVERTEBRATETISSUES
Wittmeyer, J. and Schweitzer, M. COLLECTIONAND HANDLING PROTOCOLFOR MOLECULARAND
CHEMICALANALYSES OF WELLPRESERVEDFOSSIL SPECIMENS
Mason, J. THE THRILLOF THE FRILL:WEAR AND TEAR DEMANDS RESTORATIONOF A
DILOPHOSAURUS WETHERILLI
SKULL
Mackie, C., May, A., May, P., Gair, M. and Krudwig, K. TECHNIQUESAND MATERIALSUSED IN DISMANTLING, CLEANING,CONSERVING,AND REMOUNTINGTHE MUSEUM FUR NATURKUNDE'SDINOSAUR
SKELETONS
IN RESEARCHAND IN THE FOSSILLAB
Carpenter, K. VOLUNTEERSAS FORCE-MULTIPLERS

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 19, 2006
TECHNICAL SESSION V
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM A/B
MODERATOR: LEON CLAESSENS
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00

Andres, B. THE EARLIESTPTEROSAURS
Kellner, A., Campos, D., Wang, X. and Zhou, Z. THE SMALLESTPTEROSAURFROM THE EARLYCRETACEOUS JEHOLBIOTA, CHINA
Organ, C. and Edwards, S. PALEOGENOMICSOF PTEROSAURSAND THE EVOLUTIONOF VERTEBRATE
FLIGHT
Wilkinson, M. 3D ANALYSISAND RECONSTRUCTIONOF A PTEROSAURWING SKELETON
Bennett, S. ARTICULATIONAND FUNCTIONOF THE PTEROIDBONE OF PTEROSAURS
Claessens, L., Unwin, D. and O'Connor, P. EVOLUTIONOF THE RESPIRATORYAPPARATUSAND BREATHING MECHANISMSIN PTEROSAURIA
O'Connor, P., Stevens, N., Gottfried, M., Ridgely, R. and Roberts, E. NEW ARCHOSAURDISCOVERIESFROM
THE CRETACEOUSRED SANDSTONE GROUPOF THE RUKWARIFT BASIN, SOUTHWESTERNTANZANIA
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6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Barbosa de Moura, G. and Baez, A. ANURANS FROM THE LOWERCRETACEOUSCRATOFORMATIONOF
BRAZIL:A PRELIMINARYREPORT
Dilkes, D. and Brown, L. BIOMECHANICSOF THE VERTEBRAEAND ASSOCIATEDOSTEODERMSOF THE
EARLYPERMIANTEMNOSPONDYLCACOPSASPIDEPHORUS
Romano, P., Azevedo, S., Monnerat, M., Haguenauer, C. and Cunha, G. USAGE OF IMAGE-BASED3D MODELING PROCESSFOR RECONSTRUCTIONOF UPPER CRETACEOUSBRAZILIANSIDE-NECKEDTURTLE
BAURUEMYSELEGANS(SUAREZ, 1969) (PLEURODIRA:PODOCNEMIDIDAE):A PRELIMINARYSTUDY
Tadahiro, I. and Hiroyuki, O. EARLYPLEISTOCENEFOSSIL SNAKES (REPTILIA:SQUAMATA)FROM OKINAWAISLAND, THE RYUKYU ISLANDS, SOUTHWESTERNJAPAN
Burrows, R. THE VALIDITYOF MOSASAURUSDEKAYI(REPTILIA)BASED ON TWO NEW SKULLS FROM
SOUTH DAKOTA,AND THEIRRELATIONSHIPSWITHINTHE MOSASAURIDAE
Hutson, J. A COMPARATIVESTUDY OF FORELIMBRANGE OF MOTIONIN REPORTEDBIPEDALAND
QUADRUPEDALBASAL ARCHOSAURS
Tumarkin-Deratzian, A. ON THE OCCURRENCEOF FIBROLAMELLARBONE IN ALLIGATOR
Meers, M. and McHenry, C. KINEMATICALANYSIS OF STRIKEBEHAVIORIN CROCODYLIANS:IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EVOLUTIONOF CRANIALMORPHOLOGYAND ECOLOGY
Raveloson, M. and Whatley, R. COMPARATIVEMORPHOLOGYAND IDENTIFICATIONOF DISASSOCIATED
CROCODYLIFORMOSTEODERMSFROM THE UPPER CRETACEOUSMAEVARANOFORMATION,MADAGASCAR
Vila, B., Garrido, A., Galobart, A., Bravo, A.M. and Jackson, F. DINOSAUR EGGSAND CLUTCHESFROM
PINYES LOCALITY(SOUTHERNPYRENEES)AND COMPARISIONTO AUCA MAHUEVO (PATAGONIA)
Arbour, V. and Graves, M. THE FIRST DINOSAUR REMAINS FROM THE SUSTUT BASIN, NORTH-CENTRAL BRITISHCOLUMBIA,CANADA
Krauss, D. and Reshanov, A. SHED TEETHAS INDICATORSOF AGE DEMOGRAPHICSIN POPULATIONS
OF HADROSAURS
Kilbourne, B. ONTOGENETICALLOMETRYIN THE LIMB BONES OF DINOSAURS WITH IMPLICATIONS
FOR ORNITHISCHIANBIOMECHANICS
Tsuihiji, T. and Parrish, J. INFERENCEOF MUSCLEAND LIGAMENTANATOMYIN THE CERVICAL
REGIONOF DIPLODOCIDSAUROPODSUSING THE EXTANTPHYLOGENETICBRACKET
Heathcote, J. GEOMETRICMORPHOMETRICSWORKS ON SAUROPODSTOO! CRANIALAND VERTEBRAL LANDMARKANALYSES OF THE SAUROPODOMORPHA
Canudo, J., Ruiz-Omefiaca, J., Barco, J., Garcia-Ramos, J. and Piiiuela, L. THE DISCOVERYOF A SINGULAR
FAUNA: THE SAUROPODSFROM THE LATEJURASSICAND EARLIESTCRETACEOUSOF SPAIN
Hartman, S. and Shinkle, L. ESTIMATINGOSTEOLOGICALNEUTRAL POSITIONIN SAUROPODAXIAL
SKELETONS:COMPARINGTWO-DIMENSIONALAND THREE-DIMENSIONALMETHODS OF ANALYSIS
URUSCERVICALSPRESERVEAN ERECT,NOT HORIZONTAL,NECK
Paul, G. FUSED CAMARASA
Martinez, R., Vita, J., Lamanna, M. and Ibiricu, L. A CT SCAN OF A TITANOSAURIFORMSKULL
(DINOSAURIA: SAUROPODA)FROM CENTRALPATAGONIA,ARGENTINA
Tiitken, T., Hummel, J. and Sander, M. THE DIET OF SAUROPODDINOSAURS - CARBON ISOTOPECOMPOSITIONSOF FOSSILBONES AND POTENTIALFOOD PLANTS
Barco, J., Cuenca-Besc6s, G. and Ruiz-Omeiiaca, J. IMPLICATIONSOF THE PRESENCEOF THE MEGALOSAURIPUS-THERANGOSPODUS
ICHNOASSOCIATION(THEROPODA)IN THE BERRIASIAN (EARLY
CRETACEOUS)OF THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
Carr, T. IS GUANLONGA TYRANNOSAUROIDOR A SUBADULTMONOLOPHOSA
URUS?
Dangerfield, A., Britt, B. and Scheetz, R. ALLOSAURUSAND OTHERTHEROPODSOF THE DRY MESA
QUARRY(LATEJURASSIC,MORRISONFORMATION),COLORADO
Burch, S. THE RANGE OF MOTIONOF THE GLENOHUMERALJOINTOF THE THERIZINOSAURNEIMONGOSAURUS YANGI(DINOSAURIA:THEROPODA)
Hurlburt, G. RELATIVEBRAIN SIZE OF SMALLTHEROPODDINOSAURS INDICATESPROBABLEOBLIGATE ENDOTHERMY
King, L. and Foster, J. UNDER THE FEET OF GIANTS: AN INVESTIGATIONOF THE SMALLVERTEBRATESAT THE MYGATT-MOOREQUARRY,MORRISONFORMATION,WESTERN COLORADO
Demar, Jr., D., Clementz, M., Cassiliano, M. and Breithaupt, B. STATISTICALANALYSES OF A VERTEBRATE
MICROSITEFROM THE MESAVERDEFORMATION,WYOMING
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59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Perry, J., Kay, R. and Colbert, M. TOOTHROOT SIZEAND CHEWINGMUSCLE LEVERAGEIN HOMUNCULUS, A MIOCENEPRIMATEFROM PATAGONIA
Fleagle, J. and Kay, R. A NEW HUMERUS OF HOMUNCULUSFROM THE SANTA CRUZ FORMATION,
(EARLY-MIDDLEMIOCENE,PATAGONIA)
GORDONIFROM THE EARLY
Cote, S. and Nengo, I. TWO NEW MANDIBLES OF RANGWAPITHECUS
MIOCENEOF WESTERNKENYA
Gonzalez, A., Lopez, J., Rojas, C. and Lockley, M. DISCOVERYOF AN IMPORTANTHOMINIDTRACKSITE,
?EARLYHOLOCENEOF COAHUILLA,MEXICO
Evans, G., Fortelius, M., Jernvall, J., Pljusnin, I. and Evans, A. SHAPE-SEARCHINGIN DENTALMORPHOLOGY USING THE MORPHOBROWSER
Vlamis, T. THE KANSAS BOE AND EVOLUTION-A TALE OF ADAPTATION,REVERSALS,AND THE FITNESS OF KS SCIENCECURRICULA
STUDENT POSTER SESSION
Posters will be set up by 8:00 a.m. on Thursday and remain until 5:00 p.m.

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.

Anquetin, J. SYSTEMATICSOF THE CHALICOTHERIINAE(PERISSODACTYLA)AND THE IMPORTANCE
OF REVISINGOLD COLLECTIONS
Benson, R. THE TAXONOMY,SYSTEMATICSAND EVOLUTIONOF THE BRITISHTHEROPODDINOSAUR,
MEGALOSA
URUS
Burger, B. A NEW LATEPALEOCENEVERTEBRATEFAUNA FROM THE OHIO CREEKCONGLOMERATE
OF WESTERNCOLORADO
Cook, T. UPPER CRETACEOUSSELACHIANFAUNA FROM THE KASKAPAUFORMATIONNEAR WATINO
ALBERTACANADA
Einarsson, E. MORPHOLOGICALAND FUNCTIONALDIFFERENCESBETWEENRHAMPHORHYNCHOID
AND PTERODACTYLOIDPTEROSAURSWITH EMPHASISON FLIGHT
Ekdale, E. VARIATIONAMONG PROBOSCIDEANPETROSALSFROMA PLEISTOCENECAVEDEPOSITIN
TEXAS
Fedak, T. A RICH BONE BED OF SAUROPODOMORPHDINOSAURS IN THE LOWERJURASSIC(HETTANGIAN) MCCOYBROOK FORMATION
Fujiwara, S.-I. COSTALFUNCTIONSOF QUADRUPEDS FOR BODY SUPPORTAND RECONSTRUCTIONOF
THE SCAPULARPOSITION
Gilbert, C. IDENTIFICATIONOF THE FIRST THEROPITHECUS
(ORDER:PRIMATES)FROM BOLT'S FARM,
SOUTHAFRICA
Green, J. PRELIMINARYANALYSIS OF MICROWEARIN EXTANTXENARTHRANS:CAN DENTINE
MICROWEARINDICATEPALEODIET?
Hawthorn, J. PORASPIDIDSFROM THE MOTH LOCALITY,MACKENZIEMOUNTAINS,NWT, CANADA:
ANATOMYAND PHYLOGENY
Hirasawa, T. KINEMATICSOF THEROPODRIB CAGES AND THEIRIMPLICATIONSFOR THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS
Hynes, K. THE EVOLUTIONOF THE GROOMINGCLAWIN CASTORIDAE
Jerve, A. CT-SCAN-BASEDANALYSIS OF MORPHOLOGICALFEATURESOF THE OTIC REGIONIN
MIOCENELAMNID SHARKS
Klug, S. NEW SKELETALREMAINS OF PALAEOSPINACIDSHARKS:KEY-TAXAFOR UNDERSTANDING
THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS
OF SYNECHODONTIFORMES(NEOSELACHII)
Krumenacker, L.J. ORNITHOPODSOF THE WAYANFORMATION(ALBIAN) OF EAST IDAHO:A REEVALUATION OF THE DINOSAURIAN FAUNA
Levering, D. DETERMININGCURSORIALITYOF MID-TERTIARYMAMMALS THROUGHDISTAL/PROXIMAL LIMB BONE RATIOS
Lindsay, T. FOSSIL SPEAK:CONTROVERSIALCONCEPTSOF DEEP TIMEAND CHANGE THROUGHTIME
PRESENTEDTO STUDENTS THROUGHTHE STRONGEVIDENCEOF THE FOSSILRECORD
Linton, D. LIMB BONE SCALINGIN DINOSAURS
MacKenzie, L. MORPHOLOGYAND HISTOLOGYOF TOOTHWHORLSIN EARLYGNATHOSTOMESFROM
M.O.T.H.,NORTHWESTTERRITORIES
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FRIDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 20, 2006
TECHNICALSESSIONVIII
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM A/B
MODERATORS: PETER DODSON AND PETER MAKOVICKY
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

12:00
12:15

Vavrek, M. and Larsson, H. ANALYSIS OF DINOSAUR DIVERSITYAND PROVINCIALITYIN LATECRETACEOUS NORTHAMERICA
Carrano, M. A NEW PERSPECTIVEON NON-AVIAN DINOSAUR DIVERSITY
Lloyd, G., Davis, K., Benton, M. and Pisani, D. A NEW DINOSAUR SUPERTREEAND THE UTILITYOF
LARGE TREES IN MACROEVOLUTION
Clark, J. and Forster, C. THE FAUNA OF THE MIDDLE-UPPERJURASSIC SHISHUGOUFORMATION,
WESTERNCHINA
Eberth, D., Xu, X., Clark, J., Machlus, M. and Hemming, S. THE DINOSAUR-BEARINGSHISHUGOUFORMATION(JURASSIC,NW CHINA) REVEALED
Smith, J., Tshakreen, S., Rasmussen, D. and Lamanna, M. NEW DINOSAUR DISCOVERIESFROMTHE
EARLYCRETACEOUSOF LIBYA
Mateus, O., Morais, M., Schulp, A., Jacobs, L. and Polcyn, M. THE CRETACEOUSOF ANGOLA
Balanoff, A. and Norell, M. EMBRYONICORNITHISCHIANFROM THE UPPER CRETACEOUSOF MONGOLIA
BREAK
Dodson, P., You, H. and Tanoue, K. NEW DISCOVERIESIN CHINA HIGHLIGHTAN ADAPTIVE RADIATION
OF BASAL CERATOPSIANS
Wu, X.-C., Brinkman, D. and Eberth, D. A NEW CERATOPSIANDINOSAUR (ORNITHISCHIA)FROM THE
UPPER HORSESHOECANYON FORMATION,ALBERTA,CANADA
Upchurch, P. DINOSAUR BIOGEOGRAPHYAND THE BREAK-UP OF GONDWANA:A RE-APPRAISAL
USING CLADISTICBIOGEOGRAPHICMETHODS
Barrett, P. and Zhao, Q. EVIDENCEFOR POST-NESTLINGGREGARIOUSBEHAVIOURIN THE BASAL CERATOPSIANDINOSAUR PSITTACOSAURUS
Makovicky, P., Gao, K.-Q., Zhou, C.-F. and Erickson, G. ONTOGENETICCHANGES IN PSITTACOSAURUS:
IMPLICATIONSFOR TAXONOMYAND PHYLOGENY
Lee, A. EVOLUTIONOF RAPID LIMB GROWTHAND VASCULARCANAL ORGANIZATIONIN CERATOPSIAN DINOSAURS
Kirkland, J. and Deblieux, D. A NEW GENUS OF ORNATELONG-HORNEDCENTROSAURINECERATOPSIAN FROM THE MIDDLE CAMPANIAN(CRETACEOUS)WAHWEAPFORMATION,GRAND STAIRCASEESCALANTENATIONALMONUMENT,SOUTHERNUTAH
URUSAND
Hieronymus, T., Tanke, D., Currie, P. and Witmer, L. HORN MORPHOLOGYOF PACHYRHINOSA
HORN EVOLUTIONIN CENTROSAURINEDINOSAURS
Reizner, J. and Horner, J. AN ONTOGENETICSERIESOF THE CERATOPSIDDINOSAUR EINIOSAURUS
PROCURVICORNISAS DETERMINEDBY LONG BONE HISTOLOGY

TECHNICAL SESSION IX
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM C
MODERATORS: RUSSELL GRAHAM AND JOSHUA MILLER
8:00
8:15

8:30

Feranec, R., Hadly, E. and Paytan, A. DISCRIMINATINGLANDSCAPE USE IN HOLOCENEMAMMALS
USING STRONTIUMISOTOPES
Morgan, M., Behrensmeyer, A., Badgley, C., Nelson, S. and Barry, J. EVIDENCEFOR HABITATGRADIENTS
USING LATERALVARIATIONIN STABLECARBON ISOTOPERATIOSWITHINTHE MIOCENESIWALIK
SEQUENCEOF PAKISTAN
Kingston, J. and Harrison, T. REASSESSINGTHE PALEOECOLOGYOF THE PLIOCENESITE OF LAETOLI,
NORTHERNTANZANIA,UTILIZINGISOTOPICANALYSIS OF FOSSIL HERBIVOREENAMEL
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SYMPOSIUM: 3D IMAGING: NEW TECHNIQUES AND APPLICATIONS
JOLIET ROOM
MODERATORS: SUZANNE STRAIT AND ALISTAIR EVANS
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30

9:45

10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00

Ridgely, R. and Witmer, L. DEAD ON ARRIVAL:OPTIMIZINGCT DATAACQUISITIONOF FOSSILS USING
MODERN HOSPITALCT SCANNERS
Claeson, K, Lundberg, J. and Hagadorn, J. ANATOMYOF THE VERY TINY:TOMOGRAPHICINSIGHTS
INTO MORPHOLOGYOF EXTINCTAND EXTANTFISHES
Smith, N. and Strait, S. LASER SCANNINGAUTOMATIONAND STANDARDIZATION
Strait, S. and Smith, N. PALEOVIEW3D:AN INTERACTIVEDATABASEOF MAMMALS FROM THE PALEOCENE/EOCENEBOUNDARY
Boyd, A. and Motani, R. 3D RE-EVALUATIONOF THE DEFORMATIONREMOVALTECHNIQUEBASED ON
JIGSAWPUZZLING
Motani, R., Milner, A. and Schmitz, L. THE FIRST TRULYOBJECTIVEMETHODFOR 3D REMOVALOF
GEOLOGICALDEFORMATIONWITHAN APPLICATIONTO THE BRAINCASE OF ARCHAEOPTERYX
Penkrot, T. COMPARATIVEPALEOECOLOGIESOF NORTHAMERICANMIOCLAENIDSAND "HYOPSODONTIDS"(MAMMALIA:"CONDYLARTHRA")USING COMBINEDDENTALMORPHOMETRICTECHNIQUES
Wilson, G., Evans, A., Jernvall, J. and Fortelius, M. DIETARYPREFERENCESOF MULTITUBERCULATES:
PRELIMINARYINFERENCESFROM DENTALMORPHOLOGICALCOMPLEXITYPATTERNSIN MUROID
RODENTS
BREAK
Evans, A., Martin, T., Fortelius, M. and Jernvall, J. RECONSTRUCTINGDENTALOCCLUSIONIN 3D: FROM
CARNIVORANSTO ASFALTOMYLOS
AND COMPARISONOF 3D SHAPES USING EIGENSURPolly, P.D. and MacLeod, N. CHARACTERIZATION
FACEANALYSIS:LOCOMOTIONIN TERTIARYCARNIVORA
Stevens, K. and Wills, E. 3D VISUALIZATIONOF ALLOMETRICCHANGE IN WHOLE SKELETONS:POSTURE, PROPORTION,AND RANGE OF MOTION
Delson, E., Wiley, D., Harcourt-Smith, W., Frost, S. and Rosenberger, A. 3D APPROACHESIN PALEOANTHROPOLOGYUSING GEOMETRICMORPHOMETRICSAND LASER SCANNING
Dumont, E., Werle, S. and Grosse, I. 3D IMAGINGAND BIOMECHANICS:BRINGING3D FINITEELEMENT
MODELINGTO COMPARATIVEBIOLOGY
Rayfield, E. and Milner, A. THE EVOLUTIONOF PISCIVORYIN THEROPODDINOSAURS
Polcyn, M. 3D BIOMECHANICALMODELSAND THE EVOLUTIONOF CRANIALKINESIS IN
MOSASAUROID SQUAMATES
Rybczynski, N., Tirabasso, A., Cuthbertson, R. and Holliday, C. A 3D CRANIALANIMATIONOF EDMONTOSAURUSFOR TESTINGFEEDINGHYPOTHESES
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POSTERSESSIONII
Authorsmust be presentfrom3:00-5:00p.m.
Postersmust be removedby 5:30 p.m.
Booth
OFEQUUSLAMBEI
1.
Grant,T. FROZENIN TIME:CONSERVATION
WITH
SEALERAND FILLERIN MOLDINGSPECIMENS
2.
AS A TEMPORARY
Brown,G. CYCLODODECANE
POROUSAND PENETRABLE
SURFACES
STRATEGIES:
3.
Benton,R. and Hargrave,R. DATACHECKSAND OTHERTYPESOFDATACOLLECTION
PARK
TWOCASESTUDIESATBADLANDSNATIONAL
MARKINGKITFORPALEONTOLOGIAN ARCHIVAL
4.
Davidson,A., Alderson,S. and Fox, M. ASSEMBLING
CALSPECIMENS
HOWTODEALWITH
5.
Gibbel,J. and Wahl,W. HEALTHHAZARDSOFTHERODENTBORNHANTAVIRUS.
POTENTIALLY
INFECTEDSTORAGESIGHTSATTHEWYOMINGDINOSAURCENTER
6.
OFINSECTTRACESON MODERNAND FOSSILBONES
Bader,K. RECOGNITION
FOSSILS
P.
7.
A
VARIATION
ON THEPADDEDPLASTERJACKETFORHOUSINGVERTEBRATE
Kroehler,
OVERSEAS
FOSSILS
VERTEBRATE
8.
R.
AND
TRANSPORTING
PACKING
Hunt,
TOIMPROVE
THECONSISTENCY
DATABASE
9.
Browne,I. and Randall,K. NEWUSESOFA RELATIONAL
CONAND ENVIRONMENTAL
AND QUALITYOFFOSSILLOCALITY
DATAIN ACADEMICINSTITUTIONS
SULTINGFIRMS
ANALYSESOFFOSSILFISH
AND GEOCHEMICAL
10.
Matton,O., Stevenson,R. and Cloutier,R. ISOTOPIC
FORMATION
REMAINSFROMTHEUPPERDEVONIANESCUMINAC
QUEBEC):IMPLICA(MIGUASHA,
TIONSFORPALEOENVIRONMENTAL
INTERPRETATION
ICHTHYODECTIFORMES
11.
Leal, M., Alvarado-Ortega,J. and Brito, P. REVIEWOFTHEBRAZILIAN
OFELESPINALQUARRY(MEXIPARACLUPEIDS
G.
12.
J.
and
Arratia,
Ovalles-Damiain,
E., Alvarado-Ortega,
ELLIMMICHTHYIFORMES
THE
INTERRELATIONSHIPS
OF
CO)AND
PYCNODONTIFPALMA
OFIEMANJA
13.
(ACTINOPTERYGII:
Machado,L. and Brito,P. REDESCRIPTION
BRAZIL
NORTHEAST
ORMES)FROMTHEALBIANOFTHESANTANAFORMATION,
SHARK(LAMNIFORMES:
14.
ORIGINFORMEGAMOUTH
MEGACHASMIDAE)
Shimada,K. MESOZOIC
LAMNISHARKS(CHONDRICHTHYES,
15.
Mewis,H. and Klug, S. REVISIONOFMIOCENEMACKAREL
GERMANY
NORTHERN
FROM
US"ESCHERI
TO "ISUR
FORMES),WITHSPECIALREFERENCE
IN THECRETA16.
Newbrey,M., Wilson,M. andAshworth,A. EVIDENCEFORTWOTAXAOFHIODONTIDAE
ALBERTA
CEOUSDINOSAURPARKFORMATION,
ELLIMFISH(CLUPEOMORPHA,
17.
Murray,A., Cumbaa,S., Hay,M. and Plint,A. A NEWPARACLUPEID
CANADA
DUNVEGANFORMATION,
ALBERTA,
FROMTHEMIDDLECENOMANIAN
MICHTHYIFORMES)
RIVERFISHESDATED
OFCOLORADO
HISTORY
18.
Smith,G., Spencer,J. and Dowling,T. LATECENOZOIC
DIFFERENCES
WITHFOSSILSAND DNA SEQUENCE
FROMTHE
19.
(SILURIFORMES:LORICAROIDEA)
Malabarba,M. and Lundberg,J. A FOSSILLORICARIIDAE
TAUBATE
BASIN,EASTERNBRAZIL
FORTHEMAZONCREEKBIOTA
20.
OCCURRENCE
Henderson,M. A NEWAMPHIBIAN
GIGAS
AFTERALL-A NEWLOOKATTHECHEEKAND PALATEOFPLACODUS
21.
Merck,J. CONGRUENT
THE
GEINITZI
US
PARASA
UR
A
OF
22.
J.
REEXAMINATION
L.
and
PARAREPTILIA);
(AMNIOTA:
Mueller,
Tsuji,
FIRSTPAREIASAUR
OFNIGERAND MONGOLIA
FROMTHELOWERCRETACEOUS
23.
Sereno,P. BASALLEPIDOSAURS
24.
25.

26.

27.

Garcia-Ramos, J., Pifiiuela,L. and Ruiz-Omeiiaca, J. VERTEBRATETRACKS FROM THE LATEJURASSIC
(KIMMERIDGIAN)OF ASTURIAS (NORTHSPAIN)
FAUNA
Heckert, A., Camp, J., Schneider, V., Olsen, P. and Nesbitt, S. A DIVERSENEW MICROVERTEBRATE
SANFORD
SUBBASIN,
CUMNOCK
FORMATION,
FROM THE UPPER TRIASSIC(REVUELTIAN:NORIAN)
NORTH CAROLINA,USA
EFFECTSON K/T EXTINCTIONS:
Sankey, J. SEPARATINGTERRESTRIALFROM EXTRATERRESTRIAL
CHANGES IN VERTEBRATESAND CLIMATEDURING LAST 10 MILLIONYEARS OF CRETACEOUSIN
SOUTHERNNORTHAMERICA
AVAILABLESOFTWARE
Shinkle, L. and Hartman, S. UTILIZING3D LASER SCANS AND COMMERCIALLY
SETS
DATA
VIRTUAL
MORPHOLOGICAL
TO CREATEAND ANALYZE
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54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

72.
73.
74.
75.

76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

Turner,A., Pol, D., Norell, M. and Hwang, S. RESOLVINGDROMAEOSAURIDPHYLOGENY:NEW INFORMATIONAND ADDITIONS TO THE TREE
Parsons, W. and Parsons, K. MORPHOLOGYAND SIZE OF AN ADULT SPECIMENOF DEINONYCHUS
ANTIRRHOPUS(SAURISCHIA,THEROPODA)
Watabe, M., Suzuki, S. and Tsogtbaatar, K. GEOLOGICALAND GEOGRAPHICALDISTRIBUTIONOF BIRDLIKE THEROPOD,AVIMIMUSIN MONGOLIA
Kubota, K. and Rinchen, B. REEXAMINATIONOF ADASAURUSMONGOLIENSIS(DINOSAURIA:THEROPODA) FROM THE UPPER CRETACEOUSNEMEGTFORMATIONOF MONGOLIA
Henderson, D. and Zelenitsky, D. EGG AND BODY MASS SCALINGIN NON-AVIAN THEROPODS
Varricchio, D., Yang, C., Zhong, S., Huang, T. and Knell, M. SAUROPODTRACKWAYSFROM THE MIDDLE
JURASSICOF YUNNAN, CHINA
URUS AND
Bonnan, M. and Yates, A. THE FORELIMBOF THE BASAL SAUROPODOMORPHMELANOROSA
THE EVOLUTIONOF PRONATION,MANUS SHAPE,AND QUADRUPEDALISMIN SAUROPODS
Ogrodnik, J. and Sereno, P. HIND LEG STAND IN A SAUROPOD:A BIOMECHANICALTEST
Hohn, B., Distler, C., Preuschoft, H. and Witzel, U. FUNCTIONALMORPHOLOGYOF THE SHOULDERGIRDLE AND THE FORELIMBSIN SAUROPODDINOSAURS UNDER CONSIDERATIONOF 3-D FINITE-ELEMENT STRUCTURESYNTHESIS(FESS)
Curry-Rogers, K., Hertel, J. and Groenke, J. THREE-DIMENSIONALRECONSTRUCTIONOF THE SKULL OF
URUS KRAUSEI (SAUROPODA:TITANOSAURIA)
RAPETOSA
D.
AN ARTICULATEDPARTIALPOSTCRANIALSKELETONOF A SMALL ORNITHOPOD(C.F.
Lovelace,
DINOSAUR
OTHNIELIA)
(MORRISONFORMATION;ALCOVA,WYOMING)
Zelenitsky, D., Therrien, F., Currie, P., Henderson, D. and Horner, J. LOCOMOTORYBEHAVIORIN THE
LAMBEOSAURINEHYPACROSA
URUSSTEBINGERI
S.
and
K.
OSTEODERMHISTOLOGYOF STEGOSAURUSSTENOPS(ORNITHISCHIA:
Hayashi,
Carpenter,
THYREOPHORA):IMPLICATIONSFOR PLATEAND SPIKEGROWTH
Chadwick, A., Spencer, L. and Turner, L. PRELIMINARYDEPOSITIONALMODELFOR AN UPPER CRETACEOUS EDMONTOSA
URUS BONEBED
Dalman, S. FOOTPRINTMORPHOLOGYAND BIOMECHANICSOF SMALL ORNITHISCHIANDINOSAUR
ICHNOGENUSANOMOEPUSFROM THE LOWERJURASSICOF WESTERNMASSACHUSETTS
Janssen, J. and Hayward, J. EFFECTSOF HEATON AVIAN DINOSAUR EGGSHELLFRAGMENTS
Montes, L., Cubo, J., De Margerie, E., Castanet, J. and De Ricqlies,A. INFERRINGBONE GROWTHRATESIN
EXTINCTARCHOSAURSFROM THE THICKNESSOF CALCIFIEDCARTILAGEIN THEIRLONG BONES
Morschhauser, E., Liu, J., Meng, Q. and Varricchio, D. ANATOMICALDETAILSFROMA WELL PRESERVED
SPECIMENOF LONGIROSTRA
VIS(AVES, ENANTIORNITHES)FROM THE JIUFOTANGFORMATION,
LIAONINGPROVINCE,CHINA
O'Connor, J., Meng, Q., Wang, X. and Chiappe, L. LONGIROSTRINEENANTIORNITHINEBIRDS: INFORMATIONFROMA NEW CHINESESPECIMEN
Case, J., Reguero, M., Martin, J. and Cordes-Person, A. A CURSORIALBIRD FROM THE MAASTRICTIANOF
ANTARCTICA
Strauss, J. A PRELIMINARYREVIEWOF CIMOLESTIDSYSTEMATICSWITH COMMENTSON THE GENUS
PROCERBERUS
FRANCESCI(RODENTIA:
Anderson, D. NEWLYDISCOVEREDPARTIALCRANIUM OF ACRITOPARAMYS
IN CLASSIFICATION
A
CHANGE
FROM
THE
SUPPORTS
BIGHORN
WYOMING
BASIN,
ISCHYROMYIDAE)
TO THE SUBFAMILYPARAMYINAE
Cuenca-Besc6s, G., Gonzilez-Morales, M., Barco, J. and Straus, L. UPPER PLEISTOCENEPLIOMYSLENKI
(RODENTIA,MAMMALIA)IN IBERIA:A TALEOF FLICKERINGEXTINCTION
Zakrzewski, R. BLANCAN WOODRATS(RODENTIA:CRICETIDAE)FROM THE MEADE BASIN SOUTHWESTERNKANSAS
Hordijk, K. and Van der Meulen, A. COMMUNITYMEMBERSHIPOF MIDDLE MIOCENEPIKAS FROM
NORTH-CENTRALSPAIN
Fisher, R., Hicks, M. and Elrod, C. DOCUMENTINGTHE ANATOMYOF AN ENIGMA:THE HIND LIMB
MYOLOGYOF AILURUSFULGENS
Castillo, J., Bravo, V. and Cabral, M. ON THE P]RESENCEOF THE DIRE WOLF CANISDIRUS FROM THE
VALSEQUILLOBASIN, PLEISTOCENEOF PUEBLA, CENTRALMEXICO
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SATURDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 21, 2006
TECHNICAL SESSION XIII
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM A/B
MODERATORS: DAVID EVANS AND STEVEN SALISBURY
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15

MAGNIDENSFROM THE LOWERCRETACEOUSOF
You, H.-L., Ji, Q. and Li, D.-Q. LANZHOUSAURUS
GANSU PROVINCE,CHINA:THE LARGEST-TOOTHEDHERBIVOROUSDINOSAUR IN THE WORLD
Prieto-Marquez, A., Joshi, S. and Parker, W. MORPHOMETRICSOF THE HADROSAURIDPELVICGIRDLE
USING A NEW METHODOF SHAPEANALYSIS
Padian, K., De Ricqles, A. and Horner, J. COMPARATIVELONG BONE HISTOLOGYAND GROWTHOF
SOME "HYPSILOPHODONTID"
DINOSAURS
URUS (DINOSAURIA:HADROSAURIDAE)FROM
Gates, T. and Sampson, S. A NEW SPECIESOF GRYPOSA
THE UPPER CAMPANIANKAIPAROWITSFORMATIONOF UTAH
Evans, D., Currie, P., Eberth, D. and Ryan, M. HIGH RESOLUTIONLAMBEOSAURINEDINOSAUR BIOSTRATIGRPHY,DINOSAUR PARKFORMATION,ALBERTA:SEXUAL DIMORPHISMRECONSIDERED
URUS-LIKECERATOPRyan, M., Tanke, D., Brinkman, D., Eberth, D. and Currie, P. A NEW PACHYRHINOSA
SIAN FROM THE UPPER DINOSAUR PARKFORMATION(UPPER CAMPANIAN)OF SOUTHERNALBERTA,
CANADA
Woodward, H. and Lehman, T. USING LIMB CIRCUMFERENCEAND BODY MASS TO ESTIMATESAUROPOD DINOSAUR GROWTHRATES
Klein, N., Sander, M. and Leloeuff, J. AN UNUSUAL BONE HISTOLOGYAND GROWTHPATTERNIN
AMPELOSAURUSATACIS,A TITANOSAURIDSAUROPODFROM SOUTH FRANCE
BREAK
Chure, D., Britt, B. and Greenhalgh, B. A NEW TITANOSAURIFORMSAUROPODWITHABUNDANT SKULL
MATERIALFROM THE CEDAR MOUNTAINFORMATION,DINOSAUR NATIONALMONUMENT
Salisbury, S., Molnar, R. and Lamanna, M. A NEW TITANOSAURIFORMSAUROPODFROM THE MID-CRETACEOUS(ALBIAN-CENOMANIAN)WINTONFORMATIONOF CENTRAL-WESTERNQUEENSLAND,AUSTRALIA
Xu, X. and Clark, J. NEW CERATOSAURSFROM THE JURASSIC SHISHUGOUFORMATIONOF WESTERN
CHINA
Kobayashi, Y., Makovicky, P. and Currie, P. ORNITHOMIMIDS(THEROPODA:DINOSAURIA)FROM THE
LATE CRETACEOUSOF ALBERTA,CANADA
HYPOTHENesbitt, S., Turner,A., Erickson, G. and Norell, M. DIGESTINGTHE COELOPHYSIS-CANNIBAL
SIS AND ITS IMPORTANCETO PREY CHOICEIN THEROPODDINOSAURS
Rauhut, O. THEROPODDINOSAURS FROM THE LATEJURASSICOF TANZANIAAND THE ORIGINOF
CRETACEOUSGONDWANANTHEROPODFAUNAS
Brusatte, S. and Sereno, P. BASAL ABELISAURIDAND CARCHARODONTOSAURIDTHEROPODSFROM
THE ELRHAZFORMATION(APTIAN-ALBIAN)OF NIGER
DIDN'T MOVE: CONSTRAINT-BASED
Gatesy, S., Baker, M. and Hutchinson, J. HOW TYRANNOSAURUS
EXCLUSIONOF LIMB POSES FOR RECONSTRUCTINGDINOSAUR LOCOMOTION
URUS REX
Holland, M. A NEW ARRANGEMENTOF THE PALATALELEMENTSIN TYRANNOSA

TECHNICAL SESSION XIV
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM C
MODERATORS: KENNETH ANGIELCZYK AND DAVID ELLIOTT
8:00
8:15
8:30

Elliott, D. A NEW FAMILYOF HETEROSTRACANS(AGNATHA)FROM THE LATE SILURIAN OF THE
CANADIAN ARCTIC
Sansom, R., Janvier, P. and Donoghue, P. THE EVOLUTIONAND DEVELOPMENTOF PAIREDFINS: NEW
DATAFROM THE OSTEOSTRACI(AGNATHA)
DOBIEI:MORPHOLOGICAL,RANGE AND ECOLOGICAL
Schwimmer, D. MEGALOCOELACANTHUS
DESCRIPTIONSOF THE YOUNGESTFOSSIL MARINE COELACANTH
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11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15

Barnes, L. and Goedert, J. THE FAMILYAETIOCETIDAEAS A MODELFOR EVOLUTIONOF STEM MYSTICETI
AND MOLECULAREVIDENCEFOR
Demere, T., McGowen, M., Berta, A. and Gatesy, J. PALEONTOLOGICAL
THE TRANSITIONFROM TEETHTO BALEEN (MAMMALIA:CETACEA:MYSTICETI)
Sawamura, H., Otani, S., Ichishima, H., Ito, H. and Ishikawa, H. FEATURESIMPLYINGTHE BEGINNINGOF
BALEEN GROWTHIN AETIOCETIDS
Fordyce, E. AN UNEXPECTEDDIVERSITYOF BASAL BALEEN WHALES:LATEOLIGOCENEEOMYSTICETIDAEFROMNEW ZEALAND
Berta, A., McGowen, M., Gatesy, J. and Demere, T. MYSTICETEPHYLOGENY: THE ROLE OF STEM TAXA
AND CHARACTEREVOLUTIONIN THE TRANSITIONTO MODERN MYSTICETES
Churchill, M., Berta, A. and Demere, T. THE PHYLOGENETICPOSITIONOF PYGMY RIGHTWHALES
(MYSTICETI:NEOBALAENIDAE)SEPARATEAND COMBINEDANALYSES

SATURDAYAFTERNOON, OCTOBER 21, 2006
TECHNICAL SESSION XV
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM A/B
MODERATORS: SARAH WERNING AND FRANCOIS THERRIEN
1:30
1:45
2:00
2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

4:00
4:15

Holliday, C. and Witmer, L. CRITICALAPPRAISALOF CRANIALKINESIS IN DINOSAURS
Werning, S., Lee, A. and Bybee, P. ENDOSTEALLYDERIVED TISSUES IN DINOSAURS AND THE EVOLUTION OF MEDULLARYBONE
Schweitzer, M. and Wittmeyer, J. CHEMICALAND MOLECULARANALYSES OF SOFT TISSUE MATRIX
FROM TYRANNOSA
URUS REX (MOR 1125): PRELIMINARYRESULTS
Farke, A. EVOLUTIONAND ANATOMICORIGINOF THE FRONTALSINUS COMPLEXIN CERATOPSIAN
DINOSAURS
Rega, E. and Holmes, R. MANUAL PATHOLOGYINDICATIVEOF LOCOMOTORBEHAVIORIN TWO CHASMOSAURINECERATOPIDDINOSAURS
Witzel, U. and Giissling, R. DEDUCTIVEVIRTUALSYNTHESIS OF A SAUROPOD SKULL
Whitlock, J. ONTOGENETICGROWTHIN THE SKULL OF DIPLODOCUS
BREAK
Therrien, F. and Henderson, D. MY THEROPODIS BIGGERTHAN YOURS... OR NOT: ESTIMATINGTHEROPOD BODY SIZE FROM SKULL LENGTH
Fricke, H. and Rogers, R. STABLEISOTOPECOMPARISONSAMONG LATECRETACEOUSDINOSAUR
LOCALITIES:CAN INFERENCESRELATEDTO HADROSAUR HABITATPREFERENCEAND MIGRATIONBE
DRAWN IN LIGHTOF DIAGENESIS?
Chapman, R. COMBINEDLANDMARKAND OUTLINEMORPHOMETRICAPPROACHESFOR ANALYZING
THE SHAPE OF ORGANISMS-FILLING A NEEDED GAP WITH POWERFULBUT INTUITIVEMETHODS
Tanke, D. ONE MAN'S TREASUREIS ANOTHERMAN'S TRASH: THE ROLE OF OLD GARBAGE TO IDENTIFY FOSSIL QUARRIESAND FIELD CAMPS IN ALBERTA,CANADA

TECHNICAL SESSION XVI
INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM C
MODERATORS: HANS-DIETER SUES AND ADAM HUTTENLOCKER
1:30
1:45
2:00

Modesto, S., Botha, J. and Smith, R. A SPECIMENOF THE PROCOLOPHONOIDREPTILESAUROPAREION
ANOPLUSFROM THE KATBERGFORMATIONOF SOUTHAFRICA
Froebisch, J. and Reisz, R. A NEW BASAL THERAPSIDFROM THE MIDDLE PERMIANMEZEN COMPLEX
OF RUSSIA AND THE EARLYDIVERSIFICATIONOF THERAPSIDA
Kammerer, C. ANALYSIS OF CRANIALDISPARITYIN THE THEROCEPHALIAUSING GEOMETRICMORPHOMETRICS
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POSTER SESSION III
Authors must be present from 4:30-6:30 p.m.
Posters must be removed by 6:30 p.m.

Booth
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Charest, F. and Cloutier, R. DEVELOPMENTALPATTERNSOF THE JUVENILECARBONIFEROUSCOELACANTH RHABDODERMA
EXIGUUM
Kriwet, J. and Klug, S. DIVERSITYAND BIOGEOGRAPHYPATTERNSOF LATEJURASSICNEOSELACHIANS (CHONDRICHTHYES,ELASMOBRANCHII)
Hilton, E. THE SISTER-GROUPOF ACIPENSERIFORMES:PAST PROBLEMSAND POTENTIALPOSSIBILITIES
Alvarado-Ortega, J., Mayrinck, D. and Brito, P. ON THE OCCURRENCEOF NOTELOPSIN TLAYiA QUARRY, TEPEXIDE RODRIGUEZ,PUEBLA, MEXICO
TOOTHSIZE IN A
Grandstaff, B., Parris, D. and Gallagher, W. IMPLICATIONSOF SCAPANORHYNCHUS
CAMPANIAN(CRETACEOUS)ESTUARYAT ELLISDALE,NEW JERSEY
Dutheil, D. FRESHWATERHYBODONT SHARKS FROM THE LOWERCRETACEOUSOF SAHARA
Gonzalez-Rodriguez, K., Bravo-Cuevas, V. and Fielitz, C. MUHI QUARRY,HIDALGOIN CENTRALMEXICO,
A POSSIBLEBREEDINGAND NESTING SITE FOR LATECRETACEOUSFISHES
Popov, E. A REVIEWOF MESOZOICAND CENOZOICCHIMAEROIDFISHES (HOLOCEPHALI,CHIMAEROIDEI)FROM TERRITORYOF THE FORMERUSSR
Chen, P. BIODIVERSITYOF FOSSILAND LIVING OSTARIOPHYSANSIN CHINA
Arratia, G. and Alvarado-Ortega, J. EARLYDIVERSIFICATIONOF ICTIOBINFISHES IN NORTHAMERICA
AND PATTERNSOF DISTRIBUTION
Henrici, A., Klembara, J., Berman, D. and Thomas, M. FIRSTWIDELYSPACEDCRANIALGROWTHSERIES
OF A SEYMOURIIDAE
Simons, V., Holman, J., Gottfried, M. and Stevens, N. LOCOMOTORMORPHOLOGYAND ECOLOGICAL
IMPLICATIONSOF PALEOGENEAFRICAN FROGS
Schubert, B. and Wallace, S. AMPHIBIANSAND REPTILESOF THE MIO-PLIOCENEGRAY FOSSIL SITE
AND THEIRPALEOECOLOGICAL
IMPLICATIONS
Monks, J. and Kvale, E. AN ICHNOFAUNALCOMPARISONOF TWO PENNSYLVANIAN(MORROWANATOKAN)TETRAPODTRACK LOCALITIESIN INDIANA
Matzen, B. OLD SPECIMENSNEWLYDESCRIBED:CAMP'S PAREIASAURSKULLS FROM THE KAROO
BASIN OF SOUTHAFRICAAND THEIRIMPLICATIONSFOR BASAL PAREIASAURTAXONOMY
Jones, C. PHYLOGENETICPOSITIONOF SOUTHWESTERNNORTHAMERICANTORTOISES(TESTUDINIDAE)
Janzic, A.-M. A PRELIMINARYANALYSIS OF STOMACHCONTENTSFROMA NEW POLYCOTYLIDPLESIOSAUR
Gomez-Perez, M., Noe, L. and Norman, D. IMAGINGTHE OTIC CAPSULES OF A PLIOSAUR
Westgate, J., Brown, R., Pittman, J., Cope, D. and Kalb, J. FIRST OCCURRENCESOF DEINOSUCHUSIN
MEXICO
NEOCESchein, J., Lacovara, K., Gallagher, W. and Poole, J. A NEARLY COMPLETETHORACOSAURUS
SARIENSIS(CROCODYLIA:GAVIALIDAE)FROM THE LATESTCRETACEOUS-EARLIEST
TERTIARY
HORNERSTOWNFORMATIONOF NEW JERSEY,U.S.A.
Wegweiser, M., Breithaupt, B., Wahl, W. and Hartman, S. LATE CRETACEOUS DUCKBILL MANDIBLES

AND DUCKBILLDINOSAUR CHIN SKIN SCALES: CHEEKS,CHEWINGKINETICS,AND SKIN
Fowler, D. TERRESTRIALLATECRETACEOUSSTRATIGRAPHYOF NORTHAMERICAAND THE UTILITY
OF CERATOPSIDSIN BIOSTRATIGRAPHY
Morales, M. and Campbell, C. VARIATIONSFROMADULT MORPHOLOGYIN A SUBADULT SKULL OF
THE DINOSAUR TRICERATOPS
FROM THE HELL CREEKFORMATIONOF MONTANA
J.
A
STUDY OF CAMARASAURUS'
Wood,
(DINOSAURIA:SAUROPODA)TORSOAND ITS BIOMECHANICAL IMPLICATIONS
URUSPRICEICOLGrillo, O., and Azevedo, S. PELVICAND HIND LIMB MUSCULATUREOF STAURIKOSA
BERT, 1970 (DINOSAURIA, SAURISCHIA)
Senter, P. EVOLUTIONARYTRENDS IN FORELIMBFUNCTIONIN THEROPODS
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53.

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

71.

72.

Prevosti, F. and Rinc6n R., A. A NEW FOSSIL CANID ASSEMBLAGEFROM THE LATEPLEISTOCENEOF
NORTHERNSOUTHAMERICA:THE CANIDS OF THE INCIARTEASPHALTPIT (ZULIA, VENEZUELA),
FOSSILRECORDAND BIOGEOGRAPHY
Owen, P. and Burns, J. NEW RECORDOF TAXIDEA(MUSTELIDAE:CARNIVORA)FROMA LATEMIOCENE
DEPOSITIN THE HAND HILLS,ALBERTA,CANADA
Ogino, S. and Otsuka, H. NEW MIDDLE PLEISTOCENEGALICTINI(MUSTELIDAE,CARNIVORA)FROM
MATSUGAECAVE DEPOSITS,NORTHERNKYUSHU, WEST JAPAN
BRISTOLIFROM
Wallace, S. and Schubert, B. POSTCRANIAOF BRISTOL'SRED PANDA, PRISTINAILURUS
THE LATEMIOCENEOF THE SOUTHERNAPPALACHIANS
Harington, C.R., Paiement, M., Lebel, S. and Vernal, A. FELIX:A LATEPLEISTOCENEWHITEWHALE (DELPHINAPTERUSLEUCAS)SKELETONFROM CHAMPLAINSEA DEPOSITSIN QUEBEC
Semprebon, G. and Drewniak, P. DIETARYRECONSTRUCTIONOF PALEOCENEAND EOCENEUINTATHERES(ORDERDINOCERATA)FROM NORTHAMERICAAND ASIA
Cope, D. and Townsend, K. LEPTOTRAGULINEDIVERSITYIN THE MIDDLE EOCENEUINTA FORMATION,
UTAH
Jimenez-Hidalgo, E. and Carranza-Castaiieda, O. THE EARLYBLANCAN CAMELIDSFROM SAN MIGUEL
DE ALLENDE, GUANAJUATO,CENTRALMEXICO
LEMANENSE
Becker, D., Biirgin, T. and Oberli, U. A JUVENILESKULL OF DIACERATHERIUM
(RHINOCEROTIDAE)FROM THEAQUITANIANMOLASSE OF SWITZERLAND:SYSTEMATICS,BIOSTRATIGRAPHYAND PALEOBIOGEOGRAPHY
Holbrook, L. CRANIALAND POSTCRANIALPERSPECTIVESON THE AFFINITIESOF PACHYNOLOPHUS
(MAMMALIA,PERISSODACTYLA)
PARADOX,NEW EVIDENCEFROMA 40,000 YBP MICROFAUNA,
Akersten, W. THE DICROSTONYX
JAGUAR CAVEEASTERN IDAHO
Eiting, T., Geraads, D. and Gunnell, G. NEW LATEPLIOCENEBATS (CHIROPTERA)FROMAHL AL OUGHLAM, CASABLANCA, MOROCCO
Gunnell, G., Ul-Haq, M., Gingerich, P., Bloch, J. and Clyde, W. NEW PRIMATES(MAMMALIA)FROM
GANDHERAQUARRY,EARLYEOCENE,BALOCHISTANPROVINCE,PAKISTAN
Hideo, N., Yoshihiro, S., Yutaka, K., Masato, N. and Haruo, S. LATEMIOCENEMAMMALIANFAUNA
INCLUDINGLARGE HOMINOIDSFROM THE NAKALI FORMATION,RIFTVALLEY,KENYA
Lockley, M., Garcia-Vasquez, R., Espinoza, E. and Lucas, S. A NEW MAP AND ANALYSIS OF AMERICA'S
MOST FAMOUS HOMINIDFOOTPRINTSITE:ACAHUALINCA,NICARAGUA
Bloch, J., Boyer, D. and Krause, D. NEW MAMMAL-BEARINGQUARRYFROM THE EARLIESTTIFFANIAN
(EARLYLATEPALEOCENE)OF THE EASTERN CRAZY MOUNTAINSBASIN, MONTANA
Chew, A. SPECIESINTERACTIONSAND HABITATPREFERENCESIN THE EARLYEOCENEMAMMAL
FAUNA OF THE CENTRALBIGHORNBASIN, WYOMING
Stucky, R., Hardy, T. and Van Regenmorter, J. VERTEBRATEFAUNAS OF THE WIND RIVERAND BRIDGER
FORMATIONS,WYOMING (EARLYTO MIDDLE EOCENE):STRATIGRAPHICCONTEXTAND FUTURE
EVOLUTIONARYSTUDIES
Anemone, R., Watkins, R., Moore, B. and Stroik, L. MAMMALSAND MARKERBEDS IN THE WASATCH
AND GREEN RIVER FORMATIONS:EOCENEBIOSTRATIGRAPHYNEAR FREIGHTERGAP, GREATDIVIDE
BASIN, SOUTHWESTERNWYOMING
Siren, S. SITEANALYSIS OF THE BUFFALOALLEY BONE BED LOCATEDIN THE LOWER SCENICMEMBER OF THE BRULE FORMATION, WHITE RIVER GROUP, BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK, SOUTH DAKO-

73.
74.
75.

76.

TA
RECONMiller, E., El-Barkooky, A., Mohamed, H., Korany, M. and Nichols, C. PALEOENVIRONMENTAL
STRUCTIONOF THE MAMMALS FROM WADI MOGHRA,EGYPT
INVESTIGAWilliams, S., Rybczynski, N., Ram6n, J.-L. and Albuja V., L. RENEWEDPALEONTOLOGICAL
TIONS INTO THE MIOCENEVERTEBRATEFAUNA OF SOUTHERNECUADOR
Schiebout, J., Hill, J., Ting, S., Hagge, M., Williams, M. and Boardman, G. QUARRYINGIN THE
PASCAGOULAFORMATION:FIRST MIOCENE(HEMPHILLIAN)FAUNA OF TERRESTRIALMAMMALS
FROM THE CENTRALGULF COAST EAST OF THE MISSISSSIPPI
Kondrashov, P. and Agadzhanyan, A. NEW MAMMALIANFAUNA FROM THE EARLYPLIOCENEOF MONGOLIA
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Neoceti Symposium, Saturday8:45
BODY SIZE AND CRYPTIC TROPHIC SEPARATION OF GENERALIZED
PIERCE-FEEDING CETACEANS: THE ROLE OF FEEDING DIVERSITY DURING THE RISE OF THE NEOCETI
ADAM, Peter,Univ. of California,Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA; JETT,Kristin,Univ. of
California, Davis, Davis, CA; OLSON, Joshua, Univ. of California, Los Angeles, Los
Angeles, CA
Marinemammalswith homodontdentitionand relatively little specializationof the feeding
apparatusare often categorizedas generalisteaters of squid and fish. However, analyses of
many modernecosystems reveal the importanceof body size in determiningtrophicpartitioning and diversity among predators.We establishedrelationshipsbetween body sizes of
extantcetaceansand theirprey in orderto infer prey size and potentialtrophicseparationof
generalized fossil cetaceans. Methods for predicting body size of fossil taxa from three
occipital measures(bicondylarbreadth;foramenmagnumand occipital condyle areas)were
also developed using allometric models determinedfrom measurementsmade on >2500
skulls representingall extant species. Models for body size predictionwere confirmed for
numerousfossil taxa with well-preservedaxial postcrania.Enhancedby inclusion of additional parametersdescribing the feeding apparatus(tooth density; tooth row length and
position; rostrumlength/breadth;tooth cross-sectionalarea and eccentricityas measuredat
the enamel-dentinejuncture),body size was found to be a useful predictorof prey size in
generalizedcetaceans. We used body size and these other parametersto infer trophicroles
for a large numberof Oligocene and Miocene cetaceanswith unspecialized feeding anatomy. Overall, trophic diversity of generalized cetaceans was low in the Oligocene, but
increased dramaticallyin the Middle-Late Miocene and later. This transitionmarks the
extinction of squalodontidsand other pre-neocete lineages and rise and diversificationof
the Neoceti, and superficially suggests that the Neoceti competitively displaced its ancestors. However, majorchanges in oceanographicconditions (including latitudinalstratification of oceans and increased coastal upwelling) and changes in the prey base utilized by
cetaceans were also occurringduringthis time, renderingsimple competitive scenarios for
this transitionuntenable. We suggest that numerous factors played a role in the rise and
diversificationof the Neoceti, but their adaptabilityto changing environmentalconditions
was a majorfactor accountingfor their success.
Poster Session III
DYNAMICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES DURING THE LATE PLEISTOCENE IN THE ALTAI MOUNTAINS (RUSSIA, WESTERN SIBERIA) BASED
ON MAMMAL AND MOLLUSK DATA FROM PALEOLITHIC ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES
AGADJANIAN, Alexandre, Paleontological Institute RAS, Moscow, Russia; KONDRASHOV,Peter,Northwest Missouri State Univ., Maryville, MO
Faunal studies aimed for the reconstructionof the paleoenviromentof the late Pleistocene
and its dynamicsduringthe time of prehistoricman were conductedthroughthe analysis of
extant biota and throughthe study of the fossil biota including mollusks, birds, and mammals from the deposits of the Paleolithic archeologicalsites. Nine majorextant plant associations, each with its specific mammaland mollusk fauna,were identified.The most typical existing association in the northwesternAltai Mountains is the taiga with scattered
alpine and steppe elements. Extinct communities of mammals, birds and mollusks in the
Altai Mountains went through significant faunal changes during the late PleistoceneHolocene. Most of the biotic changes were caused by climate, but some could have resulted from the influence of prehistoricman. Climatic changes caused abruptdecrease of the
nival and steppe elements in the biota and increase in the numberof taiga species. Despite
these changes many species survived the Pleistocene/Holocene transition. Presence of
Siberianspecies in both extinct and extantAltai faunasindicatesthat changes in the ecological composition of the paleocommunitiesoccurredin otherwise zoogeographicallystable
environment. Changes in the composition of the biota of the studied region occurred
throughthe "recruitment"of taxa from otherregions of Altai Mountainsand adjacentterritories. Using a combined approachand including such groups as mollusks in the analysis
allowed us to confirm and more precisely describethe dynamics of the paleoenvironmental
changes in the late Pleistocene and Holocene. Number of bones of small and large mammals as well as the number of Paleolithic artifacts showed that prehistoric man had an
importantinfluence on the paleoenviroment of the ecosystems of the Altai Mountains.
Previously conductedstudies show that prehistoricman occupied the niche of a "largecarnivore".It was documentedthatprehistoricman were eliminatingpartof the ungulatepopulation and were competing with such carnivoresas the cave bear and cave hyena.
Saturday9:15
CT SCANNING THE NOSE OF EUSTHENOPTERON
AHLBERG,Per, Uppsala Univ., Uppsala, Sweden
Historically,the debateaboutthe origin of the tetrapodchoanahas focused substantiallyon
a single taxon, the osteolepiform lobe-finned fish Eusthenopteronfoordi from the Late
Devonian of Miguasha, Quebec. A three-dimensionalskull of this fish was described
exhaustivelyby Jarvikfrom a grindingseries, arguablymaking it the best understoodof all
Devonian vertebrates. Nevertheless, Jarvik's description of a tetrapod-like choana in
Eusthenopteronwas challenged head-on in 1981 by Rosen et al., who claimed that Jarvik
had exaggeratedthe size of the supposed internalnostril, and that this opening was really a
fang pit receiving the tip of the anteriorcoronoid fang. More recently, evidence from the
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acid-preparedosteolepiforms Medoevia and Gogonasus has offered strong support for
Jarvik's interpretation,but Eusthenopteron itself has not been reexamined in detail.
Uncertaintyhas persisted about the relationshipbetween the large endoskeletal "fenestra
endochoanalis"and the apparentlymuch smaller choana, and about the occlusion of upper
and lower jaw fangs relative to the choana.
A CT scan investigationof a large skull of Eusthenopteron,carriedout in collaboration
with University of Texas and Parc de Miguasha,offers an opportunityto image and digitally "dissect" a complete three-dimensionalsnout region. We find that a choana is indeed
present, somewhat narrowerbut otherwise similar to that described by Jarvik.It does not
receive the anteriorcoronoid fang, which bites mesial to the edge of the dermopalatineand
is received by a pit in thatbone. The fenestraendochoanalisis partly floored by the vomer
and the dermopalatine,restrictingthe choana to the lateralpart of the fenestra. The nasal
cavity is proportionatelymuch shorterthan in Jarvik'sreconstruction,possibly because the
latterwas based on two specimens that were incorrectlyaligned.
Poster Session III
THE DICROSTONYXPARADOX, NEW EVIDENCE FROM A 40,000 YBP MICROFAUNA, JAGUAR CAVE EASTERN IDAHO
AKERSTEN,William, Idaho State Univ., Pocatello, ID
All modern Dicrostonyx are well adapted to arctic tundra conditions; consequently,
Pleistocene occurrenceshave been viewed as definitive evidence of past tundraconditions
and disharmoniousassociations. A few have suggested that the evidence is more compatible with a change in the ecological requirementsof Dicrostonyx. A very fossiliferous 160
cm section recently excavated in 20 cm incrementsfrom JaguarCave at the base of the
BeaverheadMountainsdates from 39,120 BP to >48,400 BP. The matrixis comprised of
small, interlockingsiliceous limestone fragmentsweakly cemented by loess, very difficult
to excavate, which would have all but eliminated mixing of levels. Small numbers of
Dicrostonyxgroenlandicus occur throughmost or all of the section (not all levels have yet
been completely processed and studied) in disharmoniousassociation with Lemmiscus,
other small mammals,and as yet unidentifiedsnakes and lizards. While the mammalassociation can readilybe explainedan example of a disharmoniousassociation,the association
of snakes and lizards with a supposed tundraform is extremely difficult to explain. The
key taxon appearsto be Dicrostonyx;its adaptationsmay be more relatedto deep snow, not
necessarily to tundraconditions. I suggest that its present distribution,allopatric(except
for a modest overlap)with the widespreadand very adaptableMicrotuspennsylvanicus,has
resultedfrom its having been graduallyoutcompetedby the latterover much of its original
range, remainingonly in its presenttundrarefugia. One explanationfor the co-occurrence
of Dicrostonyx and small reptiles at JaguarCave 40,000 years ago is that the winters had
fairly deep snows which favoredthe adaptationsof Dicrostonyx,but the summerswere relatively warm and long enough for small reptiles to reproduceand obtainadequatefood for
winter hibernation. My interpretationis that North AmericanDicrostonyx is an indicator
of substantialsnow depthbut may or may not be an indicatorfor tundraconditions.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday2:00
AN UPDATE ON NEW MARINE REPTILES FROM THE TROPIC SHALE OF
SOUTHERN UTAH
ALBRIGHT,L., Univ. of North Florida,Jacksonville,FL; GILLETTE,David, Museum of
Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, AZ; TITUS, Alan, Grand Staircase-Escalante National
Monument,Kanab,UT
Fieldworkconductedin the Tropic Shale of southernUtah, ongoing since 2000, has resulted in the recovery of several specimens of short-neckedplesiosaurs representingboth the
Polycotylidae and the Pliosauridae. Although these specimens have been reportedin previous abstracts,completionof our studies has resultedin revised conclusions. Of threedifferentpolycotylids recovered,it has been determinedthat two representnew taxa. In addition to the known Trinacromerumbentonianum,one of the new taxa appearsto share a sister taxon relationshipwith the late Santonian/earlyCampanianPolycotylus latipinnus. The
second new taxon, together with new unnamed taxa from the late Cenomanianof South
Dakota and Japan,representsa new clade of polycotylids based primarilyon the distinctive
morphologyof certainpaddle elements. Representingthe Pliosauridaeare two new specimens of Brachauchenius lucasi, both of which include skull material and one of which
includes pectoral and pelvic elements previously unknown for this taxon. Although the
Late CretaceousCenomanian/TuronianStage boundaryfalls within the lower part of this
unit, all but one of the specimens was found in lower Turonianstratabased on molluscan
assemblagesfound in directassociationwith the skeletalmaterial. The Turonianplesiosaur
fauna of the Tropic Shale, and consequently the large vertebratefauna of the Cretaceous
WesternInteriorSeaway, is considerablymore diverse than previously realized. There is
no indicationthat this fauna suffered any negative consequences as a result of global scale
oceanographic events, including marine extinctions, that transpired during late
Cenomanian-earlyTuroniantime.
Romer Prize Session, Thursday8:00
A NOVEL APPROACH TO RESOLVE BASAL CROCODYLOMORPH SYSTEMATICS
ALLEN, David, DeKalb, IL
Modern crocodilians are crurotarsanarchosaurscalled crocodylomorphs.The basal-most
genera belonged to subgroups Sphenosuchiaand Protosuchia.In contrastto extant semi-
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aquaticsprawlingcrocodilians,sphenosuchiansand protosuchianslived mainly in terrestrial settings and had more erect limbs. Over the past twenty years researchershave attempted to resolve phylogenetic relationshipswithin and between these groups. Many analyses
suffered from poor preservationof specimens and a bias towardsthe study of cranialcompared to postcranial features. The monophyly of Sphenosuchiaand Protosuchiais questioned because of weak support. New character-taxonmatrices are often produced by
adding a small numberof novel charactersto portions of pre-existingdatasets,giving new
and larger matrices. This study investigates the systematic relationships between
Sphenosuchia and Protosuchiaand within each of these groups. To achieve this goal, a
supermatrixhas been compiled containing sphenosuchianand protosuchiangenera with
both novel and publishedcharacters.One of the limitationsof a supermatrixapproachis the
greatquantityof missing data encounteredas a resultof inapplicablecharactersand incomplete specimens. To avoid this, a novel analyticalmethod namedthe supermatrix-supertree
method, is introduced.In this approacha supermatrixis subdividedinto a series of submatrices based on which body region each characterapplies to. Genera only representedby
skulls can still be included without requiringlots of missing data. Each submatrixis treated as a separateanalysis and resultantmost parsimonioustrees form the basis of a supertree
analysis to combine the partially overlapping trees into a single phylogeny. This novel
approachemphasizes the positive aspects of fossil specimens by focusing on preserved
bones, therebyreducingthe negative effects of missing data and avoiding the exclusion of
poorly representedgenera. My analyses show that suites of regional cranialand postcranial
charactersare not bound to agree regardingthe monophyly of these groups. However, any
conflicting phylogenetic signals are reconciled by the supertreebuilding process.

Saturday2:00
A REVISED QUANTITATIVE TIME SCALE FOR NORTH AMERICAN CRETACEOUS AND CENOZOIC VERTEBRATES
ALROY,John, Univ. of California,Santa Barbara,CA
Many Europeanmammalworkershave adoptedquantitativebiochronologicalmethods like
appearanceevent ordination(AEO), which also have been widely used by invertebratepaleontologists and micropaleontologistsfor more than 40 years. Most North American mammal workersstill use a time scale whose definitions, boundaryages, and faunalcorrelations
are set by committee.A 2004 book on NorthAmerican mammalswith 34 authorsdevotes
20 pages to semantics and two sentences to a dismissal of quantitativemethods. It prefers
to equate age and subage boundarieswith first appearancesof immigrantgenera (IFADs),
even though generic appearancesare unstableand diachronous,as shown in 1998. An event
sequence generatedby AEO using the latest species-level Cretaceousand Cenozoic North
American Paleobiology Database data is highly accurate:the rank-ordercorrelation (p)
between concurrentrange zones (CRZs) of collections and 73 Ar-Ar dates tied to them is
0.993. Taxonomydoesn't matter.Accuracy is just as high if an event sequence is computed
using the original published identificationsand ignoring reidentificationsand synonymies
(p = 0.995). Nearly half of collections don't include any immigrantgenera, so in principle
they can't be correlatedusing IFADs. Subages can be estimated for the others using the
IFAD of the last-appearinggenus each includes.After numberingthe subages in order,these
assignmentshave unacceptablecorrelationswith the dates (n = 47, p = 0.960; p = 0.988 for
CRZs comparedwith these dates only). Thus, the committeesseem to have used diverse criteria insteadof the IFAD definitions. Simply matchingtheirage assignmentswith the dates
yields a correlationsimilar to that seen for the AEO estimates (p = 0.994), despite the fact
that the dates themselves were used to determinethe assignments. So, assignments for all
othercollections can only be more discordant.Thus, the mammalage system is highly inaccurate if its definitions are taken seriously, and still inaccurateif they are ignored. Current
numerical age estimates based on quantitative biochronology are available on the
Paleobiology Databaseweb site.

Poster Session III
ON THE OCURRENCE OF NOTELOPS IN TLAYUiA QUARRY, TEPEXI DE
RODRIGUEZ, PUEBLA, MEXICO
ALVARADO-ORTEGA,Jesis; MAYRINCK,Diogo de; BRITO, Paulo, Universidadedo
Estado do Rio de Janeiro,Rio de Janeiro,Brazil
TlayflaQuarryis the most importantfossil fish locality in Mexico. A rich and diverse fish
assemblagehas been recoveredfrom its limestone stratadepositedundermarineand freshwater influences. The occurrenceof Notelops in this EarlyCretaceousMexican locality has
been only vaguely reported.A review of some of these specimens confirms the original
generic assignation and reveals that they representa new species of Notelops, which until
now has been formally recognized as a monotypic genus. The presence of a suite of characters such as two rows of teeth in the lower and upperjaws, dorsal fin located slightly
behind the middle body, first uroneuralreachingthe second preuralcentrum,and the presence of about 50 to 55 preuralcentrasupportsthis preliminaryproposal.The occurrenceof
this new species increases the geographicalrange of Notelops from the Albian deposits of
SantanaFormation,NortheasternBrazil, to the Albian deposits of Tlayfla Quarry,Puebla,
CentralMexico. A morphologicalreview of Notelops is undertakento attributeits phylogenetic position with respect to all known Pachyrhizodontoidei.
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Poster Session II
NEWLY DISCOVERED PARTIAL CRANIUM OF ACRITOPARAMYSFRANCESCI
(RODENTIA: ISCHYROMYIDAE) FROM THE BIGHORN BASIN, WYOMING
SUPPORTS A CHANGE IN CLASSIFICATION TO THE SUBFAMILY PARAMYINAE
ANDERSON, Deborah,St. NorbertCollege, De Pere, WI
Acritoparamysfrancesciis one of the earliestknown membersof the family Ischyromyidae,
its fossil recordbeginningin the EarlyEocene (55.5 MA). Originallyclassified in the subfamily Paramyinae,the genus was moved to the Reithroparamyinaebased primarilyon
characteristicsof the molar crown patternand anteriorposition (level with middle of P4) of
the posterioraspect of the anteriorroot of the zygoma. Recent discovery of a partialcranium of Acritoparamysfrancescifrom the Bighorn Basin, Wyoming is the basis for a more
complete analysis of the evolutionaryrelationshipsand taxonomic status of the genus. The
specimen includes a complete set of left molars (dP3-M3) associated with the partialcranium, and the right P4 and M1 on a maxillary fragment, as well as two nearly complete
mandibles with all molars in situ. This is the first reportedM3 known for the species.
Qualitativefeaturesof the craniumwere comparedto other skulls known for the subfamily
Reithroparamyinaeand Paramyinae. The M3 was described in detail; other molars were
similar to those found in previously describedspecimens. Cranialfeaturesfound to be distinct from other membersof the subfamily Reithroparamyinaeinclude the curvedmaxillapremaxilla,large angle of the anteriorface of the zygoma, a roundedpiece of maxilla separatingpremaxilla from the orbit, posterior aspect of orbit broad and rounded instead of
angular,relatively large infraorbitalforamen, and posteriormargin of anteriorpart of the
zygomatic arch in line with anterolophof Ml. In each case, the skull more closely resembles those known for the Subfamily Paramyinae,supportingreclassificationto this taxon.

Saturday11:30
ON THE SKULL OF CACOPS ASPIDEPHORUS WILLISTON (TETRAPODA;
TEMNOSPONDYLI; DISSOROPHIDAE) FROM THE LOWER PERMIAN OF
TEXAS
ANDERSON, Jason, Univ. of Calgary,Calgary,AB, Canada
One of the most frequentlydepicted amphibiansfrom the Early Permian,the armoredtemnospondyl Cacops aspidephorus, is also among the most poorly known dissorophids in
terms of cranial anatomy.Because the matrix tightly encrusts the bone, it is difficult to
determinewhere matrixends and bone begins. The type series was preparedin such a manner as to obliteratethe external surface of the bone so that, although complete skulls of
Cacops are known, no sutureshave been described.
A partially prepared specimen on display at the University of Michigan Exhibits
Museum was investigated as a part of my revision of dissorophoidtemnospondyls.After
cleaning it was discovered to have a full compliment of sutures on the lower jaw, which
promptedmy presentexplorationof all unpreparedcranialmaterialfrom the Cacops Bone
Bed held at the Field Museum of NaturalHistory.This new materialwas supplementedby
reexaminationof the type series.
Suturesdemarkingall ossifications of the lower jaw save the articularcan be made out
with varying degrees of clarity. Sutureson the lateral skull, skull roof, and palate are also
distinguishable.Most importantfeaturesto note in the skull properinclude the presence of
alaryprocesses on the premaxilla,a very thin maxilla, and an LEPthatmight have been prevented from participatingin the ventralorbitalmargin. Rostrallythe lower jaw of Cacops
is very narrowand only the dentarycan be seen except for a small exposure of the presplenial. The presplenialcomes to a point at the symphysis but does not seem to contributeto
it. An adsymphysialossification, the first describedfrom a dissorophoid,bearinga fang and
replacementpit pair forms the lingual half of the symphysis in a patternsimilar to that in
the colosteid Greererpetonburkemorani.These features allow Cacops to be coded in a
matrix of lower tetrapodjaw characters,which will be explored in detail. With the recent
descriptionof an adsymphyseal in an amphibamidtemnospondyl,it raises the possibility
that the adsymphysealof lower tetrapodsmay be homologous to the mentomeckelianossification in modernamphibians.This characterwill be discussed at length.
Poster Session I
LOCOMOTOR STRATEGY AND MASS PREDICTION FOR THE NOTOUNGULATE PROTYPOTHERIUM(EARLY MIOCENE, SANTA CRUZ, ARGENTINA)
ANDERSON, Leah, CROFT,Darin, Case WesternReserve Univ., Cleveland, OH
Mammalfossils are abundant,diverse, and well preservedin the early Miocene Santa
Cruz Faunaof southernArgentina. Some of the most common remains are of notoungulates, the most speciose group of endemic South American ungulates. Despite the availability of excellent specimens, few studies have investigated notoungulatepaleobiology.
This partlystems from the lack of living descendentswhich presentschallenges for reconstructingattributessuch as body mass and locomotor strategy. We here presentresults of
a study that uses a variety of extant mammalsto infer these attributesfor one Santa Cruz
notoungulate,Protypotherium(Interatheriidae:Interatheriinae).
Postcranialmeasurementswere taken from 45 species of modernrodents, lagomorphs,
and ungulatesof known body mass (< 10 kg) and locomotor habit (fossorial, occasionally
fossorial, generalized, saltatory, cursorial, or arboreal). Some measurements were
expressed as ratios to form ten indices related to limb function (e.g. humerusrobustness
index). Body mass of Protypotheriumwas inferredusing 14 postcranialregression equa-
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tions calculated from these extant taxa: estimates were averaged and results (6.92 kg and
6.55 kg) are similarto previouslypublishedvalues. PrincipalComponentsAnalyses (PCA)
and Discriminant Function Analyses (DFA) of both raw measurements and functional
indices were used to assess locomotorhabit. Protypotheriumplots closest to fossorial taxa
in the PCA of raw databut plots closest to a generalizedmammal(Proechimys)in the PCA
of indices. It is classified as arborealin the DFA of raw data and as fossorial in the DFA
of functionalindices. These results indicate that the limbs of Protypotheriumwere adapted for force not speed. The relatively large mass of Protypotheriumand the inferredfossorial habitsof closely-relatednotoungulatessuggest a fossorial lifestyle is more likely. The
humerus,femur, and manus of Protypotheriummost closely resemble the arborealrodent
Erethizonamong extanttaxa examined,however. A broaderstudy of modem arborealand
fossorial taxa would likely help discriminatebetween the two alternatives.

Thursday1:30
THE EARLIEST PTEROSAURS
ANDRES, Brian,Yale Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, New Haven, CT
The Triassicrecord of pterosaursis limited to five species from central Europe, a species
from Greenland,two wing metacarpalsfrom Gloucester,and about 30 isolated tooth elements referredto the pterosaurs.The most complete of these isolated elements are two jaw
fragmentswith in situ teeth from the Dockum Groupof Texas.These specimenswere found
in sediments of CarnianAge, whereas, the oldest pterosaurspecimens are from the Upper
Norian. If these fragmentsbelong to pterosaurs,they would be the oldest known members
of this group and extend its range by about ten million years.
These jaw fragmentsand the other isolated teeth have been referredto the pterosaur
Eudimorphodon.This taxon is unique among Triassic pterosaursin having a widespread
distribution,even without considering these teeth. Eudimorphodonis the only Triassic
pterosaurtaxon known from more than one described specimen, more than one locality,
found on more than one modem continent,and present in both terrestrialand marine sediments of most pterosaurs.The teeth of Eudimorphodonareunique amongpterosaursin having a multicuspatemorphologyof up to five largecusps. However, similardentitionis present in nonmammaliamorphcynodonts of the same time. The isolated teeth are often identified as possibly belonging to one or the other. Study of the two more complete jaw fragments from Texas will help infer on whether these isolated teeth belong to pterosaursand
whetherthis group is older thanpreviously known.
Analysis of the Texasjaw fragmentsusing MicrofocusCT scanningat the University of
Amherst Digital Paleo Lab reveal features that allow the referralof one specimen to the
pterosaurEudimorphodon,and the other to the Cynodontia.These specimens highlight the
unusual convergence and differences between these two groups. Possible reasons for this
level of convergence are explored. Phylogenetic analyses by this and other authorsdo not
recover Eudimorphodonas basal pterosaurtaxon. This would imply an unrecordedradiation of pterosaursin the Camian or even earlier.A review of the referredisolated teeth
reveals that most are cynodonts or other archosauriforms.Some teeth are similar to but lie
outside the diversity of the Texas and otherEudimorphodonspecimens.
Poster Session III
MAMMALS AND MARKER BEDS IN THE WASATCHAND GREEN RIVER FORMATIONS: EOCENE BIOSTRATIGRAPHY NEAR FREIGHTER GAP, GREAT
DIVIDE BASIN, SOUTHWESTERN WYOMING
ANEMONE, Robert, WesternMichigan Univ., Kalamazoo, MI; WATKINS,Ron, Curtin
Univ. of Technology,Perth,Australia;MOORE,Bill, SouthernIllinois Univ., Carbondale,
IL; STROIK,Laura,Arizona State Univ., Tempe,AZ
Recent paleontological investigations in Paleocene and Eocene terrestrialdeposits of the
GreatDivide Basin have greatly increasedour knowledge of the evolution of early Tertiary
mammals in a previously little-studiedsedimentarybasin along the continentaldivide in
SW Wyoming. During the past ten summerfield seasons we have collected and catalogued
7000 fossil mammals from nearly 80 localities in Clarkforkianand Wasatchiandeposits
across the Paleocene-Eoceneboundary.These fossils have come from a numberof different areas within this large (ca. 10,000 square kilometers) basin, including the vicinity of
SteamboatMountainand FreighterGap in the northernpart of the basin. In this paper we
reportnew results concerningthe presence of geological markerbeds and their stratigraphic relationships to fossil mammal localities in the Steamboat Mountain-FreighterGap
region of the GreatDivide Basin. The early Tertiarydeposits of the Wasatchformationin
this region are of fluvial origin, and comprise more than 3000 feet of essentially flat lying
sandstones,siltstones, oil and clay shales, and coal beds.Thefirst markerunit is a sandstone
bed with bivalves and gastropods that closely resembles a unit figured by Pipiringos in
1961, and which he consideredto be in the lower part of the Lumantongue of the Green
River Formation.It occursnearthe 7100 ft contourin T24N, R100W, approximately5 miles
east of FreighterGap. The second markerbed comprises a sequence of stromatolites,oil
papershales, ostracod-bearingsandstone,and a gastropodand bivalve-bearinglimestone. It
is found less than a mile to the northof the first marker,at the 7500 foot contour,where it
caps the fossiliferous sequence in this part of the GreatDivide Basin. The fossil mammals
recovered from approximately20 different localities in the FreighterGap area (ca. 2500
specimens) are clearly of Wasatchianage, and can be tied into a local stratigraphiccolumn
in relationto these markerbeds and the general stratigraphyof the region.
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Saturday12:00
WERE END-PERMIAN TERRESTRIAL VERTEBRATE COMMUNITIES
UNUSALLY SUSCEPTIBLE TO EXTINCTION?
ANGIELCZYK, Kenneth, Univ. of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom; ROOPNARINE,
Peter, CaliforniaAcademy of Sciences, San Francisco, CA; WANG, Steve, Swarthmore
College, Swarthmore,PA
The end-Permianmass extinctionwas the largest extinction event of the Phanerozoic,with
strong effects on marine and terrestrialcommunities,but its causes remainobscure.Partof
this uncertaintystems from the fact that few unique mechanisms have been definitively
associated with mass extinctions. Regardless of their ultimate causes, however, it is clear
that mass extinctionsrepresentedtimes of severe ecological crisis, duringwhich ecological
communityfunctionswere alteredor shifted into new states.Thus, many of the species that
became extinct duringintervalsof mass extinction probablydid not succumb to the direct
effects of abiotictriggers,but insteadwere victims of the resultantecological crises and failing communities.In particular,the trophicrelationshipsthat exist between differentorganisms in a communitymay make them vulnerableto cascades of secondaryeffects, in which
the effects of a perturbationof some membersof a communitycan spreadthroughouta food
web, potentiallycausing its collapse. However, this raises the question of whethercommunities of differeningtrophicconnections are equally susceptible to extinction.
To address this question, we constructedprobabilisticmodels of trophic networks for
eight terrestrialvertebratecommunities,ranging in age from late Middle Permianto early
Middle Triassic, from the Karoo Basin of South Africa, and subjected them to different
types of perturbations.Our results indicate that the communities'extinctionresistancesare
not uniform.For example, the earliest TriassicLystrosaurusAssemblage Zone community
is more resistantto a bottom-up trophic perturbationthan any of the other communities.
However, the latest PermianDicynodon Assemblage Zone community is only marginally
more vulnerable, indicating that a large disturbancewould be necessary to account for
observed levels of extinction. These results are significant because they help to focus our
search for potential causes of the end-Permianextinction, and can provide insight into
whethermass extinctionshave acted over time to increasethe extinction-resistanceof communities.
StudentPoster Session
SYSTEMATICS OF THE CHALICOTHERIINAE (PERISSODACTYLA) AND THE
IMPORTANCE OF REVISING OLD COLLECTIONS
ANQUETIN, J~r6my,The NaturalHistory Museum, London, United Kingdom
Chalicotheresare quite peculiarperissodactylswith large bifid claws insteadof hooves and
reduced hindlimbs. Members of the subfamily Chalicotheriinaepresent the most derived
morphology among chalicotheres,with extremely reduced hindlimbs, quite elongate forelimbs and a knuckle-walkinggait (all converging toward a gorilla-like posture). Miocene
chalicotheriinesfrom Franceand Germanywere also the first chalicotheresto be described
at the beginning of the 1800s. During the main partof the 1900s, it was assumed thatthere
was only one chalicotheriinegenus throughoutthe Miocene: Chalicotherium.Recently, a
new taxon from Greece (Anisodonmacedonicus)shed new light on chalicotheriinephylogeny and it was proposedthat middle and late Miocene taxa should be divided into two genera.
In orderto test this hypothesis, I revised historic specimens of Anisodon grande from
France(includingthe first known chalicothereskull). Some of these remainshave not been
studiedsince 1890 and most have never been accuratelydescribed.In addition,new remains
of Chalicotheriumgoldfussi from Saint-Gaudens,France are described,including the first
known complete mandibularsymphysis which indicatesthat C. goldfussi has three incisors.
Based on these new data,a cladistic analysiswas performedand its resultsarereportedhere.
The division of middle and late Miocene taxa into two main clades (Anisodon and
Chalicotherium)is strongly supported.Furthermore,this analysis proposes a novel pattern
of relationships.Nestoritheriumsivalense, C. wuduensisand 'C. goldfussi' from Titov Veles
(Macedonia) are no longer close relatives of C. goldfussi as previously thought,but rather
belong to the genus Anisodon andbecome A. sivalense, A. wuduensisandA. sp., respectively. Recently describedKalimantsianeeds to be reviewed to properlyassess its relationships
and nomenclature.
Poster Session I
THE FIRST DINOSAUR REMAINS FROM THE SUSTUT BASIN, NORTH-CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
ARBOUR, Victoria, Dalhousie Univ., Dartmouth, NS, Canada; GRAVES, Milton,
Dalhousie Univ., Halifax, NS, Canada
Dinosaur bones discovered in 1971 representthe first dinosaur fossils reportedfrom the
Sustut Basin, and also the first dinosaurskeletal materialdiscovered in British Columbia.
The bones were discoveredin a talus slope duringthoriumanduraniumexplorationnearthe
intersection of Birdflat Creek and Sustut River (NTS map sheet 94D, McConnell Creek
Area). Outcroppingin the areaare Late Cretaceousrocks of the SustutGroup,representing
fluvial and lacustrinedeposition in an intermontanesuccessor basin. Informationfrom the
original field notes, as well as examinationof the siltstone matrix surroundingthe bones,
suggests thatthe bones may have originatedfrom the BrothersPeak Formation(Campanian
to Maastrichtian).Elements recovered include the distal fragment of a tibia and fibula,
seven pedal phalanges includingtwo unguals, the proximal fragmentof a humerus,a complete radius,a poorly preservedulna, and a possible fragmentof the pelvic girdle.Although
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mens. High-resolutionX-ray computedtomography(HRCT) provides a reasonable solution to at least the latterof these problemsand is used in the present study to visualize and
describe an embryonic specimen contained within a small egg (- 4cm) from the upper
Cretaceousof Mongolia. This specimen consists primarilyof postcranialmaterial,including the femur,tibia, fibula, humerus,ulna, and numerousvertebrae. The embryo is diagnosed to Ornithischiabased on the placement of a fourthtrochanteralong the caudomedial
diaphysisof the femurand is tentativelyassigned as a protoceratopsian.This assignmentis
supportedby the exclusive presence of protoceratopsiansin surroundingsediments. If correctly allocated, this specimen provides anotherimportantstage in the life cycle for this
clade. The use of HRCT and the large ontogenetic dataset available reveal novel insights
into the natureand rate of growth as well as the lifestyle (i.e., precocial vs. altricial)of an
immaturespecimen. This is an importantcontributionto the still small but ever growing
sample of fossil vertebrateembryos.
Poster Session II
FEATURES OF POSTERIOR MANDIBLE SHAPE IN RHINOCEROTOIDEA
USING DISTANCE AND LANDMARK MORPHOMETRIC METHODS
BALES, Gerald,WesternUniv. of Health Sciences, Pomona, CA
The Rhinocerotoidea(Perissodactyla:Ceratomorpha),a large mammaliangroup appearing
early in the Tertiary,achieved wide geographic, ecologic, and taxonomic diversity. The
rhino fossil recordincludes manypartial(half) and completemandiblesof generarepresenting a significant temporaland spatial diversity.The half mandible (including body, angle,
ramus, condyle, and coronoid process) is a relatively two-dimensional structurewhen
viewed laterally,As such, it is amenableto 2-D landmarkmorphometricanalyses (splines
and outlines) as well as distancemethods(bivariateand multivariateordinations).The functional role of the mandible is dominatedby its mechanicalparticipationin supportingthe
lower grinding tooth row and providing the force and motion of the teeth in chewing.
Mandible shape may be hypothesizedto include aspects of these mechanicalrequirements
as influencedby diet and type of chewing (in additionto historical constraintsand accommodation of other evolutionaryfeatures like skull size). Fifty five fossil mandibles representing 15 extinct genera are analysed. Included are Hyrachyus, an early small rhinocerotoid, andParaceratherium,the largestrhinocerotoid.Thirteenspecimens of Teleocerasprovide a glimpse of intragenericvariation.The four living genera provide a good correlation
with known feeding ecology. Ten landmark distances were measured directly on the
mandiblesto captureapsects of shape included in the parts listed above. Twelve 2-D landmarks were digitized from photographs.The distance and 2-D landmarkssets overlap but
are not identical. Preliminaryanalysis shows that few of the parts are highly intercorrelated, suggesting more "local"controlof shapewithin the mandible.Among the more obvious
shape featuresare the coronoid processes which seem to vary mostly with respect to three
aspects (a) length, (b) forwardangulation,and (c) the degree of backwardcurvatureto a
point by the upperhalf of the processes. The mechanical significance of these featureshas
yet to be determined.
Poster Session I
ANURANS FROM THE LOWER CRETACEOUS CRATO FORMATION OF
BRAZIL: A PRELIMINARY REPORT
BARBOSA DE MOURA, Geraldo, Universidad Federal de Pernambuco,Recife, Brazil;
BAEZ, Ana, Universidadde Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina
The AptianCratoFormation,AraripeBasin, northeasternBrazil, has yielded one of the most
significantEarly Cretaceousfossil assemblages in the world, being well-known for its taxonomic diversity and remarkablepreservation.Plant, invertebrate,and vertebrateremains
have been discovered in beds interpretedas representinga lacustrineenvironment.Herein
we describe several anuranspecimens recently recoveredfrom the upperlimestone beds of
the Crato sequence. These remains are mainly characterizedby their articulatedcondition
and relative completeness (notably the hindlimbs), suggestive of rapid burial, minimal
transport,and absence of post-mortemscavenging. In addition to a pipimorphpipoid, at
least two neobatrachiantaxa are represented,which are the earliestrecordsof Neobatrachia
to date. The probable affinities of one of the neobatrachiansindicate not only that basal
splitting of this group had already occurred, but that the radiation of hyloids were well
underway.The anurans,with the possible exception of the aquaticpipimorphs,may have
inhabitedthe paludal marginalareas of the Crato lake. The Crato anuranrecord contrasts
with other known Early Cretaceous anurofaunas,such as that from the Barremianlithographiclimestone locality of Las Hoyas in Spain, which include only "archaeobatrachians"
but no neobatrachians.
Poster Session I
IMPLICATIONS OF THE PRESENCE OF THE MEGALOSAURIPUS-THERANGOSPODUS ICHNOASSOCIATION (THEROPODA) IN THE BERRIASIAN
(EARLY CRETACEOUS) OF THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
BARCO, Jose, Zaragoza, Spain; CANUDO, Jose, Univ. of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain;
CUENCA-BESCOS,Gloria,Univ. of Zaragoza,Zaragoza,Spain;RUIZ-OMElNACA,Jose,
MUJA, Colunga, Spain
The Megalosauripus-Therangospodusichnoassociation(M-Ti) is characterizedby the presence of these two ichnogenera.It is well documentedin the Late Jurassicof NorthAmerica
andAsia, and has been considereda good biostratigraphicmarkerfor this time interval.The
presence of M-Ti in sediments of the BerriasianHu6rtelesAlloformation(Soria) suggests
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that the deposit could be Late Jurassic.Our studies also recognize the M-Ti in the Villar del
Arzobispo Fm (Teruel)dated with foraminifersas Early-MiddleBerriasian.This does not
detractfrom its biostratigraphicalvalue but allows us to extend its upperlimit as far as the
Berriasian,at least in this region of the IberianPlate. Since the theropodichnological record
at the base of the Cretaceousgrows, it is possible that M-Ti's will be discovered in other
partsof Laurasia.However, there is anotherpossible interpretationfor this presence within
a new and interestingpanorama.The break-upof Pangea at the end of the Late Jurassic
broughtthe separationof the faunas of Laurasiaand Gondwana,producingbiogeographic
isolation among them, as was the case with the Late Jurassic-earliestCretaceoussauropods
of northeastIberia. The theropodskeletal record currentlydiscovered is fragmentaryand
fails to shed light upon this issue. Tracks,by contrast,provide more information:the presence of the "jurassic"theropodsof the M-Ti at the base of the Early Cretaceousmight also
be explainedin terms of the presence of endemic faunasthat survivedthroughto the beginnings of the Cretaceousin some parts of the archipelagoformed by the lands emerged at
south Europe.
Poster Session II
REPTILIAN FAUNAS FROM THE MAASTRICHTIAN PHOSPHATES OF
MOROCCO
BARDET, Nathalie, PARIS, France; PEREDA-SUBERBIOLA,Xabier, Universidad del
Pais Vasco, Facultad de Ciencia y Tecnologia, Departamento de Estratigrafia y
Paleontologia, Bilbao, Spain; JOUVE, St~phane,JALIL,Nour-Eddine,Cadi Ayyad Univ.,
Faculty of Sciences Semlalia, Dept. of Earth Sciences, Marrakech,Morocco; BOUYA,
Baidi, Office Chdrifiendes Phosphates,Khouribga,Morocco
The Upper Cretaceous-middleEocene (Maastrichtianto Lutetian)phosphaticdeposits
of Morocco (i.e. Oulad Abdoun and Ganntourbasins) are well known by very rich and
diversified vertebratefaunas, including selachians,bony fishes, marinereptiles, dinosaurs,
pterosaurs,mammalsandmarinebirds. Since the pioneerwork ofArambourgin the 1950's,
only selachianshave received scientific attentionbecause of their biostratigraphicalutility.
Recently, an active collaborationbetween the Office Ch6rifiendes Phosphates(Morocco),
the Ministbrede l'Energie et des Mines (Morocco) and the CentreNational de la Recherche
Scientifique (France),has lead to extensive field work and a very rich collection has been
accumulated.A great number of well preserved and articulatedspecimens have been collected, contrastingwith the isolated and fragmentaryremainspreviously known.
The Maastrichtianphosphaticoutcropshave yielded one of the most diverse mosasaurid
fauna of the world. It consists of Mosasaurus beaugei, Platecarpus ptychodon,
Prognathodon currii, Globidensphosphaticus, Halisaurus arambourgi,Prognathodon sp.
(Mosasauruscf. Leiodon anceps of Arambourg)and, tentatively,Carinodensbelgicus. This
assemblage is typical of the southernmarginof the MediterraneanTethys. Marinereptiles
also includethe varanoidsquamatePachyvaranuscrassispondylus,a new elasmosauridplesiosaur, both bothremydidand chelonioid turtles, and very scarce remains of dyrosaurid,
gavialoid and eusuchian crocodyliformes.Continentalreptiles are also found in this shallow marineenvironment.They consist of the azdharchidpterosaurPhosphatodracomauritanicus and saurischiandinosaurs, including a ceratosauriantheropod and a titanosauriforme sauropod.
Neoceti Symposium, Saturday11:00
THE FAMILYAETIOCETIDAE AS A MODEL FOR EVOLUTION OF STEM MYSTICETI
BARNES, Lawrence,NaturalHistory Museum of Los Angeles County,Los Angeles, CA;
GOEDERT,James, Univ. of Washington,Wauna,WA
The tooth-bearingfamily of primitive mysticete whales, the Aetiocetidae is, with many
new discoveries, becoming recognized as increasingly diverse both morphologically and
taxonomically. The family is limited to Oligocene occurrences,and all documentedaetiocetids are fromthe NorthPacific realm. Four subfamiliescan be recognizedwithin the family, threenamed and one un-named. The subfamilyChonecetinaeare stem aetiocetids,with
elongate skulls and the eutherian dental formula. The Morawanocetinaeare divergent
aetiocetids with wide crania, elaborate cheek tooth crowns, and short necks. The
Aetiocetinae, the longest-surviving clade of aetiocetids, are characterizedby simplified
cheek tooth crowns, and polydonty in some dervied taxa. Characteranalyses indicate that
Aetiocetidae were derived from Archaeoceti, although there probably were as-yet
unnamed, intermediate,family-level taxa. No known aetiocetid can be demonstratedto
have had baleen, and all taxa are younger geochronologicallythan the earliest-occurring
baleen-bearingmysticetes. The Aetiocetidae are, however, a model for the evolutionary
stages between the Archaeocetiand the baleen-bearingMysticeti.
Friday9:45
THE ROLE OF VERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY IN FORECASTING FUTURE
ECOLOGICAL CHANGE
BARNOSKY,Anthony,Univ. of California,Berkeley, CA
Sustainingecosystem dynamicsand services is one of the most criticalissues facing humanity. There is now growing agreementthat the informationrelevant to maintainingEarth's
ecological healthcan only be obtainedthroughmore seamless mergersof the detailed,neartime ecological recordwith the temporallylonger,but more time-averaged,paleontological
record.Vertebratepaleontology,thoughunder-utilizedin this regard,has much to offer,providing rich sources of data to: (a) differentiatesignificantanthropogeniceffects on ecosys-
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Results of the study emphasizethe importanceof taphonomicanalysis priorto paleoecological analysis.
Poster Session II
NEW DATA FROM THE CONTINENTAL LATE CRETACEOUS FAUNAS FROM
NORTHERN MEXICO
BENAMMI, Mouloud, Instituto de Geofisica, UNAM, Mexico; MONTELLANOBALLESTEROS,Marisol, Institutode Geologia, UNAM, Mexico
During recent years field work had been carried out in the continental and transitional
marine Late Cretaceous deposits in the northern areas of the states of Coahuila and
Chihuahua.As a result several fossiliferous sites bearing dinosaur,other vertebratesand
plant remainshad been located. Sediment for screen-washingwas collected and microvertebrateswere recovered.
The geological frameworkin this area is practicallyunknown.To determinethe stratigraphicposition of each fossiliferous site, five sections were established.A marine section
representsthe lowest partand it is characterizedby alternatingcalcareousshale, shale, silty
shale and phosphatenodule facies with interbeddedsandstones.The sandstonelayers yield
poorly preservedgastropodsand bivalves, and well preservedsharkteeth. The continental
section is characterizedby a sequence of variegatedmudstones and sandstoneswith conglomeratic lags of paleo-caliche nodules, it suggests a fluvial environment in a deltaic
coastal plain and inland floodplain.There is no evidence of faulting or folding.
Samples were collected from the five sections for magnetostratigraphicanalysis. All
of them showed normalpolarity which correlatesto the Chron C33n.In and corresponds
to the upperCampanianage. It is interestingto mentionthat ceratopidremainsidentifiedas
Chasmosaurus mariscalensis are stratigraphicallyin higher position than titanosaurid
remains. This is contraryto the orderpresent in the Big Bend National Park, Texas. The
record of the titanosauridsupportsthe hypothesis that the group was present during the
Campanianin NorthAmerica. The ceratopidrecordis congruentwith the age suggested by
the magnetostratigraphyresults. This new geological informationand that providedby the
fossils will help to establisha more detail correlationshipwith the Late Cretaceousoutcrops
of the Big Bend National Park.

Thursday2:30
ARTICULATION AND FUNCTION OF THE PTEROID BONE OF PTEROSAURS
BENNETT,S., Fort Hays State Univ., Hays, KS
For over 100 years most pterosaurworkershave accepted the traditionalreconstructionof
the pteroid, articulatedin the fovea of the preaxial carpal and directedmedially along the
anteriormarginof a small propatagiumin orderto control it. A few workershave rejected
the traditionalreconstructionand advocated an alternativereconstructionwith the pteroid
directedanteriorly,spreadingand controllinga large propatagiumextending as far laterally
as the second interphalangealjoint of the wingfinger. Recently they arguedthat the fossil
recorddoes not provide sufficient informationto resolve the debate aboutpteroid function;
however, that is incorrect.
Some articulated specimens of Eudimorphodon, Peteinosaurus, Dorygnathus,
Rhamphorhynchus,Pterodactylus,Anhanguera,and Pteranodonpreservea sesamoid associated with the tendon of M. extensor carpi ulnaris in the fovea of the preaxial carpal,and
thus the preaxialcarpalacted as a strutto increasethe leverage of M. extensorcarpiulnaris
for wrist extension. No specimenpreservesthe pteroidarticulatedin the fovea, and because
the sesamoid articulatedthere the pteroid could not. Therefore, both the traditionaland
alternativereconstructions,which are based on the assumptionthat the pteroid articulated
in the fovea, are falsified. The pteroid did articulatewith the preaxial carpal,but because
there is much variationin the morphologyof the articularend of pteroidthere is also much
variationin the location and mannerof articulation.In both Pteranodon and Anhanguera,
the pteroid articulatedwith the medial side of the carpal, but whereas in Pteranodon the
articulationwas a loose ball and socket joint, in Anhanguera it was a saddle joint. In
Nyctosaurus, the pteroid articulatedwith the ventral side of the carpal. In those taxa, the
pteroidcan only be articulatedwhen directedmedially to control a small propatagium,and
could be extendedand depressedto increasewing area,camber,and lift or flexed to fold the
propatagium.Thus, although the traditionalreconstructionof the pteroid articulationis
incorrect,the traditionalview of pteroidfunction is correct.
Thursday1:30
MULTIPHASIC ALLOMETRIC ANALYSIS IN LIONS (PANTHERALEO): LIFE
HISTORY EXPRESSED THROUGH MORPHOMETRICS
BENOIT,Matthew,Yale Univ., New Haven, CT
Lions (Pantheraleo) are the only social-living felids alive today. They have complex pride
structuresand life histories that reflect a great deal of behavioralmodification in orderto
allow for group living. These life histories have been studiedextensively, and ontogenetic
studies of lions have attributeda great deal of knowledge to our understandingof their
development. However, few researchershave examined how these life histories may be
expressedin the skeletal featuresof lions (the only featuresthat survive in the fossil record).
I took 34 measurementsfrom 94 lion skulls using a MicroscribeG2X 3D digitizer. The
age range of the lions spannedfrom a few days postnatalto old adults. I plottedthe logged
measurementsof each featureagainstthe logged skull length (LOGSKL,a proxy for developmentalage). For each set of data, several multiphasicregressionswere run allowing for
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increasingnumbersof phases. While correlationstend to rise with more phases, I used the
Model Selection Criterion(MSC, an adaptationof Akaike's InformationCriterion)to determine which multiphasicregressionbest fit the data.
Braincasewidth (BCW) showed a highly correlated(r2 = 0.98) growth allometrywith
threephases (MSC = 3.77). The first phase capturesbraingrowth in early postnataldevelopment. The second phase shows a period of relativeinactivity. The thirdand final phase,
however, shows an increase in growth rate of the braincasewidth. This growth does not
reflect growthof the brain,but rathera thickeningof the braincaseitself. This final growth
phase begins shortly before the age of subadultdispersal from natal prides. Dispersal is
usually forced by invading adult males, who kill any subadultsthat cannot defend themselves and drive out those that can. The implicationsof this growth patternin such a life
history are discussed.
Morphometricanalyses of this natureprovide evidence of life historypatterns. Because
skeletal features are generally the only ones that survive in the fossil record, analyses of
these features can inform us about the possible life history and ontogenetic strategies of
extinct taxa.

StudentPoster Session
THE TAXONOMY, SYSTEMATICS AND EVOLUTION OF THE BRITISH
THEROPOD DINOSAUR, MEGALOSAURUS
BENSON, Roger, Univ. of Cambridge,Cambridge,United Kingdom
Megalosaurus, a theropod dinosaur from the Bathonian of Oxfordshire, was the first
dinosaur to be formally named and described. Since its original description at least 38
species have been referredto the genus, spanninga temporalrange from the Late Triassic
to the Late Cretaceous.Much of this materialhas subsequentlybeen transferredto other
genera (representinga wide range of theropodgroups) or representsnomina dubia.
Of the remainingmaterialvery little is unambiguouslyreferableto the genus. A dentary from the type series, OUMNH J13506, is now consideredto representthe lectotype of
the type species, Megalosaurus bucklandi.The remainderof the syntype series is not formally associated with this specimen and recent suggestions that more than one species of
large theropod is representedin the Stonesfield fauna have cast doubt on the taxonomic
assignmentof this material.Most recent authorswho have commentedon the genus agree
that a majorrevision is long overdue and it has been suggested that its retentionobscures
the diversity of Middle JurassicEuropeantheropods.
Recent finds of relatively complete materialof basal tetanuransand allosauroidsfrom
England,France,Portugal,Argentina,Antarctica,China and Japanare difficult to fit into a
phylogenetic frameworkdue to the outdatedlegacy of megalosaurtaxonomy,which clouds
our understandingof characterevolution along the lineage leading to derived coelurosaur
clades (includingAves) making reliable diagnosis of higher-leveltaxa difficult.
I am currentlyengaged in a comprehensiverevision of all materialthathas been referredto
Megalosaurusin orderto clarify the taxonomyand systematicsof the genus. I will be using
this opportunityto present some of my initial findings.

Poster Session II
DATA CHECKS AND OTHER TYPES OF DATA COLLECTION STRATEGIES:
TWO CASE STUDIES AT BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK
BENTON, Rachel, National Park Service, Interior, SD; HARGRAVE, Reko, Science
ApplicationsInternationalCorporation(SAIC), Norman, OK
Two paleontological field projects at BadlandsNational Park provide importantexamples
of the use of data checks in paleontological field collection. Both of these projects have
lasted for several years and have included a largenumberof participants. The Big Pig Dig
was discovered in 1993 and has been operatingfor over 12 field seasons. During the past
6 years, park staff and partnershave also completed 2 majorpaleontological field surveys
which documentedseveral new paleontologicallocalities within the park. To provide consistency in data collection, detailed protocols for note taking, excavation, grid setup and
total stationoperationhave been draftedfor both the Pig Dig and the field surveys. Often
one mode of data collection is not entirely reliable. For example, at the Pig Dig, both a
total station and a meter grid system are used to documentthe position of each bone found
at the site. Total station readings are constantly comparedwith associated grid locations.
At the beginning of each mapping session, 3 reference points are taken to determineany
potentialerrorsduringdata collection. Data is exportedinto Arcview on a weekly basis to
track any potential errors. During field surveys, both GPS (Global Positioning System)
units and high resolutionaerialphotos are used to documentnew paleontologicallocalities.
Due to the dissected natureof the badlandstopography,satellite signals can not always be
received. Localities can be markedon aerialphotos and digitized into Arcview. Because
shape files are generatedfor both the paleontological field surveys and quarrycollection,
detailed metadata is developed to document all aspects of GPS and GIS (Geographic
InformationSystem) data collection. Metadataprovides a way to document the type of
equipmentand softwareused, gives details on data collection methods and lists any type of
problems encounteredand their subsequentresolution. It also includes a listing of people
involved and their contact information. Because paleontological locality data can be
highly sensitive, metadataincludes a discussion on data access and recommendedsecurity
levels.
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oblique angle, making the skull asymmetrical.Each piece was then virtually fitted onto a
geometric average of the deformedskull, which is symmetricalbut differentfrom the true
shape of the original skull.
The pieces were found to fit well onto the outline of the geometric average skull in all
cases, and the reconstructed skull was measurably symmetrical. The symmetry score
improvedwith increasingnumbersof divisions of the skull. The result shows that "jigsaw
puzzle" methods can lead to inaccuratespecimen reconstruction.We conclude the plastic
deformationmust be removed before "jigsaw-puzzle"fossil reconstruction.
Poster Session II
A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE MIOCENE/PLIOCENE
PISCO FORMATION, PERU
BRAND, Leonard, Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, CA; URBINA, Mario, Museo de
HistoriaNatural,Lima, Peru;CARVAJAL,Cristian,Loma Linda Univ., Loma Linda, CA;
DEVRIES, Thomas, Univ. of Washington,Seattle, WA; ESPERANTE,Raul, Geoscience
ResearchInstitute,Loma Linda, CA
The Pisco Formationwas depositedduringthe most recentof threemajormarinetransgressions along the southernPeruviancoast, in the Pisco Basin. These transgressionsproduced
a marine sedimentary sequence from Eocene to Pliocene, with a rich vertebrate fossil
record, followed by Pleistocene deposits. The Middle Miocene through Early Pliocene
Pisco Formationcontains abundantand unusually well preservedcetaceans, seals, ground
sloths, marine birds, sharks, and fish. We present progress on developing a stratigraphic
frameworkfor the Pisco Formationto facilitate furtherstudy of the paleobiology of this
fauna. This work has concentratedon two areaswhere the most paleontologicalwork is
being done. These areasare the vicinity of Lomas, and the Ica valley fromthe contactwith
the ChilcatayFormationnear CerroYeserade Amarato the highest Pisco Formationexposure on northCerroBlanco, near Ocucaje.
The data in this study includes measuredsections at several locations and geological
mapping using GPS. In the Ica valley section a numberof markerbeds were identified,
with distinctive geological and/orpaleontological characteristics,that were laterallyextensive. These beds were walked out, GPS positions and altitudestaken at successive intervals, and strikes and dips of the sediments determined. Faults and folds were identified
throughoutthe section. A composite section was then measured and described for the
entire Pisco Fm exposure in the Ica Valley.
The more extensive modem sand cover in some parts of the area aroundLomas made
structuralstudy difficult. Sediment thickness in part of the area was estimated,based on
the altitudechange and strikesand dips of the sediment. A section was measuredin the valley of Aguada de Lomas, with its extensive sequence of well-exposed beds.
Available data on diatomzones, vertebratecollecting sites, mollusks, and radiometricdates
are being correlatedwith this new stratigraphicinformation.
Saturday9:30
RHIZODONTID (STEM-TETRAPOD) HYOMANDIBULAE: INSIGHTS INTO
THE PALEOBIOLOGY OF AN EXTINCT AQUATIC PREDATOR
BRAZEAU, Martin,EvolutionaryBiology Centre,Uppsala, Sweden; JEFFERY,Jonathan,
InternationalSchool of Amsterdam,Amsterdam,Netherlands
The hyomandibularbone is an integratedelement of the feeding and respiratorymechanisms of the skull of basal jawed vertebrates. In digited stem-tetrapods,the hyomandibular underwenta majormorphologicaland functionaltransformationto become the stapes of
the middle ear. The hyomandibulaeof basal, fish-like, stem-tetrapodstherefore provide
data on the primitive conditions precedingthis importantchange. Previous workers have
made numerousconjecturesaboutthe morphologicalhomologies and soft-tissues associated with this bone, but few well-preserved examples are known, hamperingwide-ranging
comparisons.
We present the first examples of hyomandibulaefrom a basal stem-tetrapodclade, the
Rhizodontida. The specimens, from Canada,the UK and Turkey,are generally well-preserved and present a range of sizes. All are robust and show a consistent suite of characters which distinguishes them from all other known sarcopterygian hyomandibulae.
Probablebone remodeling in the largest specimen suggests rapid changes to the structure
and shape of this bone during ontogeny. Together,these specimens provide new insights
into the morphological diversity of the hyomandibularin fossil sarcopterygians. They
allow a detailedexaminationof muscle insertionscars, and new insights on innervationand
vascularization. Comparisonswith other stem-tetrapodhyomandibualereveal considerable variationin musculature,suggesting that therewas substantialdiversity in feeding and
respiratorymechanics,possibly relatedto the size variationamong fish-like stem-tetrapods.

MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday3:45
NEW CHELONIOID TURTLES FROM THE LATE CAMPANIAN OF NORTH
AMERICA
BRINKMAN, Donald, Royal Tyrrell Museum, Drumheller,AB, Canada;JAMNICZKY,
Heather,Univ. of Calgary,Calgary,AB, Canada;DE LEON DAVILA, Claudio, AGUILLON-MARTINEZ,Martha, Secretariade Educaci6n y Cultura,Saltillo, Mexico; HART,
Maggie, San Diego NaturalHistory Museum, San Diego, CA
Two new chelonioids from the late Campanianof North America provide new data on the
early diversificationof the group. The first is Nichollsemys baieri, a primitive chelonioid
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from the late CampanianBearpawFormationof Alberta, Canada,and DeGrey member of
the Pierre Shale of South Dakota. It is similar to Toxochelysand primitive with respect to
Ctenochelysin exhibiting a narrowtrituratingsurfacethat does not incorporatethe vomer,
a large foramenpalatinumposterius,and a well-developed processuspterygoideusextemus
on the pterygoid. It is derived relative to Toxochelysin the presence of a reduced area of
exposure of the basisphenoidon the ventralsurfaceof the braincase,a mid-ventralridge on
the palate extending between the basisphenoid and vomer, a rod-like rostrum basisphenoidale, and a foramen caroticum laterale larger in diameter than the foramen anterior
canalis carotici interni.Based on these featuresNichollsemys is interpretedas phylogenetically intermediatebetween Toxochelysand Ctenochleys.The presence of Nichollsemys in
Albertaand SouthDakotademonstratesthat it was widely distributedin the northernregion
of the WesternInteriorSeaway duringthe late Campanian.The second turtle is a member
of the genus Euclastes from the late CampanianCerrodel Pueblo Formationof Coahuilla
State, Mexico. It is representedby both isolated skulls and associated skeletons. It differs
from late Maastrichtianspecies of Euclastes in exhibitinga shorterface, deeperlabial ridge
on the maxilla, and longer transverseprocess of the pterygoid.Based on the lattertwo features, it is interpretedto be the most primitivememberof the genus. These new chelonioids
demonstratethe presence latitudinaldifferentiationin the chelonioid assemblagesof the late
Campanianof North America and supportthe interpretationthat marineturtleswere more
abundantin southernlocalities at this time.

Friday2:30
THE PHYLOGENETIC RELATIONSHIPS OF GAVIALOID CROCODYLIANS:
NEW FOSSILS, NEW GENES, OLD CONFLICTS
BROCHU, Christopher,Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA; WILLIS, Ray, DENSMORE,
Llewellyn, Texas Tech Univ., Lubbock,TX
The historical conflict between morphologicaland molecular data sets regardingthe relationships of the modem Indiangharial(Gavialis) has yet to be resolved. Continuinganalyses of morphology, including high-resolution CT data and new fossils from the Late
Cretaceous and Paleocene, continue to reflect the historical morphological view that
Gavialis is basal to other living crocodylians, but new molecular data, including some
robust nuclear sequence data sets, continue to reinforcethe view that Gavialis is closer to
the Indonesianfalse gharial(Tomistoma).Resolution of the debatehas importantbearingon
understandingcrocodylian morphologicalevolution and the use of Crocodylia as a model
clade in the developmentof moleculardatingmethods. Combinedanalyses reflect different
levels of signal strengthand do not help resolve the relationshipsof fossil taxa if living
species are constrainedto reflect the morphologicalview. If currentmorphologicaldatasets
supportan incorrecttopology, resolutionwill come not from new characters,but from two
sources of new taxa-new early members of Borealosuchusand Pristichampsinae,groups
which currentlyfall out as proximaloutgroupsto the non-gavialoidcrocodylianclade; and
long-snouted forms lying within a 20-million-year block of time (the "Gharial Gap")
between the disappearanceof "thoracosaurs"in the early Ypresianand the reappearanceof
gavialoids in the Priabonian.Some later thoracosaurspreserve suites of charactersresembling those found in tomistomines,thoughthe phylogenetic distributionof states is not hierarchicaland, at present,does not overturnthe prevailingsignal. Ironically,cranialmorphology of thoracosaursand early tomistomines suggests that even if Gavialis and Tomistoma
are extant sister taxa, their derivedrostralshapes might have been derived independently.

Poster Session II
CYCLODODECANE AS A TEMPORARY SEALER AND FILLER IN MOLDING
SPECIMENS WITH POROUS AND PENETRABLE SURFACES
BROWN, Gregory,Univ. of NebraskaState Museum, Lincoln, NE
One of the exceptional propertiesof silicone RTV molding compounds is their ability to
flow and therebycaptureand reproduceextreme detail from the object being molded. One
of their less admirablepropertiesis their somewhat limited tear-strength.When these two
propertiesmeet on a specimen with deep cracks, open sutures,exposed cancellous bone or
remnantporousmatrix,therecan be grave results.RTV may flow into these areas,penetrate
the specimen deeply and tear duringde-molding, ruining not only the mold but the specimen as well. Residual silicone RTV is impossible to remove from these deep interstices
without damaging the specimen. There are several traditional methods of preventing
unwantedpenetrationof RTV into these areas,but each has its own shortcomings.Clay and
wax fillers are themselves difficult to remove, especially from very narrow sutures and
cracks, as are thick consolidantsfrom porous areas.Using a thixotropic(non-flowing) RTV
may result in less detail-captureand a greater risk of mold flaws from air-entrapment.
Choosing a molding compound with higher tear-strengthcould result in specimen failure
ratherthan mold failure duringde-molding.
Cyclododecane(C12H24) is waxy hydrocarbonthat sublimatescompletely over time at
room temperature.This propertymakes it extremely useful as a temporaryfiller and consolidant.Applied as a melt, it provides a very effective fill or seal to penetrableor porous
areas of specimens, and then simply disappearsafter de-molding.A case study of molding
an exquisitely preservedjuvenile Castoroidesskull recently donatedto the museum readily demonstratesthe tools, techniques and benefits of using cyclododecane as a conservationally-soundtemporaryfiller/sealant,allowing us to take full advantageof RTV properties to producehigh-resolution,high-qualitymolds while minimizing risk to the specimen.
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PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday9:45
A SIMPLE PROCESS FOR FABRICATING SMALL DISPLAY MOUNTS
BROWN, Matthew,VAN BEEK, Constance,HOLSTEIN,James,Field Museumof Natural
History,Chicago, IL
Occasionally preparatorsare called upon to performduties that, while not outside our job
description, may be outside our normal experience. For a preparatorwithout experience
mounting a cast specimen, the task may at first seem daunting.Here we examine a recent
projectmountinga small dromaeosaurfor display. In the absence of a suitablemount-making facility or metal shop, techniqueswere developed throughtrialand errorto easily mount
the cast skeleton. Most materialswere obtained from a local hardwarestore, and the work
was performedusing tools alreadypresent in most prep labs. The final design requiredan
internalarmatureto optimize aestheticappeal,which introduceda challenge in balancing a
dynamic and anatomicalpose with the need to hide a structurewithin the gracile elements.

Poster Session II
NEW USES OF A RELATIONAL DATABASE TO IMPROVE THE CONSISTENCY
AND QUALITY OF FOSSIL LOCALITY DATA IN ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING FIRMS
BROWNE, Ian, RANDALL, Kesler, San Diego NaturalHistory Museum, San Diego, CA
The paleontologicalcollections of the San Diego NaturalHistoryMuseumhave grown considerably since the inception of the CaliforniaEnvironmentalQuality Act in 1970. The
museum provides paleontological mitigation services through its Department of
PaleoServices and serves as a repository for private mitigation firms. This creates an
almost constantinflux of specimens and relatedlocality data. In the past, specimens were
logged daily into a handwrittenledger and field tags were handwrittenfor each bucket and
cardboardflat of materialassociatedwith a field number. This system was proneto a number of common problems and errors: including project and developer/donornames being
recordedincorrectly,missing data, and illegible handwriting.
In an attemptto improve data quality and consistency a relationaldatabasewas developed to alleviate these problems. Users select the projectname from a list linked directly
to the contractmanagementtable;projectand donor informationis then automaticallyassociated with the field number. Informationabout the field site is then entered, including:
geologic formation,elevation, UTM coordinates,types of fossils recovered,and brief notes
specific to the field number. The user then entersthe numberof field tags they requireand
the system printsthem.
What makes this system particularlyuseful are the added featuresthat have taken this
system beyond being a simple data entry tool. The system automaticallysends daily emails detailing the day's collections to key curatorialstaff. Priorto the implementationof
this system erroneousor missing data were usually not discovered until the beginning of
the formalcurationprocess (several monthsafterthe initialcollection). E-mail notification
allows curatorial staff to remedy data inconsistencies within 24 hours of collection.
Additionally,daily notificationsto contractand projectmanagementstaff improvecommunications with clients and governmentoversight agencies. Ultimately this system increases locality data accuracy,benefiting researchers,students,and citizens.

Saturday11:45
BASAL ABELISAURID AND CARCHARODONTOSAURID THEROPODS FROM
THE ELRHAZ FORMATION (APTIAN-ALBIAN) OF NIGER
BRUSATTE,Stephen, SERENO,Paul, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Carcharodontosaurids,abelisaurids, and spinosaurids constitute nearly all large-bodied
theropodsfrom Cretaceoushorizonson Gondwana.The ElrhazFormationof Niger (AptianAlbian, ca. 112 Ma) has yielded the earliest GondwananspinosauridSuchomimustenerensis and also preserves the remains of a basal abelisauridand carcharodontosaurid.The
abelisaurid is known from a single individual preserving the maxilla, pelvic girdle and
sacrum,vertebrae,and ribs. The maxilla is texturedexternally,has subquadratealveoli, and
otherwise is quite similar to that of Rugops primus from Cenomanian-agehorizons. The
ilium, in contrast,is noticeably more primitivethanthat ofMajungatholus atopus and closest of kin; it has a deeperpreacetabularprocess, a shorterpostacetabularprocess, and a more
is known from isolated teeth and crarobustpubic peduncle.The basal carcharodontosaurid
nial bones, including the maxilla, frontal, and postorbital. The blade-shaped teeth are
smooth and do not have the marginal enamel wrinkles that characterizeCarcharodontosaurus and Giganotosaurus.Comparedto these genera, the maxilla is not as deep, is not
texturedexternallyby vertical grooves, and has both promaxillaryand maxillaryfenestrae.
Comparedto Acrocanthosaurus,the new taxon has a broaderantorbitalfossa borderingthe
ventralmarginof the antorbitalfenestra.The prominentpostorbitalbrow extends anteriorly to contact the lacrimaland exclude the frontal from the orbital margin, but the postorbital-lacrimalcontact is not nearly as well-developed as in known carcharodontosaurids.
Phylogenetic analysis places these taxa nearthe base of theirrespectiveclades and suggests
that large-bodysize and many of the cranialfeaturesthat characterizeabelisauridsand carcharodontosauridswere alreadyin place by the mid-Cretaceous.
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Neoceti Symposium,Saturday9:30
DEVELOPMENTAL TRANSITIONS IN CETACEAN VERTEBRAL COLUMN
EVOLUTION
BUCHHOLTZ,Emily, Wellesley College, Wellesley, MA
Developmentalbiology proposes that both anatomyand developmentare modularin
organization,providingnew insights into the mechanismsand possible pathways of major
evolutionarytransitions.Developmentalchanges are categorizedas homologous (diversifying), meristic (count / segmentation),homeotic (regional identification/ Hox) and associational (hierarchical).
In this project, Hox-defined units (cervical, thoracic, etc.) of the vertebralcolumn of
extant mammaloutgroupswere tested for association using correlationsof count and shape
to predictthe modularhierarchypresentin the cetacean ancestor: {cervical [(thoraciclumbar) sacral]} (caudal).Changesto this ancestralpatternwere mappedonto a consensus phylogeny. Early archeocetes retainedthe terrestrialmodularpatternbut introducedmeristic
increasesprecaudally(in the (thoraciclumbar)module) insteadof caudally,likely associated functionally with hind limb-basedpropulsion. Protocetidslost modularidentity of the
sacrum (which was incorporatedinto the lumbos) and subdivided the caudal module (to
producethe fluke) in two associationalchanges to yield a new hierarchicalpattern:[cervical (thoraciclumbar)][(preflukecaudal) (fluke)]. Variationson this patterndefine three distinctive groups of basilosauridsas well as basal neocetes. The Archeoceti / Neoceti transition is markedby meristicreductionof the (thoraciclumbar)unit, reversingthe innovation
of the earliest cetaceans and likely associated functionallywith elaborationof fluke-based
propulsion. Delphinoid odontocetes display a second and radical hierarchicalreorganization, in which the lumbarand preflukecaudal units become associated: {cervical [thoracic
[(lumbar)(preflukecaudal)]]fluke). The highly correlatedand inverse relationshipbetween
count and shape in the [(lumbar) (prefluke caudal)] unit strongly suggests that the presomitic mesodermis assigned regional identitybefore its subdivision in the process of segmentation. Vertebralmorphology of three aberrantdwarf or elongate neocetes (Kogia,
Caperea,Lissodelphis) confirms the change in association of the lumbarmodule on either
side of this dramaticreorganization.
Poster Session I
THE RANGE OF MOTION OF THE GLENOHUMERAL JOINT OF THE THERIZINOSAUR NEIMONGOSAURUS YANGI(DINOSAURIA: THEROPODA)
BURCH, Sara,Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Increasinglythe orientationof the glenoid (shouldersocket) has been studied in non-avian
theropodsto understandwhat condition was the likely precursorto that of modern birds.
The morphologyof the glenoid is the prime factorin determiningthe range of motion of the
humerus,which greatly affects the functionalityof the forelimb. Elements of the pectoral
girdle from a single well-preservedspecimen of the therizinosaurNeimongosaurusyangi,
includinga complete, undistortedfurcula,were reconstructedand articulated,and a unique
orientationof the glenoid relativeto known orientationsin othertheropodsand extantbirds
was discoveredand described.The glenoid was found to be orientedprimarilylaterallywith
a slight ventral component.The enlarged scapularand coracoid margins are oriented dorsally and ventrallyaroundthe socket instead of anteriorlyand posteriorlyas in most other
non-aviantheropodglenoids and those of extant birds.
This reconstruction,along with an associated humerus,was then used to determinethe
range of motion of the glenohumeraljoint. The unusual morphology of the scapularand
coracoid margins restricted the overall range of motion in the dorsoventral direction,
althoughthe lateralposition of the glenoid allowed for a more extensive dorsal excursion
of the humerusthanhas been previouslydescribed.The humeruswas also found to be capable of considerableanteriorprotraction.The total dorsoventralmotion of the humeruswas
measured as 72' in anteriorview, and the total anterioposteriormotion was measured as
110' in dorsal view. The overall range of motion was roughly circularand directedlaterally and slightly ventrally,which differs from the more oval and posteroventrallydirected
ranges of motion that have been describedfor other theropods.Such extensive protraction
is very differentthanthe flight strokeof extant birds, indicatingthat this glenoid morphology was most likely not an evolutionary transitionto the morphology of modern birds.
Therizinosaursmay have used this ability to extend their arms forward considerably for
activities such as reachingfor and graspingfoliage.
StudentPoster Session
A NEW LATE PALEOCENE VERTEBRATE FAUNA FROM THE OHIO CREEK
CONGLOMERATE OF WESTERN COLORADO
BURGER, Benjamin,Univ. of Coloradoat Boulder,Boulder,CO
Despite recentdrillingfor hydrocarbontight-gasresourcesin conglomeratesand sandstones
in the Piceance Creek Basin, controversy exists over the age and lateral extent of these
deposits. This controversyoriginatedfrom the propositionthat these deposits belonged in
the Upper Cretaceous Mesa Verde Group. However, recent pollen analyses suggest a
Paleocene age. Here I reportthe first fossil vertebratefaunafrom these deposits, which corroboratesthe Paleocene age and furtherrefines it to late Paleocene or TiffanianNALMA.
Identified fossils comprise several genera of mammals and reptiles. Reptilian fossils
consist of a dorsal osteoderm of a eusuchian with affinity to Borealosuchus and a partial
hyoplastronof the turtle Compsemys.Both genera range from the late Cretaceousthrough
the Paleocene. Mammaliantaxa representedare: Gelastops, Haplaletes, Promioclaenus,
Colpoclaenus, and Mimotricentes,which range from the Torrejonianinto the early part of
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the TiffanianNALMA. Presence of Nannodectes furtherconstrainsthe deposits to an early
Tiffanianage (Til to Ti3 biostratigraphiczones), since Nannodectesfirst occurrencesin the
Tiffanian.
Lithologicallythe Ohio CreekConglomerateis characterizedby the absence of coal and
shale, and the presence of tan mudstones and siltstones spaced between thick and widespreadunits of clay pebble conglomeratesand sandstones.The revised age and unique lithic characteristicsof the Ohio Creek Conglomerate excludes it from the late Cretaceous
Mesa Verde Group. The apparentabsence of early Paleocene stratain the basin indicates
that the basin formed later than the surroundingGreen River, Washakie,South Park, and
Denver Basins. Revising the biostratigraphiczonation of the late Cretaceous and early
Tertiarystrataof the Piceance Creek Basin is importantfor understandingthe complex tectonic history of the Rocky MountainRegion.
Poster Session I
THE VALIDITY OF MOSASAURUSDEKAYI (REPTILIA) BASED ON TWO NEW
SKULLS FROM SOUTH DAKOTA, AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE
MOSASAURIDAE
BURROWS, Rebecca, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology,Dyer, IN
Two undescribed mosasaurid specimens from the Museum of Geology, South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology(SDSM), were analyzedbased on morphologicalcharacteristics and comparedwith known specimens from the Mosasaurinaeand Tylosaurinae.
These Campanianspecimens sharea unique feature,a highly-faceted,prismatictooth structure. This characterhad previously been associated with Mosasaurus dekayi, identified in
1830 from Maastrichtiandeposits of New Jersey and diagnosed based on a single tooth.
With the type specimen now lost, the description of two mosasaur skulls which seem to
exhibit this diagnostic characteris of great value to the classification of the Mosasauridae.
Although, SDSM 74869 and SDSM 6819, have faceted teeth, they have other distinct
characteristicsunique to two differentgenera from two subfamilies.The predentalrostrum
and the patternof the premaxillarysutureplaces SDSM 74869 within the Tylosaurinaeand
subsequentlywithin Tylusaurus.A unique species is indicatedby the well defined asymmetrical prismaticteeth, the predentalrostrumwith localized foraminaon the anteriorend of
the snout, a dorsally domed, and laterallybroad premaxillae. SDSM 74869 then broadens
the subfamilialdefinition to include a species with highly-facetedteeth.
SDSM 6819, is unequivocallynested within the Mosasaurinae,based on highly-faceted
symmetricalteeth, the smooth reversed"L"-shapedpremaxilla-maxillasuture,and the lack
of a predentalrostrum.The two skulls arevery differentmembersof the Mosasauridae,both
sharing the previously thought apomorphichighly-faceted tooth structure.The characters
outlined for each specimen prove faceted teeth as describedby DeKay, while important,are
not diagnostic and can not be used alone to differentiatespecies.

Poster Session II
PODOCNEMIDIDAE AND CHELIDAE TURTLES FROM THE EARLY
MIOCENE, MIDDLE MAGDALENA VALLEY, COLOMBIA: THE OLDEST
RECORD OF PODOCNEMIS AND CHELUS IN SOUTH AMERICA
CADENA RUEDA, Edwin, SmithsonianTropicalResearch Institute,Panama;PARAMO,
Maria,UniversidadNacional de Colombia, Bogota, Colombia;GAONA, Tatiana,Instituto
Colombiano de Geologia y Mineria- INGEOMINAS, Bogota, Colombia; TORRES,
Vladimir, Instituto Colombiano del Petroleo, Piedecuesta, Colombia; JARAMILLO,
Carlos, SmithsonianTropicalResearchInstitute,Panama
The Podocnemididaeand Chelidaeturtlesare membersof the megaorderPleurodiraor side
neck turtles, a significant element of extant and fossil faunas of South America. Its fossil
record is abundant in Cenozoic sequences especially from early Paleocene (VilaVila,
Bolivia), late Paleocene (Cerrejon,Colombia), late Miocene (La Venta Fauna, Colombia
and Urumaco Formation, Venezuela), and late Miocene-Pliocene (Solimoes Formation,
Brazil). Two importantgenera of extant pleurodireturtles in NorthernSouthAmerica are:
Podocnemis (Podocnemididaefamily) and Chelus (Chelidae family). Podocnemis has six
extant species, some of them in extinction risk, and at least five fossil forms. Chelus has
only one extant species Chelusfimbriatus(Matamataturtle)and two fossil forms. Very little is known about the originationand radiationof these genera and theirphylogeny is still
poor understood.The earliest recordof Podocnemis is a few fragmentaryshell bones poorly describedand collected by Royo y Gomez in 1944 in Coyaima, Tolima, Colombia. For
the oldest record of Chelus are two late Miocene species Chelus colombianus and Chelus
lewisi. Twenty turtles, well preserved,with nearly complete plastrons, carapaces,pelvian
bones and forelimbswere found in 2005 duringa paleontologicalexpedition fundedby the
INGEOMINAS at Pubenza, Cundinamarca,Middle Magdalena Valley Basin, Colombia.
Based on key morphologicalcharacteristics:(shape and contacts of bones and scutes shell,
pelvic and axillary scars and carapacedecoration)we assigned the fossils to the Familiy
Podocnemididae(16 specimens) and the genus Chelus (2 specimens). The Pubenzareptile
layer as we have named the bed, is part of a sequence of claystones interbeddedwith gypsum and some conglomeratebelonging to the BarzalosaFormation.The formationhas been
dated as early Miocene using pollen. The facies, and palynofacies indicate that the
Barzalosaformationwas accumulatedin an extensive freshwaterlake developed in the eastern borderof the CentralAndes of Colombia.Also, togetherwith these turtleswe found an
excellent cranialand forelimb materialfrom crocodiles that remainsto be studied.
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MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday4:30
REVISITING THE 'LOST' TYPE SPECIMEN OF MESOPHIS NOPCSAI BOLKAY,
1925
CALDWELL,Michael, Univ. of Alberta,Edmonton,AB, Canada
Cenomanian(Upper Cretaceous)limestones deposited in a variety of Tethyanbasins, now
outcroppingor being quarriedin Slovenia, Croatia,Bosnia-Hercegovina,Lebanon,and the
West Bank, have produced a large number of marine squamates,most notably including
both rearlimbedand limbless snakes. Mesophis nopcsai Bolkay,1925,is the second snake
taxon known from the western most region of Bosnia-Hercegovina; the first was
Pachyophis woodwardi.Mesophis was differentiatedfrom Pachyophis as not demonstrating a high degree of pachyostosis in either the ribs or vertebrae,and by having an exceptionally small skull; the original descriptionlikened the body proportionsof Mesophis to
those of a modem sea snake or sea krait.Mesophiswas assigned to the CholophidiaNopcsa,
1923, Family Pachyophiidae,Nopsca, 1923. The originaldescriptionwas based on partand
counterpartslabs of the specimen;the counterpartis 'lost' in a private collection, while the
partsurvivedthe BalkanConflict (1992-1995) and is availablefor study.Redescriptionrecognizes a distinctionfrom Pachyophis on the basis of the degree of pachyostosis;however,
based on size criteriait is suggested these differencescould be ontogenetic.Bolkays (1925)
characterizationof the size of the skull, and his idenfiticationof various cranial elements,
is contradictedby identificationof only a fragmentof the pterygoidand a partialbasicranium; the skull is small because it is fragmentary,not becauseMesophis is a small-headedanimal. The best preservedvertebraeon the part show similaritiesto Simolophis;however, as
the skull is virtually absent, few other charactersassist with the phylogenetic placement of
Mesophis. Bolkay's argumentsin supportof a marineorigin for snakes are neitherrefuted
nor supportedby the available data from Mesophis.
Poster Session I
THE DISCOVERY OF A SINGULAR FAUNA: THE SAUROPODS FROM THE
LATE JURASSIC AND EARLIEST CRETACEOUS OF SPAIN
CANUDO, Jos6, Zaragoza, Spain; RUIZ-OME1NACA,Jos6, MUJA, Colunga, Spain;
BARCO, Jose, Univ. of Zaragoza,Zaragoza, Spain; GARCIA-RAMOS,Jos6, PIlNUELA,
Laura,MUJA, Colunga, Spain
In Spain there is a good record of Kimmeridgianto Berriasian continental and coastal
facies. It is common to find fragmentaryremainsof dinosaurs,many of them linked to transition environments.Particularlyinterestingare the remainsof sauropods,usually included
in Diplodocidae and Camarasauridae,families typical of the end of Jurassic in North
America (MorrisonFm). The descriptionof more complete specimens and new studies of
fragmentarymaterialhas made possible to interpreta new scenario. The phylogenetic proposals representedby postcranialremains (Galvesaurus,Losillasaurus), locate them outside Neosauropodaor as polytomies with otherbasal Neosauropoda.This partof the cladogram is poorly resolved, but accordingto our datait is the position occupied by some of the
Iberian sauropods. In addition, the sauropod teeth from the Late Jurassic and earliest
Cretaceous are included in two groups, one of them, the non-neosauropodeusauropods,
with markedlyspatulateteeth. The second has pencil like teeth (diplodocimorphs)from the
Kimmeridgianof Asturias and the Berriasianof Galve (Teruel). This second group have
slightly spatulateapex distinguishingthem from the Diplodocidae, may be located as more
primitive Diplodocimorpha. Noteworthy is the absence of Titanosauriformessuch as
Brachiosauridae,and even other macronarianssuch as Camarasauridae.This association
implies that part of the IberianPeninsula maintainedmore primitive sauropodsthan those
present in adjacentareas of Gondwanaand Laurasia,in spite of being situatedin an intermediatepaleogeographicalposition between these two greatcontinentalmasses. This would
suggest the isolation (endemism?) of the north-eastof the Iberian Peninsula, at least its
sauropods,duringLate Jurassicand earliest Cretaceous.
PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday11:45
VOLUNTEERS AS FORCE-MULTIPLERS IN RESEARCH AND IN THE FOSSIL
LAB
CARPENTER,Kenneth,Denver Museum of Nature & Science, Denver, CO
The 1467 volunteers at the DMNS contributedover 182,326 hours in 2005. Of these, 125
are active in the Dept. of EarthScience. In many museums,volunteersare an underutilized
resourcein both researchand in the fossil preparationlaboratory.Volunteerscan be viewed
as a threat("why keep staff if the volunteers can do the work for free?")or as a force multiplier.At the Denver Museum of Nature & Science, volunteershave logged 131,456 hours
doing fossil preparationduringjust the past 10 years, which is equivalentto over 6.25 full
time staff (40 hr/wk, no leave or vacation). This compares with 2.25 staff members the
Museum currentlyhas. Duringthe same 10 years, the volunteershave logged an additional
30,128 hours of field work, which is equivalent of 5.75 full time staff in the field for 3
months/yr.(40 hr/wk).Thus, the field and lab work combined is equivalentto 7.75 full time
staff. Ourutilizing volunteershas resultedin very high rates of output,but does requireconsiderablestaff time in supervision.A mandatory8 week, 2 h/wk preparationclass weeds out
volunteerswho discover the romanceof preparationis not reality,and gets volunteersup to
a certainlevel of competency for integrationwith more seasoned lab volunteers.Volunteers
have also used in research,with over 28 abstractsand peer reviewed publications,and 24
presentationsat scientific meetings. Volunteersbring a commitmentand dedicationto their
research not seen in many graduatestudents. Volunteerswho are retired also approach
researchwith a maturitynot yet developed in young graduatestudentsand are more willing
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to admit what they don't know. This makes guidance of research easier than with some
graduatestudents("like having graduatestudentswithout the whining").The use of volunteers has resulted in an extraordinaryhigh level of productivityfor the departmentthan if
only by staff.
Poster Session I
IS GUANLONGA TYRANNOSAUROID OR A SUBADULT
MONOLOPHOSAURUS?
CARR, Thomas, CarthageCollege, Kenosha,WI
Guanlong wucaii is a purportedLate Jurassic basal tyrannosauroidfrom the Shishugou
Formationof northwesternChina. Guanlong bears a tall and fenestratednasal crest that
extends along the top of the snout, as in Monolophosaurusjiangi,a carnosaurthat is about
twice the size as Guanlong,from a lower level in the same unit. The originalcladistic analysis of Guanlong used a data matrix relevant to resolving the relationships among basal
theropods, which reconstructedit as a basal tyrannosauroid.However, the similarities
sharedbetween GuanlongandMonolophosaurusin the crest prompteda test of the original
hypothesis using a data matrixbased on charactersrelevant for resolving ingrouprelationships of Tyrannosauroidea.
The data matrixincludes 201 charactersand 34 theropodspecies. The matrixwas analyzed in PAUP* 4.0b undera heuristicsearch;Guanlongwas reconstructedas a carnosaur,
and as the sister species of Monolophosaurus.This relationshipis supportedby the shape
of the rostralramusof the maxilla;a sagittal,elongate, pneumatic,and fenestratecrest along
the top of the snout; and a foramenin the pubic process of the ischium. Monolophosaurus
is distinguishedfrom Guanlongby a longer crest that includes the premaxillaand lacrimal,
a rostrally-positionedmaxillaryfenestra,a deep maxilla, a long jugal process of the quadratojugal, and a subocular process on the postorbital. Guanlong is distinguished from
Monolophosaurusby a wide snout tip, shortsquamosalprocess of the postorbital,a concave
orbital margin of the postorbital, a cornual process on the jugal, the antorbitalfossa is
deeply excavated into the jugal, absence of a caudal surangularforamen, fewer dentary
teeth, apneumaticcervical centra,presence of a rostrodorsalnotch in the ilium, and the presence of a pubic tubercle.These results suggest two alternativehypotheses for Guanlong:it
is eitherthe sister taxon, or it is a subadult,of Monolophosaurus.
Friday 8:15
A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON NON-AVIAN DINOSAUR DIVERSITY
CARRANO, Matthew,SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,DC
The taxonomic diversity of non-avian dinosaursthroughthe Mesozoic Era is very poorly
understood. Although counts of known taxa are available (and form the basis for our only
existing estimates), the relationshipbetween these samples and true diversity is complex
and largely unexplored. More surprisingly,currentestimates are entirely empirical; no
explicit hypotheses of dinosaur diversity have been offered or tested.
Here, I propose the first hypothetical taxonomic diversity curve for non-avian
Dinosauria. This curve was generateda priori, based on inferences from large-vertebrate
ecology, land areaconstraints,andbiome distributions. It describesan initial steep increase
in diversity from the Late Triassicthroughthe end of the EarlyJurassic,coincident with the
originations and early radiationsof all major dinosaurgroups. A shallower increase follows throughthe close of the Jurassic,at which time continentalfragmentationspursa second, steep (exponential?)diversity rise via geographic isolation and increasedbiome variability. The end-Cretaceousevent is consideredto have been geologically instantaneous.
Total dinosaurdiversity was integratedas the area underthis curve. Two "metabolic
models" of taxonomic longevity were used: crocodilian and mammalian. These models
generate considerablydifferent totals, indicating that physiological considerationsshould
not be ignored when estimating diversity on macroevolutionary scales.
Next I selected five temporal "point samples" from which global dinosaur diversity
could be extrapolated. These provided taxonomically rich samples that were rarefied to
project the likely total standingdiversity at each interval. The shape and scale of a "best
fit" curve to these samples was then comparedto the hypothesizedcurve. This provideda
first-ordertest of the model, and a potential source for development of a second model
curve. Taphonomic,human-induced,and other sampling biases remainimportantlimiting
factors, but these new models provide a new approachfor understandingthe dynamics of
diversificationin an importantvertebrateradiation.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday1:30
MARINE ADAPTATION IN REPTILES: A MODEL FOR THE STUDY OF LARGE
SCALE PATTERNS AND PROCESSES OF EVOLUTION
CARROLL,Robert,McGill Univ., Montreal,QB, Canada
Adaptationof reptiles to locomotion, feeding, and reproductionin an aquaticenvironment
resulted in changes throughoutthe skeleton equivalent in scope to the modifications that
occurred in the transitions between fish and amphibians and the origin of birds from
dinosaurs. The transitionsfrom terrestrialto aquatic ways of life among reptiles differ,
however, in that they occurredmany times, independently,from among many distinct lineages: e.g. from initially terrestrialturtles,crocodiles, squamates,sphenodontids,basal lepidosauromorphs,basal archosauriformes,and basal diapsids. Their diversity of ancestry
makes this a naturalexperimentfrom which one can analyse variouspatternsand modes of
evolutionary changes. The scientific achievements of Betsy Nicholls provide a very
informativemodel for how such researchcan proceed-via thoroughanalyses of the func-
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tional anatomy,biogeography,and environmentaldistributionof a wide range of aquatic
reptiles, especially those near the base of their initial radiation. Her work has demonstrated the majordifferencesbetween these groups at their first appearancein the fossil record,
and emphasizesthe necessity for new approachesto establishingmore specific sister-group
relationshipsfor the diverse aquatic taxa. The necessity for establishing specific relationships for each clade separatelyis also shown by the extremedisparityin the results of recent
phylogenetic analyses:e.g. turtlesare nested within lepidosauromorphsas a sister-taxonof
sauropterygians; sauropterygians at the base of archosauromorphs together with
ichthyosaursand thalattosaurs;thalattosaursnested with lepidosauromorphsor archosauromorphs. Betsy's analyses of broad aspects of adaptationhave provided data necessary to
determineplausible sequences of ancestor-descendantrelationships.Her approachdemonstrates how futurestudies can lead to determiningthe actual antecedentsof the numerous
derived lineages and establish the sequences of change that occurredin the early stages of
the many transitionsbetween water and land.
Poster Session II
A CURSORIAL BIRD FROM THE MAASTRICTIAN OF ANTARCTICA
CASE, Judd, Saint Mary's College of California, Moraga, CA; REGUERO, Marcelo,
Museo de La Plata, La Plata, Argentina;MARTIN,James, South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology, Rapid City, SD; CORDES-PERSON,Amanda, Sam Noble Oklahoma
Museum of NaturalHistory,Norman, OK
A left femurfrom the early Maastrichtian,Cape Lamb Memberof the Lopez de Bertodano
Fm. on Vega Island, AntarcticPeninsula, shows striking similarities to modern cursorial
predatorybirds of South America (Seriemas, Cariamidae)and of Africa (Secretarybirds,
Sagittariidae). The size of the Antarcticfemur is nearly identicalto those of both modern
bird families and thus the Antarctic specimen would be about the same size, at arounda
meter in height. The crucial featuresin demonstratingthe habit of this Maastrichtianbird
are: the enlargedand posteriorlyprominenttibiofibularcrista;the laterallyexpansive lateral epicondyle; and the highly planar and vertically oriented fibular trochlea. These apomorphic features are present in the modern yet unrelatedcursorial birds and are equally
developed in the Antarcticspecimen. Consideringthe proximal femoral features,the biogeographical location and the presence of phororhacoidsin the Eocene of Antarctica,then
this specimen may represent a taxon which may be ancestral to both cariamids and
phororhacoidsor it is the basal cariamidwhich is then ancestralto the phororhacoids,rather
than being their descendant.
Poster Session III
ON THE LEFT-RIGHT ASYMMETRY IN DINOSAURS
CASTANHINHA, Rui, Loures, Portugal; MATEUS, Octivio, Museu da Lourinhi &
UniversidadeNova de Lisboa, Lourinhii,Portugal
The study of differentkinds of morphologicalleft-right(L-R) asymmetries in all taxa is a
very powerful tool to understandevolution since it is a way to measurethe developmental
stabilityof an organismagainstenvironmentalperturbations.Excludingevery pathologicor
subtle asymmetryand all cases of taphonomicdistortion,this work focuses only on two
kinds of unambiguousasymmetries:fluctuatingand adaptativeasymmetry.There are several cases of conspicuous left-rightasymmetryin dinosaursand is probablymore common
than previouslythought.The pneumaticcavities systems in skull and vertebraeof theropods
and sauropodsare the most common cases reported.The shape (but not the occurrence)of
pneumaticcavities might have been exposed to weak selective pressurebecoming more random than other body structures.Asymmetries are rarerin the appendicularbones possibly
because it representsa strong handicap in the function of the limbs, consequently in the
locomotion of the individual.Teethcounting show many exceptions to the typical L-R symmetry. Peculiar cases of adaptive asymmetryare related with the plates of stegosaurs and
the ear displacementin the skull of the troodontids,which may have an importantrole in
the physiology and ecology of the animals. The asymmetricdisplacementmaximizes the
surfaceexposureof the stegosaursdorsalplates. This is an advantage,eitherthe plates were
used for thermoregulation,display or specific identification.Workin progresson the braincases of some troodontidsspecimens shows asymmetricear openings, which suggests that
can be an analogy resulting from convergent evolution between troodontids and strigiformes birds, used for 3D directionalacoustics. Asymmetriesare more common in animals
that develop under stress. Animals that lived under dramaticenvironmentalchanges periods-like mass-extinctionsepisodes are believed to be-should presentmore asymmetries.
However, much more sampling and time accuracy is requiredin orderto be able to relate
dinosaur asymmetries to extinction episodes. Asymmetries show strong intra-individual
variationand should be taken in considerationin taxonomicalstudies.
Poster Session II
ON THE PRESENCE OF THE DIRE WOLF CANIS DIRUS FROM THE VALSEQUILLO BASIN, PLEISTOCENE OF PUEBLA, CENTRAL MEXICO
CASTILLO,Jesus,Univ. Aut6n. Edo. Hidalgo, Pachuca,Hidalgo, Mexico; BRAVO,Victor,
CABRAL, Miguel, Museo de Paleontologia,Pachuca,Hidalgo, Mexico
Since the latest 19th century,several authorshave reportedon the Pleistocene megafauna
from Valsequillo as a very importantfossiliferous region. The fossil material has been
recovered from fluviolacustrine deposits with a faunal assemblage that indicates
Rancholabreanand possibly Irvingtonianages.
Recent paleontological work carried out on new localities from the Basin, allowed
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recoveringscarce but significantspecimens assignableto Canis dirus. The sample includes
a partialskull with the right zygomatic arch,the posteriorportionof the left parietal,partof
the sagittalcrest, and a portionof the right maxilla with M1-3 as well as the posterioralveolus for the P4; a left mandiblefragmentwith ml-2 and the alveolus for m3; and an isolated left M1.
This recordgives additionalinformationon the presence of these carnivoresin Central
Mexico. The Mexican record includes fossils from the states of Nuevo Leon, Mexico,
Aguascalientes,Jalisco, San Luis Potosi andPuebla.Likewise, it constitutesone of the most
southernoccurrencesof the group in NorthAmerica.
Poster Session II
PRELIMINARY DEPOSITIONAL MODEL FOR AN UPPER CRETACEOUS
EDMONTOSAURUS BONEBED
CHADWICK, Arthur, Southwestern Adventist Univ., Keene, TX; SPENCER, Lee,
Southern Adventist Univ., Collegedale, TN; TURNER, Larry, SouthwesternAdventist
Univ., Keene, TX
GPS surveyingand GIS mappinghave enabledus to obtain accuratethree dimensionaldata
on the position and distributionof Edmontosaurusbones from an extensive monotypicbone
bed in the Upper CretaceousLance Formationof easternWyoming. The bone bed occurs
over an area in excess of one squarekilometer,but bones apperarto be concentratedin an
area of about 40 hectares. While we do not yet have quantitativebone data covering the
entire area, the main quarries and six test quarries have yielded a consistent picture.
Estimatesbased upon these quarries,extrapolatedover the known extent of the 40 hectares,
suggest the bones of 10,000 to 25,000 animals are interredhere.
The bones occur as individualdisarticulatedelements or rarely,as partiallydisarticulated assemblages. The mass mortalityevent is preservedwithin a normallygradedbed in a
poorly consolidated claystone or mudstone with large limb bones at the base, grading
upwardto vertebraeand toe bones at all quarrysites. The bones universally exhibit little
evidence of weathering;abrasion and other transportdegradationare also conspicuously
absent. The claystone is conformably overlain by a fine-grained, well-sorted immature
sandstoneshowing evidence of rapidaccumulation. We propose that a largepopulationof
ornithopods(greaterthan probableherd size) was catastrophicallydecimated and initially
accumulated in a nearshore freshwater environment. Subsequently,the disarticulating
remainswere remobilized and transportedbasinwardto a deeper water setting as a graded
bone bed.
Saturday4:00
COMBINED LANDMARK AND OUTLINE MORPHOMETRIC APPROACHES
FOR ANALYZING THE SHAPE OF ORGANISMS-FILLING A NEEDED GAP
WITH POWERFUL BUT INTUITIVE METHODS
CHAPMAN, Ralph, Pocatello, ID
A wide variety of quantitativeapproachesare available for the analysis of the shape of
organisms and their parts. Each has its strengths and weaknesses. Outline and landmark
approaches-often referred to as geometric morphometrics-especially illustrate this.
Landmarkmethods are the most powerful but can really provide informationonly on the
change of the landmarkpositions. This often leaves much of the structurein question
unstudied.Outlinemethodscan be appliedmore broadlybut are often less powerfulbecause
they are not typically anchoredwith landmarks.Further,many outline methods rely on fitting complex mathematicalfunctions to outlines (e.g., Fourieranalysis) that can make the
analyticalproceduresdifficult to do and interpretationwithin biological contexts very complicated. A powerful alternativeis to combine outline and landmarkmethods in a single
analysis, taking advantageof the strengthsof both approaches.Further,the outline methods
used shouldbe those thatuse the simpleralgorithms,makinginterpretationeasier.Thereare
threemethodsthatcan provide such an approach.First,one the originalforms of Procrustes
analysis (least-squareand resistant-fit)allows the carryingof associatedoutlines along with
the landmarkfit and shouldbe seriously consideredfor many studies. Second, defining outlines as a series of pseudolandmarks-anchoredby as many real landmarkswithin the outline as possible-provides a very powerful system for extractingdetailed shape information. Finally, there is a simple and graphical outline method-the original Theta-Rho
Analysis developed by Benson in 1967-that allows for the plotting of data that contains
both landmarksand outlines within polar coordinatespace. Supplementingthis with ordination and clusteringmodels provides a powerful but easily understandableset of results.
Examples will be given using these methods including analyses of dinosaurfootprintsand
stegosaurplates.
Poster Session III
DEVELOPMENTAL PATTERNS OF THE JUVENILE CARBONIFEROUS
COELACANTH RHABDODERMAEXIGUUM
CHAREST,France, CLOUTIER,Richard,Universit6 du Quebec i Rimouski, Rimouski,
QB, Canada
Studies aboutdevelopmentalpatternsin fossil taxa are relatively rareowing to the scarcity
of abundantwell-preservedspecimens, the anatomicalincompletenessand rareontogenetic series. More than 100 juvenile specimens of the actinistianRhabdodermaexiguumwere
found in the Middle Pennsylvanian deltaic paleoenvironmentof the Mazon Creek area
(Illinois). This size series (from 36 to 202 mm in total length) representsgrowthstages from
egg to advancedjuveniles includingyolk-sac-bearingspecimens. In orderto describedevel-
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opmental patternsof the postcranialskeleton, morphometricand meristic measures were
taken and ossification sequences were described. Regressions and principal components
analyses revealed allometric and isometric growth patterns.Ossification sequences show
that:(1) most endoskeletalpostcranialelements are ossified at the earliestgrowthstages, (2)
the numberof vertebraremainsstable duringontogeny,whereas (3) the numbersof ossified
branchialarchesand lepidotrichiaincrease,and (4) basalplates ossifie afteryolk sac resorption. Developmentalpatternswill be comparedwith other sarcopterygiansincludingthe living coelacanthLatimeriachalumnae.
Wednesday2:15
A NEW FOSSIL LOON FROM THE LATE CRETACEOUS OF ANTARCTICA AND
EARLY RADIATION OF FOOT-PROPELLED DIVING BIRDS
CHATTERJEE,Sankar, Texas Tech Univ., Lubbock, TX; MARTINIONI, D., CadicConicet, Ushuaia, Argentina;NOVAS, F., Mus Argentino de Cs Naturales,Buenos Aires,
Argentina;MUSSEL, F., Universidad de Buenos Aires, Buenois Aires, Argentina;TEMPLIN, R., National Research Council, Ottawa,ON, Canada
Well-preservedskeletons of neognathousbirds from the Cretaceousdeposits are extremely
rare worldwide. A new and gracile species of a fossil loon Polarornis from Upper
Cretaceousstrataon Vega Islandof Antarcticafills a criticalgap in the origin and early evolution of neognathousbirds. It is about the size of a red-throatedloon and is considerably
smaller and slenderthan its sympatricspecies Polarornis gregorii. Polarornis was recognized previously as a foot-propelled diving bird but the intact wing material of the new
species suggests that it had also developed sophisticatedpowered flight, indicating dual
mode of locomotion. We calculatethe flight performanceof this new species of Polarornis
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ble of continuousflappingflight. The hindlimbswere less specialized for diving thanthose
of living loons, as indicatedby its relatively long and slenderfemurand shortcnemial crest.
Apparentlyfoot-propelledadaptationsin loons were graduallysuperimposedon a body plan
adaptedfor powered flight. The new species of Polarornis has striking similarity to the
fossil and extant loons, displaying remarkableevolutionarystasis of Gaviidaeover 65 million years. The most informative specimens of Late Cretaceous neognaths come from
Antarcticaincludingloons, as well fragmentaryremainsof anseriforms,and charadriiforms.
ApparentlyAntarcticawas the cradleof basal neognathsthat survivedthe KT extinctionand
dispersed to lower latitudes during the early Tertiary. The new fossil loon is the only
known example of modem bird that is sufficiently preservedfrom the age of dinosaursto
permitthe study of flight performance. It provides anotherexample of high latitudeheterochroneityand favors a Late Cretaceousorigin of neognathsratherthan an explosive radiation in the early Tertiary.
Poster Session III
BIODIVERSITY OF FOSSIL AND LIVING OSTARIOPHYSANS IN CHINA
CHEN, Pingfu, Lawrence,KS
In China, ostariophysanfishes are representedmostly by Cypriniformesand Siluriformes.
Only 2 families, 2 genera and 2 species are recognized in Gonorynchiformes,and so far no
fossil has been found yet. The orderCypriniformesis the most diversifiedwith about 163
genera and about651 living species. Among cypriniforms,Cyprinidaeand Cobitidaeare the
largest families. 122 genera and 451 species (or subspecies) are recognized in Cyprinidae
in contrastto the 23 genera and about 131 species included in Cobitidae.Fossil representatives of Catostomidaehave been recentlyreportedfrom Eocene deposits of southernChina,
and fossil cyprinids of the subfamilies Barbininae,Cyprininae,Gobioninae, Leuciscinae,
and Danioninaehave been also found in Eocene deposits. Although the earliest fossils are
of Eocene age, most fossil cyprinidshave been recoveredin Miocene or younger deposits.
About 30 genera and 40 fossil species have been recognized in the Cyprinidae.About 15
genera and 100 species are recognized in Siluriformesin China, and fossil representatives
are only found after Miocene. Characiformesand Gymnotiformesare not known in China.
Poster Session III
SPECIES INTERACTIONS AND HABITAT PREFERENCES IN THE EARLY
EOCENE MAMMAL FAUNA OF THE CENTRAL BIGHORN BASIN, WY
CHEW,Amy, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY
Approximately 1000 fossil localities from the centralBighorn Basin, WY, have yielded a
dense, well-studied sample of Early Eocene fossil mammals.Paleosols from nearly 700 of
these localities have been analyzed and classified accordingto a scale of relative development from thick, immaturestage 0 paleosols depositedrapidlynear ancientstreamchannels
to thin, maturestage 5 paleosols deposited far from streamchannels on the ancient floodplain. Laterallycontiguous sets of fossil localities depositednearly simultaneouslyand documentinga progressive increasein paleosol maturityhave been describedas pedofacies, or
lateralenvironmentaltransectsfrom streamchannelto distal floodplain.As there is no evidence of post-mortemtransportin the centralBighornBasin, faunalvariationalong the gradient ofpaleosol maturityin a pedofacies may reflect species preferencesfor particularsubhabitats.Evidence both for and againstrelationshipsbetween relativepaleosol development
and faunal compositionhas been presented.
This analysis is based on total faunal compositionacross two previously describedpedofacies as well as across a much largersample of 43 coeval fossil localities. These results
suggest a strong relationshipbetween paleosol development and faunal composition, and
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consistentpatternslikely reflect both species interactionsandpreferencesfor particularsubhabitatsin the ancient environment.Across both pedofacies, small species had highest relative abundancesin the maturepaleosols of channel-distalsettings, while largespecies were
most abundantat an intermediatedistance from ancient streamchannels, and intermediatesized species were most abundantin the immaturepaleosols of channel-proximalareas.At
a higher taxonomic level, a basin-wide patternin communitycomposition was discovered
in which localities were dominatedeither by Equidaeor by Hyopsodontidae,with relatively large proportionsof Adapidae and Dichobunidae. Those communities dominated by
equids were found closest to the ancient streamchannels, while those dominatedby hyopsodontids, adapidsand dichobunidstended to occur fartherout on the floodplain.

Neoceti Symposium, Saturday12:15
THE PHYLOGENETIC POSITION OF PYGMY RIGHT WHALES (MYSTICETI:
NEOBALAENIDAE): SEPARATE AND COMBINED ANALYSES
CHURCHILL, Morgan, BERTA, Annalisa, San Diego State Univ., San Diego, CA;
DEMERE,Thomas, San Diego NaturalHistory Museum, San Diego, CA
One of the most debatedissues in mysticete phylogenetics concernsthe position of the
extantpygmy rightwhale (Capereamarginata),a rareand little known species, and the sole
representativeof Neobalaenidae. Previous analyses based on morphological data consistently supportthis taxon as sister to right whales (balaenids), in the clade Balaenoidea.In
contrast, molecular data supports a sister relationship with rorquals and gray whales
(Balaenopteroidea).
To examine the systematic position of Caperea, phylogenetic analyses of mysticetes
were conducted using 100 morphological charactersand a molecular data set containing
published nuclear and mitochondrialgene sequences. Bayesian, parsimony,and maximum
likelihood methods of phylogenetic inference were employed. Strong support for
Balaenoideawas found in all morphologicalanalyses, althoughweak supportfor this relationship was found in parsimonyanalyses of total evidence and moleculardata sets. Weak
supportfor a sister relationshipof Capereawith balaenopteroidswas found using Bayesian
and maximum likelihood analyses of molecular data. A Bayesian total evidence analysis
resultedin mostly unresolvedrelationships.
Previous workershave suggested that morphologicalsupportfor Balaenoideais due to
convergence in feeding styles between balaenidsand neobalaenids.To test this hypothesis,
charactersfunctionallycorrelatedwith feeding were eitherdeleted or given lesser weight in
separatephylogenetic analyses. This resultedin a small decrease in supportvalues. The
addition or deletion of extant and fossil taxa also had no significant effect on analyses.
Characterswere also partitionedto examine phylogenetic signal.Strongsupportfor a relationshipwith balaenidsis found in charactersof the skull and mandible,while charactersof
the ear and postcranialskeleton supporta sister relationshipwith balaenopteroids. Longbranchattraction,due to the early and rapidradiationof mysticetes, is the most likely explanation for incongruencein molecularand morphologicphylogenies, althougha reliance on
skull charactersin mysticete systematics may also have a detrimentaleffect.

Saturday10:15
A NEW TITANOSAURIFORM SAUROPOD WITH ABUNDANT SKULL MATERIAL FROM THE CEDAR MOUNTAIN FORMATION, DINOSAUR NATIONAL
MONUMENT
CHURE, Daniel, Jensen,UT; BRITT,Brooks, GREENHALGH,B., BrighamYoungUniv.,
Provo, UT
The study of sauropodsis hamperedby a dearthof skulls. Most skulls pertainto Middle
and Late Jurassictaxa and the Cretaceousskull recordis extremely limited. Here, we here
reporta new titanosauriformrepresentby multiple skulls. The specimens were recovered
from a fluvial sandstoneposited in the middle of the CedarMountainFm., 32 m above the
contact with the underlyingMorrisonFormation. Cranialmaterialsinclude 1) a spectacularly complete 3-D skull, 2) a nearly complete disarticulatedskull, 3) the front one-thirdof
an articulatedskull, and 4) a braincase.The skulls were found with associated postcranial
elements. This taxon is the best known Cretaceoussauropodfor cranialmaterial& has one
of the best skull recordsfor the group.
Salient skull charactersinclude an incomplete internarialbar, retractedand confluent
externalnares, narialfossa absent, quadratevertical,basipterygoidprocesses short,dentary
with external mandibularfenestra and retroarticularprocess, unexpanded tooth crowns,
tooth to tooth wear, and low tooth count (4 pmx, 10 max, 13 dent). The cervical centraare
long, camellate, and bear elongate ribs spanningthree centra.Dorsal rib heads have large
pneumaticforamina.The humerusis long and gracile.
Preliminaryphylogenetic analysis places this sauropodas a basal titanosauriform.The
skull, however, differs markedly from those of basal macronarians (Camarasaurus,
Brachiosaurus, and Euhhelopus) in 1) lacking a large arching internarialbar, 2) having
small, confluent external nares, and 3) lacking a narial fossa. In these features it more
closely resembles the skull in diplodcoids and the titanosaurs Rapetosaurus,
Nemegtosaurus,and Quaesitosaurus. This suggests that the skull morphologyof the basal
macronariansis derived and the similaritybetween diplodocoids and titanosauriformsdid
not evolve in parallel but instead represents the general skull architecture for the
Neosauropoda.
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3D Imaging Symposium,Friday 8:15
ANATOMY OF THE VERY TINY: TOMOGRAPHIC INSIGHTS INTO MORPHOLOGY OF EXTINCT AND EXTANT FISHES
CLAESON, Kerin, UT Austin, Austin, TX; LUNDBERG, John, Academy of Natural
Sciences, Philadelphia,PA; HAGADORN,Whitey,AmherstCollege, Amherst,TX
Small size and sparsenumberof specimens raise difficulties for detailedexaminationof the
skeletal anatomyfor several groups of fossil and extant fishes. Comparativemorphologic
and phylogenetic researchon these groups is thus renderedmore difficult. Their inclusion
is potentially significant for studying central questions of evolutionary biology such as
miniaturization.
In an effort to address these problems, we began an investigation of the potential of
microfocus X-ray computedtomography(microCT) for resolving osteological details necessary for comparativeanatomyand phylogeny studies. The initial phase of this research
centered on tiny (<20mm) extant species of catfish Sarcoglanis simplex (Siluriformes:
Trichomycteridae).Previous analyses of this fish (and others like it) were minimal and
described only external and soft-tissue anatomy. CT revealed skeletal morphology never
before describedwithout the need to dissect, disarticulate,or otherwise modify rare specimens. Successful microCTanalysis on extant fishes promptedexaminationof fossil taxa of
approximatelythe same size.
The next phase of our researchcenters on recognitionand discussion of the convergent
morphologiespresentin other fishes and fish larvaeof approximatelythe same size. We are
examining osteichthyian material from the Eocene (Teleostei), Pennsylvanian
(Paleonisciformes), and Devonian (Dipnoi). Each specimen is under 30 mm standard
length. Fossil specimens are containedwithin either limestone, sandstone, or shale matrices. Our preliminaryresults suggest that microCTprovides a useful tool for studyingfossil
and recent osteology with comparableand complementarydata sets.
Thursday2:45
EVOLUTION OF THE RESPIRATORYAPPARATUS AND BREATHING MECHANISMS IN PTEROSAURIA
CLAESSENS, Leon, College of the Holy Cross, Worcester,MA; UNWIN, David, Museum
fiir Naturkunde,Berlin, Germany;O'CONNOR, Patrick,Ohio Univ., Athens, OH
An analysis of the postcranialanatomyof basal and derivedpterosaurs,including computed tomography (CT) of three-dimensionally preserved remains of the pterodactyloid
Anhanguerasantanae, has identifiednumerousskeletopulmonaryspecializationsconsistent
with a model for flow-throughventilation of the lungs, suggesting the capacity for highly
efficient gas exchange. Pneumaticpostcranialbones in pterosaursimply the existence of a
highly-heterogeneouspulmonary system, with both exchange and nonexchange (i.e., air
sacs) regions, similar to that known in extant birds and inferredin saurischiandinosaurs.
The absence of intermediate ribs in pterosaurs, including basal forms such as
Eudimorphodonand derived pterodactyloidssuch as Pteranodon, indicates a decrease in
the degrees of freedom of movement of the thorax relative to the basal diapsid condition.
The structureof the broadsternalribs, which articulatedwith relatively immobile vertebral
ribs proximally and a large sternal plate ventrally, indicates that the largest volumetric
changes during lung ventilation occurred in the posteroventralthoracoabdominalregion.
Posteroventralvolumetricchanges are furtherenhancedby a mobile neomorphicprepubis
that articulatedwith an elongate anteroventralcondyle on the puboischiadicplate. CT evidence for the presence of pulmonaryair sacs in pterosaurs,combinedwith estimates of the
likely range of expansion and contractionof the posteroventraltrunk region, supports a
skeletal kinematicmodel for ventilatinga flow-throughstyle pulmonarysystem, specifically adaptedfor active flapping flight. Pterodactyloidpterosaursexhibit evidence of further
specialization of the respiratoryapparatus,including increased fusion within the thoracic
skeleton and enhanced postcranial pneumaticity. Such pulmonary specializations likely
played a centralrole in the evolution and diversificationof pterosaurs.
Friday8:45
THE FAUNA OF THE MIDDLE-UPPER JURASSIC SHISHUGOU FORMATION,
WESTERN CHINA
CLARK, James, Washington, DC; XU, Xing, Institute of VertebratePaleontology and
Paleoanthropology,Beijing, China; FORSTER, Catherine, Stony Brook Univ., Stony
Brook, NY
Joint expeditions of the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoanthropology,
Beijing, and George WashingtonUniversity from 2001-2005 collected a large number of
fossil vertebratesfrom the Shishugou Formation. As detailed in David Eberth'spresentation at this meeting, the ShishugouFormationcomprises alluvial and paludaldeposits with
interbeddedtuffs radiometricallydatedat 161-159 Ma, spanningthe Middle-UpperJurassic
boundary. This suggests thata faunaltransitionwithin the formationis relatedto a dramatic worldwide cooling event at the end of the Middle Jurassicfollowed by warming in the
earliest Late Jurassic.
Our most recent discoveries are mainly from the upper part of the formation at
Wucaiwan. These include the oldest known tyrannosauroid,Guanlong wucaii, represented by two nearly complete skeletons. This crested form pushes the record of this superfamily back to the early Late Jurassicand is one of the oldest coelurosaursrepresentedby
relatively complete skeletons. A second new taxon from Wucaiwanis Yinlongdownsi, the
oldest and most primitiveknown ceratopsian. Yinlongpreserves featuresof both ceratopsians and pachycephalosaurs,providing new evidence for marginocephalianmonophyly.
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Abundantsmall crocodyliformsfrom Wucaiwanrepresenttwo taxa of shartegosuchids,and
comparisonwith materialfrom the Late JurassicMorrisonFormationof Coloradodemonstratesthat it is also referableto this family.
Neoceti Symposium, Saturday9:00
STABLE ISOTOPE EVIDENCE FOR THE EVOLUTION OF DIFFERENT FEEDING STRATEGIES WITHIN THE NEOCETI
CLEMENTZ,Mark,Univ. of Wyoming,Laramie,WY;FOX, David, EDWARDS,R., Univ.
of Minnesota,Minneapolis,MN
The Eocene-Oligocene transitionmarks a major advance in cetacean evolution with the
appearanceof the earliest representativesof each of the modem groups of cetaceans, the
Mysticeti and the Odontoceti. These two groups diverged rapidly during the Oligocene,
adoptingtwo distinct styles of feeding: mysticetes became bulk feeders, filtering plankton
and small fish from seawater,whereas odontocetes adaptedto locating and ingesting individual prey items includingfish, squid, and othermarinemammals.To determinewhen this
divergence in feeding strategyoccurredwithin the Neoceti, we have begun analysis of two
complementarystable isotope systems preservedwithin cetacean bio-apatite:carbon isotopes (6 13C) as a measureof nearshorevs. offshore foragingand calcium isotopes (844Ca)
as a measure of trophic level within marine food webs. Extant cetaceans foraging in offshore foodwebs typically have lower 613C values (<-10%o) than nearshoreforagers
(-9.0%o)as a result of differences in the mean 813C values of primary producers in
nearshoreand offshore foodwebs. Analysis of 644Ca in modem cetacean bioapatite has
found that species foraging at lower trophic levels yield values that are up to 2%ogreater
than those for species foraging at much higher trophicpositions.
We have sampledenamel and bone from late Eocene archaeocetesand Oligocene odontocetes and mysticetes (both toothed and baleen-bearingspecies) for C and Ca isotope
analysis. Archaeocete 613C values (--8.0%oVPDB) are typically enrichedin 13C relative
to later occurringneocetes, which shows that earlier,more basal whales were foraging in
nearshorehabitatsand suggests that offshore foragingmay not have evolved until after the
divergenceof Neoceti. Calciumisotope results from archaeocetesand Oligocene mysticetes
are pending, but values for fossil odontocetes are extremely low (--2.0%o)and comparable
to values for extant species, supportinguse of 644Ca values as a proxy for trophic level
within ancientmarinefoodwebs. When combinedwith the 613C results, 644Ca values provide a powerful tool for examiningthe evolution of cetaceandietarypreferencesand feeding strategiesthroughtime.
Saturday9:00
SALTATORY ONTOGENY AND DEVELOPMENTAL MODULARITY IN THE
LATE DEVONIAN OSTEOLEPIFORM EUSTHENOPTERONFOORDI
CLOUTIER,Richard,LEBLANC,Jo6l, Universit6du Qu6becd Rimouski, Rimouski, QB,
Canada
Recent evidences suggest that the early development in living fishes is characterizedby
alternateperiods of steady steps and rapidthresholdsgiving a saltatoryontogenetic trajectory. Such trajectoriescan be inferred based on sequences of ossification in living and
extinct vertebrates.In addition, these developmentalsequences provide empirical data to
identify developmentalpatternsand processes (e.g., phenotypic modularity).Direction of
ossification within anatomical systems (e.g., paired and median fins) has been used to
describepatterningmodules. The presence of all appendicularand axial bony elements (ca.
350 structures excluding the lepidotrichia) of the Late Devonian osteolepiform
Eusthenopteronfoordi(Miguasha,easternCanada)were recordedfor 65 specimensranging
from 27 to 270 mm in standardlength. Different directions of ossification have been
inferred for the appendicularskeleton: distal to proximal (all fins), posterior to anterior
(pectoral and second dorsal fins), anteriorto posterior(pelvic and anal fins), and bidirectional (caudal fin). The general pattern of ossification shows a saltatory ontogeny [i.e.,
sequence of steady steps (slow) and rapidthresholds(accelerateddevelopment)].The first
threshold(standardlength of 42 mm) is associatedwith the formationof the "dorsal+ anal
fins" and "caudalfin" modules as well as the branchingof the lepidotrichia(ossification of
the posteriorpropulsivesystem). The second thresholdcorrespondsto the ossification of the
anterior part of vertebral column (standardlength of 160 mm). Recent actinopterygian
developmentalmodules (positioning and patterning)were recognized in a Late Devonian
sarcopterygian(E. foordi). However, differences of ossification patternsin the paired and
median fins suggest co-option or dissociation of modularity.
Poster Session II
A COMPLETE SKULL OF ALLODAPOSUCHUS PRECEDENS NOPCSA, 1928
(EUSUCHIA) AND A REASSESSMENT OF THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE TAXON
BASED ON THE ROMANIAN REMAINS
CODREA, Vlad, UniversitateaBabes-Bolyai, Cluj Napoca, Romania; FOLIE, Annelise,
SMITH, Thierry,InstitutRoyal des Sciences Naturelles de Belgique, Bruxelles, Belgium;
DELFINO,Massimo, Universitl di Firenze, Firenze, Italy
A new eusuchianskull from the Maastrichtianlocality of Oardade Jos in the southwestern
Transylvanian Basin of Romania represents the best-preserved known specimen of
Allodaposuchusprecedens Nopcsa, 1928. These new remains allows us to clearly characterize the A. precedens skull morphology and to exclude, as recently suggested, that such
taxon could be considereda nomen dubium.The parsimonyanalysis confirms earlierphylogenetic hypothesesbased on the fragmentaryholotype from the Maastrichtianof Valioara
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in Hateg Basin (Romania) as well as on putative conspecific remains from approximately
coeval localities in Spain and France:A. precedens is the sister taxon of the crown-group
Crocodylia.However, some relevantmorphologicaltraits differ from what was previously
reportedfor this taxon: the external naris is large and antero-dorsallydirected;the lateral
profile of the skull is not festooned in dorsal view; the suborbitalfenestraereach the eight
alveolus; the postorbitalbars are lightly built and inset from thejugal margin;the skull table
is approximatelyplanaror medially concave; the skull table does not markedlyoverhangs
the supratemporalfenestrae;the exoccipitals are not significantlyinvolved in the basioccipital tubera.Since the condition of most of these characters,unknown in the holotype, was
previously evaluated on non-Romanian remains only, the morphological discrepancies
between Romanian and western Europeanfossil could suggest the presence of different
taxa, possibly of infra-genericrank.Allodapo-suchusand presumablyHylaeochampsaare
the only Eusuchiansshowing a laterallyopen cranioquadratepassage.
Friday 12:15
THE VERTEBRATE SKULL AS HABITAT FOR INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS
COLBERT,Matthew,EKDALE, Eric, Univ. of Texas,Austin, TX; EKDALE,Allan, Univ.
of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT
The confined cavities andpassagewayswithin vertebrateskulls representa unique sedimentary environment.These limited spaces not only constrainthe deposition of sediment but
also constrainsubsequentsedimentmodificationby bioturbatingorganismsand diagenetic
agents. High-resolutionX-ray CT scanning (HRXCT) provides a method for non-destructive investigationof these cryptic features,allowing access to a hithertounexploredaspect
of vertebratetaphonomy.Here, we focus on the use of the vertebrateskull as a habitat
exploited by invertebrateorganisms.The presence of these invertebratesis inferredby the
ichnofabricof traces that they leave when passing throughthe sediment.Analysis of these
traces testifies to the often-complicatedhistory of vertebrateanimals afterdeath and burial.
The use of the skull as habitatby invertebratesis illustratedhere with several fossils that
were recoveredfrom terrestrialand marinedepositionalsettings. We focus on the skull of a
Cretaceouschelonioid turtlefromthe marineBearpawFormationof Alberta,Canada.While
thoroughbioturbationhas obliteratedany primarysedimentaryfeatures within this skull,
HRXCT data reveal a complex ichnofabric that includes the following ichnotaxa:
Zoophycos,Chondrites,Planolites, andpossibly TaenidiumandArenicolites.Takingadvantage of the three-dimensionalnature of the CT data, we isolated several of these traces
revealing irregularlyrestricted, or stenomorphic morphologies-a consequence of their
confining habitat.The distributionof these traces is reminiscentof the tiering of ichnofaunas that has been documentedin other marine environments,and indicatesthe complexity
of the ichnofabric.This ichnofabric,in conjunctionwith the confined setting,has influenced
subsequentdiagenetic cementationas indicated by X-ray attenuation.This illustratesthe
forensic potentialof CT analysis for not only documentingthe postmortemuse of the skull
by invertebrates,but also for revealing diagenetic aspects of fossilization and preservation.

Poster Session III
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF RATITE BONE COMPOSITION: A BASELINE FOR
COMPARISON TO THEROPOD FOSSILS
COLLIER,Timothy,North CarolinaState Univ., Lucama,NC
As the extanttaxon most closely relatedto dinosaurs,birds are commonly used to test many
hypothesesregardingdinosaurianbiology, includingbiomechanics,growth,and physiological strategies, including reproductivephysiology. Ratites (ostriches, emus) are the most
primitive extant avian taxon, and share more characteristicswith dinosaursthan do more
derived groups. Even though ratites are the most appropriatemodel for most aspects of
dinosaurbiology, there is a paucity of data,particularlybiochemical data,relatingto many
of these characteristics. The goal of this study is to characterizechemical differences
between medullary(reproductive)and compact bone tissues in ratites. Medullarybone is
a gender-specific, highly vascular, well mineralized tissue, deposited on the endosteal
suface of long bones only duringovulation. In galliformes(chickens, quails), the group for
which most data exist, medullaryhas been shown to be biochemically distinct from compact and trabecularbone, but similar studies have not been conducted in ratites. We will
apply Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR), Fourier TransformInfrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR), immunological assays, and differential histochemistry (High-Iron
Diamine, HID), to identify chemical components unique to medullary bone tissues of
ratites. The presence of morphologicallysimilar reproductivebone tissues in a well preserved Tyrannosaurusrex suggests the possibility of retrievingbiochemical data for direct
and objective comparisonof non-aviantheropodsand extant birds.
Wednesday8:45
A COMPLETE CRETACEOUS IGUANIAN (SQUAMATA) FROM THE GOBI
CONRAD, Jack, NORELL, Mark,AmericanMuseum of NaturalHistory,New York,NY
We describe a new Cretaceousiguanian from the Mongolian Gobi DjadokhtaFormation.
The new taxon is the earliestknown complete skeleton of an iguanianand offers important
insights into the historicalskeletal morphologyof Iguania.The only known specimen (IGM
3/858) is an articulatedskeleton missing only partsof the right limbs, the distal pedal phalanges, and tail tip. IGM 3/858 is diagnosed by a combinationof characterstates including
the presence of a frontoparietalfontanelle, absence of enlargedM spinalis capitis fossae,
and absence of flared tooth crowns, among others. We performeda phylogenetic analysis
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including39 iguanianterminaltaxa, 14 scleroglossans,and the outgroupRhynchocephalia,
scored for 202 informativemorphologicalcharacters.A strict consensus of the 46 shortest
recoveredtrees reveals an endemic clade of five CretaceousGobi iguanians(includingIGM
3/858) diagnosed by strong medial processes of the maxillae, a weakly inclined maxillary
nasal process, medially forkedpostfrontal,mediolaterallyelongate prefrontal,and absence
of a dorsal process of the squamosal.
Our phylogenetic hypothesis places the Gobi clade in a nested position within
Pleurodonta(Iguanidaesensu lato). This result is importantbecause 1) most extant pleurodontanradiationsare primarilyor exclusively North or South American;2) exclusively
fossil radiations of iguanians were previously limited to the acrodontan group
Priscagamidae;3) the new clade possesses plesiomorphicfeaturesunexpected in a nested
pleurodontanclade. These data offer new insights into the paleobiogeographyof iguanians,
indicatea more complex story of characterevolution, and suggest the appearanceof numerous radiationsof pleurodontansbefore the end of the Cretaceous.

Wednesday12:15
PLESIOSAUR TAPHONOMY-FEEDING BEHAVIOURS AND STERNAL BASKETS
COOK, Alex, Queensland Museum, South Bank, Australia;McHENRY,Colin, Univ. of
Newcastle, Callaghan,Australia;WROE, Stephen, Univ. of New South Wales, Sydney,
Australia;EVANS, Mark,New Walk Museum, Leicester,United Kingdom
Despite the importanceof plesiosaurs in Jurassicand Cretaceousmarine ecosystems, their
ecologies remain much debated. How did long-necked plesiosaurs use their extraordinary
neck in catching food? Were gigantic pliosaurs capable of consuming truly large prey, or
were they restrictedto prey small enough to swallow whole?
Taphonomicand trace fossil evidence provide an invaluablecomplementto morphology-based interpretations.Plesiosaur fossils from Lower Cretaceous deposits of Great
Artesian Super Basin (GASB), Australia,are commonly preservedwith stomach contents.
Many specimens referrableto Elasmosauridaepreservegastrolithswith exotic provenance,
suggesting that they travelled some distance to obtain stomach stones. Elasmosauridsare
usually described as nekton feeders, but preservationof hard shelled benthic prey in two
GASB specimens suggests that gastrolithsmay have had importantdigestive benefits, and
that elasmosauriddiets were broaderthan has been supposed.
Two Kronosauruscontain marinereptile remains,confirmingthat these pliosaurswere
apical predators.The presence of a c. 1 tonne plesiosaurin one suggests that they could eat
prey too large to be swallowed whole and were capable of shake or twist feeding.
Taphonomicevidence can also throw light upon basic questions regardingplesiosaur
functionalanatomy.The arrangementof the limbs, with two pairs of large hydrofoils providing thrustfor swimming, is uniqueand thus therehas been no consensus on the functional morphologyof the limb, girdle, and trunkregions. Most reconstructionsassume thatplesiosaurs lacked a sternum,but the Nicholls and Russell model arguesthe presence of a sternal basket based upon ontogenetic, functional and comparative phylogenetic evidence.
Taphonomicand morphologicalevidence from a numberof plesiosaurfamilies is consistent
with this model, furthersuggesting that an assumption of absence of a sternum in plesiosaurs is problematic.The Nicholls and Russell model has importantbut relatively unexplored implicationsfor the functionalmorphologyof the plesiosaurianpectoral girdle.

StudentPoster Session
UPPER CRETACEOUS SELACHIAN FAUNA FROM THE KASKAPAU FORMATION NEAR WATINO ALBERTA CANADA
COOK, Todd,Univ. of Alberta,Edmonton,AB, Canada
Due to the poor preservationof the cartilaginousendoskeleton, the chondrichthyanfossil
record largely consists of isolated teeth, dermal denticles, spines, and calcified vertebrae.
An assemblage of selachian teeth has been producedat three localities on the banks of the
Smoky River, nearWatinoin the northwesternregion of Alberta,Canada.The fossil dentitions are found in a sandstone matrix derived from the lowest beds of the Kaskapau
Formationand are of early Turonianage. During this time, the WesternCretaceousInterior
Seaway was in a transgressionphase and the Watinosite would have been situatedalong its
western margin.
A previous study of the Watinoassemblageyielded a rich abundanceof actinopterygian
fish fossils including, Ichthyodectes,Apateodus, Cimolichthys,Belonostomus, Enchodus
and Dercetidae.The chondrichthyanfaunaof this assemblage is just as diverse. To date, the
selachiantaxa includeHybodussp., Ptychodusdecurrens,Carchariasamonensis,Scapanorhynchusraphiodon,Johnlongiaparvidens, Archeolamnakopingensis,Cretalamnaappendiculata, Cretoxyrhinamantelli and Squalicoraxfalcatus.
These species representthe first reportedoccurrencewithin the KaskapauFormation.It
is also the first description of Ptychodus decurrens, Carcharias amonensis, Scapanorhynchusraphiodon,Johnlongiaparvidens, Cretalamnaappendiculata,Cretoxyrhinamantelli and Squalicoraxfalcatus from the province of Alberta.As such, this assemblagerepresents the most northern described selachian fauna of the Western Cretaceous Interior
Seaway.
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Neoceti Symposium,Saturday8:15
HETEROCHRONY IN GENE EXPRESSION IN EOCENE AND OLIGOCENE
CETACEANS
COOPER,Lisa, THEWISSEN,J.G.M,NEOUCOM, Rootstown, OH
Most mammalshave a generalizedphalangealformulawith two phalangesin the thumband
three in the remainingdigits. Cetaceansare differentand have more than three phalanges
unknown.
per digit (hyperphalangy).The functionalreasons for evolving hyperphalangyare
These reasons are probablyunrelatedto simple digit elongation, as bats have greatly elonarchaeogated fingers, but are not hyperphalangeous. Fossil evidence shows that Eocene
cetes have normallypatternedforelimbs,but hyperphalangyevolved duringthe Oligocene.
rise to
Surprisingly,cetaceandentitionalso lost standardpatterningduringthis time, giving
and
homodontyand polydonty in toothedwhales, and baleen in some whales. These dental
of a
phalangealpatternchanges may have been caused by alteringthe timing of expression
developmentalswitch. Studies of gene expression duringdolphin embryogenesis indicate
that at least one protein, fgf-8, is active during dental and forelimb development.
is
Specifically, it appearsthat the proteinfgf-8 is expressed while the forelimbbud projecting from the body wall up to the first or second month of gestation. Fgf-8 expressionprobunlike
ably ceases as patterningof the digital rays, and subsequentdigit elongationbegins,
the generalized mammalianpattern, suggesting that heterochronicchanges in timing of
expressiontook place.
Poster Session III
LEPTOTRAGULINE DIVERSITY IN THE MIDDLE EOCENE UINTA FORMATION, UTAH
COPE, Dana, College of Charleston, Charleston, SC; TOWNSEND, K, School of
Medicine, Case WesternReserve Univ., Cleveland, OH
mammal
Leptotragulineartiodactylsare among the most abundantelements of the fossil
assemblage from the Uinta Formation. The two leptotragulines from this region,
taxa exhibLeptoreodonand Leptotragulus,are known mainly from dentalremains. Both
it very similarmolar morphologiesyet are only distinguishedat the generic level by differences in the lower P4. Because theirmolars are often not associatedwith lower premolars,
most leptotragulinemolars have been cataloguedas Leptotragulus,leaving the impression
that Leptoreodonis a rarespecies.
In this study, we evaluated molar charactersfor both Leptotragulusand Leptoreodon.
We evaluated leptotraguline specimens with molars (N=48), most catalogued as
lower P4
Leptotragulus. Molarspecimens of Leptoreodonwere identifiedby an associated
that exhibits a sharpcrest runningthe entire length of the tooth, small ratherthan bulbous
cusps and a vertical ratherthan horizontal,lingual "talonid". Two distinct molar morphs
(A and B) were observed. In morphA, the cristid obliqua does not merge with the protocristid but instead curves back toward the entoconid. In morph B, the protocristidand
cristid obliqua do merge near the metaconid and form a "bridge"linking the trigonid and
talonid. Upper molars present an analogous dichotomy. In morphA, the postprotocrista
and prehypocristado not merge, in morph B they do. In specimens with more than one
molar we found no cases where they did not appearas the same morph. With one exception, in 16 cases with associated molars and lower P4s, morphA is found in Leptotragulus
and morphB is found in Leptoreodon. In the total sample therewere only five cases where
than
specimens could not be placed in this simple dichotomy.Although still less common
Leptotragulus,our results indicatethatLeptoreodonwas by no means a raretaxon.
Poster Session I
TWO NEW MANDIBLES OF RANGWAPITHECUSGORDONIFROM THE EARLY
MIOCENE OF WESTERN KENYA
COTE, Susanne, Harvard Univ., Cambridge, MA; NENGO, Isaiah, DeAnza College,
Cupertino,CA
Rangwapithecusis an enigmatic and poorly known Early Miocene catarrhine.Originally
named as a subgenus of Proconsul, Rangwapithecusis now regardedas a separategenus.
Features that distinguish Rangwapithecus from all other Miocene catarrines,including
Proconsul, arethe presenceof mesiodistallyelongatedmolarswith long shearingcrests, and
an elongated p4. The only species, Rangwapithecusgordoni, is known from a single locality: Songhor in WesternKenya. Songhor is located in the KapurtayAgglomerates and is
radiometricallyand biostratigraphicallydated to between 19 and 20 Ma.
Here, we reporttwo new mandiblesthat we assign to Rangwapithecusgordoni: KNM
SO 22228 from Songhor;and KNM KT 31234 from a new locality, Lower Kapurtay.Lower
Kapurtayis located two kilometers from Songhor and is thoughtto be roughly contemporaneouswith the main Songhordeposits. Both sites are located in the same geological formation (the KapurtayAgglomerates), and show no obvious differences in their faunal
assemblages.
These new mandibles add substantially to our knowledge of the paleobiology of
Rangwapithecusgordoni. First, they provide additional details on the mandibularmorphology of R. gordoni. For example, the mandible does shallow posteriorly,but to a lesser
degree than Proconsul africanus. Second, they permit improvedidentificationof isolated
teeth previously assigned to Rangwapithecus and Proconsul-particularly the canines.
Third,they demonstratethatRangwapithecusgordoni is significantlymore sexually dimorphic thanhad previouslybeen assumed.KNM SO 22228 is inferredto be female, while KT
31234 is male. The canine of KNM SO 22228 is much smallerthan those previously identified as Rangwapitheusfemale canines. Fourth,they provide furtherdetails on the degree
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of intraspecificvariation in size and morphology present in Rangwapithecusgordoni. In
particular,KNM KT 31234 shows interestingdifferences from othermale Rangwapithecus
mandiblesincludingan uncharacteristicallyshortP4. It also demonstratesthatthere is significantvariationin male canine size, thoughnot beyond the rangeof variationseen in modem catarrhinespecies.
Poster Session II
PHOSPHATE OXYGEN ISOTOPIC VARIATION IN MARINE TURTLE BONES
AND ITS POTENTIAL ECOLOGICAL UTILITY
COULSON,Alan, Univ. of South Carolina,Columbia,SC
While stable isotope analyses of vertebratefossils can provide paleoecologic information,
it is importantto first study modernanalogs to betterunderstandhow the isotopic composition can vary within a living animalin orderto avoid erroneousdatainterpretation.To this
end, the oxygen isotope contentof modem marineturtlebone is being studiedto assess the
utility of fossil marine turtle bone geochemistry for paleoenvironmentalreconstruction.
Phosphateoxygen has been the focus of analysis; given the strengthof the phosphorousoxygen bond, it offers the best chance for preservationof the original isotopic content of
bone.
In accordancewith CITES regulations,samples were taken from deceased loggerheads
(Caretta caretta) and leatherbacks(Dermochelyscoriacea) and are being analyzed to better understandhow the bone phosphateoxygen isotopic signal varies within both a population and an individualanimal.Preliminarydata indicatethat samples taken from bones near
the body core of sub-adultand adult individualsmay recordthe average seawaterisotopic
value experienced duringbone growth, similar to the correlationfound between the bone
phosphateoxygen of certainnon-marineturtletaxa and their ambientwater.Variationin the
data between distal and proximal skeletal elements may result from temperaturegradients
along the extremities.Different isotopic values between large- and small individualswithin a population may reflect differences in body water turnoverrate or thermoregulatory
capability.More data is forthcomingto test these hypotheses.
Wednesday5:15
THE EARLY MIOCENE CHUCAL FAUNA, NORTHERN CHILE: NEW SPECIMENS AND A DESCRIPTION OF ITS XENARTHRANS
CROFT, Darin, Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH; WYSS, Andre, Univ. of
California-Santa Barbara,Santa Barbara,CA; BURNS, Megan, Case Western Reserve
Univ., Cleveland, OH; FLYNN, John, American Museum of Natural History, New York,
NY; GRANA, Susan, Illinois WesleyanU., Bloomington, IL
The late early Miocene Chucal Fauna of the ChileanAltiplano is the northernmostfauna
referableto the SantacrucianSouthAmericanLand Mammal"Age." Located ca. 30' north
of classic PatagonianSantacrucianlocalities, it presents a unique opportunityto examine
South American provincialityduringthis interval. Presently,only the endemic ungulates
of Chucal (Notoungulataand Litoptema)have been describedin detail. We here describe
the xenarthransand discuss other importantnew specimens recovered during our most
recent (2004) field season.
Xenarthransare uncommon at Chucal and include only three cingulates (armored
forms);in contrast,cingulatesandpilosans (sloths) are speciose and abundantin contemporaneous Patagonianlocalities. Glyptodontidspecimens, almost certainly from the same
individual,include a mandible,partialcarapace,and articulatedlimb bones. The species is
unique among glyptodontidsin having a complex, imbricatedanteriormandibulardentition
(nl-3) and a carapacewith relatively large central figures positioned along the posterior
edge of each osteoderm. A dasypodid roughly the size of the diminutive Prozaedyus
(Euphractini)is representedby several fragmentaryspecimens. It most closely resembles,
but is much smaller than, Stenotatus (Eutatini)from Patagonia;its osteodermsbear three
distinct longitudinalridges and a distal row of prominentpiliferous pits. Two isolated peltephilidosteodermsdo not differ significantlyfrom PatagonianPeltephilus. The largeproportion of novel cingulates at Chucal (67%) and the apparentabsence of sloths suggest a
markedregional endemism duringthe early Miocene.
Specimens collected in 2004 provide abundantadditionalmaterialof the oldest known
chinchilline rodent and document at least three previously unrecordedspecies: a small
rodent(?Acarechimys);a tiny caenolestoid(?pichipiline)marsupial;and an anuran,the first
Tertiaryamphibianknown from Chile, representedby at least two partialskeletons. The
mammalfaunapresently includes seven notoungulates,one litoptern,at least four rodents,
three cingulates, at least one marsupial,and one tiny indeterminatespecies.
Poster Session II
UPPER PLEISTOCENE PLIOMYS LENKI (RODENTIA, MAMMALIA) IN
IBERIA: A TALE OF FLICKERING EXTINCTION
CUENCA-BESCOS, Gloria, Univ. of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain; GONZALEZMORALES,Manuel,Univ. of Cantabria,Santander,Spain;BARCO, Juan,ZaragozaUniv.,
Zaragoza,Spain; STRAUS, Lawrence,Univ. of New Mexico, Alburqueque,NM
Beside Neandertals,other mammal species vanished locally or totally in Europe during a
shortperiod-an instantin the geological time scale--between about40-17 ky BP. They did
not disappearsuddenly,but ratherin waves of local withdrawals,Lazaruseffect, that ultimately led them to final extinction. A good example is in the sequence in El Miron
(Cantabria,North Spain), that yields a rich rodentcollection, well 14C-dated,representing
the time span of the middle upperPleistocene (UP) throughthe mid-Holocene(41-2 ky BP).
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In El Miron,we can tracethe extinctionhistory of P lenki, an arvicolinerodentthatpersisted in Iberiaafter its extirpationin the rest of Europeat the beginning of the UP. An initial
disappearancefrom the El Miron occursjust above a level (L) in which it is relatively well
represented(late Mousterian,L130, 41 ky BP) and coincides with a faunalturnover(postMousterian,L128, 27 ky BP, and above) that also (presumably)includes the disappearance
of the Neandertalsin North Spain. The Lazaruseffect is detected between El Miron levels
130-120, with P lenki reappearingagain in L120, datedbetween 17-19 ky BP. Then it went
extinct. Mousterianlocalities with Neandertalsoutside of Cantabriado have R lenki,though
in lesser frequencies.As in Cantabria,the species disappearsfor a short period, but then
reappearsin post-Mousteriantimes datedto roughly 20 ky BP. For the moment, there is no
record of this species in younger levels, thus indicating that its extinction did take place
aroundthis time. This in turnseems to suggest that conditions adequatefor P lenki existed
at least in some areasof Iberia(althoughnot in otherregions of Europe)duringthe mid UP.
The harshconditions of late MIS3-early MIS2 probablyforced its local, step-wise extirpation in anticipationof its final extinction. Something similar may have happened to the
Neandertalssome 10,000 years earlier.
Poster Session II
THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECONSTRUCTION OF THE SKULL OF RAPETOSAURUS KRAUSEI (SAUROPODA: TITANOSAURIA)
CURRY ROGERS, Kristina, Science Museum of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN; HERTEL,
Janice, Research Casting International,Beamsville, ON, Canada;GROENKE,Joe, SUNY
Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY
Rapetosaurus krausei, a titanosaur from the Late Cretaceous Maevarano Formation of
Madagascaris known from a sample of cranial and postcranial material. The holotype
adult skull (UA 8698) includes paired and single elements that articulateprecisely along
suturalmargins,and representthe rostrom,mandible,and basicrainum. A referredjuvenile
skull (FMNH PR 2184-2192, 2194, 2196, 2197, 2209, 2210) preserves elements from the
braincaseand cranialvault, as well as isolated teeth, which also articulateprecisely. Both
skulls preservepterygoids,basioccipitaland paroccipitalprocesses, quadrates,surangulars,
and teeth, all of which share autapomorphiesthat distinguishRapetosaurus. A 3-D reconstructionof the skull of Rapetosaurusproves challenginggiven the ontogeneticvariationin
preservedbones and the lack of most contralateralelements in either skull. Here we utilize 3-D laser scanning and rapid prototypeprintingto clarify Rapetosauruscranial morphology throughthree-dimensionalreconstructionsof juvenile and adult skulls.
Each of the Rapetosauruselements were renderedwith a Minolta Vivid 9i non-contact
3-D digitizerand Polyworks 9.1.6 software,and printedwith a ZPrinter310 rapidprototype
printer. The point cloud manipulationsoftware allowed us to comparethe same bones in
juveniles and adults in the same three dimensional space, digitally compare articulations,
mirrorscans to printmissing contralateralelements, and digitally scale elements to fit each
skull. The percentage of size change observed in overlapping bones (e.g., surangular,
quadrate)informed the scaling of printed elements. Juvenile bones were scaled up by
-200% for articulationwith preservedadultelements, and adultbones were scaled down by
-50% to articulatewith preservedjuvenile elements. In the final reconstructionsof the
skulls, prints were articulated,and only the articular,quadratojugal,postorbital,and premaxilla were sculpted. The articulatedRapetosaurusskulls indicate that the rostrum is
"stepped,"the externalnares are more laterallypositioned, and the expandedantorbitalfenestra is proportionallycloser to those of othermacronarians.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday5:30
A NEW PLIOPLATECARPINE MOSASAUR (SQUAMATA: MOSASAURIDAE)
FROM THE PIERRE SHALE (LOWER CAMPANIAN) OF SOUTHWEST MANITOBA
CUTHBERTSON, Robin, MALLON, Jordan, CAMPIONE, Nicolas, Carleton Univ.,
Ottawa, ON, Canada; HOLMES, Robert, Canadian Museum of Nature, Ottawa, ON,
Canada
A new species of mosasaur from the Lower Campanian(Pembina Member,Pierre Shale
Formation)of southwesternManitobais described.It shareswith Platecarpus tympaniticus
the following derived feature:a squaremedian extension of the anteriormarginof the parietal that invades the posteriormargin of the frontal,resulting in a frontoparietalsuture of
distinctive configuration;and the following primitive features:a ventral quadratecondyle
with a transverselyoval outline, a pointed suprastapedialprocess, a long premaxillo-maxillary suture that terminatesdorsally directly above the gap between the second and third
maxillarytooth, and an anterodorsallydirectedilium. With Plioplatecarpus,the new taxon
shares the following derived features: a robust humerus, a rectangularpreorbitalfrontal
shield, a "peg in slot" postorbitofrontal-jugalarticulation,a transverselydirectedectopterygoid process of the pterygoid,a robustquadrate,an unossified gap in the ventralwall of the
basioccipital,and at least 11 pygal vertebrae.Featuresof the new taxon apparentlyintermediate between Platecarpus andPlioplatecarpus include a scapula similarin shape to that of
Plioplatecarpus, but approximatelythe same size as the coracoid, a moderatelylarge parietal foramenthatreaches the frontoparietalsuture,but does not invade the frontal,an incipient process of the maxilla that wraps medially aroundthe base of the posteriorpremaxillary tooth, and rib shafts with a proximally circularcross section. Although the new taxon
is clearly a plioplatecarpinemosasaur close to the Platecarpus-Plioplatecarpusclade, it
cannot be accommodatedin either genus as presentlydiagnosed.
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Poster Session II
FOOTPRINT MORPHOLOGY AND BIOMECHANICS OF SMALL ORNITHISCHIAN DINOSAUR ICHNOGENUS ANOMOEPUS FROM THE LOWER JURASSIC OF WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
DALMAN, S., Univ. of Massachusetts,Chicopee, MA
Multiple trackways of small ornithischian dinosaurs belonging to the ichnogenus
Anomoepuswere discovered in the Lower Jurassic(Hettangian)deposits of the East Berlin
Formationon privateland belonging to Gary Gaulin, a residentof Holyoke, MA. This new
materialconsists of 11 in situ trackwaysin close proximityto each other,and 28 slabs containing small footprintsand manus impressions associated with the trackways.The trackways display excellent preservationof digital pad impressions, and claw marks are discernible in some tracks. These features allow reconstruction of the pedal digits and
metatarsalpartsby applying osteometricanalysis.
The footprintsprovide evidence for various locomotory behaviors in possibly juvenile,
small ornithischiandinosaurs.Metatarsaland manus imprintssuggest unusualquadrupedal
walking in 7 trackways.The longest trackways,which consist of 10-15 pes impressions,
representvariations in footprintmorphology in the presence of impressed distal parts of
metatarsalsfour and two.
The repertoireof locomotorybehaviorsrepresentedin these trackwayslays the groundwork for future researchon small ornithischiandinosaurs. In particular,future work will
addressthe importanceof substrateeffect on locomotory behavioras shown by the various
body weight distributionson pes digits. These differences are detectable in the longest
trackwayswith variousstrideand pace lengths.Additionally,the proximityof the trackways
to one anotherprovide possible evidence of grouping behavior previously unrecordedfor
the ichnogenusAnomoepusfrom the ConnecticutValley.

Friday2:30
REEXAMINATION OF THE NORTH AMERICAN PROBOSCIDEAN DATUM
USING FAUNAL SIMILARITY ANALYSIS
DAVIS, Edward, Univ. of California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA; PROTHERO, Donald,
Occidental College, Los Angeles, CA; HOPKINS, Samantha, National Evolutionary
Synthesis Center,Durham,NC
The "ProboscideanDatum" was proposed as a marker of the late Barstovian (middle
Miocene, about 14.5 Ma) in NorthAmerica. Subsequently,a numberof pre-lateBarstovian
proboscideanfossils have been reported,casting doubt on the validity of the Proboscidean
Datum. The oldest of these is the late HemingfordianMassacreLake local fauna of northwest Nevada, which producesa single proboscideantooth fragment.Magnetic stratigraphy
conducted on these beds places them within earliest ChronC5Br (16.4-17.3 Ma). In addition, a number of other early Barstovianmagnetostratigraphicsections with Proboscidea
date between 15.8 and 16.2 Ma. We used the Morisitaindex of ecological similarityto compare late Hemingfordianand early Barstoviansites with Proboscideato sites fromthis interval without Proboscidea.Our results suggest that the early occurrencesare simply the first
places colonized by the immigratingproboscideansand are not united by paleoecology or
taphonomichistory.This patternis unexpectedbecause the ecology of extantproboscideans
suggests that these animals would diffuse across the landscapeto all suitable habitatsin a
geologically instantaneousinterval;this is why proboscideanswere initially considered a
good biochronologicmarkerfor NorthAmerica. Samplingbiases may be involved, but such
large taxa are usually not overlooked in mammalian fossil assemblages. A more likely
explanationis that the middle Miocene proboscideantaxa that invadedNorthAmericawere
not ecologically as similarto theirmodem relatives as previouslythought.Somethingabout
these animals stretchedtheir spreadacross the continentover almost two million years.

Poster Session I
ALLOSAURUS AND OTHER THEROPODS OF THE DRY MESA QUARRY
(UPPER JURASSIC, MORRISON FORMATION), COLORADO
DANGERFIELD, Anne, BRITT, Brooks, SCHEETZ, Rodney, Brigham Young Univ.,
Provo, UT
In additionto an arrayof sauropodand ornithischiandinosaurs,the Dry Mesa (DM) assemblage includes 1203 theropodelements pertainingto Allosaurus(MNI 13, 62% of the theropod fauna), Ceratosaurus(MNI 3, 14%), and Torvosaurus(MNI 2, 10%),with Coelurus,
Stokesosaurusand Marshosaurus(MNI 1) each comprising5% of the theropodfauna.
Two species of Allosaurus are recognized in the MorrisonFm., A. fragilis and A. jimmadseni. Based on skull morphology, the only allosaur present at DM is A. jimmadseni,
with femorarangingin size from -120 to 960 mm (average length = 702 mm). By contrast,
the Allosaurus femora at the Cleveland Lloyd DinosaurQuarry(CLDQ) average 502 mm.
At DM, the theropodbones are loosely associated, with substantialoverlap of individual scatters,making it difficult to assign bones to a specific individual.The most complete
associated skeleton pertainsto a very largeAllosaurus consisting of a cranium,caudal vertebrae,scapcoracoid,and hind limbs (femur length = 960 mm).
The dominant taphonomicfeaturesof the theropodelements are insect foragingtraces,
which occur on 11%of the bones and consist of circularshallow pits 0.5-13mm wide and
5mm deep. The pits occur in small groups, massive clusters, and lineations, and are most
common on limb, ventral pelvic, and elongate bones such as ribs and metapodials. The
traces show no affinity for specific taxa.
No otherquarrypreservessuch a wide rangeof Allosaurusontogeneticstages. It is noteworthy that only one species, A. jimmadseni, is present at DM, and A. fragilis is the only
identified species at CLDQ. Although these two quarries represent an impressive
Allosaurus sample, neither quarrycontains both species, suggesting an ecological or temporal separation.

VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday8:30
THE HOMOLOGY OF THE PAIRED APPENDAGE SKELETON: RECONCILING
DATA FROM FOSSILS, EMBRYOS, AND GENES
DAVIS, Marcus,Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Ever since Carl Gegenbaur, comparative anatomists have debated whether there is an
ancient patternof development that is common to the paired appendage skeletons of all
jawed vertebrates (gnathostomes). This debate has been rekindled in recent years, as
developmentalgeneticists have attemptedto apply experimentaldata derived from teleost
fin developmentto tetrapodlimbs. New data from the analysis of fin developmentin basal
actinopterygianfishes and in chondrichthyansreveal that aspects of both teleost and tetrapod patterningmechanisms are primitive; thus supportingthe notion of a fundamental
developmentalplan for vertebratepairedappendages. These observationssuggest that the
major patterning mechanisms of fin and limb development were set up very early in
gnathostomeevolution. The distinctways in which teleosts paired fins and tetrapodlimbs
develop largelyinvolves the loss of patterningmechanismsseen in the developmentof more
primitivegnathostomepectoralfins. This scenario of differentialloss, ratherthan addition
has clear implications for developmental genetics and paleontology; understandingthe
commonalities of paired appendage development across vertebratediversity will require
increasedfocus on basal taxa, both extant and extinct.

Poster Session II
ASSEMBLING AN ARCHIVAL MARKING KIT FOR PALEONTOLOGICAL
SPECIMENS
DAVIDSON, Amy, ALDERSON, Samantha, American Museum of Natural History, New
York, NY; FOX, Marilyn, Yale Peabody Museum of Natural History, New Haven, CT
Will the number you put on your specimen, its tag, box or other housing, be legible in one
hundred years? Is it rub-proof, water-proof, fade-proof? Will a future worker be able to
remove it if necessary?
This poster will present a plan for assembing an archival marking kit, adapted for fossils from a similar kit for anthropological objects. Having a well-designed kit saves time
and can help improve and standardize marking practices. The proposed kit includes a variety of high quality materials, including India ink, acrylic paint, Acryloid/Paraloid B72 in a
convenient nail-polish bottle and also in a tube, Japanese and archival papers, Bristol board
and various dispensers, brushes, pens, etc. Possible additions to the kit (such as disposable
pens) will be discussed.
Even the best materials can fail if not used well! This poster illustrates marking failures and solutions for problematic fossil surfaces (dark, rough, friable, very small or fragile, etc.) and problematic materials such as coated surfaces and plastics. Also included are
a discussion of permanence and removability, looking both at the materials included in the
kit and others that could be used or have been used in the past.
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PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday9:15
DISCOVERY, EXCAVATION,AND PREPARATION OF THE SKULL OF A NEW
CENTROSAURINE CERATOPSIAN FROM THE WAHWEAP FORMATION OF
GRAND STAIRCASE-ESCALANTE NATIONAL MONUMENT (GSENM),
SOUTHERN UTAH
DE BLIEUX, Donald, Salt Lake City, UT; KIRKLAND, James, Utah Geological Survey,
Salt Lake City, UT; TITUS, Alan, Bureauof Land Managment,Kanab,UT
The Utah Geological Survey (UGS), in cooperationwith the Bureauof Land Management
(BLM), has been conductinga multi-yearprojectto inventorythe paleontologicalresources
of the WahweapFormation(middle Campanian)of GSENM. In 2002, the partialskull of a
ceratopsian dinosaur was discovered eroding out of a sandstone ledge in the middle mudstone member. Collection of bone on the surface and cleaning of the block revealed a nearly complete skull lying on its left side; part of the right side had eroded away, but over half
of the skull remained imbedded in the rock. After obtaining an excavation permit from the
BLM, we spent eight days over the next three years using a gas-powered cutoff saw to separate the block containing the skull from the surrounding ledge. We trimmed the block to
the point where it weighed approximately 1,000 pounds, and encased the exposed bone with
a standard plaster jacket to prepare it for transport. In September 2005, the block was transported by helicopter to a truck waiting on a nearby road and driven to the UGS preparation
lab in Salt Lake City. Several hundred hours of preparation have been completed on this
skull, which represents a new genus of long-horned centrosaurine ceratopsid. A variety of
electric, pneumatic, and hand tools have been used to free this specimen from the enclosing
sandstone matrix. Large-scale removal of rock has been done using the large gas-powered
cutoff saw equipped with a 14-inch diamond blade. An electric angle-grinder with a 4-inch
diamond blade has been used for small-scale rock removal. A variety of pneumatic air
scribes have been employed to remove the rock adjacent the bone. We describe additional
tools and techniques that we have found most useful during this process.
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Poster Session I
A LATE CRETACEOUS (MAASTRICHTIAN) SCLERORHYNCHID FROM JORDAN AND ITS PHYLOGENETIC RELATIONSHIPS (CHONDRICHTHYES:
BATOIDEA)
DE CARVALHO,Marcelo,Universidadede S5o Paulo, RibeirdoPreto,Brazil;MUSTAFA,
Hakam,YarmoukUniv., Irbid, Jordan;SMADI, Ahmad, Pella Museum, Amman, Jordan;
ZALMOUT,Iyad, The Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
A Late Cretaceous (Maastrichtian)batoid from the MuwaqqarChalk Marl Formationof
Jordan is described here as a member of the extinct family Sclerorhynchidae.
Sclerorhynchids were medium-sized batoids that resembled living sawsharks
(Pristiophoriformes)and sawfishes (Pristiformes)in having a hypertrophied,sawlike rostrum. They occur in Lower to Upper Cretaceoussediments (Tertiaryrecords are probably
reworked),usually as isolated rostralspines, oral teeth, or fragmentsof rostralblades. Some
taxa are preserved as articulated skeletons (e.g. Sclerorhynchus atavus from the
Cenomanianof Lebanon). Sclerorhynchidfossils have been found in Europe,Africa, the
Middle East, Asia, and North and SouthAmerica, but basic researchon their anatomyand
relationshipsis still needed, and the validity of many of the 20 or so sclerorhynchidgenera
remainsto be substantiated.The Jordanianform is known from a single specimen, exposed
dorsolaterally,measuringabout 150 cm (specimen is brokenposteriorto the synarcualcartilage). Morphological details of the Jordaniansclerorhynchidinclude a rostrum that is
widest proximally (well anteriorto nasal capsules-a sclerorhynchidsynapomorphy),an
elongatedsynarcualcartilagewith anteriorlateralstays, two sharklikedorsalfins represented by basal elements, neuralarchesanteriorto first dorsal fin and in between dorsals, and a
low and long caudal fin (which could have affordedonly limited propulsion).Pectoraland
pelvic girdles and fins are not preserved,however. The Jordaniansclerorhynchidresembles
the LebaneseSclerorhynchusin generalproportionsand configurationof its dorsaland caudal fins, and is similarto Micropristis,also from Lebanon,in presentingan extremely elongated synarcualcartilage.It differs from both genera,however, in its uniquerostrum(more
broadly rounded and basally wider), and in having minute or reduced rostral spines.
Preliminaryresultsof our anatomicalinvestigationsof the Jordaniansclerorhynchidarepresented, including comparisons with other sclerorhynchids known from holomorphic
remainsand a phylogenetic appraisalof the group.
Poster Session I
ON THE SYSTEMATICS OF HAPALOPS (XENARTHRA: MEGATHERIOIDEA)
DE IULIIS, Gerardo,Toronto,ON, Canada;PUJOS, Frangois, InstitutFrangaisd'Etudes
Andines, Lima 18, Periu
Hapalops is the most abundantlyrecovered fossil sloth from the early to middle Miocene
Santacrucianof Patagonia.Its remains have been known for more than a century,but all
importantsystematic work on this genus predates 1910. Until recently xenarthranpaleontologists had long clung to the idea that the main sloth clades (Mylodontidae,
Megalonychidae,Nothrotheriidae,and Megatheriidae)developed from Miocene forms, and
that Hapalops occupied a phylogenetically central position among later sloths. Although
Santacruciansloths could provide a wealth of informationon sloth evolution and diversity,
theirbasic taxonomy,particularlyof Hapalops, remainspoorly understood,and this has hindered higher level systematic studies. Some 26 Hapalops species are still formally recognized, even though most are based on partialor fragmentaryspecimens from a limited geographicregion of Patagonia.A revision is clearly required,particularlyin view of the wide
range of intraspecific variation established recently for other sloth species by several
authors.Two main reasons for the lack of progress is that availableremains,including several collections in majorNorth and SouthAmericaninstitutions,have not been studied as a
whole, and that strict stratigraphicinformationis not available for the older collections.
Recent field work in the coastal exposuresof the SantaCruzFormationbetween Rios Coyle
and Gallegos led by S.F. Vizcaino and M.S. Bargo (Museo de la Plata) and R. Kay (Duke
University) has yielded several reasonablycomplete new Hapalops specimens, including
skulls and mandibles with associated skeletons. A preliminarymorphological and metric
analysis based on skull and dental charactersof these remains and those of the classical
Santacrucianfauna recovered by the PrincetonExpeditions at the end of the 19th century
suggest the existence of four main size and morphological types. Furtheranalyses will
include Hapalops remains in collections in Buenos Aires, Chicago, and New York.
Understandingthe systematics ofHapalops, the oldest osteologically well-known sloth, is
fundamentalto furtherphylogenetic analyses of fossil and extant sloths.
Wednesday4:30
EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS IN THEROPOD FORELIMB EVOLUTION
DECECCHI,T. Alexander,LARSSON, Hans, RedpathMuseum, McGill Univ., Montreal,
QB, Canada
The evolution of Aves from within Theropodahas been intensely researched in recent
decades. Unfortunatelythe large-scale trends that shaped theropod evolution and constrainedavian origins are less well studied. Much work has been done to generate large
numbersof charactersand a plethoraof phylogenies that encompass nearly the entiretyof
theropodevolution. This vast body of work was used to compile a set of nearly two hundred osteological charactersof the forelimb and pectoral girdle. These characterswere
scored for nearly one hundredand fifty fossil and extant theropodtaxa. Patristicdistance
analyses were used to examine the relative rates of evolutionaryamong all majortheropod
lineages. Characterswere subdividedinto modules to examine the evolutionarytrendswith-
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in the pectoral girdle, stylopodium,zeugopodium,and autopodiumindependentlyand as a
whole. Results indicate multiple short periods of relatively high rates of characterchange
throughouttheropodevolution. These spikes reflected increased evolutionaryrates within
single modules that rarely coincided with spikes in other modules. This patternindicates
that the system did not evolve as a single unit, but in a punctuatedmannerfocusing on differentregions within the forelimb. The node Aves did not correlatewith a large amountof
novel characterappearance,highlightingthat the transitionbetween Paravesand Aves was
not a period of extremechanges in the forelimbosteology. This study indicatesthatthe bauplan for avian forelimbs predate the origin of the clade, but the evolutionaryrates were
punctuatedat discrete non-aviantheropodclades.
Poster Session II
EDUCATING THE GENERAL PUBLIC ABOUT CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS:
ENGAGING EXHIBIT AUDIENCES ABOUT WAYS OF KNOWING
DECK, Linda, Idaho Museum of NaturalHistory,Pocatello, ID
Vertebratepaleontology is at the centerof a several controversialsubjectsthatgeneratesignificant public interestand test people on their understandingof scientific knowledge. This
includes the existence of crypticprehistoricanimals (e.g., the Loch Ness Monster)and the
long public dialog on evolution. The continuedpopularityand controversyof these subjects
exposes public confusion about"howwe know."The IdahoMuseum of NaturalHistoryhad
the opportunityto createan exhibitthatdirectlyaddressesperceivedconflicts between ways
of knowing, a critical issue in the public's perceptionand acceptance of scientific knowledge abouttopics such as evolution. The exhibit explores threemajorways of knowing: the
scientific method, faith, and folklore/ traditions.Each is defined, developed, and illustrated
using compelling concrete examples. Otherconcepts explored include fact, evidence, documentation,interpretation,theory,hypothesis,truth,and belief. The ways we communicate
what we know-language, illustration,music, mathematics,and literature-help to flesh
out the exploration.The exhibit team included scholars from Idaho State University and
southeast Idaho representingexpertise in scientific thought, philosophy, language, literature, mythology, folklore, traditionalknowledge and religion. The goals of the exhibit are
to insurethat visitors realize there are differentways of knowing, and to appreciatethe differences, strengthsand weaknesses among them.Audience front-endsurveyingwas used to
understandstartingknowledge of the themes we explored and how best to communicate
them; formativeevaluationsas a mock-up of a theme unit were used to test the interpretive
and design approach,and a summativeevaluationduringthe early runof the exhibit showed
whetherthe learningobjectives were met.
Friday2:45
A REVISION OF DUBOIS CROCODYLIANS: GAVIALISBENGAWANICUSAND
CROCODYLUSOSSIFRAGUS FROM THE EARLY PLEISTOCENE HOMO BEDS
OF JAVA
DELFINO, Massimo, Universith di Firenze, Firenze, Italy; DE VOS, John, Naturalis,
NationaalNatuurhistorischMuseum, Leiden, Netherlands
Along with the "Pithecanthropuserectus"remains that broadenedthe late nineteenth-centuryviews abouthumanevolution,the Dubois expeditionsto Javadiscoveredabundantfossil reptiles representedby crocodylians,turtles,monitorsand pythons. In 1908, on the basis
of the remains still preserved at Naturalis-the Nationaal NatuurhistorischMuseum of
Leiden (The Netherlands),Dubois briefly described-without illustrations-a new turtle,
Hardella isoclina, and two new species of crocodylians,Crocodilusossifragus and Garialis
bengawanicus. Few years later, in a paper concerning the crocodylian remains from the
same Homo-bedsof Javaand collected duringthe "Selenka-Trinil"expedition(now belongBerlin), Janenschaccepting to the Museum ffir Naturkundeof the Humboldt-Universitdit,
ed the species createdby Dubois.
The turtleremainshave been afterwardsrevised by Das and referredto the extantgenus
Mauremys,whereas a proper identification of the crocodylians has not been verified in
recent times and the phylogenetic position of these taxa has not been assessed with a phylogenetic approach.At present, Crocodylusossifragus is consideredas a possible synonym
of the living species C. siamensis while the name Gavialis bengawanicusapparentlydisappeared from scientific literature.
The morphologyof C. ossifragus does not allow to diagnose a new species and its identification as C. siamensis is supportedby the presenceof well developed "squamosalhorns"
despite the absence of an evident interorbitalridge. Conversely, G. bengawanicus can be
considered a valid fossil species characterisedby a shortersnout (smaller numberof maxillary and dentary teeth), a modest maxillary process developed into the lacrimal, a Wshaped maxillo-palatinesuture,a planarskull table and ratherroundedsupratemporalfossae.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday 11:00
3D APPROACHES IN PALEOANTHROPOLOGY USING GEOMETRIC MORPHOMETRICS AND LASER SCANNING
DELSON, Eric, American Museum of NaturalHistory and City Univ. of New York,New
York, NY; WILEY,David, Univ. of California,Davis, Davis, CA; HARCOURT-SMITH,
William, American Museum of Natural History and City Univ. of New York, New York,
NY; FROST, Stephen,Univ. of Oregon, Eugene, OR; ROSENBERGER,Alfred, Brooklyn
College/CUNY,Brooklyn, NY
The emergence of 3D GM (geometric morphometric)techniques as a way of quantifying
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morphologyhas significantimplicationsfor 21st centurypaleontology.Not only is it possible to easily collect data in a true 3D sense, such as sets of homologous landmarksor complete surfaces, but it is now also possible to analyze such data in increasinglycomplex and
elegant ways that were computationallyimpossible even a few years ago. We present an
exciting new study that integratestechniquesof 3D datacollection with computergraphics
and computationallycomplex multivariateanalyses to place biological shape change within an evolutionarycontext. The basic aim of this project is to infer ("reconstruct")the 3D
cranial shape of hypotheticalintermediate("ancestral")taxa along an a priori evolutionary
tree. We focus on the papionincercopithecids(Old Worldmonkeys), a taxon well-represented in the modem biota which underwenta major Pliocene-Pleistoceneradiationin Africa.
Our baseline cladogramand its divergence dates are estimated using molecular data from
living papionins. The mean cranial shape of each taxon (separatelyby sex) is calculated
from large datasets of homologous 3D landmarkscollected with a Microscribedigitizer.
Highly accuratesurfacemodels of exemplarcrania for each taxon are also producedusing
a high-resolutionMinolta laser surface scanner.These scans are then warped to "fit" the
shape of each taxon-sex mean as determinedby the landmarkdataset, thus giving greater
statisticalpower to all subsequentanalyses. These data in turncan be warped "along"the
branchesof the existing tree using an algorithmthat assumes a Brownianmotion model of
evolutionary change. These last two steps are conducted using our specifically designed
software, Landmark.We produce statistically inferred (interpolated)3D virtual papionin
craniaat any point on the tree (includingnodes) which can be fully visualized and explored
in all orientations.Using extant taxa, the technique produces 3D models of craniathat are
biologically meaningful,visually appealing,and analyzableusing GM. The next step is to
statistically compare the virtual crania with fossils branchingfrom a similar point on the
tree and to incorporatefossil data directly into the tree and subsequentshape analyses, to
compareobserved and estimatedevolutionarychange. Our first-stagemodel of evolution is
oversimplified, but will be modified to account for mosaicism and functional integration,
and retrodeformationof distortedfossils is underdevelopment.
Poster Session I
STATISTICAL ANALYSES OF A VERTEBRATE MICROSITE FROM THE
MESAVERDE FORMATION, WYOMING
DEMAR, JR., David, CLEMENTZ,Mark,CASSILIANO,Michael, Dept. of Geology and
Geophysics, Univ. of Wyoming, Laramie, WY; BREITHAUPT,Brent, The Geological
Museum, Laramie,WY
A study of the Barwin Quarry/FalesRocks (BQFR) vertebratemicrosite in the Upper
Cretaceous (Campanian)Mesaverde Formation of Wyoming was conducted to infer its
paleoenvironmentbased on the sedimentology, nonmammaliantaxonomic diversity, and
known ecological niches of extanttaxa. Results from this study suggest that BQFR was primarily a subtropical,freshwatercommunity.Currentstatisticalanalyses of BQFR encompassing rarefaction(an ecological statisticalmethod which estimatesthe numberof species
one might expect to find in a randomsample of individualsfrom a community),minimum
numberof individuals (MNI), numbersof elements per taxon, and relative abundancesof
individuals (% total of MNI or species evenness) were used to supplement evidence for
paleoenvironmentalinterpretations.A recent quantitativestudy of a vertebratemicrosite
(Bonebed 105 of the OldmanFormation,Alberta ) using standardizedsampling methodology has shown that analysis of large samples yields no significant differences in diversity
and abundance when compared to data gathered through controlled subsampling.
Application of this methodology was used to compare previous results of species richness
(number of taxa in a community) at BQFR, as well as to determine species evenness.
Results were comparedto Bonebed 105 (a similar sedimentologic and taxonomic geologic
unit) to determinecommon paleoecologic patterns.
In addition to newly identified nonmammaliantaxa from BQFR, the presence of
Eodelphis (Marsupialia,Stagodontidae),based on a fragmentarylower left ?m2, represents
the southem-mostoccurrenceof this taxon from the WesternInterior.A right lower molar
of an indeterminatestagodontidfeaturinga double cristid obliqua and conical hypoconid
has also been recognized, possibly signifying a new species. Results of this analysis on
BQFR can be used for future studies of associations among different contemporaneous
microsites for taxonomic paleobiogeographic distributions throughout the Upper
Cretaceousof NorthAmerica.
Neoceti Symposium, Saturday11:15
PALEONTOLOGICAL AND MOLECULAR EVIDENCE FOR THE TRANSISTION FROM TEETH TO BALEEN (MAMMALIA: CETACEA: MYSTICETI)
DEMERE, Thomas, San Diego Natural History Museum, San Diego, CA; McGOWEN,
Michael, Univ. of Californa,Riverside, Riverside, CA; BERTA,Annalisa, San Diego State
Univ., San Diego, CA; GATESY,John, Univ. of California,Riverside, CA
Preparationof the palate of the holotype of Aetiocetus weltoni, a late Oligocene toothed
mysticete from the YaquinaFormationof Oregon, reveals a series of small foraminaon the
lateralhalf of the maxilla. Each foramenoccurs posteriorto a shallow sulcus and is closely positioned near the lingual marginof the dentition.We proposethat these palatalforamina are homologous with the prominentbaleen nutrientforaminain edentulousmysticetes.
This indicates that baleen and teeth were both present in aetiocetids.
The lateralportions of the palates are markedby numerousforaminaand associated
sulci that accommodatepassage of the rich blood supply and innervationsto the baleen
racks. In fetal specimens the lateralforaminahave not yet formed. Insteadthere is a dis-
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tinct open alveolargroove runningalong the lateraledge of the flat palate. Embryologically,
this alveolargroove is the site of the developing temporarydentition,which passes through
the bud, cap, and bell stages before degradationand resorption.Dermalpapillae of the rudimentarybaleen plates begin to develop coincident with deciduoustooth degradation.At the
same time the open alveolar groove startsto ossify until finally the distinct lateralforamina begin to form.
Althoughdentinis producedduringdevelopmentof the deciduousdentition,well-developed enamel tissue does not. Given thatedentulousmysticetes descendedfrom fully toothed
ancestors, we predict that enamel-specific genes should be present but non-functionalin
modernmysticetes.Analysis of AMBN and ENAM (ameloblastinand enamelin)in modem
mysticetes found frameshiftmutations.These nonsense mutationsdemonstratethat edentulous mysticetes retainboth developmentaland genetic evidence of their ancestraltoothed
heritage.The evolutionarytransformationfrom toothed ancestor,to the intermediatecondition with both teeth and baleen, to the derived state with only baleen in adults, mirrorsthe
ontogenetic trajectoryin extant mysticetes.
Poster Session III
COMPARISON OF DENTAL MICROWEAR AMONG SPECIES OF CARNIVOROUS, HERBIVOROUS, AND DUROPHAGOUS FOSSIL MAMMALS
DEWAR,Eric, Univ. of MassachusettsAmherst,Amherst,MA
Stereomicroscopyof dental microwear has helped to reconstructthe diets of living and
extinct species of mammals, especially ungulates, primates, rodents, and camivorans.
Previous studies have focused on Recent mammals or fossil species from within a single
family in orderto develop a comparativedatabaseof use-wear. This approachhas yielded
a coherentunderstandingof the microwearpatternsof these groupsand the state spaces that
describe particulardietarymodes of living mammals.
Despite these advances,less is known aboutthe use-wearof archaicfossil groupsor the
earliest fossil members of some modem clades. Though the diets of these animals have
been hypothesizedusing dental morphologyor other evidence, microwearanalysis can add
furtherresolutionto those dietaryreconstructions. For this study,I molded teeth from more
than 60 fossil species, representingthe ordersArtiodactyla,Perissodactyla,"Condylarthra,"
Tillodonta, Primates, Carnivora,and Creodonta. The resulting casts were read for the
appearanceand numbersof scratches,pits, puncture(seed) pits, and gouges. For the more
herbivorousmammals,I read the microwearon the second molar and comparedtheir wear
patternsto the ungulate and primatedatabasefrom the literature. For the carnivoresand
creodonts, I read the carnassialsor first upper molar and relatedthose wear patternsto the
microweardatabaseof living carnivoransthat I developed.
Within the ungulates, I found strong evidence for browsing in the rhinocerotids,isectolophids, tapirids,and early equids as well as the arctocyonid"condylarths." Most of the
other "condylarths,"artiodactyls,and primatesgroupedinto a more mixed feeder/fruitdiet
based on the numbersof pits and scratchesas well as the presenceof puncturepits. I found
thatmost of the canids, amphicyonids,and hyaenodontidsgroupedinto the "meatand bone"
space among living carnivorans;I found few indications of meat specialization (i.e., few
species habituallychewed bones) in my sample. A PCA using all species recovereda first
axis related to omnivory (18.4%) and a second axis indicatinga fruit/abrasivefood range
(17.4%).
Poster Session I
BIOMECHANICS OF THE VERTEBRAE AND ASSOCIATED OSTEODERMS OF
THE EARLY PERMIAN TEMNOSPONDYL CACOPSASPIDEPHORUS
DILKES, David, Univ. of Wisconsin Oshkosh, Oshkosh, WI; BROWN, Lauren, Illinois
State Univ., Normal, IL
Two series of osteodermsassociated with the anteriorthree-quartersof the presacralvertebral column of the dissorophoidtemnospondylCacops aspidephorushave importantimplications for biomechanicsof the axial skeleton. An internalseries consists of an osteoderm
fused to the distal tip of each neuralspine. Lying dorsalto the internalseries and overlapping each internalosteodermis a second externalseries. The orientationof the zygapophyseal facets implies modest lateralflexion with limited coupled axial rotationof the column.
However, the osteoderms restrictedany possible lateral flexion throughtheir invertedVshape, stronglyangled overlapbetween each externalosteodermand its neighbouringinternal osteoderms,and the presenceof a midsagittalflange on the ventralsurfaceof each external osteodermthat fits into grooves on the anteriorand posterioredges of the neighbouring
internalosteoderms. This configurationallowed vertical flexion of the vertebralcolumn
with little lateralflexion. The rod-like natureof osteodermswith the anteriorthree-quarters of the presacralvertebraesuggests a restrictedform of forwardmovement for Cacops
unlike that of other early tetrapods.
Friday 10:15
NEW DISCOVERIES IN CHINA HIGHLIGHT AN ADAPTIVE RADIATION OF
BASAL CERATOPSIANS
DODSON, Peter, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; YOU, Hailu, Institute of
Geology, Chinese Cacemy of Geological Sciences, Beijing 100037, China;TANOUE,Kyo,
Univ. of Pennsyvania,Philadelphia,PA
In the decade since the celebrateddiscovery of Early Cretaceousbirds, and featherednonavian theropodsin northeasternChina,a series of less heraldeddiscoveries of small ceratopsians has uncovered a remarkablediversity of primitive ceratopsians both in Liaoning
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Province in northeastern China and in Gansu Province and the Inner Mongolian
AutonomousRegion in northwesternChina.Taxadescribedin the last ten years include the
psittacosaurid Hongshanosaurus (You et al. 2003), and basal neoceratopsians
Archaeoceratops (Dong and Azuma 1997), Chaoyangsaurus (Zhao et al. 1999),
Magnirostris(You and Dong 2003), andAuroraceratops(You et al. 2005). Auroraceratops
from the Mazongshanregion of Gansuis short-facedand has very broadnasals and frontals,
giving the skull a turtle-likeappearance.Other autapomorphiesinclude blunt, striatedpremaxillary teeth and a mushroom-cap expansion of the dorsal end of the lacrimal.
Auroraceratops shares several apomorphies with more derived ceratopsians, including
exclusion of the basioccipital from the foramen magnum and a broad, deep coronoid
process. Auroraceratopsoccupies a derived position within basal Neoceratopsia, and is
more derivedthanLiaoceratopsandArchaeoceratopsbut is less derivedthanProtoceratops
and other coronosaurs.Exquisite preservationand delicate preparationof the new specimens permits access to poorly describedpalatal structures,allowing importantnew details
to be detected. Evolutionarytrendsin the palate and in dental featuresare elucidated.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday2:30
A PHYLOGENY OF PLESIOSAURIA (SAUROPTERYGIA), WITH EMPHASIS
ON THE SYSTEMATIC STATUS OF LEPTOCLEIDUS,ANDREWS 1922
DRUCKENMILLER,Patrick,RUSSELL,Anthony,Univ. of Calgary,Calgary,AB, Canada
LeptocleidusAndrews, 1922 is a poorly known plesiosaur genus from Lower Cretaceous
successions of the UK, SouthAfrica, andAustralia. Historically,there has been little consensus regardingits phylogenetic position within Plesiosauria, largely due to its unusual
combinationof a relativelysmall skull and shortneck. As a result, a diverse arrayof potential sister groups have been posited for Leptocleidus, including long-necked Cretaceous
elasmosaurids,EarlyJurassic"rhomaleosaurs",and Middle to Late Jurassicpliosaurids. A
cladistic analysis including Leptocleidus, and a new, apparentlymorphologically similar
specimen from Alberta,TMP 94.122.01, was undertakento assess their phylogenetic position within Plesiosauria.
A character-taxonmatrixwas assembled afresh, consisting of 28 taxa sampled broadly
among plesiosaurs, scored for 152 critically reanalyzedand redefined cranial and postcranial characters. The results indicate a basal dichotomoussplit into the traditionallyrecognized pliosauroidand plesiosauroidclades. Nested within Pliosauroidea,a monophyletic
Leptocleididae was recovered, consisting of L. superstes, L. capensis, and an unnamed
AustraliantaxonAM F99374. In contrastto earliersuggestions,Leptocleidusneitherclusters with Rhomaleosaurus,which was found to be paraphyletic,nor with large-skulled
pliosauridtaxa, such as Simolestes. Rather,a sister grouprelationshipbetween Cretaceous
Polycotylidae and Leptocleididaewas recovered. Although TMP 94.122.01 is superficially similar to Leptocleidus, several discrete charactersof the skull indicate that this new
taxon is nested within Polycotylidae.
Poster Session II
TYMPANIC PNEUMATICITY IN ARCHOSAURIA: RECOGNIZING PATTERNS
OF ORGANIZATION AND HOMOLOGY
DUFEAU, David, WITMER,Lawrence,Ohio Univ., Athens, OH
The tympaniccavity of archosaursgives rise to a variety of epithelialdiverticulathatpneumatize the bones of the braincase and suspensorium.Tympanic pneumaticityis not well
understoodwith regardto its ontogeny, morphologicalvariability,and phylogenetic distribution. Moreover,the relationshipof truetympanicpneumaticityto otherpharyngealpneumatic systems in the braincasehas been completely unexplored.We presenthere a preliminarysurvey of braincasepneumaticityin Archosauriaand tests of homologies of the associated pneumaticrecesses. Methods include computedX-ray tomography(CT), microCT,
and 3D visualization of the CT scan data, which togetherprovide a detailed characterization of the pneumatic recesses relative to the skeleton, otic labyrinth,and brain cavity.
Additionally,CT scans of extanttaxa, coupled with dissection, give insight into the soft-tissue associations of the diverticula.To shed light on the highly derived condition of adult
crocodylians,ontogeny of pneumaticsinuses is being tracedvia microCTin a growth series
of Americanalligator.Morphologicalsimilaritiesbetween examined fossils and extanttaxa
were examinedin a phylogeneticcontext, allowing tests of hypothesesof homology. Of particular interest is the evolution of the modern condition in the two clades of extant
archosaurs. Study of the avian condition is further advanced, and focal theropod taxa
include the ceratosaurMajungasaurus,the allosauroidsAcrocanthosaurusand Allosaurus,
as well as nonavian coelurosaurssuch as tyrannosaurids,oviraptorosaurs,ornithomimids,
troodontids,and dromaeosaurids.Homologies of medianpharyngealsinuses in the basicrania of archosaursremainequivocal. The rostraltympanicrecess, however, is the most widely distributedof the paratympanicsinuses whereas the dorsal tympanic recess may be
restrictedto coelurosaurianclades where it shows high levels of homoplasy.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday 11:15
3D IMAGING AND BIOMECHANICS: BRINGING 3D FINITE ELEMENT MODELING TO COMPARATIVE BIOLOGY
DUMONT, Elizabeth,WERLE, Sean, GROSSE, Ian, UMass Amherst,Amherst,MA
The developmentof 3D imaging techniqueshas given comparativemorphologiststhe ability to visualize and compare structuresin exciting new ways. Work in our lab focuses on
taking 3D dataa step beyond imaging by transformingthem into finite element models that
serve as the basis of comparativebiomechanicalanalyses. Finite element analysis (FEA) is
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a physics-basednumericaltechniqueroutinelyused by engineersto predictand optimize the
behaviorof engineeredproducts.FEA is relativelynew to functionalmorphologybut clearly can provide a truly novel qualitative,as well as quantitative,perspective on form-function relationships.In the engineeringworld, engineersuse powerful computeraided design
(CAD) tools to rapidly create a mathematicallygeometric model of the product that is
requiredfor FEA. However, in the biological world geometriesof organicsystems are highly irregularand not amenableto constructionby CAD tools. Instead,the complex geometries of many biological structuresmust be digitally reconstructedfrom stacksof 2-D image
scans. This digital reconstructionprocess from raw image data to 3-D mathematicalgeometric models is the most significant impediment to the widespread use of comparative
FEA. Ourlab has been workingto simplify this process and thus make FEA more available
to vertebratemorphologists. In this symposium, we present new, efficient methodologies
which facilitate the development of finite element models of vertebratestructures.The
development of these improved finite element modeling techniques are part of a larger
researchproject to study the biomechanical links between cranial morphology,bite force
and biting behaviorin mammalianevolution.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday5:00
AIGIALOSAUR MORPHOLOGY: IMPLICATIONS FOR MOSASAUROID SYSTEMATICS
DUTCHAK,Alex, Univ. of Coloradoat Boulder,Boulder,CO
Aigialosaursare a group of Cenomanianand Turoniansquamatesfound in marinerocks of
Croatia,Slovenia, Italy,Israel, and Mexico. Aigialosaursare typically diagnosedby a series
of cranialsynapomorphies,including an intramandibular
hinge and sickle-shapedquadrate
morphology, and a postcranialmorphology very similar to that of extant varanids.While
only half a dozen relatively complete specimens are known worldwide, the systematicrelationships of aigialosaurs are importantdue to their hypothesized basal positions within
Mosasauroidea(aigialosaursand mosasaurs).
In numerous systematic analyses of the mosasauroid lineage aigialosaurs have been
found to represent a paraphyletic assemblage of sequential sister taxa to the family
Mosasauridae.However, a recent study found that several aigialosaurtaxa actually nested
within the family Mosasauridae,suggesting thatthe paddle-likelimb of mosasaursevolved
on several separateoccasions.
Examinationof the datamatrixused in this most recent analysis showed a large amount
of missing dataamongstaigialosauriantaxa, resultingin large amountsof homoplasy in the
preferred trees. In an attemptto fill in as much of the missing data as possible, several of
the key basal taxa were reexamined.Aigialosaurusdalmaticusand Opetiosaurusbucchichi,
the two most complete aigialosaurspecimens, were redescribedand the resulting anatomical informationwas added to the existing data matrix. Ensuing trees that incorporatedthe
new and modified data showed little supportfor multiple evolutionaryorigins of the paddle-like limb in mosasauroids.However, the relationshipsof aigialosaurs remain poorly
resolved, indicatingthe need for new specimens and furtherexaminationof key taxa, the '
Trieste aigialosaur'in particular.
Poster Session III
FRESHWATER HYBODONT SHARKS FROM THE LOWER CRETACEOUS OF
SAHARA
DUTHEIL,Didier, Mus~eNational d'HistoireNaturelle,Paris, France
The ElrhazFormation(Aptian)of the Gadoufouaareain north-easternNiger has yielded an
abundantvertebratefauna for around40 years. Most of the taxa are terrestrialand they
belong to turtles (Platycheloides, Teneremys,Taquetochelys),crocodiles (Anatosuchus,
Sarcosuchus, Stolokrosuchus),and dinosaurs (Lurdusaurus,Ouranosaurus,Nigersaurus,
Suchomimus). Freshwater taxa have also been recorded (Unionids, Mawsonia,
Asiatoceratodus,Pliodetes).
Recent fieldwork in the Elrhaz Fm has focused on the researchof microsites. Tons of
raw sedimenthave been sampledvia dry screening,underwaterscreen washing and heavy
liquid separated.Thousandsof fossil remainshave been found and numerousteeth of elasmobranchshave been sorted under binoculars. At least a hundred teeth of two taxa of
hybodont sharkshave been found.A first set of teeth have crowns with a principallow and
rounded cusps with two or three pairs of lateral cusplets decreasing in size laterally.The
roots have an anaulachorizestage. This tooth morphology suggests a strong relationship
with the genus Polyacrodus. The second set of teeth is more numerous(around200). The
teeth are small (less than 2.5 mm), gracile, and narrowlabiolingually.The crowns are unornamentedwith any cusp. The occlusal face shows a crushing surface. The roots are wider
than the lowermost part of the crown as in the teeth of Lonchidion. The roots have small
foraminaplaced irregularlybut with a holaulacrohizestage. If this kind of tooth belongs to
a hybodonttaxon, this last characteris unusualamong this clade and the relationshipswith
previously describedtaxon is difficult. In front of these isolated teeth, some fin spines of
hybodontshave been found in situ. They are striated.A complete one is 100 mm long.
Wednesday2:30
THE HESPERORNITHIFORM BIRD ASIAHESPERORNIS FROM KUSHMURUN,
NORTHERN KAZAKHSTAN
DYKE, Gareth,Univ. College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland;MALAKHOV,Dmitry,Insitituteof
Geological Sciences, Almaty, Kazakhstan;CHIAPPE, Luis, Natural History Museum of
Los Angeles County,Los Angeles, CA
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Fossil bird materialis exceptionally rarein the Mesozoic of westem Asia. With the notable
exception of the Upper Cretaceousfoot-propelleddiving bird Asiahesperornisbazhanovi
from northernKazakhstan,the only bird fossils describedfrom this region have been bone
fragmentsfrom the Upper Cretaceousof Uzbekistan.We review all the materialreferredto
date to the hesperornithiformAsiahesperornisand present a re-description.In addition to
the original collections from the holotype locality of Kushmurun,we add new postcranial
bones to this taxon. We also discuss the taxonomichistoryand likely affinities of this oceangoing bird. Records of Asiahesperornisfrom Kushmuruncorroboratethe taxonomic distinctiveness of this taxon and provide furtherevidence for the terminalCretaceousconnection between the Arctic Ocean, the northernSiberian Sea, and the southernTethys at this
time. Outcropsequences in both easternRussia and Kazakhstandocumentthe extent of the
TurgayStrait in the Late Cretaceous,bounded by the Ural Mountainsto the west and the
KazakhstanShield in the east. Hesperomithiformswere wide-ranging:at maximumextent,
the Late CretaceousTurgayStraitis thoughtto have been more than 650 km in length and
wider than 300 km. However,just as is the case in many extant ocean-going seabirds,hesperomithiforms appear to have been restricted to the northern hemisphere, although
whetherthis truly representsthe biogeographyof these birdsis open to question.By far the
majorityof hesperomithiformfossils have been found in marine,or marginalmarine,sediments. Although it has been arguedthat this environmentalbias may reflect a taphonomic
effect, this is unlikely given the sampling extent of the non-neomithineUpper Cretaceous
fossil record. Correlatedwith their foot-propelledswimming adaptations,it is more likely
that hesperomithiformswere the dominant sea-going predatory birds during the Late
Cretaceous.
Friday9:00
THE DINOSAUR-BEARING SHISHUGOU FORMATION (JURASSIC, NORTHWEST CHINA) REVEALED
EBERTH,David, Royal TyrrellMuseum, Drumheller,AB, Canada;XU, Xing, Instituteof
Paleontology and Paleoanthropology, Beijing, China; CLARK, James, The George
WashingtonUniv., Washington,DC; MACHLUS, Malka, HEMMING, Sidney, LamontDoherty EarthObservatoryof ColumbiaUniv., Palisades,NY
The Shishugou Formationis exposed in northeasternJunggarBasin, Xinjiang, China, and
is famous for fossils of vertebratesand wood. At Wucaiwan,an intensively studiedarea,the
formation is 378 meter-thick,rests sharply on the Xishanyao Fm, and is unconformably
overlain by sediments of suspected Cretaceousage. At Jiangjunmiaothe formationis only
partiallypreserved.
We recognize a lower, red, upward-fininginterval;a thick, middle intervalconsisting
of red-orange,upward-coarsening/finingsuccessions; and an upper, orange-tan,upwardcoarseninginterval.Alluvial fan/plainfacies in the lower half of the formationgive way to
caliche- and tuff-richalluvial and paludal deposits in the upperhalf, recordingan increase
in volcanism, seasonal aridity,and a lowering of depositionalslope. In the uppermostinterval, caliches are rare, indicating less aridity,an increase in sediment supply, or both. The
previously proposed Wucaiwan Formationis broadly equivalent to portions of the lower
and middle intervals,but is not adequatelydefined.
Cm-scale bentonitesoccur throughmost of the formation,whereas m-scale, white-tan
zeolitic tuffs are limitedto the upperhalf. 40Ar/39Ardatingof sanidinesyields an age range
of 161-159 Ma for the upper half of the formation,and suggests that the Shishugou likely
spans the M-U Jurassicboundary.The stratigraphicdistributionof vertebratesindicates a
faunal transition up through the middle of the formation, correspondingroughly to the
inferredM-U Jurassictransition.
Vertebratesare preservedin a variety of taphonomicmodes and underscorestratigraphic changes in sedimentology.Preservationquality is poor in the lower Shishugou,reflecting
frequent exposure and reworking in paleochannels. In the middle, fossils are better preserved and occur often in massive mudstones,caliches and splay deposits, indicatinga bias
for preservationin overbanksettings and ephemeralwater bodies. In the upper Shishugou,
excellently preservedmedium/smallvertebrates,especially non-avian theropoddinosaurs,
occur in massive, thick paludal deposits, suggesting rapid burialand limited reworkingin
wetland settings.
StudentPoster Session
MORPHOLOGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RHAMPHORHYNCHOID AND PTERODACTYLOID PTEROSAURS WITH EMPHASIS
ON FLIGHT
EINARSSON, Elisabeth,Lund, Sweden
To explain how morphological differences between subordersRhamphorhynchoideaand
Pterodactyloideaaffected flight performanceand life styles wings and claws of pterosaur
fossils from collections in Uppsala and Munich were measured.The measuredspecimens
studiedare from Jurassiclimestones and shales in Solnhofen, Eichstiittand Holzmaden,and
include the taxa Dorygnathus, Campylognathoides,Rhamphorhynchus,Anurognathus,
Pterodactylus, Germanodactylusand Gallodactylus.Morphometricresults indicate differences between Rhamphorhynchoideaand Pterodactyloideain wing constructionand claw
length. Moreover, differences in wing construction indicate different flight performance
between the suborders.The shorterinnermostpart of the wing indicates flapping flight in
Rhamphorhynchoideawhile the longer innermost part of the wing indicates soaring in
Pterodactyloids.Calculationon the narrownessof the wing has been done on three different specimens of Rhamphorhynchus,demonstratinga narrow distal part of the wing that
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probablywas wider towardsthe body. Variationand divergence from the general morphological pattem createsdiversitywithin both suborders,suggesting three differentflight performancetypes in Rhamphorhynchoideaand two in the Pterodactyloidea.The three flight
performancesproposedfor Rhamphorhynchoideaare (1) Mixed gliding and flappingflight
with broadwings, (2) Flappingflight with narrowwings and (3) Flappingflight with elliptical wings. The two flight performancesproposed for Pterodactyloideaare static and
dynamic soaring. Measurementsindicate that the claws of the finger and toes were of the
same size in Pterodactyloidea,while the claws on the fingers were longer than those of the
toes in Rhamphorhynchoidea,indicatingclimbing abilities. Soaring flight, morphological
characteristicssimilarto these in birds,and developmentof hollow bones are all indications
that pterosaursprobablyhad air sacs that were primitive in Rhamphorhynchoideabut well
developed in Pterodactyloidea.
Poster Session III
NEW LATE PLIOCENE BATS (CHIROPTERA) FROM AHL AL OUGHLAM,
CASABLANCA, MOROCCO
EITING, Thomas, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; GERAADS, Denis, CNRS, Paris,
France;GUNNELL, Gregg, Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
The 2.5 Ma site ofAhl al Oughlamnear Casablancain Morocco has produceda large collection of late Pliocene vertebratesincluding nearly 200 bats, the largest sample of North
African fossil microchiropteransknown. This sample can be compared with other late
Pliocene localities such as the ShunguraFormation,Omo Valley,Ethiopia,andWeze 1, near
Dzialosyzn, Poland.
The Ahl al Oughlamsample containsat least six microchiropteransincludingthree vespertilionids, an emballonurid,a hipposiderine,and a rhinolophid.The vespertilionidsare
similar in most respects to extant myotins Myotis and Lasionycteris although associated
canines suggest that at least one of these taxa may instead be a vespertilionin.Based on
comparisons with modem taxa, the three Moroccan vespertilionids ranged in size from
about 6 to more than 25 grams.
The Moroccanemballonuridhas a prominentand anteriorlyextended lower molarparaconid, typical of extant members of this family. Lower molar talonids are short relative to
trigonids, a characteristicof some emballonuridssuch as Emballonura.Tooth size is consistent with that of Coleura afra, the smallest extant African emballonurid,although the
Moroccanform has somewhat longer and narrowermolars.
RhinolophusfromAhl ah Oughlamis the second most abundantchiropteran.Compared
with extant Rhinolophus,the Moroccan form is relatively large with an estimated body
weight of nearly25 grams.The hipposiderinefromAhl ah Oughlamis very rarebut appears
to have been of moderatesize, smallerthan those from Omo Shungura.
The Ahl ah Oughlam sample compares well with the other contemporaneoussites in
terms of species diversity, with at least six species present, but it consists of a distinct
assemblageof microchiropterans.The Shungurasample containsfive species but lacks vespertilionidscompletely, whereas they are the most abundantand diverse group at Ahl ah
Oughlam.The Weze assemblage includes eight species and is also dominatedby vespertilionids. However, no emballonuridsor hipposiderinesare known from Weze. These differences are probablythe result of both ecological and historicalfactors.
StudentPoster Session
VARIATION AMONG PROBOSCIDEAN PETROSALS FROM A PLEISTOCENE
CAVE DEPOSIT IN TEXAS
EKDALE, Eric, The Univ. of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX
Isolated petrosalsrepresentinga minimum of 37 proboscideanindividualswere recovered
from Pleistocene deposits in FriesenhahnCave, central Texas. This sample provides a
unique opportunityto study variationwithin the ear region, as well as expand our knowledge of the anatomyof the middle ear of extinct elephants. The petrosals are identified as
proboscideanby the confluence of the fenestra cochleae and cochlear canalicularis,a feature characteristicof extanttethytheres. Both Mammuthusand Mammutare representedby
teeth in the cave. The petrosals are provisionally assigned to Mammuthus,althoughthey
are not directly associated with any dental material.
The overall structureof the petrosal is consistent among all specimens in the sample,
although minor morphologicalvariationis observed. The variation includes shape of the
fenestravestibuli, closure of the facial canal, and connection between the crista fenestralis
and the posterioraspect of the petrosal. The morphologicaldifferencesmay be the resultof
a biological factor,such as ontogeny or phylogeny, given that a growth series represented
by teeth of both mammothsand mastodonsis preservedin the cave. Alternatively,the variation may reflect aspects of the taphonomichistory of the specimens because Friesenhahn
Cave was a formercarnivoranden, and so some of the morphology of the petrosals may
have been affected by postmortemdamage.
Saturday8:00
A NEW FAMILY OF HETEROSTRACANS (AGNATHA) FROM THE LATE SILURIAN OF THE CANADIAN ARCTIC
ELLIOTT,David, NorthemArizona Univ., Flagstaff,AZ
Early vertebrates occur abundantly in the Boothia Uplift regions of Prince of Wales,
Somerset,and Cornwallisislands (NunavutTerritory).The Boothia Disturbancewas active
duringthe Late Silurianand EarlyDevonian and resultedin the formationof the elastic redbed facies of the Peel Sound and Somerset Island formations close to the uplift and the
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marinecarbonatesof the Drake Bay Formationto the east where the influence of the uplift
was slight. Earlyvertebrateswere firstreportedfrom this areain 1955 and since then a large
numberof taxa, particularlyheterostracans,have been described.Although the endemism
of the fauna has made biogeographicanalysis difficult this area does seem to have been a
locus of adaptiveradiationfor a numberof heterostracantaxa, with the best documented
example to date being the Pteraspidiformes.
Newly recognized taxa from the lower Member of the Peel Sound Formationand the
SomersetIslandFormationon Prince of Wales and Somersetislands representa new taxon
of advancedheterostracansrelatedto the Pteraspidiformes.The new species are characterized by: a well-developed subrostrallamina; no separate branchial plates; a posteriorly
directedbranchialopening;ventrallydirectedlaterallaminae;well-developed lateralbrims;
and a posteriormedian spine. New informationon the cyathaspididAriaspis indicates that
this also shows the same suite of characters.Analysis of their relationshipindicates that
together with Ariaspis the new species form a sister-groupto the Pteraspidiformesplus
Listraspis, providing furtherevidence that the Pteraspidiformesoriginatedand developed
initially in the Boothia Uplift region.

3D Imaging Symposium,Friday 10:15
RECONSTRUCTING DENTAL OCCLUSION IN 3D: FROM CARNIVORANS TO
ASFALTOMYLOS
EVANS, Alistair, Univ. of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; MARTIN, Thomas,
ForschungsinstitutSenckenberg, Frankfurtam Main, Germany; FORTELIUS, Mikael,
JERNVALL,Jukka,Univ. of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
A longstandingproblemin dentalmorphologyhas been how to visualize and representhow
teeth fit togetherin occlusion. Comparisonof wear facets, a widely-used method for interpreting occlusion, has generally been done in two dimensions. Furthermore,methods such
as imbeddingcasts into probablepositions of occlusion and sectioning often give only limited opportunitiesto grasp the full 3D position and movement of the occluding teeth.
Here, we use 3D surface scans of mammalteeth in a virtual computerenvironmentto
examine occlusion between opposing tooth rows. With complete skulls available,the position and shape of the condyles can be used to more accuratelyreconstructocclusion. This
was done for a groupof moderncarnivorans.A comparisonof the occlusal strokedirections
and movements during occlusion show that that the direction of tooth movement varied
accordingto occlusal shape, with a more verticalmovement of the lowerjaw in felids comparedwith canids and mustelids.
The situationis more difficult,however, for most fossil material.We adaptedthe method
to try to reconstructthe upper dentitionand occlusion of Asfaltomylos(Australosphenida).
3D scans were takenof the lower molars.Then,using the 3D shape of lower molarswe generated possible 3D shapes of occluding upper molars, which are unknown in the fossil
record.This allows us to test hypotheses of upper molar 3D shape and the mode of occlusion between the opposing molar rows.

Saturday9:00
HIGH-RESOLUTION LAMBEOSAURINE DINOSAUR BIOSTRATIGRPHY,
DINOSAUR PARK FORMATION, ALBERTA: SEXUAL DIMORPHISM RECONSIDERED
EVANS, David, Mississauga, ON, Canada;CURRIE,Philip, Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton,
AB, Canada;EBERTH,David, Royal TyrrellMuseum, Drumheller,AB, Canada;RYAN,
Michael, ClevelandMuseum of NaturalHistory,Cleveland, OH
Cranial crest morphotypes of the lambeosaurine hadrosaurids Corythosaurus and
Lambeosaurusfrom the CampanianDinosaurParkFormationare frequentlycited as examples of sexual dimorphismin dinosaurs.Each taxon is known from over 15 skulls that comprise growth series. Distinctive crest morphsat presumedmaturityhave been linked to sexual dimorphism,with sexes identified by the relative prominenceof the crest. Employing
new stratigraphicand GPS datawe have establisheda biostratigraphicframeworkin which
the sexual dimorphismhypotheses can be tested.
Crestmorphsof each genus are not randomlydistributedwithin the formation.The two
Corythosaurusmorphs are stratigraphicallysegregated, with the large-crestedpresumed
male (originallynamed C. casuarius) occurringstratigraphicallybelow all specimens of the
putative female morph (C. intermedius).Three adult-sized Lambeosaurusmorphs have
been recognized, but their interpretationis not consistent;L. clavinitialis has been posited
as the female of L. lambei as well as of L. magnicristatus.In addition,a high degree of crest
variationmakes the identificationof some specimensdifficult. Small-crestedspecimensthat
have a posteroventrally-directedspike cluster low in section relative to larger-crestedspecimens. L. magnicristatus,the largestcrestedmorph,occurs stratigraphicallyhigher than all
other lambeosaurines.
The biostratigraphicsuccession of these cranialmorphotypesis not consistentwith previously proposed sexual dimorphism, and, instead, indicates that the Dinosaur Park
Formationhosts a taxonomicallydiverse assemblage of lambeosaurinesthat form two distinct lineages. Morphological change within each lineage is concentratedin subtleties of
crest shape, and is consistent with an anagenetic interpretationwhere temporalranges do
not overlap significantly.
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Poster Session I
SHAPE-SEARCHING IN DENTAL MORPHOLOGY USING THE MORPHOBROWSER
EVANS, Gudrun,FORTELIUS,Mikael, JERNVALL,Jukka, PLJUSNIN, Ilja, EVANS,
Alistair,Univ. of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
A numberof challenges are faced when we try to make comparisonsof 3D morphology.
First, it can be very difficult to make any meaningful comparisonbetween two dissimilar
3D shapes. This is certainlytrue in dental morphology,where the diversity of mammalian
teeth mirrorsthatof ecology. Second, the problemis greatlycompoundedwhen a very large
numberof shapes are involved. This is becoming a common situationdue to the explosion
of 3D data collection methods in recent years.
We have addressedthese issues by implementingshape descriptorand shape-searching
algorithmsin MorphoBrowser,an online databasethat containsa diverse range of 3D tooth
morphologies. Over 120 mammalian species are represented in the database, covering
extant and extinct taxa. The shape descriptorsrepresentautomatically-calculatedcharacteristics of the shape using mathematically-definedmanipulations of the 3D data. These
include cusp angularity,tooth elongation, surface complexity and surface relief. A significant advantageof these descriptorsis that they are user-independent,as they do not require
interpretationsof the morphology by the user. Comparisonsbetween objects can then be
based on the similarityof the shape descriptors.Likewise, a shape searchcan be carriedout
among a large numberof teeth. These techniques have been found to be useful in reconstructingdiets from dental morphology.
Friday 10:15
CHANGING PATTERNS OF CARNIVORE MODIFICATION IN THE MODERN
LANDSCAPE BONE ASSEMBLAGE OF AMBOSELI PARK, KENYA
FAITH, J. Tyler, George WashingtonUniv., Washington,DC; BEHRENSMEYER,Anna,
SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,DC
Differential representationof vertebrateskeletal elements in fossil assemblages has long
been used as an indicatorof taphonomicprocesses such as fluvial transportand carnivore
destruction,based on observations and experimentationwith modem bones. This study
investigates landscape-scaleskeletal part survival patternsin the modem bone assemblage
in Amboseli Park,Kenya, comparingsamples recordedin 1975 and 2002-04. Lions (Felis
leo) were the dominantpredatorin Amboseli in the earlier sampling period, and spotted
hyena (Crocutacrocuta) were dominantin the laterperiod. Changes in the abundancesof
these predatorsbetween the two samplingintervalsmade Amboseli a naturallaboratoryfor
assessing the taphonomic signal of carnivore-mediatedbone consumptionand destruction
underdiffering ecological conditions and varying levels of inter- and intra-specificcompetition. The Amboseli surface bone assemblage documents variationin the patterningof
carnivoremodificationto ungulate species of differentsize classes as well as within equivalent size classes. Changesin the proportionsof axial vs. appendicularelements,patternsof
differentialdestructionof limb ends, and the strengthof the correlationbetween limb end
abundanceand bone mineraldensity all providemeasuresof the intensityof carnivoremodification to the Amboseli assemblage. This increases our ability to infer levels of carnivore impact on fossil assemblages from limb element survival patternsand provides paleobiologists with enhancedability to understandthe taphonomicsignificance of skeletal element abundances in Cenozoic mammalian faunas. It also provides a basis for testing
whether skeletal element survival patternsin the zooarcheological record likely relate to
carnivoremodification,hominin transportof appendicularelements, or both.
Saturday2:15
EVOLUTION AND ANATOMIC ORIGIN OF THE FRONTAL SINUS COMPLEX
IN CERATOPSIAN DINOSAURS
FARKE,Andrew, Stony Brook Univ., Stony Brook, NY
Ceratopsiddinosaurspossess an unusual frontalsinus complex overlying the endocranium
and underlyingthe supraorbitalhorns. However, the developmentalorigin of this sinus is
problematicin thatno pneumaticsource (e.g., nasal cavity,tympaniccavity,or pharynx)has
been identified.
Shared morphological and developmental characteristics support homology of the
frontal depression of non-ceratopsid neoceratopsians (e.g., Prenoceratops and
Protoceratops) with the frontalsinuses of ceratopsids.Combinedwith developmentaland
anatomical data for ceratopsids, the fronto-parietalforamen (a connection between the
endocraniumand frontal sinus) is autapomorphicfor ceratopsids,and this foramenprobably bears no relevance for inferringthe origin or contents of the sinus. Thus, it is unlikely
that the frontal sinus functionedprimarilyas a venous sinus. Furthermore,the extremely
large size of the sinuses in many ceratopsidsarguesagainst glandularor other tissue(s) filling the sinus in its entirety.This suggests a pneumatic origin for the sinus, as commonly
held.
Detailed morphologicalexaminationsand CT scans for a variety of taxa fail to disclose
any foramenor canal which provides a direct connection between the sinus and nasal cavity or tympanicregion. Thus, smooth-walledchannels runningbetween the supratemporal
fenestraeand the sinus are hereproposedas a possible path for the pneumaticsource. These
channelshave been recognized for some time, but their functionhas proven enigmaticuntil
now. The supratemporalchannelsqualify as a potentialpneumaticpathbecause:(1) they are
presentin some form or anotherin all ceratopsianswith a frontaldepressionor frontalsinus;
and (2) they are present throughoutontogeny. Although a nasal, tympanic or pharyngeal
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been recordedin CentralAmerica.If this specimen is indeed a litoptem, it would be the first
record of this orderin North America; its presence in Mexico would add to the recent discovery in Michoacan, CentralMexico, of anotherpreviously unrecordedSouth American
mammalorder,representedby a toxodont notungulate.
Poster Session I
PRIMATE DIVERSITY AND ABUNDANCE DURING THE EARLIEST EOCENE
(BIGHORN BASIN, WYOMING)
FET, Elizabeth, STRAIT,Suzanne,MarshallUniversity,Huntington,WV
The BighornBasin, Wyominghas yielded the most diverse and abundantPaleocene/Eocene
fossil mammals in North America. Collecting in the Honeycombs region of the southeastem Bighorn Basin has resulted in the recovery of approximately3,300 mammalianspecimens from the basal WasatchianNALMA (Wa-0 biochron). These Wa-0 localities occur
within the CarbonIsotope Excursion (CIE) and the Paleocene/EoceneThermalMaximum
(PETM) and thereforethis fauna is significant for examining patternsof faunal change in
responseto climatic warming.Over 90% of the specimens thus far collected are from a single screen wash locality (UCMP V 99019, Castle Gardens).Additional specimens have
been recoveredfrom both surfaceprospectingand collection at anthills.
Primatesfrom this region show moderatediversity,with three species being recognized
including, Cantiustorresi,Arctodontomyssp. nov., andNiptomomysfavorum.Both Cantius
and Arctodontomysare merely representedby a single specimen each. Additionally,both
of these taxa were collected from anthill localities and none have been found in the 13 tons
of matrixthat has been processed from the main locality of Castle Gardens.
Approximately80% of the mammalsrecoveredfrom Castle Gardenshave an estimated
body mass of less than 350 grams. These small bodied taxa include species from Primates,
Multituberculata,Lipotyphla,Marsupialia,Proteutheria,andApatotheria.The only primate
known from Castle Gardensis N. favorum which is substantiallysmallerthan either earlier
and/or later occurringNiptomomysspecies. Although N. favorum was originally known
from a single specimen, more than 300 isolated teeth have been now found. This primate
comprises 11%of the Castle Gardensspecimens; only the lipotyphlanMacrocranionjunnei and the multituberulate Ectypodus tardus are more abundant at this locality.
Niptomomysis typically very rare,even at other Paleocene/Eocenelocalities dominatedby
small-bodied taxa. Given the abundanceof this taxon, N. favorum may have responded
favorablyto the warm climatic conditions associated with Wa-0 and the PETM.
Thursday2:15
AN EVALUATION OF BODY SIZE TRENDS IN NORTH AMERICAN, TERRESTRIAL CANIFORM TAXA (CARNIVORA: MAMMALIA)
FINARELLI,John, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Body size often has been described as the fundamentalvariable of organismal biology.
Among modern mammals, body size has been correlatedto a diverse suite of life history
and ecologic variablesthat are of interestto paleobiologists. A previous investigation into
reconstructionsof body size incorporatingdata from fossil taxa for the camivoransubclade
Caniformiareconstructedsmall-bodiedancestorsat the base of several clades thattoday are
representedexclusively by large forms, implying parallel trends toward increasing body
size in several clades. Evidence also was found for decreased body size among the
musteloids.
Observed directionaltrends can be the result of both active and passive mechanisms.
Here, an analysis of the underlyingmechanismsfor the observedtrendsin body size for terrestrial,NorthAmericancaniformtaxa is undertaken.Fossils provide insight into the causal
mechanisms of evolutionarytrends,by increasingunderstandingof the timing of shifts in
body size, and determiningwhetherthese are constantacross lineage history or if change is
episodic and accumulatedcoincidentwith presumedincreasesin competitionor evacuation
of niche space recordedin the fossil record.
First and last appearances and body mass estimates were compiled for 243 North
American, terrestrialcaniform species, including 199 fossil taxa. With multiple independent trajectoriesof body size discovered,a simultaneousanalysis across all Caniformiais not
likely to generateaccurateresults.As such, body masses were tabulatedfor monophyletic
clades throughsequentialtime slices. Using the multinomialsupportfunction, likelihoods
were calculatedto determinethe bias of change with respectto increaseor decrease in both
minimum and maximum size for each clade. Superficially similar patterns of increased
body size are observed among several independent fossil caniform lineages (e.g.,
Borophaginaeand Hesperocyoninae).However,preliminaryanalyses indicatethatthese are
the result of differentunderlyingmechanisms, and that trendsobserved in several lineages
are not constant,but ratherbody size increases coincide with extrinsic biotic events.
Wednesday5:15
DINOSAURIA AND AVES FOSSIL FOOTPRINTS FROM THE LOWER
CANTWELL FORMATION (UPPER CRETACEOUS), DENALI NATIONAL
PARK, ALASKA
FIORILLO,Anthony, Dallas Museum of Natural History, Dallas, TX; BREITHAUPT,
Brent, Univ. of Wyoming, Laramie,WY; McCARTHY,Paul, Univ. of Alaska, Fairbanks,
AK
The CantwellFormation(UpperCretaceousto lower Tertiary)is a thick rock unit that crops
out in much of the centralpartof Denali National Park.The lower partof this succession is
dominantly comprised of fine-grained channel and floodplain sedimentary facies.
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Floodplaindeposits contain abundantevidence of weak pedogenesis, includingroot traces,
blocky structure,iron oxide mottles and nodules, suggesting widespread poorly drained
conditions in a highly aggradationalsetting. The upper Cantwell succession is largely volcanic. The lower Cantwell Formationcorrelatesin age with the famous dinosaur-bearing
rocks of the Prince CreekFormationof the North Slope of Alaska, as well as the dinosaurbearing Chignik Formationof AniakchakNational Parkin southwesternAlaska.
Three new vertebratefossil sites have been discovered in Denali National Park. The
first locality, located in the Igloo Creekdrainage,yielded the naturalcast of an isolatedright
pes of a medium-sizedtheropod.The trackmeasuresapproximately22 cm in length and 15
cm in width, which provides an estimated hip height of approximately90 cm and a body
length of approximately3 m.
A second site, located on Double Mountain, produced an impression of a theropod
approximately the same size as the previous. The remaining locality, also on Double
Mountain,is in a lacustrinefacies and has yielded dozens of tracksattributableto mediumsized wading birds, approximatelythe size of a modernWillet or an AmericanAvocet. The
morphologyof the tracksindicatesthe substratewas still very wet when these birds walked
on the surface.There are also numeroussmall, nearly circulardepressions,approximately3
mm in diameter,on the same bedding plane. These featuresare likely the feeding traces of
these shore birds. Combined,these tracksrepresentthe first record of Late Cretaceousfossil vertebratesfrom Denali National Parkas well as the Alaska Range.
Friday2:45
TUSK CEMENTUM DEFECTS RECORD MUSTH BATTLES IN AMERICAN
MASTODONS
FISHER,Daniel, Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
Combatbetween adultmale Americanmastodons(Mammutamericanum)has been hypothesized to explain cases of cranialinjurythat were evidently caused by an upwardlydirected thrustof an opponent'stusk tip. Additional injuriescorroboratedthe inference of lethal
combat, and details of tusk anatomy and growth records supportedassociation of these
injurieswith musth episodes. However, the only directevidence of combatnoted previously involved events causally related to death. A previously unrecognizedtype of recurring,
anomalous structurein tusk dentin and cementum is here interpretedas a direct record of
musth battles in prioryears, long before death.Arcuatetractsof cementumdefects parallel
the growing marginof the tusk andthe strikeof periradicularincrementaltopography.These
featuresoccur in the proximalportionof tusks of adultmales, along the outside curve of the
tusk. Arc-lengthof each featurevaries, but is usually less than one thirdof tusk circumference. These cementum defects resemble dental hypoplasias, a phenomenon usually
explainedas due to an episode of physiological stressduringtooth development.In thin section, externallyvisible pits and irregularitiesof the cementum surface can be followed as
contorted and irregularcementum laminae and subjacenttracts of sclerotic dentin. These
anomalous histologic features are interpretedas producedby cementoblasts and odontoblasts (respectively) damagedby mechanical traumanear the time of their differentiation,
when they were located at the growing marginof the tusk. The inferredcause of this damage is rotationaldisplacementof the tusk due to reaction forces producedby thrustingthe
tusk tip into an opponent duringa musth battle. In normaluse, the growing margin of the
tusk is protectedfrom impact with alveolar bone, but supercriticalforces producedduring
musthbattles displacedthe tusk within its alveolus, causing localized damageto the margin
along the outercurve of the tusk. Tractsof cementumdefects recordmultiplepriorbouts of
combat in mid-springto early summer,yielding a history of musth in adultmales.
Poster Session II
DOCUMENTING THE ANATOMY OF AN ENIGMA: THE HIND LIMB MYOLOGY OF AILURUS FULGENS
FISHER,Rebecca, HICKS, Michelle, ELROD, Clay, MidwesternUniv., Glendale,AZ
The red panda (Ailurusfulgens) is an endangeredspecies living in the temperateforests of
the Himalayas and southernChina. Weighing 3-6 kg, red pandas are scansorialbut feed
primarilyon the forest floor, subsistinglargely on a diet of bamboo. Since the time of their
initial descriptionin 1821, the classificationof the red pandahas been the subject of much
debate. Morphologicaland molecularstudieshave supporteda wide rangeof possible taxonomies, including close ties to ursids, procyonids, arctoids (ursids and pinnipeds) and
musteloids (procyonids,mustelids, and mephitids).
This study provides additional morphological data, including muscle maps, for
Ailurus. Three red panda cadavers from the National Zoological Park were dissected,
including an adult male of unknown age and twelve year old and five month old females.
In addition, two red panda skeletons from the NMNH were studied and digitally photographed. The hind limb muscles of the three cadaverswere dissected, describedand digitally photographed. Points of origin and insertionwere recordedon transparenciesoverlying digital photos of each hind limb bone, producingmuscle maps. In addition,moment
arms,muscle mass, and muscle fiber length and angle were recordedfor the right hind limb
in the adults.
Dissections revealed a great deal of variationamong the three red panda specimens,
including fusion of adjacentmuscle bellies, subdivisionof muscle bellies, and tendon variations. A table comparingthe morphologyof the red pandato other carnivorespecies will
be presented. Interestingfindings include the presence of both gluteofemoralisand abductor cruriscaudalis, and the presence of a muscle located deep on the plantarpes and inserting onto the metatarsophalangealjoint of digit one. This plantarmuscle appears to be
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Saturday3:45
DATA QUALITY, SIGNAL DETECTION, AND METHODOLOGICAL ROBUSTICITY IN THE ANALYSIS OF LARGE FOSSIL DATASETS
FORTELIUS, Mikael, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; PUOLAMAKI, Kai,
Helsinki University of Technology, Espoo, Finland; JERNVALL, Jukka, MANNILA,
Heikki, GIONIS,Aristides, Univ. of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
The developmentand increasinguse of public fossil databasesin paleontological research
draws attentionto issues of dataquality,detectionof signals in noisy datasets,and robusticity of results with respect to analyticalmethods employed. Here we address issues arising
in the analysis of fossil data compiled from disparatesources, using examples drawn from
the NOW databaseof Old WorldNeogene land mammals (http://www.helsinki.fi/science/
now/).
In the NOW data, several of the main spatial and temporal patterns were already
detectablein a small dataset (1996, 511 locs) and have subsequentlybeen found in analyses using updatedand eventuallymuch largerdatasets(1753 locs for the same areain 2006).
Among these robustpatternsare the developmentin the Middle Miocene of Europea contrast between a humid West and a dry East, the confinementof the abruptturnoverof the
Vallesian Crisis in the early late Miocene to western Europe,and several trends involving
trophic level, body size and ecomorphology.However, increased sampling and improved
methodology has also revealed significant additionaldetail as well as general trends not
originally detected.
One of the main issues in the analysis of fossil dataconcernsstratigraphicresolutionand
correlationbetween local zonations. Recent work on computationalbiostratigraphyhas
revealed that techniques based on entirely differentprinciples, such as AppearanceEvent
Ordination,SpectralOrdering,Monte Carlo Markov Chain methods, and Finding Partial
Order,all generatebroadlysimilartemporalpatternsbased on taxon occurrencealone, especially when only the most common taxa are included.The results correspondwell to those
based on recorded'databaseage', derivedfrom subjectiveassignmentto time units or direct
geochronology,but appearto have somewhatbettertime resolution.As an example we present a detailedstudy of how soon extinctionof a taxon follows a decline in its observedcommonness, using multiple, independentlycomputedchronologies and two differentversions
of the NOW data.
Wednesday 11:00
MICROVERTEBRATE SITES IN THE MORRISON FORMATION (UPPER
JURASSIC) OF THE WESTERN UNITED STATES: DEFINITION OF TAPHONOMIC MODES
FOSTER,John,Museumof WesternColorado,GrandJunction,CO; CARRANO,Matthew,
SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,DC; TRUJILLO,Kelli, Univ. of WyomingGeological
Museum, Laramie,WY; MADSEN, Scott, DinosaurNational Monument,Jensen, UT
In the MorrisonFormationof westernNorthAmerica (Late Jurassic),microvertebratespecimens are known from a numberof localities, but nine sites in particularhave yielded abundantfossils. These nine sites combine for a vertebratesample of 5000+ specimensand range
in representeddiversityfrom as few as 10 to as many as 45 taxa. The taphonomicand lithologic characteristicsof some sites and their fossil materialseem to be consistentand define
threetaphonomicmodes of microvertebrateoccurrence:Type I, characterizedby thin, dense
accumulationsof abundantdisarticulatedmicrovertebrateremainsin relatively hardgreengray siltstones and claystones; Type II, characterizedby thickerlayers of sparseaccumulations of articulatedto disarticulatedmicrovertebratesin light gray to gray claystones (sometimes with minorsilt); and Type III, characterizedby thick layers of moderatelydense accumulationsof disarticulatedmicrovertebratesin soft green-grayclaystones that screen-wash
to produce abundantfragmentaryremains. Type I deposits are exemplified by Quarry9 at
Como Bluff, the Little Houston Quarry,and the Small Quarry;Type II by the Fruita
PaleontologicalArea sites, Rainbow Park96, and the Wolf Creek Quarry;and Type III by
Ninemile Hill and Mile 175. RainbowPark94 may be a Type II/IIIlocality.The differences
in frequencyof articulationand in bone deposit density between deposits of Types I and II
are striking. One likely would never mistake matrix with bone from Quarry9, Small, or
Little Houston as coming from the FruitaPaleo Area or Wolf Creek, for example; and in
fact, in handsample,matrixfromLittle Houstonand the Small Quarrycan be literallyindistinguishable. Environments of preservation for the different modes include abandoned
channelsand levee/splays for TypeI, and overbankdeposits for II and III.These modes suggest possible lithologies in which to find new microvertebratesites and, along with environmental interpretations,may provide clues as to the reasons for preservationof microvertebrates in certainconditions at differentsites.
Poster Session III
TERRESTRIAL LATE CRETACEOUS STRATIGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICA
AND THE UTILITY OF CERATOPSIDS IN BIOSTRATIGRAPHY
FOWLER,Denver, Stockport,United Kingdom
A comprehensivestratigraphyis presentedfor the terrestrialLate Cretaceousunits of North
America. This combines published radiometricdates, magnetostratigraphy,and reviews
ranges of known taxa, paying particularattention to ceratopsids. While the stratigraphic
relationshipsof Campanianstrataare well constrained,the majorityof the Maastrichtianis
still largely unresolved. In the Campanian,integrity of the recently proposed Kirtlandian
age is maintained.Uppermostdeposits of the Two Medicine Fm, Montana,are demonstrated as early Kirtlandianin age. Purportednorth-southprovincialityof dinosaursis shown to
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be mostly an artefactof stratigraphicincongruence.Exceptions are two biogeographically
distinct chasmosaurinelineages present in the Judithian,and the presence of sauropodsin
the south, but not the northduringthe Edmontonian.Contraryto much recentwork, stratigraphy and new materialtentativelysupportsa single anageneticlineage for centrosaurines.
Most Late Cretaceoussauropodmaterialfrom NorthAmerica is attributedto Alamosaurus
sanjuanensis and this has been used to infer same-age relationshipsfor Alamosaurus-bearing strata.There is little evidence to supportthis. The form taxon Alamosaurusis unknown
before the Maastrichtian,but is otherwise shown to be stratigraphicallyuninformative.We
should not expect all ceratopsidsfound in formationsbearingAlamosaurusto be the same
taxon. If the patternof speciation seen in the Campanianis followed, it is likely that many
more species of chasmosaurineremain to be discovered from 70.5-66Ma. Rapid stepwise
acquisitionof charactersin ceratopsidssuggests that careful analysis of ceratopsidtaxonomy and distributionpresents them as the best biostratigraphicmarkersto be used where
radiometricdates are not available.
Friday 8:45
CARBON AND NITROGEN ISOTOPIC RECONSTRUCTION OF TROPHIC
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN HERBIVOROUS MAMMALS FROM SALTVILLE,
VIRGINIA
FRANCE, Christine, Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD; ZELANKO, Paula, Lehigh
Univ., Bethlehem, PA; KAUFMAN, Alan, HOLTZ,Thomas, Univ. of Maryland,College
Park,MD
Stable isotopic data from terrestrialherbivores in the Saltville Quarry,Virginia (late
Rancholabrean)indicatesa range of potentialfeeding strategiesand digestive mechanisms.
Nitrogen isotopic values of bone collagen are used to indicate trophic relationshipswhile
carbon isotopic values examine partitioningbetween browsers and grazers. Observations
include a range of 815N values with the two most common herbivorousdigestive mechanisms (i.e. ruminantsand non-ruminants)clustering in two groups. A giant ground sloth
exhibits isotopic values indicative of a non-ruminantherbivorous feeding strategy as
opposed to alternatehypothesesof carnivorousor omnivorousstrategies. A mammothjuvenile exhibited a relativelyhigh 615N value which may be due to the previously noted nitrogen isotopic enrichmentof mammalianmilk. The 613C values indicatea dominanceof C3 plant browserswhich may imply the absence of extensive or open C-4 grasslandsin this
region. This study, combined with currentlyongoing analyses of Pliocene and Pleistocene
specimens from Floridaand California, will be used to examine trophiccollapse at the end
of the Pleistocene. The largerdataset producedby these additionalsites in conjunctionwith
the Saltville data will provide new insight into the end Pleistocene mass extinction and the
controversybetween the human-drivenversus the climate-drivenhypothesesgoverningthis
event.
Poster Session II
THE FIRST RECORD OF COAHOMASUCHUS(ARCHOSAURIA: STAGONOLEPIDIDAE) FROM THE CARNIAN OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA
FRASER, Nicholas, Virginia Museum of Natural History, Martinsville, VA; HECKERT,
Andrew,AppalachianState Univ., Boone, NC; LUCAS, Spencer,New Mexico Museum of
Natural History, Albuquerque,NM; SCHNEIDER,Vincent, North Carolina Museum of
NaturalSciences, Raleigh, NC
A partial, articulatedaetosaurthat preserves a large portion of the bony armor,and more
than 20 isolated osteoderms from a quarryin the Pekin Formation,(Camian) of the Deep
River basin of North Carolinamost closely resemblethe CamianaetosaurCoahomasuchus.
This genus was previously described from a single specimen from the Colorado City
Formation(Otischalkian) of Texas. The sculpturingpatternin the new materialis similarto
Coahomasuchus,particularlyin the largestparamedians,and exhibits a patternof faint, subradiparallelgrooves on the anteriordorsalparamediansand a better-developed"star-burst"
ating patternof pits and grooves on more posteriorosteoderms.The overall proportionsof
the new osteoderms,the absence of spikes on the lateralosteodermsand the lack of prominent bosses on the paramedianosteoderms, are also consistent with Coahomasuchus.
Furtherpreparationneeds to be performedon the articulatedspecimen before a definitive
species diagnosis is possible, so the North Carolinamaterialis referredto Coahomasuchus
sp. A second taxon is representedby a handful of associated caudal osteoderms, and they
are referredto Longosuchus. Finally a caudal paramedianand a caudal lateral osteoderm
with prominent bosses and a pitted ornamentationmost closely resemble Stagonolepis
wellesi. All fossils were recovered from spoils of a mining operation,but the Longosuchus
and Coahomasuchusmaterialwere found in a differentsediment type to that of the possible S. wellesi fossils. Longosuchus(including "Lucasuchus")has previouslybeen reported
from the Deep River Basin and is an index taxon of Otischalkian (Camian) age.
Coahomasuchusnow co-occurs with Longosuchus in both the Chinle of Texas and the
Pekin Formationof North Carolinaand thus may be an index taxon of Otischalkianage.
Poster Session I
FAUNAL TURNOVER DETERMINED USING TAPHONOMICALLY EQUIVALENT ELEMENTS FROM MICROVERTEBRATE ACCUMULATIONS IN THE
JUDITH RIVER (CAMPANIAN) AND HELL CREEK (MAASTRICHTIAN) FORMATIONS OF MONTANA
FREEDMAN,Elizabeth,WILSON, Laura,Museum of the Rockies, Bozeman, MT
Microvertebrateaccumulationshave historicallybeen used for comparingpaleocommuni-
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ties across time and space, but with little considerationof the taphonomicbiases caused by
different hydraulic equivalencies of skeletal elements. In this study, four Judith River
Formationassemblages were screenwashed and two Hell Creek Formationassemblages
were quarriedfor microvertebrateremains. Statisticalanalyses show thatpopulationcomparisons are possible between assemblages when comparingtaphonomicallysimilar elements of morphologicallysimilar organisms,such as the scales of ganoid fish or the vertebraeof caudates. Firstappliedto microvertebrateassemblagesfrom the MaastrichtianHell
Creek Formation, this methodology was then tested on similar assemblages from the
CampanianJudithRiver Formation. In both cases, taphonomicallysimilarelements are not
significantly different within their respective formations. Because there is a large carryover of taxa from the Campanianto the Maastrichtianof the NorthernGreat Plains, direct
populationcomparisonsare possible between the paleocommunities. Chi-squaredtests of
taphonomically similar elements show significant differences within ornithischian,
saurischian, and caudate abundancesbetween the two formations. Turtles and ganoid
scale-bearingfish abundancesare not significantly differentbetween assemblages. In Qmode eigenanalysis, assemblages clusterby formation,indicatingsignificantdifferences in
faunalabundancesbetween the JudithRiver and Hell CreekFormations. This study shows
that analyses of taphonomicallysimilar elements can be used to compare intraformational
assemblages as well as trace population changes between formations, providing a new
avenue for futurepaleoecological research.
Saturday3:45
STABLE ISOTOPE COMPARISONS AMONG LATE CRETACEOUS DINOSAUR
LOCALITIES: CAN INFERENCES RELATED TO HADROSAUR HABITAT
PREFERENCE AND MIGRATION BE DRAWN IN LIGHT OF DIAGENESIS?
FRICKE,Henry,ColoradoSprings,CO; ROGERS,Raymond,MacalesterCollege, St. Paul,
MN
Stable isotope ratios were measuredfor samples of hadrosaurtooth enamel, hadrosaurdentine, and gar scale ganoine from four contemporaneousLateCretaceous(Campanian)localities in the Western Interior Basin. These include sites in the upland facies of the
KaiparowitsFormation(Utah) and Two Medicine Formation(Montana), and the coastal
facies of the JudithRiver Formation(Montana)and DinosaurParkFormation(Alberta). In
each formationisotopic offsets were observed between enamel and dentine from the same
teeth, with dentinebeing characterizedby higherand more variablecarbonand oxygen isotope ratios. Also in each case, isotopic offsets between gar ganoine and hadrosaurenamel
were observed that are of the same magnitude and in the same direction. Focusing on
hadrosaurdata, overlap in isotope ratios only occurredbetween sites in the Judith River
Formationand the DinosaurParkFormation.
The lack of isotopic overlapamong localities could be due to diageneticresettingof isotope ratios such that they reflect local groundwatereffects rather than primarybiogenic
inputs. However, the large range in carbonisotope ratios, the consistenttaxonomic offsets
for enamel/ganoinedata, and comparisonsof enamel-dentinedata from the same teeth all
suggest that diagenesis did not entirely overprintprimaryisotopic information. Different
hadrosaurspecies are known from each formation,and thus anotherpossible explanationof
isotopic differencesamong localities is thatsampledtaxa relied on food and waterresources
with differentaverage carbonand oxygen isotope ratios regardlessof geographic location,
or that these taxa had systematically different diet-tooth enamel, water-toothenamel isotopic offsets regardlessof geographic location. A third reasonableexplanationgiven the
latitudinaltransectwe sampled is that hadrosaursfrom the targetedformationswere eating
plantsand drinkingwaterswith distinctisotopic ratios. One implicationof this last hypothesis is that hadrosaursin the Late Cretaceousof the WesternInteriordid not migrateto an
extent that would obscure local isotopic signatures.
Thursday2:45
NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE EVOLUTIONARY RADIATION OF ACANTHOMORPH TELEOSTS
FRIEDMAN,Matt, Chicago, IL
Although a major component of modem marine ichthyofaunas, acanthomorphswere
uncommon until the early Paleogene, by which point they had diversified prolifically.
While the magnitudeof the acanthomorphradiationis unquestionable,its tempo has been
unclear due to the paucity of fossil material from the Maastrichtianand Danian. New
investigationshave helped to illuminatethis critical intervalof acanthomorphhistory. The
Maastrichtianacanthomorphsof Holland include polymixiids and 'berycoids', while the
Danian faunasof Scandinaviaalso bear a strongCretaceoussignature, with taxa similarto
those of the Maastrichtian. These Danian forms are complemented by two perciforms,
one of which bears highly modifiedjaws, but there is no indicationof the disparateclades
that first appearnear the Paleocene/Eoceneboundary.
Additionaluncertaintiessurroundingthe acanthomorphradiationconcernthe disproportionate effect a few localities might have on the fossil record. Monte Bolca (Lutetian) has
been cited as a profoundcontributorto this 'lagerstitten effect', but such claims have gone
untested. Although the number of acanthomorphfamilies originating in the Lutetian
exceeds that of any other stage in the group's history, originationrates during this stage
were in fact lower than those in either the Danian, Thanetian,or Ypresian. Articulated
remains of fossil fishes permitexaminationof patternsof morphologicaldiversificationas
a complement to those based entirely upon taxonomic measures, and provide anothertest
of the influence of individualfaunas on the overall patternof the acanthomorphradiation.
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Romer Prize Session, Thursday8:30
ECOMORPHOLOGY OF SMALL MAMMALIAN CARNIVORES AND EVIDENCE FOR COMPETITION BETWEEN CARNIVORANS AND CREODONTS
IN THE NORTH AMERICAN EOCENE
FRISCIA,Anthony,Univ. of California,Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA
An ecomorphological study of small mammalian carnivores from the North American
Eocene strengthensthe case for possible competitionbetween carnivoransand creodonts.
The basis of this analysis was a study of extant small extant carnivorans,including members of the families Canidae, Mephitidae, Mustelidae, Procyonidae, Herpestidae, and
Viverridae. This earlierstudy demonstratedthat dietarygroupscan be distinguishedusing
quantitativemorphologicalcharactersand revealed trends in differences between dietary
classes, includinglonger carnassialblades in carnivorans,as opposed to largermolargrinding areas, larger post-canine dentitions, and wider fourth premolars in omnivores/hardobject feeders. Insectivoreswere not consistently distinguishedfrom other dietarytypes,
although they did tend to have weaker dentaries and shortertemporalis muscle moment
arms. These trendswere used to help interpretmorphologies of extinct taxa of uncertain
ecologies. Generic diversity curves of creodonts and carnivoransthrough the Eocene
demonstrate the classic "double-wedge" pattern of diversity overlap between the two
orders. Temporalanalyses show both groups evolving from mainly generalized, small
forms into larger,more hypecarnivorousforms. In carnivoransthis is accomplishedwith
an expansion of ecomorphologicalspace, while in creodontsthis occurs at the expense of
generalized ecotypes. This ecological similarity enhances the case for competition,
althoughthe turnoveritself may have been triggeredby a climatic change.
Saturday1:45
A NEW BASAL THERAPSID FROM THE MIDDLE PERMIAN MEZEN COMPLEX OF RUSSIA AND THE EARLY DIVERSIFICATION OF THERAPSIDA
FROEBISCH,Joerg, REISZ, Robert, Univ. of Torontoat Mississauga, Mississauga, ON,
Canada
The late Paleozoic documents a drastic faunal shift in the terrestrialrealm from "pelycosaur"-dominatedfaunas in the Early Permian to therapsid-dominatedfaunas of the
Middle and Late Permian.The transitionbetween these faunas is best representedby the
Mezen Complex in the northernFore-Uralregion of EuropeanRussia. The Mezen vertebratefaunaexclusively contains amniotesand is characteristicallydominatedin numbersby
parareptiliantaxa such as Nyctiphruretus,Macroleter, Nycteroleter, Lanthaniscus, and
Bashkyroleter.However,this faunaalso includes an exceptionally diverse synapsid fauna,
including the varanopidsMesenosaurus and Pyozia as well as the caseid Ennatosaurus.
Therapsidsare representedby five distinct taxa, the enigmatic nikkasauridsNikkasaurus
tatarinovi, Reiszia gubini, and R. tippula, the possible basal dinocephalianNiaftasuchus
zekkeli,and the basal biarmosuchianBiarmosuchustagax. Althoughless abundant,the therapsids always co-occur with basal synapsids in nine localities straddlingthe KazanianTatarianboundary,althoughthe Mezen Complex covers a widertime rangeof about 10 Ma.
Undescribednew materialfrom the Mezen Complex representsa basal therapsidand is
referable to what has previously been described as Biarmosuchustagax. The holotype of
this species consists of a fragmentaryskull that preservesthe posteriorhalf of the skull and
lacks most of the snout, occiput, lower jaws, and all teeth. It was assigned to the genus
Biarmosuchuson the basis of overall similarity,only differingfrom the type species B. tener
in the shape of the orbitand temporalopening. The new materialconsists of an almost complete skull and lower jaws with associated postcranium.The skull is laterallycompressed,
but reveals importantanatomicalstructuresincludingthe snout, palate, and dentition.Most
importantly,the new specimen exhibits an almost complete tooth row that clearly shows
intermeshingincisors, lacks a large caniniform,and has tricuspidcheek teeth. The combination of these dental charactersand the presence of a preparietalindicate that "B." tagax
representsa basal therapsiddistinct from Biarmosuchus.
Romer Prize Session, Thursday8:45
THE EVOLUTION OF PREAXIAL DOMINANCE IN TETRAPOD LIMB DEVELOPMENT
FROEBISCH,Nadia, McGill Univ., Montreal,QB, Canada
Limbs adaptedfor terrestriallocomotion are a hallmarkof the tetrapodbody plan. Despite
the wide range of shapes and sizes that accompany a vast variety of limb functions, their
development follows a very conservativepatternof de novo condensation,branching,and
segmentation.Developmentof the zeugopodiumand digital arch typically occurs in a posterior to anteriorsequence, referredto as postaxial dominance,with a digital sequence of
IV-III-V-II-I.The only exception to this patternin all of living Tetrapodacan be found in
salamanders,which display a preaxialdominance in limb development,a de novo condensation of a basale commune(distal carpal/tarsal1+2) and a precoccial developmentof digits I and II. These divergentpatternshave puzzled researchersfor over a centuryleading to
various explanatoryhypotheses, but despite many advances in research on tetrapodlimb
development,the divergentevolution of these two differentpathways and their causes are
still not understood.
An examination of more than 600 specimens of the branchiosaurid Apateon
(Temnospondyli)from a wide range of ontogenetic stages formed the basis for the investigation of the patternin its limb development.The exceptionalpreservationof the specimens
allowed for the reconstructionof ossification sequences in the fore- and hind limbs and their
comparisonwith the patternsfound in extant tetrapodtaxa. The results show that preaxial
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dominancein limb development,a characterpreviouslyconsideredto be unique andderived
for modern salamanders, was already established in branchiosaurids in the Upper
Carboniferous.When consideredin the frameworkof competing hypotheses of basal tetrapod relationships,the evolution of this characterprovidesnew datafor the discussion of the
highly controversialrelationshipsof the three modem amphibiangroups among the possible Paleozoic antecedents,as well as the time of the divergence of these lineages.
StudentPoster Session
COSTAL FUNCTIONS OF QUADRUPEDS FOR BODY SUPPORT AND RECONSTRUCTION OF THE SCAPULAR POSITION
FUJIWARA,Shin-ichi, Tokyo, Japan
Extantarchosaurand mammalscapulaedo not have the skeletaljoint with the vertebralcolumn, and thereforeit is hard to reconstructtheir position. In extant quadrupedarchosaurs
and mammals,the trunkis suspendedbetween the forelimbs when standingon each forelimb by the serratusventralis muscle. The muscle originatesfrom each lateral side of dorsal and cervical ribs, and inserts to the proximalportion of the medial side of the shoulder
blade. Therefore,not only the forelimbs, but also parts of the cervical and dorsal ribs are
supposedto have mechanicaladaptationto body support.The following hypotheses can be
proposed:(1) the ribs of quadrupedsbeneath the scapulae have higher strengthto vertical
compressionthan the posteriorribs; (2) the scapulae are located near the most robust rib;
(3) thoracicribs of bipeds have no significant distributionin their strengthlike quadrupeds.
To calculate the strengthof ribs and validate these hypotheses, two-dimensional-finite-element analysis is carriedout for the costal morphology.Materialsexaminedof several extant
taxa, such as crocodiles, aves, and mammals, are stored in the National Science Museum,
Tokyo, and GraduateSchool of Medicine, The University of Tokyo. The geometry of ribs
and correspondingvertebraare outlinedin its articulation.As a boundarycondition,the vertebralbody and spinous process are fixed, and a compressive load is applied vertically to
the distal end of each rib. The maximumequivalentstressin the rib, and inverselythe allowable compressive load for the rib by consideringthe allowable stress of the rib were estimated. The analyses suggest that anteriorribs of quadrupedsattachedby the serratusare
more strengthenedagainstthe vertical forces thanthe posteriorribs which have no origin of
the muscle. The arrangementsof ribs with greaterstrengthsuggest the arrangementsof the
serratusand also the most probableposition of the proximal portions of scapulae. Ribs of
bipeds do not have the significantcorrelationwith the scapularposition. Thus, the significant role of anteriorribs in quadrupedsis suggested, and the reliable scapularpositions in
quadrupedsare reconstructedby comparingthe strengthof the series of ribs from mechanical point.

Saturday2:30
CRANIAL MORPHOLOGY OF EARLY CRETACEOUS MONJUROSUCHID
CHORISTODERES (REPTILIA: DIAPSIDA) FROM LIAONING PROVINCE,
CHINA, AND EVOLUTION OF THE CHORISTODERAN PALATE
GAO, Ke-Qin, Peking Univ., Beijing, China; DUAN, Ye, HU, Dongyu, LI, Li, Shenyang
Normal Univ., Shenyang,China;KSEPKA, Daniel, AmericanMuseum of NaturalHistory,
New York,NY
The Monjurosuchidaeare a small clade of medium-sized, blunt-snouted choristoderes,
known only from two closely related genera (Monjurosuchus,Philydrosaurus)from the
Early Cretaceous(Barremian-Aptian),western Liaoning Province, China. The occurrence
of fully articulatedmonjurosuchidfossils in lacustrinedeposits, along with superbpreservation of soft tissue impressionsof webbed feet in some Monjurosuchusspecimens, implies
an aquatic or semi-aquaticlifestyle for these animals. Though monjurosuchidshave been
known for more than 60 years, only recently have new discoveries revealed details of their
anatomy. New specimens of Philydrosaurus from the Early Cretaceous Chiufotang
Formation near Chaoyang provide useful data on palatal structure,virtually unknown
before in monjurosuchids.Study of the new specimens indicates that many purported
synapomorphiesof the Neochoristoderawere acquiredearlier in choristoderehistory, and
thus, are diagnostic of a more inclusive clade. These featuresinclude an extensive vomermaxilla contact, a long midline contact of the pterygoids, and presence of a distinct
nasopalataltrough. Comparisonof the palate in major choristoderesubcladeswith that in
basal diapsids shows that the choristoderepalate has become progressively adaptedto an
aquatic way of life. Significant modifications include elongation of the vomers, posterior
shifting of the choanae, developmentof the nasopalataltrough,opening of the palatal foramen at the junctureof the threepalatalelements, and reductionand posteriorlocation of the
interpterygoid vacuity. The available evidence strongly supports the monophyly of
Monjurosuchidaeand the placement of this clade closer to Neochoristodera than to
Cteniogenidaewithin the phylogenetic frameworkof the Choristodera.

Poster Session I
LUNGFISH BURROWS FROM THE MISSISSIPPIAN (CHESTERIAN) OF
NORTH-WESTERN KENTUCKY
GARCIA, William, Univ. of North CarolinaCharlotte,Charlotte, NC; STORRS, Glenn,
CincinnatiMuseum Center,Cincinnati, OH; GREB, Steve , Kentucky Geological Survey,
Lexington, KY
Aestivation is a common behavior among certainmodern amphibiansand lungfish. The
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earliest definitive record of vertebratesexhibiting aestivation is from the Lower Permian.
Both lungfish and lysorophidtetrapodsare preservedin aestivationburrowsfrom Kansas,
Texas, and Oklahoma. Material from the Hancock County, Kentucky locality
(Mississippian, Chesterian)preserves lungfish burrowsconsiderablyolder than those preserved in Kansas. Articulatedlungfish of the genus Tranodisare preservedwithin slightly
calcareous siltstone nodules along a single horizon within an abandonedchannel. These
nodules resemble lungfish burrowsfrom Hamilton, Kansas in their morphology and composition. The channelis interpretedas a filled oxbow lake, with periodic marineinfluence
in the lower half of the deposit, and brackishto fresh water conditions duringdeposition of
the upperhalf. Burrows are orientedsub-verticalto bedding within darkgray shales in the
upperhalf of the deposit. The lungfish are the only faunal element preservedin this manner. Rooting structureson the flanks of the channel indicate a period of aerial exposure.
The presence of lungfish burrowswithin a subaerially-exposedhorizon provides evidence
for aestivationin lungfish duringthe Mississippian.

Poster Session II
VERTEBRATE TRACKS FROM THE LATE JURASSIC (KIMMERIDGIAN) OF
ASTURIAS (NORTH SPAIN)
Jose Ignacio, Museo del
GARCIA-RAMOS,Jose, PINUELA, Laura,RUIZ-OMENRACA,
Jurisico de Asturias, Colunga, Spain
Dinosaurtracksare frequentin Asturias.Tracksitesare located in several cliffs in a 50 km
long stripof Upper Jurassicrocks, and form partof a touristroute startedin 1997: La Costa
de los Dinosaurios (The Dinosaur Coast). The Asturiandinosaurtracksites,together with
some others of Spain and Portugal,are WorldHeritage Site candidates.Among dinosaurs,
therearetracksof theropods,sauropods,ornithopodsand stegosaurs.In additionto dinosaur
ones, there are also tracksof lizards,turtles,crocodiles and pterosaurs.Tracksare preserved
as true tracks and undertracks,but more frequentlyas naturalcasts, sometimes with skin
impressionsand/orskin displacementon the sediment. The tracksitespertainto the GijonRibadesella Basin, and are found in three Formations:Vega (fluviatile), Terefies (coastal
mudflat in a small semi-closed marinebasin), and Lastres (deltaic). Besides the tracksites,
natural casts are housed in the Museo del Jurasico de Asturias, constituting one of the
biggest and most diverse collections in Europe. Only one lizard track is known, probably
the first Jurassiclizard track in the world. Turtletracks are assigned to Emydhipusand to
otherunnamedichnogenus. Crocodilesare representedby several tracks.Pterosaurstracks,
diverse and of several sizes, are assignedmainly to Pteraichnus;some of them preserveskin
and interdigitalweb impressions in the foot. Theropod dinosaurs are representedby big
morphotypes(Hispanosauropusand others, up to 82 cm in length) and small ones (some
with only 4 cm in length), including bird-like theropods. Among sauropod tracks,
Gigantosauropusis remarkableby its gigantic size (up to 125 cm in diameter).Skin impressions in naturalcasts show small polygonal tubercles.Ornithopoddinosaursare represented by big bipedal iguanodontiansand by small Dinehichnus-like ones. Small ornithopods
show both gregariousnessand occasional quadrupedality,with manusfunctionallytridactyl.
Stegosaurfootprintsare plantigradeand functionallytridactyl;associated manus are short
and lateromediallyexpanded,with no digit marks.

Saturday8:45
A NEW SPECIES OF GRYPOSAURUS (DINOSAURIA: HADROSAURIDAE)
FROM THE UPPER CAMPANIAN KAIPAROWITS FORMATION OF UTAH
GATES,Terry,SAMPSON, Scott, Utah Museum of NaturalHistory,Salt Lake City, UT
Gryposaurusis a non-crested(hadrosaurine)hadrosaurcharacterizedby a deep and massive
skull possessing an archednasal "hump"anteriorto the orbits. Three species are currently
recognized, G. notabilis, G. incurvimanus,and G. latidens, based on the relativeposition of
the nasal hump, shape of the posteriornares, and relative size of the dentition.Recent work
in the Kaiparowits Formation, exposed within Grand Staircase-Escalante National
Monument, south-centralUtah, has yielded a fourth Gryposaurus species, making this
genus the most diverse within Hadrosauridae.The new species, representedby multiple
skull and postcranialspecimens, is differentiatedfrom its congenersby the following characters:relatively deep, hyperrobustskull; anteroposteriorlynarrowinfratemporalfenestra;
subcircularsupratemporalfenestrae;and elongate, narrowparaoccipitalprocess. The overall shape of the skull, as well as the morphology of the nasal, most closely resembles that
of G. notabilis. Collected skeletal remainsdemonstratethis new species is by far the largest
known memberof Gryposaurus.The latter finding is in keeping with taxonomic variation
in body size among other late Campanianhadrosaurinesfrom the WesternInteriorBasin,
which tend to be significantly largerin the southernportion of the basin than in the north.
The discovery of Gryposaurusin southernUtah expands the known geographic range of
this taxon roughly2000 km relativeto contemporaneousoccurrencesof G. notabilis and G.
incurvimanus in Alberta, making this genus one of the most widespread Campanian
hadrosaurs.Nevertheless, the presence of a distinct taxon at the species level is consistent
with the patternobserved for other late Campaniandinosaurclades found in both northern
and southernportions of the WesternInteriorBasin, supportingthe provincialismhypothesis.
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PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday10:15
COLLECTION AND USE OF TAPHONOMIC DATA FROM VERTEBRATE
LOCALITIES: LESSONS FROM SIX YEARS OF PALEONTOLOGICAL INVENTORY AND EXCAVATION IN GRAND STAIRCASE-ESCALANTE NATIONAL
MONUMENT, UTAH
GETTY,Mike, LOEWEN,Mark,Utah Museum of NaturalHistory, SLC, UT; ROBERTS,
Eric, Univ. of the Witwatersrand,Johannesburg,SouthAfrica
Since 2001, the Utah Museum of NaturalHistory (UMNH) has been working in a collaborative agreementwith the BLM to conduct paleontological surveys of the Late Cretaceous
Kaiparowitsand Wahweapformationsof GrandStaircase-EscalanteNational Monument .
In the course of this project,the UMNH has made field collections from more than 350 vertebratelocalities and conductedextensive excavationsat 10 of these sites. While a number
of significantspecimenshave been collected and are being describedas a resultof this project, broader paleoenvironmental and paleoecological questions are now also being
addressedas a result of taphonomicanalysis of the data collected in association with these
specimens. The field inventoryof vertebratelocalities involves the collection of considerable ancillarydata along with the specimens themselves, which are collectively referred
to as taphonomicdata. Taphonomicdata found to be most relevant in this type of survey
include the sedimentologic and stratigraphiccontext of the locality; spatial and geographical context of the specimens obtainedthrough excavation mapping;and categorizationof
localities according to their biological and preservationalattributes(taphonomicmodes).
Additionaltaphonomicfeaturesobservedon individualspecimens following detailedpreparationinclude: soft tissue preservation,weathering,traces of insect activity,trampling,and
tooth marks. If collected systematically,taphonomicdatareveal more detailedinsights into
the characterof the paleoenvironmentsand paleoecology of the formations in question.
Additionally,these data enable evolutionaryand ecological interpretationbeyond what is
possible from the collection and study of the specimens alone.
Poster Session I
A NEW EUTHERIAN MAMMAL FROM THE CRETACEOUS OF MONGOLIA
GIALLOMBARDO,Andres, NOVACEK,Michael, AmericanMuseum of NaturalHistory,
New York,NY
Much of the debate about the placental mammalradiationfocuses on the time of origination of extant placental orders, with competing hypotheses placing the origin of these
groupseitherbefore or afterthe K/T boundary.Because of the criticalperiod in mammalian
evolution it represents,any finding of Cretaceouseutherianis crucial for understandingthe
early diversification of modem orders. Here we present a new eutherian from the
Khugenetslavkantsandstone facies (Dorngobi Aimag, Eastern Gobi, Mongolia). As with
most of the continentaldeposits of CentralAsia, the stratigraphyof the Khugenetslavkant
sandstone facies is poorly constrained, but an Albian-Aptian (upper part of the Early
Cretaceous)has been suggested based on faunistic correlation.The new taxon is represented by one fragmentaryskull with associatedjaws and postcranium,a second fragmentary
skull, and two fragmentsof maxillae. The skull has a long and narrowsnout,with the nasals
wider posteriorly.The dental formula is 14?/i3, Cl/cl, P5/p5, M1/ml. P4-5 and p5 are
molariformteeth. The anteriorlower incisors are hypertrophiedand procumbent,with the
enamel interruptedon the postero-lingualside. The last lower premolaris also molariform,
and the lower molars have a compressedtrigonid and a fully basinatedtalonid. The fibula
is slender and distally fused to the tibia from the mid-shaftto the end. The astragalushas a
deep trochleaand a shorthead with an undifferentiatedneck.
A preliminaryphylogenetic analysisplaces the Khugenetslavkanttaxon eitheras the sister group of Zalambdalestidae, or within Zalambdalestidae as the sister taxon of
Zalambdalestes.The zalambdalestidsare known from the late Turonian-earlyCampanian
(Late Cretaceous),and have been alternativelyproposedto be close relativesto Glires (rabbits and rodents), or they have been placed as a stem group of eutherians,outside the placental radiation.A detailed phylogenetic study is underwayto establish the interrelationships among early eutheriansin light of this new taxon.
Poster Session II
HEALTH HAZARDS OF THE RODENT-BORNE HANTAVIRUS. HOW TO DEAL
WITH POTENTIALLY INFECTED STORAGE SIGHTS AT THE WYOMING
DINOSAUR CENTER
GIBBEL, John,WAHL,William, Wyoming DinosaurCenter,Thermopolis,WY
Hantaviruspulmonary syndrome (HPS) is deadly and exhibits itself as cold or flu-like
symptoms. The hantaviruses are primarily associated with Microtus species present in
Wyoming. This is an opportunityto reporton proceduresof how to clean up storage areas
and structuressuch as quarrysites that have been closed for any length of time.
Rodents pass HPS in their urine, saliva and droppings. High-risk activities include
cleaning or occupying rodentinfested barns,cabins, or vacantbuildings;disturbingrodentinhabitedareas while camping or hiking; and working in enclosed spaces that have been
infestedwith rodents.Storageof fossil materialor field equipmentwould also fall into these
categories.
It is generally agreed that three basic proceduresare necessary to deal with this virus
when cleaning. 1.Weargloves and mask, 2.Use disposable rags ratherthan vacuuming or
sweeping. 3. Spray dust with bleach solution of one cup per gallon of water.Also suggested is the procedureof airing out structuresand exposureto sunlight any potentially infected areas.
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As the quarriesat the Wyoming Dinosaur Center are open to the public, there is the
potential of infection and transport.Though the chances of having a contaminatedrodent
within structuresare slim and while there is no known cases of person to person transfer,it
is still a very deadly disease. Althoughthe best way to preventhantavirusis to use whatever means to keep rodents out, reliable sanitationis the best defense.
StudentPoster Session
IDENTIFICATION OF THE FIRST THEROPITHECUS (ORDER PRIMATES)
FROM BOLT'S FARM, SOUTH AFRICA
GILBERT,Christopher,Stony Brook Univ., Stony Brook, NY
The remainsof the large cercopithecoidprimateTheropithecusoswaldi were recently recognized in the Bolt's Farm collection at the TransvaalMuseum in Pretoria,South Africa.
The materialconsists of an isolated tooth fragmentas well as one badly damagedbut very
largemandiblepreservingpartsof both corporaand elements of a worn dentition.The specimens were compared to other large Plio-Pleistocene cercopithecoid monkey taxa from
South Africa, specifically T oswaldi and Dinopithecus. After comparison,the specimens
were attributed to T oswaldi on the basis of their overall size and distinctive
mandibular/dentalmorphology.These specimens thereforerepresentthe first documentation of Theropithecusat Bolt's Farm, a site which has also producedother cercopithecoid
monkey specimens. The site is estimatedto be approximately1.5-2.0 Ma, and preliminary
paleoenvironmentalreconstructionsindicate a grasslandmosaic with some small bush and
trees. Interestingly,a water source is also reconstructednearby.Previousauthorshave noted
that T oswaldi is almost exclusively found in paleoenvironmentswith a large source of
water nearby,and the presence of T oswaldi at Bolt's Farm seems to supportthis hypothesis. In addition,the presence of T oswaldi at Bolt's Farm furtherillustratesthe success of
this species in SouthAfrica duringthe Plio-Pleistocene and adds to a relatively large cercopithecoid fauna at the site containing other species such as Parapapio broomi,Parapapio
whitei, Papio robinsoni, and Cercopithecoideswilliamsi.
VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday10:30
HOW TURTLES FORM SHELLS: HETEROTOPY AND HETEROCHRONY
GILBERT,Scott, CEBRA-THOMAS,Judith,SwarthmoreCollege, Swarthmore,PA
The turtle shell is an evolutionary novelty that consitutes the basal synapomorphyfor
Chelonians.It is composed of two main parts,the dorsal carapaceand the ventralplastron.
The carapaceforms by the displacementof the ribs into the dorsal dermis ratherthan their
forming a rib cage. Our evidence suggests that FGF signaling directsthe rib precursorcells
into the dorsal dermis of the carapacialridges. Once in the dorsal dermis,each rib acts as a
signaling centerthatossifies the surroundingdermalcells. The dermisossifies in both directions from the rib, forming the costal bones of the carapace.Bone morphogeneticproteins
(BMPs) appearto be the major signaling molecules in this ossification. Such proteins are
made duringthe normalendochondralossification of the rib. Thus, once ribs enter the dermis, forming a shell might be easily accomplished.The plastronforms much like the skull
and the facial bones, by intramembranousossification. HNK-1 staining and Dil labeling
provide evidence that these bone-formingcells are derived from the trunkneural crest. We
hypothesize that a populationof trunkneuralcrest cells stays in a "stagingarea"above the
neural tube, loses Hox gene expression, and becomes capable of forming bone. Thus we
proposethatcarapaceformationinvolves heterotopy(changingthe placementof structures)
while plastron formation may involve heterochrony (changing the timing of events.)
Preliminaryresults suggest that alligator gastraliaare also HNK-1 positive, suggesting a
similar origin.
Romer Prize Session, Thursday9:00
KUEHNEOTHERIUM: ENIGMATIC STEM MAMMAL FROM THE MESOZOIC
FISSURES OF SOUTH WALES
GILL, Pamela,Univ. of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
The Late Triassic- Early JurassicKuehneotheriumis one of the earliest known mammals
but, in spite of its importanceto mammalianphylogeny, it has not previously been fully
describeddue to the fragmentarynatureof the material.The largestcollections are from fissure deposits in South Wales, comprisingapproximately1,000 isolated teeth andjaws. The
dentition of Kuehneotheriumpraecursoris is reconstructed,with representativeteeth for
each locus. The lower dental formulais 5? 1. 6. 6. and the upper formulais assumed to be
similar.There is unexpectedtaxonomic diversity in the Welsh fissure samples and two new
species are proposed. Kuehneotheriumis fully diphyodont,with differentiatedpremolars
and molars and a consistent alveolar row. There is evidence that this had been only recently established, including a suppressed third replacement wave and continuum of form
between the deciduous premolarsand mesial molars. Initial uncertaintyin reconstructing
the dentitioncentredon a numberof small plesiomorphicmolars, some of which are similar to the teeth of a derivedcynodont,with less crowntriangulationand incompletelydivided roots. These teeth are the postcanines of a differentkuehneotheriidand in one fissure
there is continuityof form between them andKuehneotherium.Conservatismin the form of
the dentarybut wide variationin molarcrown triangulationsuggests thatthe lattermay have
evolved more than once. The molar occlusion is reinterpretedto arguethat effective shearing occurs without crown remodelling. The wear seen on the more plesiomorphic
kuehneotheriidmolars is comparedwith that on molars of Kuehneotheriumsuggests that
improvementsin shearingefficiency may have driven selection for divided roots and a less
bulbous crown. A cladistic analysis places Kuehneotheriumwithin the mammaliancrown
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group which would supportto the possibility that both the molar cusp triangulationand the
separationof the middle ear from the dentaryare homoplastic.
Friday 1:30
EARLY WHALES ICHTHYOLESTES AND PAKICETUS (MAMMALIA,
CETACEA): TERRESTRIAL, AQUATIC, OR BOTH? CAVEATEMPTOR!
GINGERICH,Philip, Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
Ichthyolestes was named in 1958, based on a maxilla from the early middle Eocene of
Pakistanwith teeth interpretedto representa fish-eatingmesonychid.A second largergenus
Pakicetus was named in 1981 from the same provenance,based on an archaeoceteskull
with both aquatic and terrestrialcharacteristics.These are classified as Pakicetidae, and
from 1983 were interpretedto be an amphibious stage in the evolutionary transitionof
whales from land to sea. Some later studies interpretedpakicetidsas fully aquatic,or fully
terrestrial,but neitherextreme is justified.
Evidence favoringa terrestrialhabitusfor pakicetidsincludes (1) preservationwith land
mammalsin continentalred beds; and (2) retentionof a periotic integratedin the basicranium, multiple contacts between the tympanic and basicranium,small mandibularforamen,
unreducedcrus longum of the incus, tympanic annulus and membrane,and semicircular
canals of large radius. Evidence favoring an aquatic habitus includes (1) sharply pointed
teeth and an elongated rostrumfor feeding on fish; (2) a tympanic involucrum,sigmoid
process on the bulla, and inflated incus for inertialhearing in water; and (3) tooth enamel
with 813C values of low variability.Featuressharedby artiodactylsand later semiaquatic
protocetidsare not informative,but short cervical vertebraeenhancinghydrodynamicstability, and a shortilium minimizing any gluteal contributionto extension of the femurcomplicate a fully terrestrialinterpretation.
Aquatic or terrestrial?The type specimen of the type species of the type genus of
Pakicetidae has clear evidence for both, and new evidence from isotopes, periotics, and
postcraniacorroboratesthatpakicetidswere semiaquatic.When a representativeskeleton is
found, it will indicatehow pakicetidsswam and how they should be exhibited. In the meantime, caveat emptor.Journalistswrite what they think we want to hear,and dealers sell what
they think we will buy. Most of us are educators,in some capacity,and we should do our
homeworkbefore we believe or buy extreme interpretations.
Neoceti Symposium, Saturday10:30
ARAEODELPHIS NATATORKELLOGG, 1957, THE MOST PRIMITIVE KNOWN
MEMBER OF THE PLATANISTIDAE (ODONTOCETI, CETACEA), AND RELATIONSHIPS TO OTHER CLADES WITHIN THE PLATANISTOIDEA
GODFREY,Stephen,CalvertMarineMuseum, Solomons, MD; BARNES, Lawrence,L.A.
County Museum of Natural History, Los Angeles, CA; BOHASKA, David, Smithsonian
Institution,Washington,DC
The extantriver dolphins in the family Platanistidae,Platanista minorandR gangetica, are
amongstthe most highly derivedodontocetes. In contrastto Platanista, stem-wardMiocene
platanistids like Prepomatopdelphis,Zarhachis, and Pomatodelphis, are more diverse
anatomically,more widespreadgeographically,and are marinein habitus.A partialcranium
(USNM 526604) from the Plum Point Memberthat is low in the marineCalvertFormation
(Early Miocene, Burdigalian) in Calvert Cliffs, Maryland, is identified as Araeodelphis
natator Kellogg, 1957. Previously,this species was un-assignableto any odontocete family for lack of diagnosticcranialremains,but USNM 526604 demonstratesthatA. natator is
a member of the Platanistidae,and is its most primitive known member.A. natator has a
suite of plesiomorphies providing a clearer picture of the cranial morphology for stem
Platanistidae.SynapomorphiesofA. natatorthat define the Platanistidaeare: asymmetrical
cranial vertex; frontals exposed between mesethmoid and nasals on the posteriorwall of
naris;elongate and narrowrostrum;mesorostralgroove closed over dorsally on the anterior half of the rostrumby a meeting of the premaxillaeat the sagittalplane; premaxillaeand
maxillae both reachingthe anteriorrostralextremity;distal ends of premaxillaeand maxillae fused at the rostralextremity;posteriorends of premaxillaeexpandedposterolaterally;
posteriormaxillary foraminalocated far posteriorly;thickened frontalsand maxillae comprising incipient supraorbitalcrests; zygomatic process of the squamosal flattened transversely and expandeddorsoventrally;and zygomatic process having a broad connection to
the dorsoventrallyreduced postorbitalprocess of the frontal. Synapomorphiesshared by
Araeodelphis and other platanistoid families (Squalodontidae, Waipatiidae, Squalodelphinidae, and possibly Dalpiazinidae)are presence of a foramenspinosum, and loss of the
coracoid process and supraspinatusfossa on the scapula. The Squalodelphinidaeis the
apparentsister taxon of the Platanistidae.
Poster Session III
IMAGING THE OTIC CAPSULES OF A PLIOSAUR
GOMEZ-PEREZ,Marcela, Univ. of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom; NOE,
Leslie, NORMAN, David, The Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge,United Kingdom
Well-preservedpliosaurs (Reptilia: Sauropterygia)are rare, and those with high-quality
braincasematerialare extremely uncommon.A new and undescribedgenus and species of
pliosaur from the Lower Cretaceousof Colombia, South America, is one of the very few
pliosaurspecimens which preservesthe otic capsules and braincasesubstantiallycomplete,
articulatedand uncrushed.The 3-D craniumof this new specimen has been acid-prepared,
revealingthe otic capsules and details of the internalosseous labyrinth.However,the bones
surroundingthe osseous labyrinthare fused and extremely fragile, so understandingthe
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detailedosteology and visualising the precise morphologyof the semicircularcanals is challenging. In orderto obtain the fullest possible informationfrom the fossil, the otic capsules
were CT scanned and the images manipulatedwith the softwareMIMICSto producea virtual 3-D 'cast' of the semicircularcanals. The generationof this 3-D computermodel of the
otic capsules and the osseous labyrinthof this pliosaur,displays for the first time the full
details of this region of the craniumin a sauropterygianmarinereptile. Reconstructionsof
the osseous labyrinthare presentedand the 3-D digital 'endocast'suggests that the balance
and angularaccelerationsensory system in this group of marinereptiles was developed so
as to be equally sensitive in all three planes of space.
Poster Session I
DISCOVERY OF AN IMPORTANT HOMINID TRACKSITE, ?EARLY
HOLOCENE OF COAHUILLA, MEXICO
GONZALEZ,Arturo,LOPEZ,Jose, Labratoriode Paleontologia,Saltillo, Mexico; ROJAS,
Carmen,INAH, Saltillo, Mexico; LOCKLEY,Martin,DinosaurTracksMuseum, Denver,
CO
The Museo del Desierto(MUDE) collections includetwo well-preservedHolocene hominid
tracks,with a previouslyobscure history.Although collected from a 'tufa-like'deposit near
Cuatro Cienegas, Coahuila, in 1961, since then, until 2006, the locality of origin was
unknown.We reportthe discovery of a dozen hominid tracksin a similar 'tufa-like'deposit
associated with the famous undergroundsprings and pools from this same region. The new
site, previouslyexcavatedfor building stone, may be the same locality from which the original trackswere collected. The two MUDE tracks,a right and a left, are 24 cm long, 10 cm
wide, and may be from the same trackway.They are well-preservedshowing heel, ball and
all five toe impressions.The new discovery includes an incomplete trackwayof 11 footprints,of which 6 are also well-preserved,mostly with clear toe impressions.These tracks
are 25 cm long and 10 cm wide with steps from 74-81 cm. Another area reveals another
clear track on a trampled surface. Hominid (presumably H. sapiens) tracks from the
Americashave recentlygeneratedmuch interestbecause of controversialclaims of purported Mexican tracksthatmay date to 40,000 years. Withthe exception of one trackfrom Chile
datedat about 12,500 years, the oldest well-documentedand well-preservedhominidtracks
are from Nicaragua, California and Argentina and date to about 6-7,000 years BP. The
Coahuilatracksare not yet dated, but it is well known that early humanswere very active
in this region around9,000-10,000 BP.
Poster Session III
MUHI QUARRY, HIDALGO IN CENTRAL MEXICO, A POSSIBLE BREEDING
AND NESTING SITE FOR LATE CRETACEOUS FISHES
GONZALEZ-RODRIGUEZ,Katia, BRAVO-CUEVAS,Victor, Museo de Paleontologia,
Universidad Autonoma del Estado de Hidalgo, Pachuca, Hidalgo, Mexico; FIELITZ,
Christopher,Emory & Henry College, Virginia,VA
Mesozoic calcareous rocks belonging to El Doctor Formation(Albian-Cenomanian)outcrop in the northwesternportionof the State of Hidalgo, CentralMexico. The lower partof
this Cretaceousunit consists of thinly to medium bedded light gray micritic limestones and
black flint bands intertonguedby fine-grain sandstone and marls, deposited in a pelagic
environment above the continental shelf. From strata of this composition, an important
marinefish communityincludingover 400 specimens of sharksand teleosts has been recovered.
Although the complete diversity of the locality is unknownbecause of the newness of
the discovery, it is surprisingto find a diversity of small size fishes representingjuvenile
specimens of enchodontids, dercetids, ichtyodectids, beryciforms, and other taxa not yet
identified. A new species of Enchodus, which is the most numerous fish in the locality
includes many small individualsof differentsizes, the smallest having a mandiblelength of
1.5 cm and the largestwith a mandiblemeasuringof 7.5 cm. Adult ichthyodectidsare represented by only two specimens (one head and one incomplete trunk), but two complete
juveniles have been found. Dercetids include five incomplete adult specimens and a complete juvenile. A new species of beryciformincludes threejuveniles and an adult specimen.
This finding suggests that the site where the specimens were deposited was a breeding or
nesting ground. Possible anoxic events followed by rapidburial allowed for the preservation of such small specimens.
VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday11:30
MODULARITY AND MORPHOLOGICAL DIVERSITY IN THE MAMMALIAN
CRANIUM
GOSWAMI,Anjali, The NaturalHistory Museum, London, United Kingdom
Variationis the raw materialof evolution, but there is little understandingof how variation
on a microevolutionaryscale relatesto large-scaleevolutionarypatterns. In particular,trait
correlationshave often been invoked as a possible constrainton variation,and thus a major
influence on evolutionarychange, but there are few empirical studies of the relationship
between trait correlations and morphological evolution. The study of modules,
autonomoussets of highly-correlatedtraits, allows for broad comparisonsof trait correlations across large clades and across scales of evolutionarystudy, from genetics to paleontology.
I have used a quantitativeframework,3-D morphometrics,to assess modularityin crania of fossil and Recent mammals,includingmonotremes,marsupials,and placentals. This
work has demonstratedthat monotremesand placentalsdiffer markedlyin theirpatternsof
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cranialmodularity. Monotremesdisplay only two cranialmodules, while therians(marsupials and placentals) display six. Within therians,there are significant differences among
modules and across taxa in the strengthof within-modulecorrelations. These differences
show thatmodularityevolves, but it leaves open the question:"Whatis the evolutionarysignificance of modularity?"
I will present results from two approachesto addressing this fundamentalquestion.
First, do modules show significant differences in morphologicaldisparity? As mentioned
above, some modules are highly integrated(high trait correlations),and others are more
weakly integrated. If traitcorrelationsconstrainvariation,it may be expected thatless integrated modules show higher disparity. I use data from over 100 species from the therian
ordersPrimates,Carnivora,Dasyurimorphia,Peramelia,and Diprotodontiato comparedisparity,measuredwith Procrustesdistance, in each of the six modules observed in therians.
Second, I conduct stochastic computersimulationsof cranialshape evolution using different empirically-derivedcovariance matrices to demonstratehow differentpatternsof cranial modularitymay influence long-termpatternsof morphologicaldiversity.
Thursday3:00
A DISTINCTIVE NEW LATE OLIGOCENE BILLFISH FROM NEW ZEALAND
GOTTFRIED,Michael, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI; FORDYCE, R., Otago
Univ., Dunedin, New Zealand; RUST, Seabourne, Univ. of Auckland, Auckland, New
Zealand
Billfishes (Xiphioidei) are largeperciformteleosts characterizedby greatly lengthenedpremaxillae that form a prominent rostrum. Fossil billfish are known from the Paleocene
onwards; Miocene and younger billfish are typically considered to be closely related to
either extantXiphias (swordfish), or istiophorids(sailfish, marlin, and spearfish). Despite
the wide southernocean occurrenceof several living xiphioid species, most fossil billfish
reportsare from the NorthernHemisphere,suggesting a considerablegap in our knowledge
of the group's ancient diversity and distribution.
We reporthere on an associated partial skeleton of a large billfish from the mid-shelf
upper Oligocene Otekaike Limestone of HakatarameaValley, South Island, New Zealand
(Geology Museum, University of Otago: OU 22396). The specimen includes premaxillae,
maxillae, lowerjaws, a partialneurocranium,partialvertebralcolumn, and scatteredfin elements and ribs, from a fish that measuredca. 3 m in total length. OU 22396 is assigned to
the fossil genus Aglyptorhynchus(Xiphioidei) on the basis of the prominentlydeveloped
ventralflanges on its enlargedmaxillae, which are diagnostic for the genus, combined with
the longitudinallyridgedpremaxillaeand lowerjaws. It is distinguishedas a new species of
Aglyptorhynchusprimarilyon the basis of its distinctiverostraland lower jaw proportions.
Aglyptorhynchushas previously been recorded from the Oligocene of the Atlantic and
Pacific coasts of the USA, and from northernEurope.The New Zealand species, which is
the most complete and informative fossil billfish reported to date from the Southern
Hemisphere,indicatesthatAglyptorhynchuswas broadlydistributedby the late Oligocene.
The new billfish adds furtherdiversity to New Zealand's mid-Cenozoic marinerecord of
sharks,other large teleosts, penguins, and cetaceans.
Friday 10:45
LANDSCAPE TAPHONOMY: BONES GALORE-A LATEST EOCENE SITE IN
NORTHEASTERN COLORADO
GRAHAM, Russell, Penn State Univ., University Park,PA; EVANOFF,Emmett,Univ. of
Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO; WEIS, Bart, Denver Museum of Nature & Science,
Denver, CO
The Bones Galore site, in the uppermost Eocene White River Group of northeastern
Colorado,containedfifteen separatebone clusters. Block excavations(ca. 240 m2 and 144
m2) were conductedat two clusters about 100 m apart. A single stratigraphicunit that representsa splay deposit extendedacross the site and containedmost of the bones in both clusters. All specimens largerthan 5 cm were piece plotted in a 2 m x 2 m grid system with
regardsto their 3D position. Orientationand inclinationwas recordedfor specimens with
long axes. Laboratorystudies includedtaxon identification,skeletal element identification
and completeness, bone surface modification including weatheringstage, fracturepatterns
and populationdemographicsof rhinos and brontotheres.Analyses of these data and those
collected during excavation suggest that one cluster representedan ephemeralwaterhole
(perhaps a brontotherewallow) that collected bones for an extended period of time.
Extensive scavenging was also apparent. The other cluster appearsto have been a flood
plain surfacewith several scatteredand incomplete brontohereskeletons that were covered
quickly by the splay deposits. Scavenging was not a major factor.Although both clusters
occur in the same stratigraphichorizon and on the same landscape,interpretationsof paleoecology and/or biogeographybased upon species composition of a single cluster would
have been erroneous. To fully understandthis record, and ones like it, large excavations
must be conductedto effectively sample as many landscapefacies as possible.
Poster Session III
IMPLICATIONS OF SCAPANORHYNCHUS TOOTH SIZE IN A CAMPANIAN
(CRETACEOUS) ESTUARY AT ELLISDALE, NJ
GRANDSTAFF,Barbara,School of VeterinaryMedicine, Univ. of Pennsylvania,Oreland,
PA; PARRIS,David, GALLAGHER,William, New Jersey State Museum,Trenton,NJ
The Ellisdale Site preserves a diverse continentalfauna, including dinosaurs,crocodilians,
turtles, lizards, salamanders,anurans,and mammals in an estuarinedeposit. This estuary
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also preservesmarinetaxa (chondrichthyans,actinopterygians,cheloniids, and mosasaurs).
Scapanorhynchusis the most common shark preserved in the Ellisdale Local Fauna.
The selachianfaunarecoveredfrom outcropat Ellisdale is dominatedby small individuals. This is most notable in Scapanorhynchus;65% of complete teeth (crown plus roots)
recovered from outcropare &lt;
2cm in total height, with 24% of all teeth recovered being &lt;
Icm in total height. Since the Ellisdale Site does preservelarge teeth (approaching5cm in
total height) there does not appearto be a taphonomic bias toward preservationof only
small teeth at this site. The relativeabundanceof small Scapanorhynchusteeth at Ellisdale
suggests a large proportionof small (juvenile) individuals in the fauna, and may indicate
that this nearshoresharkused the estuaryas a nurseryground.
Poster Session II
FROZEN IN TIME: CONSERVATION OF EQUUS LAMBEI
GRANT, Tara,CanadianConservationInstitute,Ottawa,ON, Canada
A rare 26,000 year-old Pliocene horse skin was discovered at a mining operation near
Dawson City, Yukon.The frozen skin was fairly complete with the body, mane, one ear, a
whisker and the tail with vertebraeremaining.A separateleg with bones, skin and hoof was
also recovered. The horse originatedin North America and was one of the most common
animals of the Ice Age until they became extinct on this continentabout 10,000 years ago.
This hide would be one of the best-preservedexample of Equus lambei. This talk discusses the conservation treatment including cleaning, drying and sample collection of this
unique hide.
Friday9:15
PALEOECOLOGICAL DYNAMICS OF MAMMALIAN COMMUNITIES UNDER
GLACIAL AND INTERGLACIAL CONDITIONS IN FLORIDA
GRAWE DESANTIS, Larisa, BLOCH, Jonathan,HULBERT,Richard,Univ. of Florida/
FLMNH, Gainesville, FL
Sea-levels are rising and are predictedto continue increasingwith global warming,tripling
rates of rise by the end of the 21st century.Currently,Florida's coastal forests demonstrate
declines in floral species richness with decreasing elevation and over time, in response to
rising sea-levels. High-latitudesites demonstratehigher species richness duringinterglacial
periods in the absence of glacial ice sheets. In contrast, lower latitude interglacial sites
demonstratedeclines in species richness and changes in the occupation and breadth of
dietaryniches, due to the reductionof land area available for flora and fauna communities.
Comparingthe occupied niches of taxa present at glacial and/orinterglacialsites will help
elucidate how mammalian communities respond to changing climates and sea-levels,
beyond estimates of species richness.
We examine a series of interglacialand glacial fossil sites, including:late Blancan interglacial sites (Haile 15A, MacasphaltShell Pit), latest Blancan glacial (Inglis 1A and IC) and
interglacial(De Soto Shell Pit) sites, and a late early Irvingtonianglacial site (CrystalRiver
Power Plant). These sites, in additionto the newly discovered late Blancan Haile 7G site,
span approximately1.5 million years across the Pliocene-Pleistoceneboundary.Stable carbon and oxygen isotopes of biogenic apatitewere used to: 1) quantify seasonal variation
using serial samples of hypsodontteeth; 2) comparethe dietaryniches of species presentat
multiple sites; 3) quantify the dietaryniches of taxa unique to the glacial and interglacial
sites; and 4) examine mammalianmicrofaunalniche partitioningthroughtime and between
interglacialand glacial sites. In order to quantify taxa specific dietary shifts, we compare
the inferreddiets of the herbivorousmegafaunapresent at the majorityof the sites, including: Tapirussp., Holmesinafloridanus, Megalonyx leptostomus,Eremotheriumeomigrans,
Odocoileusvirginianus,andEquus spp. We also comparethe occupied niche space of mammalian taxa unique to glacial or interglacialsites. This has immediaterelevance to clarifying possible biotic responses to currentglobal warming.
Poster Session II
A BIOMECHANICAL ARGUMENT TO EXPLAIN THE DOMINANT MASSETER/PTERYGOID MUSCLE COMPLEX IN SOME MAMMALS
GREAVES,Walter,Univ of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL
The vector representingthe resultantforce of the jaw closing muscles generally divides the
mammalianjaw into an anteriortooth-bearingregion and a posteriortoothless region. The
lengths of these two regions can be projected onto lines perpendicularto the vector. These
projected lengths, as opposed to the actual lengths, are typically in the ratio of 3:7. The
sum of the bite forces is maximized when this ratio is present. Most commonly, a dominant and posteriorlyorientedtemporalismuscle inclines the vector posteriorly. Less often,
and in just a few mammalianorders,a dominantand anteriorlyorientedmasseter/pterygoid
complex inclines the vector anteriorly. Many of the animals with an anteriorlyinclined
vector appearto have jaws that have elongated over evolutionarytime.
Beginning with a vector thatis posteriorlyinclined, lengtheningonly the anteriorpartof
the jaw disturbsthe 3:7 ratio resultingin a less efficientjaw mechanism. Moving the joint,
the tooth row, or both can maintainthis ratio, but such changes requiremajormorphological disruptionof the skull and lower jaw. However, this ratio can be preservedby simply
rotatingthe muscle vector anteriorly. This maneuverdoes not change the skull orjaw and
has no effect on the actuallength of the posteriorregion itself, but it does increasethe length
of the projection of this region and so can conserve the 3:7 ratio. Anteriorrotationoccurs
when the masses of thejaw closing muscles change so thatthe masseter/pterygoidcomplex,
ratherthanthe temporalis,is dominant. Accordingto this view, if the anteriorpartof a jaw
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Poster Session III
NEW PRIMATES (MAMMALIA) FROM GANDHERA QUARRY, EARLY
EOCENE, BALOCHISTAN PROVINCE, PAKISTAN
GUNNELL, Gregg, Ann Arbor, MI; UL-HAQ, Munir, Geological Survey of Pakistan,
Quetta, Pakistan; GINGERICH, Philip, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; BLOCH,
Jonathan,Univ. of Florida, Gainesville, FL; CLYDE, William, Univ. of New Hampshire,
Durham,NH
Fieldwork conducted in Balochistan, western Pakistan, led to the discovery of Gandhera
Quarryin the upperpart of the Ghazij Formation.Sequence stratigraphyindicates that the
Ghazij Formationspans the early Eocene (Ypresian).GandheraQuarrydates to approximately 50 Ma with the lower Ghazij stretchingto approximately54.5 Ma. Thousandsof
vertebratespecimens have been recovered from Gandhera,thirtyof which representeuprimates, including at least two new adapiformsand one omomyiform.The best represented
adapiformis a new species of the primitive cercamoniinePanobius. Panobius differs from
all other cercamoniines except EuropeanDonrussellia in retaining paraconids on lower
molars-differs from Donrussellia in lacking distinctparaconidand metaconidon p4, ml2 with higher paraconids,higher para- and protocristids,and straightcristid obliquae, and
ml with trigonid more open lingually.Another adapiformmost closely resembles Eocene
Anchomomysfrom Europeand Oligocene Bugtilemurfrom Dera Bugti, Pakistan.It differs
from Anchomomysin being smaller,having a complete paracristidclosing off the trigonid,
a strongerpreprotostylid,higher and shorterentocristidand a relatively shorterand broader talonid. It differs from Bugtilemur in being smaller, having a more lingually angled
cristid obliqua, a preprotostylid,and a weaker protocristidand hypoconulid.Bugtilemuris
a purportedlemuriform,however its similaritiesto this new Gandherataxon indicatethat it
may have had an adapiformancestry,traceableto the early Eocene The Gandheraomomyiform is smallerthan other known omomyiformswith the exception of enigmaticAltanius.
It differs fromAltanius in having uppermolarswith broaderand deepertrigonbasins, more
robust, bulbous, and marginallyplaced conules, having poorly developed pre-, postparaand metaconulecristae,protocones more anteriorlyplaced and lingually extended, lacking
a postprotocingulum,and having a small but distinctcingularhypocone. This taxon is primitive in lacking an uppermolarpostprotocingulumbut does not sharemuch in common with
other omomyids that lack this feature.
Poster Session I
THE CETACEANS FROM BAHIA INGLESA FORMATION (ATACAMA, CHILE):
TAPHONOMIC APPROACH AND PALEOGEOGRAPHICAL IMPLICATIONS
GUTSTEIN,Carolina,Caldera,Chile; SUAREZ,Mario,Museo Paleontologicode Caldera,
Caledra,Region de Atacama,Chile
The cetacean fossils are abundantand diverse at the bonebed of Bahia Inglesa Formation
(Northern Chile), a sequence of phosphatic beds belonging to upper Miocene. The
cetaceans taxa include very fragmentarybaleen whales (Mysticeti indet.) and toothed
whales (Physeteridae indet., Phocoenidae indet., Pontoporriidae: Pliopontos sp.,
Brachydelphismazeasi, cf. Brachydelphisn. form, Pontistes sp.).
The most productivesite is called "MinaFosforita"where the bonebed is well exposed.
The sequence of this deposit is part of a major transgressive-regressivecycle, in this site
markedby the presence of coquinaintercalatedwith sandstonesculminatingin the bonebed
(differenttypes of phosphaticconglomerates).Field observationsrevealed that the fossils
are generally disarticulatedand the long bones are all broken with a smooth and uniform
surface.These taphonomicand lithologic featurestogetherwith the presence of the bonebed
layers, composed by a great abundanceof fossils includingapproximately70 taxa of vertebrates, indicate a reworking of the fossils, probably from a more ancient stratum.All the
Neogene Pontoporiidaegenera known and some new forms are recordedfor the first time
to the same site indicatingmajordiversityfor the clade. The Miocene recordfor Pliopontos,
a Pontistes recordto the Pacific coast andBrachydelphisrecognized in two forms (shortand
long rostrum)extends in time, diversity and distributionthe range of Pontoporiidae.
The broaderdistributionfor all taxa mentionedabove, most describedonly for tropical
waters attributedto Pisco Fm. (Peru)could indicate independenceof this aquaticmammals
from currentsand temperaturebarriersbetween Peru and Chile coasts as indicate from
Neogene mollusk faunas. This genera appearingtogether in upper Miocene Pacific strata
suggest a broaderdistributionto this group, consideringreinterpretationsand new findings
of Pontoporiidae,from NorthAtlantic.
Wednesday4:15
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERS OF THE LIMBS OF RAPTORIAL BIRDS CAN
PREDICT CHARACTERISTICS OF LOCOMOTION AND PREDATORY BEHAVIOR
HABIB, Michael, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore,MD
Raptorialbirds (Falconiformesand Strigiformes)demonstratea wide range of locomotor
behavior,associatedwith a range of feeding strategies. Despite the fact that owls and true
raptorsare well-studied and charismaticgroups, little detailed attentionhas been given to
the relationshipsbetween the quantitativestructuralcharacteristicsof their limbs and locomotor behavior. Such structuralcharacteristicshold the possibility of being able to yield
new informationabout locomotion diversity in raptorialbirds, and may furtherallow for
betterestimates of huntingbehavior(and thus dietarypreferences)in fossil taxa.
Previously,it was demonstratedthat avian locomotorguilds can be differentiatedon the
basis of forelimbto hindlimbratiosof bone strength,and also thatthese structuralratios are
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more informativethan length ratios for determiningbehaviorand locomotion. Here I present a focused study on the structuralcharacteristicsof the limbs in falconiformand strigiform birds, as well as membersof distantlyrelatedgroups convergentwith raptors.
This study demonstratesthatmeasuresof bendingand torsionalstrengthin the forelimb
and hindlimb (and the ratios between them) carry signals related to hunting behavior.
These structuralratiospredictbehaviormore accuratelythan ratios of bone lengths, and do
so using only a single pair of proximal limb bones per animal. This approachis highly
applicable to fossil taxa. I include several fossil species in my analysis, such as a giant
tytonid owl from Haiti (Tytoostologa), and I comparethese fossil taxa to their extant relatives.
By examiningspecies thatarenot closely relatedto each other,but arebehaviorallysimilar, I am able to quantify the differing degrees to which phylogeny and functional traits
determineseveral aspects of osteological structure. In addition,I have found that, in some
cases, a difference in hindlimbbone strengthmay exist between raptorsand owls of similar size, possibly relatedto differences in talon force.
Saturday4:15
ARE RARE SPECIES DOOMED? A PALEONTOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE ON
EXTINCTION
HADLY,Elizabeth, StanfordUniv., Stanford,CA
Rare species are commonly viewed as the species most likely to become extinct.
Explanations for this include population fragmentation,decreased connectivity between
populations, and reduction of genetic diversity due to population bottlenecks. In order to
investigatethe propertiesof commonness and rarityat various taxonomic scales, data from
fossil assemblagesof mammaliancommunitiesacross almost 1,000,000 years and 3,500 km
in NorthAmericawere assembled. These datademonstratea remarkablesimilarityof community composition across these vast scales of space and time. The use of Hubbell's neutral theory demonstratesthat empirical communities show greater inertia than neutrally
modeled communities, in large part due to the persistence of 'rare' taxa. Rare species
maintaintheir abundancein mammaliancommunitiesmuch longer than the neutralmodel
predicts. These species are always rare, but are found throughout 1,000,000 years and
across 3500 kin, while other species remain common at these scales of space and time.
These resultsdemonstratethat individualspecies and theirroles in communitiesarepersistent, yet distinct. Thus, althoughspecies are threatenedby populationsize reductiondue to
the myriadof human-inducedglobal impacts,the propertyof rarityitself may not necessarily lead to extinction. This distinctionis a critical considerationas scientists try to predict
the effects of climate change on biotic communities.
Wednesday11:45
BOVINAE (ARTIODACTYLA: BOVIDAE) FROM MIO-PLIOCENE DEPOSITS
OF THE MIDDLE AWASH, ETHIOPIA
HAILE-SELASSIE,Yohannes, Cleveland Museum of Natural History, Cleveland, OH;
BIBI, Faysal, Yale Univ., New Haven, CT
Newly recovered fossils from Mio-Pliocene deposits of the Middle Awash, Ethiopia,comprise a diverse terrestrialvertebratefauna that includes a significant proportionof bovids.
This faunal assemblage derives from the Kuseralee Member of the Sagantole Formation
(-5.2 Ma), and the Asa Koma Memberof the Adu-Asa Formation(-5.5-5.8 Ma) and represents one of the most complete and best-dated assemblages of its age from the African
continent.
Among the Bovinae, two bovines (Bovini) are present, a species of Simatheriumfrom
the Kuseralee Member, and a very primitve Ugandax-like species from the Asa Koma
Member. A single, new, tragelaphine(Tragelaphini)species is also present in both the
KuseraleeandAsa Koma Members.Known primarilyfrom horn core material,this species
exhibits a large range of variation but is generally intermediatein morphology between
tragelaphines previously described from older (e.g. Lukeino) and younger (e.g. Apak
Member,Lothagam)deposits. Boselaphines (Boselaphini) are also present,representedby
more than one species, recording one of their latest African appearancesin the younger
KuseraleeMember.A new Tragoportaxspecies is describedwhich bears affinities to other
contemporaneousAfrican species of this genus as well as to older species from the Siwaliks
of Pakistan.
The Middle Awash material provides new specimens crucial to the reconstructionof
bovid evolution in Africa duringthe late Miocene and early Pliocene. The Middle Awash
fossils provide insight into the polarity of characterstraditionallyused to differentiatethe
different bovid tribes, particularlyin the case of the bovine and tragelaphinematerial.
Additionally,the evolutionarydynamics of Bovinae in Eurasiaand Africa are furtherelaborated.Evolutionarytrendswithin Bovidae are analyzedin termsof large-scaleglobal environmentalchanges, including the expansion of C4 grasslands,that took place in the late
Miocene.
Saturday9:45
A NEW SPECIES OF THURSIUS (SARCOPTERYGII; OSTEOLEPIFORMES)
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS ON MIDDLE DEVONIAN OSTEOLEPIDID RELATIONSHIPS
HALL, Patricia,ELLIOTT,David, NorthernArizona Univ., Flagstaff,AZ
A new species of the osteolepid Thursiusis representedby completely articulatedindividuals from the WaterCanyonFormationof northernUtah. This discovery is the first report
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hominins from Laetoli, the cercopithecidassemblage was heavily influenced by carnivore
predationand scavenging.
Poster Session I
ESTIMATING OSTEOLOGICAL NEUTRAL POSITION IN SAUDOPOD AXIAL
SKELETONS: COMPARING TWO-DIMENSIONAL AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS
HARTMAN,Scott, SHINKLE,Levi, Wyoming DinosaurCenter,Thermopolis,WY
Recent attempts to reconstructthe posture and potential range of motion of sauropod
dinosaurshave focused on estimatingthe undeflectedstate, or osteological neutralposition
(ONP) of sauropodaxial columns. While the correlationbetween ONP and habitualposture is a subjectof debate, determiningONP should provide a repeatablepoint of departure
for additionalfunctionalanalyses.
To date, the most common method of assessmentof ONP has been compositingillustrations of presacralvertebraein photo-manipulationsoftware, such as Adobe's Photoshop.
To check the repeatability of this method, Photoshop composites were created of
Apatosauruslouisae CM 3018, Diplodocus carnegii CM 84, and Mamenchiosaurusyoungi ZDM0083, and the recovered ONP was compared with previously published results.
Significantdiscrepancieswere found only in the composite of Mamenchiosaurus,and may
be due to particularlystrongpostmortemdistortion. Photoshopcompositingof illustrations
of Apatosaurusand Diplodocus recovered essentially the same ONP reconstructedby previous researchers.To test the reliability of using illustratedvertebraeto recover ONP, a
Photoshop composite was made of photographsof the vertebral series of CM 84. The
resultingONP divergedstronglyfrom ONP recoveredfrom the composite of illustrationsof
CM 84.
High-resolutionthree-dimensionaldata was acquiredby laser scanning two specimens
of Camarasaurussp. As with previous findings, limb proportionsand back posture had
strong effects on neck elevation in ONP. Contraryto some reports,ONP of the axial column showed the neck somewhat elevated above horizontal,though less than the degree of
neck elevation seen in extant giraffes. Importantly,ONP of Photoshop composites made
from photographsof the same specimens comparedwell with the ONP estimatedfrom the
three-dimensionaldata set.
These findings suggest cautionmust be takenin the use of illustratedvertebraein assessing ONP, regardless of how convincing the illustrationsappear. Composites of photographsreasonablyapproximatethe ONP found with three-dimensionallaser scans of axial
columns, suggesting that photographicevidence is sufficient in cases where bones are too
large or fragile to scan and/orphysically manipulate.
Poster Session I
EVIDENCE FOR A PREHENSILE TAIL IN A LATE PLIOCENE PORCUPINE
SKELETON FROM NORTH-CENTRAL FLORIDA
HASTINGS, Alexander, BLOCH, Jonathan, HULBERT, Richard, Univ. of Florida,
Gainesville, FL
The extantNorthAmericanporcupine,Erethizon,is thoughtto have emigratedfrom South
America during the Great American Biotic Interchange-2.8 Ma. Central and South
American Coendouhas been proposedas its sister taxon, having diverged from a common
ancestorpriorto the arrivalof Erethizonin NorthAmerica. Coendouis more arborealthan
Erethizon,with many species having a prehensile tail, a feature absent in Erethizon. The
first occurrenceof Erethizonin western NorthAmerica is in the late Blancan (-2.5 Ma) of
Arizona. Erethizonpoyeri appears slightly later in eastern North America, in the late
Blancan (-2.0 Ma) of Florida. Prior to a recent find, early Erethizon has mostly been
known from dental and fragmentarycranialmaterial. A newly discoveredpartialskeleton
of E. poyeri from the late Blancan Haile 7G locality in north-centralFlorida includes a
crushed skull with a complete upper dentition, a complete mandible, most limb bones, 28
vertebrae,and elements of both hands and feet. In a previous erethizontidrevision, 18 cranial characterswere quantifiedfor distinguishingbetween Coendou and Erethizon. Eight
are preservedwell enough in this new specimen for study and all plot within the range of
Erethizon. However,the caudalvertebraeof E. poyeri resemblethose of Coendou. Distal
caudal elements of extant Erethizon have a single pair of transverse processes while
Coendou has two pairs, a feature also found in ateline prehensile-tailedmonkeys. These
dual transverseprocess sets are presentin E. poyeri. Anothercommon theme of prehensile
tails is that they have a greaternumberof vertebrae. ExtantErethizonhas 13-18 caudal
vertebrae,whereas Coendou has 28-33. While only 11 were recovered, we infer that E.
poyeri had between 26 and 32 caudalvertebrae. We conclude thatE. poyeri, while craniodentally similar to extant Erethizon,differs from this taxon in being more arborealwith a
prehensiletail like extant Coendou.
Poster Session III
WALKING IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF BARNUM BROWN AND R.S. LULL: THE
TRICERATOPSOF RED BUTTE
HATCHER,Joseph, GarfieldCounty Museum, Jordan,MT
Located within the TrumboRanch USGS Quadrangle,Section 35, at N 470 32' 26", W
1070 03' 48", east of the ranchroad and approximatelyone mile south of the type locality
for Tyrannosaurusrex (CMNH 9380), is a large table-shapedlandformunofficially named
Red Butte by Barnum Brown and R.S. Lull during the 1902 AMNH expedition to Hell
Creek, Montana. Stratigraphiclayering topped with red igneous pumice and scoria, Red
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Butte is an easily distinguishablelandmarkin the Hell Creekbadlands.Writingin the 1907
USGS Monographon the Ceratopsia,R.S. Lull discusses the collection of one Triceratops
specimen from jointed clay at the base of Red Butte and originally ascribedto T seratus
(AMNH No. 971).
Over one hundredyears later, two additionalTriceratopsspecimens were collected at
the base of the north and south sides of Red Butte, respectively, by our field team during
the 2005 field season in GarfieldCounty,Montana.Specimens GCM 105 & GCM 106 have
been ascribedto T horridus,located at an averagedistanceof 24 stratigraphicmetersbelow
the K/T Boundary.The two GCM specimens consist primarilyof cranialmaterial,while the
AMNH specimen includes both cranial and post cranial material, including a humerus,
radius, fibula, and four phalanges. The preservationalmatrix of the two GCM specimens
was composed of bentonite-rich,fluvio-lacustrinesediments of fine grainedmud and siltstones. This is consistentwith Lull's notes on the preservationalmatrixof AMNH No. 971,
thus revealing a regional patternof preservation,indicative of a specific environmentof
deposition favorableto this taxon.
StudentPoster Session
PORASPIDIDS FROM THE MOTH LOCALITY, MACKENZIE MOUNTAINS,
NWT, CANADA: ANATOMY AND PHYLOGENY
HAWTHORN,Jessica, Univ. of Alberta,Edmonton,AB, Canada
The phylogenetic affinities of the cyathaspidiformheterostracanclade Poraspididaeare
poorly known. This projectwill investigatethe relevance of poraspididspecimens from the
Man On The Hill (MOTH)locality in the MackenzieMountainsin the NorthwestTerritories
of Canadato the systematicsand origins of early vertebrates,based on phylogenetic reconstruction.I will extensively describeand illustratethe anatomyof the fossil vertebratespecimens. Morphologicalcharacterswill be assessed to determinethe species to which each
specimen should be assigned and utilized in phylogenetic analysis. These datawill be combined with biogeographicand temporalfactorsto explore the evolutionaryhistory of poraspidids and early vertebrates.
Poster Session II
OSTEODERM HISTOLOGY OF STEGOSAURUS STENOPS (ORNITHISCHIA:
THYREOPHORA): IMPLICATIONS FOR PLATE AND SPIKE GROWTH
HAYASHI, Shoji, Hokkaido Univ., Sapporo, Japan; CARPENTER, Kenneth, Denver
Museum of Nature & Science, Denver, CO
Stegosaurusstenops has characteristicplates and spikes. Previously,the internalstructures
of Stegosaurusplates and spikes have been studied,and their functionshave been discussed
(plates for thermalregulationor display and spikes for weapon). Stegosaurusskeletonswith
different ontogenetic stages have been discovered from the Upper Jurassic Morrison
Formationof Colorado and Wyoming, but the ontogenetic variationsof plates and spikes
never been studied.In this study,the ontogeneticvariationsof the osteoderminternalstructures of juvenile (DMNH 33359), sub-adult (NSM PV 20380) and adult (DMNH 1483)
individualsare examined using thin sections and the digital images of CT scan.
The spikes of a sub-adultindividualare transverselyflat and similarto plates in shape,
whereas those of an adult are cylindrical.The bone histology of all plates and spikes show
fibrolamellartissue without LAGs. Remodeling of bone tissue is extensive only in DMNH
1483, confirmingit is an adult.The adult specimen shows medullarycavity and thick cortical bones in the spike, which are not seen in the preservedmaterialsof the other ontogenetic stages (thin corticalbones and medullarycavity absent in plates and spikes of the subadult and plates of the juvenile). The vascularnetworkis absent in the juvenile plates, and
an extensive vascularnetwork, extending from the base of plates towardthe edge, is present in the sub-adultplates. This network is absent in the spikes of the sub-adultand adult
specimens althougha previous study suggested its presence in Stegosaurusspikes.
The ontogenetic changes from the juvenile to sub-adult individuals occur only in the
plate structures.The acquisition of the extensive vascular network in the sub-adult stage
may indicate the network is used for thermalregulationand/ornutrientsupply. The structures of the spikes change in its shape (flat to cylindrical),the thickness of cortical bones
(thin to thick) and the medullarycavity (absentto present)fromthe sub-adultto adultforms.
This suggests that the spikes may be used as weapon for defense in the late ontogenetic
stage.
VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday9:30
DEVELOPMENTAL MECHANISMS IN THE EVOLUTION OF THE POSTCRANIAL SKELETON IN SNAKES
HEAD, Jason, Univ. of Torontoat Mississauga, Mississauga, ON, Canada;POLLY,Paul,
IndianaUniv., Bloomington, IN
Multiple developmentalmechanisms,includingHox domain shifts and postembryonicheterochrony,are recognized as agents of body plan evolution in animals. The postcraniumof
snakes is an importantexample of body plan change driven by changes in developmental
processes; however, evolution of the axial skeleton within the clade is poorly understood.
We examined the evolution of intracolumnarvariation in vertebral morphology across
snake phylogeny to determinewhetherchanges are consistent with a single developmental
mechanism.Vertebralmorphologywas sampled with Procrustesrealignedlandmarkcoordinates at regularintervalsin the precloacal skeletons of representativetaxa from all higher-ordersnake lineages. The variance in shape along each vertebralcolumn, derived from
PCA ordinationof realignedcoordinates,was used as an index of regionalization.The evo-
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lutionary changes in the variance index were tested against changes in Hox-mediated
regionaldifferentiationbetween snakes and othersquamates,and changes in regionalization
during snake ontogeny. Evolutionarytrends in regional variationwithin snakes were analyzed by plotting the change in the varianceindex for each terminaland square-changeparsimony reconstructedancestraltaxon against patristicdistance from the base of the snake
phylogenetictree. Variancealong the first principalcomponentdecreaseswith patristicdistance for ancestral values, consistent with a hypothesis of decreasing regionalization
throughoutsnake phylogeny.The patternof change in intracolumnarvariancesuggests that
heterochronicchanges ratherthanHox domainshifts were the primarymechanismsof body
plan evolution. Calibrationto stratigraphicfirst occurrencessuggests an approximatelycontinuous history of decreasingaxial variabilityas opposed to dramatictransitionsassociated
with ecological specializationsor radiationof a particularclade.
Poster Session I
GEOMETRIC MORPHOMETRICS WORKS ON SAUROPODS TOO! CRANIAL
AND VERTEBRAL LANDMARK ANALYSES OF THE SAUROPODOMORPHA
HEATHCOTE,Julia, Isleworth,United Kingdom
Phylogenetic systematics is a useful tool in palaeontologicalstudies and descriptivepapers
seldom appearwithout a "token"cladogram.However, attentionis rarelypaid to the quality of the charactersand theirrelative objectivity.Charactersare selected, a decision is made
aboutwhat constitutes"0" and "1"and a state is assigned to a given featureof a taxon. This
process necessarily involves the subjectiveinputof a humanbeing, whose experiencein the
field may vary greatly.Geometricmorphometricscan bring a greaterdegree of objectivity
to the selection of characters,and even assist in the formationof phylogenetic hypotheses.
Five homologous landmarksand 25 sliding semilandmarkswere used to delimit the
jugal bone of 11 prosauropodand seven sauropodskulls in lateralview. The jugal bone was
selected for its lack of importancein sauropodomorphsystematics, featuringin just three
out of 95 sauropod cranial characters. The landmarks were analysed using standard
Procrustestechniques, and these results comparedwith those obtained for similar studies
using the premaxillaand dentary.In each instance, the Sauropodaand Prosauropodaclustered in distinctgroupswith little or no continuousvariationbetween the clades, supporting
a monophyletic origin of the Prosauropoda.Clearly this needs to be reproducedin many
more studies of cranial and postcranial elements before any formal conclusions can be
drawn.
However, a major problem with sauropodcranial features is the lack of preservation
associated with the delicate bones of the skull. A series of 26 caudal vertebrae from
Cetiosauriscusstewarti were analysed to investigate the applicationof morphometricsto
postcranialfeatures.The increasederrorsof using real bones ratherthan illustrationswere
apparent,and so the numberof landmarkswas reducedin favourof more sliding semilandmarksto mimic an eigenshape analysis. Continuousvariationbetween each vertebracould
be seen in the relative warp analyses. This has importantimplicationsfor vertebralcharacters in cladistic studies, as well as the potentialfor ontogenetic analyses and digital identification of isolated elements.
Poster Session II
A DIVERSE NEW MICROVERTEBRATE FAUNA FROM THE UPPER TRIASSIC
(REVUELTIAN: NORIAN) CUMNOCK FORMATION, SANFORD SUBBASIN,
NORTH CAROLINA
HECKERT,Andrew,CAMP,Jessica, Dept. of Geology, Boone, NC; SCHNEIDER,Vince,
North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, Raleigh, NC; OLSEN, Paul, NESBITT,
Sterling, LamontDoherty EarthObservatory,Palisades,NY
Screenwashingyields a diverse microvertebrateassemblage from exposures of the Upper
Triassic Cumnock Formationnear Moncure,NC. This locality (NCSM 1904) yields abundant osteichthyanfossils and rarer,but diverse, amniotes. Strataexposed at NCSM 1904
consist of 33 m of "red-bed"siliciclastics-mudstone and thin lenses of siltstone and sandstone-previously mappedas the SanfordFm but laterallyequivalentto CumnockFm strata elsewhere in the basin. The fossiliferous horizon is a lens of purplishgray, pedogenically modified siltstone, ~19 m above the base of local exposure.The faunaappearssomewhat
time-averaged,and is exceptionally diverse taxonomically,preservinga dozen taxa identified at the family level or lower as well as numerous specimens that probably represent
other, less-well-known taxa. Osteichthyan fossils dominate the assemblage, including
palaeoniscoid,redfieldiid,and semionotid scales as well as the first dipnoanteeth reported
from the Newark Supergroup.We referthe latterto Arganodussp. and note thatthey are the
smallest reportedteeth of the genus. The only possible amphibianfossils are a single intercentrumand some texturedbone fragments.Amniotes are representedprimarilyby teeth,
but also by vertebrae and fragmentarylimb elements. Macrovertebrate(cm-scale) teeth
from the site representphytosaurs,rauisuchians,and the first records of the crurotarsan
Revueltosaurusfrom outside the southwesternUSA. These teeth are similar to, but distinct
from, the type species (R. callenderi). Otheramniote recordsare of indeterminatereptiles,
archosauriforms,a possible sphenodont,and at least two cynodonts, including teeth tentatively referred to Microconodon sp. and Traversodontidaeindet. The occurrence of
Revueltosaurussp. supportscorrelationof Revueltian stratain the American Southwest to
Cliftonian stratain the Newark Supergroup.This diversity and new records reportedhere
(e.g., Arganodus,Revueltosaurus)demonstratesthe value of microvertebratestudies generally, and screenwashingin particular,to maximize knowledge of vertebratepaleobiodiversity.
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Poster Session II
EGG AND BODY MASS SCALING IN NON-AVIAN THEROPODS
HENDERSON,Donald, Royal TyrrellMuseumof Palaeontology,Drumheller,AB, Canada;
ZELENITSKY,Darla,Univ. of Calgary,Calgary,AB, Canada
Association between non-aviandinosaurremainsand their eggs permitsan investigationof
the correlationbetween adult body mass and egg mass in non-avian theropods. Previous
studies of extant theropods(birds) have shown a scaling relationshipbetween adult body
mass and egg mass given by egg mass = 0.277(adult mass)0.77. This scaling relationship
demonstratesthat bird eggs get relatively smaller with increasing body size. Based on
known troodontidand oviraptoridegg clutches, a scaling relationshipbetween egg mass and
adult mass is derived for non-avian maniraptorans, where egg mass = 0.0177(adult
mass)0.777. This scaling relationshipshows that maniraptoranegg mass changes as a function of adult body mass at the same rate as in extant birds (0.77), even though the eggs are
estimatedto have been sixteen times heavier.Applicationof the scaling relationshipto giant
oviraptorosaureggs (Macroelongatoolithus,42.2 cm long) predictsabody mass of 1,100 kg
and a body length of 6.5-7.5m long for the adult.Allosauroideggs from Portugalare smaller than the size predictedby the maniraptoranscaling relationship,possibly because this
relationshipdoes not apply to a differentphylogenetic lineageand/orto larger adult body
sizes. In comparison,the eggs of extantcrocodiliansare much smallerrelative to body size
than those of living and extinct maniraptorans.The maniraptoranscaling trend is intermediate between that of living birds and crocodilians. Both sauropodomorphs(titanosaurids
and prosauropods)and ornithopodshave very small eggs for theirbody size, demonstrating
that egg-body scaling relationshipsare clade specific.

Poster Session II
A NEW AMPHIBIAN OCCURRENCE FOR THE MAZON CREEK BIOTA
HENDERSON,Michael, Burpee Museum of NaturalHistory,Rockford,IL
The middle Pennsylvanian(WestphalianD) Mazon Creek Biota of northernIllinois contains one of the best known late Paleozoic tetrapodassemblages. While Mazon Creek fossils have been collected for more than 150 yearsby amateurand professional paleontologists, tetrapodremainsare exceedingly rare. In the most reevcent review of Mazon Creek
tetrapodsonly one nectrideanamphibianspecies, Ptonius marshii,is recorded.
Here I reporta new amphibianoccurencefor the Mazon CreekBiota.The specimen consists of a siderite nodule contining 21 complete and two partialcaudal vertebraeof a nectrideanamphibian,preservedas a naturalmold, collected from Pit 11 of the formerPeabody
Coal Company strip mine in Will County, Illinois. The size and shape of the neural and
haemal spines of the new specimen demonstrateit is not referableto Ptyonius.Insteadthe
caudalsare virtuallyidenticalto those of Ctenerpetonremex, a nectrideanamphibianknown
from two cannel coal deposits: Five Points, Ohio and the classic site of Linton, Ohio.
Criteriaexist which may be used to place an articulatedseries of Ctenerpetonvertebrae
into their properplace in the caudal sequence. Based on their preservedmorphology,caudals 5-25 are representedby complete vertebraein the new specimen of Ctenerpeton.The
new specimen provides anotherlink between the tetrapodassemblageof Mazon Creek and
the roughly contemporaneoussites of Linton and Five Points, Ohio.

Poster Session III
FIRST WIDELY SPACED CRANIAL GROWTH SERIES OF A SEYMOURIIDAE
HENRICI, Amy, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh,PA; KLEMBARA,
Jozef, Comenius Univ., Bratislava, Slovakia; BERMAN, David, Carnegie Museum of
NaturalHistory,Pittsburgh,PA; THOMAS, Martens,Museum der Natur,Gotha
For the first time it is possible to present a partialbut widely spaced, ontogenetic growth
series of the skull of the amphibianSeymouriasanjuanensisbased on specimens from the
Lower PermianTambachFormationof the well-known Bromackerquarrylocality in central Germany.The growth series, the first to be documentedfor any Seymouriidae,is based
on five skulls with midline skull lengths of 19.0, 20.0, 56.0, 87.9, and 94.6 mm. The series
exhibits the expected, well-documentedcranial transformationsof proportionsand structures, such as lengtheningof the preorbitalregion, relativedecrease in orbit length, closing
of the nasal-lacrimalcanal, increased degree of dermal sculpturing, etc. Only the skull
growth sizes 56.0 mm, and 87.9 and 94.6 mm can be regardedconfidently as representing
subadultand fully matureindividuals,respectively. The two smallest skulls, on the other
hand, display a suite of characterstypically ascribedto temnospondylamphibiansat either
a late larvalstage or undergoingmetamorphosis.This confusion is not unexpected,because
metamorphosisinvolves a large series of parallel but non-synchronousstructuraltransformations occurringover a relatively shortperiod of time and, therefore,cannotbe delimited
precisely at either end.
Although assignmentof the two smallest skulls to one or the othergrowth stage may be
problematical,the combinationof small size and possession of numerousfeaturestypically
recognized as middle to late metamorphicsuggests that Seymouriareachedand accelerated
throughmetamorphosisat a very early growth stage, particularlyin comparisonto the discosauriscidseymouriamorphs.Seymouriahas long been consideredhighly adaptedto a terrestrialexistence, and an early, acceleratedmetamorphosiswould have conferredon it the
added adaptiveadvantageover the majorityof Paleozoic amphibiansthe ability to tolerate
highly ephemerallimnic conditions.
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Poster Session II
THE IMPORTANCE OF CT SCAN IN TESTUDINES TAPHONOMIC ANALYSES-A CASE STUDY IN PIRAPOZINHO SITE, SAO PAULO, BRAZIL
HENRIQUES,Deise, AZEVEDO, Sergio, Museu Nacional, Rio de Janeiro,Brazil; CAPILLA, Rams6s, PETROBRAS,Rio de Janeiro,Brazil
Testudinematerial,collected at the PirapozinhoSite (BauruGroup),has been macroscopically analyzed and mechanicallypreparedfor several years. All the studies indicatedthat,
due to the richness of the material and to the excellent state of preservationof it (based
mainly on the presence of articulatedindividuals (carapace/plastronconditions)), a catastrophicevent occurredin the site. However, analysis of the slices obtainedin tomographic exams proved to be essential to the study of the Testudinesgroup as, by that means, it is
possible to visualize the internalstructuresof the turtlematerialwithout causing damageto
them, resulting in accurate data to taphonomic interpretation.These data indicated that
some of the macroscopicallyanalyzed materialwas not as complete as it was imagined to
be. The majorityof the sample presented different stages of disarticulatedinternalcondition. As a result, it could be determinedto the PirapozinhoSite eight taphonomicclasses,
enclosing completely articulatedto disarticulatedelements: class I-articulated and complete skeleton, includingskull and mandible;class II-partially articulatedskeleton with no
skull and/ormandible;class III-articulated skull and mandibleisolated from the post-cranium elements; class IV-isolated skull or isolated mandible;class V-carapace/plastron
with a reducedor without internbone material;class VI-isolated carapaceor isolated plastron;class VII-isolated post-craniummaterial;and class VIII-high degree of bone fragmentation.The taphonomicdata together with sedimentaryones indicate both slowly and
catastrophicevents. They also indicate a reworking and a time-averagingprocesses. The
presentmodel postulates a multi-episodicevent to the PirapozinhoSite, with a total of ten
differentmoments of humidityand droughtregistered.
Poster Session III
MACROEVOLUTIONARY INSIGHTS BASED ON BIOMIC SPECIALIZATION
OF MAMMALIAN ASSEMBLAGES: INTERCONTINENTAL COMPARISON
AMONG AFRICA, SOUTH AMERICA AND EUROPE
HERNANDEZ FERNANDEZ, Manuel, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Madrid,
Spain; MORENO BOFARULL,Ana, ARIAS ROYO, Anton, UniversidadAutonoma de
Madrid,Cantoblanco,Spain; LUNA, Belen, Universidadde Castilla-LaMancha, Toledo,
Spain;VRBA, Elisabeth,Yale Univ., New Haven, CT
Vrba's resource-usehypothesis, developed after the study of the mammalianfossil record
fromAfrica, predictsthat generalistspecies have lower speciationand extinctionrates than
specialists. We test several subsidiarypredictionsof this hypothesis using the biomic specialization index (BSI) for each mammalspecies, which is based on its geographicalrange
within different climate zones. This index can be used globally allowing intercontinental
and intertaxacomparisons. Our results, based on the study of extant African (A), South
American(SA) and European(E) mammals,are consistentwith the axioms of the resourceuse hypothesis, which predicts (1) a high frequencyof stenobiomic species, (2) that camivores are more eurybiomicthan herbivoreclades, (3) the higher incidence of biomic specialists in the tropicalrainforest,desert, steppe and tundrabiomes, and (4) the fact that certain combinationsof inhabitedbiomes occur more frequentlyamong species thando others.
We also found that the tropicaldeciduouswoodland (A, SA), sclerophyllouswoodland (E),
nemoralforest (E) and taiga (E) are importantsources of species, which is due to eitherthe
large size of these biomes or the high incidence of climatic cycles on them. These results
can be explainedwithin the premises of the resource-usehypothesis. The low incidence of
tundraspecialists in Europemight be due to the reduced extent of this biome in the continent. Otherdeviations from some predictionsof the evolutionaryhypothesistested here are
probablydue to the high incidence of mountainousterrainon ecological specialization in
European and South American mammals, or to the influence of the Pliocene Great
American Biotic Interchange.The resource-usehypothesis and related habitat-theorysuggest thata key to present-daymacroecologicalpatternsis found in the past: in the long term
history of turnover(speciation, extinction) of clades, and in the palaeoclimatic and other
geological changes of the areas in which the clades evolved. As a result of our work, here
we presentevidences based on extantassemblagesthat supportan evolutionarytheory originally based on the fossil record.
Poster Session III
LATE MIOCENE MAMMALIAN FAUNA INCLUDING LARGE HOMINOIDS
FROM THE NAKALI FORMATION, RIFT VALLEY, KENYA
HIDEO, Nakaya, Kagoshima Univ., Kagoshima, Japan;YOSHIHIRO,Sawada, Shimane
Univ., Matsue, Japan;YUTAKA, Kunimatsu,Kyoto Univ., Inuyama, Japan; MASATO,
Nakatsukasa,Kyoto Univ., Kyoto, Japan;HARUO, Saegusa,Univ. of Hyogo, Sanda,Japan
The branchingage of the humanclade from the otherhominoidswas estimatedto be around
five million years ago by the calibrationof DNA sequence. Hominid fossils are reported
from some localities over six million years ago (Senut et al. 2001, Brunetet al. 2002) post
20th Century.The late middle to early late Miocene (between 13 and 7 Ma) is the important age for revealing the human origins. Samburupithecuskiptalami (Ishida & Pickford
1997) from the NamurunguleFormation(Rift Valley, Kenya) is the only hominoid fossil
associated with a rich vertebratefauna from Sub-SaharanAfrica in this geologic age. The
NamurunguleFauna was correlativewith the Fauna Set VI (10 to 8 Ma) of mammalian
biostratigraphyof Sub-SaharanAfrica by Pickford (1981) (Nakaya et al. 1984, Nakaya
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1994, Pickfordet al. 1984, Tsujikawa2004). Geologic age of the NamurunguleFormation
was determinedas 9.6 Ma by K-Ar dating and magnetostratigraphy(Sawada et al. 1998).
However,S. kiptalamiis representedonly by a single left maxilla with the uppercheek tooth
row. Phylogeneticposition ofS. kiptalamiis not yet establishedwithin the Hominoidea.The
Japanese expedition team has excavated the Nakali Formation(Rift Valley, Kenya) since
2002. This team has collected more than 700 vertebrateremainsincludinghominoid fossils
(Nakatsukasa& Kunimatsu2005, Nakatsukasaet al. 2005). We have identified 27 taxa of
the following ordersand families from the Nakali Faunaincludingunreportedtaxa by previous works. Reptilia:Crocodilia,Testudinata,Squamata(Serpentes),Mammalia:Primates
(Non-cercopithedoidcatarrhine,Hominoidea spp., Colobinae), Rodentia (Rhyzomyidae,
Thryonomyidae), Proboscidea (Deinotheriidae, Gomphoteriidae, Elephantidae),
Hyracoidea (Procaviidae), Carnivora(Mustelidae, Hyaenidae), Perissodactyla (Equidae,
Rhinocerotidae),Artiodactyla(Suidae, Hippopotamidae,Giraffidae,Bovidae). The faunal
assemblage from the Nakali Formation is similar with the assemblage from the
NamurunguleFormation,and also correlativewith the Fauna Set VI (10 to 8 Ma). Large
hominoid fossils from the Nakali Faunaare new materialfrom the late Miocene in age.
Friday 12:00
HORN MORPHOLOGY OF PACHYRHINOSAURUS AND HORN EVOLUTION IN
CENTROSAURINE DINOSAURS
HIERONYMUS,Tobin,Ohio Univ., Athens, OH; TANKE,Darren,Royal TyrrellMuseum,
Drumheller,AB, Canada;CURRIE,Philip, Univ. of Alberta,Edmonton,AB, Canada;WITMER, Lawrence,Ohio Univ., Athens, OH
The integument covering the rugose nasal and supraorbitalbosses of the centrosaurine
dinosaurPachyrhinosaurushas been reconstructedwith structuresrangingfrom thin, unorSkin morphology has an impact on paleobionamentedskin to massive, rhino-likehornms.
logical inferences (e.g., behavior). As pachyrhinosaurbosses are novel structures,inferences regardingtheir soft-tissue morphology and function requirea three step approachof
testing (1) similarityby analogy to extant taxa, (2) transformationalhomology by congruence in the EPB, and (3) adaptationwithin the ingroup using phylogenetic comparative
methods.
The nasal and supraorbitalhorn cores and surroundingbone of Pachyrhinosaurus,
Achelousaurus,Einiosaurus, and Centrosauruswere comparedto the osteological correlates of extantamniote skin types to assess relative similarityof centrosaurineskin to modem analogs. Hypotheses of homology for the skin covering the skull roof were tested for
congruencein extinct archosauriantaxa and extended to centrosaurines.Finally, hard- and
soft-tissue characterstates were optimizedonto a phylogeny of Centrosaurinaeby parsimony.
The center of the hom bosses present on adult Pachyrhinosaurusand Achelousaurus
shows bone texturemost similarto thatfoundbeneaththe horny frontal'helmet' of muskoxen (Ovibos), and were most likely covered by a thick (2-10 cm) flat plate of papillaryhom
attachedto an unspecialized, thin, tangentially-orienteddermis. The peripheryof the hom
bosses shows bone texture similar to that found beneath avian rhamphothecaand bovid
cornotheca,suggesting that the morphology of the base of the primitive centrosaurineepidermalhornwas retained.Preliminaryresultsindicatethatceratopsiannasal homs aretransformationalhomologs of the frontalscale sequence in crocodiliansandthe frontonasalbeak
plate in birds,and thatthese structuresinitially arose by the tangentialprojectionof a horny
plate, similarto the derivationof the casque in hombills.
Poster Session I
INSIGHTS INTO THE BIOLOGY OF LARGE, EXTINCT SOUTH AMERICAN
UNGULATES
HIGGINS,Pennilyn, Univ. of Rochester,Rochester,NY
Several orders of ungulate mammals have arisen and become extinct on the continent of
SouthAmerica.The biology of these SouthAmericanungulatemammalsis enigmatic,since
there are obvious convergencesin body form with many modem ungulates(includingthose
thatnow live natively in SouthAmerica),and yet no extantmembersof the SouthAmerican
ungulate ordersexist. Most interpretationsof the biology of SouthAmericanungulates are
based upon the generalmorphologyof teeth, skulls, and limbs. New advances in geochemistry allow for furtherinvestigationinto the habitatsof the animals.We have conductedisotopic analysisof 15 teeth or tooth fragmentsfrom membersof the Notoungulata,Pyrotheria,
and Litopterna,representingat least 11 individuals. Ten of the specimens were sampled
serially,to examine annualvariationin stable oxygen and carbonisotopes. The dataprovide
insight into seasonal variation in climatic variables, such as temperatureand rainfall, the
approximaterate of growth of rootless molars, incisors, and tusks that are common in the
large SouthAmerican ungulates. Isotopes provide a means to study the advent and spread
of C4 grasses in SouthAmerica. Furthermore,isotopes from fossil teeth provide important
information about the timing of uplift of the Bolivian Andes and the formation of the
Altiplano.
Poster Session II
DYROSAURID (CROCODYLIFORMES) FOSSILS FROM THE CRETACEOUS
AND PALEOGENE OF MALI
HILL, Robert,New York College of OsteopathicMedicine, Old Westbury,NY
Dyrosauridsare common componentsof late Mesozoic and early Cenozoic faunasin western Africa, yet their fossil record presents special challenges to the interpretationof their
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phylogenetic relationshipsand biostratigraphy. Anatomically nonoverlappingspecimens
have frustratedattemptsat species-level phylogeny, and whereas some species exhibit survivorship across the K-T boundary,others,ostensibly more primitive,are known only from
temporallyrestrictedPaleogene localities.
We describenew crocodyliformfossils from three separatelocalities in Mali, representing sediments of Maastrichtian,Paleocene, and Eocene ages. At least four distinct crocodyliform species are identified, two of which are unequivocally dyrosaurids. The crocodyliform material collected at the Maastrichtianlocality includes two partial dyrosaurid
braincases,along with numerousdisarticulatedcranialelements, vertebrae,limb bones, and
osteoderms. The Paleocene locality produced a well-preserved posterior braincase of a
medium-sized dyrosaurid, and the partial braincase of a much larger crocodyliform.
Paired, articulateddentaries and splenials of a large dyrosauridwere discovered at the
Eocene locality.
Morphologicalcharacterdata from these specimens are incorporatedinto existing phylogenetic analyses to test hypothesizedrelationshipsamong dyrosauridgenera. The occipital region and osteodermshave recentlybeen identifiedas two anatomicalregions thatmay
provide new data to refine crocodyliformphylogeny. Data from these regions are used to
supplement more traditionalmorphological data that describe the postcranial skeleton,
skull, and especially, the mandible. These new fossils provide additionalinsights into the
apparentincongruencebetween phylogeny and stratigraphicdata for dyrosaurids. A temporal range extension is indicatedfor at least one dyrosauridtaxon, based on its occurrence
in Maastrichtiansediments.

Poster Session III
THE SISTER-GROUP OF ACIPENSERIFORMES: PAST PROBLEMS AND
POTENTIAL POSSIBILITIES
HILTON,Eric, Chicago, IL
Acipenseriformesincludes the sturgeons,paddlefishes,and their immediatefossil relatives,
and consists of four families: Chondrosteidae; Peipiaosteidae; Polyodontidae; and
Acipenseridae.This Holarctic order is known from the Early Jurassic to the present day
from both marineand freshwaterenvironments,and some modem sturgeonsmove between
the two habitats.Many recent studies have focused on the interrelationshipsof fossil and
living Acipenseriformes.The monophyly of Acipenseriformeshas been well established,
and Acipenseridaeand Polyodontidaeare considered to be sister-taxa.However, the basal
relationshipsof Acipenseriformesare still unresolved and the closest fossil relatives of the
Acipenseriformesas a whole are unknown.In this presentation,I will discuss taxa thathave
been hypothesized to be the sister-group of Acipenseriformes, such as Birgeria and
Saurichthys.I will also identify the challenges and futuredirectionsof researchrelated to
the discovery of the acipenseriformsister-group.Specifically,the anatomyof Chondrosteus
is insufficiently known to help resolve the basal relationships within Acipenseriformes,
which will aid in understanding the relationships of Acipenseriformes within lower
actinopterygiansgenerally.

Wednesday3:00
CORRELATION OF OSTEOLOGY AND LOCOMOTION: INFERRING SWIMMING MODES IN EXTINCT ORNITHURAE
HINIC-FRLOG,Sanja, MOTANI,Ryosuke, Univ. of California,Davis, CA
The anatomical features of extant Neornithes are expected to reflect physical constraints
duringlocomotion. If identified,these propertiesmay also be applicableto extinct birds for
which direct ecological and behavioralobservationis lacking. In orderto infer locomotory
attributesof fossil birds, it is necessary to show that osteology alone can be used to distinguish between differentlocomotormodes in extant birds.
We compiled data on locomotor preferencesand anatomicalfeaturesof 206 species of
extantbirds. Using a statisticalapproachwe demonstratethat physical constraintsof avian
environmentsare reflected in osteological features.Principalcomponentanalysis (PCA) of
living avians identified subsets of osteological featuresthat are useful in separatingdiving,
swimming, and flying species. When superimposingfossil species, Hesperornis regalis is
placed within the distributionof foot-propellingunderwaterswimmers, whereas Baptornis
advenus appearedamong wing-propelleddivers. This is the first quantitativetest of underwater swimming ability of hesperornithiformbirds.
We investigatedthe biomechanicalsignificance of the width of the hip and the length
of the cnemial process of the tibiotarsus.Previousworkersalreadyassociatedthese features
with swimming modes, but the reasons for the association have not been rigorouslytested.
The narrowhip was believed to contributeto a teardropbody shapethatreduceddragforces
while moving throughthe water. However, these divers spreadthe feet widely even when
gliding throughthe water, eliminating the contributionof the narrowhip to reduce drag.
Similarly,the long cnemial process has been associated with increasedcross sectional area
of the femoral muscles producingpower for underwaterpropulsion;however, the femur is
stationarythroughoutthe swimming cycle. We argue alternativelythat: relatively narrow
hip increases force transmissionefficiency by bringingthe hip joint closer to the center of
mass; enlargedcnemial process reduces the range of motion aroundthe knee and increases
propulsivepower of the tarsometatarsus.
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StudentPoster Session
KINEMATICS OF THEROPOD RIB CAGES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR
THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEMS
HIRASAWA,Tatsuya,The Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Respiratoryevolution is one of the majorissues in vertebrateevolution, and theropodspresent an intriguingcase for studying the evolution of respiratorysystems because of their
obligatorybipedalpostureand their close phylogeneticrelationshipwith extantAves. While
several aspects of respiratorysystems in theropodshave alreadybeen studied, the mode of
their costal aspiration,an essential component of the amniote respiratorypump, remains
mostly unknown.
The structuresof costovertebralarticulationsin several theropodswere examined. The
main emphasis was on those in tyrannosaurids,for which both articulatedand disarticulated skeletons were examined. The tyrannosauridfossils exhibit that the tuberculumof each
thoracic rib articulatedwith the posteroventralside of the distal tip of the vertebraltransverse process. Diapophysealfacets articulatingwith costal tuberculaare difficultto be identified, while parapophysealfacets for costal capitula are representedby distinct cup-like
structures.Although clear facets for costal tubercula are lacking, the ventral sides of
diapophyses,as well as correspondedregions of the ribs, are markedwith rugosities,which
most likely representsites of attachmentsof ligamentum costotransversarium.In tyrannosaurids,therefore,this ligament would have suspendedribs from transverseprocesses,
with their costovertebralarticulationsfunctioningas hinge joints.
The hinge axis of costal rotationcan be defined as the line between two articularfacets
for capitulumandtuberculumrespectivelyon vertebrae.Thus, the angles of hinge axis (AH)
in theropodswere measuredand plotted in stereographicprojections,and were then comparedwith those of extant crocodiliansand birds.AH of crocodilians,theropods,and birds
occupied differentareas in stereographicprojections.This result suggests that the kinematics of rib cages in non-aviantheropodsmay have been differentfrom those in crocodilians
or birds, and will potentiallyprovide novel insight into the respiratoryevolution, especially the evolution of the flow-throughventilationseen in extantAves.
Poster Session I
USING STABLE CARBON ISOTOPE, MICROWEAR, AND MESOWEAR ANALYSES TO DETERMINE THE PALEODIETS OF NEOGENE UNGULATES AND THE
PRESENCE OF C4 OR C3 GRASSES IN NORTHERN AND CENTRAL FLORIDA
HOFFMAN,Jonathan,John Day Fossil Beds National Monument,Kimberly,OR
Traditionally,hypsodont(high-crowned)teeth in North Americanungulates (hoofed mammals) were thought to have coevolved with grasses during the middle Miocene. Isotopic
evidence has demonstratedthat tropical C4 grasses were not dominant and therefore not
abundantenough to be responsible for this adaptive radiation.It has been proposed that
high-altitude/high-latitudeC3 grasses were extensive throughoutthe GreatPlains and were
the dietarydriving force behind the grazing adaptations.This study tests this hypothesis in
the middle Miocene of the SoutheasternUnited States. The 613C signaturesfrom 24 specimens of 8 ungulate taxa from the Willacoochee Creek Fauna, an assemblage of middle
Miocene animals from northernFloridaand southernGeorgia,are presentedhere to determine if there is a significant C4 grass componentin mammalianpaleodiets. The 613C values indicate that all 8 taxa were consuming C3 plant material, either browse or grass.
Furthermore,microwearanalyses conducted on 3 specimens of the most hypsodonttaxon
indicatethatthe equidwas eating grass. Combinedwith the 813C data,this study concludes
that C3 grasses were predominantin the middle Miocene of northern Florida/southern
Georgia and were being consumed by at least one hypsodontungulate.This evidence supports a C3 grass hypothesis for hypsodont radiations. This study also combines the
mesowear paleodietaryanalysis with previously publishedisotopic data of 5 equid populations from 3 sites in centralFlorida,ranging in age from -9.5 Ma to -1.5 Ma, to trace the
possible influence of C3 grasses on ungulatediets. C3 grasseswere found to be the primary
food source for these horses until approximately7 Ma (the approximate age of C4 grassland expansion).After that,equids fed on a mixed diet of C3 and C4 grasses until about 1.5
Ma. At that point in Florida,the abundanceof C3 grasses had diminished and grazers fed
primarilyon C4 grasses.
Poster Session II
THE STRANGE AND INCREDIBLE JOURNEY OF THE HIGHGATE
MASTODON
HOGANSON, John,North Dakota Geological Survey,Bismarck,ND
In 1992, restorationof the HighgateMastodonskeleton was completed at the North Dakota
HeritageCenter,Bismarck. This ended the fossils incrediblejourney that began when collected in 1890 from the John Regcraft farm, Highgate, Ontario. William Hillhouse and
John Jelly purchased the specimen as a commercial venture. The unmounted skeleton
toured in Canadianand the US between 1890 and 1892. A handbillannouncedthe coming
of the "monsterunearthed." In about 1893, the owners lost tract of the traveling exhibit,
foul play was expected. The specimen surfaced again in dead storage at the Bibb Broom
Corn Co. warehousein Minneapolis. HarryDickinson purchasedthe specimen for storage
costs and sent it to his fatherin Barnesville, MN. In 1895, it went on tour again to towns
in Minnesota, South Dakota, and North Dakota. James Grassick, from Buxton, ND, purchased the skeleton in 1898 for $10, shippingby rail cost $27.84. Grassickloanedthe specimen to the U. of North Dakota in 1902, then sold it to them for $100. A 1947 letter from
Elwyn Robinson, historian at UND, to Russell Reid, State Historical Society of ND,
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announcedthat a "a partialmastodon skeleton had been found in the attic of Macnie Hall"
and would the Society want it. It was transferredto Bismarckin 1948 and fell into obscurity until 1991.
The unmineralizedbones of the HighgateMastodonwere in remarkablygood condition
when restorationbegan in 1991, perhapsbecause the bones had been "sized" with white
glue when collected. The skeleton is 80 to 85% complete. A tusk, left femur, left ulna,
tooth, and several foot bones were missing and were fabricatedfor the restoration. The
missing tooth was discovered by Regcraft's granddaughterin an attic in 2006. Dental
analysis indicates that this adult male mastodon was 40-45 years old when it died. The
bones show no indicationof disease. Severalbrokenribs on its left side may indicatecause
of death, perhapsas a result of combat.A pebble size piece of entombing sediment recovered from a hole in the sternumindicatesthatthe HighgateMastodoninhabiteda boreal forest dominatedby spruce,probablybetween about 12,000 and 10,300 yrs BP.
PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday8:30
PLASTIC DISPLAY JACKETS
HOGBIN, John,Wyoming DinosaurCenter,Thermopolis,WY
It was observed that large bones, such as those of the WDC supersaurspecimen, suffered
some breakage during transportationand arrangementin museum display situations. To
rectify this situation a removable plastic jacket was proposed; this method proved to be
effective in supportingand stabilizinglarge specimens (1-3 meters). Syn-airPor-a-kastTA,
'mothermold'is a spreadableputty polyurethanewhich produces a cost effective, durable,
and strong form fitting platform.The strength-to-thicknessratio allows for a thin enough
jacket to be hidden under the bones while maintainingcompetent supportfor display and
repeatedmoving for researchand storage.Theinclusion of steel handles produces a more
ergonomic grip and facilitates transportationand ease of use. The method devised for creating these displayjackets involved covering the bone in a protective double layer of foil
and spreadingsuccessive layers of'Mothermold'infused burlap(similarto layers of plaster
infused burlapfor field jacketing).Aftera minimum of two layers, steel supportsand handles may be insertedas needed for transportationand structuralintegrity.Once the plastic
has hardenedpainting it flat black makes it unobtrusivewhen supportingthe bone on display. A promoter spray is recommended to prevent flaking of paint over time. Several
designs were instituted,though it was observed that a tripodalmode of supportwas more
stable than four or more points of contact with the floor. In additionto making cost effective transportationcradles,these jackets are also excellent storagesolutions as the bones are
well supportedwithout drasticallyincreasingtheir storagevolume. Since the advent of this
protocol repeatedmovements of large sauropodbones has producedno breakage.
Poster Session II
FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE SHOULDER GIRDLE AND THE FORELIMBS IN SAUROPOD DINOSAURS UNDER CONSIDERATION OF 3-D FINITEELEMENT STRUCTURE SYNTHESIS (FESS)
HOHN, Bianca, Institute of functional morphology of the Ruhr-UniversitditBochum,
Bochum, Germany; DISTLER, Claudia, Institut for Zoology and Neurobiology RuhrUniversitit Bochum, Bochum, Germany;PREUSCHOFT,Holger, Institut for functional
Bochum, Bochum, Germany;WITZEL,Ulrich, Lehrstuhlfuir
morphologyRuhr-Universitdit
Maschinenelementeund KonstruktionslehreBiomechanics, Bochum, Germany
The functionalmorphologyof the shouldergirdle, which includes the transmissionof body
weight to the forelimbsas well as the postureof themselves, is still poorly understoodeven
in living animals. Basically there seem to be two widely differentways. One way is realized in amphibians, modern squamata and crocodiles as well as in birds and recent
monotremes,the other in cursorialmammals. Our major aim is now to investigate which
way was chosen by the sauropoddinosaurs.
Our 3-D FESS studies show that the stress patternin the shouldergirdle and the trunk
depends on mass distributionof the body's stem and the position and posture of the supporting limbs. These factors where systematically analysed by means of FESS. Length of
the neck and the tail were varied as well as the position of the supporting fore- and
hindlimbs.The models were restingin symmetricalstance or in an importantphase of walking. The results show a flow of compressive stresses in remarkableaccordancewith skeletal elements (vertebralcolumn, ribs, shoulder girdle) in vertebrateslike they were listed
above. On the basis of this systematic surveywe are now able to confirmour hypothesisby
a more detailedmodel using the 3-D Finite-ElementStructureSynthesis (FESS). The variation of differentpositions of the limbs and the insertingmuscles will show diverse stress
patterns.As mentionedbefore, the flow of the compressive stresses indicates the presence
or absence of skeletal materialin the model. So we can deduce which skeletal and cartilaginous elements are necessary and in which position they had to standto each other for a successfully transmissionof body weight forces from the trunkto the forelimbs.
Poster Session III
CRANIAL AND POSTCRANIAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE AFFINITIES OF
PACHYNOLOPHUS(MAMMALIA, PERISSODACTYLA)
HOLBROOK,Luke, Rowan Univ., Glassboro,NJ
Pachynolophus is a genus of perissodactyl known from the Eocene of Europe. Previous
studies have allied this genus with a numberof differentperissodactylgroups,includingthe
Equidae, Palaeotheriidae,and tapiromorphs.Most studies have addressedthe question of
the affinities of Pachynolophuswith evidence from dental characters.Cranialmaterial of
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two differentspecies of Pachynolophus,however, has been described,and the collection of
the Faculty of Sciences of the Univ. of Lyon includes a numberof isolated postcranialelements referred to Pachynolophus. Skulls and postcranial material referred to
Pachynolophuswere examined in an effort to identify charactersrelevant to the phylogenetic position of this genus. Overall,the morphologyof Pachynolophusis similarto that of
other primitiveperissodactyls,and there are few derived features suggesting a relationship
to a particulargroup.For instance,Pachynolophuslacks a preglenoidprocess characteristic
of palaeotheriids,and its orbital foramina,as far as can be told, are not positioned in the
derived manner characteristicof equids. There are, however, several interesting derived
characters,including a few that suggest a relationshipwith palaeotheriids.Pachynolophus
is similar to palaeotheriidsin possessing deep pits for the cruciate ligaments, a distinct
adductortubercleon the distal femur,and a "J"-shapedsustentacularfacet of the astragalus.
In addition,the shape of the glenoid fossa of Pachynolophus is similar to that of ceratomorphs, and, perhapsmost surprisingly,the fovea capitis of the femur is centrallylocated,
a derived feature of chalicotheresand lophiodontids.Because the postcranialremains are
not associated but merely referredto Pachynolophus,any phylogenetic conclusions based
on postcranialcharactersare necessarily tentative,but these charactersotherwise suggest a
close relationshipbetween Pachynolophusand palaeotheriids.
Saturday12:15
A NEW ARRANGEMENT OF THE PALATALELEMENTS IN TYRANNOSAURUS
REX
HOLLAND, Michael, Museum of the Rockies, Bozeman, MT
Previous descriptionsof tyrannosaurpalates place the posteriorend of the vomer medial to
and between the anteriorpterygoid flanges. This vomeropterygoidcomplex is then positioned medial to and between the ascending processes of the palatines. This arrangement
left an open space between the two posteriorplates of the vomer. The recent assembly of
two Tyrannosaurusrex skulls suggest a different arrangementof these palatal elements.
The largerskull MOR 008, was collected from the Hell Creek formationin Montanaduring the late 1960's, and was mostly articulatedupon discovery. Since then, it has existed
as largely a collection of brokenfragments. Upon reassemblythe skull was foundto be the
largest Tyrannosaurusrex skull ever collected. The smaller skull, MOR 1125, also from
the Hell Creek formation, was collected in 2002. This exceptionally preserved skull is
nearly complete and fully disarticulated. Both skulls were assembledfor displayin the new
Late Cretaceousexhibit hall at the Museum of the Rockies. The MOR 008 mount displays
the actual fossil material, the MOR 1125 mount is created with resin casts. Missing or
incomplete elements were sculptedfor each of the two mounts.
During the reconstructionprocess, furtherpreparationof MOR 008 clearly revealed an
alternatearrangementof the palatines,pterygoids,and vomer that is noteablydifferentfrom
previous descriptions. A series of photographstaken duringthe process enabled comparison of relevant elements from both skulls. Images of MOR 1125 provide additionalsupporting evidence for the arrangementrevealed by MOR 008. A computed tomography
(CT) scan animationsequence of the vomeropterygoidcomplex of MOR 008 was used to
assess the validity of the alternatearrangementwithout cutting the fossils. The resulting
alternatepalatal arrangementpresentedhere places the anteriorflanges of the pterygoids
adjacentto and contacting each other at the midline of the skull. These closely appressed
flanges then insertbetween the pairedposteriorplates of the vomer, and penetratewell into
the middle of the vomer. This revised arrangementmay have implicationsfor tyrannosaur
phylogeny, ontogeny and functionalmorphology.
Saturday1:30
CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF CRANIAL KINESIS IN DINOSAURS
HOLLIDAY,Casey, WITMER,Lawrence,Ohio Univ., Athens, OH
Cranialkinesis (e.g., streptostyly,pleurokinesis,prokinesis)has been postulatedto be common among some dinosaurs(e.g., theropods,ornithopods)but absent in others (e.g., ankylosaurs, sauropods).The presence of synovial cranialjoints (e.g., otic and basaljoints) typically has been the sole indicatorof kinesis, whereasthe protractormusculature,which supposedly powers these joints, has received little attention.Indeed,previous studies often are
unclearas to whethera powered system (as in extantbirds and squamates)or a passive system is envisioned. We reviewed the relevant musculoskeletalstructuresin extant diapsids
and fossil taxa to assess the inference of cranial kinesis in dinosaurs. Synovial joints and
protractormusculature are ubiquitous among dinosaurs including clearly akinetic taxa
(ankylosaurs,ceratopsids). Most of the nonsynovial contacts postulated in dinosaurs are
without extantanalogs.Although these ubiquitous,plesiomorphicstructures(e.g., key synovial joints, protractormusculature)may be necessary for poweredkinesis, they are not sufficient for positive inferences of cranial kinesis, in that another critical requirement,the
presence of kinematic linkages between bones that permitmovement, is needed.Suchpermissive kinematiclinkages are presentin kinetic birds, snakes and many lizards, involving
loss of bones, reducedpalataland temporalbars, and novel flexion zones. Any inference of
powered (or even passive) cranialkinesis in dinosaursmust go beyond the mere presence
of synovial cranialjoints and addresskinematiclinkages, the vast majorityof which appear
non-permissive.Indeed,althoughmany extantlizardsbear all the "necessaryand sufficient"
morphological features suggestive of kinesis, they do not express in vivo cranial kinesis,
which thus represents an importantcaveat for any fossil inferences. As an alternative
hypothesis, we suggest that persistentsynovial joints may representgrowth sites that facilitate cranialgrowth and remodelingduringontogeny.
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ogy. Haile 7G has alreadyproducedmore mammalianskeletons than any otherFloridavertebratefossil locality, and the largestpopulationsof Tapirusand Eremotherium. Ongoing
fieldworkwill add to these totals and recovery of the first-knownskeletons of otherpoorly
known Blancan taxa are likely.
Poster Session I
YESTERDAYS CAMEL: A PALEOPROTEOMIC COMPARISON OF EXTINCT
AND MODERN CAMELIDS
HUMPULA,James,Michigan StateUniv., East Lansing,MI;ANDREWS, Phillip, Univ. of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; GANDHI, Hasand, OSTROM, Peggy, Michigan State Univ.,
East Lansing, MI; VOORHIES,Michael, Univ. of Nebraska-Lincoln,Lincoln, NE
The extinct taxa Camelops huerfanensisand Camelops hesternus have been classified as
separate species based on minor cranial differences, e.g. the location of the postpalatine
foramen.Some paleobiologists arguethatthe morphologicaldifferencesthat define the two
species may insteadrepresentvariationwithin a single species, and that C. huerfanensisand
C. hesternusare conspecific. We are generatingmoleculardatato supplementthe morphological data and hope to clarify these otherwise uncertainspecies definitions. Here, we
examine the relationship between fossil and extant camelid species using amino acid
sequence data from the bone protein osteocalcin, derived from the bone of a 21,190+110
year-old C. hesternus from Isleta Cave, NM. Sequences were obtainedusing Edman and
MALDI-MS (MS/MS and Peptide Mass Fingerprinting(PMF)) techniques and were then
comparedto the sequences of moderndromedarycamels (Camelus dromedarius),bactrian
camels (Camelus bactrianus),and llamas (Llamaglama). The monoisotopic mass for the
molecularion from C. bactrianuswas 5608 m/z, identicalto that of C. dromedariusand L.
glama. The monoisotopic mass of the C. hesternusmolecularion is 5663 m/z, which may
indicate an importanttaxonomic differencebetween the modem and extinct camelids. We
are currentlyinvestigatingthis possibility and plan to analyze fossil materialfrom C. huerfanensis.
Poster Session III
A NEW PARADIGM FOR TETRAPOD ICHNOFACIES
HUNT, Adrian,LUCAS, Spencer,New Mexico Mus Nat Hist, Albuquerque,NM
There are three fundamentalterms in ichnology relevant to ichnofacies: (1) ichnoassemblage, which is an assemblage of ichnofossils conceptuallyequivalentto an assemblage of
body fossils; (2) ichnocoenosis, which is a trace fossil assemblageproducedby a biological
communitythatcan be characterizedby morphologicalcriteria;and (3) ichnofacies, which
refers to recurrentichnocoenoses that representa significantportion of Phanerozoictime.
There are two distincttraditionscan be identified in ichnology which we term the ethological and the biotaxonomic.Invertebrateichnologists mostly use an ethological approach
to ichnology by describingand namingbehavioralinteractionsbetween an organismand the
substrate. In contrast, vertebrate ichnologists have principally applied a biotaxonomic
approachby attemptingto relate tracks and traces to the taxonomy of the producer(e. g.,
ichnotaxaas proxies of biotaxa). Thus, there are two types of ichnofacies, ethoichnofacies
(mostly invertebrateichnofacies) and biotaxonichnofacies(mostly tetrapodichnofacies).
Nonmarine invertebrateichnologists now recognize five archetypalichnofacies (Mermia,
Skolithos, Scoyenia, Coprinisphaera, Psilonichnus) to which we have added the
Octopodichnusichnofacies. We have proposeda coherentand consistentclassification and
nomenclaturefor tetrapodichnofacies. We recognize five archetypalvertebrateichnofacies
for nonmarine environments: Chelichnus, Grallator Brontopodus, Batrachichnus and
Characichichnosichnofacies.

Poster Session II
PACKING AND TRANSPORTING VERTEBRATE FOSSILS OVERSEAS
HUNT, ReBecca, AugustanaCollege, Rock Island, IL
In the summerof 2006, AugustanaCollege shippedvertebrateremainsof the holotype specimen Cryolophosaurus,a prosauropod,and capitosaur,along with plant material,to Japan.
This faunawill be the focus of an Antarcticexposition at the National Science Museum in
Tokyo. Therefore,the safe packing of these vertebratefossils for overseas transportis vital
for the futurestudy of these remainsand for the success of the exhibit.
The wrappingof small to medium sized materialin foil insures that any breakagewill
be held in place duringshipping,while the use of styrofoam,bubble wrap, clamshelljackets and sturdy boxes will also ensure stability during shipping. Large and more delicate
remainswill requiremore precise packing. Expandingliquid foam that sets up rigidly will
be used to contourand hold the individualremains.This foam must be kept away from the
fossil, so it will fist be wrappedin plastic to serve as a separationlayer.The foam mold for
each specimen can be used repeatedly,if handled correctlyand undamagedin shipping.
The fabricationof crates for overseas importationmust adhereto set guidelines by the
National Plant ProtectionOrganizationand the USDA. There are two official export treatment and markingprogramsused to meet the requirementsof countrieswith importrequirements based on the InternationalStandardsfor PhytosanitaryMeasures-Guidelines for
RegulatingWood Packaging Materialsin InternationalTrade(ISPM15). These treatments
must have been applied to the wood products, and include Heat Treatment(HT) and the
Methyl Bromide (MB) FumigationProgramsand will be markedby a certified inspection
agency. This can be both a costly and time consuming venture, though there are several
ways to avertthese issues. One would be to have crates constructedby a certified shipping
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agency which can fabricateand treatthese crates at a reduced cost. Othermethods included fabricatingyour containersfrom a non-wood product.
Poster Session I
RELATIVE BRAIN SIZE OF SMALL THEROPOD DINOSAURS INDICATES
PROBABLE OBLIGATE ENDOTHERMY
HURLBURT,Grant,Dallas, PA
The large relative brain sizes of small theropod Cretaceous dinosaurs (Troodon,
Ornithomimus,and Bambiraptor) probably required them to be visceral endotherms,
defined as endothermswhose high resting metabolicrate (BMR) dependson visceral organ
metabolism. Their relative brain sizes were well within the relative brain size range of
Recent endothermicamniotes (birds) and well above the range of Recent (nonavian)reptiles. This proposalrests on the hypothesis that the relatively large brainsof Recent visceral endothermsrequireboth a high and controlledBMR. In all known ecto- and endothermic
vertebrates,thecentral nervous system(CNS) uses 2-8% of basal metabolism, excepting
20% in Homo, and 11-13% in other primates. Although some elasmobranchshave large
brains,the low metabolic rate of elasmobranchbrainsmakes them metabolic equivalentsof
bony fish brainsone-thirdtheir size, meaning their large relative brainsize does not invalidate this hypothesis. Dinosaurbrainmass was estimatedfrom endocasts,using brain-endocast ratios of adult alligators.Dinosaurrelative brain sizes were calculated as EQs, which
were based on brain-bodyequationsof reptiles (REQ) and birds (BEQs). Ranges of reptile
log (logl0) REQs and bird log BEQs, were used because, unlike the correspondingEQs,
they were normally distributed,validating use of StandardDeviations (SDs). Other than
small theropods,dinosaurlog REQs (-0.60 to 0.380; -3.0 to 2.0 SDs of the mean) were within both the actual range and two SDs of the mean of reptile log REQs (-0.41 to 0.39; -2.0t
o +1.9 SDs of the mean). Small theropod log BEQs of -0.17 to -0.09 (1.05 to 0.58 SDs
below the mean) were well within the range of bird log BEQs (-0.40 to 0.50; -2.33 to + 2
SDs of the mean); and within 1 SD of the bird log BEQ mean. The only ectothermicvertebrateeven 3 SDs above the reptilelog REQ mean is the elephant-nosedfish, (Gnathonemus,
log REQ 0.64), at 3.3 SDs above the reptilemean. It devotes 60% of total body metabolism
to the brain, an amountunknown and unlikely in terrestrialamniotes. Log REQs (-0.45 to
0.48) of otherbony fish are -2.2 to +2.5 SDs of the reptile REQ mean.
Poster Session I
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FORELIMB RANGE OF MOTION IN REPORTED
BIPEDAL AND QUADRUPEDAL BASAL ARCHOSAURS
HUTSON, Joel, NorthernIllinois Univ., DeKalb, IL
Digital animationtechnology offers a powerful tool for recreatingand analyzing functional morphology. Software can be used to articulateor reconstructskeletal morphology in
three dimensions,and then to portraymotion graphically.Maya animationsoftware is used
to estimate the range of motion of the forelimb of the basal archosaurPostosuchus kirkpatricki with the goal of finding evidence for or againstbipedalism.Basal archosaursare an
importantexample of tetrapodsthat had a diverse arrayof postures and gaits. Posturalfeatures are one of the primary charactersused to differentiate among archosauromorphs,
althoughresearchersdebatethe presence and/orextentofbipedalism in severaltaxa, including Postosuchus. Previous hypotheses for bipedalism in extinct archosaurshave rested
mainly on observations of fore and hindlimb disparity.Most studies on posture and gait
have focused on analyses of the hindlimb and pelvis, not on the shouldergirdle and forelimb. Few attemptshave been made, likely because of a lack of well-preserved forelimb
material.However, as shown here, forelimb evidence can be importantin interpretingposture in basal archosaurs.To considerthe range of motion in Postosuchus within a phylogenetic context, its forelimb elements were comparedwith those of two quadrupedalbasal
archosaurs, the aetosaur Desmatosuchus haplocerus and the phytosaur Pseudopalatus
pristinus, and the extant phylogenetic bracketof the crocodilianAlligator mississippiensis
and the bird Opisthocomuscristatus.All forelimbelement ranges of motion were measured
and all materialwas digitized three dimensionallywith a MicroScribeand Rhinocerossoftware. The completed elements were then importedinto Maya to be articulatedand to build
up range of motion animations.Inferences as to the posture and degree of mobility of the
forelimbs of Postosuchus were then made with these comparisonsand animations.Results
indicate that Postosuchus was well-adapted for quadrupedalism,although facultative
bipedalism can not be ruled out.
Saturday2:15
OSTEOHISTOLOGY OF SPHENACODON (SYNAPSIDA: SPHENACODONTIDAE) AND THE HIDDEN DIVERSITY OF GROWTH PATTERNS IN BASAL
SYNAPSIDS
HUTTENLOCKER,Adam, CaliforniaState Univ., San Bernardino,San Bernardino,CA;
ANGIELCZYK,Kenneth,Univ. of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom;LEE,Andrew,Univ.
of California,Berkeley, Berkeley, CA
Recent histological investigationsof bone microstructurein nonmammaliantherapsidshave
documented an abundance of fibrolamellarbone tissue in numerous genera. Although
some instancesof this tissue type have been reportedin neuralspines ofDimetrodon, fibrolamellarbone never has been described in the long bones of "pelycosaurs."Here we provide a preliminarydescriptionof bone microstructurein the closely related Sphenacodon
and highlight its utility in elucidating the origins of therapsid-likegrowth patternsin the
synapsid lineage.
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Sphenacodon humeri and femora from the Lower PermianAnderson Quarryin New
Mexico (CutlerFormation)were separatedinto five age classes and were serially sectioned
for histological analysis. In general, the cortical bone is well vascularizedand the bone
matrix is woven-fiberedwith some alternatingsheets of lamellarbone, forming an overall
fibrolamellarstructurein conjunction with the primaryosteons. Early growth stages in
Sphenacodonare diagnosedby thick growth zones in the cortex lacking LAGs or annuli in
the smallest individuals,densely packed radialprimaryosteons, and an irregulargradation
between the cancellous medulla and the compact cortex. Latergrowth stages display several LAGs and annuli, fibrolamellarbone tissue with abundantradial canals and primary
osteons, and an abrupttransitionfrom the cortex to the medullaryregion with some secondary osteons forming along the endosteal surface. The basic organizationof the bone tissue
closely resembles that of some gorgonopsiantherapsids(e.g., Scsvlacops),but the overall
growth patternreflects that which has been described for some therocephaliansand basal
cynodonts, with evidence for rapidsustainedgrowth in juveniles, and cyclical but decreasing rates of periosteal deposition in some of the largest (presumablyolder) individuals.
The possibility of such growth strategiesin an early synapsid,which pre-datesthose therapsid forms by at least 20 million years, challenges the conventionalviews, insteadsuggesting that this condition arose early and perhapsmultiple times in synapsid evolution.
Romer Prize Session, Thursday9:15
PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSIS OF ENAMEL MICROSTRUCTURE CHARACTERS IN DINOSAUR TEETH
HWANG, Sunny,New YorkCollege of OsteopathicMedicine, Old Westbury,NY
Most studies of enamel evolution only involve mapping charactersonto an independently
constructedcladogram.Very few studies actually include discrete enamel charactersin a
phylogenetic data matrixand attemptto integrateenamel charactersinto a largermorphological dataset,and all of these few studies have includedonly mammaliantaxa. Non-mammalian amniote ("reptile")enamel remains tremendouslyunderstudiedin comparison to
mammalianenamel, because its aprismaticstructurerendersit difficult to characterize.
Enamel charactersof 54 saurischianand ornithischiandinosaurtaxa were first mapped
onto independentlygeneratedreferencephylogenies to determinetheirevolutionarytrends.
Within many monophyletic dinosaurclades, the combinationof enamel types and enamel
featureswithin a tooth - the schmelzmuster- is the same in all the taxa due to their common ancestry,and their schmelzmustersare diagnostic of their respectiveclades. However,
the enamel complexity of a taxon does not necessarily coincide with the position of the
taxon on a phylogenetictree;more derivedtaxa do not necessarilyhave more derivedenamel and more primitivetaxa do not necessarily have more primitiveenamel. Therefore,there
is no overall trend in enamel evolution within Dinosauria.
Second, featuresobserved in dinosaurenamel microstructurewere parsedinto phylogenetic characters.These enamel characterswere analyzed separately as well as added to
datasets of skeletal charactersfor theropodand ornithischiandinosaurs.Tests for phylogenetic signal in enamel type were also performed.Phylogenetic analysis of enamel characters and tests for phylogenetic signal in enamel type confirm the patternobserved via character mapping,namely that there are enamel charactersthatdiagnose differentclades within Dinosauria,but that there is not an overall trend in enamel evolution within Dinosauria.
Enamelcharactersalone are not enough to recoverthe traditionalgroupsobtainedvia skeletal characteranalysis, but they can improve resolution within strict consensus trees when
addedto a skeletal charactermatrix.
StudentPoster Session
THE EVOLUTION OF THE GROOMING CLAW IN CASTORIDAE
HYNES, Kristin,CarletonUniv., Ottawa,ON, Canada
Extantbeavers (Castor) possess a grooming claw, which can functionas a comb or a pincer. The grooming claw has been describedas a secondaryadaptationto the beaver's semiaquaticlifestyle. It is held in a semi-retractedposition, on the second digit of the hind foot.
This specialized posture is associated with skeletal modification of the distal and middle
phalanges of this digit, allowing the presence of a specialized claw to be identifiedin fossil
taxa. Dissections of Castor canadensis and Felis silvestris catus feet were performedto
investigate how the grooming claw works (opens and closes) and to compare hind foot
anatomy.The Castor and Felis phalangebones were also examined for comparisonand to
identify charactersassociatedwith the groomingclaw as well as those associatedwith claw
retraction.This project also tested the hypothesis that the grooming claw evolved secondarily to swimming in Castoridaeby looking for evidence of the claw in a fossorial genus
(Palaeocastor) of Castoridae.The phalangesof Palaeocastorfossor were examinedfor evidence of a grooming claw on their second digit. Results suggest that the opening and closing of the grooming claw may be primarilycontrolledby the tension of the webbing on the
medial and lateral sides of the claw. While P fossor had skeletal characteristicswhich are
similar to those observed in Castor second phalange,these are likely associated with the
s
retractedposition of the claw and not necessarily characteristicof a pincer claw. Since it is
unlikely that P fossor had webbed feet, their grooming claw may not have been able to
function as a pincer but perhapsserved as a comb prototypewhich was later co-opted into
the modernclaw. It appearsthatthe modernCastoridaegroomingclaw most likely evolved
after the acquisitionof webbed feet in the semiaquaticclade, suggesting that a pincer-type
grooming claw (but not the comb-type grooming claw) arose as a secondaryadaptationto
swimming.
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Neoceti Symposium,Saturday10:45
A NEW SQUALOZIPHIUS-LIKE ODONTOCETE CETACEAN FROM THE LATEST OLIGOCENE OF HOKKAIDO, JAPAN
ICHISHIMA,Hiroto,FukuiDinosaurMuseum,Katsuyama,Japan;SAWAMURA,Hiroshi,
Ashoro Museum of Paleontology,Ashoro, Japan
The early Miocene Squaloziphiusemlongi Muizon (Washington)is known from an incomplete skull, originally attributedto the living family Ziphiidae (beaked whales). Alternatively, some authorshave suggested thatSqualoziphiusis relatedto the Eurhinodelphinidae.
Both options raise questionsaboutthe identityof odontocete families, althoughthe original
specimen is probablytoo incomplete to judge which option is best. Here we record a new
skull (AMP 19) of late Oligocene age, which is similar both in size and in morphologyto
Squaloziphiusemlongi. The new skull, which lacks most of the rostrumand some ventral
structures,is markedlysimilarto S. emlongi in overall topographyand in: a well-developed
postglenoid process of the squamosal;an elevated synvertex, comprising the fronto-nasal
platform, the maxilla, and the posteromedial splint of premaxilla;and a wide, dorsallyopened mesorostralgroove just anteriorto the bony nares.The skull differs from S. emlongi in its more elevated synvertex and the laterallyand anteriorlymore inflated nasals, and
thus probablyrepresentsa new species.
The relationshipsof Squaloziphiuswith other odontocete groups-Ziphiidae, Eurhinodelphinidae,or other-have been controversial. It is now known that ziphiid-like features
have arisen in separate odontocete lineages as a result of convergence, exemplified by
Australodelphisfrom the early Pliocene of Antarctica.Australodelphis shows surprising
resemblanceswith ziphiid odontocetes, including an elevated synvertex, despite its clear
allocation to the dolphin family Delphinidae.In the case of Australodelphis,tympanoperiotics are potentiallypowerfultools to reveal relationships;for Squaloziphius,the lack of ear
bones in AMP 19 and S. emlongi hamperscomparisons.We have found it difficult to justify placing Squaloziphiuswith Eurhinodelphinidaeor Ziphiidae, and expect that supposed
early eurhinodelphinidssuch as Argyrocetusmust be reviewed before Squaloziphiusrelationships can be finalised. Revision of early eurhinodelphinidshas implicationsfor definition and recognitionof early clades of Odontoceti.
Wednesday10:15
A NEW UPPER TRIASSIC VERTEBRATE QUARRY FROM THE CHINLE FORMATION OF NORTHERN NEW MEXICO WITH A UNIQUE AND EXCEPTIONALLY DIVERSE TETRAPOD FAUNA
IRMIS, Randall, Univ. of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA; NESBITT, Sterling,
American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY; DOWNS, Alex, Ghost Ranch
ConferenceCenter,Abiquiu, NM
Large,multi-taxictetrapodassemblages are rarein the Upper TriassicChinle Formationof
southwesternNorth America. Only the Placerias Quarryin Arizona and the Snyder and
Coelophysis quarriesin northernNew Mexico preserve a wide variety of taxa and a large
numberof specimens. Thus, any similar new locality will increase our understandingof
Late Triassictetrapoddiversitypatternsin NorthAmerica. The HaydenQuarry,a recently
discovered locality from the Petrified Forest Member of the Upper Triassic Chinle
Formationin northernNew Mexico, at Ghost Ranch,preservesan abundanttetrapodfauna
comparablein diversity to these three previously known localities. Taxa known from the
HaydenQuarryinclude metoposauridtemnospondyls,the diapsid Vancleavea,pseudopalatine phytosaurs,the aetosaursTypothoraxand "Desmatosuchus"chamaensis, a tooth-bearing jaw fragment similar to Revueltosauruscallenderi, an unidentified 'rauisuchian',the
basal dinosauriformEucoelophysis, associated material of a new basal dinosaurwith an
ilium similar to Chindesaurusand Caseosaurus, and several individuals of a large coelophysoid theropod.
Beyond its raw diversity of taxa, the Hayden Quarryis importantbecause it represents
the first confirmedco-occurrenceof a basal dinosauriform,basal dinosaur,and basal theropod, suggesting a greaterrange of contemporaneousearly dinosauriformtaxa from North
America than previously realized. Put in context with other geographically proximate
localities from the Chinle Formationof northernNew Mexico (e.g., Snyder,Canjilon,and
Coelophysis quarries),the Hayden Quarryprovides a detailed view of changes in tetrapod
assemblage diversity and composition through time in one geographic space. Such a
refined study is currentlynot possible anywhereelse in the Late Triassicof NorthAmerica.
Poster Session I
NEW INFORMATION ON THE PECTORAL FIN IN PLACODERMI FROM THE
LATE DEVONIAN CLEVELAND SHALE FAUNA (FRASNIAN OF NORTHERN
OHIO)
JACKSON, Gary,Cleveland Musuem of NaturalHistory,Cleveland, OH; CARR, Robert,
Ohio Univ., Athens, OH
Placodermshave been characterizedas either obligate benthic organismsor that they were
limited to life just off the bottom. These interpretationsare a consequence of our lack of
understandingof the locomotor structuresin these fishes. Preservationin most taxa is limited to perichondrallyossified pectoral girdle and basal fin elements. An exception to this
patternis the ray-likerhenanid,Gemuendina,with a pectoralfin consisting ofa single proximal element with up to three rows of radials.Otherthan this rareexample, little is known
of the fin distal to the proximalbasals.
Four placodermspecimens from the Cleveland Shale provide new informationon the
pectoral fin. A large Dunkleosteus terrelli specimen documentsthe first recognized occur-
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rence of radials among the arthrodires.A second specimen of D. terrelli possesses numerous basals with a carbonfilm representingthe distal fin (no ossified radialsare seen in this
specimen suggesting radial ossification may representan age-relatedphenomenon). Two
specimens of unidentifiedselensoteid arthrodiresalso demonstratethe presence of organic
films. The importanceof these specimens is the informationthey provide on estimates for
the aspect ratio of the pectoral fin. In comparisonto the chondrichthyanCladoselache (a
recognized active swimmer in the pelagic realm), the pectoral fin in arthrodiresappearsto
have a comparableaspect ratio (standardizedfor size and thus suggesting equivalent lift
capabilities). In the arthrodireHeintzichthys,the presence of potential muscle attachments
on the basal elements suggests the possibility of active fin retractionor alterationof fin camber furtheradding to controlledmaneuverability.
A proposed explanationfor the extinction of placodermsis thought to be throughthe
process of competitive displacementby the contemporaneouschondrichthyansand osteichthyans. This has been related, in part, to relative differences in effective locomotion
(based on incomplete evidence among placoderms).The recognition of comparablelocomotor structuresin arthrodiresand sharksof the Late Devonian necessitates our reevaluation of placodermextinction at the close of the Devonian.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday4:45
SYSTEMATIC POSITION AND GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF ANGOLASAURUS
(MOSASAURIDAE) AND A NEW SEA TURTLE FROM THE CREATACEOUS OF
ANGOLA
JACOBS, Louis, SMU, Dallas, TX; MORAIS, Maria, Geologia, Luanda, Angola;
SCHULP,Anne, NatuurhistorischMuseumMaastricht,Maastricht,Netherlands;MATEUS,
Octdvio, Museu da Lourinhd,Lourinhd,Portugal;POLCYN, Michael, SMU, Dallas, TX
Results of recent fieldwork in Angola after a hiatus of nearly fifty years include discovery
of the skull of a new taxon of turtle, new and higher quality mosasaurmaterial(including
the second skull of the mosasaurAngolasaurus), and a number of plesiosaur specimens.
The Angolasaurus material allows evaluation of alternativehypotheses of its placement
within and composition of Plioplatecarpinae. The new turtle has a derived palate and
closed incisura columella similar to Aptian Sandownia from the Isle of Wight and an
unnamedlateAptiantaxon fromTexas. Turtlesandplesiosaurshave longermarinerecords
thando mosasaurs,but togethertheirhistorymust reflect the biogeographicevolution of the
CretaceousSouthAtlantic and its Albian connectionwith the NorthAtlantic. The completion of the Atlantic Ocean allowed mixing of low latitudemarine faunasthroughthe tropical Atlantic, but it also completed the breakup of western Gonwana and contradicts
hypotheses of dinosaurdispersalbetween Africa and SouthAmerica after 100 Ma.

degrees of completeness). Bivariate plots and ternarydiagramsshow that, while the limb
proportionsare broadly similar,sthenurineshave a relatively shorterfourthmetatarsalthan
macropodines(and thus a shorterfoot, resembling dendrolagines[tree kangaroos] in this
regard), and are also considerably more robust in their femur and tibia. PCA analysis
revealed differences in the shape of certainbones between sthenurinesand macropodines,
and also similarities between sthenurinesand dendrolagines.The sthenurinesdiffer from
macropodines(and resemble dendrolagines)as follows: the pelvis is broadermediolaterally and the ilium is longer, but the ischium is shorterand the pubic symphysis less elongated; the femurhas broaderproximaland distal articulations,and a longer greatertrochanter;
the calcaneumhas a shorterand thicker heel. Additionally,the sthenurineastragalushas a
broadertibial facet but a narrowerfibularfacet thanthe macropodineone. These differences
relateto a postcranialskeleton thatis built for power ratherthan for speed, suggesting a different locomotor focus from the derived hopping of macropodines.The similaritiesto dendrolagines,the only macropodidsto move theirhindlimbsindependentlyof each other,raises questions as to whetherthis mode of locomotion was also seen in sthenurines.
Poster Session II
EFFECTS OF HEAT ON AVIAN DINOSAUR EGGSHELL FRAGMENTS
JANSSEN, Jennifer, Georgia Acquarium, Atlanta, GA; HAYWARD, James, Andrews
Univ., Berrien Springs,MI
The taphonomic effects of heat and/or fire on bones, conodonts, and plant tissues have
received significant attentionamong paleontologists and geologists, but to our knowledge
an examinationof the effects of high temperatureson amniote eggshell has not been made.
We comparedthe effects of heat on extant avian dinosaureggshell, which, like non-avian
dinosaur eggshell, is constructedprimarily of CaCO3 deposited within a protein matrix.
Ostrich and glaucous-winged gull eggshell fragmentswere heated to temperaturesup to
850'C for various lengths of time. A series of dramaticcolor changes, similar to those
reported for conodonts, began to occur at about 2000C, especially in ostrich eggshell.
Reverse curling of eggshell was observed at temperatures above 600'C.
Thermogravimetricanalysis showed a negligible decreasein mass below 2000C, which was
attributableto water loss. Sharp decreases in mass occurred at about 710'C for both
eggshell types. The remaining CaO residue represented55% of the original mass. Heat
shouldnot be overlookedas a factorcontributingto the variabilityof fossil eggshell, including color differences and reverse curling. Existence of these features,in turn,may provide
importantclues towardan understandingof environmentalconditions and events preceding
or accompanyingfossilization.
Poster Session III

Romer Prize Session, Thursday9:30
EVOLUTIONARY INSIGHT FROM CHARACTER ANALYSIS: TESTUDINATA
AS A CASE STUDY
JAMNICZKY,Heather,Univ. of Calgary,Calgary,AB, Canada
Treatingphylogenetic charactersas hypotheses has long been advocated. The process of
characteranalysis, however, whereby potential charactersare evaluated using multiple
sources of data, prior to being inserted into phylogenetic analyses for congruencetesting,
has received less attention. Herein I demonstratethe utility of an integrativeapproachto
characteranalysis, both as a means of positing more robustphylogeneticcharacters,and as
a source of insight into the evolutionary trajectory of complex morphological traits.
Multiple lines of evidence, providedby soft-tissue and developmentalstudiesof extanttaxa,
provide new insight into homology relations among parts of organisms, and allow more
robust inferences of morphologyin fossil taxa. I show that the use of such techniques, in
combinationwith an "overallpattern"approachto homology definition,reveals thatthe cranial arterialcirculationof Trionychiais paedomorphic. Further,this approachallows the
postulation of new hypotheses of evolutionary transformationof this charactercomplex
among members of Testudinata. Previous hypotheses of relationshipwithin Testudinata
are called into questionby these results, emphasizingthe importanceof robustlyinvestigated morphologicalcharactersin instances where such data are the only source of information available to systematists. The use of characteranalysis will help to ensure that morphological systematics remains at the forefront of evolutionary research, representinga
uniquemeans by which the anatomyand evolution of complex morphologicalfeaturesmay
be betterunderstood.
Poster Session III
LOCOMOTOR SPECIALIZATIONS IN STHENURINE KANGAROOS
JANIS, Christine,KUCHENBECKER,Karalyn,BERGLAND,Alan, CLIFFORD,Andrew,
Brown Univ., Providence,RI
Sthenurines,popularlyknown as "giant browsing kangaroos",are commonly assumed to
have a similarmode ofricochetal locomotion as largemacropodines(e.g., gray and red kangaroos), perhaps being even more cursorially specialized as their pes is monodactyl.
However, modem macropodinesappearto be at the size limit for strainon the Achilles tendon, the determiningfeaturein hopping, and some sthenurineswere twice the mass of large
extant kangaroos(i.e., around200 kg). This preliminaryinvestigationinto sthenurinepostcranialmorphologyreveals some interestingdifferences from macropodines,and suggests
that sthenurineswere not as specialized for hopping.
We obtainedmeasurementsfrom 27 species of extantmacropodoids(4 potoroids,or rat
kangaroos, and 23 macropodids),and 23 individuals of Sthenurus (of varying sizes and
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ANALYSISOF STOMACHCONTENTSFROMA NEWPOLYA PRELIMINARY
COTYLID PLESIOSAUR
JANZIC,Anita-Maria,CanadianFossil Discovery Centre,Morden,MB, Canada
The Pembina Hills of the ManitobaEscarpmentof SouthwesternManitobahas produced
many marine reptile specimens with the co-operationof mining companies. The mining
has ceased but the quarriesremainand a new discovery of a polycotylid plesiosaurwas discovered in 2004. The remainswere located within the PembinaMemberof the PierreShale
Formation(Campanian)deposits from the WesternInteriorSeaway. This new polycotylid
and only two other plesiosaur specimens from the Pierre Shale Formationin Manitobaare
associated with stomach contents.
The stomach contents were conglomerated into a solid layer beneath the specimen
resulting in a gastric residue, spanningan area of 2.5 squaremetres. Preliminarydissociation of fragmentsfrom the residue yielded teleost teeth and vertebrae. These stomach contents are not unusual for polycotylid plesiosaurs,however the dimensions and quantityare.
This preliminaryanalysis indicates teeth lengths between 1.0mm and 5.0mm representing
only the tips or apex of the crown. Samples that have been analysed yielded over 100
teleost teeth.
Wednesday9:45
NEW PODOCNEMIDIDAE FOSSIL TURTLES FROM THE UPPER PALEOCENE
CERREJON FORMATION, GUAJIRA PENINSULA, COLOMBIA
JARAMILLO, Carlos, CADENA RUEDA, Edwin, Smithsonian Tropical Research
Institute,Panama
Six fossil turtlesrepresentedby nearly complete carapaces,plastrons,pelvian bones and an
excellently preservedlowerjaw, were collected during2005 in the middle partof the upper
Paleocene CerrejonFormation,at the CerrejonCoal Mine, GuajiraPeninsula, Colombia.
The fossils belong to the PodocnemididaeFamily and are useful to understandthe origin of
the extant fauna of SouthAmericanpodocnemidsturtles.Indicativecharacterson the carapaces, are the absence of neural bones specially in three small turtles (<25cm long axis).
This absence indicatesan earliertendencyto reductionof neuralbones in podocnemids,and
also has been seen in some turtlesfrom the UrumacoFormation(late Miocene, Venezuela).
The absence of cervical scute, the firstneuralbone subrectangularand more elongatedcompared to the following ones, are additionalcharactersthat suggest a podocnemid affinity.
Othercharactersas shape and position of pubis and ischiac scars on plastron,ilium scar on
carapace,axillary and inguinalprocess attachmentand shell bones-scutes configurationare
being analyzed and integratedinto a matrixcharacterfor cladistic analysis. We also found
a lower jaw that present a labial ridge curved acute, processus coronoideusless prominent
than in Shweboemysgroup, fossa meckelli more narrowthan in Bairdemys,low angle of
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ments of SouthernCalifornia,gophertortoiseshave been reportedand arethoughtto belong
to G. laticuneusor perhapsan undescribedspecies. These taxa have yet to be examined in
depth and will provide much insight to the zoogeography and the evolution of Gopherus
andNorthAmericantortoises as a whole. Preliminaryresultson the southernCaliforniafossil tortoises indicatethatthese fossils do indeed belong within Gopherus,but they appearto
be morphologically distinct from the other Oligocene Gopherus, G.laticuneus and the
Eocene Hadrianus uintensis.
To this point most systematic analyses of North American tortoises have coded
Hadrianus, Stylemys,and Hesperotestudoonly at the generic level ratherthan examining
individualspecies. This projectincludes species within these three genera. This analysis
aids in understandingthe relationshipsbetween the early divergingHadrianusand the later
divergingtaxa.
This study builds on previous work on North American tortoises especially with the
additionof postcranialcharacters. This increases the numberof charactersthat are coded
for fossil specimens fromwhich only postcranialelements are found. This studywill result
in greaterphylogenetic resolutionwithin the North American Gopherusclade.

Friday 1:30
A NEARLY COMPLETE SKELETON OF POPOSAURUS GRACILISFROM THE
LATE TRIASSIC OF UTAH
JOYCE,Walter,GAUTHIER,Jacques,Yale Univ., New Haven, CT
The Yale Peabody Museum has been conducting fieldwork in the Chinle Formation of
southernUtah since 2002. In the course of four field seasons, a significantamountof vertebratefossil materialwas recovered,that consists primarilyof fragmentarybasal archosaur
and temnospondylremains of limited diagnostic value. This situation contrastswith the
find of a skeleton in 2003 along the western rim of Circle Cliffs in the newly established
Grand Staircase-EscalanteNational Monument in Garfield County. That find appearsto
representone of the most completebipedal stem-crocodilianfound to dateworldwide. The
specimen likely once consisted of a single, fully preservedindividualthat eroded headfirst
down to the base of the neck. The rest of the specimen is largely preservedin full articulation with little post-mortem distortion. Comparisonwith the holotype of Poposaurus
gracilis, which consists of a partialpelvis and femur from the Upper Triassic Popo Agie
Formationof Wyoming, reveals only minor differencesin size and degree of ossification at
muscle attachmentsites and the specimens is thus interpretedas a less matureindividualof
that species.
The postcranium reveals clear evidence that corroborates the hypothesis that
Poposaurus gracilis possessed a bipedal stance and gait. Anatomicaltraitsthat favor this
interpretationinclude a forelimbto hindlimbratio of 1:2.2, a hind limb to presacralcolumn
ratio of approximately1:1, the presence of a long tail (approximately65 percentof the total
vertebralcolumn length) that placed the center of gravity at the hip joint, restrictionof lateral movement in the thoracicvertebrae,a narrowpelvic girdle, a modest lesser trochanter
andprominentlyoverhangingsupracetebularbuttress,and the presence of a prominentanterior iliac spine. Although the pes exhibits four well-developed digits, Poposaurus gracilis
walked digitigradeon the medianthree, and may have left only tridactylimprints. Overall,
the postcranial skeleton of Poposaurus gracilis resembles that of the contemporaneous
Coelophysis bauri in gestalt, althoughthe body is estimatedto somewhat larger.
Wednesday8:45
RODENT INCISORS AS BIONIC MODELS
KALTHOFF,Daniela, KOENIGSWALD,Wighart,Univ. of Bonn, Bonn, Germany
Rodent incisors are (almost) all purpose tools. They are used for gnawing, chopping, slicing, digging, cuttingdown trees, or as tweezers and many otherapplications.This wide suitability is guaranteedby three factors:firstly,the combinationof a hardtissue (enamel) with
a softer tissue (dentin)provides a self-sharpeningconstruction;secondly,the stabilityof the
thin cutting edge is maintainedby a crack preventing microstructureof the enamel; and
thirdly,heavy abrasionis allowed and compensatedby continuousgrowth. This mechanical principleof self-sharpeningincisors evolved in several mammalianlineages independently. The self-sharpeningabilities are fascinating for bionic engineers. Industrialknives,
which are used e.g. for cutting plastic garbage, have to be replaced currentlyon a daily
basis. The service life of these knives could be significantlyextended if the self-sharpening
featureof rodentincisors could be imitated.Engineersof the Frauenhofer-Gesellschaftand
paleontologistsof the Instituteof Paleontology at Bonn Univ. are working togetherto simulate this two-layered composite structurein technical materials.Bionic engineers tend to
assume that naturalconstructionsare always optimised and attemptto replicate all details.
Paleontologistsknow that these constructionsare a temporalstage in the course of evolution. The many solutions provided by parallel evolution indicate the frameworkin which
those constructionsare possible. Thus the specific contributionof paleontologistsis to identify the principlesupon which technical applicationscan be developed.
Poster Session III
PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON INTERPRETING THEROPOD BEHAVIOR USING
PEDAL PHALANGEAL MORPHOLOGY
KAMBIC, Robert,MontanaState Univ., Bozeman, MT
Studies of pedal phalangealmorphologyin theropodshave importantimplicationsfor areas
such as locomotion, the evolution of modernbirds, track-makeridentification,paleoecolo-
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gy, and behavior. Previous morphologic analysis on modern birds has found correlations
between phalangealproportionsand cursorialor arborealbehavior.This study expands on
the morphometricanalysis of previous work in order to develop more specific behavioral
interpretationsfor non-aviantheropods.
This study uses modern birds as analogues to non-aviantheropodsto define categories
of behavior on the basis of linear measurementsof pedal phalanges taken with digital
calipers.Measurementsincludenot only length andwidth of the phalanx,but also measurements of height and relative lengths of differentstructures.Taxa of varying behavior,phylogenetic position, and body size are chosen to control for confoundingfactors. Groupsof
birds measured include ratites, tinamous, galliformes, cuculiformes, falconiformes, and
coraciiformes.Principalcomponent analysis, which has been used in similar studies, will
be used to determinethe metrics most responsible for morphologicalvariationacross taxa
with an emphasison the metrics addedfor this study.Non-aviantheropodswill then be plotted with modernbirds on a diagramrepresentingthese "principalcomponents"to ascertain
whether behavioralinferences are possible. An emphasis will be placed on groups closely
relatedto birds such as dromaeosaursand troodontids.
Preliminaryresults of this study are reportedhere. Phalangealproportionsare supported as being correlated with cursorial or grasping behaviors. Additionally, shape of the
trochleasappearsto vary independentlyof size. These resultssupportthe utility of examining these metrics as part of a single data set.
Saturday2:00
ANALYSIS OF CRANIAL DISPARITY IN THE THEROCEPHALIA USING GEOMETRIC MORPHOMETRICS
KAMMERER,Christian,Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL
The Therocephaliarepresents one of the major subclades of Permo-Triassictherapsids.
Therocephaliansare known from the earliest therapsid-bearingstrataof the Late Permian
SouthAfrican Karoo Basin and persist until the Middle Triassic.The group attaineda high
level of morphological diversity comparedto coeval clades, and included herbivorousand
probablyvenomous forms. Here I presentthe resultsof an investigationinto patternsof therocephaliandisparityover time. I undertooka geometric morphometricanalysis of therocephalian specimens using 10 lateral and 8 dorsal cranial landmarkstaken from digitized
images. Shape-basedvariancein the datawas summarizedusing relativewarps. Specimens
were binned into eight Karoo biozones, with differences in extent of morphospaceoccupation between the bins quantifiedusing varianceand rangemetrics.
Therocephaliansremain highly conservative in cranial morphology through the first
three biozones, followed by expansion into new morphospace but loss of old in the
TropidostomaZone. The major burst of therocephalianmorphospaceexpansion does not
occur until the end-PermianDicynodon Zone. Therocephaliansparallel cynodonts and
anomodontsin their evolution towards broad-headedforms with large temporal openings
over the course of clade history.These featureshave been associated with the independent
evolution of herbivoryin therapsidgroups. However, some of the stratigraphicallyearliest
members of the therocephaliansin question display the "herbivoreskull"morphology but
retain carnivoredentition, so this cranial form may have been exaptive within the clade.
Therocephalianssuffer a major contractionin morphospaceoccupation across the PermoTriassic boundary,and continue to lose morphologicaldiversity throughthe Early Triassic
(LystrosaurusZone). Although therocephaliansgo on to diversify taxonomically in the
Triassic,they do not regainlost morphospace.Triassiccynodonts,on the otherhand,expand
into areas of morphospaceoccupied by therocephaliansin the Permian.
Saturday2:30
BRAIN SIZE, ACTIVITY PATTERN, AND VISUAL ACUITY IN HOMUNCULUS
PATAGONICUS,AN EARLY MIOCENE STEM PLATYRRHINE: THE MOSAIC
EVOLUTION OF BRAIN SIZE AND VISUAL ACUITY IN ANTHROPOIDEA
KAY, Richard, Duke Univ., Durham,NC; LINCOLN,Abraham,Washington,DC; COLBERT,Matthew,Univ. of Texas, Austin, Austin, TX; MALINZAK, Michael, Duke Univ.,
Durham,NC; KIRK, E., Univ. of Texas,Austin, Austin, TX
A nearly complete and undistortedskull of Homunculuspatagonicus, an early Miocene
stem platyrrhinecollected in 2004, was scannedby high-resolutionCT. The skull provides
the oldest record of orbit size, optic canal size, and endocranial volume (ECV) in a
platyrrhine,allowing reconstructionof adaptive parametersof the visual system and a
broaderconsiderationof anthropoidbrain size and visual system evolution.
The relative orbitalaperturesize of Homunculussuggests diurnalhabits and is smaller
than expected for a nocturnalmonkey.The optic canal, and by inferencethe optic nerve, is
anthropoid-likeand larger than in strepsirrhines.This feature is related to the amount of
visual informationtransmittedfrom the retinato the brain.It suggests thatHomunculushad
highly refined visual acuity, a hallmarkof living anthropoidsnot found in strepsirrhines.
The AfricanOligocene stem anthropoidSimonsiusand the stem catarrhineAegyptopithecus
also resemble living anthropoidsin having a high level of visual acuity. Simonsius has a
large optic canal. The canal is not preservedin Aegyptopithecusbut the rostrallypositioned
lunate sulcus on its endocast, suggests that visual areasin the occipital lobe were relatively
large as in living anthropoids.The more caudalposition of the lunatesulcus in strepsirrhines
reflects reducedcortical visual processing.
In spite of the increasedvisual inputs and a proportionatelyenlargedvisual cortex, it is
clear that relative ECV was small and strepsirrhine-likein stem anthropoids(Simonsius)
and stem catarrhines(Aegyptopithecus).The relativeECV ofHomunculuslikewise is small-
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Poster Session I
UNDER THE FEET OF GIANTS: AN INVESTIGATION OF THE SMALL VERTEBRATES AT THE MYGATT-MOORE QUARRY, MORRISON FORMATION,
WESTERN COLORADO
KING, Lorin, Dinosaur Depot Museum, Caiion City, CO; FOSTER, John, Museum of
WesternColorado,GrandJunction,CO
For over 25 years, the Mygatt-MooreQuarryhas been producingabundantremainsof large
dinosaurs representedmainly by Apatosaurus and Allosaurus with some camarasaurid,
diplodocid, and ceratosauridmaterial.The ephemeralshallow lacustrinepaleoenvironmental setting is generally devoid of smaller vertebrates.However, the quarryhas produced
some identifiable, albeit fragmented, small vertebrate remains. The rare, smaller nondinosaurianvertebratesincludethe firstpterosaurand turtlematerialever found at the quarry, a sphenodontian,a small primitivecrocodylomorph,and a goniopholididcrocodiliform.
These remainsare representedmainly by limb bones, vertebrae,and teeth. The one goniopholidid tooth known from the quarryis in starkcontrastto the more than 300 shed teeth of
theropods. Several fish (Morrolepis, cf. Leptolepis, and "Hulettia")are known from the
quarry,but these remains are found in a differentlithology approximately2m stratigraphically above the dinosaurbone bed. The Mygatt-MooreQuarryis similarto the ClevelandLloyd Quarryand several sites at the eastern end of Como Bluff in the paucity of aquatic
vertebratessuch as turtlesand crocodiliansandthe high ratio of shed theropodteeth to those
of crocodilians. Other sites such as Quarry9, the Small Quarry,and Ninemile Hill have
abundantfish, turtles, and crocodilians and differ substantiallyfrom the Mygatt-Moore,
Cleveland-Lloyd,and Como Bluff sites. Although the scarcity of fish, turtle,and crocodile
materialin the mainbone bed at Mygatt-Mooresuggests thatstandingwaterwas infrequent,
the abundanceof plant materialin the bone bed mudstone indicates an often wet substrate
and likely a high local water table.
Friday 8:30
REASSESSING THE PALEOECOLOGY OF THE PLIOCENE SITE OF LAETOLI,
NORTHERN TANZANIA, UTILIZING ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS OF FOSSIL HERBIVORE ENAMEL
KINGSTON,John, Emory Univ., Atlanta,GA; HARRISON,Terry,New York Univ., New
York,NY
Interpretationsof paleoenvironmentsat the Pliocene locality of Laetoli have figuredprominently in discussions of humanevolution, primarilybecause early homininsrecoveredfrom
Laetoli are generally inferredto be associated with grassland,savanna or open woodland
habitats. These reconstructionseffectively extend the range of habitat preferences for
Pliocene hominins and contrastwith interpretationsof predominantlywoodland and forested ecosystems at other early hominin sites. Here we reevaluatethe paleoecology at Laetoli
utilizing isotopic analyses of the enamel of twenty-one extinct mammalian herbivore
species from the Laetolil Beds (-4.3-3.5 Ma) and Upper Ndolanya Beds (-2.7-2.6 Ma) to
develop a consensus reconstructionof available forage and by inferencehabitattypes within the succession. Dietarypatternsof the variousherbivoreguilds representedin the Laetolil
and Upper Ndolanya Beds indicate eclectic, mixed C3/C4 diets for all herbivore families
otherthanthe obligatebrowsinggiraffids.The almost complete absence of specialized grazing guilds and the heavy reliance on browse by most fossil herbivoresdoes not supportearlier interpretationsof grassland-savannahabitats dominating the landscape, but rather a
more heterogeneous woodland biome. Evidence of a variable C4 grazing component in
most lineages, however, does indicatethat grasses were ubiquitous,consistentwith habitats
dominatedby closed woodlands with a substratumof C4 grasses or open woodland interspersedwith grassypatches.Relative to otherPliocene African fossil localities where enamel has been extensively analyzed, Laetoli isotopic values generally indicate similar dietary
patternsfor specific taxonomic groups,althoughthere is a consistentbias towardsa greater
C3 browsing componentamong Laetoli herbivores.Comparedto modernAfricanherbivore
isotopic profiles, the Laetoli cumulative dietary spectrum is heavily weighted towards
mixed C3/C4 foraging patternswith limited evidence for specialized grazing or browsing
strategies that characterizemodern descendants.These data suggest that modernAfrican
ecologies may not provide appropriateanalogs, specifically in the foragingbehaviorof the
herbivorecommunity,but perhapsalso in the overall physiognomy and composition of the
vegetation.
Poster Session II
APPLICATION OF GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GIS) TO MODEL
THE KOOBI FORA
KIRERA,Francis,Univ. of Arkansas,Fayetteville,AR
This study examines the applicationof GIS technology in combinationwith faunalecomorphological analysis to model the paleoenvironmentof the Plio-Pleistocene Koobi Fora
Hominin sites. Several researchershave used ecomorphology to reconstructaspects of
early Hominin paleoenvironmentsin East Africa. Such studies have been based on the
notion that morphological adaptationsevinced by herbivorousmammals reflect specific
aspects of environment.The currentstudy adds to our knowledge of the paleoenvironment
dynamics of Koobi Fora, by bringing data into a platform that can be clearly visualized
using a GeographicInformationSystems (GIS) model.
We present some of the technical aspects of incorporatingGIS into the analysis of the
spatial and temporal dynamics of adaptations inferred from fossil bone morphology.
Fossil elements of bovids are transformedinto the GIS model using geo-referenced data
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points collected with the aid of GPS survey in the field and on-table digitizing of previously markedlocations on maps.
This study is divided into two parts;First, traditionalmultivariateanalyses are used to
gatherecomorphologicaldata on fossil elements (based on relationshipsbetween environment and ecomorphology of extant fauna) Second, these data are incorporatedinto a GIS
environmentfor spatialmodeling and geostatistics. Results fromthis study clearly indicate
both general shifts and the variabilityof Koobi Fora paleoenvironmentwith open environments dominatingthe entire epoch intermittentwith closed and intermediatehabitats.
Friday 11:45
A NEW GENUS OF ORNATE LONG-HORNED CENTROSAURINE CERATOPSIAN FROM THE MIDDLE CAMPANIAN (CRETACEOUS) WAHWEAP FORMATION, GRAND STAIRCASE-ESCALANTE NATIONAL MONUMENT, SOUTHERN UTAH
KIRKLAND,James, DEBLIEUX, Donald, Utah Geological Survey, Salt Lake City, UT
An isolated, well-preservedskull (-1 m long less parietalspines) of a ceratopsiandinosaur
from the "middlemudstone member"of the middle CampanianWahweapFormationmay
be the oldest, and is the first diagnosable, centrosaurinerecovered south of Montana. It
shares with more derived centrosaurinesthe stepped squamosal and a nasal-premaxillary
process along the caudal borderof the naris. The preorbitalskull is deep and shorterthan
otherknown centrosaurines.Rostralto a low, subconicalnarialhorn is a smaller"epinasal"
suggesting the presence of a second smaller narial horn. Long, erect postorbital horns
extend over the nasal horns. Large,vertically oriented,blade-like epijugalsextend laterally
from skull. The erect frill is subequal in length to the skull, and is widest at the laterally
directedsquamosals,taperingto half its width at the base of a pair of caudalparietalspines
separatedby a medial notch. The parietalfenestraeare caudo-rostrallyelongate. The parietal bar preserves weak undulations,but no distinct ornamentation.The squamosals each
bear four epoccipitals. Laterally,the parietal bears five triangularepoccipitals with the
largest near its suturewith the squamosal.The epoccipitals are progressively smaller caudally such that, at the base of the elongate caudalparietalspine, the epoccipital is less than
one squarecentimeterin size. The narrowcaudalparietalmarginis dominatedby a pair of
robustspines as long as the entirefrill, which extend caudallyand then graduallysweep laterally beyond the widest portion of frill. The long postorbitalhorns and small narial horn
are primitive character states as indicated by the ceratopsid sister taxon Zuniceratops.
Autapomorphiesinclude a separatenarial horn and rostral"epinasal,"short muzzle, large
blade-like epijugals, and a caudally-taperingfrill with long sweeping spines.
Saturday9:45
AN UNUSUAL BONE HISTOLOGY AND GROWTH PATTERN IN
AMPELOSAURUSATACIS,A TITANOSAURID SAUROPOD FROM SOUTH
FRANCE
KLEIN,Nicole, SANDER, Martin,Instituteof Paleontology,Bonn, Germany;LELOEUFF,
Jean, Mus6e des Dinosaures,Esperaza,France
Several humeri and femora of the titanosaur sauropod Ampelosaurus atacis from the
Maastrichianof South Francewere sampledby core drilling and cross sectioning for paleohistological study. The materialwas collected within the scope of a large project about
sauropodbone histology. The comparison with other sampled sauropods (Neosauropoda
includingseveralDiplodocoideaand Macronaria)or any otherdinosaurcurrentlystudiedby
bone histology, shows thatAmpelosaurusatacis is clearly different/uniquein its bone histology. Whereas all studied sauropods and even closer relatives like Alamosaurus and
Phuwiangosaurus show the laminar fibro-lamellar bone typical for most dinosaurs,
Ampelosaurusatacis indeed retainsthe laminarvascularorganization,but completely lacks
the fibrousbone tissue component,even in early ontogeneticstages. The dominantbone tissue here is the parallel-fiberedbone and lamellarbone. However, contraryto e.g. reptiles
which also grew with parallel-fiberedor lamellarbone, A. atacis growthwas not cyclically
interruptedby LAGs or other growth marks,except in the outer cortex of some ontogenetically old specimens. Furthermore,A. atacis long bones are characterizedby remodelling
(secondaryosteons) startingvery early in ontogeny. Currentphylogenetic hypothesis place
Ampelosaurusas a derived titanosaur.Thus, its unique bone histology must have evolved
from the standardsauropodlong bone histology that always indicates high growth rates.
The lack of the fibrous component in the laminar bone of A. atacis suggests a greatly
reduced bone apposition rate, which in turn would implicate an clearly decreased growth
rate and delayed maturityrelative to other sauropoddinosaurs.Such a delayed maturityis
sometimes seen in insular forms such as the extinct moa (Dinornis) of New Zealand,
althoughthe bone histology of moa is differentfromAmpelosaurus.This is consistentwith
the Maastrichtianpaleogeographyof southwesternEurope, which indicates that A. atacis
inhabitedlarge islands.
StudentPoster Session
NEW SKELETAL REMAINS OF PALAEOSPINACID SHARKS-KEY-TAXA FOR
UNDERSTANDING THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF SYNECHODONTIFORMES (NEOSELACHII)
KLUG, Stefanie, Berlin, Germany
Palaeospinacidsharks ranging from the Late Triassic to the Eocene are the most diverse
family (>30 species) of Synechodontiformes,which are supposed to be a monophyletic
group of basal galeomorphs(Neoselachii). Most palaeospinacidsare representedby isolat-
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Argyropuloet Pidoplishka,1939. The newly found Sinotheriumis of greatinterest,because
it representsthe first complete lower jaw of a representativeof this genus. The Mongolian
Sinotheriumbears a close resemblanceto S. lagrelii, previously known only from the early
Pliocene in China.Differences include: slightly largersize of the Mongolian specimen and
betterdeveloped m2-3 hypoconid. Based on the structureof the lower teeth and the jaw we
conclude that S. zaisanense Bayshashov is a junior subjective synonym of S. lagrelii
Ringstrom.ApparentlySinotheriumwas ratherwidely distributedin Asia in early Pliocene
rangingfrom China and Mongolia to Kazakhstan.
Trischizolagusis a rarelagomorphwith an advancedp3 structurethatis known from the
Pliocene of Romaniaand the NarnushipparionfaunafromArmeniaand representsthe first
occurrence of the genus in Mongolia. Of additional interest is occurrences of a poorly
known archaic vole-Aratomys, known only from the Chono-Khariahlocality. Aratomys
does not have tooth cement and retainstooth roots. The lower incisor in this species passes
ventralto the anteriorm3 root and its root emerges posteriorlybehind the latter.Aratomys
shows some resemblance to North American Ogmodontomys.Taken together the faunal
composition indicates the age of the deposits to be late early Pliocene.

MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday5:45
RE-DIAGNOSIS OF PLATECARPUSPLANIFRONS (COPE, 1874) (SQUAMATA:
MOSASAURIDAE) AND A REVISED TAXONOMY OF THE GENUS
KONISHI,Takuya,CALDWELL,Michael, Univ. of Alberta,Edmonton,AB, Canada
One of the most enigmatic species of Platecarpus from the WesternInterior Seaway of
NorthAmerica (Upper Santonian-LowerCampanian),P. planifrons, has been re-diagnosed
based on the one of the most completely-preservedcranialspecimens of the genus, UALVP
24240, along with the otherless complete specimensthatare assignableto the species. The
species is definitively distinguishablefrom any othercongenerfromNorthAmerica according to the following diagnosis: clear separationof prefrontaland postorbitofrontalon ventral surfaceof frontal,transversedistanceof preorbitalregion of frontalgreaterthaninterorbital distance, dorsal surface frontal planar lacking mid-sagittal keel, presence of paired
posteromedianflanges on frontal,anterodorsalborderof quadratedistinctly notched posteriorly, and stapedialpit narrowand keyhole shaped. In addition,UALVP 24240 provides
the first evidence of the presence of a pair of septomaxillaein the genus, posteriorlyforming the floor of the nasal cavity.
Once conciderednomenvanum,the newly gained osteological databased on these specimens of P. planifrons not only re-establish the validity of the taxon, but also provides
some opportunityto re-examine the currenttaxonomy of the genus found in the seaway.
Based on our data, we support the synonymization of P coryphaeus with P ictericus,
while retainingthe lattertaxon as a distinct species from the generic type, P. tympaniticus,
which lacks a significant amount of diagnosable characters to the species level.
Platecarpus cf. P. somenensis from the Pierre Shale Formationis tentativelyretainedfor
its taxonomicalrecognition; in consequence, we recognize four species of Platecarpus in
NorthAmerica.

Poster Session I
SHED TEETH AS INDICATORS OF AGE DEMOGRAPHICS IN POPULATIONS
OF HADROSAURS
KRAUSS, David, CUNY,New York,NY; RESHANOV,Alexandra,Boroughof Manhattan
CommunityCollege, New York,NY
A persistentquestion in dinosaurpaleobiology is that of the age structureof dinosaurpopulations. Rare finds of dinosaurherdsprovide some insight to this issue. Here we presenta
statisticalmethodthatcan providemore insight across a wider spectrumof areaand species.
It is well establishedthat hadrosaursshed their teeth as they are worn down and that shed
teeth are frequentlyencounteredin appropriatesediments. By analyzing the size distribution of teeth found in sedimentsamples it is possible to gain informationaboutthe age structure of hadrosaurpopulations.Analysis of hadrosaurtooth-bearingbones in museum collections establishedthat largerindividualshave largerteeth and shed them at a largersize
(p<.0001 in linearregressionanalysis).This correlationis empirical,but was not established
in the literature.By measuringteeth still in place and gaps in tooth rows from shed teeth we
establishedthat this relationshipexists both within and across hadrosaurspecies. The size
distributionof hadrosaurteeth collected from sediment samples was significantly different
from that of hadrosaurjaws of any specific size range in museum collections. These data
indicate that the shed teeth in the sedimentsreflected the populationas a whole. Size fractionation does not appearto be a problem as all sizes were collected within the same sites
and collection methodswere designed to accommodateall size categoriesof shed tooth. Our
results suggest a preponderanceof mid-size to large individuals and relatively few very
largeand small individuals.Such an age distributionsuggests a stablepopulationwith a low
replacementrate typical of k-selected species. A possible confounding factor is that larger
animals have more teeth and thus should shed teeth more frequently.This patternwould
producea preservationbias towardsolder individualsand so the populationmay be younger
than our results indicate.Nonetheless we feel that this analysis provides importantinsights
into the populationdynamicsof hadrosauriddinosaursand may be applicableacross a wider
taxonomic range.
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Poster Session III
DIVERSITY AND BIOGEOGRAPHY PATTERNS OF LATE JURASSIC
NEOSELACHIANS (CHONDRICHTHYES, ELASMOBRANCHII)
KRIWET,Juergen,KLUG, Stefanie, Palaeontology,Berlin, Germany
The regional diversity and biogeographicpatternsof Late Jurassicneoselachians at genus
level in Europewere analysed.The fossil recordof neoselachians, as expressedby the simple completeness metric (SCM), is quite good in the Late Jurassic with a peak in the
Kimmeridgian.We also calculated origination, extinction, diversification, and turnover
rates. The observed diversity fluctuations are related to normal backgroundoriginations
(Oxfordian,Kimmeridgian)and backgroundextinctions (Tithonian).The decline in diversity at the end of the Jurassicis not related to an extinction event but is the expression of
missing sediments;the latest Jurassicto Berrisianwas a time of majorregressions.
Duringthe Late Jurassic,an obvious reductionofbiogeographic diversificationis apparent from the Oxfodrianto Tithonian.The more or less uniform faunal compositions, especially in the Kimmeridgian,are related to uniform palaeoclimatic conditions, which were
warm and humid, sea level high stands, and absence of importantphysical barriersin central and northernEurope.The opening of the Bay of Biscaya Rift had a great influence on
the ocean currents and acted as a physical barrierreducing the possibilities of faunal
exchanges.
The degree of endemismis highest in the Oxfordianand decreasescontinuouslytowards
the Tithonian.Our analyses indicate that the distributionof Late Jurassicneoselachians is
the result of vicariance and subsequent endemisms but also of dispersal events.
Consequently,parsimony analyses of endemism, which assume vicariance being the predominantprocess for organism distributionsfails to provide an accuratesketch of faunal
and area relationships.
The results indicate that (1) neoselachians in the Late Jurassic are still underexplored
and their true diversity is far from being completely known and (2) neoselachian occurrences are usually reportedon ratherlarge spatialand temporalscales. The limited data sets
and inaccuratefaunal descriptions continue to form a serious problem in analysing past
diversity and biogeographicpatternsof sharks.

Poster Session II
A VARIATION ON THE PADDED PLASTER JACKET FOR HOUSING VERTEBRATE FOSSILS
KROEHLER,Peter, SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,DC
The SmithsonianInstitution'sVertebratePaleontology Lab has been constructinghousing
for its large fragile vertebratefossils using a method describedby Jabo, et al. for a number
of years. This method has workedwell and hundreds,if not thousands,of jackets have been
constructedin this manner.This poster will show anothernow acceptablemethod of constructionusing polyethylene felt as the padding/lining instead of the polyethylene foam
previously described.The new method eliminates a few of the time consuming gluing and
clay rolling steps. Samples of the new lining materialwill be shown at the poster and a limited number of samples will be available. Suppliersnames will be provided (though not
endorsed)by the author.

StudentPoster Session
ORNITHOPODS OF THE WAYANFORMATION (ALBIAN) OF EAST IDAHO: A
RE-EVALUATION OF THE DINOSAURIAN FAUNA
KRUMENACKER,L.J., Idaho Museum of NaturalHistory,Pocatello, ID
The dinosaurianfauna of the middle Albian WayanFormationof east Idaho appearsto be
somewhat different from other Albian faunas of North America. As is typical for the
Cretaceous,this fauna is omithopod dominated;but by smaller omithopods (possibly representingtwo taxa), ratherthan largerones.
Despite previous reports, there is no postcranial evidence for a Tenontosaurus-like
iguanodont in the Wayan fauna. The associated skeleton previously reported as such
belongs to an armoredornithischian.The only evidence for a Tenontosaurus-likeanimal
comes from a single worn tooth recovered in the 1980's.
The vast majorityof ornithopodfossils come from small, long tailed, gracile animals
similar to Hypsilophodon,Orodromeus,and Zephyrosaurus.Remains commonly occur as
very fragmentaryappendicularskeletal elements associated with partially articulatedor
associated vertebrae.Elongate caudal vertebraehave ventral grooves, lateral ridges, and
distinct hexagonal articulations. Caudals are commonly associated with or encased in
hypaxial and epaxial tendons. Previous reports suggested the presence of abundantdromaeosauridsin the Wayan,but it now appearsmore probablethat the reputeddromaeosaur
materialbelongs to these small ornithopods.
An enigmatic collection of associatedcaudalvertebraemay representa second ornithopod type. These vertebraecome from an animal somewhat largerthan the more common
smaller omrithopodtype. Caudals have circular articulationswith tall, thin nueral spines.
Distinct lateralgrooves are presenton the mid-caudals.Ossified tendonsentirelyencase the
vertebraeand nueral spines. This animal is the largestprobableornithopodfor which there
is postcranialevidence from the Wayan.
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bears predation/scavengingmarkslikely inflicted to the animalby a large shark.
Froman ecological point of view, this new recordindicatesa much wider latitudinaldistributionfor the early Pliocene Monodontidae(from the warm tropical waters off Peru to
the cool-temperateNorth Sea) thanfor the Arctic to sub-Arcticmodernbeluga andnarwhal.
The shift to the North Sea was achieved before or duringthe first steps of the strengthening
of the Gulf Streamrelatedto the progressiveclosure of the Isthmusof Panama(from ca. 4.7
Ma). More generally, the oldest reliable records of crown-Delphinoidea(Delphinidae +
Monodontidae + Phocoenidae) date from the late to latest Miocene in the east Pacific
Ocean, while crown-Delphinoideaare first discovered in the North Atlantic realm during
the Early Pliocene. This chronological gap suggests an origin of the group in the Pacific
Ocean and a subsequentmigrationacross the PanamaSeaway, a hypothesis that should be
tested with a more detailed late Miocene odontocete recordin the NorthAtlantic.

Poster Session III
BOOTSTRAP RESAMPLING AND THE STATUS OF THE FOSSIL PENGUINS
PALAEOSPHENISCUSGRACILIS, R PATAGONICUSAND P WIMANI
LAMM, Kristin,KSEPKA, Daniel, AmericanMuseum of NaturalHistory,New York,NY
The fossil penguins Palaeospheniscus gracilis, R patagonicus and R wimani are known
from the Miocene of Patagonia.Relative size alone distinguishesthese three taxa from one
another-P gracilis is the smallest, P patagonicus is intermediateand R wimani is the
largest. This diagnostic criterionassumes that the size variationbetween any two of these
fossil species exceeds the range of size variation within any extant penguin species.
However, this assumptionhas not been adequatelyexploredusing quantitativemethods.We
assess the probabilityof samplinga set of n individualsfrom a given extantpenguin species
whose size variationis greaterthan that in a sample of n individualsfrom these fossil taxa.
If the fossil record representsa randomand independentsample, then these random samples approximatepotential "fossil samples" for the extant penguins. The humerus,radius,
ulna and tarsometatarsusare used to examine size variation, and the geometric mean is
taken as the size variable for each skeletal element. For each element, 1000 samples of n
geometric means are randomlyselected with replacementfrom each of the extantpenguin
species considered. Coefficients of variation(CVs) and max/min ratios are calculated for
each sample. For each element and each extant species, we assess the probabilityof obtaining a CV or max/min ratio equal to or greaterthan that of each pair of fossil species. If the
size variation between the extinct species does not significantly exceed that within the
extant referencegroup (p>0.05), then variationin size alone is not a sufficient criterionfor
assigning these specimens to differentspecies.

VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday11:15
DEVELOPMENTAL MECHANISMS IMPLICATED IN THE EVOLUTION OF
THEROPOD-AVIAN TAIL REDUCTION
LARSSON, Hans, EBN-AL-NASSIR, Ardeshir, MORISON, Stephen, BURE, Lionel,
McGill Univ., Montreal,QB, Canada
The evolution of the shorttail skeleton of birds was achieved duringthe evolution of their
dinosaurianancestorsand throughoutbasal birds. Tails were reducedfrom over fifty vertebrae to only five to eight free vertebraein modernbirds. Modernbird embryoswere examined to illuminatethe early patterningof the tail skeleton. Mesenchymalcondensationsthat
establish initial endoskeletonpatternswere visualized in early developing chick embryos.
These condensationsindicatethat a large numberof vertebraeare presentinitially but only
some laterchondrifyand even less ossify. Some of the developmentalmechanismsresponsible for vertebratetail developmentwere examined in developing chickens and alligators
and comparedto those acting in known model species. A model of the evolution of developmentalmechanismsthatmay be responsiblefor theropodtail reductionis presentedbased
on the fossil recordof theropodsand the developmentof modernbirds.

Poster Session II
REVIEW OF THE BRAZILIAN ICHTHYODECTIFORMES
LEAL, Maria Eduarda,ALVARADO-ORTEGA,Jesfis, BRITO, Paulo, Universidade do
Estado do Rio de Janeiro,Rio de Janeiro,Brazil
In Brazil the OrderIchthyodectiformesis well representedin Lower Cretaceoussediments
and they startto be describedsince 1841. Today,at least three generabelonging to the suborder Ichthyodectoidei are recognized in the country: Saurocephalus, Cladocyclus, and
Chiromytus. The validity of a fourth genus, Itaparica, is now under study. Once
Chiromystusand Itaparica were located as synonymus of Cladocyclus; however, recent
phylogenetic analysis shows that the latter is a basal form of the most derived
Ichthyodectiformesincluding Saurocephalus, among others. Chiromystusand probably
Itaparica, characterizedby a low amountof vertebrae(40-50), are located among the most
primitiveichthyodectoids.The review Cladocyclusis Brazilianichthyodectiformand it has
been described from many localities by diverse authors. The review of this record of
Cladocyclus into the collection of the DNPM allows recognizing the presence of a new
species (and probablynew genus) related to Chiromystus.This new species differs from
Chiromystusbecause it has about 60 vertebraebut both sharesthe position of the pelvic fin
in the middle of the body, a primitive featuredoes not present in Cladocyclus.
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Friday 11:30
EVOLUTION OF RAPID LIMB GROWTH AND VASCULAR CANAL ORGANIZATION IN CERATOPSIAN DINOSAURS
LEE, Andrew,Univ. California,Berkeley, Berkeley, CA
Ceratopsiandinosaurs are common in the Late Cretaceous deposits of Asia and North
America, yet relatively little is known abouttheir skeletal growth dynamics.To assess how
rapidlyceratopsiansachieved skeletal maturityas well as to understandthe relative importance of phylogeny, ontogeny, and mechanics on bone microstructure,a histological analysis of the limb bones of Psittacosaurus,Protoceratops, and Centrosauruswas performed.
Skeletal maturityrequired8 to 13 years in Psittacosaurus, about 7 years in Protoceratops,
and 6 years in Centrosaurus.In those ceratopsians,the presence of cyclical annuli suggests
that limb bone growth did not abruptlystop but slowed towards the end of each growth
cycle. Vascularcanal organizationalso provides evidence of rapid growth. Radial vascular
canals, which are found in some rapidlygrowing amniote bones, are common in the limbs
of yearling Psittacosaurus and Protoceratops but are replaced by reticularor longitudinal
canals during subsequent years of growth. In Centrosaurus,radial canals dominate the
beginning of each growth cycle, and thatpatterncontinuesthroughthe thirdyear of growth
afterwhich canals are generally longitudinal.Repeateddeposition of radialvascularcanals
correlateswith acceleratedlimb growthin ceratopsiansand suggests the relativeimportance
of ontogeny over mechanics in vascularcanal organization.
Poster Session II
NEW PTEROSAUR TRACKS FROM THE HASANDONG FORMATION (LOWER
CRETACEOUS) OF HADONG COUNTY, SOUTH KOREA
LEE, Yuong-Nam,LEE, Hang-Jae,Korea Instituteof Geoscience and MineralResources,
Daejeon, South Korea
New pterosaurtracks were discovered in the HasandongFormation(Aptian) at an abandoned quarryof Hadong Countyin 2004. A total of 50 pterosaurfootprintsare preservedas
naturalcasts on a big black shale slab (70 x 50 cm). Footprintsconsist of isolated 25 manus
and 25 pes prints, indicating the quadrupedallocomotion. The average manus length and
width are 25.6 mm and 12.3 mm, respectively.The manusprintsare asymmetric,with three
digit imprints.The first digit imprintis anterolaterallyorientedand is the shortest.The second and third digit imprints are posterolaterallyorientated.The average pes length and
width are 25.7 mm and 12.8 mm, respectively. The pes prints are triangular,elongate and
fully plantigrade.They are tetradactylwith anteriorclaw marks.The first digit impression
(average 8.9 mm) is shorterthan digits II-IV, subequalin length. The metatarsalsare long
and elongate which are always longer than digits. It is difficult to trace complete trackways
due to lack of consecutive manus-pesfootprints.Nevertheless, in a completemanus-pesset,
the pes printis anteriorto the manusprintand the latteris located furtherfrom the mid-line
thanthe former.Hadongpterosaurtracksare distinguishedfromHaenamichnusuhangriensis reportedin the Uhangri Formation(Upper Cretaceous) of Haenam County, Korea in
terms of the size and morphology.
StudentPoster Session
DETERMINING CURSORIALITY OF MID-TERTIARY MAMMALS THROUGH
DISTAL/PROXIMAL LIMB BONE RATIOS
LEVERING,David, Univ. of Oregon, Eugene, OR
The ratio between proximal long bones (humerusor femur) and distal long bones (ulna or
tibia) is a measure of runningability (cursoriality). In increasingly open and grassy habitats of the mid-Tertiary,cursorialityhas been considered an adaptationto running escape
from increasingly fleet-footed predators,and increasing locomotor efficiency at distance.
Limb long bones of fossils and some living mammalswere measuredin the collections of
the CondonCollection of the Univ. of Oregon,Univ. of CaliforniaMuseumof Paleontology
in Berkeley and John Day Fossil Beds National Monument at the Condon Center.These
data were supplementedwith an array of published data for living and fossil mammals,
where living mammaldata were used as a scale for determiningcursorialcapacity in fossil
taxa. Measurements of mid-Tertiary fossil sabertooths (Nimravidae), oreodonts
(Oreodontidae),and horses (Equidae)show thatpredatorsshowed less elongationin the distal portion of the forelimb than prey, regardlessof size. Hindlimbs display markedly less
distal long bone lengthening than forelimbs in both predatorand prey. This difference
between hindlimb and forelimb ratios gave some mammals much greaterrunning stride
than others, and may be due to biomechanicaladvantageof keeping the back straightwhile
running,which is reflected also in adaptationsof vertebraeof modemrn
runningmammals.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday4:00
AN UNUSUAL ARCHOSAURIAN FROM THE MARINE TRIASSIC OF CHINA
LI, Chun, Instituteof Vertebratepaleontology and Paleoanthropology,ChineseAcademy of
Sciences, Beijing, China; WU, Xiao-chun, Canadian Musuem of Nature, Ottawa, ON,
Canada; WANG, Liting, Guizhou Geological Survey, Guiyang, China; SATO, Tamaki,
National Science Museum, Tokyo, Japan;CHENG,Yen-nien,National Musuem of Natural
Science, Taichung,Taiwan,ROC
Archosauria(=Archosauriformesin some publications)originatedin the Late Permianand
later gave rise to dinosaurs(including birds), pterosaurs,and crocodylomorphs(including
extantcrocodylians).Its earlymembers,traditionallycalled "thecodonts",flourishedworldwidely duringthe Triassic,and have been long consideredterrestrial.Archosaurianremains
have been reported from Triassic marine strata before but most are believed to be the
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Poster Session III
A NEW MAP AND ANALYSIS OF AMERICAS MOST FAMOUS HOMINID FOOTPRINT SITE: ACAHUALINCA, NICARAGUA
LOCKLEY,Martin, Univ. of Colorado at Denver, Denver, CO; GARCIA-VASQUEZ,
Ramiro, Museo Nacional, Managua, Managua, Nicaragua; ESPINOZA, Edgar,
Departamentode InvestigacionesAntropologicas,Mangaua,Nicaragua;LUCAS, Spencer,
New Mexico Museum of NaturalHistory and Science, Albuquerque,NM
6000-year-old hominid (H. sapiens) tracks from the Acahualinca Footprint Museum,
Nicaragua,known since 1874, have never been mappedor described detail. We reportthe
results of mappingabout 350 tracksattributedto at least 15 human,two ungulates, a 'raccoon' and a bird. The tracks occur in volcanic ash containingplant remains, on two exposures of the same surface separatedby an area still buriedfor futurestudy.More than 1000
tracks are estimated for the whole area. The human trackwaysare all parallel, ranging in
size (tracklength) from 18.5 to 22.0 cm, suggesting individualsbetween 1.32 andl.57m tall
(estimatedfoot length/height=14%). It is possible to identify some individualson the basis
of trackdepthand differentialtoe impressionconfigurations.Most literatureon the site promotes anecdotalideas abouttrackmakeridentity and behavior.For example, there is debate
about whether the humans were fleeing as a group from an eruptionand ashfall. Human
trackwaystep and depth indicatesnormalwalking at differenttimes. Trackwaysrun to the
NW perpendicularto small 'channels' that erode some tracks. Reports of tapir and otter
tracks have not been confirmed, but the museum preserves a pair of bovine tracks from
anothernearby site (El Recreo) that is no longer accessible.
With the exception of one track from Chile dated at about 12,500 years, the well-preserved humantracksfrom Nicaraguaare as old as any reliably dated from elsewhere in the
Americas: e.g., Californianand Argentinianfootprints dated to about 6-7,000 years BP.
Early humantracksare also reportedfrom several Mexican sites, but dates are problematic.
Saturday10:45
ORDERING THE SEMIONOTIDS 1: INCORPORATING THE RECENTLY
DESCRIBED AND REVISED TAXA IN A CLADISTIC STUDY
LOPEZ-ARBARELLO,Adriana, Bayerische Staatssammlung ffir Palaeontologie und
Geologie, Munich, Germany
Semionotus bergeri (type species of the genus) from the Sandsteinkeuper
(Coburgersandstein)of the GermanTriassicwas revised and incorporatedin several cladistic analyses. The analyses also include the type species of Lepidotes (Jurassic,France and
Germany), the monospecific Araripelepidotes (Cretaceous, Brazil), Paralepidotus
(Triassic, Italy), and Pliodetes (Cretaceous, Niger), the recently described Lepidotes
tendaguruensis(Jurassic, Tanzania),L. buddhabutrensis(Jurassic-Cretaceous,Thailand),
and L. microrhisand L. tanyrhis(Cretaceous,Spain), the recently revised Neosemionotus
(Cretaceous, Argentina), and Semionotus elegans and S. kanabensis (Triassic-Jurassic).
Dapedium, Lepisosteidae, Macrosemiidae, and the recently described Isanichthys were
alternativelyused as ougrouptaxa. The results largely depend on the selection of the outgroup.In thatrespect,Isanichthysseems to be a betteroption than the very specialized lepisosteids or macrosemiids.
The analyses show that several charactersthat have been traditionallyconsider in semionotid taxonomy should be reevaluatedin the light of their homoplastic distribution(e.g.
numberand arrangementof suborbitalplates, the presence of a dorsal ridge of scales). On
the otherhand,the systematicvalue of othercharactershas been underestimated(characteristics of the circumborbitalring, the shape of the parietals[= frontals],etc.). Despite the differences depending on the choice of outgroup, several reoccurringpatterns are found.
Whereas Lepidotes is polyphyletic in all topologies found, the genus Semionotus always
results as monophyletic. For example, L. tendaguruensisand L. buddhabutrensisdo not
appearreferableto Lepidotes. Thus, a thoroughtaxonomic revision of Lepidotes is needed
and should be based on a phylogenetic analysis.
Poster Session II
AN ARTICULATED PARTIAL POSTCRANIAL SKELETON OF A SMALL
ORNITHOPOD (C.F. OTHNIELIA) DINOSAUR (MORRISON FORMATION;
ALCOVA, WYOMING)
LOVELACE,David, Big Horn Basin Foundation,Thermopolis,WY
UW24823, a small articulatedornithopodskeleton was discovered in 1991 by a summer
high school field-science outing at Alcova Lake in NatronaCounty,Wyoming. The skeleton was partiallypreparedand displayed at the Tate Museum, with recent completion of
preparationcarriedout at the Univ. of Wyoming in 2005. The skeleton is lacking a skull but
exhibits a well-preservedforearm,manus, pelvis, both hindlegs sans pez, 3-dimensionally
preservedrib cage, and serveralnovel structurespreservedalong the costal midline.
UW24823 was found in a medium-coarse-grainedsandstone channel in the upper
MorrisonFormation.The high-energyfluvial environmentprovideda rapidmode of burial,
allowing 3-dimensionalpreservationof the body cavity. The dorsalneuralspines were facing the recent erosional surface and are only present as casts of the centra and transverse
processes.
Thin structuresadjacentto the rib cage were initially interpretedto be skin impressions; upon furtherpreparationthese structuresappearto be bone or partiallyossified cartilaginous elements. The structures,found along the midline of the ribcage, are tentatively
identifiedas uncinateprocesses. Each structureoriginatesfrom one rib and overlapsthe fol-
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lowing posteriorrib resultingin a more ridged ribcage. Stiffening of the ribcage may have
played a role in locomotion or respiration. Similar structureshave been observed in the
ornithopodHypsilophodon.
The rib cage clearly demonstratesposteriordeflection of the anteriorand mid ribs grading into a more vertical alignment of the posteriormost ribs. The forearmand manus are
well preserved and fully articulatedfrom phalangesto distal humerus.Comparedto other
Othnielia specimens UW24823 shows few skeletal differences. UW24823 has a less pronounced brevis shelf, and the skeleton is 35-40% largerthan other reportedspecimens of
this genus.
Wednesday10:30
FOSSIL VERTEBRATES AND THE POSITION OF THE TRIASSIC-JURASSIC
BOUNDARY
LUCAS, Spencer,New Mexico Museum of NaturalHistory,Albuquerque,NM; TANNER,
Lawrence,Le Moyne College, Syracuse,NY
The working definition of the Triassic-Jurassicboundary(TJB) has long been taken as the
LO (lowest occurrence)of the ammonitePsiloceras (usuallyR planorbis). But, there is no
direct way to relate the LO
planorbis to the fossil vertebraterecordacross the TJB. In
of easternNorthAmerica, the TJB has been placed just
ofP.
the nonmarineNewark Supergroup
below the oldest basalts of the CentralAtlantic MagmaticProvince (CAMP)based on palynostratigraphy,andmost vertebratepaleontologistshave long relied on this placementof the
TJB. This boundary,however, is demonstrablyolder than the TJB defined in marine strata.
The palynologicalturnovercited as the TJB in the Newarkmost resembles a late Norian
change in the Europeansections and does not correspondto any palynological event at the
marine-definedTJB. Vertebratefootprintevidence (LO of Eubrontes)used to supportthe
palynostratigraphicplacement of the TJB in the Newark Supergroupis underminedby
occurrencesof Eubrontesin the Triassic of Europeand Australiaand of bones of potential
Eubrontestrackmakersin Triassic strata.Radioisotopicages indicate the marineTJB is no
TJB in the Newark Supergroup
older than 200 Ma, but the palynostratigraphically-defined
is older than 201 Ma, based on isotopic dates of the oldest CAMP basalts. Magnetostratigraphic correlationto Europeanmarine sections also suggests that the palynostratigraphically-defined TJB in the Newark Supergroupis older than the marine TJB. Thus, all data
indicate that the TJB in the Newark Supergroupis above the lowest CAMP basalt, probably in the extrusive zone or just above it. Therefore,the position of the TJB in nonmarine
stratais actually higher than generally thought, and does not obviously correspondexactly
to any bioevent in the fossil recordof vertebrates.
Wednesday10:30
A SYSTEMATIC REVISION OF THE "AGRIOCHOERIDAE" (CETARTIODACTYLA: OREODONTA)
LUDTKE, Joshua, San Diego State Univ., San Diego, CA
Oreodonta,despite being a common groupof extinctNorthAmericanungulates,has a highly contentious placement within Cetartiodactyla.Most workers agree that it is an early
diverging group, but disagreementexists as to whether oreodontsare more closely related
to Tylopoda,Ruminantia,or Suina.The earliestappearingbranchof Oreodontais the clade
Agriochoeridae,which is defined by the retentionof several ancestralcharacterstates, such
as an incomplete postorbitalbar and a lack of lacrimalfossae. The clade is representedby
the ubiquitousmiddle and late Eocene genus Protoreodon,the less common Diplobunops
from the same time period, and the unusual,clawed Eocene-Oligocenegenus Agriochoerus.
"Protoreodon","Agriochoerus"and "Agriochoeridae"are, as currentlydefined,paraphyletic, with the genera consisting of various ill-defined species and the clade containingbasal
oreodonts, true agriochoerid oreodonts, and basal members of the merycoidodont oreodonts. These over-generalizeddefinitionsadd nothingto the studies of the position of oreodonts within Cetartiodactylaand the phylogenetic relationshipswithin Oreodonta.
Reorganization of the species and supra-species level systematics of the
"Agriochoeridae"is necessaryto allow the properplacementof Oreodontain cetartiodactylan systematics. This investigationuses measurementsand observationsof dental, cranial,
and postcranial morphology to diagnose and describe "agriochoerid"oreodonts at the
species level. At least twenty species in this clade can be distinguished,mostly by a combination of dental row size and the cusp developmentof the upper and lower fourthpremolar.These charactersare used to place the "agriochoerid"species into a phylogenetictaxonomy. Using this approach, the existence of the three described genera, Protoreodon,
Diplobunops, and Agriochoerus, as monophyletic taxa is supported,along with the existence of unnamedgenera currentlylumped into Protoreodonand Agriochoerus.This information will be used to furtherrefine the placement of "Agriochoeridae"and Oreodonta
within Cetartiodactyla.
PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday10:45
THE SOFTER SIDE OF PREPARATION: DEALING WITH NONMINERALIZED
VERTEBRATE TISSUES
LUND, Eric, Utah Museum of NaturalHistory, Salt Lake City, UT
Nonmineralizedvertebratetissues are relatively rare occurrences in the fossil record. In
addition to being a rich source of nutrientsfor predators,scavengers, and microbes, such
soft tissues do not tend to survive the process of fossilization.Nevertheless, a range of nonmineralizedtissues have been preservedin the fossil record, including (but are not limited
to) skin, muscle, gut contents,blood vessels, and keratinoussheaths.Overthe past six years,
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a team from the Univ. of Utah working in GrandStaircase-EscalanteNational Monument,
southernUtah, has recorded 11 vertebratelocalities preservingsoft-tissue structures.Three
of these sites are associatedwith dinosaurspecimens: 1) a small ornithopod;2) a 60% complete hadrosaurskeleton;and 3) a hadrosaurskull. Recovery and subsequentpreparationof
these specimens has resulted in a numberof insights relatingto the handling of fossilized
vertebratesoft tissues both in the field and the laboratory.Dealing with soft tissue remains
in the field and in the preparationlab is often problematic,since these remains-like vertebrate hard tissues-vary greatly in quality and preservationaldurability.One of the first
obstacles is deciding what to preservein situ, what to remove and retainfrom the specimen,
and what to destroy in order to carry out collection or preparation.As a general rule of
thumb,it is best to delay this decision as much as possible until the specimen is in the lab,
where preparationcan occur in a more controlledsetting. Duringfield collection, wrapping
smaller specimens in paper or cloth is usually sufficient for transport,but those specimens
that are too large to pack out, or are associated with vertebratefossils, should be encased
within a protectiveplasterjacket. In some cases a consolidantmay need to be applied,but
use of adhesives should be minimal. Once back in the lab, abundantphotographsshould be
takenbefore removal or destructionof any soft-tissue remains.Wherepossible, soft-tissues
should also be molded with latex or silicon in orderto preserve maximal informationand
enable placementof soft and hardtissues relative to each other at a later date.

Philadelphia, PA; HANKS, Harold, MarmarthResearch Foundation, Marmarth,ND;
TREMAIN,Emily, Kansas Univ., Lawrence,KS
Two new taxa of baenid turtle are describedbased on well-preservedskull materialfound
in the Hell Creek Formation(latest Maastrichtian)of North Dakota. Gamerabaenasonsallai, gen. et sp. no., and Stygiochelys gilberti, sp. no., are placed in the Eubaeninaof the
Baenidae based on the presence of a medially expandingtrituratingsurface and deep temporal emarginationexhibited by both taxa. G. sonsallai differs from other baenids in having a largeprefrontalwith a medially expandeddorsal lappetthat excludes the frontalfrom
the orbitalmarginand forms a relatively large portionof the skull roof. G. sonsallai shares
two weak apomorphieswith Stygiochelys and Palatobaena. The trituratingsurface and
overall shape and robust nature of the skull of S. gilberti most closely resembles that of
Stygiochelysestesi. S. gilberti differs fromS. estesi in having frontalsthat laterallyenterthe
narialopenings, smalljugals that are restrictedfrom the orbitalmargin,and the presence of
a well-developed midline contactbetween the pterygoids.
A high-resolutionphylogenetic analysis of the Baenidae supportsthe general phylogenetic frameworkof Gaffney and Meylan. The analysis supportsthe placement of both new
taxa in the Eubaenina.The analysis regardsG. sonsallai as the sister taxon to both S. estesi and S. gilberti. The placementof the two new taxa within Eubaeninaincreasesthe group
to eight taxa, with all but two of the taxa found in the Hell Creek formation.The addition
of these taxa to the Eubaeninaindicates that this group was more diverse duringthe late

Thursday10:45
THE MORPHOLOGY OF THRINACODUSST. JOHN AND WORTHEN, AN ELASMOBRANCH FROM THE SERPUKHOVIAN HEATH FM. OF MONTANA
LUND, Richard,Carnegie Museum, Mount Holly, NJ; GROGAN, Eileen, Saint Joseph's
Univ., Philadelphia,PA
Isolated teeth of several species in the genus Thrinacodushave been described from the
FammenianthroughChesterianof Europeand NorthAmerica.The type species is T nanus
St. John and Worthen1875, from the Kimmeridgianof Kinderhook,Iowa, and the genus
has been assigned to the elasmobranchianFamily Phoebodontidae.One complete and two
partialspecimens have emerged from the Upper ChesterianBear Gulch Limestone, Heath
Formationof Montana.The dentitionsof the MontanaThrinacodusspecimens are homodont, and differ significantlyfrom previously describedspecies in the genus. The dentitionis
homodont,consisting of tricuspidteeth on long, narrow,thick lingual bases. The cusps are
subequalin length, elliptical in frontalsection, stronglycostate, widely divergentlycurving
in anteriorview, and posteriorlyrecurved.Bases of successionalteeth are tightly overlapped
and tooth families are closely packedtogetheron thejaws. These observationstogetherwith
dataon gut contentspresentevidence of this dentitionas a formidablepiscivorousmill. The
suspensoriumis amphistylic, and the gape is as long as the head. Squamationis densely
packed placoid scales that cover the body and caudal fin; cranialsquamationis highly specialized. The caudal axis is horizontal,in line with the body axis, and the caudal fin is supportedonly by hypochordalelements. Neither dorsal fins nor dorsal fin spines can be seen.
Withrespectto otherchondrichthyans,the body proportionsof the Bear Gulch Thrinacodus
are unique. A long, sturdy ethmoid, and lower jaws that project posterior to the occiput,
delineate a gar-like head which occupies only 9% of the total length of the fish. The
branchial basket, which is situated posterior to the head, is 50% of the head length.
Precaudallength is about 35% of total length; thus the caudal portion of Thrinacodusis
65% of the fish.

Cretaceousthanpreviously thought.

Wednesday1:45
PHYLOGENETIC AND ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITIES OF DOCODONTAN MAMMALIAFORMS, AND THEIR PALEOBIOGEOGRAPHIC PATTERNS
LUO, Zhe-Xi, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh,PA; JI, Qiang, YUAN,
Chong-Xi, Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences, Beijing, China; TABRUM, Alan,
CarnegieMuseum of NaturalHistory,Pittsburgh,PA
Docodontans are a Mesozoic mammaliaformgroup with a fossil record from the Middle
Jurassic to the late Early Cretaceous. They are the most primitive mammaliaformswith
mammalianintegumentstructureand physiological functions,and offer the earliest-known
evidence of mammalianswimming adaptation. With a wide range of body mass from 30
to 800 grams and distinctive molars capable of both shearing and grinding functions,
docodontans developed diverse dietary and feeding adaptations. Most docodontans are
mostly insectivorous and omnivorous, although larger species were carnivorous.At least
two docodontansare inferredto have occupied the semi-aquaticniches, as in modernplatypus. The currently known docodontans can be grouped into a Middle Jurassic clade
(Castorocauda,Krusatodon,Simpsonodon),a Late JurassicEuramericanclade (Docodon
and Haldanodon) and an Early CretaceousAsiatic clade (Sibirotheriumand Tegotherium).
Most docodontanswith plesiomorphic features are from the Middle Jurassic of Eurasia,
which was likely the ancestralarea for the early diversificationof this group, although a
putative docodontan from the Kota Formation of India suggests a dispersal to the
Gondwanaduringthe Middle Jurassic. Among several putativerelatives of docodontans,
Tikitheriumfrom the Upper Triassic of India appears to be more closely related to
Docodonta, than the EuropeanmammalianformsWoutersiaand Delsatia.
Poster Session II
TWO NEW EUBAENINE (BAENIDAE: TESTUDINES) TURTLE TAXA FROM
THE LATEST CRETACEOUS OF NORTH DAKOTA
LYSON,Tyler,Yale Univ., New Haven, CT; SCHACHNER,Emma,Univ. of Pennsylvania,
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Wednesday4:00
REFINED AGE OF THE LATE NEOGENE TERROR BIRD (TITANIS) FROM
FLORIDA AND TEXAS USING RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
MacFADDEN,Bruce, LABS-HOCHSTEIN,Joann,HULBERT,Richard,Univ. of Florida,
Gainesville, FL; BASKIN, Jon, TexasA & M Univ., Kingsville, TX
The giant flightless bird Titaniswalleri (tPhorusrhacidae)is known from threelocalities in
Florida and one in Texas. At two FL sites (Port Charlotteand Inglis) the age of Titanisis
constrainedby associated late Blancan mammals.The age of Titanisat the other two sites,
however, is problematicalbecause this taxon co-occurs with temporally mixed faunas.
Thus, priorto the currentstudy, T walleri from the SantaFe River, FL (type locality) was
either as old as late Blancan (-2.4 to 2.0 Ma) or as young as latest Rancholabrean(RLB,
-15 ka). Likewise, Titanisfrom a gravel pit along the Nueces River, TX was either as old
as late Hemphillian(-5 Ma) or as young as latest RLB (-15 ka). This study uses RareEarth
Elements ("REEs")to refine the age of Titanisfrom the two problematicsites.
REEs occur in low abundancesin living vertebrateskeletons, but are rapidly taken up
during early diagenesis. Thereafter,REEs in fossil bones and teeth are characteristically
"locked in"As such, REEs preservea distinctive signatureof local geochemistryand environmentalconditions for a short period of geological time. The REEs of Titanis [N = 6]
from the SantaFe River,FL were comparedto two biochronologicallyunambiguousgroups
(Blancan [N = 17] versus RLB [N = 12]) of fossil mammals from the same locality.
Similarly,the REEs of Titanis(N = 1, only specimen known) from the Nueces River, TX
were comparedto two groups (Hemphillian[N = 9] versus RLB [N = 10]) of fossil mammals from the same locality. The REE signaturesof Titanisfrom FL are indistinguishable
from those of the Blancanmammalsof FL. Likewise, the REE signatureof Titanisfrom TX
is indistinguishablefrom those of the Hemphillianmammalsfrom TX.
Given these REE constraints,the refined age of Titanisis late Hemphillianin Texas (5 Ma) and late Blancan(-2.4 to 2.0 Ma) in Florida. No evidence currentlyexists for latest
in North America . As such, Titaniswas an early immigrantduringthe Great
RLB
Ttanis
American Interchange.Analyses of REEs preservedin vertebratefossils have the potential
to elucidate a broadrange of aged-relatedquestions in Deep Time.
Poster Session II
REDESCRIPTION OF IEMANJA PALMA (ACTINOPTERYGII: PYCNODONTIFORMES) FROM THE ALBIAN OF THE SANTANA FORMATION, NORTHEAST
BRAZIL
MACHADO, Lticio Paulo, BRITO, Paulo, Universidadedo Estado do Rio de Janeiro,Rio
de Janeiro,Brazil
Pycnodonts are a neopterygianfossil fish clade considered to be sister group to teleosts.
Specimens of lemanja palma from the SantanaFormationare among the best preserved
pycnodont specimens in the world, however much of its anatomyremainsto be described.
All anatomicalknowledge on I. palma in the literatureis based on three specimens, one of
them acid-prepared.Recent discovery and acid-preparationof new specimens of I. palma
revealednew anatomicalfeaturesand allowed a betterappreciationof its phylogeneticposition. A series of previously heretoforeundescribedcharacterswere discovered in the new
specimens, such as contour scales showing large spines, a ventral lateral line (previously
reportedonly in Akromystaxtilmachitonfrom the Late Cretaceousof Lebanon,among pycnodonts), and the correctestimationof the body shape as discoid. Even more interestingis
the discovery of preservedendocranialelements, very rarein pycnodontspecimens, such as
prootics, exoccipitals, and a very large "supraotic".Some cranial features of I. palma are
unknown in other pycnodonts, as for example the way in which the efferent pseudobranchialarteriesand the internalcarotids pass throughthe parasphenoid,the "supraotic"
articulatingwith the exoccipitals, and the posterior semicircularcanal extending into the
occipital region. The revision of a series of charactersindicate a more basal position for
lemanja palma among the family Pycnodontidae.
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Wednesday5:45
DINOSAUR TRACK 3D GEOMETRY AND DIMENSIONLESS SPEED
MANNING, Phillip, Univ. of Manchester,Manchester,United Kingdom
The underlyingassumptionof many trackinterpretationsis that they representsurface features. Therefore, dimensional parameters(foot length (FL), stride length, etc.) on which
speed calculations are based are interpretedas records of FL (sediment/foot interface).
Laboratorytracksimulationscoupledwith observationsof fossil tracks,casts serious doubts
on the use of tracklength in such 'calculations'of speed.
Dinosaur tracks are often used to calculate FL of a trace-maker.FL in-turnis used to
estimate a track-makership height (h), when calculatingthe speed at which an animal was
travelling, using a non-dimensionalparameter,the Froude number,allowing comparison
between animals of varying size using physical similarity theory. The resulting equation
was written so that speed (u) is estimatedfrom known values y (stride-length)and h (estimated by multiplyingFL by 4).

loads the interfrontal(IF) suture in tension and compresses the interparietal(IP) suture.
The IF and IP sutures of Eusthenopteron,which also employed suction feeding, are morphologically similar to those of Polypterus. Therefore,we hypothesize that the patternof
suturesthatreflects "tensionanteriorly,compressionposteriorly"strainsin the skull probably is indicative of suction feeding. In contrast,the morphologies of the IF and IP sutures
of the terrestrialamphibianPhonerpeton suggest that the suturesof the skull experienced
compression only, which in turn suggests that widespreadcompression in the skull roof is
correlated with biting on prey items in the terrestrialrealm. Interestingly,the cranial
suturesof the aquaticamphibianAcanthostegaare not consistentwith prey capturevia suction, but suggest thatwhile Acanthostegamay have occasionally capturedprey via suction,
this amphibianmay also have bitten directly on prey items in the water or near the water's
edge. Analysis of the suturemorphologiesof othertransitionalforms, such as Tiktaalikand
Ichthyostega, will aid in interpretingthese morphologicaldifferences and their associated
functions across the fish-amphibiantransition.

u=0.25g0.5y1.67h-1.17
Since the first applicationof this formulait was clear that if h were overestimated,u
would be underestimated. Creatinglarge discrepanciesin speed from fossil trackwaydata
is not difficult; for example, a track length of 0.10 m gives a hip height (h) of 0.4 m.
However, if the 0.10 m track was a transmittedfeature and the true foot length measured
0.07 m, h should have been calculatedas 0.28 m, meaning speed (u) from the largertrack
would be underestimatedin excess of 25%. Such errorcan easily arise from how a track is
measuredor by being an incomplete transmitted,underor over-trackfeature.
The recovery of subsurfacetrack layers from laboratorysimulationsprovides a useful
method to reconstructthe 3D subsurfacetrack geometry and morphology for comparison
with 'true' surfacetrackfeatures.Informationgained from the laboratorytracksimulations
confirmsthatmany fossil trackscollected and describedare transmittedfeaturesand do not
represent'true' surface tracks. This has significant implicationsfor the interpretation,taxonomy and wider applicationof all fossil vertebratetracks.
Saturday4:15
THE PERFORMANCE OF STRATOCLADISTICS UNDER GEOGRAPHICALLY
VARIABLE PRESERVATION
MARCOT, Jonathan, FOX, David, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN; FISHER,
Daniel, Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
Use of stratigraphicdata in phylogenetic analysis remains contentious. Central to this
debateis stratocladistics,in which optimaltrees minimize both homoplasyand implied gaps
in the fossil record.The implicit assumptionin stratocladisticsthat probabilitiesof preservation of taxa are roughlyequal within single time intervalshas been criticizedbecause violations might cause stratocladisticsto yield incorrectphylogenetic estimates, and because
preservationpotential is known to vary among taxa and over both time and space. We
explore one particularviolation of equal preservationacross taxa: variable preservation
among geographicareas.This has been cited as a serious concern for stratocladisticsand is
one case in which stratigraphicdatacould consistentlyconflict with characterdata.Conflict
arises if ancestraltaxa existed in regions with poor preservation,and their descendantsdispersed to other areas with betterpreservation,which could lead to descendantsbeing preserved earlierthan their ancestorswith some frequency.Othermodels of preservationcan
lead to such instances, but geographicallyvariable sampling is one in which this might be
the case systematically.In principle,geographicallyvariablepreservationshould not affect
conventionalcladistics.
We addressedthis by simulating clades and correspondingcharacterand stratigraphic
data. We simulated two geographic areas, one with low and one with high preservation
probability.Simulationsbegan in the area of low probability.At cladogenetic events, new
species had a fixed probabilityof dispersingto the opposite region. We then analyzed each
resultantdataset with both cladistics and stratocladisticsand measuredthe accuracyof both
using the maximumcorrespondencebetween the resultingsets of trees and the truetree. The
numbersof analyses in which one method outperformedthe other were statisticallyindistinguishable;stratocladisticswas at least as accurateas cladistics, even underthese theoretically adverseconditions.Ourresultsindicatethat stratocladisticsis not systematicallymisled by geographicallyvariablepreservationunderconditions explored thus far.
Romer Prize Session, Thursday10:30
QUANTIFYING CHANGES IN SUTURE MORPHOLOGY IN EUSTHENOPTERON, ACANTHOSTEGA,AND PHONERPETON: IMPLICATIONS FOR FEEDING SHIFTS ACROSS THE FISH-AMPHIBIAN TRANSITION
MARKEY,Molly, HarvardUniv., Cambridge,MA
Do changes in cranial sutureshape across the fish-amphibiantransitionreflect changes in
feeding? In this study, I address this question by: 1) Quantifyingthe morphologies of
selected suturesin taxa that span the fish-amphibiantransitionand the subsequentterrestrialization of tetrapods: i.e., in the osteolepiform fish Eusthenopteron,the early amphibian
Acanthostega, and the PermianterrestrialamphibianPhonerpeton,;2) Inferringthe strain
types these fossil sutures experienced using correlationsbetween suture deformationand
morphology determinedexperimentallyin the extant fish Polypterus; and, 3) Connecting
specific suturemorphologiesand inferredskull deformationpatternswith aquatic(suction)
feeding or terrestrial(biting) feeding in these fossil taxa. In Polypterus, suction feeding
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Romer Prize Session, Thursday10:45
FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE JAW OF ACYNODON IBEROCCITANICUS (CROCODYLIA): IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DIET OF A LATE CRETACEOUS ALLIGATOROID WITH A PECULIAR DENTITION
MARTIN,Jeremy,Universit6 Lyon 1, Villeurbanne,France
A description of new material of the short-snoutedalligatoroidAcynodon from the Late
Cretaceousof southernFranceis given. According to a cladistic analysis, it is viewed as a
basal globidontan,togetherwith the contemporaneousNorth American short-snoutedgenera Stangerochampsa,Brachychampsaand Albertochampsa.Some contradictinghypotheses have been proposed to explain the function of posteriorcrushingteeth in those genera.
The aim of this study is to clarify the diet of Acynodonand otherbasal globidontansby comparingthe jaw adductorand abductormusculatureof some extinct and extanttaxa. Origins
and insertions of the jaw musculatureare constant through extant Crocodylia and it is
assumed here that the same arrangementcan be appliedto fossil Crocodylia.A reconstruction of the jaw adductorsin Acynodonis proposedand shows that adductormuscles organized aroundthe supratemporaland medial mandibularfossa are largerin Acynodonthan in
extant Crocodylia.A previously establishedfunctionalmodel permittedto assess the distribution of forces at the level of the jaw articulationof Acynodonwhen biting. In fact, biting
on tough food items implies a constraintat the level of this articulation,which tends to be
dislocated. Developed depressor and pterygoideus muscles, implied by the presence of
well-marked scars, may have counteractedthe forces of jaw dislocation. The presence of
posteriorbulbous dentitionis anotherevidence for a crushingfunctionalstrategy.The premaxillary and most of the maxillaryteeth of Acynodon are spatulated.An analogous morphology is observed in Permiancaseids, which are viewed as herbivorous.Consideringthe
occlusion of the dentaryteeth lingual to the maxillarytoohrow in alligatoroids,the spatulated morphologycould have served to cut off, tear or scrape surfaces.The combinationof
premaxillary-maxillaryspatulatedteeth and posteriorcrushingteeth suggest thatAcynodon
was more restrictedin its diet thanthe NorthAmericanglobidontans,which display anterior piercing teeth reminiscentof an omnivorousdiet. According to the dentalmorphologyof
Acynodon alone, a carnivorousdiet cannotbe justified.

Poster Session III
CONCRETIONS: NATURAL AND L'EAU NATURALE
MARTIN,Larry,ROTHSCHILD,Bruce, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence,KS
E. H. Galbreathmade a collection of fossil eggs from the early Oligocene (Orellan) of
Logan County, Colorado that included a structureresembling a spherical egg 30 mm in
diameter.Close examinationshowed it to be decidedly unlike an egg. It was composed of
0.5-0.8 mm sphericallayers, which peeled off, revealingin cross-sectiona crystallinearchitecture oriented perpendicularto the surface. The surface was covered by small uniform
projections. Organic structuresresembling this specimen include bezoars, gall stones and
kidney or bladderstones, as well as geologic concretions.Bezoars are composed of hair (tricho-) or plant fibers (phyto-) No casts of hair or plant fibers were present.Gallstones may
be single or multiple. Single gallstones are solid, composed of plate-like cholesterol crystals or organic componentswhich do not form crystals. While concretionsare well known
from this formation, they do not have the distinctive spherical structure,separatinginto
multiple crystalline layers of the putative fossil. It is likely that the object is a bladderor
kidney stone. Several varieties of kidney stones are known: Staghorn(resemblinga cast of
the renal pelvis); urate,which do not contain calcium;rarecystine, which are not calcified;
and calcium phosphate and/or oxalate, which present as laminated or spiculated calcific
stones of uniform internaldensity.A mammillatedappearance,similar to that of the specimen is sometimes noted. The appearanceof the Oligocene calcific mass is that of multiple
layers of crystals, all aligned perpendicularto the surface, which radiologically would be
recognized as laminated or spiculated. This appearanceis diagnostic enough to warrant
identificationas a fossil kidney or bladderstone. This type of kidney stone can be a complication of parathyroidgland over-activityor tumors or occasionally from excess dietary
vitamin D and calcium. Bladder stones result from outlet obstructionor from kidney stone
localization to the bladder.
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Poster Session I
A CT SCAN OF A TITANOSAURIFORM SKULL (DINOSAURIA:SAUROPODA)
FROM CENTRAL PATAGONIA,ARGENTINA
MARTINEZ, Ruben, VITA, Javier, CEMPENTA, Comodoro Rivadavia, Argentina;
LAMANNA, Matthew, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh,PA; IBIRICU,
Lucio, Drexel Univ., Philadelphia,PA
We preliminarilyreportthe results of a computed tomographicstudy of a titanosauriform
skull from the Bajo BarrealFormation(Cenomanian-Turonian,early Late Cretaceous)of
southernChubutProvince (central Patagonia,Argentina).For the study, we made a series
of helical computedtomographieswith a Multiple Slice System (MXTwin Multislice). Of
the 281 images, 22 are three-dimensionalreconstructions,21 are sagittal, and 238 coronal.
The slice thicknesswas two mm. The CT images allow the recognitionof the olfactorybulb
(CN I), the optic (CN II), trigeminal(CN V), and hypoglossal nerves (CN XII), the three
subequalsemicircularcanals, middle and posteriorcerebralveins, metotic fissure, and pituitaryfossa. The latteris comparablein size to thatin the endocranialmold of Camarasaurus
grandis, althoughmore rostrallyorientedin the Chubutform. The exit points of the cranial
nerves IX and X are tentatively identified.In the premaxillae,maxillae, and mandibles,the
replacementteeth, adductorfossae and Meckelian grooves are visible. The latterare open
medially as in Brachiosaurusand other forms. Otherstructuresare more difficult to identify and will be the object of future studies. It is expected that the analysis of these images,
and their comparison with related forms such as Brachiosaurus and more derived
titanosauriforms,will allow to establish, in additionto the total encephalic volume of this
dinosaur,charactersand encephalic topographicalfeaturescommon to this sauropodlineage.
Wednesday 10:45
NEW MULTIPLE LATE JURASSIC DINOSAUR ICHNOCOENOSES OF
SWITZERLAND: EVIDENCE FOR ENDURING DINOSAUR COMMUNITIES ON
THE NORTHERN TETHYS PLATFORM
MARTY, Daniel, PARATTE,Geraldine, Office de la culture, Porrentruy2, Switzerland;
MEYER, Christian, Naturhistorisches Museum Basel, 4001, Switzerland; BILLONBRUYAT,Jean-Paul,AYER, Jacques,Office de la culture,Porrentruy2, Switzerland
Since 2002 dinosaurtracks are systematically excavated in Late Jurassic(Kimmeridgian)
carbonateplatformsediments (CantonJura,Switzerland).This platformformed partof the
NorthernTethyspassive marginin Late Jurassictimes. To date, over 55 essentially narrowgauge trackwaysof sauropods,and over 90 trackwaysof bipedal,tridactyldinosaurschiefly
attributedto theropods,have been excavatedand documentedon multiple(>15) track-bearing surfaces.This provides insight into trackformationandtaphonomy,in particularthe distinction of truetracksfrom under-and overtracks,a key point for consistent ichnotaxonomical and paleoecological interpretations.Multiple ichnocoenoses (associationsof truetracks
on a single surface) include (1) trackwaysof tiny (FL (footprintlength)<25 cm) and
large
(FL>100 cm) sauropodswith trackwaysof small (10<FL<25 cm) theropods;(2) trackways
of tiny and medium-sized (25<FL<40 cm) sauropodswith trackwaysof minute
(FL<10
cm), small and medium-sized (25<FL<30 cm) theropods;(3) trackwaysof tiny and medium-sized sauropodswith trackwaysof medium-sizedand large(FL up to 50 cm) theropods.
These ichnocoenoses exhibit diverse trackway orientation patterns and trackways with
changes in gauge and gait of both sauropodsand theropods. Even if these ichnocoenoses
only partiallyreflect the formerterrestrialvertebrateecosystem of the platform,they indicate a recurrentpresence of diverse dinosaurcommunities,at least duringperiods with prolonged inter-to supratidalconditions.The repeatedassociationsof trackwaysof similarpatterns and trackmorphologyof very small and mediumor largesauropodsgive a hint for different age classes within a single species. Moreover,this suggests that-contrary to recent
publications-stance and resulting trackwaygauge of sauropodsis not necessarily related
to ontogeny.This might be corroboratedby more ichnocoenoses obtainedby
ongoing excavations. Finally,the paleogeographicsituationimplies thatthe platformwas frequentlyconnected to continental landmasses. This probably prevented a development of insular,
dwarfedfaunas, as has been postulatedfor similar carbonateplatformsettings.
VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday10:45
EVALUATING CRANIAL DISPARITY, MORPHOLOGICAL INTEGRATION,
AND MODULARITY OF THE ARCHOSAURIAN CRANIUM USING GEOMETRIC MORPHOMETRICS
MARUGAN-LOB6N, Jesis, Madrid, Spain; BUSCALIONI, Angela D., Universidad
Aut6nomade Madrid,Madrid,Spain
Shape analysis via Landmark-basedGeometricMorphometricsis currentlyone of the best
suited methodologies for the study of the organizationand evolution of the phenotype,
hence its usefulness in Paleobiology.While the multivariatestatisticalapparatusof geometric morphometricsis readily set, for instance,for the explorationof allometry,otherconceptual proxies such as morphological integration and modularity are becoming prevalent
among morphologists, mostly among those interested in the role of and mechanisms by
which the developmental program might bias the direction of evolution. Evolutionary
developmentalbiology researchis makinggiant steps into unveiling the mechanismsunderlying such phenomena,thus providingthe experimentalbasis upon which to interpretmorphological integrationand modularityat a phenotypic level. We have explored the major
patternsof endocranialshape variationand integrationat a macroevolutionaryscale across
modern avian and some fossil Theropoddinosaursby means of geometric morphometric
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procedures.Interlacingour morphologicalobservationsand the statistical accounts of the
analyses with currentdevelopmentalproceedings in experimentalbiology carried out in
modernbirds (i.e. chick and quail embryos),we rendera hypothesis from which to propose
the integratedand modularnatureof the theropodskull, and possibly of representativesof
the node Archosauria.
PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday11:15
THE THRILL OF THE FRILL: WEAR AND TEAR DEMANDS RESTORATION
OF A DILOPHOSAURUS WETHERILLISKULL, UCMP 77270
MASON, Jane, Berkeley, CA
As the researchinterestin theropoddinosaurshas soaredwhile museum budgets dwindle,
the resulting wear-and-tearon fossil collections has been magnified by inexperienced
researchershaving fewer role models to follow in handlingfossils as collection and preparationstaff are also slashed.
Unique and key specimens, sometimes types, must bear the challenge of this intense
interestand heavy traffic. Such a specimen is the double-crestedDilophosaurus wetherilli,
UCMP 77270, used as a model for the "Spitter"in the movie JurassicPark. The original
preparationof UCMP 77270 was done before the presently available, more archivalchoices of glues, consolidants,and reconstructivemediums.These earliermaterialsdid not offer
the greaterstrengthand flexibility tolerancesof those now used by fossil preparators.
This charismatictheropodspecimen has been stressedover time by a latex-linedjacket
that abradedthe transparentlythin and topographicallycomplex partsof the skull's crest as
the jacket cover was removed and replacedduringstudy.Because access to this spectacular
fossil is often sought,redesign of the clamshelljacket thatwill permanentlyhouse the specimen will be a crucial step in assuringthe specimen's futurepreservation.
The use of a custom-fittedsandboxhas allowed placementof sculpted acrylic elements
at key areasof structuralstress. These supportshave allowed furtherpreparationof the ventralsurfaceof the braincase, which was previouslyunknown,un-photographedand unstudied due to the specimen's fragility;it could not have been turnedupside down before.
To reduce unskilled handling in the future, as far as possible with visual clues, an
archivalgraphicdevice that warns in the internationalsigns and symbols code, "DO NOT
TOUCH",was developed and placed on key areas of weakness. Protectionof other specimens in our collection with similar problems of fragility,combined with near universally
comprehensibleof warning labels, is also now addressed.
Poster Session II
NEW SPECIMEN OF PROGNATHODON(REPTILIA: MOSASAURIDAE) FROM
THE BEARPAW FORMATION OF ALBERTA
MASSARE, Judy,SUNY College at Brockport,Brockport,NY
An exceptionallycomplete mosasaurwas recoveredfrom a mining operationon the Blood
Nation Reservation near Lethbridge,Alberta. The Prognathodon specimen is from the
lower BearpawFormation,approximatelyequivalentto the DeGrey Member of the Pierre
Shale. It may be one of the best specimens of the genus from NorthAmerica.The pectoral
region and forelimbswere damagedby the mining operation,but the remainderof the skeleton was recovered.It includes a flattenedskull that is missing partsof the posteriorregion,
but has well preservedpreorbitalskull region,jaws, and teeth. The articulatedvertebralcolumn is nearly complete, missing only a few anteriorvertebrae,and extending beyond the
region of elongatedneuralarches,usually interpretedas a tail fluke. The hind limbs are fairly complete, as is the pelvis. The specimen is tentativelyassigned to P rapax on the basis
of the shape of the quadrate,the dentarynot projectinganteriorto the first tooth, and the
lack of a medial ridge on the frontal.If the tentativeidentificationis correct,it expands the
geographicrangeof P rapax into the WesternInteriorSeaway. Moreover,this discovery
provides new details about the morphologyof this poorly known species.
Friday9:30
THE CRETACEOUS OF ANGOLA
MATEUS, Octavio, LourinhA,Portugal;MORAIS, Maria, UniversidadeAgostinho Neto,
Luanda, Angola; SCHULP, Anne, Natuurhistorisch Museum Maastricht, Maastricht,
Netherlands;JACOBS, Louis, POLCYN, Michael, SouthernMethodistUniv., Dallas, TX
The coastal region of Angola has long been known to be richly fossiliferous, but until
recently no continuous vertebratepaleontology and collecting has been undertakenthere
since the pioneeringwork of Miguel Telles Antunes in the early 1960's. In May 2005, two
of us (O.M. and L.L.J.)performeda short field reconnaissancein the Angolan provinces of
Namibe and Bengo, from where rich Cretaceousfaunas, including mosasaurs,fishes, turtles, plesiosaursand other marinetaxa have been known, bringingto light the first dinosaur
from Angola, a Late Turoniannon-titanosauriansauropod.
The stratigraphicsequence extends from the Early Cretaceous (Barremian, 128 Ma)
through the Neogene, making this the longest continuous fossiliferous section known in
Africa. In additionto dinosaurs,this section records(1) the formationof the easternmargin of the SouthAtlanticOcean; (2) a nearly continuousand biostratigraphicallysignificant
sequence of sharksand bony fishes thatrecordchanges in oceanic currents;(3) the opening
of the Atlantic Ocean and the disruptionof a land connection between SouthAmerica and
Africa; (4) the biogeographicinvasion of the SouthAtlanticby marineamniotes, including
turtles,plesiosaurs,and mosasaurs;(5) interbeddednearshoremarineand igneous rocks;(6)
a superblyexposed Cretaceous-PaleogeneBoundarysection; (7) Paleogene squamatesand
turtles;and (8) Neogene cetaceans and a rhinoceros.
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Besides the rich fish fauna, the known Cretaceous tetrapod fauna comprises turtles
(including a recently collected undescribed genus of cryptodiran),mosasaur squamates
Globidenssp., at least two Prognathodon-liketaxa,Angolasaurusbocagei, Plioplatecarpus
sp, and Tylosaurusiembeensis,plesiosaursaff. Cimoliasauridae,and a non-titanosaursauropod dinosaur.
Friday9:30
COMPARISON OF NEOGENE RECORDS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE IN
THE GREAT PLAINS, U.S.A., BASED ON PALEOSOL CARBONATES AND PALEODIETS OF EQUIDAE
MATSON, Samuel, FOX, David, MARCOT,Jonathan,Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
MN; JANIS, Christine,Brown Univ., Providence,RI
Neogene records of environmentalchange in the GreatPlains, U.S.A., derived from paleosols and paleodietarystudies of fossil Equidaeexhibit surprisingcontrasts.The stable carbon isotope composition (813C) of paleosol carbonatessuggests C4 grass comprised ca.
20% of plant biomass throughoutthe Miocene, increasedto about 40% of biomass by the
early Pliocene, and reached modem abundanceby the early Pleistocene. Equids evolved
high-crowned(hypsodont) teeth, an adaptationfor open habitatsand/or grazing by ca. 18
Ma, and 613C values of equid tooth enamel indicate C3-dominated diets during the
Miocene until 6.6 Ma, at which point several species began to consume C4 vegetationwhile
others maintainedC3-dominateddiets. To understandthese contrastsbetter,we examined
equid paleodiet in the context of a genus level phylogeny. Hypsodontyincreasedin parallel
in several lineages and high 613C values characteristicof C4 consumptionarose independently within several derived genera nested within the tribes Equini and Hipparionini.
Evolution of hypsodonty and consumptionof C4 biomass do not appearto have promoted
taxonomicdiversification.Averagemagnitudesof evolutionarychanges acrossthe phylogeny towards increased hypsodonty and 813C values were greater than those towards
decrease, consistent with driven trends, but the patternswere not sufficiently distinct to
reject null hypotheses of passive trends.A weak negative correlationbetween 813C values
and stratigraphicrange in equid generasuggests C4 consumersmay have had higher extinction rates.A possible explanationfor the low variabilityin Miocene paleosol 613C values
is that habitatsdominatedby C4 grasses were patchily distributedacross the landscapeand
migrated laterally on timescales rapid relative to carbonateformation;shorter-lived,C4consuming genera may have been specialists that utilized C4-dominatedpatches and habitat change was sufficiently rapid to promote greaterextinction. Parallel analyses of clades
with similar diversity histories in the region, such as Camelidae, could help elucidate the
basis of the contrastsbetween paleosols and equids.
Poster Session II
ISOTOPIC AND GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSES OF FOSSIL FISH REMAINS
FROM THE UPPER DEVONIAN ESCUMINAC FORMATION (MIGUASHA, QUEBEC): IMPLICATIONS FOR PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION
MATTON, Olivier, STEVENSON, Ross, CLOUTIER,Richard, Universit6 du Quebec b
Rimouski, Rimouski, QB, Canada
Devonian Old Red Sandstonefish assemblageshave been classically consideredto be freshwater in origin. This includes the Escuminac assemblage, renown for the abundanceand
qualityof preservationof fossil vertebratesas well as for the phylogenetic and evolutionary
importance of its biota. However, the paleoenvironmental context of the Escuminac
Formationis still a matterof debate, rangingfrom lacustrineto marine,with a recent consensus for a transitional,brackishestuarinepaleoenvironment.Our goal is to address this
paleoenvironmentaldebate throughdirect geochemical (Rare Earthelements) and isotopic
(Rb-Sr, Sm-Nd) analyses of fossil material. Apatite-bearinganatomical structures(e.g.,
teeth, bony plates, scales) of differentfish species (acanthodianHomalacanthusconcinnus,
actinopterygian Cheirolepis canadensis, placoderm Bothriolepis canadensis, dipnoan
Scaumenacia curta, osteolepiformEusthenopteronfoordi) from the base to the top of the
Escuminac Formationwere analysed. The isotopic analyses were performedby Thermal
Ionisation mass spectrometry(TIMS) and comparedwith Sr isotope data obtained in-situ
by laser ablation multi-collection inductively coupled mass spectrometry(MC-ICP-MS).
PreliminaryTIMS 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios vary from 0.70815 to 0.70830 with an average
laser ablation analysis of 0.70854 for a single tooth. These ratios are consistent with
Devonian seawater Sr isotope compositions and suggest that the fish species and the
EscuminacFormationformedwithin a brackishto marinewater environment.
Poster Session III
OLD SPECIMENS NEWLY DESCRIBED: CAMP'S PAREIASAUR SKULLS
FROM THE KAROO BASIN OF SOUTH AFRICA AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
FOR BASAL PAREIASAUR TAXONOMY
MATZEN,Benjamin,LSA Associates, Inc., Pt. Richmond,CA
In the mid-1930s Charles Camp excavated numerousvertebratefossils from the Permian
sediments of the Karoo Basin in South Africa and sent them overseas to the Univ. of
California at Berkeley, where they became part of the Univ. of California Museum of
Paleontology (UCMP) collections. Among this material are many pareiasaurspecimens,
rarein NorthAmericancollections, which have never been described.The pareiasaurmaterial Camp collected includes a great deal of well-preservedpost-cranialand cranial specimens. This study describes the osteology of three pareiasaurskulls for the first time since
their collection 70 years ago. These specimens provide new insights into the morphology,
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phylogeny and taxonomy of basal pareiasaurs.ThethreeUCMP pareiasaurskulls belong to
the most basal pareiasaur genus Bradysaurus. The most basal taxon of this genus,
Bradysaurusseeleyi, possesses no autapomorphies,thereforethe genus Bradysauruscan be
considereda metataxon.Two of the three UCMP pareiasaurskulls are assigned to the other
existing taxon within the genus, Bradysaurusbaini. B. baini possesses three autapomorphies that separateit fromB. seeleyi: a largeroundlump on the maxilla immediatelybehind
the externalnaris, a swollen distal portionof the paroccipitalprocess and teeth of the upper
jaw directedventromedially.
The third UCMP pareiasaur skull may constitute a new taxon within the genus
Bradysaurus due to three potential autapomorphies,though furthercomparativework is
requiredto confirm or deny the existence of a new species. The three autapomorphiesare:
a large boss flanking the anteriorportion of both nasals, supratemporalbosses that rise
above the skull roof to form a saddle between them, and a posterodorsallyfacing shelf posterior to the ridge that is formed between the supratemporalbosses. This potentially new
taxon also possesses all three autapomorphiesofB. baini, which would make those characters synapomorphicfor both taxa. This would establish these two taxa firmly as sister
groups, which results in B. baini as yet anothertaxon within the genus Bradysaurusthat
possesses no autapomorphiesand could thereforebe considered a metataxon.
Poster Session III
THE ANATOMY OF THE EMU WING: AN EXAMPLE OF PRIMARY DIGITAL
REDUCTION IN ARCHOSAURS
MAXWELL, Erin, MICHEL,Adam, LARSSON, Hans, HEPPLESTON,Audrey, McGill
Univ., Montreal,QB, Canada
The Emu (Dromaiusnovaehollandiae)is a palaeognathousbird native to Australiathat has
undergoneextremewing reduction,both in relative size and in the numberof ossified elements. It usually ossifies only a single digit correspondingto the digitorummajorisin other
birds, and has no free carpalelements. This digital reductionis thoughtto have takenplace
over a very short evolutionarytime scale since it has occurredsince the divergence of the
Emu from the rest of the extant ratites. In order to examine the developmental changes
accompanying such an extreme adult morphology,we studied the mesenchymal skeletogenic condensationsof a series of early stage Emu embryos. We also cleared and stained
sets of later stage embryos for the presence of bone and cartilage.Our results indicate that
the Emu is the only known example of primarydigit reduction in birds. In other words,
unlike the state in Ostrich(Struthio)in which five digits chondrify,or the chicken in which
five digits condense and four chondrify,only three to four digits condense and three chondrify in the Emu. Furthermore,while the number of elements ossifying in flying birds as
well as in the Ostrichis constant,the Emu ossifies either one or two digits. There is a wide
range of variationin terms of shape, numberand position of the elements that remaincartilaginous in late stage embryos.This variabilityis also seen at the level of wing musculature in adult Emus. This variationin digit numberand shape is similar to that observed in
the Kiwi, a New Zealandpalaeognaththat has independentlyconverged on a reducedwing
morphology.Emus differ from otherbirds in that they ossify the distal phalanx of their single digit first. This is most similarto the patternseen in the pes of otherbirds (includingthe
Emu); the manus normally ossifies in a proximal-distaldirection. Digital reduction has
taken place multiple times in birds, and in the theropod lineage more generally. This
researchsheds light on some morphologicaland developmentalchanges thatresult in a single-digit phenotypein an adulttetrapod.
Poster Session III
ADULT SKELETAL REMAINS OF IANTHASAURUS, THE OLDEST KNOWN
EDAPHOSAUR (SYNAPSIDA:EUPELYCOSAURIA) FROM THE UPPER PENNSYLVANIAN OF KANSAS
MAZIERSKI,David, REISZ, Robert, Univ. of Torontoat Mississauga, Mississauga, ON,
Canada
Infills of an abandoned channel near Garnett, Kansas preserve the most abundantand
diverse assemblage of amniotes known from the Carboniferous.Most of the vertebrate
remains recovered from the locality are those of terrestrialtetrapods.The most commonly
found skeletal remainsbelong to the diapsidreptile Petrolacosaurusand the sphenacodontian Haptodus garnettensis. However, other synapsids, representedeither by single specimen or relatively few individuals include an undescribedophiacodontid,an undescribed
sphenacodontid,the rareand enigmaticXyrospondylus,andthe sphenacodontianlanthodon.
The sixth synapsid is the edaphosaurlanthasaurus hardestiorum,known from two fragmetary skeletons and a few isolated vertebrae,all belonging to juvenile individuals.
Recently uncoveredpartsof a skeleton oflanthasaurus representan adultindividual.Its
adult condition is indicatedby its large size, 30% largerthan all previously known specimens, and the fusion of the neuro-centralsuture.Ianthasaurusis the oldest known member
of Edaphosauridae,and significantly smallerthan any of the betterknown membersof this
clade. The new specimenprovides importantnew, phylogeneticallyinformativecranialand
vertebralfeatures. The maxilla is long, with place for at least 32 teeth; both the marginal
and palatalteeth are slightly bulbous near their apex, resemblingthose in the oldest known
herbivorousamnioteEdaphosaurus.The anteriorpartof the pterygoidis shorterthan in the
carnivoroussphenacodontids,and similar in relative length to that in Edaphosaurus.The
tall neuralspines have up to eight pairs of lateraltubercles,nearlytwice as many as on vertebraein the comparableregion of the column of the juveniles. These adultskeletal features
indicatethatJanthasaurusmay be more closely relatedto the largeEdaphosaurusthanpre-
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viously considered. However, despite the presence of the modified dentition, the teeth on
the transverse flange of the pterygoid are unlike those in Edaphosaurus in being nearly
twice as large as those on the rest of the palate, indicatingthat
Ianthasaurusmay have had
an omnivorousdiet.
Poster Session I
REASSIGNING GLOSSOTHERIUM CHAPADMALENSE AND INCREASED
SPECIES DIVERSITY IN PARAMYLODON(MAMMALIA: XENARTHRA)
McAFEE, Robert,NorthernIllinois Univ., DeKalb, IL
Species diversity of the mylodontid sloth Paramvlodon is low, with only one species, P
harlani, currentlyrecognized from the Irvingtonianand Rancholabreanof NorthAmerican.
Recent investigations of cranial charactersand morphology have validated the continued
separationof Paramvlodonfrom the South American genus Glossotherium,and have created an opportunityto addressthe species diversity of the northerngenus. A possible second species is known from Blancan deposits but has remained in relative limbo as
"Glossotherium" chapadmalense;due in partto a small numberof availablespecimens for
comparative studies. Using new generic characters generated for Glossotherium and
Paramylodon, crania belonging to "G." chapadmalensewere studied to establish its true
placementwithin one of the two genera. Examinationshows "G. " chapadmalenseto have
a greateraffinity with Param'ylodon,as has been suggested by some authors. Characters
uniting the two include: a well-defined parasagittalcrest, relatingto a largerfossa for the
M. temporalis;palatinebones extended more posteriorlybehind M4; a low angle of toothrow divergence; skull width across the lacrimals nearly equal to those across the postorbitals;and the size and position of the basilartubercles. These resultsexpandour assessment of Paramylodon, repositioning it as a distinct genus which migrated into North
American duringthe Blancan and then evolved into the largerIrvingtonian-Rancholabrean
form.
Poster Session III
DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND TAPHONOMY OF A THERIZINOSAURID (DINOSAURIA) FROM THE TROPIC SHALE (CENOMANIANTURONIAN), KANE COUNTY, UTAH
McCORMICK,Kaitlin, NorthernArizona Univ., Flagstaff,AZ; HORTON,Travis,JOHNSON, Ben, Univ. of Puget Sound, Tacoma,WA; GILLETTE,David, Museum of Northern
Arizona, Flagstaff,AZ
Fieldworkin the Tropic Shale (Cenomanian-Turonian)
in southernUtah has resultedin the
recovery of several vertebratefossils, including a therizinosaurid,a terrestrialdinosaur.
How a one to two ton terrestrialdinosaurwas preservedrelatively intact 100 kilometers
from the paleoshorelineseems contradictorywith the numerouspredatorsin the Cretaceous
WesternInteriorSeaway. The depositionalenvironmentof the therizinosaursite and other
plesiosaursites was investigatedto determineif thereare similaritiesin setting. Preliminary
clay mineralogyand foraminiferalbiostratigraphyresultsindicatea normal,offshoremarine
environment.X-ray analysis of the clay mineralogydemonstratesno significantvariationin
clay mineral percent. Planktonicforaminiferapresent indicate shallow water up to 100 m
deep and the benthonic foraminiferapresent indicate normalmarine salinities.
8180 values determinedfor calcite cements at the therizinosaurfossil site range from
-6.5%oto -8%o(PDB) from a 1.5m thick section surroundingthe bone layer. These values
fall in between calculated Cretaceous meteoric water 6180 values (-10%o)and normal
marine8180 values. Petrographicanalysis of the bone layer shows that extensive carbonate diagenesis has not occurred;calcite 6180 values at least partiallyrecordprimarypaleoenvironmentalconditions. The presence of aragonitic shell material,as identified by XRay diffraction,furthersupportsthis interpretation.In contrastto the clay mineralogyand
foraminiferalbiostratigraphyresults, the stable isotope data suggest the therizinosaurwas
deposited in a mixed water setting such as an estuary.
The therizinosauridprobablydied along the shoreline and swept out to sea, the carcass
bloated and floated until the gases escaped and sank into the muddy bottom of the seaway.
The skull is the only part of the skeleton missing and it may have been detached prior to
burialby scavenging or by a small fault at the site. Although the preservationof terrestrial
organismsin marinesettings is not unusual,there is a lack of studies regardingtransportof
these organisms.
Thursday2:00
A BIOMECHANICAL MODEL OF SMILODONFATALISBASED ON FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
McHENRY, Colin, Univ. of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia; CUNNINGHAM,
Eleanor, Newcastle Mater Hospital, Waratah,Australia;WROE, Stephen, Univ. of New
South Wales, Sydney, Australia; PENDHARKAR, Atul, CLAUSEN, Philip, Univ. of
Newcastle, Callaghan,Australia
How do we reconstructbehaviourin extinct species? Since behavioursresult in forces and
loads that act upon an animal's skeleton, biomechanicalanalyses can summarisethe range
of forces that a given skeleton could have resisted. This informationcan be used to assess
the range of behavioursthat a species was capable of.
This approachis particularlyuseful when dealing with extinct taxa that have no clear
living analogue.The saber-toothedcat Smilodonfatalis is one such taxon and the behaviour
of these iconic predatorsremainsthe source of perennialdebate.Hypotheses of their killing
techniquevary with respect to: (1) the placement of the killing bite-was it directedat the
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throator 'belly'-and (2) whetherthe bite itself was adaptedfrom thatappliedby more generalized cats (the canine-shearmodel), or was it a fundamentallydifferent, largely neck
driven stabbingbite.
Finite element analysis (FEA) is a numerical engineering approachthat can simulate
mechanicalbehaviourin complex structures,and the use of FEA in biomechanics is growing as technological advances allow biologists to explore the mechanics of even complex
biological structures,such as carnivoranskulls. We have constructedfinite element models of the skull and mandiblein Smildonfatalis and the African lion Panthera leo. Models
were generatedupon CT data, and includedthe behaviourof the jaw adductormuscles and
the Tempero-Mandibular
Joints. A range of load cases, based upon publisheddescriptions
of behaviour in African lions and hypothesized behaviours in sabrecats,were applied to
each model and the mechanicalperformanceof each model was quantified.
The differencesand similaritiesin mechanicalperformanceof each model allow the biomechanicalperformanceof the S.fatalis skull and mandiblesto be discussed with referenceto
the biomechanicsof the lion. Ourresultshave importantimplicationsfor the interpretation
of behaviourin this extinct predator.
Poster Session I
AGING PANTHERAATROXFROM RANCHO LA BREA
MEACHEN,Julie, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; BINDER, Wendy,Loyola MarymountUniv.,
Los Angeles, CA
The RanchoLa Brea tar seeps are well known for theirunusualpreservationof more camivores thanherbivores.This may reflect repeatedepisodes of entrapmentof carnivoresfeeding on a miredherbivore.Possibly, the tar seeps attracteda vulnerablesegment of large carnivore populations,such as the very old, injured,or young and naive. Here, we use a radiographicaging techniqueto assess the age distributionof American lions (Pantheraatrox)
preservedat Rancho La Brea.
African lions, Panthera leo, have been aged using a combinationof cranialand dental features and pulp cavity diameterof the canine teeth. The diameterof the pulp cavity shrinks
as the animal lays down dentin with age. R atrox is closely relatedto the African lion, but
cranial and dental featuresthat could be used to age them may have differentgrowth rates
attributableto size difference in the two species. Previous work used tooth wear to age
individuals,but this can be confoundedby diet. The closure of the dentalpulp cavity may
be a more reliablemethod to age Patrox and is unlikely to be affected by functionaldifferences. Here, we estimatethe relative age of individualR atrox at Rancho La Brea by comparisonwith a sample of African lion skulls from museum collections.
Ages of wild African lions were estimatedusing a combinationof craniodentalfeatures
and radiographsof the dentaries. Cranialand dental age estimateswere correlatedwith the
extent of canine pulp cavity closure. Radiographsof all P atrox dentariesin the Rancho la
Brea collection were taken and the lower canine pulp cavity diametermeasured.The pulp
cavity dimensions were comparedwith those of the African lions to estimate their age at
death. The ages of individual lions at Rancho La Brea were found to span a fairly wide
range. Most individualswere young adult to middle-aged at death, and there was no evidence of predominanceof old individuals.
Poster Session II
LATE QUATERNARY PYGOPUSAND DELMA (PYGOPODIDAE) AND RAMPHOTYPHLOPS (TYPHLOPIDAE: SQUAMATA), FROM WESTERN AND SOUTH
AUSTRALIA CAVE DEPOSITS
MEAD, Jim, HOLLENSHEAD,Marci, SWIFT,Sandra,NorthernArizonaUniv., Flagstaff,
AZ
New species of living squamatesof Australiaare still being describedeven though there is
a profusionof publishedarticles concerningthe modem fauna. In vivid contrast,the fossil
lizard faunais still poorly known. The patternof evolution and the geographicdistribution
of squamates dating from the Oligocene to Pliocene are better known than those of the
Holocene and Pleistocene. The deposits at Riversleigh, Queensland,have producedmost
of the earliest squamates from the continent, along with the oldest and only pygopod
(Pygopus hortulanus; Pygopodidae) and vertebrae assigned to Ramphotyphlops
(Typhlopidae). Cave deposits in WesternAustralia,excavated duringthe 1950s-1990s for
late Quaternarymammalianand archaeologicalcontentshave produced 1000s of squamate
fossils. Skeletal remains of Pygopus and Delma recovered from Hastings Cave (Jurien
coast) and Webbs and Wombat caves (greater Nullarbor Plain) of Western and South
Australiaprovide the first Quaternaryrecord of these pygopod genera. Hastings Cave and
the well-known MaduraCave (greaterNullarborPlains) have also producedvertebraeof
Ramphotyphlops.Our overall projectincludes an on-going descriptionof cranialmorphology of modern squamates along with their distributionand evolution in WA during the
Neogene.
Poster Session I
KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF STRIKE BEHAVIOR IN CROCODYLIANS: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EVOLUTION OF CRANIAL MORPHOLOGY AND ECOLOGY
MEERS, Mason, Univ. of Tampa, Tampa, FL; McHENRY, Colin, Univ. of Newcastle,
Callaghan,Australia
The functionalmorphologyof crocodyliancraniahas been the subjectof muchdebatein the
recent past, particularlywith regard to flattening of the rostrum and its mechanical and
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hydrodynamictradeoffs. Recent work, for example, has shown that the platyrostralmorphology is not well adaptedto resist torsional loads likely experiencedby many taxa during feeding. It follows then thatthe specific morphologyof the rostrummay be constrained
by other factors, including hydrodynamicpropertiesof the rostrum. Crocodylianstypically strike prey items by means of a rapid, lateral sweeping motion of the head, resulting in
prey capturenearthe middle to distal portionof the rostrum. The effectiveness of this kinematic patternis profoundlyaffected by the morphology of the structurebeing accelerated
throughthe water. In orderto examine the possible effects of hydrodynamicconstraintson
crocodylianmorphology,we examine the kinematicsof feeding crocodylians. Specifically,
strike behavior is quantified in the American alligator (Alligator mississippiensis), with
pilot data also collected for the American crocodile (Crocodylusacutus), using high speed
videography. The results of the kinematic analyses are discussed in the context of extant
and extinct crocodylian cranial morphology, which varies relatively widely from short,
broadsnouts to extraordinarilylongirostrinetaxa. It is apparentfrom our analyses thatrostral morphology largely reflects hydrodynamicconstraints imposed by prey choice and
availability. The evolution of crocodylianrostralform is then discussed in phylogeneticand
functionalcontexts.

Poster Session II
CONGRUENT AFTER ALL-A NEW LOOK AT THE CHEEK AND PALATE OF
PLACODUS GIGAS
MERCK,John, Univ. of Maryland,College Park,College Park,MD
Reexaminationof the cranialmaterialof the familiarplacodontPlacodus gigas indicates a
revision of its temporaland basicranialosteology. Phylogeneticanalyses of the last decade
agree on the position of Placodontia as the sister taxon of Eosauropterygiawithin
Sauropterygia,and on its generalphylogenetic structure. The evolution of some diagnostic cranialcharacterswithin Placodontiahas been less clear,however. Althoughoften treated as the "classic"placodont,Placodus as currentlydescribed,displays atypical configurations of the squamosal/quadratojugal
relationship and the basicraniumfor Placodontia,
raising questions about their evolution and polarity within Sauropterygia. In other placodonts for which it is known the quadratojugalis broad and tall, closely approachingthe
supratemporalfenestra,whereas in Placodus, it is seen as confined to the lower thirdof the
cheek plate. In those cyamodontoids in which it can be assessed, the basipterygoid
processes are broad and closely applied to the pterygoidsand palatinesanteriorly,whereas
in Placodus they are typically shown as cylindricalandvisible in posteriorview. This view
of Placodus is based largely on the complete skull BP 13 in Bayreuth. Reexaminationof
this and other material, notably BSP 1968175 in Munich, suggest that in both respects,
Placodus follows the patternseen in other placodonts,with a broad,tall quadratojugaland
anteriorlydirectedbasipterygoidarticulation. While not alteringplacodontphylogenyper
se, this revision influences our understandingof the polarity of these features'evolution in
Eosauropterygia and has implications for the homology of temporal elements in
ichthyosaurs.

Wednesday2:15
A PHYLOGENY AND TIMESCALE FOR MARSUPIAL EVOLUTION
MEREDITH, Robert, Univ. of California Riverside, Riverside, CA; WESTERMAN,
Michael, La TrobeUniv., Victoria,Australia;CASE, Judd,St. Marys College of California,
Moraga,CA; SPRINGER,Mark,Univ. of CaliforniaRiverside, Riverside, CA
Even though marsupialsare taxonomically less diverse than the placentals they exhibit a
morphologicaland ecological diversitythat is comparableas a result of their long and often
isolated evolutionaryhistory. However,much of their fossil recordis missing. This problem is most evident for the Australasiangroups. The approximately300 living species of
marsupials are grouped into three American (Didelphimorphia, Microbiotheria, and
Paucituberculata)and four Australasian(Dasyuromorphia,Diprotodontia,Notoryctemorphia, and Peramelemorphia)orders. Higher-level interrelationshipshave been investigated using a wide range of methods that have often yielded contradictoryresults. Much of
the controversy has focused on the placement of Dromiciops (Microbiotheria). Studies
either supporta sister-taxonrelationshipto a monophyleticAustralasianclade or a nested
position within the Australasianradiation. Familial relationshipswithin the Diprotodontia
have also proved difficult to resolve. Here, we examine higher-level marsupialrelationships using a nuclearmultigenemoleculardata set representingall living ordersand employ
a relaxed molecularclock to presenta timescale for marsupialevolution. Using the molecular divergencedates and the known fossil recordwe estimatethe completenessof the marsupial fossil record.
Preliminaryresults supporta paraphyleticAmeridelphiawith Didelphimorphiasister to
all other marsupials. Within Australidelphia,Dromiciops is the sister-taxonto a monophyleticAustralasianclade. Withinthe Australasianclade, Diprotodontiais the sister taxon
to a Notoryctemorphia, Dasyuromorphia, and Peramelemorphia clade. Within the
Diprotodontia,the wombat koala clade is the sister taxon to a paraphyleticpossum clade
(Phalangeriformes)with kangaroosnested inside. Estimateddates of divergencesuggest a
Late Cretaceousdate for all interordinaldivergences. All intraordinaldivergences were
placed in the Cenozoic except for the deepest splits within the Diprotodontia.
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Poster Session I
IS THE CLADE CETERUMINANTIA RELEVANT? REVIEW OF MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERS IN EARLY SELENODONTIA AND ARCHAEOCETES
MtTAIS, Gr6goire,BEARD, Chris, CarnegieMuseum of NaturalHistory,Pittsburgh,PA
New fossil discoveries of postcranialmaterial of early whales show they share what had
been thoughtto be a key synapomorphyof artiodactyls,the double-trochleatedastragalus.
These results are consistent with molecular data that strongly supporta close relationship
between whales (Cetacea) and artiodactyls,with numerousstudies nesting Cetacea deeply
within a paraphyleticArtiodactyla.Recent molecular analyses identified three successive
basal dichotomies within cetartiodactyls:Tylopoda, Suina, and Cetruminantiaincluding
Ruminantiaand Cetancodonta(hippos and cetaceans). Moreover, estimates of divergence
time between between Ruminantiaand Cetancodontaindicate about 60 Ma, thus implying
several long ghost lineages yet to be discoveredin the early history of the Tylopodaand the
Suina, both of which first appearedin the middle Eocene. The phylogenies of cetartiodactyls based on morphologicaldata tend to supportthe existence of a clade Selenodontia
including Tylopoda and Ruminantia. Here we review the relevance of the clade
Ceteruminantiain the light of morphologicaldataandthe fossil recordof both Selenodontia
and archaeocetes.It appearsthatthese discrepanciesbetween morphologicaland molecular
datasets areprobablybiased by the inconsistenceof the currentfossil recordof artiodactyls
in Asia, and the resultingpoor resolution of the phylogenetic relationshipsbetween Asian,
European,and North American.Althoughtthe emergence of Ruminantiain the Paleocene
appearsunlikely,the analysis of the early evolution and definitionof the basal Selenodontia
is of critical importancefor testing the validity of the clade Ceteruminantia.
Poster Session II
REVISION OF MIOCENE MACKAREL SHARKS (CHONDRICHTHYES, LAMNIFORMES), WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO "ISURUS" ESCHERI FROM
NORTHERN GERMANY
MEWIS, Heike, KLUG, Stefanie, Museum of NaturalHistory, Palaeontology,HumboldtUniverity of Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Generally, Cenozoic lamniform sharks are representedby isolated teeth and vertebrae.
Articulated skeletal remains are conversely very scarce. In 1989, a partially articulated
skeleton of a specimen referable to "Isurus"escheri including 42 slightly disarticulated
teeth and 49 vertebraewas recovered from Miocene clays during an excavation of whales
in GroBPampau(northernGermany).This specimenproves to be importantfor reconstructing the relationshipof fossil lamniformsharksbecause it provides morpho-meristicdata of
the vertebralcolumn and allows us to reconstructthe dentition of this taxon. It is the first
and, until now, only time that more than few isolated teeth of this species have been found.
Here, we are presentingresults of our study of this specimen and other lamniformsharks
such as Carcharodon carcharias, "Carcharodon"megalodon, "Isurus" hastalis, and
"Isurus"escheri using dental and skeletal charactersto create a modified phylogenetic
hypothesis of Cenozoic lamniformsharksand to gain a betterunderstandingof the evolution of the modem White Shark.There are two hypotheses on this topic: either "C."megalodon or Isurus (e.g., "I."hastalis) was the predecessor.Isurus is generallyabandonednow
afterreintroducingthe name Cosmopolitodus.Thereis genetic and now also fossil evidence
that the mako and great white lineages must be separated.But even if Cosmopolitodusis
accepted to be valid, the taxonomic identity of species such as "I."planus and "I."escheri
remainsambiguous.In addition,the processes responsiblefor the evolution of "big"lamniforms in the Miocene are analysed and comparedwith that of teleosts and whales to gain a
betterunderstandingof the mechanismsunderlyingthe size increase in these sharks.
Poster Session III
INSECTIVORES OF CHADRONIAN AGE FROM THE CYPRESS HILLS FORMATION, SASKATCHEWAN
MEYER, Taran,Univ. of Saskatchewan,Saskatoon,SK, Canada;BRYANT,Harold,Royal
SaskatchewanMuseum, Regina, SK, Canada
The Cypress Hills Formation of Saskatchewanpreserves sediments of Uintan (middle
Eocene) to Hemingfordian(middle Miocene) age, but the best-representedperiod is the
ChadronianNorth American Land Mammal Age. The best-known site, with the highest
known biodiversity, is the middle ChadronianCalf Creek Locality, from which over 70
mammal and 25 non-mammalspecies are known. The Calf Creek materialwas recovered
from two sub-localities: the Hunter Quarry,which produced relatively complete skeletal
elements of largerbodied taxa includingbrontotheres,and the screeningsub-locality,which
is located opposite the quarryon the otherside of a small coulee. The majorityof these taxa
have been describedin the literature,but the portionof the faunawhich includes the "insectivores,"membersof the ordersLeptictida,Apatotheria,and Lipotyphla,have not been formally described.
The currentresearch undertookto identify and describe the insectivores of the Calf
Creek Locality, together with the insectivores from the nearby Chadronian-agedHorse
Locality. The latter served two purposes: (1) to begin the formal descriptionof material
from the Horse Locality, and (2) to comparethe two faunasto identify possible differences
between the two. The insectivorefaunasof the two sites were found to be very similar,with
the same genera and species occurringat both localities. Although the non-insectivoretaxa
suggest thatthe Horse Locality dates from either laterin the middle Chadronianor the Late
Chadronian,in the groups studiedhere an evolutionarychange between the Calf Creekand
the Horse localities could not be detected. Taxa described at these sites include:
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Numerous vertebratetrack-bearinglayers in the WhitmorePoint Member of the Moenave
Formation,within a 1 km2 areaof the St. George DinosaurDiscovery Site at JohnsonFarm
(SGDS) preserveunique, marginallacustrinedeposits of EarlyJurassic(Hettangian)"Lake
Dixie." The best-preservedtrack-bearinghorizon, called the "MainTrackLayer,"demonstrates dramaticlateral changes in facies and trace fossils from onshore to offshore. This
bedding surface records a transitionfrom exposed mudflats, with tracks and sedimentary
structuresformed onshore (e.g., deep mudcracks,salt casts, and rain drop impressions),to
mud, silt, and sand scoured away by longshore currentsthat display definitive subaqueous
sedimentarystructures,invertebratetraces, fish swim trails, and hundredsof theropodswim
tracks.Onshorefirm substrateconsistencies along the "MainTrackLayer"surfaceresulted
in a preservationalbias of tracksby largertheropodsratherthanby smallervertebrates.On
the offshore "MainTrackLayer"surface, the majorityof swim (or floundering)tracks are
referable to Grallator-type theropods. Exceptional details are preserved, including skin
impressions,claw marks, and scale scratchlines in association with current-orientedsedimentarystructuressuch as flute casts, scratchsemi-circles, tool marks,groove casts, scours,
and currentripples.The simultaneousinfilling of tracksand sedimentarystructuresby finesand, along with high clay contentin the underlyingmud, accounts for this exceptional and
detailed preservation.The majorityof swim tracks are orientedboth parallel to and opposite the currentflow direction indicated by the scour marks, suggesting animals possibly
reactingto being swept off-balanceby N-S currentsthat flowed parallelto the paleo-shoreline. The SGDS swim tracksareby far the best-preservedand largestcollection of such fossils known in the world.
Saturday11:45
STEGOPS, A PROBLEMATIC SPIKY-HEADED TEMNOSPONDYL
MILNER,Andrew, The Natural History Museum, London, United Kingdom; SCHOCH,
Rainer,StaatlichesMuseum fuer Naturkunde,Stuttgart,Germany
The spiky-headed temnospondyl amphibian Stegops divaricata from the Middle
Pennsylvanian coal of Linton, Ohio has remained neglected and enigmatic for several
decades. It has been arguedto be the ancestor of the PermianZatrachydidae,also spikyheaded temnospondyls, although there are few resemblances other than the spikes. An
examinationof previously undescribedmaterialof Stegops, along with a re-evaluationof
the original specimens, permits a redescriptionand partialsystematic assignmentof it. All
specimens have bony spikes on the tabular,quadratojugaland angular,but in apparent
dimorphism,only some have squamosaland supratemporalspikes. A phylogenetic analysis
of 52 charactersin 15 temnospondyltaxa places Stegops within the dissorophoidclade but
leaves its position uncertain within that clade. The Zatrachydidae, represented by
Acanthostomatops, fall outside the Dissorophoidea, and the zatrachydid affinities of
Stegops assertedby previousworkersare based on homoplasioussimilaritiesin ornamentation. Internalrelationshipsof the Dissorophoidea remain unresolved and Stegops shares
conflicting similaritieswith Amphibamidaein some resolutions and with an Ecolsonia +
Dissorophidae+ Trematopidaeclade in others.
Wednesday1:30
NEW DATA ON AVIAN BRAIN EVOLUTION FROM FOSSIL BIRDS FROM THE
LOWER EOCENE OF ENGLAND
MILNER,Angela, WALSH, Stig, The NaturalHistory Museum, London, United Kingdom
Recently recovered Cretaceous bird fossils (e.g from Liaoning in China) have allowed
importantinsight into the theropod-avialantransitionand the evolution of flight. However,
despite over one hundred years of research, little is known about how the avian brain
evolved in response to the developmentof flight, largely because very few avian endocranial casts are known. The CT-basedanalysis of the brain of Archaeopteryxled by ACM in
2004 has been followed by the investigationof braincasesof two lower Eocene neornithines
from the London Clay of England. Our results show that Odontopteryxtoliapica and
Prophaethonshrubsolei possessed brains comparablein size and shape to those of living
seabirds, indicating that the bird brain had reached an evolutionarylevel close to that of
Recent species by that time. However, the poor development of the eminentia saggitalis
(which is responsible for many advanced functions including binocular vision) in both
species, especially in Odontopteryx,shows that importanttelencephalic featurescharacteristic of extantclades had not fully developed by the Eocene. These dataneverthelessrepresent the earliest evidence of the avian eminentia saggitalis in the fossil record and have
importantimplicationsfor the evolution of avian cognitive ability. Ourresults supportearlier hypotheses of a general increase in avian brain size over time, but indicate a trend
toward diversification in telencephalic architecturethat culminated in the extreme cerebrotypestoday seen in Psittaciformes,Strigiformesand some Passeriformes.
PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday8:00
REFINED PARAFFIN WAX USED TO PRESERVE 11,000 YEAR-OLD CAMELID
FOOTPRINTS IN LAKEBED SEDIMENTS, ST. MARY RESERVOIR, SOUTHERN
ALBERTA, CANADA
MILOT,Peter,BURNS, James, Royal AlbertaMuseum, Edmonton,AB, Canada
The St. Mary Reservoir site (a.k.a. Wally's Beach) lies 20 km NE of Cardston,Alberta.
Lowering of the reservoirin 1998 for spillway repairsexposed to ablationa large tract of
unconsolidated aeolian sediments. Thousands of late Pleistocene megafaunal tracks and
trackwaysof woolly mammoth,equids,bovids, cervids and camelids were exposed, accompanied by skeletal remains of Bison antiquus,Bootheriumbombifrons,and Equus conver-
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sidens, as well as by Clovis and more recent stone tools. AMS dates ranged from 11,000
to 11,500 years BP.
In spring 1999, the authorswere invited to the St. Mary site by co-principalinvestigator Prof. L.V. Hills, Univ. of Calgary Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, to research and
attemptthe recovery of tracks. Field work focused primarilyon identifying the makers of
the tracks,and on molding the surfaceof selected tracks.To ensurethatthey were truly footprints and not, for example, de-wateringstructures(as some had suggested), vertical sectioning of subsurfacedeformationof the tracks was photo-documented.Plastermolds and
photo-documentationwere made of 36 individualfootprints,of which 7 comprise a mammoth trackway.
In addition, 2 camelid tracks were prepared,jacketed and excavated. This paper
describes a methodology, using refined paraffin wax, to consolidate and preserve these
camelid tracks in their original sediments. They will be used eventually in the "Ancient
Alberta"gallery at the Royal AlbertaMuseum.

Wednesday5:00
ARCTOSTYLOPID MAMMALS AS NON-GLIROID GLIRIFORMES: TARSAL
AND DENTAL ARGUMENTS
MISSIAEN, Pieter, Univ. of Ghent, Ghent, Belgium; SMITH, Thierry, Royal Belgian
Instituteof NaturalSciences, Brussels, Belgium
The late Paleocene and early Eocene arctostylopidsare common in mammalfaunasin Asia
but very rare in North America. Arctostylopids are almost exclusively known from their
dental remains.The distinctive arctostylopidmolar morphology shows surprisingsimilarities to that of Notoungulata,and since their first discovery in 1915, the arctostylopidswere
generally groupedwith the strictly endemic South AmericanNotoungulata.Although biogeographical and morphological argumentswere suggested against the grouping of arctostylopids with notoungulates,no alternativephylogenetic affinities have been proposed
for arctostylopids.
Recently we published and interpretedthe tarsalbones of the late Paleocene Chinese
arctostylopidPalaeostylops iturus. Comparisonwith previously unpublishedtarsals from
North AmericanArctostylops,derived from a partialskeleton also including dental material, confirms our first unambiguousidentificationof arctostylopidtarsals.Functionalinterpretation shows that Palaeostylops was a moderately specialized cursorial or saltatorial
mammal.Phylogenetic interpretationof the arctostylopidtarsalsoffers does not supportthe
grouping of Arctostylopidae and Notoungulata. Instead, the Palaeostylops tarsals show
unexpected similarities to the basal gliroid Rhombomylusand the gliriformPseudictops.
Based on tarsal evidence, we put forwardthe novel hypothesis that Arctostylopidaeare a
family of non-gliroidgliriformes.
In the light of this hypothesis, we review the dental morphology of Arctostylopidae.
Although the molar morphology of arctostylopidsresembles notoungulates,special attention is reserved for the arctostylopidanteriordentition,which may supporttheir gliriform
affinities. Here, we present an integratedanalysis of both dental and tarsalcharacters,providing a new step to test the phylogenetic affinities of arctostylopids.

Poster Session III
AN ENIGMATIC DINOSAUR FRONTAL FROM OLDMAN FORMATION (CAMPANIAN), SOUTHERN ALBERTA
MIYASHITA,Tetsuto,Univ. of Alberta,Edmonton,AB, Canada
An isolated dinosaur frontal (TMP 87.89.8) was surface collected from the Oldman
Formation(Belly River Group)in southernAlberta.The frontalexhibits unusualmorphology. It is thick and longer than wide. The dorsal surface is covered with grooves along the
moderatelylong orbitalrim. The postorbitalridge rostrallybordersthe deep supratemporal
fossa. This ridge is elevated from the dorsal surfaceand continuesto become a low sagittal
crest medially. The cross section at the midline suturebecomes thickest under the ridge. A
preservedpartof the parietalsuturesuggests that the paired frontalscaudally separatedthe
parietals.Ventrally,the orbitalcavity highly expandsmedially such thatthe ridge enclosing
the orbitalcavity reachesthe midline suture,leaving an unusuallynarrowinterorbitalspace.
As a result, the laterosphenoidcontact is displaced far medially and does not seem to continue to the postorbital.A shallow depressionposteriorto this contact probablymarks the
cerebralimpression. Similarly,a depressionat the broken anteriorend may be the trace of
an olfactory bulb. The specimen significantly differs from frontalsof any dinosauroccurring in the Belly River Group.Cladisticanalysis finds the specimen weakly associatedwith
eitherbasal neotheropodsor basal ceratopsians,both without any unambiguoussynapomorphy. Because many characterstates of the specimen such as the narrowedinterorbitalspace
are autapomorphic,its associationwith othertaxa in the analysis mostly dependson proportional or general similarity in morphology. Neither a single pathologic cause seems to
explain the unique suite of characterstates. The eroded lateral contacts of the frontalmay
be hinderingits precise taxonomicidentification.Had the contactsbeen preservedand made
the identificationpossible, the novel combinationof characterswould nevertheless make
the specimen unique in the taxon. With the discovery of additionaldiagnostic material,the
specimen will undoubtedlyadd to the taxonomic diversity of the Oldmanvertebratefauna.
The study also calls attentionto similar frontalsthat may have been collected elsewhere.
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Poster Session III
ADDITIONAL SPECIMEN OF A NEW CORYPHODONTID PANTODONT (MAMMALIA) FROM THE EOCENE AKASAKI FORMATION, KUMAMOTO PREFECTURE, JAPAN, AND ITS TAXONOMIC AND ONTOGENETIC SIGNIFICANCE
MIYATA,Kazunori,Fukui PrefecturalDinosaur Museum, KatsuyamaCity, Fukui, Japan;
TOMIDA, Yukimitsu,National Science Museum, Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan;UGAI, Hiroaki,
HIROSE,Koji, GoshouraCretaceousMuseum,AmakusaCity, Kumamoto,Japan
A new specimen of a coryphodontid(GCM-VP 133) from the Akasaki Formation(late
early/earlymiddle Eocene), Goshoura,AmakusaCity, KumamotoPrefecture,preservesleft
M1, mandiblewith complete permanentlower dentition except for left i3, and postcranial
elements including some dorsal vertebraeand ribs. GCM-PV 133 is characterizedby having a fused mandibular symphysis, triangularand spatulate incisors, small incisiform
canines, p2 with no trigonidbasin, posteriorpremolars(p3-4) with short talonid heels and
well-developed metalophids, and bilophodonthypsodont lower molars with distinct metalophids,hypolophids,and massive metaconids. The associatedM1 is narrowlingually and
is bilophodontwith protoloph,premetacrista,and stout protocone, although the lophs are
considerablyworn.
The charactersof the upper and lower molars of the new specimen suggest that it
belongs to an undescribedcorphodontidspecies-a previously recognized specimen consisting of a skull of a young individual(GCM-VP 101) also is known from the same formation and representsthe same new species. This new coryphodontidtaxon has a close affinity with Eudinoceras in having derived bilophodontmolars, but it is a derived species differing from all other known Asian coryphodontids,based on the charactersof the upper
molar and lower premolarsnoted above. The new specimen, along with GCM-VP 101
which preserves the deciduous dentition,not only shows furthermorphologicalcharacters
of derivedcoryphodontids,but also providesontogeneticinformation,which has been poorly understoodin Asian coryphodontids.
Saturday1:30
A SPECIMEN OF THE PROCOLOPHONOID REPTILE SAUROPAREION
ANOPLUS FROM THE KATBERG FORMATION OF SOUTH AFRICA
MODESTO, Sean, Sydney, NS, Canada; BOTHA, Jennifer, National Museum,
Bloemfontein, South Africa; SMITH, Roger, Iziko South African Museum, Cape Town,
SouthAfrica
Collecting efforts in the South African Triassic indicate a stratigraphicseparationbetween
the procolophonid Procolophon trigoniceps, the predominantreptile of the arenaceous
KatbergFormation,on one hand and, on the other, the owenettids and non-procolophonid
procolophonoids (Coletta seca, Sauropareion anoplus), which are known
almost exclusively from the argillaceous Palingkloof Member of the Balfour Formation.
Recent fieldwork has yielded the anteriorhalf of the skeleton of a small procolophonoid
from lower strata of the Katberg Formation northwest of Middelburg in Eastern Cape
Province. Weatheringof the skull has resulted in loss of the median elements of the skull
table and damage to the surroundingbones. Enough is preserved, however, to present a
small suite of cranialcharacteristics,such as the presence of simple conical teeth, contribution of the parietalto the orbitalmargin,and the presence of a posteroventralfacial process
of the quadratojugal,which allow us to refer the specimen to the monotypic genus
Sauropareion.The new specimen is significant because Sauropareionwas known heretofore only from Palingkloof strataat Barendskraal,south of Middelburg.It allows recognition of a stratigraphicrange for this procolophonoid species, one that extends from the
Palingkloof Member into the lower part of the Katberg Formation. Together with the
inferred range for Coletta seca, our discovery serves to narrow the stratigraphicgap
between basal procolophonoids and Procolophon. It also indicates that basal procolophonoids did not succumbto a second pulse of extinctions trailingthe primaryextinctions that markthe boundarybetween the Permianand the Triassic.
Romer Prize Session, Thursday11:00
PLIOCENE NYCTEREUTESSPP. (CARNIVORA, CANIDAE) FROM EURASIA
MONGUILLON,Angelique, Universite Claude Bernard-Lyon1, Villeurbanne,France
Ourunderstandingof raccoon-dog systematics has long been limited by an overestimation
of the impact of geography on taxonomy and the specific value of one character,namely,
the relative development of the subangularlobe of the mandible.A revision of the known
materialfrom Eurasia(including undescribedEuropeanmaterial)has clarified the taxonomy and biogeography of fossil raccoon-dogs and developed a new hypothesis regarding
their phylogeny and eco-ethology.
In Eurasia,4 fossil species of raccoon-dogshave been identifiedand are deemed valid.
From the Early and early late Pliocene, Nvctereutes tingi (originally from Asia) and
Nyctereutes donnezani (a European form) both present plesiomorphic characters,while
Nyctereutessinensis, an Asian species contemporaneousand sympatricwith N. tingi, has
apomorphiccharacters.Duringthe late Pliocene of Europe,N. donnezanileads to N. megamastoides, which is vicarious with N. sinensis.
The raccoon-dogfrom the early late Pliocene locality of ( alta (Turkey),describedas N.
donnezani,shows affinities with N. tingi, despite a secondaryadaptationto an omnivorous
diet; a new subspecies is created.The raccoon-dogfrom the late Pliocene locality of SaintVallier (France) is assigned by new combination, to a distinctive species. It possesses a
more carnivoran/plesiomorphic
morphologythanotherwesternEuropeanraccoon-dogsand
could be linked to the N. tingi lineage.
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Poster Session III
AN ICHNOFAUNAL COMPARISON OF TWO PENNSYLVANIAN (MORROWANATOKAN) TETRAPOD TRACK LOCALITIES IN INDIANA
MONKS, Joe, W. Lafayette, IN; KVALE,Erik, IndianaGeological Survey, Bloomington,
IN
Two Pennsylvaniantetrapodtracklocalities in the MansfieldFormationof western Indiana
have helped to providenew insight into the terrestrialvertebratefaunaof the Illinois Basin.
The two localities, located in WarrenCounty and at the Crane(NSWC) lie along the eastern marginof the Illinois Basin. Both localities were deposited on tidally influenced estuarinemud flats. However,the two localities differ from each otherby the faunalconstituents
they preserve. The locality at Cranepreserves prints of few tetrapodsbut several invertebrates. Tracks of the temnospondyl amphibian Paleosauropus primaevus and
Paleosauropus brunensis, reptilian tracks of Notalacerta and two other indistinguishable
tetrapod tracks have been recovered from Crane. Invertebratetraces include the insect
Tonganoxichnus,feeding traces of Haplotichnus,Plangtichnus, Treptichnusand the trackway of a largemillipede. The WarrenCounty locality has producedseveral taxa of tetrapod
and invertebratetraces. Six taxa of tetrapodsfrom the WarrenCounty locality include the
anthracosauramphibianCollettosaurusindianaensis, the reptilianNotalacerta missouriensis and another anthracosaur amphibian, Cincosaurus. Invertebrate traces include
Conosticus, Treptichnus,and Helmnithopsis
This informationimplies that the ecosystem of the Illinois Basin during that time was
much more diverse and complex than previously thought. Both localities preserve several
taxa of tetrapods,a feature that is uncommon of most Carboniferoustetrapodlocalities.
Withthe exception of Joggins, Nova Scotia (Canada)and CarbonHill, Alabama,the Warren
County locality is the most diverse tetrapodtracklocality in NorthAmerica,with respect to
the numberof separatetaxa that it has produced.Together,the two localities also extend the
knowledge of the spatialrelationshipsof tetrapods,with special importanceto the reptilia,
fossils of which are extremely scarce during this time. Reptilian fossils from the early
Pennsylvanianare exceedingly importantin providinginsight into their early evolution and
radiation.
Poster Session II
INFERRING BONE GROWTH RATES IN EXTINCT ARCHOSAURS FROM THE
THICKNESS OF CALCIFIED CARTILAGE IN THEIR LONG BONES
MONTES, Latitia, Universit&P & M Curie Paris VI, Paris, France; CUBO, Jorge, DE
MARGERIE,Emmanuel,CASTANET,Jacques,DE RICQLES,Armand,Universit6 Paris
VII, Paris, France
The histological featuresof mineralizedtissues can be preservedfor hundredsof millions
of years, and thereforeare importantpotentialsources of informationfor reconstructingthe
life history traitsof extinct species. Bone growth rates and the durationof the growth period have recentlybeen estimatedin fossil Archosaursfrom periostealossification (a mechanism responsible for bone diametralgrowth). Similarly,data on endochondralossification
(the mechanism responsible for bone longitudinalgrowth) may also yield informationon
growthdurationand rateamong extinctVertebrates,as long as potentiallyinformativestructures are preserved.However, in orderto carryout palaeontologicalestimationsof growth
rate and/orthe durationof growth, it is first necessary to quantifyin extant species the relationship between these life history traitsand the histological featuresof endochondralossification that are potentiallypreservedin the fossil record.Here we analyze the ontogenetic
variationof both bone longitudinalgrowthrateand the thicknessof calcified cartilagein the
femora of two Galloanserae(Aves) and find a significant positive relationshipbetween
these variablesin both species. We discuss possible factorsunderlyinginterspecificdifferences in this relationship,and conclude that it could be appliedwith cautionto drawpalaeobiological inferences.
Romer Prize Session, Thursday11:15
TAPHOCHARACTER ANALYSIS OF EXTINCT MAMMALIAN COMMUNITIES:
EXACTLY HOW SEVERELY DO TAPHONOMIC BIASES AFFECT TERRESTRIAL VERTEBRATE FOSSIL ASSEMBLAGES?
MOORE,Jason, Univ. of Cambridge,Cambridge,United Kingdom
Paleoecologists aim to observe, documentand comparepatternsin fossil assemblages that
result from ecological processes. In order to study ecological patterns within the fossil
record it is necessary to accout for the effects of the majortaphonomicbiases on a fossil
assemblage. A quantificationof the taphonomic biases affecting fossil assemblages will
allow assemblages to be demonstratedto be isotaphonomic.Any differences between isotaphonomic assemblages are caused by ecological rather than taphonomic processes.
Quantitativeknowledge of taphonomicbiases also enables the calculationof correctionfactors to remove the biases and then the study of the de-biased fossil communitiesusing similar methods to those applied to extant communitiesby modernecologists.
Taphocharacteranalysis is a newly developed method that can be used to quantifythe
taphonomicbiases affecting vertebratefossil assemblages.Once a sample of a fossil assemblage has been collected, the difference between the observed and expected proportionof
each skeletal element (or taxon) is calculated.These differences representthe sum total of
the taphonomicbiasing of the fossil assemblage.A suite of quantitativeor semi-quantitative
taphonomic charactersare measured for each specimen within the sample, for example,
mass, weatheringor abrasionstage and shape factors. Multiple regression methodology is
used to determinethe taphonomiccharactersthathave contributedsignificantlytowardsthe
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total biasing of the fossil assemblage and how much of the total biasing can be explained
using the statisticallysignificanttaphonomiccharacters.
Taphocharacteranalysis of samples of a mammalianfossil assemblage collected from
the Scenic Member, Brule Formationof Badlands National Park, South Dakota, demonstratesthat it is possible to explain 85% of the total taphonomicbiasing with six taphonomic characters.These charactersare shown to be are consistentin both significance and magnitudeof effect between samples. It is hoped thatwider applicationof taphocharacteranalysis will reveal underlyingpatternsin the taphonomicbiasing of fossil assemblages and so
aid in the solution of many currentpaleoecological problems.
Poster Session III
VARIATIONS FROM ADULT MORPHOLOGY IN A SUBADULT SKULL OF THE
DINOSAUR TRICERATOPSFROM THE HELL CREEK FORMATION OF MONTANA
MORALES, Michael, Emporia State Univ., Emporia, KS; CAMPBELL, Carl, St. Louis
CommunityCollege-Meremec, St. Louis, MO
In recent years field crews from the St. Louis Science Center (St. Louis, Missouri) and
EmporiaStateUniv. (Emporia,Kansas)have prospectedfor fossils in the Upper Cretaceous
Hell Creek Formationin eastern Montana.The most commonly found dinosaurtaxon is
Triceratops,which is usually representedby large/adultindividuals. One smaller skull,
however, representsa subadultthat shows some differenceswith typical adultmorphology.
The specimen came from a gray,cross-beddedsandstonechanneldeposit approximatelyten
metersbelow the K-T boundary,about 15 miles northwestof Jordan.Most of the frill of the
subadultspecimen is missing, but the main partof the craniumis complete enough to allow
it to be reconstructed. The skull is 70-80% of adult size, with relatively large orbits and
some unfused sutures-indicative of a subadultstage of ontogeny.As expected, the diameter of the exoccipital is less than typical for adults or largersubadults. In contrast,however, the brow horns are nearly adult size, as is the braincase.Furthermore,the brow homs
come off the main partof the skull primarilyin frontof the orbits,ratherthanmainly above
the orbits as in adults. The horns extend forward(not straightup or backward)at a 30-60
degree angle. The bases of the brow homs lie mostly anteriorto the braincase,ratherthan
mostly dorsal to it as in adults. The broken bases of the brow horns have large sinuses,
which connect to sinuses at the attachmentpoint on the main partof the skull.As preserved,
the horn sinuses are filled with a very darkmass of fossilized organictissue that was probably rich with blood when the individualwas alive. If this representsa highly vascularized
area for bone growth, then the bony part of the brow hornms
may have grown outwardfrom
the base, ratherthan from the tip. Fragmentsidentified as frill are smooth on both sides,
without a rough reticulatedanteriorsurface as in adults. The front side of the frill fragments is flat and has (blood) canals and tunnels, but the slightly convex back side lacks
these.
Friday8:15
EVIDENCE FOR HABITAT GRADIENTS USING LATERAL VARIATION IN STABLE CARBON ISOTOPE RATIOS WITHIN THE MIOCENE SIWALIK
SEQUENCE OF PAKISTAN
MORGAN, Michele, Harvard Univ., Cambridge, MA; BEHRENSMEYER, Anna,
SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,DC; BADGLEY,Catherine,Univ. of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI; NELSON, Sherry,Boston Univ., Boston, MA; BARRY, John, HarvardUniv.,
Cambridge,MA
The "U-level," an interval dated magnetostratigraphically
to 9.15-9.30 Ma, has produced
103 fossil localities and >4000 fossil specimens representing60 mammalianspecies. This
intervalis namedfor a distinctivefluvial sandstonethatis laterallytraceablefor over 40 km.
An environmentalgradient between two different fluvial systems has been documented
over this lateraldistance.To the west, predominantlyblue-graysandstonesindicatethe presence of a majorriver system with a distantmontanesource, while to the east, predominantly buff sandstonesindicatesmallerrivers that drainedregional floodplains.The majorbluegray sand-dominatedsystem might have supporteda higher water table duringthe dry season than the smaller channels; alternatively,the more clay and silt-rich sediments of the
smaller channels may have buffered seasonal fluctuationsin rainfallmore effectively than
in the larger river system, which was likely subject to strong seasonal flooding.
Isotopic analysis of nearly 100 mammalteeth and 25 paleosol carbonatesamples from
the U-level supportsa habitatgradientalong the transitionbetween fluvial systems. Fossils
from the easternthird of the section are significantly more depleted in b13C than fossils
from the westernthird,despite samplingof similartaxa including sivapithecinehominoids,
equids, giraffids, suids, and anthracotheres.These data suggest that the smaller local rivers
and streamsof the buff system supportedforage with more depleted 613C values, and perhaps generally denser tree cover. Presently available paleosol carbonate813C values are
compatiblewith this interpretation.
Poster Session III
CREODONTA AND CARNIVORA FROM WADI MOGHRA, EGYPT
MORLO, Michael, ForschungsinstitutSenckenberg, Abt. Messelforschung, Frankfurt,
Germany; EL-BARKOOKY,Ahmed, Geology Dept., Faculty of Science, Giza, Egypt;
MILLER,Ellen, Wake Forest Univ., Dept. of Anthropology,Winston Salem, NC
Six new taxa of carnivorousmammals from Wadi Moghra, early Miocene, Egypt , are
described, and the implications of these taxa for interpretingthe biogeography of early
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Miocene mammals are discussed. The new taxa include two hyaenodontid creodonts
(Hyainailourinaenew genus, new species and cf. Teratodon)and four carnivorans:an
amphicyonid (Cynelos new species), two viverrids s. 1. (Herpestides new species and
Viverridaes.l. new genus, new species), and a stenoplesictid(Stenoplesictidaenew genus,
new species). Previously, only two carnivorous mammals, both large creodonts
(Hyainailourosfourtaui, Megistotheriumosteothlastes), had been reportedfrom Moghra.
Together,the eight carnivoroustaxa now known from Moghrainclude some representatives
of widespreadgeneracommon to localities across EurasiaandAfrica , but also a numberof
unique faunalelements, includingthreenew generaand five new species. Evidence for two
alternatehypotheses concerningthe timing of carnivoremigrationsevents are discussed: 1)
an early Miocene (ca. MN 3) event followed by a slightly later(MN 4-5) one; or 2) an even
earlier first migration date, in the late Oligocene-early Miocene (MN 1 or even MP 30),
which is consideredhere to be the more likely scenario.
Poster Session II
ANATOMICAL DETAILS FROM A WELL PRESERVED SPECIMEN OF LONGIROSTRAVIS(AVES, ENANTIORNITHES) FROM THE JIUFOTANG FORMATION, LIAONING PROVINCE, CHINA
MORSCHHAUSER,Eric, Montana State Univ., Bozeman, MT; LIU, Jinyuan, MENG,
Qingjin, Dalian NaturalHistory Museum, Dalian, China;VARRICCHIO,David, Montana
State Univ., Bozeman, MT
The lacustrinedeposits of the Yixian and JiufotangFormationsfrom Liaoning Province,
China are unparalleledin their diversity of fossil bird species and noted for the quality of
their preservation.Here we report a new, exquisitely preserved enantiornithinespecimen
from the JiufotangFormation.The specimen possesses the following featuresin common
with the known species Longirostravishani: 1) long, taperingand slightly curved rostrum,
2) dentition restrictedto the premaxilla and rostral-mostdentary,and 3) triradiatelateral
processes on the sternum.The sternallateralprocesses of the new specimen differ from the
"moose antler"form of the Longirostravistype in having a more complex, threedimensional arrangement.Additionally,the new specimen has slightly smallerlineardimensions than
the type and lacks the typical enantiornithinefusion of the tibiotarsusand carpometacarpus.
These features suggest that the new specimen representseither a subadultLongirostravis
hani or possibly, a younger individual of a different,as-yet-unknownspecies. This specimen also exhibits several unusual features.An unknown subtriangularelement occurs on
both sides of the specimenjust lateralto the stemocoracoidcontact. These pairedelements
have a more porous texturethan the rest of the skeleton and may lack well-developed cortical bone. The pygostyle possesses two thick lateralflanges that extend roughlytwo-thirds
the length of the element and is similarin overall morphologyto thatof Sinornis.The manus
is highly derivedfor an enantiomithine.Each of the digits lacks unguals and the phalangeal
count stands at a very modem 1-2-1-0-0. If this generic identification proves true,
Longirostraviswould be the first avian from northeasternChina to be found in both the
Yixian and JiufotangFormations.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday9:15
THE FIRST TRULY OBJECTIVE METHOD FOR 3D REMOVAL OF GEOLOGICAL DEFORMATION WITH AN APPLICATION TO THE BRAINCASE OF
ARCHAEOPTERYX
MOTANI, Ryosuke, Univ. of California Davis, Davis, CA; MILNER, Angela, Natural
History Museum, London, United Kingdom; SCHMITZ,Lars, Univ. of CaliforniaDavis,
Davis, CA
Most fossils have been distortedas an unavoidableconsequence of geological processes. It
is known in invertebratepaleontologythatgeological deformationhas misled taxonomyand
systematics but this significantbias has largely been neglected in vertebratepaleontology.
In 2005, a book was published in paleoanthropology,implicitly statingthat it was impossible to objectively identify the geological compaction axis from a deformed skull. If true,
this would mean that any 3D treatmentof fossil skulls, including morphometricsand biomechanics, could not avoid being arbitraryat a very basic level.
We developed a method to objectively estimate the geological compactionaxis by taking advantageof the minor asymmetrythat exists in a skull. We then tested the method in
three differentways. First,we ran simulationsto see if and underwhat idealized conditions
the correct identification of the compaction axis was possible. Second, we virtually
deformeda 3D image of a living monkey skull to see if the methodcould identifythe known
compaction axis when real biological asymmetrywas present. Third, we applied it to the
braincase of Archaeopteryxto see if the method was applicable to a real fossil. The true
compactionaxis was unknownfor the thirdcase so we tested the outcome from five different biological and geological perspectives, including the orientationof the bedding planes.
In all cases, the effectiveness of the method was well-supportedby the results.
Once the deformationwas removed from the braincase of Archaeopteryx,it became
clear that the bird-like featuresof the genus were previously underestimatedas a result of
geological compaction.The brainsize, which was said to be intermediatebetween those of
typical birds and other reptiles, was indeed as large as in some living birds of similarbody
mass. Also, the brain was wider, with expanded optical lobes resemblingthose of modern
birds. The new knowledge largely affects our perceptionof this critical genus. The result
demonstratesthat the removal of geological deformationis even more importantin this age
of rapid improvementof 3D quantificationtechniques.
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Saturday4:00
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AND HUMAN IMPACT IN SOUTHWESTERN
MADAGASCAR: EVIDENCE FROM ANKILITELO CAVE
MULDOON, Kathleen,WashingtonUniv., St. Louis, MO; SIMONS, Elwyn, Duke Univ.
PrimateCenter,Durham,NC
The cause of megafaunalextinctions in Madagascaris a critical question in understanding
the ecological instabilitythat characterizesthe island today. Centralto this debateare accurate reconstructionsof the habitatsoccupied by the megafaunapriorto their extinction. In
this study, we examine the micromammalassemblage at Ankilitelo Cave to address the
question,were habitatsused by the megafaunathe same as those that exist in southwestern
Madagascartoday, or different in ways that reflect climate change, human activity, or a
mixed model "synergy"?
We comparethe taxonomic and ecological diversity of the Ankilitelo assemblage with
23 modern forests spanningthe diversity of Madagascar'shabitattypes. Taxonomicdiversity is quantified using species richness measures, which are compared among modern
forests andAnkilitelo using clusteranalysis.Based on taxonomicidentifications,species are
assigned to diet, locomotor,activity patternand body size categories. These categories are
used to capture the ecological structureof the modern communities and Ankilitelo and
describe their habitat.The ecological structureof Ankilitelo and each
modern community
are analyzed and comparedusing multivariatestatistics.
Results suggest that the habitat surroundingAnkilitelo during the late Holocene was
similar to the succulent woodland and spiny thicket of
modern southwesternMadagascar.
Measuresof taxonomic composition, species richness and ecological structureindicatethat
there have been minimal shifts in community boundariesin the last 500 years, although
reductions in the geographic distribution of some individual species are documented.
Community change appearsto have most severely affected the highest body size levels.
These results indicatethat the cause of megafaunalextinctionsin southwesternMadagascar
representsa synergy of both human-initiatedand environmentalpressures.
VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday10:15
FOSSILS, SNAKE EYES, AND PROTEIN EVOLUTION
MULLER,Johannes,Humboldt-Universitiit,Berlin, Germany
Improvementsin comparativesequence analysis and gene synthesis technologies in recent
years have enabled investigations into the evolution of proteins and protein function not
previously possible. This is importantalso for studies in paleontology,where often competing hypotheses arise in considering ambiguous evidence from the fossil record. A good
example is the debate on the origin of snakes, in which both the aquaticand the terrestrial
hypothesis of origin suffer from the problem of conflicting morphologicalcharactersand
the lack of fossils. One of the widely discussed but poorly known ophidiancharacteristics
is the anatomy of the eye, which is strikingly different from any other amniote; a better
understandingof its evolutionary origin, from both a neurosensoryand a developmental
perspective, might contributesignificantly to the enigma of snake ancestry.As such, the
snake eye can serve as an example of how computationaland empirical studies of protein
evolution can help elucidate questions relatedto paleontology and the origin, or modification, of morphologicalstructures.Moderntechniques in proteinresearchinclude the possibility to test for directionalselection in specific evolutionarybranches,the predictionof the
ancestralsequence of the protein under consideration,and its recreationin the laboratory.
Ongoing researchon the snake eye focuses on visual pigments,which have been sequenced
and analyzed in snakes for the first time and tested for patternsof selection, with a view
toward the eventual use of these sequences in recreatingthe ancestralvisual pigments of
snakes. While such an approachmay be easier to implement for neurosensorysystems,
insights from protein evolution can be feasible for aspects of developmentas well, though
care must be taken in interpretingthe resultsof such studies due to the complex networkof
interactionsin many developmental systems. Regardingvertebrateeye development, the
function of candidategenes such as Pitx3 has recently been investigated in more detail;
ancestralprotein reconstructionmethods may offer the potential for even greaterinsights
into the origins of the snake eye.
Poster Session II
A NEW PARACLUPEID FISH (CLUPEOMORPHA, ELLIMMICHTHYIFORMES)
FROM THE MIDDLE CENOMANIAN DUNVEGAN FORMATION, ALBERTA,
CANADA
MURRAY, Alison, CUMBAA, Stephen, Canadian Museum of Nature, Ottawa, ON,
Canada;HAY,Michael, PLINT,A., Univ. of WesternOntario,London, ON, Canada
A new, almost completely preserved,articulatedfossil fish is describedfrom black marine
mudstone of the middle CenomanianDunvegan Formation,Alberta.The fossil was recovered from a drill core, which fortuitouselyencompassedthe whole fish within the diameter
of the core. The fish is a new genus and species of Paraclupeidae,the only family in the
extinct order Ellimmichthyiformes, which is considered to be the sistergroup to the
Clupeiformes.Although the composition of the family is not resolved, with disagreement
on which genera are included, the new taxon shares with other members of the
Paraclupeidaeseveral characters,including the expansion and shape of the dorsal scutes.
The lack of spines on the posterioredge of the dorsal scutes and the thirdhypuralnot being
expanded indicate the new fish is closer to members of the subfamily Paraclupeinae
(Ellimma,Ellimmichthysand Paraclupea), ratherthan to other paraclupeids.The new paraclupeid is from sediments that representa large delta complex deposited in the Western
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InteriorSeaway at about 65N, where mean sea water temperaturemay have been about
100C. The fish appearsto have inhabiteda shallow, muddyprodeltaenvironmentcharacterized by high turbidityand variable salinity.
Thursday2:30
A NEW GENUS OF ?LUGANOIIFORM STEM NEOPTERYGIAN FROM THE
EARLY TRIASSIC OF WESTERN CANADA
MUTTER, Raoul, Natural History Museum, London, United Kingdom; NEUMAN,
Andrew,Royal TyrrellMuseum, Drumheller,AB, Canada
The Early Triassic ichthyofaunaof the Sulphur Mountain Formationin western Canada
yields evidence of 20 specimens of a new genus of stem neopterygian.Although poor in
preservation,this new genus shows highly interestingfeaturesincludinga long, partlyedentulous lower jaw with coronoid process and a heteromorphdentition, entirelyjointed segmentationin the pairedfins, and poorly ossified, small scales. The conspicuous, extended
dorsalfin, fin ray structure,and the small scales are reminiscentof variousprimitivePermoTriassic actinopterygians,namely Eurynotoides (Late Permian, Russia), Evenkia (Early
Triassic, Russia), Fukangichthys (Middle Triassic, Xinjiang, China), Scanilepis (Late
Triassic, Sweden), and Tanaocrossus(Late Triassic, North America). This analysis suggests, however, similarityin fin structureand squamationbetween the new Canadiangenus
and any of these Permo-Triassicgenera representsplesiomorphyand the skull features in
the Canadiangenus are relatively more derived. The shape and size of the jaws, the structure of the cheek, the broad skull, and the extended snout approach the luganoiiform
(MiddleTriassic)and the macrosemiid(Late Triassic-Late Cretaceous)condition.Despite
the new genus' overall poor preservation,it clearly reveals a remarkablyunique mosaic of
primitiveand derivedfeatures,previouslyobservedonly separately,eitherin Late Paleozoic
or Early Mesozoic actinopterygians.
Poster Session III
CALCIFICATION IN THE FOSSIL RECORD: WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM
RIBS?
NAPLES, Virginia,NorthernIllinois Univ., DeKalb, IL; ROTHSCHILD,Bruce, Arthritis
Centerof NortheastOhio, Youngstown,OH
Many kinds of informationcan be inferred from the frequency of occurrence, life stage,
apparenthealth, species associations or environmentof extinct taxa in the fossil record.
The amountand qualityof informationabout a fossil specimen is furtherreducedby taphonomic processes that affect the liklihood of preservationof skeletal elements; larger,more
robust bones often survive while gracile or smaller elements are less commonly identified
or collected from a single locality. Ribs fall into the latter category. However, ribs are
widely reportedin both the paleontologic and archaeologicrecordsas showing evidence of
a high incidence of calcific plaques. Interpretationof the pathologic natureof these featuresrequiresstudy of the soft tissues associated with the skeletal elements thatshow them.
Such a study of most fossil specimens is impossible, as few retain evidence of the condition of soft tissues associated with the most commonly preservedelements, i. e., osteologic or dental materials. Few modernpopulations show a similar incidence of pathology:
thereforethe assumption that extinct species had high frequenciesrequiresfurther examination. To test the hypothesisthat calcific plaques indicatedpathologic conditionsin paleontologic or archaeologic specimens, dissections of cadaver thoracic regions were performnedto identify the precise tissues involved, and to assess the validity of previous
assumptions. Calcific plaqueswere clearly identified; however,they were localized in the
visceral, but not the parietal pleura. This study provides a perspective on adhesions,
specifically that adherenceof structuresthat have been interpretedas calcified tissues to
ribs was taphonomic,and did not reflect circumstancesin the original living host.
StudentPoster Session
MIDDLE AND LATE MIOCENE TERRESTRIAL MAMMALS FROM THE PANNONIAN BASIN, CENTRAL EUROPE
NARGOLWALLA,Mariam,Univ. of Toronto,Toronto,ON, Canada
Past studies of EurasianMiocene terrestrialmammals define two geographicblocks, East
and West, between which faunal diversity and dynamics are compared.Interestingly,these
blocks intersectwithin a single geological basin in CentralEurope, the PannonianBasin.
Surroundedby the Alps, Dinarides and Carpathians,the PannonianBasin is a relatively
closed system and corridorsfor faunalinterchangeduringthe middle and late Miocene were
limited by topographyand fluctuatingpaleoenvironments.The purpose of this study is to
determinethe extent to which the PannonianBasin faunas supportthe currentgeographic
division between East and West Eurasianfaunas by assessing the degree of interbasinheterogeneity.The results of a three year survey and excavation effort togetherwith localities
recordedin the NOW Databasewere used to conducta basin-wide analysis of faunaldiversity and dynamics in the PannonianBasin and adjacentregions. The spatial distributionof
the PannonianBasin faunas were mapped over a series of time slices using ArcGIS 9,
togetherwith digitizedpaleogeographicmap overlays. Measuresof samplingcompleteness,
endemism,faunaldiversity and faunalsimilaritywere implementedto assess faunalheterogeneity within the basin system. The preliminaryresults of this study indicate that the
PannonianBasin faunas experience the same decline in sampling completeness in MN7/8
and MN10 (Neogene Mammal biochronological zones) as faunas in the West and East
blocks. However, influenced by Hungarianlocalities in MNl11and MN12, the Pannonian
Basin faunas experience the same respective increase and decrease in diversity as faunas
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from the East during these time intervals. In terms of diversity, the middle Miocene
PannonianBasin faunas behave more like faunas in the West, while towards the terminal
Miocene, the PannonianBasin faunasbehave more like faunas in the East due to an influx
of taxa from the EasternMediterranean.Furtheranalysis of these trendscan potentiallyelucidate furtherdetails of faunal turnoverand interchange,and perhaps directionalityin the
latter.
Saturday11:15
DIGESTING THE COELOPHYSIS-CANNIBALHYPOTHESIS AND ITS IMPORTANCE TO PREY CHOICE IN THEROPOD DINOSAURS
NESBITT,Sterling,TURNER,Alan, AmericanMuseumof NaturalHistory,New York,NY;
ERICKSON, Gregory, Florida State Univ., Tallahassee, FL; NORELL, Mark, American
Museum of NaturalHistory,New York,NY
Direct evidence of prey choice in carnivorousdinosaursis rarein the fossil record.The most
celebratedexample pertainsto purportedstomach contents in two specimens of the early
carnivorousdinosaur Coelophysis bauri (AMNH FR 7223 and AMNH FR 7224), which
besides revealing prey choice, also point to cannibalisticbehavior as being commonplace
among theropoddinosaurs.The Coelophysis-cannibalhypothesis is one of the most recognized paleobiological anecdotes presented in museum exhibitions, countless children's
books, and in popularpress. Here, we test this hypothesis by conductingthe first comprehensive anatomicaland histological examinationof the famed Coelophysiscannibals.
Reinspection of AMNH FR 7223 revealed that the ribcage rupturedsometime during
burial and that the purportedremains lie underneaththe Coelophysis skeleton. Thus, no
unambiguousstomach contents are present in AMNH FR 7223. The stomach remains in
AMNH 7224 lie within the posteriorregion of the intact ribcage. The stomach contents
include an ilium, left and right femora, a sacral vertebra,and many additionalfragments.
None of the stomachremainsbeardinosauriansynapomorphies. Instead,the elements bear
characterstates consistent with crocodylomorpharchosaurs.The preserved femur has a
proximal condylar fold, which is synapomorphicfor Crocodylomorpha. Morever,histological analysis of the femur supports assignment to Crocodylomorpharather than a
Theropoda.
The resultsunequivocallyshow thatthe gut contentsderive from early crocodylomorphs
ratherthanjuveniles of Coelophysis.These findings exoneratethis taxon as being cannibalistic and bring into question the commonalityof this behavioramong non-aviandinosaurs.
Poster Session I
THE ENIGMATIC CHONDRICHTHYAN LISTRACANTHUS
NEUMAN, Andrew,Drumheller,AB, Canada;MUTTER,Raoul, NaturalHistoryMuseum,
London, United Kingdom
A newly discovered species of Listracanthus,L. pectenatus, representsthe first Mesozoic
recordof this group of enigmatic chondrichthyansand highlights survival of rarecartilaginous fishes across the Paleozoic-Mesozoic boundary.Listracanthusis only known by two
kinds of dermal denticles. These denticles fall into two distinctive size classes. The
Mesozoic species occurs abundantlyin certain strataof Early Triassic age in the Sulphur
Mountain Formationof western Canada. Seven Paleozoic species of Listracanthushave
been named,and Paleozoic recordsare predominantlyLate Carboniferousin age. The locally abundantoccurrenceof these denticles is interpretedto be due to preservationalcircumstances ratherthan the "Lazarus"effect. The Triassic species differs from all other known
species in the structureof the large denticles, whereas the small denticles appearto be less
diagnostic and are readily distinguishedfrom other small denticles traditionallyassigned to
the genus Petrodus.The study of the histology of these denticles reveals that the large denticles were originally hollow and probably secondarily ossified as acellularbone, lacking
enameloidcover entirely.The conclusion drawnby previousauthorsthatListracanthusmay
be a petalodontidshark,based on ambiguousnon-skeletalassociations with Deltoptychius,
Petrodusor Calopodus,is not supported.The size of both types of denticles, the large number of denticles and their arrangement,and the lack of enameloid cover in these denticles
suggest that Listracanthuswas a large chondrichthyanof aberrantbody shape and yet
unknownsystematicposition.
Poster Session II
EVIDENCE FOR TWO TAXA OF HIODONTIDAE IN THE CRETACEOUS
DINOSAUR PARK FORMATION, ALBERTA
NEWBREY, Michael, North Dakota State Univ., Fargo, ND; WILSON, Mark, Univ. of
Alberta, Edmonton,AB, Canada;ASHWORTH,Allan, North Dakota State Univ., Fargo,
ND
Isolated centrarecoveredfrom fluvial localities in the CretaceousDinosaurParkFormation
(Campanian)are used to describe hiodontid age, growth, and longevity characteristics.
Previous studies of Cretaceous centrum morphology have shown only one morphotype.
Growth characteristicscan provide additionalinformationto test the hypothesis that more
than one taxon existed in the Dinosaur Park Formation. An examination of the growth
characteristicsindicates that Campanianhiodontids were shorter-lived(i.e., about 7 years
longevity) and significantly smaller than extant hiodontids (p &lt;
0.001). The Cretaceous
centraexhibit two significantlydifferent(p &lt;
0.001) growthpatterns. Initially it was predicted that two factorscould explainthe presence of the two growthpatterns:1) sexual size
dimorphism,2) variationin centrumsize from multiple species. Sexual size dimorphism
is dismissedbased on two conditions;variationin extantH alosoides maximumtotal length
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significantly responds to mean annualtemperature(R2 = 0.559, p = 0.013), and the paleotemperaturein the depositionalenvironmentfluctuatedabout 60C. Therefore,paleotemperaturefluctuationwould result in a continuousdistributionof growthpatternsand not the
discrete patternsof the Cretaceousdata. Regardingcentrumsize variation,the coefficient
of variation(CV) observed in the Cretaceouscentrumsize data (0.24 CV) is 25% greater
than that of the two extant species of Hiodon combined (0.18 CV), suggesting that at least
two species of hiodontids were present in the Dinosaur ParkFormation. The CV of each
significantly different growth pattern can also used to infer the presence of additional
species. The largerCretaceousgrowthpatternhas a CV equivalentto thatof a single extant
species (0.10 CV). The smaller Cretaceousgrowthpatternhas a CV that exceeds that for
a single species (0.14 CV), but not for two extant species. Furthermore,the data does not
supportthe presence of threetaxa because the smallergrowthpatternhas a centrumsize distributionthat is significantly differentthan that of two extant species (p &lt;
0.001), but not
significantlydifferentthan that of one species (p = 0.428).

Wednesday12:00
THE ROLE OF THE PLESIOSAURIAN LONG NECK-A NEW MODEL
NOE, Leslie, THe Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge,United Kingdom
The order Plesiosauriawas a long-lived and globally distributedgroup of Sauropterygian
marine reptiles that existed throughoutmuch of the Mesozoic. The Plesiosauriahas traditionally been divided into the long-necked plesiosaurs and the short-necked pliosaurs,
although this dichotomy has long been difficult to define. The pliosaurs are analogous to
fish, whales, dolphins, or seals with a relatively large head and short neck; but the longnecked plesiosaurs (SuperfamilyPlesiosauroidea)have no direct living analogue.
Probablythe most strikingfeatureof the plesiosaurbauplanis the extremely long neck.
However the possession of a long neck in the marineenvironmentposes a numberof functional, biomechanical,ecological andphysiological problemsto the living animal:was neck
flexible to permitfeeding or stiff to allow rapid swimming, and how was the risk of predation with such a long neck overcome?However, the plesiosaurneck was a successful adaptation to life in water, with its adaptivevalue demonstratedby its continuedpresence over
a large geographicalrange and throughoutthe long evolutionaryhistory of the group. The
evolution and function of the plesiosaur neck has remained enigmatic and long puzzled
scholars.
Observationof the articularfaces of contiguous cervical vertebralcentra,the associated
neural arches and cervical ribs suggests the plesiosaurianneck was predominantlyadapted
for ventralmovement, with dorsal, lateraland rotationalmovement all relativelyrestricted.
Predominantventralmovement suggests the neck may have been an adaptationto feeding
on the sea floor, and cranial and dental adaptationsappearto reflect this role. Hard-part
anatomy,togetherwith aspects of functionalmorphology,biomechanics, associated fauna,
sedimentaryenvironmentand comparison to modern analogues interweave to provide a
convincing explanationof the plesiosaurbauplanas a sediment/filterfeeding apparatus(the
head) mounted on a flexible tube (the neck) attached to a mobile feeding platform (the
body). These insightsprovide an explanationas to how and why the plesiosaurianlong neck
evolved.

StudentPoster Session
THE PALEOBIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF CLIMATIC INFLUENCE OVER
VERTEBRATE FOSSIL DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS
NOTO, Christopher,Stony Brook, NY
Differentialpreservationof plantand animaltissues due to environmentalconditionsis generally accepted by paleontologists as a wide-spread bias in the fossil record. Therefore,
drawingpaleobiological inferencesbased on fossil distributionscan be problematic.Not all
environmentsare preservedequally well in the fossil record, and some appearto be absent
altogether.In turn, environmentaldistributionis driven by global climate patterns,which
have varied considerablyin the past.
Little attentionhas been paid to how the interplayof environment-specifictissue degradation and biased environmentalpreservationaffect our ecological, environmentaland climatic reconstructionsof the past. Identificationof these biases and how they affect the patterns we observe are requiredfor an accurateinterpretationof the fossil record.Failure to
do this may lead to erroneousreconstructions.Here I examine how these biases may affect
our interpretationof late Mesozoic biotic reconstructions.
Using publishedfossil databases,comparisonof dinosaurandplant distributionssuggest
thatboth reachedpeak taxonomic diversityaroundthe middle latitudes.However,the peaks
are offset, with the plant peaks occurringat higher latitudes.This differencecorrespondsto
an environmentalshift from taphonomic conditions favoring bone preservationto those
favoring plant preservation.In light of this type of large-scalebias the question remainsas
to how reliably fossil distributionpatternsreflect actualtaxonomic diversitypatternsin the
past. The currentequator-centereddiversity curve is assumed to be ancient, yet this example suggests that diversity patternsmay have shifted over time with changing climate conditions. On the other hand, changing climatic conditions may have shifted the focus of
preservationbias. To betterunderstandthe ecological dynamics of past biotas, we require
more accurate reconstructions.Doing so will enable paleontologists to address biotic
responseto climate change as well as helping to identify importantfactorsdrivingtaxonomic diversity patterns.
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Poster Session III
HAVERSIAN SYSTEMS AS POTENTIAL TAXONOMIC IDENTIFIERS IN MESOZOIC TETRAPODS: USING MODERN MAMMALS AS A TEST DATASET
NOVAK, Stephanie,SMITH,Joshua,WashingtonUniv. in St. Louis, Saint Louis, MO
Fossil vertebratesare taxonomicallyidentifiedby the qualitativeevaluationand comparison
of a series of homologous features present within the gross morphology of the skeleton.
Limitationswith this method are apparentin isolated or fragmentarymaterialwhich often
does not show the suite of charactersnecessary for identification.Unfortunately,isolated
and fragmentaryelements comprise the majority of fossil assemblages thus stunting any
additionallines of paleoecological inquirydependenton the ability to identify the fauna in
the ancient ecosystem. Incomplete materialrepresentsa powerful source of faunal data if
those elements could indeed be taxonomicallyidentified.Initialdatafrom a test datasetsuggest that the location, shape, and orientationof Haversiansystems in cortical bone may be
unique to each taxon and could presenta partialsolution to the problemsrelatedto identifying isolated bones. A preliminarydatasetof Haversiansystem morphologywas comprised
from right tibia, mid-diaphyseal thin sections extracted from Canis domesticus, Equus
caballus, and Odocoileusvirginianus.A total of 1041 Haversiansystems were measuredfor
the variables Minimum and Maximum External Osteonal Diameters, Minimum and
Maximum Haversian Canal Diameters, Angle of Osteonal Orientation and Angle of
Haversian canal Orientationwith respect to the Longitudinal axis, Angle of Osteonal
Orientationwith respect to the Periostealsurface,and the MinimumDiameterRatios of the
Haversiansystem and Haversiancanal. Stepwise discriminantfunctionanalysis was used to
determinewhetheror not these animals could be classified on the basis of their Haversian
systems. Hypotheses of congruence of Haversiansystems with their respective taxa were
tested using squaredMahalanobisdistances between the centroidsof the genus groups and
resulted in an average of 59.2% of the Haversian systems classified to their respective
taxon. Given the small numberof data cases and taxa, these results are very promisingand
furthertesting and development of both the methodology and the dataset will continue.
Success of the test datasetwill ultimatelyallow for applicationto the fossil record,particularly in the Mesozoic.
Wednesday8:30
NEW SPECIES OF LIZARDS FROM THE LATE CRETACEOUS OF SOUTHERN
UTAH THAT ARE CLOSELY ALLIED TO THE SCINCOMORPHAN TAXA CONTOGENYSSLOANI AND PALEOSCINCOSAURUS MIDDLETONI
NYDAM, Randall,MidwesternUniv., Glendale,AZ
Contogenyssloani Estes 1969 (Maastrichtian-midPaleocene) and Paleoscincosaurus middletoni Sullivan and Lucas 1996 (early Paleocene) are paracontemporaneousscincomorphan lizards from Montanaand Colorado, respectively, and have been tentatively referred
to either Scincidae or Xantusiidae. New specimens from the Upper Cretaceousof southern Utah 's KaiparowitsPlateaurepresentat least two new species of lizardsthatsharewith
C. sloani and R middletonithe presence of an anteroposteriorlydirectedapical groove on
the tooth crown and a laterally expanded inferior alveolar canal resulting in a shelf-like
expansion of the posterolateraldentary. The new species from the KaiparowitsFormation
(Campanian)representsa new species of Paleoscincosaurus and differs from R middletoni
in having a morepronounceddentaryexpansionand more numerousapical striae. The new
taxon from the Smoky Hollow Memberof the StraightCliffs Formation(Turonian)represents a new genus and species that is distinguishedby a smaller body size, teeth more trifid, and other morphological characteristicsof the dentary. Another specimen from the
Dakota Formation(Cenomanian)is referableto the new genus, but too incomplete for specific diagnosis.
These new taxa, in combinationwith C. sloani and P middletoni,representa grade of
scincomorphanlizardsthat likely comprisea 'subfamily-level'taxon. Morphologicalcharacteristics necessary for a 'family-level' referralare lacking. Indeed many of the characters previously reportedsupportreferralto Scincidae or Xantusiidae(e.g., coronoid process
of dentaryas lappet on coronoid) are shared by taxa in both families. Also, recognized
synapomorphies(such as a closed and fused dentary tube for xantusiids) are lacking or
incompletely representedin the known specimens.
Although systematic questions remain,the new materialfrom southernUtah are representativeof a lineage of scincomorphanlizards that existed for more than 30 Ma, survived
the K/T extinctionevent, and occupied areasthroughoutthe WesternInteriorduringits history.
Poster Session II
LONGIROSTRINE ENANTIORNITHINE BIRDS; INFORMATION FROM A NEW
CHINESE SPECIMEN
O'CONNOR, Jingmai,NaturalHistory Museum, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA; MENG,
Qingjin, WANG, Xuri, Dalian Natural History Museum, Dalian, Liaoning, China; CHIAPPE, Luis, NaturalHistory Museum, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA
Enantiornithinesare a highly specious group of birds that are morphologicallyvery similar.
Although their cranialmorphology is not well known, as the skull is missing, crushed, or
fragmentaryin most taxa, availabledatashows thatmost of these birdspossess rostrawhich
lengths do not exceed half the length of the skull. Recently, two longirostrineenantiornithines were discovered from the Lower Cretaceous (-125-120 Ma) Jehol deposits of
China;these birds also possess upper dentitionthat is limited to the premaxilla,lower dentition restrictedto the rostraltip of the dentaries,and a long, slenderdentarythat is ventral-
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ly concave. Previous cladistic analyses cluster these two taxa, LongipteryxandLongirostravis, suggesting the existence of a group of enantiomithinebirds characterizedby the presence of an unusually long rostrum(approachingor exceeding 60% the total length of the
skull). While groupedby these characters,these two taxa are in other aspects very different. Longipteryxpossesses a very robust skull with large teeth, and a primitive manus,
while Longirostravishas a more slenderskull and a reducedmanus, suggesting a great deal
of hidden diversity within the clade. Here, we report on a new fossil of a longirostrine
enantiornithinealso from the Jehol deposits (JiufotangFormation;120 Ma) of northeastern
China. The new fossil bird possesses many characters,which supportits allocationwithin
Enantiomithes,as well as synapomorphiesthat cluster it with the longirostrineenantiornithines. This discovery lends supportto the postulationthat longirostrineswere a diverse
group of birds.

Thursday3:00
NEW ARCHOSAUR DISCOVERIES FROM THE CRETACEOUS RED SANDSTONE GROUP OF THE RUKWA RIFT BASIN, SOUTHWESTERN TANZANIA
O'CONNOR,Patrick,STEVENS,Nancy, Ohio Univ., Athens, OH; GOTTFRIED,Michael,
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI; RIDGELY,Ryan, Ohio Univ., Athens, OH;
ROBERTS,Eric, Univ. of the Witwatersrand,Johannesburgh,SouthAfrica
Four recentfield expeditions(2002-2005) conductedin the RukwaRift Basin of southwestvertebratesfrom the
ern Tanzaniahave yielded a growing diversity of terrestrial/freshwater
"middle"CretaceousRed SandstoneGroup(Unit I). This representsone of the most poorly sampled time intervals among continental sequences in Gondwanagenerally,and subequatorialAfrica in particular.Representedamong archosaursare indeterminatecrocodyliforms and multiple taxa of saurischiandinosaurs, includingtwo differenttheropodsand at
least two titanosauriansauropods.Intensifiedprospectingand quarryingeffortsduring2005
resulted in the discovery of multiple new archosaurianclades, including the first rebbachisauridsauropodrecovered from sub-equatorialAfrica , and multiple specimens of a
new notosuchian crocodyliform. The former is based on a near complete right humerus
exhibiting a sub-circularmidshaft cross-section, characteristicof rebbachisaurids.This
clade of diplodocoid sauropodsis known only from middle Cretaceous (Albian-Turonian)
stratain circum-SaharanAfrica and SouthAmerica. Crocodyliformspecimens include both
upper and lower jaws of a new notosuchiancharacterizedby extreme size and shape heterodonty.The sculpturedexternalsurface of the dentaryandthin, cylindricaltooth roots are
consistent with generalizedcrocodyliformmorphology,yet the presence of multiple,multicusped "molariform"teeth and posterior maxillary teeth possessing a constriction at the
crown-rootjunction suggest possible affinities with notosuchians such as Malawisuchus
and Simosuchus.Derived featuresof the new taxon include the presence of a mesiodistally
elongate troughinterposedbetween lingual and buccal sets of shearingsurfaces.This morphology suggestspossible propalinalmovementsbetweenthe lower andupperdentitionand
representsanotherstrikingexample of dental convergencebetween select Cretaceouscrocodyliforms and mammals. Taken together, the developing archosaur fauna from the
CretaceousRed SandstoneGroupappearsto preserverepresentativesof higher-levelclades
(Notosuchia, Rebbachisauridae)known from multiple locationsthroughoutGondwana.

Poster Session III
NEW MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE GALICTINI (MUSTELIDAE, CARNIVORA)
FROM MATSUGAE CAVE DEPOSITS, NORTHERN KYUSHU, WEST JAPAN
OGINO, Shintaro,OTSUKA, Hiroyuki,KagoshimaUniv., Kagoshima,Japan
Middle Pleistocenemammalianfaunaincludingdeer,mustelid,rhinoand wild ratshad been
reported by Tokunagaand Naora in early 20th century from Matsugae limestone cave
deposits in northernKyushu, west Japan.Naora describedan extinct otter (Lutranipponica) as a new species. New, well-preserveddentitionsof the fossil mustelid are discriminated in their old collection by our recent study.Newly identifiedmustelid specimens suggest
that L. nipponicaby Naora should be emended as tribegalictini (Mustelidae,Carnivora)by
the following characters:shortmuzzle; straightuppercaninewith deep groove; postero-lingual part of P4 is expandedposteriorlywith a corn; anteriorcingulum of M1 is reduced;
lower cheek teeth are crowded;and hook-like lower canine is coveredwith shallow furrows.
These fossil mustelidspecimens from Matsugaeare comparablewith EuropeanEnhydrictis
by the charactersof uppermolar.Enhydrictisis an extinct galictini thatwas distributedfrom
the Europeanlate Pliocene to Pleistocene and includes E. galictoides from west Sardinia
and E. ardea from Saint-vallier.The Chinese extinct otter,Lutra melina from the Middle
Pleistocene cave deposits of Chou-kou-tienloc. 1 is also includedin Enhydrictisby its characters of M1 and the mandible. Morphology of the teeth from the East Asian Enhydrictis
suggests that galictini might be distributedover wide areas of the NorthernHemisphere
until middle Middle Pleistocene. However, analysis of the geometric morphometricson
occlusal characterof M1 indicates that there are obvious differences on the shape of M1
between the Old and New Worlds galictini. Those of the former extend antero-posterioly
while the latter shorten. This analysis will supply us basic data that each taxon of both
Worlds have non-monophileticorigin, respectively. Principal component analysis (PCA)
using dental measurementsshows close relationshipbetween Enhydrictisand highly carnivoranmustelids;e.g. Taxidea,Eira and Mellivora.
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Poster Session II
HIND LEG STAND IN A SAUROPOD: A BIOMECHANICAL TEST
OGRODNIK,Jeffrey,OrlandPark,IL; SERENO,Paul, Univeristy of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Whether any sauropod dinosaurwas capable of the two-legged rearing pose sometimes
adopted by the largest living herbivores has been a matter of speculation. Using the
African elephant, (Loxodontaafricanus) as an extant model, we provide the first biomechanicaltest of rearingusing Jobaria tiguidensis,a basal sauropodwith conservativeneck,
limb, and tail proportions.The requisite variables to evaluate rearingstance (mass, center
of gravity,limb bone orientation,stress and minimalmuscle force) are measuredor estimated in L. africanusandJ. tiguidensis.Assuming no supportfrom the tail, the structuralmodel
for J. tiguidensis suggests that a rearingpose would neither compromisethe critical limb
bone (femur) nor demand more muscle mass or tendon size than estimates suggest were
present. Furthermore,a general relationshipis presentedfor large-bodiedquadrupedsthat
relates body mass, minimumhumeral/femoraldiameter,and footprintarea.

Romer Prize Session, Thursday11:30
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF DERIVED ORNITHOPOD SKULL USING 3D
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD: RECONSIDERATION OF THEIR FEEDING
MECHANISMS
OHASHI, Tomoyuki,Univ. of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Pleurokinesisis considered as one of the key adaptationsfor herbivoryin the ornithopod
evolution. Presence of the pleurokinesishas been suggested from the morphologicalfeaturesof the skull in derivedornithopods,but its feasibility has not been studiedmechanically.
This study analyzedthe stressand deformationof a subadultornithopodskull in the static equilibriumusing the 3D finite-elementmethod (FEM), which is a numericalsimulation
method for solving complex field problems.The skull morphologyis obtainedfrom the Xray CT images, and the finite-element model is generated from the CT images using the
voxel element which is a cuboid element uniformlydividing the materialregion. The voxel
modeling and analysis are performedmainly using the commercial FEM code (VOXELCON2005 by Quint Corp., Japan).The chewing motion takes the following three steps; 1)
adductionof mandibularmuscles; 2) rotationof the mandiblearoundthe quadratecondyle
as a fulcrum;and 3) crushingof food materialbetween the upperand lowerjaws. This study
sets these three componentsas the static boundaryconditions:the point loads are applied at
the muscle origin as the bite force, the quadratecondyles are fixed, and virtual food is set
underthe uppertooth rows. Distributionof stresseswere comparedin two models; 1) a rigid
model which considers the skull as a homogeneous unit and 2) a suture model in which
some skull suturesare flexible. The suturesare representedby the lower Young's modulus
in the second model.
In the rigid model, stresses mainly concentratedat certainsuturesthat are in fact flexible in the pleurokinetichinge system observed in actual ornithopodskulls. On the other
hand, stresses spreadalmost uniformlyin the skull in the second model and did not concentrate any regions except for the loading points because of the model. The pleurokinesisat
certainsuturesreleases the stress concentrationresultedin the rigid model. It indicatesthat
the pleurokinetichinge system "disperses"the stress in wider areasof the skull. The system
also controls the contactpoint of the teeth duringthe chewing.

Poster Session I
PLIOCENE HERPETOCETUS AND BURTINOPSIS FROM NORTHEAST JAPAN
AS VALUABLE RESOURCES FOR ELUCIDATING EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY
OF MYSTICETES
OISHI, Masayuki,Iwate PrefecturalMuseum, Morioka,Japan
Evolutionaryhistory ofNeogene mysticetes has been poorly understoodand still controversial, despite the long record of study and recent morphological and molecular analyses.
Herpetocetussendaicus and Buritinopsissp. from the TatsunokuchiFormation(sediments
in estuary environmentof latest Miocene to early Pliocene) of northeastJapan,including
nearly whole skeletons, are informativefor study of the Neogene mysticete story.
Herpetocetussendaicus ("Cetotheriidae",s.1.)has the primitive skull morphology such
as a large alisphenoidwhich Middle Miocene cetotheres(e.g., Parietobalaena) abandoned
and the deriveddentarymorphologysuch as a posteriorlyprojectingangularprocess which
no other mysticete acquired.
These primitive and derived characterssuggest the genus originatedin the radiationof
cetotheresbefore the middle Miocene. Abundanceof ear bone remains of Buritinopsis sp.
(Balaenopteridae)from the pelagic sedimentin Choshi areaeast of Tokyo indicatesthatthe
genus is distinct from a group includingBalaenoptera.Skulls of Buritinopsissp. show that
the genus is clearly distinguishedfrom the crown-balaenopterids(recentBalaenoptera and
Megaptera) by having a slender ascending process and a slim dentarythat did not make
allowances for growing in size.
Recent molecular studies advocating the early Miocene radiation of crown-balaenopteridsrequirea story of low possibility, which should be verified throughreevaluating the late Miocene to Pliocene stem-balaenopteridssuch as Buritinopsis and unnamed
genera that have been erroneouslyincluded in Balaenoptera or Megaptera. Herpetocetus
and Buritinopsisfrom northeastJapanprovide valuable resources for elucidatingthe early
radiationof cetotheresand the laterradiationof balaenopterids.
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MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday3:30
MORPHOLOGICAL PATTERNS IN ELASMOSAUR NECK LENGTH: VARIATION AND TAXONOMIC UTILITY
O'KEEFE,F. Robin, NYCOM, Old Westbuty,NY; HILLER,Norton, CanterburyMuseum,
Christchurch,New Zealand
Elasmosaurcervical vertebraeare common fossils, but theirtaxonomicutility is limited due
to a lack of understandingconcerningtheir shape within and among taxa. In this paper,we
analyze data from complete elasmosaurnecks in an attemptto quantifyand understandthe
variationin centrumdimensions. In accordwith previous studies, variationin cervical centrum shape is found to stem from at least three sources: ontogeny, intracolumnvariation,
and intercolumnor taxonomic variation.Ontogeneticvariabilityis reminiscentof that seen
in Cryptoclidus,with an overall positive allometryin the length of all centrathat is accentuatedin the mid-cervicalregion. In adult elasmosaurs,the longest centraoccur in the middle of the neck, and centra in this region are longer than those at either end. This pattern
yields a distinctively bowed shape curve when a shape metric such as VLI or PC score is
graphedagainst vertebralposition. Centrumlength shows minor variationfrom centrumto
centrumin all elasmosaurs,but a small group of extreme, elongate animals have a much
higher degree of variability.The taxonomic utility of centrummeasuresis limited because
there is no single patternof centrumshape common to all taxa; variabilityis the rule, and
thereforecaution is necessary when using dimensions to diagnose taxa. There do seem to
be two morphotypesof elasmosaurs,however. The first is a relatively conservative group
with centrumdimensions similar to those of Brancasaurus,and that achieves a long neck
by adding vertebrae.A second, elongate group has centra that are very long, and there is
great variabilityfrom one centrumto anotherin the same column. Surprisingly,the number
of cervical centra is not a highly variable trait in most elasmosaurs. The elongate taxa
appearto be restrictedto the WesternInteriorSeaway in the Late Cretaceous,althoughthere
is some indicationthat Tuarangisaurusmight be elongate as well. In general, elasmosaur
vertebraehave some taxonomic utility, but only at the extremes of their shape range, and
only if their position in the column is known with some certainty.
Thursday2:00
PALEOGENOMICS OF PTEROSAURS AND THE EVOLUTION OF VERTEBRATE FLIGHT
ORGAN, Chris, EDWARDS, Scott, HarvardUniv., Cambridge,MA
Pterosaursare of great interestto evolutionarybiologists because they are one of three vertebrate groups to have evolved powdered flight. Many insights into pterosaurbiology,
including flight, have been elucidatedusing comparativeapproachesin disciplines ranging
from morphology and histology, to biomechanics.However, neontological studies into the
genetic and genomic characteristicsassociated with flight and endothermy,among other
traits,have focused necessarily on extantbirds and bats. For example, birdshave the smallest average genome size of any amniote group and bats have among the smallest genome
size of any mammaliangroup.The small streamlinedgenomes of birds and bats are primarily due to a reduced copy numberof repetitive elements. The evolution of small cell size
is commonly thought have driven genome-level adaptations for flight, such as small
genome size. As a consequence,phenotypiccorrelatesof genome and cell size in birdshave
been proposed,such as body size, developmentalrateand metabolic efficiency. The genomic landscapeof pterosaurshas been inferred,yielding criticalcomparativedata,not only for
understandingpterosaurgenomes by themselves, but by providing insights into possible
parametersimportantfor the evolution of powered vertebrateflight. This was accomplished
by first correlatinga relationshipbetween osteocyte size and genome size for a diverse array
of extantvertebrates.Using this correlationand comparativemethods for inferringgenome
size from paleohistologicaldata,we have estimatedgenome size statisticsfor four different
species of pterosaurs(Dimorphodon,Rhamphorynchus,Pteranodbn, and Pterodactylus).
These datareveal that small genomes commonly associatedwith flight in bats andbirds also
evolved within Pterosauria.We postulate that, like bats and birds, the small genomes of
pterosaursresultedfrom the loss of repetitiveelements duringpterosaurgenome evolution.
Poster Session III
ANTERIOR DENTAL GROOVES AND THE INFERENCE OF VENOM DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN FOSSIL MAMMALS
ORR, Caley, TOCHERI,Matthew, SCOTT,Jeremiah,DELEZENE,Lucas, SCHWARTZ,
Gary,WashingtonUniv., TEMPE,AZ
Paleontologistsrecently inferredthe existence of a venom delivery system in the canines of
the Paleocene pantolestidBisonalveus browniand in anotherunidentifiedmammalianspecimen of similar geological age (Fox RC, Scott CS. 2005. First evidence of a venom delivery apparatusin extinct mammals. Nature 435:1091-1093). This interpretationraises the
possibility that venom injectionmay have evolved more frequentlyin Mammaliathanpreviously recognized. However, making sound inferencesfrom fossil materialrequirescomparativeanalysis to determinea clear association between a structureand its hypothesized
function. Such comparativestudies should establish that 1) the trait of interest exists in
extant analogue taxa and 2) the trait and proposed function are associated in all of those
taxa. If extanttaxa with the structureexist, but which lack evidence of the proposed function, or phylogenetic history of the function, then hypotheses relating the trait to the proposed function in fossil taxa are undermined. We show that deep, gutterlikelongitudinal
canine grooves similarto those exhibitedby B. browniand the unidentifiedmammalfossil
appearin extantnon-venomousmammals,thus complicatingthe inferenceof functionfrom
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Archeolemurcf. edwardsiand dissociatedusing acetic acid. The residue includedmicrofaunal remainsof three of the five extantMalagasymammalianorders(Carnivora,Chiroptera,
Rodentia), with more than sixty identifiable fossils: postcrania,skulls, dentaries,isolated
teeth, and a possible subfossil camivoran scat. Genera identified include Eliurus sp.
(Rodentia),Hipposideros cf. commersoniand Triaenopssp. (Chiroptera),and Galidia cf.
elegans (Carnivora),the latterhaving never been previouslyreportedfromthis cave system.
This researchhas demonstratedthe potential of breccia sediments for producingsubfossil
micromammals,and the impendingloss of informationif these sediments are ignored and
discarded. Detailed studies on other Malagasy subfossil groups (e.g., lemurs, birds) have
producedvaluable results, and more thoroughsampling of Madagascar'smicrofaunamay
better reveal these groups past diversity. In addition, this informationmay help elucidate
recent changes in species diversityand geographicrangesdue to environmentalchange and
human impacts, and aid in reconstructingMadagascar'spaleoenvironmentalhistory.

Poster Session II
MORPHOLOGY AND SIZE OF AN ADULT SPECIMEN OF DEINONYCHUS
ANTIRRHOPUS, (SAURISCHIA, THEROPODA)
PARSONS,William, PARSONS,Kristen,The Museum of the Rockies, South Wales, NY
Since the original descriptionof Deinonychus there has been a certain amount of speculation relatingto the various ages of all the known specimens of this taxon. This determination of the actual size and morphology of adult forms of Deinonychus provides new data
that are essential to any furtherstudies of the ontogeneticmorphologicaldifferenceswithin
the known specimens of Deinonychus.Presentedhere is newly discovered specimen, MOR
1182, thathas been determinedto be an adult,based on the presence of peripheralrest lines
that were revealed in the thin section analysis of a fragmentof the radius.These peripheral
rest lines indicate determinate growth, which adds yet another avian character to the
descriptionof this taxon. Lines of arrestedgrowth observed on a manualphalanx indicate
the approximateage of this specimen. A comparison of the number of these LAGs with
those observed on the sub-adultspecimen MOR 1178 indicates the approximateage of initial maturity.Comparisonsbetween the skeletal elements of MOR 1182, MCZ 4371 and
AMNH 3015 reveal enough data to make descriptivestatementsregardingthe morphology
of the adultforms of Deinonychus. Some of the proportionalratiosbetween the elements of
the forelimbsand hind limbs can be furtherdefined. The range in size between the onset of
sexual maturityand full physical maturitycan be estimated.Also, portionsof the tail structure of the specimen, MOR 1182, have been preserved.Analysis of these elements indicates
that the adultcaudalrods possessed a surprisingdegree of flexibility. This new fossil material raises questionsabout the natureof these caudalrods, the associated soft tissue and the
manner in which they relate to the caudal vertebrae.Morphological differences between
some adult and sub-adult manus and pes elements may indicate differences in behavior
between adultsand sub-adults.Also, otherassociatedfaunalremainsfromtwo Deinonychus
sites may indicate a variety of smallerprey species.

Friday2:45
VARIATIONS IN RARE EARTH ELEMENT (REE) SIGNATURES AND UNIT
CELL DIMENSIONS (UCD) FOR PURPOSES OF STRATIGRAPHIC CORRELATION AND PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION IN THE PIERRE
SHALE, SOUTH DAKOTA
PATRICK, Doreena, WEGLEITNER, Paul, GeoChemcial Solutions, Fort Pierre, SD;
MARTIN,James, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology,Rapid City, SD
Our recent researchhas involved new methods for stratigraphiccorrelationand paleoenvironmental interpretationsincluding Rare Earth Element (REE) and unit cell dimension
(UCDA) analyses of fossil bioapatites.REE analysis and UCDA use variationsin REE signaturesand unit cell dimensions (UCD) within bioapatitefrom different lithostratigraphic
units. During the permineralizationprocess, bioapatitecomposition changes from a metastable carbonatehydroxyapatiteto a more thermodynamicallystable fluorapatite,incorporating Fluoride,REE and other trace elements duringdiagenesis. Substitutionby REE and
othertrace elements into the cation sites and specifically into the seven fold Ca(II) site will
change the crystallographicdimensions.The REE compositionand UCD of fossil bioapatite
are dependentupon the conditions of diagenesis and thus dependentupon availability of
REE and otherelements for substitutionduringbioapatitepermineralization.Bioapatiteacts
as a "flightrecorder"for the environmentof diagenesis and can be used to interpretthe condition of the paleoenvironment.REE signatureand UCD variationsidentify distinct intervals within lithologic formations.Because these intervalsrepresentan averagingof periods
of certaindepositionalenvironments,these distinct intervalscan be correlatedover significant areasFossil vertebrate samples were obtained from the Pierre Shale, at localities
between Chamberlainand Pierre,Dakota in Buffalo, Hughes, and Hyde counties. Samples
were collected from the Sharon Springs, Gregory,DeGrey and Verendryemembers. REE
signatures and UCD variations were found to be consistent within individual lithostratigraphicunits but are significantly differentbetween these units. Therefore,REE signatures
and UCD are markersfor their units and are used to discriminatebetween units for purposes of stratigraphiccorrelation and paleoenvironmental interpretation.Results of our
researchindicate that REE analyses and UCDA provide for a finer scale of resolution for
stratigraphiccorrelation.
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Poster Session I
FUSED CAMARASAURUS CERVICALS PRESERVE AN ERECT, NOT HORIZONTAL, NECK
PAUL, Gregory,Baltimore,MD
Computersimulatedposture of sauropodnecks including camarasaursis consistently horizontal. The minimal spacing between centra in these simulations is problematic.Actual
neck posture is determinedby a combinationof bone and cartilage.The thicker the intercentra cartilage is the more dorso-flexed is the neck if the zygapophyses remain in 100%
neutral articulation.In some giraffe specimens and CamarasaurusCM 11338 large gaps
separatemany cervical centra when the neck is straightand the zygapophyses are in full
neutralalignment,indicatingthe space was filled with thick cartilage.Centramay be pulled
together when the intercentracartilage dries after death, many dorsals are jammed tightly
together in CM 11338. It is simply not possible to reliably restore sauropodneutralneck
postureunless the cartilageis directlypreserved.
Cervicals 11 and 12 of CamarasaurusAMNH 5761 are fused with the zygapophyses in
100% neutralarticulation.The long axes of the centra are dorso-flexed 9 degrees, it may
have been higherbefore modest dorso-ventralcrushing.Because posteriorcervicals of other
specimens are straightor slightly depressedwhen the zygapophyses are neutrallyaligned
and intercentraspacing is minimal,thick cartilagepaddingapparentlywas presentand ossified in 5761. If camarasaursnormally held their necks horizontal then the two vertebrae
shouldhave fused in a straightline. Thatthe neck base fused dorso-flexedmeans therewere
strong pressures to hold the neck erect. Sauropods had 6 or more cervo-dorsals, so 10
degrees of dorso-flexionperjoint along the neck-trunkjuncturewould addup to 60 degrees
over all. Cartlage wedging may have forced habitual erect neck posture in many other
sauropods.Only some diplodocidswith shortnecks and/orlow shoulderscould not readliy
carrythe head far above shoulderlevel. Had Osbornand Mook, who figuredthe 5761 cervicals in 1921, describedthe flexion and used them to correctlyrestore an erect neck then
the controversyover sauropodneck posturemight never have arisen.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday9:30
COMPARATIVE PALEOECOLOGIES OF NORTH AMERICAN MIOCLAENIDS
AND "HYOPSODONTIDS" (MAMMALIA: "CONDYLARTHRA") USING COMBINED DENTAL MORPHOMETRIC TECHNIQUES
PENKROT,Tonya, Johns Hopkins Univ. School of Medicine, Baltimore,MD
Two families of "condylarths",Mioclaenidae and "Hyopsodontidae"(both as traditionally
defined), comprised a significantportion of the small-bodiedmammaliandiversity during
the Paleocene and early Eocene of North America. The paleoecologies of these families
are poorly understood, despite their relative abundance in many assemblages.
Consequently, aspects of the geographic and temporal distribution of mioclaenids and
"hyopsodontids"including a pattern of regional endemism in the early Paleocene but a
more homogeneous distributionof generaby the Eocene, and the apparentextinction of the
North American mioclaenids (but not of "hyopsodontids")shortly after the end of the
TorrejonianNALMA, presentpaleoecological puzzles. Competitiveexclusion between the
two families, or unequal success in adaptingto differentclimates, may be potential explanations for the resultingdistributionsof these taxa throughspace and time.
In mammals,dentalmorphologyis a logical means for addressingpaleoecological questions, whereby diets of extinct taxa may be assessed as a proxy for ecological function. In
this study,mioclaenid and "hyopsodontid"dentitionswere analyzedrelative to a comparative sample of modem mammals of known diets, and to a subset of other contemporary
condylarths,via a combinationof linear measurementsand occlusal surface characterization throughlaser-scanning.
Results indicate that, when mioclaenids and "hyopsodontids"were contemporaneous
duringthe Torrejonian,they occupied adjacentbut distinct regions in dental morphospace.
The position of "hyopsodontids"subsequentto the extinctionof mioclaenids changedlittle,
however, arguing against competition as an explanation for the disappearanceof mioclaenids. Variationwithin "hyopsodontids"then expanded in the early Eocene with the
immigrationof Hyopsodus. This genus representsa possible ecomorphologicintermediate
between traditional"hyopsodontids"and Torrejonianmioclaenids, complicatingthe paleoecological patterndisplayed by these two families of small-bodiedcondylarths.
Poster Session II
LATEST CRETACEOUS IBERIAN DINOSAURS: AN UPDATE
PEREDA-SUBERBIOLA,Xabier, Universidad del Pais Vasco, Facultad de Ciencia y
Tecnologia, Departamento de Estratigrafiay Paleontologia, Bilbao, Spain; TORICES,
Angelica, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Madrid, Spain; COMPANY, Julio,
Universided Polit6cnica de Valencia, Valencia, Spain; RUIZ-OME1ACA, Jose Ignacio,
Museo del Jurasicode Asturias, Colunga, Spain; CANUDO, Jose Ignacio, Universidadde
Zaragoza,Ciencias de la Tierra,Paleontologia,Zaragoza,Spain
Dinosaur remains from the Campanian-Maastrichtian
of the Iberian Peninsula were first
described at the end of the 19th century,but most of the significant discoveries have bee
made in the last years. The most productivesites are Lafio (Trevifio)and Chera(Valencia),
for the upper Campanian-lowerMaastrichtianbeds, and the Tremp (Lleida) and Ar~n
(Huesca) areas,in the southernfoothills of the Pyrenees, for the Maastrichtian.Otherlocalities are known in Alava, Barcelona, Burgos, Segovia, Soria, Valencia (Spain), and Beira
Litoral(Portugal).Theropodsinclude small to medium-sizeddromaeosaurids,the enigmatic coelurosaurParonychodonand abelisauroid-likeceratosaurians.Ornithomimosaursand
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ic skull than later forms. However, it is only in recent decades that discovery of well preserved specimens of early mosasaursallows examinationof cranial morphology in sufficient detail to addressthe timing, sequence, and effects of this transition.This study utilizes
finite element analysis and computationalinverse kinematicsoperatingon three-dimensional models of mosasaurskulls derived from laser and CT scanning and allows both experimentation and quantitativeanalysis of motion, forces, and stresses to assess the possible
selective pathways for loss of cranialkinesis in later mosasaurs.Reduction of mobility in
the metakineticaxis is alreadyapparentin Middle Turonianrussellosaurianmosasaursand
by the Coniaciansome membersof thatclade have limited mobility in the mesokinetic axis.
In mosasaurinemosasaursthis transitionoccurs later,consistentwith the more recentcladogenesis of that subfamily. However, those two groupsof mosasaursattainthe loss of kinesis by differentmeans and suggests that fundamentalreorganizationof feeding mechanisms
required for submarine prey capture and consumption occur early in the evolution of
mosasaursand are achieved independentlyin multiple clades. Retention of the plesiomorphic mode of cranialkinesis in Halisaurusmay indicate a later entry into the marinerealm
of that genus. Thus, mosasaursprovide an example of the applicationof new analysis, simulation, and visualizationtechniquesto investigate a classic problem of vertebratepaleontology and morphology,resulting in a greaterunderstandingof the functionalevolution of
feeding and kinesis.

Poster Session III
DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBFOSSIL MAMMAL BURROWS
(FOR IDENTIFICATION OF THE TRACEMAKER)
PONOMARENKO, Dmitri, RYBCZYNSKI, Natalia, Canadian Museum of Nature,
Ottawa,ON, Canada
Vertebrateburrowsprovide evidence of both morphologyand behaviourof the animal that
constructedthem, but there exists no reliable method for the identificationof the tracemaker. We have studied modem analogues of fossil burrowsto develop methods of their identification from quantitativeas well as qualitative characteristics.Diameter and angle of
descent are featuresof the vertebrateburrowthatrelateprimarilyto the animal'sdimensions
and can thereforebe used to identifythe tracemaker.However,the certaintywith which burrow architectscan be distinguishedis poorly defined even for living species of mammals.
Variationin cross-sectional size and shape can depend on the size of the animal and on

Poster Session I
SUBCHONDRAL BONE DENSITY AND JOINT POSTURE IN SUBFOSSIL MALAGASY LEMURS
POLK,John, SCHWARZ,Jennifer,Univ. of Illinois, Urbana,IL; GODFREY,Laurie,Univ.
of Massachusetts,Amherst,MA
This study uses an experimentallyvalidated methodology to infer habitualknee and hip
joint posture in a sample of subfossil Malagasy lemurs. More specifically, this study analyzes the spatialpatternsof subchondralbone density on femoral condyles in five subfossil
lemurs: Megaladapis, Archaeolemur,Mesopropithecus,Pachylemur and Hadropithecus.
Subchondraldensity was measuredusing ComputedTomography(CT) scans of a single
femur for each of these genera. Amira software was used to reconstructthe three-dimensional structureof the femora from CT slices and to apply color maps to regions of differing bone density. Two-dimensionalslices were obtainedthroughthe center of the femoral
head and throughthe medial condyles of each specimen. Relativejoint angles and the range
of joint loadingwere estimatedby measuringthe angularposition of the centerof the region
of maximumrelative density (RMD) on the condyle. Ourresults suggest thatMegaladapis
used extremely flexed knee and hip postures which is consistent with previous positional
interpretations.The range of the RMD for the remainingtaxa suggest that they used moderately extended knee postures and are not well distinguished.However, both Pachylemur
and Mesopropithecushave more subtle density patternsthat suggest some use of highly
extendedpostures. The juvenile Hadropithecushad lower density and a broaderspreadof
the RMD, suggesting a wider range of habitualknee postures. While it is likely that these
species moved in differentways than extant lemurs, furtheranalyses of othermammalsare
necessary to determinethe locomotorbehaviorsthat caused these patternsof bone density.

burrows.
Literaturedescriptions of burrowing movements and examinations of cadavers were
used to relateburrowdimensionsto anatomicaland behaviouralcharacteristics(joint range
of motion, girth, shoulderwidth; stroke sequences, quiet standingposition). Although the
diameterof a mammalburrowdoes not correspondto any single skeletal measurement,it
can be used to formulatehypotheses that involve both skeletal dimensionsand the mode of

3D Imaging Symposium,Friday 10:30
CHARACTERIZATION AND COMPARISON OF 3D SHAPES USING EIGENSURFACE ANALYSIS: LOCOMOTION IN TERTIARY CARNIVORA
POLLY,P. David, Indiana Univ., Bloomington, IN; MACLEOD, Norman, The Natural
History Museum, London, United Kingdom
EigensurfaceAnalysis is a new geometric morphometrictechnique for the characterization
and quantitativecomparisonof 3D surfaces. The core of EigensurfaceAnalysis is interpolation of a point grid with consistent sampling characteristicsirrespectiveof the natureor
complexity of the surfaces included in the sample. Like Procrusteslandmarkand eigenshape outline analyses, the 3D point grids are standardizedto remove size, rotation and
translation.At presentthe eigensurfacegrid must be appliedto each object in a comparable
orientation.Procrustesanalysis using a small numberof surfacelandmarkpoints is used to
accomplish this. Once a set of comparablegrids have been obtained, shape analysis proceeds as in standardeigenshape analysis by a singularvalue decomposition of the covariance matrixof the objects. Resultingeigenvectorsserve as shapevariablesfor furtheranalysis, with scores of objects on them being used to representshape ordinations,serve as the
basis for shape models, etc.
As an example, EigensurfaceAnalysis was used to infer the numberof toes, stance, and
locomotor mode from the calcaneum morphology of six Tertiarycarnivorans.Ten extant
species were used to determinemean calcaneal shape for four- and five-toed species, for
plantigrade,semidigitigradeand digitigradespecies, and for arboreal,scansorial,terrestrial,
semifossorial,and natatorialspecies. The best match for each fossil to these categorieswas
then determinedby Procrustesdistance.
Locomotor inferences were mostly accurate, but with two errors. Ictitherium viverrinum, a Miocene hyaenid, was correctlyidentified as being a four-toeddigitigradeterrestrial animal and Paramachairodusorientalis, a Miocene saber-toothfelid, as a four-toed
semidigitigradeterrestrialanimal. The Miocene otter Enhydriodonlatipes was correctly
identified as five-toed and semidigitigrade,but incorrectly inferredto be terrestrial.The
Oligocene amphicyonid Cynelos lemanensis was correctly identified as five-toed and terrestrial,but incorrectlyinferredto be digitigrade(it was probablyplantigrade).
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taphonomicprocesses.
Three-dimensionalmapping of subfossil burrows at a locality in Gatineau, Quebec
allowed us to describe the variabilityof burrowdimensions, natureand probablemode of
their infill, as well as the collapse structuresfor two living species of sciurid mammals.
Plastercasts of open burrowswere used to comparethe difference in variabilityof several
parametersbetween open burrowsand infilled burrowsin soil. Taphonomicprocesses were
examined through excavation of partially collapsed Marmota monax and Tamiasstriatus

digging.
Poster Session III
A REVIEW OF MESOZOIC AND CENOZOIC CHIMAEROID FISHES (HOLOCEPHALI, CHIMAEROIDEI) FROM TERRITORY OF THE FORMER USSR
POPOV,Evgenii, Geological Faculty,Univ. of Saratov,Saratov,Russia
During two last decades our knowledge about Mesozoic and Cenozoic chimaeroidfishes
(Holocephali, Chimaeriformes, Chimaeroidei) from territory of the former USSR are
increasedgreatly.Theirremains(isolated tooth plates mainly, a lot of head cluspers and fin
spines, rareegg cases' imprints)were found in Russia (80+ localities, Norianto Oligocene),
Ukraine (5: Albian? to mid Eocene), Kasakhstan (20+: Albian to lower Oligocene),
Uzbekistan(6: Albain to mid Eocene), Kyrgyzstan(1: Yprisean)and Lithuania(3: Albian).
Some of these localities are very rich in chimaeroidmaterial:4500+ remains of 9 genera
and 10 species were collected from Albian-Cenomanianof Stoilenskii and Lebedinskii
quarriesin Belgorod Province, Russia.
Taxonomic composition of Chimaeroideiconsists of three families (Callorhinchidae,
Rhinochimaeridaeand 'Edaphodontidae'[probablyof paraphyleticorigin]), 17 genera (C:
'Eomanodon', Callorhinchus,Brachymylus,Duffinodus,plus 1 undescribednew genus; R:
Belgorodon,Harriotta,Kushmuruniaplus 'Rhinochimaera'egg case; 'E': Ischyodus(dominated), Edaphodon,Elasmodus, Elasmodectes, Lebediodon,Amylodon,plus 2 still undescribed new genera) and about 50 species. Collected materials were come from marine
(mainly locs) paleoenvironments,desalinated(some MiddleAsia locs) and even freshwater
ones (Mid Jurassic'Peski' loc near Moscow).
So large and diverse materialallowed me to revise the terminology,to study tje morphology and variabilityof chimaeroiddentitions (basic available for research chimaeroid
remains) and to make changes in systematics and evolution of Chimaeroidei.Following
stage of the researchwill be revision of collections from WesternEurope,Australiaetc for
solving some nomenclatureand taxonomic problemsof the Chimaeroideiand for obtaining
a complete conception of the fossil chimaeroidsystematics and evolution.
Poster Session III
A NEW RECORD OF CARNOTAURINAE (THEROPODA: ABELISAURIDAE)
FROM THE UPPER CRETACEOUS OF NEUQUEN, PATAGONIA
PORFIRI,Juan,CALVO,Jorge,National Univ. of Comahue,Proyecto Dino, Argentina
We report a new pelvis of a Carnotaurinaeabelisaur from the "La Invernada"locality,
placed 35 km Southwest of Rinc6n de los Sauces city, Neuqu6n, Argentina. The pelvis
(MUCPv 1125) was unearthedfrom the Bajo de la Carpa Formation(Santonian) of the
NeuqudnGroup.This pelvis is composed of both ilia, ischia and pubis, and 6 sacral vertebrae.As in adult ceratosaurs,all pelvic elements are fused. In MUCPv 1125 the ilium presents the ventral margin of the preacetabularblade projected downward, which is more
expandeddorsoventrallythanthe postacetabularblade. The pubis has the obturatorforamen
placed proximally and shows a small pubic foot that is expanded anteroposterioly.The
pubis apronexpandsuntil the mid-halfof the shaft.The opposing ischia contacton the proximal end and show a slight foot-like expansion. Carnotaurinae(middle Aptian to
Maastrichtian)includes: Genusaurus,Majungatholus,Rajasaurus,Pycnonemosaurusand
the Carnotaurini(Aucasaurus + Carnotaurus + unnamed specimen from Bajo Barreal
Formation).The pelvis of"La Invernada"shows morphologicalfeaturesobserved only in
the Carnotaurinaeclade such as the elongated and low ilium with straightdorsal border,
acute ventral notch on the preacetabularblade and posteriorborder of the postacetabular
blade of the ilium with a markedconcavity forming a dorsal and a ventralprojection,and
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therefore is here regarded as a member of the Carnotaurinae.MUCPv 1125 resembles
Genusaurus,confirmingthatthe latteris also a memberof thatclade. The discovery of this
pelvis of a Carnotaurinaeincreases the knowledge of this group and suggests that those
theropodsplayed a majoras predatorsduringthe Upper Cretaceousof Patagonia.
StudentPoster Session
CRANIAL BIOMECHANICS OF BASAL ORNITHISCHIANS USING FINITE
ELEMENT ANALYSIS
PORRO,Laura,Univ. of Cambridge,Cambridge,United Kingdom
Ornithischiandinosaurs were the dominant terrestrialherbivores of the Late Mesozoic,
developing a wide range of feeding strategiesto process vegetation. These feeding styles
diversified rapidly amongst early ornithischians;yet the jaw mechanics of the most basal
clade of ornithischiandinosaurs,the heterodontosaurs,remain unresolved. It is of importance to uncover the feeding strategyutilized by heterodontosaursto better understandthe
early development and evolution of herbivorywithin Ornithischia.In this study, the engineering technique of finite element analysis (FEA) was applied to 2D models of the skulls
of the primitive ornithischiansHeterodontosaurus,Lesothosaurus, and Hipsilophodon.
Although all three animals were herbivorous,cranialand dental morphologysuggests they
utilized very different feeding strategies. In addition, the basal theropod Eoraptor was
included as a biomechanicaloutgroup.Results from analyses of a 3D finite element model
of the skull of Heterodontosaurusare also presented. The aims of this study are: 1) to
uncover differences in the mechanicalresponse of the skulls that may representspecializations to differentfeeding strategies,2) to examine key structuraldifferences that may have
evolved in early ornithischiansduringthe transitionto herbivory,and 3) to assess the value
and limitationsof 2D finite element models.
Results of the 2D analyses reveal both similarities and differences in the mechanical
behavior of the skulls of these early dinosaurs.Stress trajectoriesand areas of peak stress
were generally similar across all taxa and remained unchangeddespite variations in bite
force. Notable differences include: the relative strengthof the skulls of differenttaxa during variousmodes of biting; stress distributionand trajectoriesduringbiting on the premaxillary teeth;the effect of the size of the antorbitalfenestraon relative skull strength;and the
transmissionof stress through the lacrimal of Eoraptor. Results from testing on the 3D
model of Heterodontosaurusallow assessmentof the value and limitationsof 2D finite element models.
StudentPoster Session
SMALL CARNIVORES AS TAPHONOMIC AGENTS ATTRIBUTING TO THE
ACCUMULATION OF FOSSIL BIRD ASSEMBLAGES
PRASSACK, Kari, RutgersUniv., New Brunswick,NJ
Taphonomicand skeletal part profiles, of bird bone assemblages producedby carnivores,
should differ depending on the size relationship of predatorto prey. Smaller carnivores
feeding on larger or similar-sized avian prey should produce non-digested bone assemblages with a high numberof tooth markingsthat are smallerthan those producedby larger carnivores. Fragmentation rates should be low and whole elements common.
Proportionallylargercarnivoresand/orscat-derivedbird bone assemblages are expected to
be highly fragmented,with a low potentialfor element or taxonomic identification.Masaai
dogs were fed chicken and found to either completely consume bone or produce small
unidentifiable fragments, supportingthis hypothesis. Neotaphonomic observations were
then conductedto test the effects of small carnivorousmammals(< 15kg). Small carnivores
were fed carcasses of chicken, duck, and turkey.Data was obtainedon the placement and
size of tooth pits, punctures,and scores, fragmentationrate, carcassconsumptionsequence,
removal of choice partsfrom the site, and resultingskeletal partprofiles. This datawas then
used to analyze two modernlesser flamingo assemblages, an attritionalaccumulationfrom
Lake Natron, Tanzaniaand a catastrophicaccumulationfrom Lake Nakuru,Kenya. These
assemblages fit the taphonomicand skeletal partprofiles attributedto modificationprimarily by smallercarnivores.Both sites exhibit a high numberof complete elements, low fragmentation,modificationin the form of small tooth markings,and an abundanceof forelimb
versus hind limb elements. Fossil birds are common at many paleontological and archaeological localities, but taphonomic analyses are rarely conducted on them. Results of this
study suggest that more attentionshould be lent to the taphonomicstudy of smaller carnivores and their effects on the survivorshipof fossil bird assemblages.
Poster Session III
A NEW FOSSIL CANID ASSEMBLAGE FROM THE LATE PLEISTOCENE OF
NORTHERN SOUTH AMERICA: THE CANIDS OF THE INCIARTE ASPHALT
PIT (ZULIA, VENEZUELA), FOSSIL RECORD AND BIOGEOGRAPHY
PREVOSTI,Francisco,Museo de La Plata, La Plata,Argentina;RINCONR., Ascanio, The
Univ. of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX
Canids invaded South American duringthe Pliocene (2.8-3.1 Ma BP) as part of the Great
American Biotic Interchange,but their record on the continent is relative poor until the
Pleistocene. However, even the Pleistocene record of the group is patchy and biased, with
few recordsfor the northernpartof SouthAmerica. In this paperwe describea new assemblage of canids found at the Inciarteasphaltpits (Zulia, Venezuela).These remainsare associated with a variety of extinct Pleistocene mammals dated between 25-27 Ka BP. Canids
in this assemblage include Protocyon troglodytes,Protocyon sp., Canis dirus, Urocyoncf.
U cinereoargenteus,and an indeterminatecanid. This is the first record of Urocyon from
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the Late Pleistocene in South America and constrainsthe timing of its dispersal to South
America prior to 25-27 Ka. The distributionalrecord of Protocyon and P troglodytesis
expanded 1,500 km northof previous recordsand constitutesthe first record of these taxa
in Venezuela. The presence of C. dirus at Inciarte constitutes the fourth locality for this
species in SouthAmerica.
Neoceti Symposium, Saturday9:15
EXTRAPOLATING FROM EXTANT TO EXTINCT: RECONSTRUCTION OF
EARLY NEOCETE LIFE-HISTORY STRATEGY AND ECOLOGY
PRICE,Samantha,National EvolutionarySynthesis Center(NESCent), Durham,NC
This study examines the utility of extantcetacean species in the effort to understandthe origin and radiation of the Neoceti. Specifically I explore how information from extant
species can be used to reconstructaspects of early odontocete and mysticete life-history
strategyand ecology using a phylogenetic comparativeapproach. Two differentmethodologies are comparedand their conclusions evaluated in relation to what we know from
'evo-devo' and palaeontological evidence. The first approachuses a phylogeny of the
extant cetacean species along with informationabout their life history,body size and ecology to reconstructancestral states using both maximum likelihood and parsimony. The
second approachderives allometric relationshipsbetween life history, ecology and body
size in extant species using the phylogenetic comparativemethod (PCM). These extant
allometricrelationshipsare then applied to extinct species using informationfrom the fossil record and from ancestralstate reconstructionof body size. The importanceof controlling for species non-independenceusing PCM and its effect upon the results are explored.
Saturday8:15
MORPHOMETRICS OF THE HADROSAURID PELVIC GIRDLE USING A NEW
METHOD OF SHAPE ANALYSIS
PRIETO-MARQUEZ,Albert, JOSHI, Shantanu,PARKER,William, Florida State Univ.,
Tallahassee,FL
The pelvic girdle of hadrosauriddinosaursis known to contain phylogenetic information.
However, most of the currentlyused charactersusually separate hadrosauridsfrom less
derived forms. We explore the morphologicalvariationof the ilia (n = 104), ischia (n = 84),
and pubes (n = 63) of sixteen hadrosauridand two non-hadrosauridgenerawith the goal of
revealing new phylogenetically informativecharactersand test currentlyrecognized ones.
In doing so, we also aim to separatetaxonomic from individualand ontogenetic variation.
The morphometryof the bones is done implementing the newly developed Geodesic
Distance Analysis (GDA). This method representsshapes as continuouscurves invariantto
translation,rotation, and uniform scaling, without resorting to salient finite dimensional
landmarks.Shape differences are computedby finding geodesics (or shortestlength paths)
intrinsicto the shape space. GDA allows posing intrinsicstatisticalinferencesin the infinite
dimensionalspace consisting of full contoursof shapes. We summarizedGDA shape differences by generatingclusterlinkages (arithmeticaveraging)and non-metricmultidimensional scaling plots. Each pelvic element was decomposed into homologous regions or processes. GDA is implemented for the samples of each one of these homologous structures.
Osteological attributeswith patternsof variationthatallow separationof taxa and thatcould
be phylogenetically informativeinclude:the dorsoventralposition of the medial longitudinal ridge of the ilium, as well as its distance from the dorsal borderof the bone; the location of the lateroventralapex of the supraacetabular
process relative to the caudalprotuberance of the ischial peduncle;the absence or degree of caudal extension of the lateralrim of
the supraacetabularprocess; the dorsoventral or mediolateral compression of the iliac
postacetabularprocess, as well as the angle between its dorsolateral surface and the
prasagittalplane; the degree of cranial indentationand concavity of the ventral margin of
the pubic ischial peduncle;and the lateralprofile of the iliac peduncle of the ischium, especially the shape of its dorsal margin.Previously known characterssupportedby this analysis includechanges in the morphologyof the prepubicprocess of the pubis and the morphology of the distal end of the ischial shaft. Our results also reveal more patternsof variation
within footed and non-footed ischia thanpreviously recognized.
Wednesday11:15
THE EFFECTS OF OVERSPLIT TAXONOMY ON DIVERSITY CURVES: THE
DROMOMERYCID DATA BASE
PROTHERO,Donald, LITER,Matthew,OccidentalCollege, Los Angeles, CA
The subfamily Dromomerycinaeis an endemic radiationof North American Miocene cervoid ruminant artiodactyls characterizedby variety of bony cranial appendages. Their
species-level systematics has not been reviewed since Frick's 1937 monograph,and the
group is oversplit with many redundantsubgenera and over 50 named species, most of
which were nomina nuda (no diagnosis provided) and have not been analyzed since 1937.
We used modernbiological concepts and statisticalmethods to greatly reduce the number
of valid taxa in the subfamily.Among the Aletomerycini, the late Arikareeanimmigrant
Aletomeryxcontainsthree species, A. gracilis (with threejunior synonyms),A. marslandensis, and A. occidentalis. The peculiar curve-hornedSinclairomeryxis monotypic. Among
the Dromomerycini,Drepanomeryx(Matthomeryx)matthewiis a junior synonym ofD. falciformis. The bow-hornedRakomeryxsinclairi is monotypic, with five junior synonyms.
Straight-hornedDromomeryx borealis is also monotypic (with three synonyms), as is
Subdromomeryxantilopinus(raisedto generic rank),which has fourjunior synonyms.
As part of the separateimmigrationevent of the Cranioceratiniin the late Arikareean,
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there is only one valid species, Barbouromeryxtrigonocorneus,with two additionalinvalid
subgeneraand three invalid species. The common genus Bouromeryx,which had been split
into eight species, has only two, the smaller late HemingforidanB. submilleri, and the
BarstovianB. americanus. The monotypic three-hornedProcranioceras skinneri remains
valid, but elevated to generic rank. Cranioceras,which has two straightsupraorbitalhoms
and its occipital hornpointedposteriorly,once containedseven species, but now consists of
the largerC. unicornis and the smaller C. teres. Thus, 50 invalid species are reducedto just
17 species in 11 genera (most of which are now monotypic) with no subgenera. This clarification of the taxonomic confusion of such an importantgroupgreatly enhancestheirusefulness in biostratigraphyand paleoecology. For example, diversity curves based on the old
taxonomy show a peak in the late Hemingfordian,while the new diversity data peak in the
early and late Barstovian, and continue higher in the early Clarendonianthan previously
published curves suggest.
Neoceti Symposium, Saturday9:45
HOW DID EARLY TOOTHED WHALES ECHOLOCATE? AN INVESTIGATION
OF MORPHOLOGICAL EVIDENCE USING PHYLOGENETIC AND SOFT TISSUE INFERENCE
PYENSON, Nicholas, Univ. of California Museum of Paleontology, Berkeley, CA;
McKENNA, Megan, ScrippsInstitutionof Oceanography,La Jolla, CA
Toothedwhales (Odontoceti) echolocate using sound pulses generatedand received via a
complex arrangementof soft and bony craniofacialstructures.Inner ear morphology suggests early Neoceti had the ability to hear low-mid frequencysounds underwater;high frequency and directionalhearing are apomorphicin Odontoceti. In contrastto sound reception, the evolution of the sound generation (echolocation) in Odontoceti has not been
addressed quantitatively.Echolocation has not been convincingly demonstratedin living
mysticetes nor inferredin archaeocetes. The presence of osteological correlatesfor an air
sac system (e.g., premaxillarysac fossae) has been used to identify echolocation ability in
fossil odontocetes, but these correlatesare not discrete nor patent in all taxa. Some extinct
odontoceteslikely echolocatedas well as living taxa,but it remainsunclearhow early odontocetes echolocatedusing even more plesiomorphicfacial morphologies.
To evaluate echolocation ability of extinct odontocetes, we developed a suite of functional correlates in craniofacial morphology related to sound generation in living taxa.
Living odontocetes echolocate using differentconfigurationsof bony tissue and soft tissue
complexes, but threekey componentsdrive this system: a power generator,a soundproduction mechanism,and a signal propagator. Using 2-D images and X-ray CT scans, we quantified three osteological proxies of these drivers (angle of the nasal passageway relative to
the skull anteroposterioraxis; nasal passagewayvolume; and estimatedmelon size). These
criteriaclarify the sequence of skull transformationsassociated with the evolution of the
sound generation complex, as well as quantifying the morphological space needed for
echolocation. Our pilot study analyzed outgroup taxa (basilosauridarchaeocetes, aetiocetid mysticetes) and multiple ingroup taxa (e.g., Simocetus, Squalodon, Prosqualodon,
Albireo, Odobenocetops)that are representedby near-completeand nondistortedcrania.
Mappingnasal passageway angle (NPA) values indicates that some basal odontocetes had
NPAs similarto outgrouptaxa, and NPA only increasespast 900 in derived crown lineages
(with a reversalin Odobenocetops).
Friday2:00
INNER EAR MORPHOLOGY AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PTERYGOID SINUS IN FOSSIL AND EXTANT PORPOISES (CETACEA: PHOCOENIDAE)
RACICOT,Rachel, BERTA,Annalisa, San Diego State Univ., San Diego, CA
The morphology of the cetacean inner ear and other hearing-relatedfeatures, such as the
pterygoid sinus system, are sources of functionaland phylogenetic information.However,
the functionalrelationshipsbetween these various structuresare not well known. Features
of the cochlea related to hearing capability include the basilar membranelength and the
numberof turns of the cochlear spiral, both of which correlatewith the range of high and
low frequencyhearing. Scans of isolated and in situ tympanoperioticsof all six extantporpoise species and one fossil porpoise were obtainedusing high-resolutionX-ray CT data.
This method non-destructivelyprovides thinnerslices, higher-resolutionand more precise
data than traditionalserial sectioning, physical dissection, or medical scanning methods.
Measurementsfrom these data, including basilarmembranelength, were used to infer frequencies potentially heard by fossil and modern porpoises. These were compared with
sonograms from extant species when available. Digital endocasts were also isolated from
the innerear,visualizing the bony labyrinths.The semicircularcanals ofNeophocoena phocoenoides, an early-divergingphocoenid, and the fossil phocoenid are similarin their more
elliptical shape,whereasPhocoena spinipinnis,a laterdivergingphocoenid,has shorterand
more ring-shapedsemicircularcanals. All porpoises studied have one and a half cochlear
turns.However, the cochlea in N. phocoenoides and the fossil have spiralturnsthat are less
tightly coiled than in P spinipinnis. These featurespotentially indicate that the fossil had
similar hearingcapabilitiesto N. phocoenoides. The shapes of the pterygoid sinuses of the
fossil differ from those ofN. phocoenoides, indicatingthatthe sinuses may not be associated in the aspects of hearing and consequently sound productionthat were inferred from
cochlear morphology.Thus, while the medial relationshipof the pterygoid sinuses to the
ears suggests thatthey acousticallyisolate them and facilitatedirectionalhearing,the influence of the shape of these sinuses on sound productionand receptionremainsunclear.
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Friday 11:45
BIG TROUBLE AT LITTLE FISH LAKE: TAPHONOMY OF A DIVERSE VERTEBRATE MASS MORTALITY ASSEMBLAGE IN ALBERTA, CANADA
RALRICK,Patricia,Univ. of Calgary,Calgary,AB, Canada
The vertebrateassemblage found at Little Fish Lake, Alberta, Canada,preserves a unique
mass mortalityevent with importantramificationsfor fossil microvertebrateand bonebed
studies. It is significantbecause it providesa rarerelativelymodernexampleof a taxonomically diverse accumulationin a lacustrinesetting. Found on the beach are countless disarticulatedbones, made up mainly of fish and frog remains. Bison bones are also abundant
with less common occurrences of small mammal, bird and reptile remains. Forty-five
articulatedfish skeletons, including such delicate elements as scales, form a sinuous line
which designates the paleoshoreline. The bone layer is a thin 1 to 2 centimetersin thickness adding to the belief that the accumulationis from a catstrophicevent, possibly the
result of a toxic algal bloom. Historicalevidence indicatesthat the site is 120 to 275 years
old. Radiocarbondating currentlyunderwaywill help to pinpointthe date of this accumulation.
Initially it was believed that the site was a wholly disarticulatedassemblage deposited
on the beach by wave action. However, the site is formed by in situ articulatedfish, frogs
and possibly other faunathat are being exposed by eolian and fluvial processes resultingin
their disarticulationand transport. Interestingly,thereis no visible evidence of this reworking on the bones themselves. The majorityof the damageto the bones has been caused by
exposure ratherthan transport.
The processes of accumulationare currentlyongoing. They can be observed and documented. For example, modem bones are being addedto this subfossil site by naturalattrition and transportby migratoryspecies, mainly gulls. This could lead to a false indication
of paleoecology and fauna. Futurestudy of these processes will furtherelucidatethe ways
in which fossil bonebeds and microvertebratessites located worldwide were formed.
Saturday11:30
THEROPOD DINOSAURS FROM THE LATE JURASSIC OF TANZANIA AND
THE ORIGIN OF CRETACEOUS GONDWANAN THEROPOD FAUNAS
RAUHUT, Oliver, Bayerische Staatssammlungffir Palaeontologie und Geologie, Munich,
Germany
Our understandingof Cretaceoustheropodfaunas from the SouthernHemispherehas been
greatly improved in recent years, due to numerousdiscoveries mainly in South America,
Africa and India/Madagascar.
However,the origin of these faunasis still poorly understood,
owing to the paucity of theropodsknown from the Jurassicof Gondwana.The famous Late
Jurassicdinosaurbeds of Tendaguru,Tanzania,are thus of special interest,since they have
yielded the only identifiable Late Jurassic theropod remains from Gondwana so far.
Unfortunately,theropodsare poorly representedin the materialcollected from that locality,
but even the sparse materialcan give importantinsights in the light of the recent discoveries from the Cretaceousof the SouthernHemisphere.
Only one of the taxa described from Tendaguruis based on adequatematerialand can
currentlybe regardedas valid, Elaphrosaurusbambergi.Elaphrosaurusis a very unusual
taxon that combines coelophysoid-likepresacralvertebraeand ilium with abelisauroid-like
limbs. All other Taxa described are based on undiagnostic material. The type tibia of
Allosaurus tendagurensis represents a large basal tetanuran. The type material of
Ceratosaurusroechlingi includes remainsof a very large probableallosauroidand a smaller Ceratosaurus-likeneoceratosaur.A Ceratosaurus-likeanimal is also indicated by the
premaxillaryteeth described as Labrosaurusstechowi, wheras the teeth of Megalosaurus
ingens show allosauroid and even carcharodontosauridcharacters.Thus, potentially only
allosauroidand
two taxa are representedby all this material,a possibly carcharodontosaurid
a Ceratosaurus-likeneoceratosaur.Furthertheropodtaxa are indicatedby isolated remains,
includingtibiae of a small basal tetanuranand a small to medium-sizedabelisauroid,as well
as remainsof a further,slenderlybuilt, largebasal tetanuranand a robust,largeabelisauroid.
In summary,the theropodfaunafrom Tendaguruis dominatedby neoceratosaurs(at least 3,
probably4 taxa) andbasal tetanurans(at least 3 taxa), whereas coelurosaursare conspicously absent. Thus, this fauna is more similar to CretaceousGondwananfaunas than to contemperaneousfaunas of Europe and North America, in which neoceratosaursare rare and
coelurosaursare abundant.
Poster Session I
COMPARATIVE MORPHOLOGY AND IDENTIFICATION OF DISASSOCIATED
CROCODYLIFORM OSTEODERMS FROM THE UPPER CRETACEOUS MAEVARANO FORMATION, MADAGASCAR
RAVELOSON,Miky Lova, Univ. of Tananarive,Antananarivo,Madagascar;WHATLEY,
Robin, SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,DC
Since 1993, many hundreds of isolated crocodyliform osteoderms have been recovered
from the MaevaranoFormationof northwesternMadagascarby joint expeditions of Stony
Brook Univ. andUniv. of Tananariveresearchers.Althoughcrocodyliformskeletal elements
are common in these deposits, they are rarelypreservedwith articulatedosteoderms,making taxonomic identification of isolated osteoderms problematic. Characteristicsof size,
shape, and texture of osteoderms associated with skeletal material of Mahajangasuchus,
Simosuchus, and Araripesuchuscontributeto a rubricfor identifying disassociated osteoderms of these taxa. Mahajangasuchusosteoderms have deeply sculpted dorsal surfaces
with accentuated or blade-like longitudinal keels and irregular margins. Although
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Romer Prize Session, Thursday11:45
EVOLUTION OF FORELIMB FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY IN SAUROPODOMORPH DINOSAURS
REMES, Kristian, Museum fir Naturkundeder Humboldt-Universittitzu Berlin, Berlin,
Germany
One of the key charactersof the sauropoddinosaursis theirobligate quadrupedalism,which
is also one of the necessary preadaptationsfor gigantism in this group. However, to date it
has never been shown how the functionaltransitionfrom "prosauropod"to "sauropod"fore
limbs, i.e. from short arms with graspinghands in primarybipedal ancestors,to columnar,
weight-bearingforelimbs in quadrupedaldescendantsmight have occurred.In this work, a
detailed study of bone morphologyof the pectoral girdle and forelimb in a large variety of
sauropodomorphs,basal saurischians, and basal dinosauromorphswas integrated with
reconstructionsof the forelimb musculature,which were achieved by applying the Extant
PhylogeneticBracketapproachof Witmer.The resultspermitnew insights on how this transition took place.
In the pectoralgirdle, the coracoidearotatefrom a ventralposition parallelto the vertebral column counterclockwise,facing anteroventrallyin higher prosauropodsand anteriorly in basal sauropods.Thus, the humerusrotatesfrom a ventrolaterallydirected,semi-erect
position to a fully erect condition, and the primaryabductor-adductormuscles (M. pectoralis, M. deltoideus, and others) change their function or are reduced,respectively.Other
muscles become more important,e.g. the posterior Mm. triceps complex takes over the
function of the primaryretractorof the humerus.A fully erect stance of the forelimb in
prosauropodsis impossible due to the posteroventrolateralorientationof the glenoid and the
inability to fully pronatethe hand, a problem that is avoided when a semi-erect stance is
assumed. In the forearm,the proximalend of the radiusrotatesat the elbow joint from lateral to anterior,allowing for a full pronationof the manus, and the flexor-extensormusculatureof the forearmand the manusbecomes reduced.However, the forearmpronatorsand
supinatorsare still large in basal sauropodsand likely played an importantrole in stabilizing the limb duringwalking. On the line to neosauropods,these key adaptationswere further optimized.
StudentPoster Session
HIND LIMB AND PELVIS PROPORTIONS OF HESPERORNIS REGALIS:A COMPARISON WITH EXTANT DIVING BIRDS
REYNAUD, F., Fort Hays State Univ., Hays, KS
Hesperornisregalis and other hesperornithiformsare often comparedto grebes or loons in
terms of their life habits, means of locomotion, and hind limb morphology. This comparison is widely used and accepted, and dates back to O. C. Marsh's 1890 monographon the
toothed birds. However, no quantitativeanalysis has previously been published to determine whetherthis is an accuratemorphologicalcomparison. Ratio, multivariate,and average Euclidian distance analyses of five modern species of foot-propelleddiver, including
one loon and two grebes, shows thatthe Common Loon, Gavia immer,is significantlysimilar to Hesperornis regalis, H. gracilis, and Parahesperornis alexi in terms of hind limb
bone length ratios,pelvis shape, andposition of the acetabulumon the pelvis. The Western
Grebe, Aechmophorus occidentalis, is also significantly similar to these three extinct
species when overall body size is removed from consideration;however, the Red-necked
Grebe, Podiceps grisegena, is not. Based on these results, the Common Loon is closely
analogous to Hesperornisregalis, H. gracilis, and Parahesperornisalexi, and, therefore,a
good model on which to base study of their hind limb musculatureand locomotion.
Poster Session II
IMPRINTS OF HORSE HOOVES IN THE SOUTHWESTERN NEOGENE FOSSIL
RECORD
REYNOLDS, Robert,LSA Associates, Inc., Riverside, CA
Neogene horse tracksin southernNevada and Californiaare reportedfrom only six localities. These limited tracks do not representall horse tribes known from fossil record.New
and previously undescribedhorse tracks in the Calico Mountains,Californiaand Meadow
Valley Wash,Nevada prompteda review of ichnite morphologiesfrom:ProsperityCanyon,
Calico Mountains,CA: late Hemingfordian(He2) NALMA Fossil Canyonarea,Mud Hills,
CA: middle Barstovian (Ba2) NALMA Shadow Valley Basin, north of Baker, CA: late
Barstovian(Ba2) NALMA Muddy Creek Formation,Moapa, NV: late Hemphillian(Hh4)
NALMA CopperCanyonFormation,Death Valley,CA: early Blancan (B1I) NALMA Lake
Tecopa Sediments, Shoshone, CA: late Irvingtonian(Ir II) NALMA Trackmeasurements
are comparedto determineif hoof wall thickness increases with geologic age and phylogenitic time; if the surfaceareaof the hoof sole increasesover time; and if increasesin these
two metricsare related.The ratio (length to width) of each horse trackwas computedto differentiate elongate from equant tracks. Measurementsof horse hoof wall thickness from
CaliforniaandNevada increasethroughtime from the late HemingfordianNALMA through
the middle IrvingtonianNALMA, suggesting an evolutionary trend toward thicker hoof
walls. A V-shapedfrog in equid tracksis first noted in one of three ichnomorphsfrom early
Blancan (4.33 Ma) sedimentsat CopperCanyon,where two horse ichnomorphsare equidimensional and the thirdis elongate. This suggests two monodactyl(pliohippine)forms and
one tridactyl(hipparionine)form, the latterprint containing a frog. The area displaced by
the horse hoof varies through time, perhaps reflecting locomotion or habitat.Trackratio
increases in the Barstovian, but remains within certain limits (1.0-1.6) through the late
Cenozoic. Small slenderhorse tracksfrom the late Miocene of Moapa,Nevada may repre-
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sent tridactylNannippus.This study helps quantifythe record of equid foot morphologyin
the Neogene fossil record.Data gathereddoes not differentiatemonodactylequid feet from
tridactylequid feet where the lateralphalanges do not touch the groundduringstandingor
walking.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday 8:00
DEAD ON ARRIVAL: OPTIMIZING CT DATA ACQUISITION OF FOSSILS
USING MODERN HOSPITAL CT SCANNERS
RIDGELY,Ryan,WITMER,Lawrence,Ohio Univ., Athens, OH
Medical CT scanning at local hospitals is often the best option given constraintson costs,
fossil size, travel risks, etc. Advances in medical scanninghave allowed greaterresolution
and improved ability to image high-density objects such that the capabilities of hospital
scanners now overlap those of 'industrial'scanners. However, hospital CT techs are not
paleontologists. Thus, we provide guidelines to assist both paleontologist and CT tech in
optimizingdataacquisition.If 3D visualizationis a goal, then contiguoushelically-acquired
slices are essential. Thin slices are necessary to resolve fine details (such as foramina),and
most modem scanners can reach sub-millimeterresolutions (500-600 microns). For large
fossils, a separatethinly sliced datasetof, say, the braincaseregion can be digitally 'inserted' into a coarserdatasetof the whole skull. Contrastbetween fossil and matrixis better at
lower energies (120kV), althoughhigher energies (140kV) may be necessary.A 'bowtie filter' greatly improves image quality by pre-hardeningthe X-ray beam. CT techs typically
seek to minimize radiationdose, but high-dose scans (currentsup to 200mA, slow table
speeds) pose no risks to fossils and produce better results. The standardmedical grayscale
is optimized for the human body and can be the most severe limitationto the scanning of
dense fossils; many scanners, however, have an Extended Hounsfield or High Dynamic
Range mode, which provides a grayscale broad enough for very dense objects. The specimen should be aligned in the scannerto minimize the amountof materialthroughwhich Xrays must travel; restoration of canonical orientation can be done later with software.
Specimens plagued with 'streaking'artifactcan be scanned in more than one orientation
with differingprotocols, and the resultingdatasetscan then be registered.Slice reconstruction with a bone algorithmis typically preferredto the 'standard'(soft tissue) algorithm.
Data should be outputin digital DICOM formatratherthan film for subsequentanalysis.
Wednesday9:15
MORPHOLOGY AND PHYLOGENETICS OF EOSANIWA (SQUAMATA: REPTILIA) BASED ON HIGH-RESOLUTION X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
RIEPPEL, Olivier, Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago, IL; CONRAD, Jack,
AmericanMuseum of NaturalHistory,New York,NY; MAISANO, Jessica, Univ. of Texas,
Austin, TX
Eosaniwa koehni from the Eocene of Geiseltal (Germany)originally was describednearly
three decades ago, but it has remained an enigma since its discovery. The only known
specimen consists of a skull and fragmentarypostcraniapreservedin associationwith a partial Diplocynodon sp. (Crocodylia) skeleton. Because dorsal surface of the specimen is
imbeddedin an opaque epoxy plate, only the ventralview of the specimen has been available for description. Analysis of the exposed morphology led to an early referral of
Eosaniwa to Necrosauridae. Earliercladistic analyses includingEosaniwa were unable to
resolve its placement beyond suggesting a platynotan status. Although these analyses
included numerousfossil anguimorphs,they did not include mosasauroids.
We used high-resolutionX-ray computedtomography(HRXCT) for impoved morphological analysis of Eosaniwa, includingthe previously unknowndorsal surfaceof the specimen. Eosaniwa has dorsoventrallybroadjugals, very elongate nasals, and pairedfrontals
with well-developed subolfactoryprocesses that do not meet at midline. We also identified
the sphenoid, basioccipital, and humerusof the specimen among other new observations.
We incorporatedthese datainto a new cladistic analysis of 28 ingroupplatynotansrooted to
two shinisauridoutgroupsscored for 155 informativemorphological characters. A strict
consensus of three shortestrecovered trees suggests that Eosaniwa is the sister-taxonto a
clade composed of Paravaranus, Dolichosauridae,and Mosasauroidea. This clade is the
sister group of a clade containing Telmasaurus,Saniwides, and crown varanids within
Varanoidea.
Poster Session III
LOCAL EVOLUTION OF LATE PLEISTOCENE CAPRINAE AND HYAENIDAE
IN THE NORTHEASTERN PART OF THE PYRENEAN MOUNTAINS (FRANCE)
RIVALS, Florent, Univ. of Hamburg,Hamburg,Germany;TESTU, AgnHs,CNRS UMR
5198, Tautavel,France
The PyreneanMountainsare characterizedby high levels of endemism in modern faunas
and floras (e.g. Pyreneandesman or water-mole, Galemyspyrenaicus; Pyreneansalamander, Euproctusasper; or Pyreneanrock lizard,Lacerta bonnali). This endemism was to be
the result of glaciations which geographicallyisolated some areas of southernEuropeduring Pleistocene. We tested this hypothesis by studying the evolution of Caprinae and
Hyaenidaefound in three late Pleistocene localities of the northeasternPyreneanMountains
(France),datedfrom 90,000 to 60,000 years B.P.:Caunede l'Arago,Arche cave, and PortelOuest cave. The data obtainedon populationsof tahr,(Hemitraguscedrensis), ibex (Capra
caucasica), and cave hyena (Crocuta crocuta spelaea) were comparedwith those of the
French Massif Centralpopulations(BouxHs,Hortus,Baume Moula-Guercy,Saint-Marceld'Ardiche) and Provence ones (Adaouste, Bau de l'Aubesier). This study is mainly based
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upon dental and postcranial charactersand measurements.Typical dental features were
found on the northeasternPyrenees species only, for Caprinaeand hyena as well. Ibex, for
instance, shows a reducedmetastylarwing on the M3, narrowparastyleand metastylewith
low relief The two species of Caprinaepresent also a reductionin size of all anatomical
parts,especially on metatarsaland phalanx.Populationsof the Massif Centraland Provence
do not display such a reduction.Pyreneanpopulations of hyena show a narrowP4 in its
anteriorpart and a p4 with a short protoconid.All these featuressuggest a local evolution
of Caprinaeand Hyaenidaeduringthe late Pleistocene, supportingthe hypothesis that the
northeasternpart of the Pyrenees was geographically isolated from the IberianPeninsula
and the rest of continentalEuropeduringthe coldest periods of the late Pleistocene.
Poster Session II
BRIEF REPORT ON NEW PTEROSAUR (PTEROSAURIA, PTERODACTYLOIDEA) SPECIMENS FROM THE CRETACEOUS OF MOROCCO
RODRIGUES, Taissa, KELLNER, Alexander, Museu Nacional/UFRJ, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil; MADER, Bryn, Long IslandNaturalHistory Museum, Levittown, NY; RUSSELL,
Dale, North CarolinaState Univ., Raleigh, NC
Pterosaurremains from Africa are rare.Most of them were found in Morocco, particularly
in the terrestrialCretaceous(Albian-Cenomanian)redbedsthat outcrop in several areasof
the country.Among the most significant is Siroccoptenrxmoroccensis (Anhangueridae),
which is based on the rostralpartof an upperjaw, an azhdarchidcervical vertebra,and isolated remains referred to the Pteranodontidae,Azhdarchidaeand Tapejaridae.Here we
report three more specimens that were collected from the Albian/Cenomanianstrata of
Tafilalt,southeasternMorocco.The firstone is a righthumerus(NMC 50814), which is broken in two parts and has an estimated length of 300 mm. The deltopectoralcrest was broken off, but the distal end of the humerusis quadrangular,similarto the condition observed
in the Tapejaroidea.A large pneumaticforamenis presentventrally at the base of the deltopectoralcrest. There is also a large and high muscle scar on the dorsal surfaceof the shaft
and a smaller one on the ventral side, both more developed in this specimen than in other
pterosaurs.This humerus differs from other pterosaursand is tentatively referredto the
Azhdarchidae,which due to its size representsan animal of a wingspan around5.5-6 m,
making it one of the largestAfrican pterosaursknown so far. The second specimen is an
elongatedmid-cervicalvertebra(length: 104 mm), bearinglow neuralspine, conditionpresent in the Azhdarchidae.Three pneumatic foraminaborderthe neural canal, one on each
side and anotherdorsalto it. It lacks the ventralpneumaticopenings lateralto the hypapophysis present in a previous azhdarchidcervical (LINHM 014) reportedfrom this country,
suggesting the presenceof at least two azhdarchidpterosaursin this deposit. The thirdspecimen (CMN No. 50859) is an edentulous rostraltip of a jaw, 43 mm long, which belongs
either to Pteranodontidaeor Azhdarchidae,the latter being favored here. Despite being
incomplete, the specimens recorded from Morocco indicate the presence of a diverse
pterosaurfauna in the middle partof the Cretaceousin this region.
Poster Session III
FIRST EVIDENCE OF ENVENOMATION SALIVARY APPARATUS IN FOSSIL
SHREWS (MAMMALIA)
ROFES, Juan,CUENCA-BESCOS,Gloria, ZaragozaUniv., Zaragoza,Spain
Predationusing salivaryvenom apparatusesis extraordinaryin mammals.The only venom
salivaryapparatusknown for a living mammalis thatof the CaribbeanSolenodon,while for
a fossil mammal it was described quite recently in a known Paleocene Cimolesta,
Bisonalveus. Venomoussaliva is somewhat more common; yet only Eulipotyphlansas the
shrews Blarina, Crocidura,Neomvs, and the solenodontidSolenodon are the living mammals with poisonous saliva. A new anatomicaltrait for shrews reveals the first example of
what appearsto be an envenomationsalivaryapparatus.Evidences of this characteremerge
in two soricine fossil taxa from the Pleistocene of Atapuerca,Burgos, Spain. Both taxa are
documentedby well-preservedspecimens from two of the Early Pleistocene cave deposits
of the Sierrade Atapuerca:the Sima del Elefante(ca. 1.25-1.5 Ma) and the GranDolina (ca.
0.78-0.9 Ma). Two different species of large shrews, Beremendiafissidens and a yet nondescribed soricine have evolved specialized teeth with gutter-likegrooves along the medial side of the crown of the lower incisors, being similar to those described in the modern
Solenodon. In the lower mandible,the presence of a largersymphysis probablyaccommodate strongerarticularsoft tissue. Concluding,the salivary apparatusof these large shrews
may be an evolutionaryadaptationthat was probablyrelated to an increase in body mass
and the need of huntinglargersize prey.
Poster Session I
USAGE OF IMAGE-BASED 3D MODELING PROCESS FOR RECONSTRUCTION OF UPPER CRETACEOUS BRAZILIAN SIDE-NECKED TURTLE BAURUEMYS ELEGANS (SUAREZ, 1969) (PLEURODIRA: PODOCNEMIDIDAE): A
PRELIMINARY STUDY
ROMANO, Pedro Seyferth, AZEVEDO, Sergio Alex, MONNERAT,Marcos Coutinho,
HAGUENAUER, Cristina, CUNHA, Gerson Gomes, Federal Univ. of Rio de Janeiro
(LAMCE/UFRJ),Rio de Janeiro,Brazil
Over the last decade several methodologies applied on the obtaining,editing, and physical
prototyping of fossil vertebratethree-dimensional(3D) files have been developed. Most
tools used to obtain such files need expensive and specialized equipments such as
ComputedTomographyor 3D Surface Scanners.Image-based3D modeling is an alterna-
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tive procedurefor creatingquality 3D files from still images using a conventionalcamera.
A preliminarystudywas performedusing some Bauruemyselegans specimens collected on
type-locality (Pirapozinho,Sio Paulo State, Campanian-Maastrichtian)
aiming to construct
a 3D databaseof this pleurodiranfossil turtle.Photos were takenwith a Fuji FinePix S5100
(4 megapixel digital camera), treatedwith MS Easy CameraCalibrationTool and Adobe
Photoshop 7; 3D files were createdusing 3D Software Object Modeller Pro 2 (3D SOM).
A VirtualReality Modell of B. elegans was constructedtroughthe following steps: (1) preparethe room with 3D SOM specific printedmat plus a high contrastbackdropfor the camera position identificationand to simplify the mask of the photographs;(2) take 30-40 photos of the fossil on a printedmat from differentviewpoints to get all the shape and texture
details of the fossil; (3) eliminatepicturedistortionwith a cameracalibrationtool; (4) clean
the backgroundand adjustbrightness/contrastof all pictures;(5) automaticallygeneratepicture masks and adjust them; (6) generate wireframe and surface; (7) generate the surface
texture;and (8) export the 3D file. The VirtualReality Modeling Language (VRML) was
chosen because it is an open source formatfully supportedthat requiresonly a browserand
a freewareplugin to be visualized and can be openned by almost every 3D modeling software. Such procedureenables fast and low cost 3D acquisitionof small and mediumvertebratefossils and might be applicablewith largerones as well, which would requirecareful
room preparation.Furthermore,the preliminaryresults indicatedthatImage-based3D modeling is potentially a powerful alternativetechnique to vertebratefossil reconstructions,
especially to web publishing.
Wednesday2:00
FIRST JURASIC TRICONODONT FROM SOUTH AMERICA
ROUGIER, Guillermo, Univesity of Louisville, Louisville, KY; GARRIDO, Alberto,
Museo Carmen Funes, Plaza Huincul, Argentina; GAETANO, Leandro, Universidad de
Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina; PUERTA, Pablo, Museo E.Feruglio, Trelew,
Argentina;NOVACEK,Michael, AmericanMuseum of NaturalHistory,New York,NY
The Queso Rallado quarry in the Middle Jurassic CafiadonAsfalto Formation, Chubut
province Argentina is so far the only South American locality providing Jurassic mammalian remains.The australosphenidAsfaltomylospatagonicus and a closely related form
have been reportedfrom that locality. We reporthere on the first discoveries of a triconodont from that locality. The first specimen and type of a new species is an isolated lower
molariform.The tooth is dominatedby five mesiodistally aligned cusps. The main cusp (a)
is the tallest,while b and c are subequalin height;two small accessory cusps (d and e) occupy the mesial and distal extremesof the molariform.The largestcusps (a-c) are recumbent,
in particulara and c. Thereis a poorly differentiatedcusp g but no distinctcingulumis present. The roots or crown are not grooved for molar interlock,which as suggested by the flaring of cusp d was probablyin echelon. The whole tooth is extremely buccolingually compressed, determininga very gracile cusp morphology.The compression of the tooth, and
recumbencyof cusps is reminiscentof the Early CretaceousIchthyoconodonjaworowskorum from Morocco, but the relative cusp proportionsare different.The new taxon is similar to the very incomplete Triconolestescurvicuspis from the Jurassicof Utah in cusp proportionsand recumbency,but far more compressed.The retentionof a primitivecusp g and
the derived natureof the remainderof the crown suggest a peculiar taxon possibly related
to the generalized Jurassictricodontsof the northernlandmasses,but exhibiting a certain
degree of endemic development; the same conclusion can be drawn for the australosphenidansfrom Queso Rallado. The molariformshows a mosaic of featurespresent
among Triconodontidae and the plesiomorphic "amphilestidae" Previously reported
Cretaceoustriconodontsfrom South America are probablybest interpretedas dryolestoid
premolars.New Jurassicspecimens havejust been collected, includingcranialand postcranial remains,that will provide a much broadercomparativebasis for this enigmatic triconodont.
Poster Session III
QUANTITATIVE METHODS FOR EXTRACTION OF LIFE HISTORY DATA
FROM PROBOSCIDEAN TUSK GROWTH RECORDS
ROUNTREY,Adam, FISHER,Daniel, Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
Structuralfeaturesof tusk dentin in mastodonsand mammothsliving undertemperate-latitude conditions include an intermediate scale of lamination (between years and days)
markedby dark-lightcouplets recurringin a patternof about26/yr (in mastodons)or 52/yr
(in mammoths).These "second-order"incrementsapparentlyform at a fixed periodicity,
and a time-series of the thicknesses of consecutive incrementsthus monitors the rate of
additionof tusk dentin,which is relatedto nutritionalstatus.
Previously, identificationof phases in life history defined by major physiological or
social changes (e.g. eviction from the matriarchalfamily unit, onset of musth)was based on
qualitativeassessment of growth incrementprofiles. In this study, statisticalmethods were
used to identify:(1) atypical annualprofiles thatmight marklife historytransitions,and (2)
sets of similarprofiles reflecting stages between transitions.Growthprofiles for each of the
32 full years representedin a tusk of a male American mastodon were treatedas separate
time-series, normalizedto 26 incrementsby linear interpolation,and analyzed using pairwise Kolmogorov-Smirnovtests and principal components analysis. Results from the
Kolmogorov-Smirnovtests and from comparisonof pair-wise multivariateEuclidean distances in principalcomponentspace portraya life history divided into three phases by two
unique years. In agreementwith the previous qualitativeassessment,these tests identify the
thin, aseasonalyear 12 as an atypicalyear ending the juvenile phase and probablyassociat-
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ed with eviction from the matriarchalfamily unit. A homogeneous sequence of late teen
years is punctuatedat age 20 with a year in which growthrateis relativelyhigh. The remaining portionof life consists of years that show similaritiesinterpretedas reflecting annually
recurringmusth episodes. Qualitativeand quantitativeresults are thus closely comparable,
but quantitativemethods enhance our ability to summarizepattems underlyingthe similarities and differences among years.
Friday2:15
TITANOSAURS FROM THE ATACAMA DESERT
RUBILAR-ROGERS,David, Universidadde Chile, Santiago, Chile
Titanosaursare the best representeddinosaursin Mesozoic rocks from the AtacamaDesert.
Although all the specimens of those sauropodsare restrictedto two localities of northern
Chile, the remains are comparativelyabundantand well preserved.The fossils come from
the Cretaceousoutcrops in the QuebradaCortaderalocality (TolarFormation),a sequence
of red sedimentswith conglomerates,sandstonesand siltstones, in the Antofagastaregion;
and from the Quebradala Higuera locality (HornitosFormation),a sequence of lacustrine
deposits, in the Atacamaregion. The Quebradala Higueralocality has the best preservation,
presentingonly slightly distortedelements. The materialrecovereduntil now, in both localities, includes several postcranialelements, but skull elements have not been recoveredyet.
The bones are particularlyslendercomparedwith other titanosaursof the same size.
A preliminaryphylogenetic analysis of the titanosaurspecimen (SNGM-1) found in the
Quebradala Higuera,indicatesthatthis taxon sharesmore affinities with the laurasianform
Opisthocoelicaudiaskarzynskiiand the titanosaurinaeindet. (DGM series B) from Brazil,
than othertitanosaurssuch as Saltasaurinaefrom SouthAmerica.The paleogeographicdistributionof these specimens was restrictedto a slender continentalborder surroundedfor
epicontinentalseas only connected to the mainlandby its southernportion, a predominant
condition duringthe Cretaceousin the northand centralChile. The slenderbones found in
theses specimens could be relatedto this condition of restrictedarea, which could be comparedwith the "islandrule"of the ecological theory.
Saturday9:15
A NEW PACHYRHINOSAURUS-LIKE CERATOPSIAN FROM THE UPPER
DINOSAUR PARK FORMATION (LATE CAMPANIAN) OF SOUTHERN ALBERTA, CANADA
RYAN, Michael, Cleveland Museum of NaturalHistory,Cleveland, OH; TANKE, Darren,
BRINKMAN,Don, EBERTH,David, Royal TyrrellMuseumof Palaeontology,Drumheller,
AB, Canada;CURRIE,Philip, Univ. of Alberta,Edmonton,AB, Canada
In 2001 an almost complete, but disarticulated,adult-sized centrosaurineceratopsid was
collected from the transgressiveDinosaur Park Formation(DPF) at Dinosaur Provincial
Park (DPP) near Iddesleigh, Alberta. The skull resembles new, undescribed
Pachyrhinosaurus-likematerial from the Late CampanianWapiti Formation of Grand
Prairie,Alberta, located approximated640 km NE of DPP. The nasal ornamentationis a
large pachystoticboss, whereas the postorbitalornamentationsare deeply excavated bosses. Surface featuresindicate that this is an old individual.Extremepathological deformations are presentin the anteriorparietalbar and in many of the phalanges,possibly indicating the cause of death. A preliminaryphylogenetic analysis indicates that it is the sister
taxon to the clade containingPachyrhinosauruscanadensis and the new taxon from Grande
Prairie.
The specimen occurs near the top of the DPF in a stacked channel succession that cuts
out the lowest coal of the 15 m thick LethbridgeCoal Zone. The specimen was deposited
on a point bar in a meanderingchannelthat experiencedseasonal-to-subseasonalvariations
in flow regime and depth, as a result of tidal influences and/orepisodic rainfall.Dates from
bentonites that bracketthis intervalsuggest an age of 75.1 Ma. Thus, it is approximately
temporallyequivalentto Achelousaurusfrom the Two Medicine Formationof Montanaand
indicates an evolutionarytrendtowardsthe developmentof nasal and postorbitalbosses in
Late Campaniancentrosaurines. In an upsection stratigraphiccontext within the Dinosaur
ParkFormationthe new centrosaurinereplaces Styracosaurusand is an additionalcomponent in a significant faunal change in the upperDPF that is also markedby the first occurrence of the chasmosaurineChasmosaurusirvinensisand the lambeosaurineLambeosaurus
magnicristatus.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday 12:00
A 3D CRANIAL ANIMATION OF EDMONTOSAURUS FOR TESTING FEEDING
HYYPOTHESES
RYBCZYNSKI,Natalia, TIRABASSO,Alexander,CanadianMuseum of Nature, Ottawa,
ON, Canada;CUTHBERTSON,Robin, CarletonUnversity,Ottawa,ON, Canada;HOLLIDAY, Casey, Ohio Univ., Athens, OH
The success ofhadrosauriandinosaurshas largelybeen attributedto theirhighly specialized
craniodentalsystem. Most notableis the hypothesizedpresence of a pleurokinetichinge that
permittedrotationalmovement of the maxilla about the premaxilla. Pleurokinesiswould
have allowed mediolateraldisplacementof the upper tooth rows during dental occlusion,
resulting in a transversepowerstroke.To achieve pleurokinesisthe skull must also permit
mobility at other cranial "joints",including the postorbital/jugal,maxilla-jugal/lacrimal,
palatine/pterygoid,and quadrate/squamosalcontacts. Pleurokinesis has been previously
evaluated using a kinematic linkage system (i.e., work of Weishampel),but has not been
tested with a model that incorporatesdetailedjoint geometries in 3D space. Here we report
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on the developmentof a 3D kinematicanimationmodel that will allow us to test pleurokinesis and otherhypotheses of cranialkinesis in extinct taxa. The model was constructedby
scanning the disarticulatedelements of Edmontosaurusregalis (CMN 2289) with a 3D surface colour scanner(Arius 3D). Individualelements were importedinto an animationsoftware (3D StudioMaxv.8). Elements found to be substantiallydeformedwere digitally corrected based on data from comparativespecimens. In the 3D application,a hierarchalkinematic chain of bony elements was assembledand mobilized using InverseKinematics(IK).
IK is an animationmethod in which the positional orientationof the "child-element"determines the positional orientationof the "parent-element";based on joint constraints,pivot
locations, and hierarchallinkage of the elements. In our case, the dentaryassumes the role
of a "child"and is linked to the quadrate"parent",which in turn, is linked to the maxilla
througha "wiringsystem" (differentfrom IK). In the wiring system any positional change
experienced by the maxilla during dental occlusion is translatedback to the quadrate.
Though preliminary,the model shows some of the intracranialmovements to be unexpectedly large or unrealistic compared to deformationspreviously recorded among kinetic
lizards, the most appropriateextant models. The results show that the IK modeling system
is highly suitable for testing hypotheses of dinosaurchewing kinematics.
Friday2:00
CROCODYLIAN CRANIAL SHAPE: PHYLOGENY VS. ECOMORPHOLOGY
SADLEIR,Rudyard,Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL
Crocodylianphylogeny remainsproblematicand characterizedby conflicting phylogenetic
signals, characterhomoplasy,and characteratavisms. Most phylogeneticambiguityrelates
to Gavialis and Tomistoma,where a secondary signal associated with their longirostrine
conditionaccountsfor 70% of morphologicalcharacterssupportingincongruenttopologies.
The longirostrine(slender-snout)condition is one of five identified eusuchiancranialmorphotypes thoughtto reflect functionaland/orecological specializations. Using concentrated changes, the affect of ecomorphologyon cranialcharacterstate gains in phylogeny was
tested for transitionsamong generalized,blunt, and slender snouted ecomorphs. 120 published cranialcharacterswere tested on the gains of three skull ecomorphsusing 92 taxa on
morphologicalphylogenies, 13 taxa on molecular phylogenies, and 62 taxa on combined
data phylogenies. In addition,trees were reducedto 11 taxa to test the effect of taxonomic
sample size on hierarchicalsignals identifiedby reverse successive weighting. For concentrated changes tests, minimizing or maximizing the number of steps for ecomorph gains
under both ACCTRAN and DELTRAN optimizationsresolved tree polytomies. Because
resolving polytomies limits the analyticalpower of concentratedchanges tests, "tree-free"
charactercompatibilitytests of characterindependencewere also conductedon the morphological data matrix. Test results suggest ecomorphs affect cranial characterstate gains in
phylogeny. Of 120 cranial characters,concentratedchanges identify 52 character state
changes that significantly correlatewith transformationto the slender-snoutedcondition,
and 40 characterstates significantly correlatingwith transitionsto generalized and bluntsnoutedecomorphs.Characterconcentrationsare found for transitionsto each of the generalized, blunt,and slenderecomorphotypeson morphological,molecular,and combineddata
tree topologies. Cranialcharacterstate transitionsare affected by cranialecomorphotypes,
suggesting crocodylianphylogeny could be misled by non-phylogeneticvariablesaffecting
cranialmorphology.
Saturday3:30
THE FIRST 120 MILLION YEARS OF TETRAPOD EXPANSION: TERRESTRIAL
COMMUNITY EVOLUTION THROUGH THE PALEOZOIC
SAHNEY, Sarda,BENTON, Michael, Univ. of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
Recent computationaladvancementshave allowed palaeontologiststo employ databasesto
develop an understandingof the diversificationof life. In this study a datasetof 40 communities was collected in a relationaldatabasesystem to track changing tetrapodalpha (community) diversitythroughthe Paleozoic. These communitieswere limited to 'excellent faunas' with good preservationand collection history in orderto accuratelyrepresentcommunity diversity. Overall, the patternof tetrapodcommunity diversificationreflects that of
global diversification.
As changing geographyand climate reshapedthe environmentthroughthe Palaeozoic,
terrestrialtetrapods expanded greatly and their interactions grew increasingly complex.
Late Devonian single-species communitiesgave way to ecologically complex and taxonomically diverse Late Carboniferouscommunities of 20+ species. During the first 40my of
tetrapodhistory,global speciationrates exploded, a trendcorrelatedwith alpha diversity.A
few families conquered many geographic regions, and created global simplicity. In the
Moscovian, increasing endemism developed in terrestrialcommunities. Herbivores filled
empty niches, gaining a strongfoot hold by the Kasimovianand carnivoresbegan adopting
new, varied diets by feeding on insects and each other.Thepatternof tetrapodalpha diversification may reflect a Late/endCarboniferousextinction. During the stages crossing the
Carboniferous-Permian
boundary,there is a distinctdropin alphadiversity.Though a range
of body sizes existed throughout the Paleozoic, large animals were largely absent in
Kasimoviancommunities.Changes in alpha diversitymay also lend supportto the suggestion that the end-Permiancrisis was preceded by an earlier extinction event. Global and
alpha tetrapod data indicates a significant drop in diversity at the end of the Roadian
(Ufimian). Herbivoresdominatedthese communitiesand piscivores, which were alreadyin
steady decline, largely disappearedat this time. The proportionofinsectivores also dropped,
correlatingwith a continueddecline in insect diversity.
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standardpine device by six pounds.Additionalfeaturesare addedto the design to expedite
matrixprocessingand increasefunctionality.These include self-supportingA-framelegs for
stand-alone loading and sorting and a horizontal tray locking mechanism. Curved inside
comers help protect against sample cross-contamination.The ergonomic design reduces
operatorfatigue and increases output.

Wednesday9:00
GEOMETRIC MORPHOMETRIC ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF SKULL
SHAPE IN FOSSORIAL RODENTS
SAMUELS, Joshua,UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
Most rodent families include species with some fossorial habits and subterraneanrodent
species are known from 5 extant families. The cranial and postcranialmorphologies of
these rodents display similaritiesrelated to three types of digging: scratchdigging, chiseltooth digging, and head-lift digging. In chisel-toothdigging, procumbentincisors powered
by head and jaw muscles break up soil, followed by removal of the soil with the feet.
Head-lift digging uses the incisors and skull togetheras a "drill and shovel" combination.
In their most pronouncedforms, both of these digging types have recognizablecranialand
dental features. Adaptationsassociatedwith these digging types are seen in distantlyrelated families, reflecting widespread convergence over the course of rodent evolution. As
cranialmaterialfrom rodents is very common in the fossil record,comparativeanalysis of
skull shapes might reveal previously unrecognizedfossorial species.
This study uses a geometric morphometricapproachto examine skull shape characteristics associated with fossorial habits in rodents. Digital photos were taken and a set of
landmarkcoordinateswere scored for the skulls of 71 rodent species with a wide range of
locomotorand dietaryhabits. The Procrustesprocedurewas used to scale, align, and transform data for analyses. Relative warp and thin-platespline methods were used to characterize skull shape. Preliminaryresults show modifications of the skull in chisel-tooth and
head-lift digging rodents relative to species not adaptedfor digging. The skulls of these
rodents show highly procumbentincisors and elongate tooth rows, and head-lift diggers
also show an anterodorsallyinclined occipital region. Canonicalvariatesanalysiswas used
to infer the behavior of 14 extinct species from the family Castoridaebased on their skull
shapes. These extinct beavers displayeddiverse digging habits, includingchisel-tooth digging and head-lift digging forms similar to living subterraneanrodents. This diversity of
digging habits likely contributedto niche partitioningand prolongedco-occurrenceof multiple fossorial beavers in the same habitats.
Wednesday4:15
TALPID MOLE EVOLUTION IN SPACE AND TIME
SANCHEZ-VILLAGRA, Marcelo, BARROW, Eugenie, MACLEOD, Norman, The
Natural History Museum, London, United Kingdom; MOTOKAWA,Masaharu, Kyoto
Univ. Museum, Kyoto, Japan;HOROVITZ,In6s, Univ. of California,Los Angeles, CA
Talpidmoles exhibit one of the most specialized suites of morphologicalcharactersamong
any small mammalgroup. Specialized fossorial and more generalizedshrew-lookingmoles
inhabitboth NorthAmerica and Eurasiabut both faunasare endemic.A rich Eocene-Recent
fossil record makes this biogeographicpicture even more puzzling. We have investigated
the origin of mole characterswith a maximum parsimony analysis of 157 morphological
charactersusing species from all 17 living mole genera and four eulipotyphlansas outgroups. The resulting cladogram is in partial agreement with previous, more restricted
examinationsof morphologyand/ormoleculardata.The Japaneseshrew mole clade is fairly basal and is not closely relatedto the American shrew mole. The desmans were the next
clade in the tree, followed by Neurotrichus.The Eurasianfossorial mole clade Talpini is
likely monophyletic. The star-nosed mole was sister group to a clade consisting of the
Talpiniplus Scaptonyxand the Scalopini. Results of morphometricanalyses of the dentary
shows sharedpatternsof integrationacross all moderntaxa and is in agreementwith results
of the cladistic study.The phylogeneticposition of 30 fossil generawas also examined.This
was used to estimate completeness of the Talpidae fossil record (about 30%) and test
hypotheses regardingmigrationroutes and timing of intercontinentalexchange. Dispersal
among northerncontinentstook place duringall ages of the late Palaeogene and Neogene,
at least seven times. All majortalpid clades contain species from both North America and
Eurasia.These resutswere unableto resolve the questionof whetherstrictlyfossorial habits
in Talpidaeevolved twice independentlyor just once. Studies of the ecology of the living
Scaptonyxfusicaudus from China are necessary to address this issue. The phylogenetic
position of most talpid fossil taxa is based on just few characters,as most are based on just
humeri and/orisolated dental remains. The development of the skeleton of derived moles
furtherillustratesthe uniquenessof the morphologicalspecializationsof this group among
mammals.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday1:45
TERRESTRIAL REPTILE TRACKS AND MARINE REPTILE BODY FOSSILS
FROM THE LOWER MUSCHELKALK (MIDDLE TRIASSIC) OF WINTERSWIJK, THE NETHERLANDS
SANDER, Martin,KLEIN, Nicole, Univ. of Bonn, Bonn, Germany
The Winterswijkquarry(Lower Muschelkalk,lower Anisian) in the easternNetherlandsis
probably the most interestingMuschelkalk outcrop today, as far as vertebratefossils are
concerned.The quarryexposes a 40 m thick section of mud-crackedlaminatedcarbonate
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mudstones interpretedas tidal flat deposits similar to the Recent sabkhas of the Persian
Gulf. In additionto the extremely common and well preservedtracksand trackwaysof terrestrial reptiles (mainly Rhynchosauroidesand Procolophonichnium)covering countless
bedding planes, the Winterswijkquarryis yielding an ever increasing amount of partially
articulatedor complete skeletons of marine reptiles such pachypleurosaurs(Anarosaurus
and ?Dactylosaurus),nothosaurs(Nothosaurus), and the enigmatic Saurosphargis.These
fossils are of particularinterestbecause of their early geological occurrenceand because
they provide abundantmaterialof otherwise only poorly known taxa. Studyingmorphology and alphataxonomy of pachypleurosaursand nothosaursfrom Winterswijkwill result in
new and important insights into the phylogeny and evolution of the Sauropterygia.
Ecological questions can be answeredby focussing on the differentontogenetic stages and
by using bone histology to collect life history data. The highly unusual taphonomyof the
Winterswijkquarry,i.e. the combinationof footprintsof terrestrialreptiles (but no skeletal
material)and marinebody fossils (but no tracks),may be explained by wind tides bringing
in carcassesof marinereptiles and strandinglive animals,which then were scavenged upon
after the tide went out by terrestrialreptiles that had specialized on this resource.

Poster Session II
SEPARATING TERRESTRIAL FROM EXTRATERRESTRIAL EFFECTS ON K/T
EXTINCTIONS: CHANGES IN VERTEBRATES AND CLIMATE DURING LAST
10 MILLION YEARS OF CRETACEOUS IN SOUTHERN NORTH AMERICA
SANKEY,Julia, Turlock,CA
Understandingthe effects of climatic change on Late Cretaceousterrestrialecosystems is
importantin order to separatethe terrestrialfrom extraterrestrialfactors involved in the
Cretaceous/Tertiaryextinctions. Big Bend National Park, Texas has one of the southernmost and well-documentedLate Cretaceousvertebraterecords.The Late Cretaceouspaleoclimatic and paleoenvironmentalrecord for this area has been recently refined by Nordt et
al. (2003) and Atchley et al. (2004) from analysis of stable isotopes of carbonand oxygen
from carbonatenodules in paleosols. Althoughthe climate continuedto cool duringthe Late
Cretaceous and there was increased seasonality of temperatureand precipitationin Big
Bend, two short episodes of atmosphericwarming occurredfrom 70 to 69 Ma and 65.5 to
65 Ma. Changesin vertebratesfrom the last ten million years of the Cretaceousin Big Bend
are combined with this paleoclimatic record. Diversity of turtles is highest in the upper
Aguja Formation(late Campanianto early Maastrichtian),deposited duringwarm dry climates. Turtles are less diverse in the Javelina Formation (mid to late Maastrichtian),
depositedduringcooler and drierclimates. Diversity of theropoddinosaursis also higher in
the upperAguja comparedto the Javelina.Highest vertebratediversity,in the upperAguja,
correspondsto higher temperatures,a high stand in sea level, abundantfavorablehabitats
within the coastal and near coastal inland floodplain,and higher likelihood of fossil preservation. In contrast,the lowest vertebratediversity, in the Javelina, correspondsto cooler
temperatures,lower sea levels, a decrease of suitable habitatsfurtheron the inland floodplain, and lower chances of fossil preservation.An additionaland importantfactorwas seasonal aridity,which startedat least as early as the late Campanianand became more intense
and frequentin the Maastrichtian.

Saturday8:15
THE EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF PAIRED FINS: NEW DATA FROM
THE OSTEOSTRACI (AGNATHA)
SANSOM, Robert, Bristol Univ., Bristol, United Kingdom; JANVIER, Philippe, UMR
5143, CNRS, Mus6um National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France; DONOGHUE, Phil,
Bristol Univ., Bristol, United Kingdom
A growing body of evidence indicates that the extinct Osteostraci (cephalaspids)are the
closest relative of jawed vertebrates.As such, the Osteostraciprovide a much better perspective on the natureand origin of the primitivejawed vertebrateconditionthan any other
group, living or extinct. Most significantly, evidence from osteostracans indicates that
paired fins are not an apomorphyof jawed vertebratesbut evolved earlier,in the common
ancestorof Osteostraciandjawed vertebrates.The mixtureof finned and finless forms within the group complicates scenarios of pairedfin evolution, especially in the absence of any
establishedcomputerizedphylogenetic frameworkfor the group.
Here, a comprehensivephylogenetic study of the Osteostraciis presentedbforthe first
time, the impactof which is far reaching.Loss of pairedfins is found to have occuredwithin the Osteostraci(trenmataspids)
and furthermore, reversalsfrom a finnless to finned condition are suggested. New finds of exceptionally well-preservedllemoraspis kirkinskayae
Obruchev(Middle Devonian of Khakassia, Siberia) demonstratethe presence of pectoral
fins in this unusual, previously poorly known, osteostracan.Ilemnoraspisis firmly allied
with the SiberianTannuaspidaand nested the finless tremataspids,by a numberof morphological featuresdespite the presence of fins. The implicationis that at an early stage in the
evolution of vertebratepaired appendages,the acquisition, loss and possible reacquisition
of fundamentalcharactercomplexes, like paired fins, was not as exceptional or rareas previously envisaged. Rather,in this case at least, developmentprogrammeswere quite plastic
with loss and reversal being common. This may have implications for understandingthe
staggeredacquisitionof pectoral and pelvic paired appendages,and the presence of forms
that appearto possess supernumeraryfins, amongst basaljawed vertebrates.
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Poster Session I
INTEGRATING PALEOBIOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENTAL GENETICS: CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE FOSSIL RECORD TO THE STUDY OF FIN LOSS IN
TELEOST FISH
SANTINI, Francesco, Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada;CARNEVALE,Giorgio,
UniversitAdi Pisa, Pisa, Italy
With over 28,000 species, teleost fish representthe largestvertebrateclade. Most teleosts
rely on the movement of a combinationof paired and median fins for their locomotion.As
such, fins might be thoughtto be highly conserved structures.A survey of the morphological diversity of extant and fossil teleosts, however, reveals that some kinds of fins can be
very easily modified or lost, while others are much more highly conserved.The pelvic fins,
for example, have been lost at least 70 times independently,while the caudal fin is very
rarely lost.
Until now, relatively little attentionhas been paid to how fins are reducedor lost. In our
presentationwe will discuss briefly the patternof fin loss in teleosts. We will employ the
extant and fossil pufferfish and allies (Tetraodontiformes)as a case study to more closely
investigate the morphologicaland genetic phenomenathat might play a role in causing a
convergentloss of the pelvic and first dorsal fin. We will discuss evidence that morphological modules can be identifiedwithin the skeletal system of these fishes. We will also show
how some of these modules can be modified-likely throughprocesses taking place during
the early stages of development-until their final disappearance in adult individuals.
Finally, we will formulatesome hypotheses about the relationshipsbetween morphological
complexity and developmentalregulatorygenes in this clade. These hypotheses could perhaps be tested experimentallyusing developmental genetic methods. We will also show
how fossils play a key role in the study of fin loss in many groups,by providingintermediate stages that illustratehow morphologicaltransitionsoccurredin lineages now characterized by extant taxa with highly divergentmorphologies.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday3:00
AN ELASMOSAURID PLESIOSAUR FROM JAPAN AND ITS PHYLOGENETIC
RELATIONSHIPS
SATO, Tamaki, National Science Museum, Tokyo, Japan; BRYANT, Harold, Royal
SaskatchewanMuseum, Regina, SK, Canada;HASEGAWA,Yoshikazu,Gunma Museum
of Natural History, Tomioka, Japan; MANABE, Makoto, National Science Museum,
Tokyo, Japan
A new genus and species of elasmosauridplesiosaur is recently described based on a partial skeleton from the Lower Santonian(Upper Cretaceous)TamayamaFormation,Futaba
Group, in FukushimaPrefecture,Japan. Indeterminateelasmosauridsare common in the
Upper Cretaceousof the circum-Pacificregion, but the holotypeof the Japanesetaxon is the
first elasmosauriddiagnosableat the species level from the WesternPacific, and the oldest
in the NorthernPacific.
Phylogenetic relationshipsof the new taxon and other elasmosauridswere analyzed
using 176 characterscoded for 33 operationaltaxonomic units (OTU). More than a half of
the OTUs have more than 50% missing data, but there were only two MPTs. CI and RI
were low in comparisonwith those in previous studies of plesiosaurianphylogeny, indicating a high level of homoplasy. In the strictconsensus, all Cretaceouselasmosauridsexcept
for Brancasaurus formed a clade, and the Japanesetaxon appearedas a basal member of
this clade, within which most species from the Upper Cretaceousof the North American
WesternInteriorSeaway formed a subclade. Microcleidus and a clade of cryptocleidoids
were successive outgroups of the large elasmosauridclade. Bootstrap supportfor these
clades was very low (less than 50%), and the relationshipwithin the elasmosauridclade is
very sensitive to the selection of OTUs and characters. For example, in a re-analysis in
which a small number of OTUs representedonly by juvenile specimens were removed,
althoughmost Cretaceouselasmosauridsstill formeda clade, relationshipswithin the clade
changed drastically. Poorly known elasmosauridsfrom the SouthernHemispheresuch as
Tuarangisaurusand Aristonectes appearedoutside of this clade. The subclade of Western
Interiorelasmosauridswas recovered but its internalrelationshipswere different from the
first analysis, and the Japanesetaxon was more closely relatedto this subclade than in the
first analysis.
Neoceti Symposium, Saturday11:30
FEATURES IMPLYING THE BEGINNING OF BALEEN GROWTH IN AETIOCETIDS
SAWAMURA,Hiroshi, Ashoro Museum of Paleontology, Ashoro, Japan;OTANI, Seiji,
The Instituteof CetaceanResearch,Tokyo, Japan;ICHISHIMA,Hiroto, Fukui Prefectural
Dinosaur Museum, Fukui, Japan;ITO, Haruka,National Research Institute of Fisheries
Science, Yokohama, Japan; ISHIKAWA,Hajime, The Institute of Cetacean Research,
Tokyo, Japan
Aetiocetidae, which shows the most diverse features in Oligocene toothed mysticetes, is
expected to narrowthe gap between Archaeoceti and the true (baleen-bearing)Mysticeti.
Two crown generaofAetiocetidae, Aetiocetus and Morawanocetus,not only have teeth but
suggest to have the incipient baleen in the upperjaw. But featuresabout the baleen and the
feeding behavior are different between these genera, showing the mosaic pattern when
being comparedto basilosauridsor minke whale fetuses.
Charactersof the genus Aetiocetus include:homodonty,pointed cusped and single rooted molars with small denticles, large diastemawith irregularwidth, increase in tooth num-
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ber in some species, pits for the reception of the opposite molar apices between alveoli,
nutritionforaminaand grooves aroundteeth in a species (A. weltoni), large occipital shield
and antero-posteriorlythick cervical vertebrae.On the otherhand,Morawanocetus(include
AMP14, undescribed)has: heterodont,double-rootedand triangularcrowned molars with
accessory cusps, very small diastemain molars,the basin on the inside of uppermolar row
associated with a numberof nutritionforamina,nutritionforaminabetween foretoothalveoli, small occipital shield and thin cervical vertebrae.
In minke whale fetuses a largenumberof uneruptedtemporalconical teeth are formed
and the epitherialridge grows just inside of tooth row in the upperjaw. In the later stage of
the fetus in the wake of degradiationof temporalteeth baleen buds startto grow at the posteriorparton the epitherialridge.
Morawanocetusmay be succeeded from basilosauridsfeaturesin both of the situation
of the incipient baleen and the dentition and is agreeing only with the baleen situation of
minke whale fetuses. In charactersof the dentition Aetiocetus is similar to minke whale
fetuses. Aetiocetids are closing morphologicalgaps between Archaeoceti and baleen-bearing mysticetes as some contradictionsare remainedwithin the family Aetiocetidae.
Poster Session III
A PRELIMINARY REPORT OF A NEW SPECIMEN OF CHIROSTENOTES(OVIRAPTOROSAURIA: THEROPODA) FROM THE HELL CREEK FORMATION OF
NORTH DAKOTA
SCHACHNER, Emma, Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA; LYSON, Tyler, Yale
Univ., New Haven, CT; HANKS, Harold,MarmarthResearchFoundation,Marmarth,ND
Chirostenotesis a rare and poorly known, medium sized theropoddinosaurfrom the Late
Cretaceousof NorthAmerica.The genus is known mostly from cranialfragments,the vertebral column, and distal hindlimb and manual elements. Recent collections in channel
sandstonedeposits of the Hell CreekFormation(NorthDakota)have resultedin the discovery a new specimen of Chirostenotescomposed of multiple correspondingpostcranialelements. Recoveredelements include three cervical vertebrae,a complete scapulocoracoid,a
radius,an ulna, and a single dorsal rib.
The genus Chirostenotesencompasses two morphs that have been divided into distinct
species, C. pergracilis and C. elegans, however there are no diagnostic featureson the new
specimen that allow for any conclusive species assignment.The vertebraeof the new specimen sharethe following featureswith previously describedspecimens:the centrumis long
and narrow,there are pleurocoels in the centrum,the neuralarch is low and broad,and the
transverseprocesses are robustand subtriangularin transversesection. An unusualfeature
of the new specimen is the fusion of the cervical ribs with both the transverseprocesses and
the ventralportionof the centrum.The scapulocoracoidis a single fused element indicative
of an adult individual.The radiusand ulna are approximatelyequal in length, and the ulna
is bowed as in other oviraptors.The scapula, radius, and ulna are all elements previously
undescribedfor the genus Chirostenotes.Due to the general paucity of oviraptorosaurian
remainsthis specimen should help to resolve some of the phylogenetic ambiguitieswithin
this group.
Friday2:00
FINALLY,A VIRTUALLY COMPLETE SKULL OF CAMPTOSAURUS DISPAR
SCHEETZ, Rodney, Brigham Young Univ., Provo, UT; WEISHAMPEL,David, Johns
Hopkins Univ. School of Medicine, Baltimore,MD; BRITT,Brooks, BrighamYoungUniv.,
Provo, UT; CLOWARD,Karen, MILES, Clifford, WesternPaleontological Laboratories,
Lehi, UT
A partially articulatedskeleton of Camptosaurusdispar was recently recovered from the
MorrisonFormationof Bone CabinWestQuarry,Wyoming. Thejuvenile specimen (femur
length = 460 mm, 60% of largestknown specimen) is importantbecause it includesthe first
virtually complete skull of Camptosaurus-a skull that differs substantiallyfrom previous
reconstructions. Marsh's long, rectangular skull restoration featured on most
Camptosaurusmountswas largelybased on a more derivediguanodontskull, referredto C.
amplus, collected near Colorado Springs, Colorado in 1886. The new C. dispar skull
shows the skull is triangularin lateraland dorsal aspects, with a wide occiput and a short,
pointed snout. C. dispar differs from "C. amplus"in having a much larger lacrimalthat
extends along the top of the maxilla, a jugal that lacks a ventrallydeflected flange, a short
ventral process of the squamosal,a shorterquadrate,and less derived posteriormandible.
Althoughjuvenile, this specimen reveals cranial elements that differ significantly from the
"C. amplus"skull in featuresthatdo not reflect ontogeneticstatus,allying itself more closely to Dryosaurusthan to Iguanodon.
Poster Session III
A NEARLY COMPLETE THORACOSAURUS NEOCESARIENSIS (CROCODYLIA:
GAVIALIDAE) FROM THE LATEST CRETACEOUS-EARLIEST TERTIARY
HORNERSTOWN FORMATION OF NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.
SCHEIN, Jason, LACOVARA,Kenneth, Drexel Univ., Philadelphia,PA; GALLAGHER,
William, New Jersey State Museum, Trenton, NJ; POOLE, Jason, Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia,Philadelphia,PA
Fossilized remainsof Thoracosaurusneocesariensis (Crocodylia:Gavialidae)are relatively common within late Cretaceous to early Paleocene-age sediments of North America.
Unfortunately,these remainstypically include little post-cranialmaterial. The specimen of
T neocesariensis (NJSM NH 2005.2) described herein, excavated from the Maastrichian-
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Danian HornerstownFormationof New Jersey, is representedby cranial elements and an
unusually complete post-cranialskeleton.
Skull elements include approximately30 isolated teeth, a partialpremaxilla,the caudal portion of the left dentary,a partial surangular,the dorsocaudalregion of the skull
including both frontalsand portionsof the postorbitals,the parietals,and squamosals,and
the brain case, including the basioccipital, basipterygoidprocess, exoccipital, partialforamen magnum, and a partialparoccipitalprocess. Postcranialelements include the atlas,
axis, partialleft illium, partialischium, two partialhumeri,a scapulaand coracoid,nine cervical vertebrae,one complete and numerouspartialcervical ribs, twelve dorsal vertebrae
with numerouspartialribs, one sacral vertebra,a partialpubis, nine caudal vertebrae,two
femora,an astragalusand partialcalcaneum,threecompletephalanges,a partialmetacarpal,
and approximately30 osteoderms. The presence of finished bone on the caudal marginof
the dentaryindicates the presence of a mandibularfenestra,which previously has been a
matterof some debate. The presence of incompletelyfused suturesbetween vertebralcentra and dorsalprocesses, and between the frontalsand prefrontals,indicatethatthis individual was a sub-adultat the time of its death.
The specimen was recovered from glauconitic sands, interpretedas a shallow, biologically productive,paralic environment.This environmentalsetting is consistent with other
occurrencesof Thoracosaurussp. throughoutNorthAmerica.
StudentPoster Session
AMNIOTE OSTEODERM AND TURTLE SHELL BONE HISTOLOGY: TURTLE
ORIGINS REMAIN ENIGMATIC
SCHEYER,Torsten,Univ. of Bonn, Bonn, Germany
The turtlebauplanis uniqueamongvertebratesin having an anapsidskull configurationand
a rigid shell consisting of a dorsalcarapaceand ventralplastron.Shouldergirdle and hip are
shifted into the rib cage. Because of the fact that earliestturtlesalreadyexhibit such a body
configurationand the lack of intermediatefossils, the origin of turtlesis difficult to assess.
Prevalentmorphologicalhypotheses proposed turtles either as the descendantsof parareptilian pareiasaursor as sister clade to Sauropterygiaor to Lepidosauriawithin diapsid reptiles, while embryological studies suggest the turtlebauplanto be an evolutionarynovelty.
Recent molecularstudies detectedturtle-archosaursistergrouprelationships.To test this latest hypothesis, shell bone microstructuresof basal turtles Proganochelys quenstedti and
Proterochersisrobusta were assessed and comparedto osteoderms of archosaurs,a group
for which dorsal osteoderms are synapomorphic.The other hypotheses were addressedby
studying pareiasaur,placodont, and lepidosaur(i.e., Anguisfragilis) osteoderms.The neomorphic origin, though a possibility, is not testable by comparisonwith armoredpossible
sistergroups.
The bone histology suggests that archosaur,lepidosaur,and pareiasaurosteoderms are
homologous to the ossified dermalparts of the turtle shell. Even though turtle shell bone
histology is highly derived,the turtle-archosaurrelationshipis in accordancewith observed
structures.Osteodermsare not synapomorphicfor lepidosaurs,but a turtle-lepidosaursister
clade cannotbe refuted. On the other hand, the theory that turtles are deeply nested within
the Pareiasauriawith affinities to deriveddwarfpareiasaursis not reflectedby the bone histology. Placodontbody armoris distinct from that of all other amniotes in retainingcartilaginous tissue in the bone, opposing a relationship of turtles to sauropterygians.
Furthermore,the histological comparison to recent turtles that either prefer terrestrialor
aquatic habitats independentlyendorses the palaeoecological hypothesis that basal turtles
lived in terrestrialenvironments.
Poster Session III
QUARRYING IN THE PASCAGOULA FORMATION: FIRST MIOCENE
(HEMPHILLIAN) FAUNA OF TERRESTRIAL MAMMALS FROM THE CENTRAL GULF COAST EAST OF THE MISSISSSIPPI
SCHIEBOUT,Judith, HILL, Julie, TING, Suyin, HAGGE, Mark, WILLIAMS,Michael,
Louisiana State University,Baton Rouge, LA; BOARDMAN, Grant,Baton Rouge, LA
The first vertebratefauna from the PascagoulaFormation,and the first Miocene terrestrial
vertebratefauna from the centralGulf Coast east of the Mississippi has been recoveredby
quarrying at a new site christened the Tunica Hills Site, beginning in June of 2005.
Previously, the formation had been considered Miocene based on stratigraphicposition.
Miocene (early Late Barstovian) vertebrates from the Fort Polk region, west of the
Mississippi River, now number over 6,359 cataloged specimens, mainly recovered via
chemical treatmentand screening of rocks which formed as concentrationsof soil-formed
nodules. The new easternLouisianaTunicaHills Site yields mainly large andmedium-sized
mammals from a blue-green, clayey silt, rich in burrows and trails, which was probably
deposited in an estuary.A proboscidean(palate with two teeth and both tusks, one nearly
seven-foot-long) and the rhinocerosTeleoceras(pelvis, ribs, humerus,femur,andpartof the
tail) probablyoriginally arrivedat the site as floating carcasses. Initial identificationof the
artiodactylsand horses from the site suggests a Hemphillianage, between Hh2 and Hh4.
The most abundantartiodactylis a lamine camelid, either Pleiolama or Alforjas. A sixhorned antilocaprid,either Hexameryxor Hexobelomeryx,and a juvenile cervid are also
representedby teeth. Perissodactylmaterialin additionto Teloceras includes a dwarf rhinoceros fragmentarytooth, a lower premolar and two lower molars which resemble
Neohipparioneurystyle,and an upperpremolar,two lower premolars,andtwo lower molars
which appearmost similar to Nannippus.
The Pascagoula Formationis not even shown on the most recent Louisiana geologic
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map, because of its occurrencein steep creek walls andundermodem creek sands,but more
fossils from spots similar to the Tunica Hills Site are now expected throughoutthe Tunica
Hills area.Trialscreeningfor small forms has yielded a single molar of the rodentCopemys
and a natricinesnake vertebrae,along with fish, turtle, and crocodilianremains similar to
those recoveredfrom Fort Polk.
Friday3:00
ARCHIVING THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS OF SPECIMENS WITH HIGHRESOLUTION PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES-TEXTURE-MAPPING THE REAL
ON THE VIRTUAL
SCHLADER,Robert, Idaho State Univ., Pocatello, ID; CHAPMAN, Ralph, PETERSEN,
Christian,CLEMENT,Nicholas, IdahoVirtualizationLaboratory,Pocatello, ID
One of the biggest complaints about virtual models of paleontological specimens is that
they only preservethe shape-the visual detail of the specimen is not conservedin rendered
versions. This is indeed true for models built on either the three-dimensionalpoint clouds
producedby surface scanners or from the fused cross-sections provided by CT and other
medical scanners. Three-dimensionalmodels produced using photogrammetryare more
photorealistic,providingimages more like the original,but the three-dimensionaldata they
generateare not as complete as thatprovidedby surfaceor medical scanners.They are also
less useful for subsequentprocesses like animationand prototyping.To produce the best
archive of our importantspecimens, and the most visually effective researchand outreach,
we want to have the best of both worlds-high resolutionmodels and high resolutionphotographs. The solution can be drawn from Hollywood 's digital effects industry:texturemappinghigh-resolutiontwo-dimensionalphotographsonto the three-dimensionalmodels
generatedby surface or medical scanners.This is a labor-intensiveprocess but the results
can be spectacular.The resultsarevirtualmodels thatcan be workedwith in theirbasic form
(e.g., a point cloud) and given various characteristicsduringthe renderingprocess, or they
can be viewed-in full three-dimensions-in a form that looks just like the original. This
serves to optimize the quality of the archivedspecimen while providingan additionalimpetus to thoroughlyphotographthese importantspecimens. The end result is a productthat
will better serve education,exhibition, and researchneeds. Examples are given from various vertebrates,including dinosaurs,Tertiarymammals,and humans.
Poster Session II
DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES OF PLESIOSAUR FROM THE UPPER CRETACEOUS TROPIC SHALE, SOUTHERN UTAH
SCHMEISSER,Rebecca, NorthernArizona Univ., Flagstaff,AZ
A closely associated pliosauromorph(short-neckedplesiosaur) skeleton was excavated in
2005 from a site in the Upper Cretaceous(Cenomanian-Turonian)
TropicShale. The site is
located within Glen CanyonNational RecreationArea and is the first nearly complete individual recovered from this region. The skeleton is remarkablywell preserved, although
heavily fractured.The specimen consists of a nearly complete skull and jaws, teeth, an
incomplete set of vertebraeand ribs, scapulae, coracoids, nearly complete forelimbs, ilia,
ischia, pubes, nearly complete hindlimbs,and associatedpaleogastroliths.
Following preparationand description,the new plesiosaur skeleton can be placed within the family Polycotylidae. Severalcharactersare similarto those seen in otherpolycotylid
plesiosaurs.However, the unique combinationof charactersfound in the new specimen, as
well as the presence of several previously unrecognizedcharacterspermits the assignment
of a new species. Additionally,several charactersare similar to one genus of polycotylid
(Dolichorhynchops)while several other charactersare similar to another genus of polycotylid (Trinacromerum).This suggests that the new specimen could be an intermediate
between the two genera. Therefore, specimens of Dolichorhynchops and Trinacromerum
should be reevaluatedto determinewhetherthey should be synonymized.
VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday9:00
OSSIFICATION SEQUENCES AND SKULL EVOLUTION IN LOWER
TETRAPODS
SCHOCH,Rainer,StaatlichesMuseum fuer Naturkunde,Stuttgart,Germany
Recent discoveries of ossification sequences in several temnospondylshave promptedcomparisons of ontogenetic data with extant vertebrates.The branchiosauridsare known from
smallest sizes on, which peserve the early patterningof skull formation.In branchiosaurids,
cranialossification proceededratherslowly, with circumorbital,visceral, and braincaseelements remaining rudimentarythroughouttheir known lifespans. In other temnospondyls,
only the latest phases of skull developmentare known from fossils, but the formationof the
postcranialskeleton is well preserved.The best sequences are known from Sclerocephalus,
Onchiodon, and Micromelerpeton,which all diverge from the developmental pattern of
branchiosauridsin thatthe skull ossified early and was rapidlycompleted,whereasthe postcraniumrequireda long periodto be fully ossified, particularlythe axial skeleton. The studied developmentalsequence includes dermal and braincasebones and various postcranial
elements. The comparisonreveals that the ossification sequence of branchiosauridsis similar to that of extant lissamphibians,notably hynobiid salamanders,while the other temnospondyls preserve an apparentlymore plesiomorphicpattern.Both fossil and extant outgroup taxa (Eusthenopteron,Polypterus) indicatewhich of these sequence similaritiesmay
be derived and which plesiomorphic.Mappingevent-pairdataon a phylogeny suggests that
branchiosauridsand some lissamphibianssharederivedcharacter-states,but a large amount
of similarityis due to the sharedpossession of plesiomorphiccharacter-states.
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Poster Session III
AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF THE MIO-PLIOCENE GRAY FOSSIL SITE
AND THEIR PALEOECOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
SCHUBERT,Blaine, WALLACE,Steven, ETSU, JohnsonCity, TN
Identificationof fossil reptiles and amphibiansfrom the Gray fossil Site to lower levels of
classification has proved to be a difficult endeavor. Herein the challenges are discussed,
and tentative designationsare reported.
Two families of salamanders are represented based on trunk vertebrae, the
Plethodontidaeand Ambystomatidae. Vertebralvariation in plethodontidslimits identifications to the family level. Ambystomatidshowever, are congeneric (genus Ambystoma)
and vertebraefrom the site are indistinguishablefrom this taxon.
Testudinesare primarilyrepresentedby carapaceand plastronelements, and are identified here to the family or generic level. The most abundant taxa are the emydids
Trachemysand Chrysemys. Two otherturtles, Terrapeneand Chelydridae,are represented
by isolated individuals. Alligatoridaematerialis limited to a partialcranium,postcranial
elements, and osteoderms;unfortunatelycranialand mandibularcharactersare requiredfor
a more specific taxonomic assignment. The excavation of a partiallyarticulatedspecimen
is underway and may assist in this classification. Squamates are only representedby
snakes of the families Viperidaeand Colubridae. As with other localities, trunkvertebrae
are the primaryfossil elements. The most common snakes from the site are colubrids in
the subfamilyNatricinae;much less common are colubrinecolubridsand viperids.
Despite the fact that lower levels of classification have not been determined,paleoecological inferences can still be made based on phylogenetic bracketing. In sum, the reptiles
and amphibiansfrom the site are indicativeof a ponded environment;a reconstructionthat
matches the site's lacustrinesediments.

MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday5:15
A NEW PROGNATHODON(SQUAMATA: MOSASAURIDAE) FROM THE CRETACEOUS OF ANGOLA
SCHULP,Anne, NatuurhistorischMuseumMaastricht,Maastricht,Netherlands;MATEUS,
Octdvio, Museu da Lourinhi, Lourinhd,Portugal;POLCYN, Michael, JACOBS, Louis,
SouthernMethodistUniv., Dallas, TX
Recent field reconnaissancein Angola provides a new sample of rich marine Cretaceous
faunasincludingmosasaurs,fishes, turtles,and plesiosaurs.The new materialincludes two
partialmosasaurskulls from the Namibe province tentativelyassigned to the globidensine
mosasaurgenus Prognathodon.However,the new Prognathodonpossesses a dentitiondocumenting broadervariation of dental morphologies in that genus than previously recognized. The new materialincludes well-preservedpremaxillae,maxillae and dentaries,and
preserves the entire marginaldentition. It has slender teeth with constrictedbases and displays the characteristicprognatecondition,reducednumberof marginalteeth andwrinkeled
enamel diagnostic of the genus.
In the context of prey preference and feeding guild models recognized by previous
workers, the new taxon overlaps with the genus Mosasaurus and suggests that
Prognathodonmay have adaptedto a broadvarietyof feeding niches. The taxic assemblage
of the Maastrichtianof Angola is reminicentof that seen in the Maastrichtianof northwestern Europe and allows a comparativeexplorationof habitatsegregation and prey preference.
We presentthe new materialand discuss the geographic,temporaland ecological distribution of globidensine mosasaurs,and review prevailing prey preferenceguild models in
light of recently documenteddiversity of tooth morphologiesin globidensine mosasaurs.

Thursday1:45
ANALYSES OF LOWER ACTINOPTERYGIAN INTERRELATIONSHIPS, CONTRADICTORY HYPOTHESES
SCHULTZE,Hans-Peter,ARRATIA,Gloria, Univ. of Kansas, Lawrence,KS
There is great contradiction in available hypotheses of interrelationships of lower
actinopterygians.The disagreementsare clearly illustratedby majorchanges in the relationships of living polypteriforms,acipenseriforms,amiiforms, and lepisosteiforms to fossil
forms and also to teleosts. Polypterus is in most cases placed as the most basal actinopterygian, neverthelessdifferentPaleozoic taxa (Lophosteus,Dialipina, Cheirolepis)are displacing Polypterusto a higherposition. There is no agreementconcerningthe interrelationships
within palaeonisciformsand neopterygians.Several hypotheses of sister-grouprelationship
to teleosts have been proposedbased on morphologicalevidence (e.g., mobile maxilla,presence of supramaxilla,position of symplectic);i.e.: (other actinopterygians+ [Lepisosteus+
[Amia + Teleostei]]) or (other actinopterygians+ [Amia + [Lepisosteus + Teleostei]]).
Different results are obtained when fossil taxa (i.e.: Pycnodontiformes,Dapedium) are
addedas sister groups.The discrepanciesare caused by differentreasons,as for instancethe
selection of taxa and different assumptions over homologies. An analysis of different
hypotheses of actinopterygianinterrelationshipswill be presented,the role of fossils will be
discussed, as well as the majorproblemsconcerninghomologizationof structuresin lower
actinopterygians.
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Poster Session III
CAN LOW MAGNIFICATION MICROWEAR BE USED TO INFER THE DIET OF
AUSTRALIA'S MARSUPIALS? A PILOT STUDY OF TEN SPECIES OF
MACROPODOIDS
SCHWARTZ,Leah, New YorkUniv., New York,NY
Discerning feeding habits of fossil animals has implicationsfor paleoenvironmentalinterpretations, many of which have been controversial in Australia, particularlyin the late
Oligocene and early to mid Miocene. Primarilydisagreementhere is over the beginning of
aridity and the opening of grasslands,a question which ungulate paleoecology has been
used to addresson other continents.Despite being ecological correlates,Australianmacropodoids are traditionallymore difficultto interpretthanungulates,with hypsodontyand body
size analyses having only limited success. While analysis of wear features of mammalian
teeth is a powerful way of predictingdiet, applying such analyses to Australianmarsupials
using traditionalmethods has been cost prohibitive.
A new method has recently been developed using low magnification stereo light
microscopy to analyse wear features.This method has been shown to be effective in predicting the diets of placental mammals, and has so far been used in perissodactyls,artiodactyls, notoungulates,xenarthrans,sciuridsand primates.This study extends the use of this
method to the diprotodontidmarsupialsof Australia by examining ten species of extant
macropodoidswith varying diets. Macropodoidsare usually classed into grazers,browsers
and mixed feeders but also include animals whose diet is primarily frugivorous and
mycophagous. The majority of macropodoidsare to some degree seasonal in their diets,
responding to Australia's El Nifio affected climate. Nevertheless, clear differentiationof
dietarytype can be seen in the microwearsignal, which will allow use of this nascent database to interpretthe diet of fossil species.
Saturday2:00
CHEMICAL AND MOLECULAR ANALYSES OF SOFT TISSUE MATRIX FROM
TYRANNOSAURUSREX (MOR 1125): PRELIMINARY RESULTS
SCHWEITZER,Mary,WITTMEYER,Jennifer,North CarolinaState Univ., Raleigh, NC
Soft tissue components, including flexible fibrous matrix, pliable, hollow and transparent
blood vessels, andtwo populationsof microstructureswith cell-like morphology,were identified in a well preservedTyrannosaurusrex (MOR 1125) Herewe reportpreliminarychemical and molecularanalyses of the soft tissue matrixcomponentsof demineralizedcortical
and medullarybone, recoveredfrom MOR 1125. TransmissionEM, coupled with elemental analyses, reveals that even after demineralizationsome biogenic apatiteremainstightly
bound to the matrix. AFM shows fibers in some demineralizedmatrixthat exhibit a banding patternconsistentwith collagen. Immunochemicalevidence is consistentwith the presence of collagen and osteocalcin protein epitope preservation,and amino acid analyses
reveal the presence of diagnostic amino acids in some sample preparations. However,
results of multipleextractionsand treatmentsshow considerablevariationin results. While
existing data supportthe presence of original molecular components in some treatments,
there is also strong evidence for a high degree of alterationin these same components.
Evidence for molecularand chemical interactionsleading to preservationwill also be presented.
Saturday8:30
MEGALOCOELACANTHUSDOBIEI: MORPHOLOGICAL, RANGE AND ECOLOGICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE YOUNGEST FOSSIL MARINE COELACANTH
SCHWIMMER,David, Columbus State Univ., Columbus,GA
The coelacanthMegalocoelacanthusdobiei was a gigantic (>3.5 m) latimeriidknown primarily from Late Cretaceous(Campanian)marine deposits in easternUSA. Placement of
the monospecific genus Megalocoelacanthusin the Latimeriidaehas been questioned,with
some favoring inclusion in Mawsoniidae; however, all available characterssupport its
inclusion in Latimeriidae.Megalocoelacanthus shares derived characterswith Latimeria
including: a vertically elongate palate with sigmoid ventral margin;large, roughly square
principal coronoid; and a lateral posterior foramen on the mandible for the subopercular
sensory canal. However, unlike all other latimeriids,Megalocoelacanthus lacked marginal
dentitionand had a laterallycompressed,dorsoventrallyexaggeratedskull. Gularand opercular surfacesare externallysmooth, but a well-preservedposteriorangularshows external
surface ornamentedwith parallelridges. Planktivorousor obligate suction feeding habit is
indicated by the large skull and strongly denticulatebranchials,and absence of marginal
teeth.
Here I proposethatthe resemblanceto Mawsonia (Mawsoniidae),anotherclade of giant
coelacanths(but freshwaterand Gondwanan),is probablyconvergentdue to large size and
feeding habit. The Megalocoelacanthustype series was based on two principalspecimens
fromAlabamawith preservedpalates, lowerjaws, a basisphenoid,principalcoronoid,operculars, gular plates, ceratohyals, ceratobranchialsand a partial shoulder girdle. Cheek
bones, skull roof and most appendicularelements are unknown,but a recently discovered
principalcoronoidextrapolatesto a fish -4.5 meters long, assumingtypical proportionsfor
latimeriids.The species is now representedby 9 regional specimens, plus referredfossils
from the Atlantic Coastal Plain and the Campanian of Kansas. The inclusion of
Megalocoelacanthuswithin Latimeriidaeis evolutionarilysignificantbecause it is the most
recentcoelacanthknown only from fossils, aside from a fragmentarylarge coelacanthangular from the Maastrichtianof France,which may be at least congeneric with M dobiei.
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Wednesday4:30
FIRST SKELETAL MATERIAL OF LITOCHERUS NOTISSIMUS (SIMPSON)
(MAMMALIA, ERINACEOMORPHA) FROM THE LATE PALEOCENE OF
SOUTH CENTRAL ALBERTA, CANADA
SCOTT, Craig, Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton,AB, Canada;BOYER, Doug, Stony Brook
Univ., Stony Brook, NY
Although modem eulipotyphlans (hedgehogs, moles, shrews, solenodons) are unknown
from the fossil recordpriorto the Eocene, dentitionsattributedto possible archaicmembers
of the group are known from Paleocene-agedlocalities in NorthAmerica,EuropeandAsia.
Due in partto a lack of non-dentalinformation,many of these attributionsremaintenuous.
We reportrecoveryof the firstnon-dentalmaterialof one such taxon,Litocherusnotissimus,
initially classified as a "hyopsodontid"condylarth,but now regardedas an erinaceomorph
eulipotyphlan. Dentally-associated remains from the late Paleocene DW-2 locality of
Albertadocumentpetrosals,basisphenoid,partialmaxilla, dentary,incompleteinnominates,
femur, astragalus,calcaneum,cuboid, entocuneiformand phalanges. The basicraniumand
tarsus resemble those of many eulipotyphlans (promontoriumwith rostral tympanic
process, grooves for stapedialand promontoryarteries,no evidence of ossified bullae, calcaneal shaft laterallyconvex, calcanealectal facet concavoconvex, astragalarbody relatively short proximodistally)and differ in these ways from Hyopsodus. Charactersthat unite
apheliscine "condylarths"with macroscelideans(astragalarcotylar fossa, calcaneal tuber
relatively long, long axis of astragalarhead orientedsagittally)are also lacking. The tarsus
of Litocherus most closely resembles that of Paleogene nyctitheriids (possible eulipotyphlans) with some similaritiesbetween the two also presentin many euarchontanmammals
(astragalofibularfacet dorsoplantarlydeep, fossa on fibularfacet proximallypositioned, no
superiorastragalarforamen,astragalonavicularfacet ascends medial side of neck). Despite
similaritiesto arborealeuarchontans,the postcraniumof Litocherus suggests a cursorialor
saltatoriallocomotormode (femurwith thirdtrochanterlarge and shaft mediolaterallynarrow and anteroposteriorlydeep, astragalotibialfacet grooved, astragalonavicularand sustentacularfacets separate,calcaneocuboidfacet orientedobliquely,phalangeswith straight,
robust shafts). Cladistic analyses using published charactermatrices supporteulipotyphlan
affinities of Litocherus.
Wednesday9:45
ANAGENESIS OR CLADOGENESIS IN THE ORIGIN OF EQUUS: A REVIEW OF
PLIOCENE EQUIDS FROM ANZA-BORREGO DESERT STATE PARK, CALIFORNIA
SCOTT,Eric, San BernardinoCounty Museum, Redlands,CA
The genus Equus is interpretedto have arisen from Dinohippusduringthe Pliocene Epoch.
The nature of this speciation event, by anagenesis or cladogenesis, remains unresolved.
Fossils from the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (ABDSP) are critical to this question.
Remains assigned to cf. Dinohippus are reported from the Deguynos Formation (early
Pliocene), the ImperialGroup-PalmSpringGrouptransition(earlyPliocene), and the Hueso
Formation(middle to later Pliocene) in the ABDSP. A partial mandible from the Hueso
Formationwas consideredto potentiallyrepresentthe youngest occurrenceof Dinohippus
in NorthAmerica. Fossils of plesippine Equus are also known from the Hueso Formation,
leading to suggestions thatDinohippusand Equus may have co-occurredat Anza-Borrego.
If confirmed, this indicates a cladogenetic speciation event for Equus. Co-occurrenceof
Dinohippus and Equus has not been demonstratedelsewhere.
Fossils assigned to cf. Dinohippus from the ABDSP include isolated uppercheek teeth,
a partial maxilla with associated cheek teeth, and a partial mandible. Upper cheek teeth
have short crown heights, likely due to advancedwear, and exhibit simple enamel patterns
and small protocones resembling both Dinohippus and plesippine Equus. Buccolingual
curvatureof most teeth is not as pronouncedas in Dinohippus,but falls within the range for
Equus. The partial maxilla has a shallow facial fossa, similar to Equus (Plesippus) and
some later equids. The partialmandibleassigned to cf. Dinohippus also resembles plesippine Equus in the morphologyof the incisors, the penetrationof the molar ectoflexids, and
the position of the canine tooth. Previousreferralof this fossil to cf. Dinohippuswas based
upon estimatesdrawnfrom brokenor reconstructedportionsof the specimen. A more conservative assignmentof this specimen to Equus (Plesippus) is preferred. The fossil record
from the ABDSP does not demonstratea late Pliocene occurrenceof Dinohippus,provides
no datavalidatingco-occurrenceofDinohippus and Equus, and consequentlydoes not support cladogenetic evolution of Equus from Dinohippus.
VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday 12:00
THE CORRELATED EVOLUTION OF RUNX2 TANDEM REPEATS AND FACIAL
LENGTH IN CARNIVORA
SEARS, Karen, Univ. of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Aurora, CO; GOSWAMI,
Anjali, London Museum of Natural History, London, United Kingdom; FLYNN, John,
American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY; NISWANDER, Lee, Univ. of
ColoradoHealth Sciences Center,Aurora,CO
Currently,general consensus is that evolutionarychanges in morphologyare drivenprimarily by changes in the cis-regulatoryregions of genes. In this study, we test the hypothesis
that mutationswithin the protein-codingregion of Runx2, specifically within glutaminealanine (QA) tandemrepeats,provide a majorsource of variationthatcan drive morphological evolution in a group evolving undernaturalselection, the mammalianorderCarnivora.
Runx2 (runt-relatedprotein 2) is a transcriptionfactor essential for bone formation.
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QA rich regions, like that within Runx2, are thoughtto mediate transcriptionwith polyglutamines drivingtranscriptionand polyalanines repressingtranscriptionin a length dependent manner.Fondon and Garner(2004) demonstratedthat glutamine to alanine ratios in
Runx2 tandem repeats are positively correlated with facial length in domestic dogs.
However, others have commented that the protein-coding variation Fondon and Garner
observed "may have accompanyingdeleterious,pleiotropic effects that, while manageable
under domestication,would limit its contributionundernaturalselection."
To address this issue, we sequenced Runx2 and quantified skull morphology for 34
species of Carnivorans,the naturallyevolving groupcontainingdomestic dogs. We found a
strongcorrelationbetween Runx2 QA ratio and facial length (correctedfor body size) within the Camivora(SpearmanRank Correlation,p = 0.03). This correlationwas statistically
significant (p<0.005) when phylogenetic autocorrelationwas statistically mediated using
independentcontrasts. Functional assays also reveal a positive association between QA
Runx2 tandemrepeatratios and transcriptionof downstreamtargetsof Runx2 (e.g., ColX).
By combiningthese correlationaland functionalassays, we directly link changes within the protein-codingregion of a gene to the evolution of a specific morphologyin a naturally evolving group. As a result we are able to conclude that, although the pleiotropic
effects of protein-codingmutationsmay be greaterthanthose in regulatoryregions, proteincoding mutationshave the potentialto drive phenotypicevolution.
Poster Session III
DIETARY RECONSTRUCTION OF PALEOCENE AND EOCENE UINTATHERES
(ORDER DINOCERATA) FROM NORTH AMERICA AND ASIA
SEMPREBON, Gina, Bay Path College, Enfield, CT; DREWNIAK, Patricia, Bay Path
College, Longmeadow,MA
Uintatheres (order Dinocerata) were large mammals known from Paleocene-Eocene
deposits in bothAsia and the westernUnited States. Despite having the distinctionof being
among some of the most distinctive-lookingand first truly large terrestrialherbivores to
appearwithin the Mammalia,very little is known about their systematic affinities or paleoecology. In this study,we followed dietarytrends in both Asian and NorthAmericanuintatheresusing stereoscopicmicrowearanalysis of molar teeth. Results depict a long-standing commitmentby uintatheresto a browsing dietary strategy. The most primitive uintatheres(Prodinoceratidae)from the late Paleocene of both North America and Asia have
microwearconsistent with browsing on relatively hard fruit and/or seeds, while the more
derivedforms (Uintatheriidae)show a greaterdiversityin their dietarybehavior. Withinthe
Uintatheriidae,Gobiatheriumfromthe middle Eocene of Chinaapparentlyrelied heavily on
relatively hard fruits and/or seeds according to its microwear,while the North American
Uintatheriinaehave results consistentwith browsing either on both leaves and softer fruits
or more consistently on leaves. Among these latter forms, early Eocene uintatheres
(Bathyopsis) display microwearconsistent with browsing on both leaves and fruits, while
the larger and more derived middle Eocene forms (Uintatherium, Tetheopsis, and
Eobasileus) have wear typical of committed folivores. Dietary distinctions among folivorous taxa are apparent.
Poster Session III
EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS IN FORELIMB FUNCTION IN THEROPODS
SENTER,Phil, LamarState College-Orange,Orange,TX
I manually manipulatedfossil and cast forelimbs of a taxonomically wide spectrum of
theropods to find trends in range of forelimb motion across Theropoda, using
Herrerasaurusand Plateosaurus as outgroups.The manual manipulationsreveal the following trends,underthe assumptionithat the edges of joint surfacesrepresentthe limits of
motion. Plesiomorphically,saurischianpalms face medially,the elbow can approachbut not
achieve full extension and can flex only to a sub-rightangle, and the humeruscan be protractedto a subhorizontalposition but cannot be protractedbeyond a subverticalposition
nor elevated much through the transverse plane. Strong elbow flexion appears in
Maniraptora.Ability to raise the humerus to a subhorizontalposition is independently
achieved in Ornithomimidaeand Paravesdue to a lateralextension of the glenoid floor, and
in Ceratosauroideadue to modification of the humeral head. Several theropods exhibit
unusual specializations, such as extrememly hyperextensible fingers in Dilophosaurus,
immobile elbows in Carnotaurus,and opposable fingers (fingers I and III) in Bambiraptor
(the only known dinosaurianopposablefingers). Taphonomicevidence shows thatthe pectoral girdles of Archaeopteryxand confuciusornithidswere orientedas in typical theropods,
with glenoids anteroventralto the ribcage and facing ventrally but with a lateral glenoid
extensionthatallowed the humerusto be elevted until subhorizontal.In Ornithothoracesthe
scapulae were reoriented as in extant birds, with glenoids dorsal to the ribcage and the
scapulaerotatedso thatthe costal surfacefaced ventrally,allowing the humerusto be raised
high above the dorsum.
Poster Session II
BASAL LEPIDOSAURS FROM THE LOWER CRETACEOUS OF NIGER AND
MONGOLIA
SERENO,Paul, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL
The fossil recordfor lepidosaursduringmuch of the EarlyCretaceousis poorly established
on many continents. Basal sphenodontian lepidosaurs, which are common in Upper
Triassic and certainJurassichorizons, are scarce or absent duringthis interval. Likewise,
basal squamates(crown clade lizards) or their immediateoutgroups,which are well repre-
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Poster Session II
UTILIZING 3D LASER SCANS AND COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SOFTWARE TO CREATE AND ANALYZE VIRTUAL MORPHOLOGICAL DATA SETS
SHINKLE,Levi, HARTMAN, Scott, Wyoming DinosaurCenter,Thermopolis,WY
Virtualdata sets, i.e. 3D models of bones in a computer,complimentand enhance analyses
that can be done on physical data sets. Analysis done on virtualdata sets is non-destructive
to the original material.Virtualdata can be easily sharedwith other researchers,and provide a secure record of the original in the event of physical destruction.It also makes the
manipulationof large bones feasible, simultaneouslyreducingthe probabilityof long-term
lumbarpathology in graduatestudents.
The Wyoming DinosaurCenterhas embarkedon a project to scan and make available
for study the specimens in its collections. The first specimens scanned are two specimens
of Camarasaurus;these data sets are being used to asses the osteological neutralposition
of these individuals. Fossils are scanned with a SteinbichlerT-SCAN TW-S laser wand,
being tracked by a Northern Digital In. Optotrak3020 V.3. Raw data is recorded and
processed in T-SCANplus.Post processing and model creation is completed in the 64-bit
version of Polyworks. Once a polygonal mesh model is made from the data set, the manipulation of models may be carriedout in a Digital ContentCreation(DCC) animationsoftware, such as the 64-bit version of SoftimaageXSI. DCC applicationsexcel in precise transformationof bones in virtual space, and allow the creation of animationsthat display the
results of range of motion studies on joints. The use of 64-bit operatingsystems and software leverages more memory thantraditional32-bit operatingsystems.
Ensuring the long-term integrity of these data sets is vital to their scientific use.
Manipulationof large data sets requiresthat they be kept either on a local harddrive or on
a dedicated file server. Regular backup of the server is necessary to protect against catastrophic failure.In addition,projectsare backed up on DVDs. The DVD formathas a limited shelf life and must be replacedfrom time to time, but they can be easily transportedfor
storageoff site, and provide an inexpensive third layer of protectionfor data.
StudentPoster Session
GEOMETRIC MORPHOMETRIC, EIGENSHAPE AND FINITE ELEMENT
ANALYSIS OF CRANIAL VARIATION IN TYRANNOSAURID DINOSAURS
SHYCHOSKI,Lara,Univ. of Bristol, Bristol, United Kingdom
Significant researchhas progressedour understandingof biomechanics in extinct animals
as well as contributedto our knowledge of anatomy,form and evolution. However, few
studies have been developed to addressscaling and its associated effects on functionalefficiency, particularlywithin dinosauriancrania. Similarly,ontogeneticevaluationof morphological variationto understandfunctionaladaptationsin response to these changes in size
deserves more consideration;specifically in regardsto tyrannosauridsfor which there are
fairly complete ontogenetic series known. In this study,data collected from geometricmorphometricsand finite element analyses are presentedregardingtyrannosauridinterspecific
and ontogenetic adjustmentsto evaluate the effects of biomechanical scaling in cranial
design. Geometric morphometriclandmarkanalyses and Eigenshape analyses were conducted on various tyrannosauridcraniato observe principalcomponentsof cranialmodification and the results are illustratedutilizing thin-plate spline graphics. Finite element
analyses identifiedprincipalareas of stress and strainwithin each morphologicallyunique
cranium to elucidate tyrannosaurid evolution in response to mechanical function.
Conductingthese analyses on various morphologies within theropodcrania have allowed
insights into the biomechanicalaspects of scaling and increasedour knowledge of efficient
cranialdesign in small-scale and large-scaletyrannosaurids.
Saturday2:15
THE AFFINITIES OF ASIOPLESIADAPIS YOUNGI: THE MOST PRIMITIVE
ASIAN PRIMATE?
SILCOX, Mary,Univ. of Winnipeg,Winnipeg,MB, Canada
Asioplesiadapisyoungi Fu, Wang, and Tong, 2002 is known from a single dentarywith il,
p4-m3, and alveoli for p2 andp3 fromthe EarlyEocene of the WutuFormation,China.This
specimen was described as a plesiadapidplesiadapiformon the basis of its reduced lower
dentalformula(1-0-3-3) and the presenceof a margoconidand margocristidon the enlarged
il. However, these are not diagnostic plesiadapidfeatures, since dental reductionis a feature of multipleplesiadapiformfamilies, and one carpolestid(Elphidotarsiuswightoni) also
has a margoconid and margocristidon il. Asioplesiadapis lacks features that would be
expected in any plesiadapid,such as an m3 hypoconulid lobe (a plesiadapoidtrait), no p4
cristid obliqua (a featureof all plesiadapoidsexcept Chronolestes),and a stepped postvallid on ml (found in all plesiadapoids but saxonellids). As such, it seems unlikely that
Asioplesiadapis is a plesiadapid,or a plesiadapoid.
Asioplesiadapisalso lacks the diagnosticfeaturesof most otherplesiadapiformfamilies,
such as the exodaenodontp4 of micromomyids.An attributionto Apatemyidaeis unlikely
in the absence of distinctiveapatemyidfeaturessuch as an anterolabialexpansionof ml and
a curved lingual molar profile. Some features of Asioplesiadapis, such as the crestiform
paracristidson the molars and the enlargedbut non-lobatem3 hypoconulid, are also found
in Purgatoriusjanisae and in the most primitivemicromomyid,Micromomysfremdi.These
featuressuggest thatAsioplesiadapismay belong closer to the base of the primatetree than
had been supposed. A possible solution to the problem of the classification of
Asioplesiadapis is to assign it to the "Palaechthonidae",a paraphyleticassemblageof primitive plesiadapiforms,which contains likely ancestors for several other groups. Most of
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Asioplesiadapis' features can be found in some palaechthonid. This would position
Asioplesiadapis as the most primitiveAsian primateknown, making it a critical taxon for
the considerationof primatebiogeography.
Poster Session III
LOCOMOTOR MORPHOLOGY AND ECOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF PALEOGENE AFRICAN FROGS
SIMONS, Verne, Ohio Univ., Athens, OH; HOLMAN, J. Alan, GOTTFRIED,Michael,
Michigan StateUniv., East Lansing, MI; STEVENS,Nancy, Ohio Univ., Athens, OH
The earliesttruefrog fossils are known from deposits datingas farback as the Jurassic.Due
to their relatively long lifespan, philopatric lifestyle, and water permeable skin, modem
frogs have provento be sensitive ecological indicatorsof environmentalquality,with many
species exhibiting anatomical correlates related to humidity and seasonality of climate.
Studies of extant frogs have documenteda numberof morphologicalfeatures linked with
particularlocomotor modes and other behaviors. For example, anuransthat rely predominantly upon leaping in the terrestrialenvironmentexhibit longer tibofibulae and/orlonger
hind limbs relativeto their forelimbs.Tree frogs possess expandedtoe pads, whereas aquatic forms tend to have more fully webbed feet. And morphologies such as the presence of
spade like metatarsaltubercles,skull modificationssuch as a snout with a hardenedtapered
tip and stout robustforelimbshave been associatedwith digging behaviorsin living forms.
Yet fewer studies have employed modem analogues to assist in the interpretationof the
locomotor ecology and habitattypes in fossil anurans.A diversity of new fossil anuranshas
recently been discovered in Oligocene deposits in the Rukwa Rift Basin of Tanzania.
Representingthe largestsample of vertebratesrecoveredfrom these localities to date, many
specimens consist of postcranialelements, some of which have been found in articulation.
Specimens range in snout-ventlength between 20 mm and 80 mm. A preliminaryexamination of pelvic morphology indicates at least one form preserving Emerson's Type II B
pelvis, which has been associatedwith strongjumping in modem forms. This information,
combined with othervertebratefossil evidence and geological interpretationsmay assist in
decipheringthe paleoenvironmentsof these newly discovered localities.
Poster Session III
SITE ANALYSIS OF THE BUFFALO ALLEY BONE BED LOCATED IN THE
LOWER SCENIC MEMBER OF THE BRULE FORMATION, WHITE RIVER
GROUP, BADLANDS NATIONAL PARK, SOUTH DAKOTA
SIREN, Sarah,Stantec ConsultingInc., Irvine, CA
A bone bed, hereinnamed Buffalo Alley, located in the Sage CreekWildernessArea, Tyree
Basin, was used as a focal point for the understandingof the genesis of fossiliferous
deposits within the lower Scenic Memberin BadlandsNational Park. The purpose of this
study is to determinea taphonomicmechanism of preservation,place the bone bed in the
stratigraphicframework of Badlands National Park using marker beds delineated by
Evanoff, and to obtainpaleopedologic informationaboutthe Buffalo Alley Bone Bed in the
hope that recognitionof similarlycreatedbone beds in the Scenic Member(Orellan)of the
Brule Formationmay one day lead to their prediction.
Buffalo Alley Bone Bed representsa typical Orellanassemblage. Over 100 specimens
were recoveredfrom the site, 80 of which are identifiable. Fossils occur in pockets or lenses, separatedby bone scatter,and weather from the fossil-bearingunit, commonly referred
to as the lower red unit.
Paleopedologic evidence suggests that ancient soil conditions were neutralto alkaline.
The pedogenic natureof the fossil-bearinglayerwithin the lower red unit is well-developed,
contrastingsharplywith the other less developed A/C and A/Bw/C profiles. These paleosols are new, differingfrom those previously found within the lower Scenic Member. The
taphonomy of the site suggests surface exposure of the fossils, as they occur with Celtis
endocarpsand root traces. A few of the fossils show weatheringto stage 3, suggesting a
maximumexposureof up to six years. The carnivorecoprolites limit the time of exposure
on the surfaceto undersix months. Breakagepatternsare consistentwith post fossilization
fracturingratherthan camivory or trampling.
As comparedwith the BrianMaebius Site's fluvially depositedbone bed in TyreeBasin,
which has strong evidence of carnivory,the Buffalo Alley Bone Bed is more typical of
Badlandsfloodplainfossil accumulations. The BuffaloAlley Bone Bed also contrastswith
the Pig Dig wateringhole, in that the specimens at Buffalo Alley are incomplete, disarticulated and fragmentary,and comprise a time-averagedassemblage.
PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday9:00
CHARACTERIZATION OF FOSSILIZED DINOSAUR BONES
SIROIS,P., CanadianConservationInstitute,Ottawa,ON, Canada;KAMINSKA,Elzbieta,
InfoSciTech,Orleans,ON, Canada
The paper summarizesa numberof physical and chemical propertiesof fossilized dinosaur
bones used in a study of the degradationof cyanoacrylateadhesives in the presence of a fossil material.To fully characterizebone samples from various sites, a wide range of instrumental analyticaltechniqueswas applied.The heterogeneitywithin the samples was investigated by determiningthe elemental composition of distinct areas by scanning electron
microscopy/energydispersive x-ray spectrometry(SEM/EDS). The samples were analysed
for overall elemental composition by inductively coupled plasma (IPC), and major crystalline compoundswere identifiedby X-ray diffraction(XRD). Additionally,extractivepH,
apparentporosity,as well as moistureand ash contentof selected bone sampleswere deter-
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mined by conventionalanalyticalmethods.A wide variabilityin composition and physicochemical propertiesof the analyzed bones was observed.
Poster Session III
TAXONOMIC DIVERSITY OF ESTIVATING SPECIES IN THE LOWEST PERMIAN OF NORTH AMERICA: ONSET OF SEASONALITY AND COMMENTS ON
PHYSIOLOGICAL PLASTICITY
SMALL, Bryan, Denver Museum of Nature and Science, Denver, CO; PARDO, Jason,
Univ. of Colorado, Boulder, CO; HUTTENLOCKER,Adam, California State Univ., San
Bernardino,San Bernardino,CA
Recently described localities in the Eskridge Formation (Council Grove Group) near
Humboldt,Nebraskadocumenta diverse earliest Permian(Asselian) vertebratefauna from
the mid-Continentof North America. The presence of vertisols and aridosols, petrocalcic
horizons, and root traces and burrowingstructuresin the fossil-bearingmudstonessuggests
seasonal drying.
Much of the skeletal materialrecoveredfrom these localities is attributableto lysorophian lepospondylsand gnathorhizidlungfishes. The lysorophiansBrachydecteselongatus and
B. newberryiare both represented,and can be differentiatedby mandiblemorphology,skull
proportions,and morphology of the second epibranchial.The gnathorhizidsGnathorhiza
dikeloda and a new species of Monongahela are distinguishableby toothplate and skull
morphology. These localities representthe first appearanceof B. elongatus and the last
appearanceof B. newberryiand are the only documentedco-occurrenceof these species.
This also representsthe earliest unequivocalrecordof G. dikeloda.
The lysorophianB. elongatus and the gnathorhizidsG. dikelodaandMonongahelashow
an extensive record of estivation at these localities and throughoutthe lower Permian, as
evidenced by burrowscontainingskeletal material.The presence of estivationburrowscorroboratesstudies suggesting the mid-continentexperiencedincreasingmonsoonalseasonality across the C/P boundary.The evolution of estivation duringthis transitionreflects conserved physiological adaptationto increasedenvironmentalstress within marginalfreshwater environments.The appearanceof conspicuous estivating behavior in two distinct taxa
(lysorophiansand lungfishes) at this transitionsuggests that evolution of some physiological charactersmay occur relatively quickly as a response to environmentalstress or that
mechanisms underlying this environmental/physiologicalresponse are highly conserved
across vertebratetaxa.
MarineReptiles Symposium,Wednesday2:15
CRANIAL ANATOMY AND SYSTEMATICS OF LOWER JURASSIC
PLIOSAURS-NEW INFORMATION FROM THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF IRELAND
SMITH,Adam, Univ. College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
The type material of the plesiosaur Rhomaleosaurus cramptoni from the Toarcian of
Yorkshire,England, has a long and convoluted history, but it is now in storage in the
National Museum of Ireland(NaturalHistory). This complete skeleton is of vital importance in resolving the taxonomy and understandingthe evolution of plesiosaurs.A reconstructionof the dorsal surfaceof the skull is possible, however,the currentstate of the type
materialis poor and partsof the specimen as mountedare erroneous.The specimen will be
transportedto the Palaeontological Conservation Unit in the Natural History Museum,
London, where it will be cleaned and prepared to allow a more detailed description.
Rhomaleosaurus sensu stricto contains a maximum of only four species, all from the
Toarcianof Yorkshire(cramptoni,zetlandicus,propinquus)and Northhamptonshire(thorntoni). Thus, many other species previously pertainingto Rhomaleosaurusrequirerevised
generic names. A newly preparedplesiosaurskull from the Hettangianof Street, Somerset,
has been identified as 'Rhomaleosaurus'megacephalus and provides new informationon
the cranial and pectoral anatomy of this species. Notable features of the newly exposed
palate include clear lateralpalatine fenestrae, a large ectopterygoidcontacting the medial
borderof the suborbitalfenestra,and an elongatejugal exposed on the palatal surface and
contactingthe posteriorborderof the suborbitalfenestra,bounded laterallyby the maxilla.
All four species of Rhomaleosaurusshare very similar skull constructionand proportions,
and possess the following synapomorphy-a large dorso-median foramen between the
external nares. The validity of these four species shall be tested after the holotype is prepared.Anotherplesiosaurskull, from Barrow,Leicester, is also undergoingpreparation(in
Dublin), and will shed furtherlight onto the systematics of Lower Jurassicpliosaurs.
Poster Session II
JAW MUSCULATURE AND FUNCTION IN OVIRAPTOROSAURS
SMITH,David, NorthlandPioneer College, Show Low, AZ; MOLNAR,Ralph,Museumof
NorthernArizona, Flagstaff,AZ
Theropodsare typically regardedas hypercarnivorous.At least some were characterizedby
a highly kinetic skull with varying degrees of streptostylyranging from none to considerable. However, oviraptorids depart from these generalizations. These theropods were
unusual in that they possessed a lightly constructed,akinetic skull with a non-streptostylic
quadrate. The intra- and intermandibularjoints were akinetic, preventing independent
movement of the jaws, as seen in other theropods.
The adductormusculatureof oviraptoridswas reconstructedleadingto a reconsideration
of their trophic level. We reconstructedthe jaw musculaturewith avian and crocodilian
models using observed attachmentareas on the oviraptoridskull. Despite evidence for a
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strong bite, the skull constructionremained delicate. Oviraptoridswere characterizedby
having proportionatelygreatermoment arms in the adductormusculaturethan typical for
theropods.The attachmentsites for the M. pseudotemporalisand M. adductormandibulae
profundus are larger than expected, with a correspondingly large adductor chamber.
Placementof muscle attachmentpoints suggests the presenceof partialcheeks enclosing the
back of the jaw.
The observedsuite of charactersindicatesthata suitablefunctionalmodernanaloguefor
the oviraptoridskull would probablybe a parrotor turtle,ratherthan the cassowary.Points
of similaritywith turtlesinclude a short,deep skull and a strong adductormoment arm and
extension. Convergenceswith parrotsinclude thee overalljaw form with a trough-likesymphysis and elevated dorsal margin;elevated nares; a ridged palate; and the location of the
orbit in the middle of the skull. In this case the convergence of skull and mandibularmorphology is such that it suggests evidence for similardiets-notleaf consumptionin the edentulous species as was previously argued,but some form of frugivory.
Poster Session II
LATE CENOZOIC HISTORY OF COLORADO RIVER FISHES DATED WITH
FOSSILS AND DNA SEQUENCE DIFFERENCES
SMITH, Gerald,Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI; SPENCER,Jon, Arizona Geological
Survey,Tucson,AZ; DOWLING,Thomas, School of Life Sciences, Tempe,AZ
Ages of volcanic rocks in sedimentarysequences at the mouth of the GrandCanyon constrainthe initial age of ColoradoRiver in the canyon at about 5 Ma, but currenthypotheses
do not account for where the upperColoradodrainagedrainedpriorto its connectionto the
lower Colorado basin. Fossil and recent fish distributionsindicate possible explanations
while supportingthe young age of the canyon. Fish DNA sequence differencesprovide age
estimates of Pliocene to Pleistocene barriersamong the segments of the Colorado River.
Genetic distances,calibratedwith ages of appropriateapomorphiesof fossil fishes (corrected with the methods of Marshalland others) and adjustedfor effects of metabolic rate on
mutationrates,indicateseveral constraints:The upperGreenRiver did not flow to the North
Platteand the Upper ColoradoRiver did not flow to the Rio Grande.Fossil cyprinidfishes
in the lacustrineupper Bidahochi formationin NE Arizona include close relatives of modem fishes in the ColoradoRiver; their body sizes, fin sizes, and body shapes indicate connection to a sizeable river. By contrastthe Great Basin segment (Lower Colorado River
Basin below GrandCanyon) has an ancient, endemic fish fauna that has experiencedonly
partialmixing with the upperbasin following establishmentof the ColoradoRiver in Grand
Canyon.

Friday9:15
NEW DINOSAUR DISCOVERIES FROM THE EARLY CRETACEOUS OF LIBYA
SMITH, Joshua, Washington Univ., St. Louis, MO; TSHAKREEN, Sefau, Petroleum
Research Center, Tripoli, Libya; RASMUSSEN, D., WashingtonUniv., St. Louis, MO;
LAMANNA, Matthew,CarnegieMuseum of NaturalHistory,Pittsburgh,PA
Although the intervalhas been ratherwell sampled, a solid understandingof the natureof
the Cretaceoustetrapodfaunasof mainlandAfrica remainselusive. This is particularlytrue
of Libya, which has producedonly a few fragmentaryCretaceoustetrapodremains. For
example, the previous record of Dinosauriafrom the country is limited to a few isolated
bones and teeth from the ?EarlyCretaceous(provenanceis unclearfor some of the remains)
of the Jabal Nafusah area (between Tunisia and Tripoli) and several bones from the Late
Cretaceous(probablyCenomanian,-99-93 Ma) of the Ghadamesand Draa Ubari regions.
In August 2005, as an expansion of ongoing researchin the Late Cretaceousof Egypt, we
conductedwhat appearsto have been the firstjoint Libyan-Americandinosaurexpedition.
Over threeweeks we traveled-4000 km in northeasterand south-centralLibya,penetrating
to -450km northof the Chad border. Along JabalNafusah we producedfossil vertebrates
from 13 localities in the Aptian-Albian(-125-99 Ma) Chicla Formationand the underlying
uppermostCabao Formation(uppermoststrataregardedas upper Neocomian, -125 Ma).
The assemblage from these sites consists largely of shark, turtle, lungfish, and crocodyliform (?two species, includingbones and teeth of a very large form) remains,and numerous
unidentified tetrapod elements. Dinosaurs are currently represented by fragmentary
remainsof a ?titanosauriformsauropodand the partialskeleton of a theropod. The theropod, the most complete record of a Libyan dinosaurto date, was found at the top of the
Cabao Formationnear the town of Nalut, -40 km east of the Tunisianborder. It consists
of vertebraeand appendicularelements. This specimen, which appearsto be a previously
unrecordedtaxon as evidenced by several autapomorphies,possesses femoral and tibial
charactersvery similarto Masiakasaurusand is thus perhapsa large-bodiednoasaurid. If
correctly identified, this find extends the African record of Abelisauroidea into the
Neocomian.
Wednesday9:30
BIOGEOGRAPHIC RESPONSE OF LIZARDS TO THE PALEOCENE/EOCENE
THERMAL MAXIMUM: EVIDENCE FROM THE BIGHORN BASIN, WYOMING,
U.S.A.
SMITH, Krister,Yale Univ., New Haven, CT
Intensive study of the Paleocene/Eocene boundaryover the past 15 years has revealed a
global ThermalMaximum(the PETM), widespreadfloral and faunal biogeographicshifts,
and the reorganizationof terrestrialcommunities. In North America, the boundarymarks
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the first appearancesof several mammalianhigher taxa. The response of reptiliangroups is
generally less well understood,yet the close relationshipof fossil reptiliantaxa to groups
still living in NorthAmerica may permitan understandingof intracontinentalbiogeographic patternsin response to rapidclimate change.
The earliest Eocene (Wa0) Castle Gardenslocal fauna in the Bighorn Basin provides
considerableinsight on the response of lizard communitiesto the PETM. Fourteenspecies
are documentedfromjaw fragmentsand significantcranialmaterial:two iguanids,two xantusiids (night lizards), a "higher"amphisbaenian,six anguids, an anguimorphof uncertain
affinities, and two varanoids.Among the anguidsare the earliestspecies certainlyreferrable
to Gerrhonotinae(alligator lizards) and a new glyptosaurinemorphologicallyintermediate
between the primitive "melanosaurs"and later glyptosaurs.
Diploglossine anguids (galliwasps), represented by fragmentarymaterial at Castle
Gardens,are presentlyconfined to Centraland SouthAmericaand the Caribbean.Likewise,
the genus Lepidophyma,to which one of the xantusiidsis related, currentlyresides only in
CentralAmerica (the specimens from Castle Gardensconstitutethe only recordof the lineage in the Rocky Mountaininterior).That both first occur in Rocky Mountainregion during the carbon isotope excursion suggests migrationfrom the south in response to earliest
Eocene warming and is consistent with previously described biogeographic patterns in
plants.
Saturday4:00
WEIGHTED BROOKS PARSIMONYAND TIME-SLICING IN BIOGEOGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS
SMITH, Nathan, Univ. of Chicago-CEB/FMNH,Chicago, IL; MAKOVICKY,Peter, The
Field Museum of NaturalHistory,Chicago, IL
Temporal information is crucial for accurate inference of biogeographic patterns from
organismal phylogenies. Recently proposed time-slicing methods seek to infer biogeographicpatternsduringa chosen time period by limiting the analysis to taxa thatwere present in thatparticulartime-slice. Although generally effective at assessing temporalcongruence while minimizing deleterious effects of biogeographic overprinting,these methods
ignore informativebiogeographic data from taxa that postdate the time slice, but whose
presence is implied by phylogeny.
Here, we presentan alternativetime-slicing approach,modified from the biogeographic method Brooks ParsimonyAnalysis (BPA), which takes such informationinto account.
A taxon-areacladogramis coded into a data matrix as in traditionalBPA. Clade history is
then divided into a series of time-slices suited to the biogeographicquestion and organismal groupat hand.Biogeographicpatternsfor each time-slice are inferredthroughparsimony analysis of the matrix,with a weighting function appliedto syntaxabased on their temporal distributionrelative to a select time-slice. Syntaxapre-datingthe chosen time-slice
are omitted, whereas remainingsyntaxa are progressively down-weightedwith decreasing
age relative to a base weight given to the time slice underanalysis.
The methodwas appliedto the crocodyliformdatasetof Turner(2004), using stage-level
time-slices. Analyzed with traditionalBPA or tree reconciliationanalysis, this datasetsuggests a close biogeographicrelationshipbetween South America and Indo-Madagascarto
the exclusion of Africa duringthe Cretaceous. However, time-sliced BPA reveals that this
patternof arearelationshipsis primarilya post-Aptiansignal, with analyses for earliertimeslices recovering a closer biogeographicrelationshipbetween South America and Africa.
These results are robust to both the type (linear vs. exponential),and degree of weighting
implemented. Thus, an importantadvantageof the time-sliced BPA method is its ability to
trackchanges in biogeographicpatternsthroughtime, a primarygoal of the "chronobiogeographical"paradigm.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday8:30
LASER SCANNING AUTOMATION AND STANDARDIZATION
SMITH,Nicholas, STRAIT,Suzanne,MarshallUniv., Huntington,WV
While 3D datafrom laser scannershave been employed in a numberof morphometricstudies, no standardizedprocesses have been developed to regulatemodel accuracy.Using previous methods, 3D data manipulationis cumbersome,and left largely to the discretion of
the user. The goal of this study was to automateand standardizeone laser scanning technique for the mass-productionof models suitablefor both morphometricanalyses and webpublication.
The laser scannerused in this study was a LDI Inc. RPS 120 probe,mountedon an ISEL
Automationgantryunit. Coordinatepoint cloud data from this instrumentwere acquiredas
multiple 2D profiles of the object similar in concept to the slices of CT data. Specimens
were first coated with a thin layer of ammoniumchlorideto diffuse the laser light. To adequately representthe surface, five scans per specimen were collected and imported into
Geomagic Studio 6.0, for manual registration.Once merged, noise reductions were performed, and the point cloud was wrappedwith a polygonal mesh.
To streamlinethe process, the developmentof softwaremacros with predefinedparameters automated7 operationsof image processing including:global registration,select disconnected,select outliers,uniformsample,merge, wrap,refine. Now following registration,
the remainingprocedurescan be performedwith a single command,minimizing sources of
human error.To determinethe linear and volumetric accuracyof this technique, an extensive errorstudy was performed.A screw with a known thread-pitchof 250 microns, and a
certified scale bar were scanned as control objects. Using a trio of 3D analysis programs
(AutoCAD Mechanical Desktop, Geomagic Studio, 3D-Doctor), the system was found to
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be accuratewithin +/- 0.001 mm in the x-y plane, andvolumetricanalyses differedfrom the
originalby 0.7%-2.8%.
While the use of 3D data affords the ability to examine questions once unattainable,it
is imperativethat standardsare applied to maintainmorphological accuracy.Automation
minimizes subjectivity and limits variationin model generationyielding comparabledata
from one researcherto the next.
Wednesday4:45
EARLIEST BATS FROM INDIA
SMITH, Thierry,Royal Belgian Instituteof Natural Sciences, Brussels, Belgium; RANA,
Rajendra,HNB GarhwalUniv., Srinagar,India;SAHNI,Ashok, PanjabUniv., Chandigarh,
India; ROSE, Kenneth,JohnsHopkinsUniv. School of Medicine, Baltimore,MD
The oldest known bats are recorded from the early Eocene of North America, Europe,
Africa, andAustralia.Recently,bats have also been reportedfrom the early Eocene of India
in the VastanLignite Mine east of Surat,Gujarat.Associated foraminiferaof this locality
indicate a middle Ypresianage, confirmingthat these are the first early Eocene bats from
India and the oldest bats known from Asia. No confirmedbats have been found in the earliest Eocene anywherein the world.
The bats are the most abundantand diversified mammalsof VastanMine, which may
locally representa mangroveenvironment.Bats are representedby teeth andjaws, and also
by isolated postcraniasuch as typical limb bones. At least four species are present. The
largest species has the size and morphology comparableto the EuropeanArchaeonycteris
brailloni from Mutigny (France)but differs by having higher p3 and canine. The most frequent species is a medium-sizedbat close to Icaronycteris?menuifrom Mutignybut differs
by having more developed metaconid on p4 and a non reduced p3. This species presents
particularlyprimitive charactersalso visible in nyctitheriidinsectivores.Another medium
species, somewhat smaller than the previous one, is characterizedby a more nyctalodont
condition with the hypoconulidnear the back of the entoconid but without a crest between
the hypoconid and entoconid.A fourthspecies, very rare,is extremely small.
The new importantmicromammalmaterialfromVastanindicatesthatthe purportednyctitheriid insectivore Cambaya and didelphid marsupialJaegeria recently described from
Vastanactuallybelong to the most frequentmediumbat species. Resemblancesto European
taxa in particularsuggest earlierEocene biotic contact between India and Eurasia.
Saturday8:45
A REDESCRIPTION OF THE ANATOMY OF TRISTICHOPTERUS,WITH COMMENTS ON THE VALIDITY OF EUSTHENOPTERON AND THE MONOPHYLY
OF THE TRISTICHOPTERIDAE
SNITTING,Daniel, BRAZEAU, Martin,Uppsala Univ., Uppsala, Sweden
Tristichopterusalatus, from the Middle Devonian (Givetian) of Scotland, was originally
describedby Egertonin 1861, and has been consideredto be the most basal memberof the
Tristichopteridae,a probably monophyletic group of tetrapodomorphfishes. Historically,
Tristichopterushas been described very much in the shadow of the well-studied taxon
Eusthenopteron, mainly known from the work of Erik Jarvik. Descriptions of
Tristichopterus have often been very brief, partly because of the similarity to
Eusthenopteron,and partlybecause of the lack of good Tristichopterusmaterial.The similarities between the two taxa are great indeed, and ever since its original description by
Whiteaves, the validity of Eusthenopteronhas been questioned.This discussion has continued up until the present, and no consensus has been reached on whether Tristichopterusis
a senior synonym of Eusthenopteron.Consideringthe widespreaduse of Eusthenopteronin
the literature,and the general familiarityof the name, this is more than a trivial taxonomical issue.
Data from a large numberof new well-preserved specimens of Tristichopterusis presented here, shedding light on both the taxonomy and interrelationshipsof basal tristichopterids.Two of the specimens have also been CT-scannedat the Univ. of Texas,Austin
, giving a composite picture of the neurocranium.Othernew structuresthat are described
for the first time include the palate, the hyomandibulaand the endoskeleton of the pelvic
fin.
Poster Session I
POSTCRANIAL ANATOMY OF EARLY CENOZOIC CARNIVORAMORPHA
("MIACOIDS"), AND THEIR USE IN RESOLVING TAXONOMIC AND PHYLOGENETIC AMBIGUITY
SPAULDING,Michelle, FLYNN, John,AmericanMuseum of NaturalHistory,New York,
NY
have identified the "Miacidae"as a
Recent phylogenetic analyses of the Carnivoramorpha
paraphyleticstem lineage leading to the crown groupCarnivora."Miacids"are represented
in collections by a moderateamountofpostcranial material.This materialtypically receives
little attention,however, with studies focusing instead on the variation among the much
greateramountsof dental materialavailable. Here we presentthe first detailed cranialand
postcranialdescriptionof "Miacis"uintensis(italics reflect almost certainparaphylyof this
genus). This AMNH specimen, collected for the AMNH from the BridgerBasin over 100
years ago, is particularlyinterestingbecause of confusion surroundingits taxonomic assignment and phylogeneticposition. Opinionvaries as to if "M." uintensisbelongs in "Miacis"
or if it is more fitting to resurrectthe genus Prodaphaenusand include this taxon within it.
A taxonomic revision of "miacids"is needed, with the many species assigned to "Miacis"
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requiringthe most emphasis;this study is a step towardsresolving the positions of the individual species historically placed in the "miacid" "waste basket" at the base of the
Carnivora.Also discussed is an array of other skeletons from both historical and more
recently recovered collections. Many prior studies of "miacid"postcranialanatomyhave
taken an exemplar approach, often making sweeping generalized comparisons between
"miacids"and Viverravidaeor crown-groupCarnivora.Here the detailed and more individualized comparisonsof several "miacids"begin to detail the amountof postcranialvariation
within the stem lineage, and elucidates its potentialfor more precisely resolving the diversificationpatternof early Cenozoic Carnivoramorpha.Futurecomprehensiveanalyseswill
build on these results by incorporatingour observationson these specimens and detailed
study of other new postcranialspecimens (e.g., Tapocyon,Oodectes, etc.).
StudentPoster Session
PHYLOGENETIC POSITION OF XENOSMILUS HODSONAE
SPEARING,Kurt,DeKalb, IL
The rare Pleistocene saber-toothedcat Xenosmilus hodsonae is known primarilyfrom two
partialskeletons discovered in Irvingtoniandeposits from Florida. While hypotheseshave
been made about the relationshipsof this taxon since its descriptionin 1999, no phylogenetic analysis has been performedto assess its systematic relationships. The osteology of
Xenosmilusplaces it in the subfamily Machairodontinaealong with the other saber-toothed
felids, but Xenosmilus is unusual in showing a mosaic of charactersthat prevent it from
being easily classified with eitherthe "dirktoothed"Smilodontini(short limbs, robustbody
form), or the "scimitar toothed" Homotherini (coarsely serrated, robust, and elongated
upper canines). This study describes a phylogenetic analysis of this felid and several of its
probablerelatives fromthe subfamilyMachairodontinae.I used several charactersfrom the
skull, dentition, and postcranialskeleton in an attemptto get a clear view of its relationships. Several variationsof exhaustive maximumparsimonyanalyses were used to examine the phylogeny of this genus. Many different outgroup,taxa, and charactervariations
were tried to assess their effect on the phylogeny as well. The results of these analyses are
thatXenosmilusbelongs to the tribe Homotherini. In a strictconsensus,Xenosmiluswas in
a polytomy with Homotherium, Machairodus, and the distinct tribe Smilodontini.
However, when individualtrees are examined, the reason for the polytomy becomes clear.
Xenosmilus appearsto have three differentpositions on the tree. In a majorityof the most
parsimonioustrees,Xenosmiluswas basal to all of the Homotheriniand Smilodontini. The
other results were trees where Xenosmilus was in a polytomy with the Homotheres and
Smilodons or was basal to the Smilodontini.
Poster Session II
THE ANATOMY OF PELVIC GIRDLE IN PALAEOCHERSIS TALAMPAYENSIS
AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE SHELL: PHYLOGENETIC IMPLICATIONS
STERLI,Juliana,DE LA FUENTE,Marcelo,Museo de HistoriaNaturalde San Rafael, San
Rafael, Argentina;ROUGIER,Guillermo,Univ. of Louisville, Louisville, KY
The anatomy of the pelvis region and the relationship of the pelvis with the shell in
Palaeochersis talampavensis,a Late Triassicturtle from Argentina,is a controversialsubject in turtleevolution. We have studiedPalaeochersis talampayensisholotype and we recognize two charactersrelevant for evaluatingthe evolution of the pelvis-shell relationship.
One of these charactersis the suturebetween the pelvis and the shell, as it occurs in panpleurodiranturtles.As a result,Palaeochersis talampayensisis consideredfor some authors
as a panpleurodiranturtle.The second characteris relatedto the natureof the relationship
between the ischium and the xifiplastron.This relationshipis very differentto that present
in panpleurodiranturtles,because in Palaeochersis talampayensisthe relationshipis established throughthe medial portion of the ischium and not with its medial part and lateral
process, as is the case in panpleurodira.To test the homology of the "pelvis-shell suture",
these two characterswere included in a phylogenetic analysis using 88 additionalcharacters from the skull and postcraniumscored across 15 taxa. The result obtained from the
analysis corroborates early results indicating that Palaeochersis talampayensis and
Australochelys africanus form a monophyletic group, which is the sister group of the
remaining turtles (except of Proganochelys quenstedti). The tree rejects, therefore, pan
pleurodiranaffinities for the Palaeochersis. As a corollary, we conclude the character
"pelvis- shell suture"developed twice duringturtleevolution:once in Palaeochersis talampayensis and a second time in panpleurodiranturtles.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday 10:45
3D VISUALIZATION OF ALLOMETRIC CHANGE IN WHOLE SKELETONS:
POSTURE, PROPORTION, AND RANGE OF MOTION
STEVENS, Kent, WILLS, Eric, Univ. of Oregon, Eugene, OR
Allometry, the differentialgrowth of body parts in relationto an entire organism,is usually analyzedandpresentedgraphically,whereina measureof relativegrowth is expressedby
a power law, for either an intraspecific(ontogenetic) or interspecific(phylogenetic) range
of individuals. In contrast, dynamic visualization of a three-dimensionalskeletal model
that undergoes allometric change provides a more immediate and inclusive grasp of that
same progression.To visualize allometry,two or more skeletal models are createdparametrically in the DinoMorphTM software. The modeled individuals that comprise the
sequence are homeomorphic,e.g., they have identical phalangeal and vertebralformulae.
The models differ geometrically,not only in the majordimensionsof correspondingbones,
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but for each bone, the geometric model capturingits specific morphology is also homeomorphicacross the individualsin the sequence. This permitsvisualizationof morphological change for individualbones in additionto appreciatingtheir proportionalchanges during the allometric progression of the overall skeleton. While conventional allometric
analyses frequentlyuse femur length as a proxy for overall body size, the currentmethod
permits allometrywith respect to reconstructedbody size directly, and indeed to test the
often-presumedisometry of femur length as a function of overall body size. For animals
in which the hindlimbs are themselves involved in significant functional change, such as
tyrannosauridallometry,the ability to select other, functionallyindependent,bases is particularly advantageous.DinoMorphTMfurtherprovidesa representationof joint flexibility
that quantifies the full six degrees of freedom of relative orientationand position of each
articulatedpair of bones. As a consequence, changes in posture and flexibility can also be
interpolatedand appreciatedwith relation to a given stage of allometric growth. Body
movements, expressed relative to the individual achievable range of motion, can then be
correlatedwith allometricchange to the entire skeleton.
Poster Session III
MACROSCELIDEANS FROM THE OLIGOCENE OF SOUTHWESTERN TANZANIA
STEVENS,Nancy, Ohio Univ., Athens, OH; NGASALA, Sifa, Univ. of Dar es Salaam,Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania;GOTTFRIED,Michael, Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI;
O'CONNOR, Patrick, Ohio Univ., Athens, OH; ROBERTS, Eric, Univ. of the
Witwatersrand,Johannesburg,SouthAfrica
The phylogeneticaffinities of macroscelideanshave been the source of considerabledebate.
These small mammalshave been describedas "living fossils", with an evolutionaryhistory
variablylinked with anagalids,condylarths,and tethytheres.Modernsengis are restrictedto
continentalAfrica, and molecular studies have placed them in a somewhat unconventional
grouping of African mammals (Afrotheria),an arrangementthat lacks strong morphological charactersupport.Fossil macroscelideanshave been described from the Paleogene of
northernAfrica, and are representedby Herodotiusand Metoldobotesfrom Oligocene strata in the Fayum Depression of Egypt, Chambiusfrom the early Eocene ChambiMassif of
Tunisia,and more recentlyby the Eocene Nemenchatheriumfrom Bir el Atar,Algeria. Until
recently,the macroscelideanrecordhas been interruptedby a hiatus in fossiliferous localities until the Miocene and later faunas of Kenya, Namibia, and South Africa. Based in
southwesternTanzania,the RukwaRift Basin Projectis beginningto fill in some of the critical gaps in the African fossil record. In particular,recent work has revealed a diverse
micro-vertebratefauna of mid-late Oligocene age, preservinginvertebrates,fish, anurans,
crocodylians,and a diversityof mammals.Here we describetwo new elephantshrews from
Unit II of the Red Sandstone Group. In both, upper and lower molars are intermediatein
morphology between described Paleogene and Neogene forms. Specimens resemble
herodotinesin preservinguppermolarsthat are wider thanlong, with substantiallyless hypsodont cheek teeth than in, for example, Myohyrax.The largerof the two taxa is similar in
size to Metoldobotes,and is representedby a single quadrangularuppermolar.The smaller
taxon, based on a partialmaxilla, preservesan M3 that is triangularin outline but relatively more reducedthanthat observed in Chambius.A calcaneusreferableto Macroscelididae
has also been recoveredand is similar in size to extantPetrodromus,preservingstrikingly
modern facet morphology. Taken together, these finds document a rare window into
macroscelideanevolutionaryhistory at the close of the Paleogene.
Poster Session III
NEW VERTEBRATES FROM THE PALEOGENE OF EASTERN TEXAS AND
THEIR IMPORTANCE FOR STRATIGRAPHY AND CORRELATION
STIDHAM,Thomas, College Station,TX
Although early Paleogene vertebrateshave been known since the 19th century in eastern
Texas, major questions about the biota, biotic change, and the age of the formationshave
yet to be addressed.A combination of published data and new field and lab work has
expandedthe known fossil recordof the Paleogene of easternTexas and has begun to place
the Texas stratigraphiccolumn into a regionaland global context.Previously,the PaleoceneEocene Boundary has been suggested to lie below the Carrizo Sandstone. The Carrizo
Sandstonehas the FAD of the pollen taxon Platycarya, indicatingat least an early Eocene
age of the formation.Some workershave consideredthe unconformablyunderlyingCalvert
Bluff Formationas Paleocene.A recently discoveredvertebratefaunafrom a stormbed low
in the Calvert Bluff Formationcontains a diversity of sharks,rays, fish, and crocodilians.
One of the rays, Burnhamia,is not currentlyknown from the Paleocene in North America
and occurs in the early Eocene Bashi Formationof Mississippi. Based on these data, the
Paleocene-Eocene Boundary appears to occur either very low in the Calvert Bluff
Formationor in the conformablyunderlyingSimsboro Sand.Furtherrefinementof Eocene
stratigraphiccorrelationshas been aided by examinationof marineand terrestrialvertebrate
fossils. Recent work has uncoveredthe first fossil vertebratesfrom several Eocene formations in eastern Texas, including the Calvert Bluff Formation,Reklaw Formation,Queen
City Sand, and Weches Formation.The majorityof those fossils are sharksand rays, but do
include terrestrialtaxa. Additional work in the middle Eocene Cook MountainFormation
has produceda variety of marineand terrestrialvertebratesincluding a diversity of sharks,
rays, and fish and specimens of turtles, lizards, snakes, crocodilians,mammals, and birds.
These taxa likely are equivalentwith other faunasfrom the BridgerianNALMA and underlie the Uintan NALMA mammals of the Yegua Formation.
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3D Imaging Symposium,Friday8:45
PALEOVIEW3D: AN INTERACTIVE DATABASE OF MAMMALS FROM THE
PALEOCENE/EOCENE BOUNDARY
STRAIT,Suzanne, SMITH,Nicholas, MarshallUniv., Huntington,WV
The most dramatic temperature change of the Cenozoic occurred during the late
Paleocene/early Eocene. This global warming had an extensive impact on ecosystems
world-wide, affecting both marine and terrestrial organisms. Study of the late
Paleocene/earlyEocene fossil recordis essential to understandingthe consequences of climatic change on biota and the origins of modernclades. Key to this work is ready access to
the fossil evidence of these events, and internetaccessible high resolutiondigital models are
one of the most effective means to make these data available to the widest body of
researchers.
PaleoView3D is a web-based interactivedatabaseof late Paleocene and early Eocene
NorthAmericanfossil mammals.The Paleoview3D databasecurrentlyincludes interactive
3D models of over 100 specimens. When completed, this numberwill exceed 700 specimens, representing300 species. Data for these surface models were acquiredwith a laser
scannerand converted into surface models that can be viewed in either 2D or 3D, magnified and rotatedby the user. These models are more than images; researcherscan use them
to gather quantitativedata. Simple measurements(i.e., linear distance, circumference,and
arcs) of models can be made directly on the web-site with simple point and click features.
Users can also download models as data files so that more sophisticated3D measurements
can be made utilizing CAD, GIS, or 3D measurementsoftware.PaleoView3D also includes
a substantialuser's guide, aboutboth model developmentand how to use a variety of software programswhich are availableto view and analyze the downloadabledata.
The ability to create high-resolution3D models is restricteddue to significant investments in equipmentand personneltraining.With this website any scientist, teacher,or student can view the images or download data to be analyzed in a variety of software programs. By making these 3D data so easily accessible, PaleoView3D's goal is to stimulate
quantitativeresearchin morphology and systematics and lead to a more informed understandingof faunalturnoverand adaptationduringa past period of substantialglobal warming.
Poster Session II
A PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF CIMOLESTID SYSTEMATICS WITH COMMENTS ON THE GENUS PROCERBERUS
STRAUSS, Justin, San Diego, CA
Cimolestids, Late Cretaceousmammalsknown primarilyfrom western NorthAmerica, are
suspected to include the origin of Carnivoraas well as other placentals.This hypothesized
relation is based on their position biostratigraphically,within late Cretaceous(70-64 mya)
sediments, as well as on the carnassial-likeocclusion of their dentition.Currentsystematic
relationshipsof cimolestids are based almost entirely on tooth morphology, and remain
largelyunresolved.One cimolestid in particular,Procerberus,is of especial interestbecause
of its uncertainplacement in relation to a numberof other taxa. Once consideredbasal to
the leptictids,Procerberusis currentlyregardedas a memberof the family Palaeoryctidae,
along with cimolestids, based on tooth morphology.Recent studies suggest some species of
Procerberus may actually be ancestralto Taeniodonta.While much speculationhas been
made aboutthe exact placementof Procerberus,little study of the numerousspecimens collected has been done; and complete descriptions,necessary to make accurate systematic
placementshave not been published.
It has been hypothesized that Procerberus is a descendantof Cimolestes based on the
placement of accessory cusps on both the premolarsand the molars. Preliminarymorphological analyses weakly supportthis conclusion, which may call for a systematic revision
of Cimolestes, as this clade would be paraphyleticin this instance. However, the molariformizationof the premolarsin Procerberusis also seen in leptictids,which has been used
to suggest a relationship.The paraconeand metacone of the premolarsof Procerberus are
of nearly equal size, which is almost identical to the state of these cusps in the leptictid
Gypsonictops.In the premolarsof Cimolestes,the metaconeis significantlysmallerthanthe
paracone.A more thorough analysis of a greater number of morphological charactersis
being conductedto bring greaterresolutionto these systematicrelationships.It is expected
to show greatersupportfor the hypothesis thatProcerberusis a close relative and possible
descendantof Cimolestes,with little direct relationto leptictids.

StudentPoster Session
THE EFFECTS OF CONSOLIDANTS ON FOSSILS WITH RESPECT TO FUTURE
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
STRICKLAND,Kaitlin, North CarolinaState Univ., Raleigh
With the advent of increasinglyspecific and sensitive analyticalmethods, new techniques
for understandingextinct organismsare quickly being incorporatedinto the field ofpaleontology. However, field collection and preparationof fossils have failed to evolve at the
same rate,andthe field practicesof today are much the same as they have always been, with
little attentionattributedto a fossil's subsurficialchemical and structuralpreservation. In
order to fully conserve all molecular and chemical informationstored within fossil bone
matrices,it is criticalthatthese long-establishedmethods for fossil collection and stabilization be re-examined in the context of future analyticalprocedures. The porous natureof
fossil bone has been ignoredwhile selecting fossil consolidants,and vascularchannels and
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pore spaces from well preserved fossils contain the potential for uptake of chemicals
through capillary action. Presented are the results of a study designed to determinethe
depth of penetranceof common field-applied consolidants, and examine the potential of
chemical interactionsbetween externallyappliedchemical preservativesand organicmatrices of fossil material.
Poster Session III
VERTEBRATE FAUNAS OF THE WIND RIVER AND BRIDGER FORMATIONS,
WYOMING (EARLY TO MIDDLE EOCENE): STRATIGRAPHIC CONTEXT AND
FUTURE EVOLUTIONARY STUDIES
STUCKY, Richard, HARDY, Tom, Denver Museum of Nature & Science, Denver, CO;
VAN REGENMORTER,John, GrandValley State Univ., Allendale, MI
The vertebratefaunas of the WindRiver and BridgerFormationsof Wyoming serve as the
standardsfor the transitionin western North America from the early to middle Eocene.
This period of time encompassesthe intervalof peak wanning duringthe Cenozoic. Field
researchsince the 1970s has resultedin substantialsamples of vertebratefossils, particularly those of mammals, from many different stratigraphichorizons. Differences in depositional environment,geographiclocation, and stratigraphicposition provide a frameworkfor
future studies of species and faunalevolution. This poster will show the stratigraphiccontext and species diversity of these fossil assemblages. Faunas from the Wind River
have
Formationacross the early-middleEocene boundary(Lostcabinianto Gardnerbuttean)
higher mammalianspecies diversitythan do those from the BridgerFormation. The Wind
Formationfaunasalso have more evenly distributedspecies abundancewhereasthose from
the Bridger Formationare often dominatedby a few taxa: In particular,Hyopsodus spp.
Saturday3:00
ANATOMY AND RELATIONSHIPS OF THE TRIASSIC PARAREPTILE SCLEROSAURUS
SUES, Hans-Dieter, National Museum of Natural History, Washington, DC; REISZ,
Robert,Univ. of Torontoat Mississauga, Mississauga, ON, Canada
Based on excellent, newly preparedcasts of the two known specimens,we have reassessed
the skeletal structureand phylogeneticrelationshipsof Sclerosaurusarmatus, an enigmatic
parareptilefrom the Middle and Upper Buntsandstein(Early to early Middle Triassic) of
Baden (Germany) and northernSwitzerland. This taxon has been variously assigned to
Procolophonidae,Pareiasauria,stem-groupof Pareiasauria,or its own family-level taxon.
Sclerosaurus is distinguished from other known parareptilesby a number of autapomorphies including: enormous, posterolaterally projecting spikes on pedicles presumably
formed by the supratemporals,teeth with bluntly conical crowns except for posteriordentary teeth, which have mesiolingually aligned, slightly labiolingually flattened, and somewhat overlappingcrowns, and a narrowmedian band of dorsal dermal armorwith two or
three rows of sculpturedosteoderms on either side. Phylogenetic analysis supportsplacement of Sclerosaurusin Procolophonidae,close to Leptopleuroninae,ratherthan in or as a
proximatesister-taxonto Pareiasauria.It is the largestprocolophonidknown to date.

Romer Prize Session, Thursday12:00
THE EVOLUTIONARY ORIGINS AND FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
HIND LIMB FEATURES OF CRUROTARSAN
CHARACTERISTIC
ARCHOSAURS
SULLIVAN,Corwin, HarvardUniv., Cambridge,MA
Numerous structuralchanges occurredin the hind limb as archosaursdiversifiedduringthe
Triassic. In basal archosaurs,such as proterosuchids,the astragalusand calcaneum were
attachedto the crus, and ankle movement occurredat poorly consolidatedmesotarsal and
infratarsaljoints. The calcaneumbore a posterolateralprocess analogous to that of extant
varanidlizards.Rotoscopic animationsbased on X-ray footage of Varanusexanthematicus
show that this process acts as a heel, increasing the moment arm of M. peroneus longus
about the ankle, and this was probably also true in basal archosaurs.In crocodilians and
other advanced crurotarsanarchosaurs,however, the calcaneal process is posterior, and
associated with the gastrocnemii.The calcaneumis integratedinto the pes, and most ankle
movement occurs between the astragalusand calcaneum. Rotoscopic study of Alligator
shows thatthe distal hind limb remainsnearlyparasagittalduringmovement,althoughknee
rotationallows the femurto maintaina position of partialabduction.The combinationof a
parasagittalcrus and a partly abductedfemur may have characterizedmany extinct crurotarsans,althoughin some the entire limb was parasagittal.
Considerationof ankle structurein a phylogenetic context shows that the crurotarsan
condition evolved in at least two stages. In Euparkeriaand phytosaurs,the calcaneumwas
mobile with respect to the astragalus,but the heel was still posterolateraland the astragalocalcaneal joint was poorly developed. Subsequent evolution in derived crurotarsans
involved reorientationof the heel, and division of the articularsurface on the calcaneum
into anteriorand medial facets. Ornithosuchidspossess a variantof the crurotarsanpattern
in which this division is absent, and the astragalusis instead recessed to accommodatethe
calcaneum.Descriptions of ornithosuchidand advancedcrurotarsanankles as respectively
crocodile-reversed and crocodile-normal are misleading, due to the basic similarities
between the two types. However, it remainsunclearwhetherone type representsa secondary modificationof the other, or whetherboth evolved independently.
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PosterSessionI
ANDPALEOBIOLOGY
TAPHONOMY
OFCARNIVORES
ANDARGALIFROMA
MIDDLEPLEISTOCENE
ASSEMBLAGE(CAUNEDE L'ARAGO,TAUTAVEL,
FRANCE)
TESTU,Agnes,CNRSUMR5198,Tautavel,
France;RIVALS,
Florent,Univ.of Hamburg,
Hamburg,
Germany
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PosterSessionIII
EXTENSIONFOR THE DARWINDARWINCOPE,A PALEONTOLOGICAL
CORE2 DISTRIBUTED
DATABASE
SCHEMA
THEODOR,
Jessica,Univ.of Calgary,
AB, Canada
Calgary,
DarwinCoPE
(DarwinCore
Paleontology
Extension)is a proposeddraftextensionof the
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DarwinCore
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protocol(http://www.digir.net).
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dicts body lengths very close to published values for more "typical" theropods (e.g.,
Sinraptor7.15 m, Velociraptor2.12 m), which confirms its validity. Body size estimates
for Carcharodontosaurus,Giganotosaurus, and Spinosaurus, approaching 13 m and 14
tonnes, suggest that they may have surpassedTyrannosaurusin size.
VertebrateDevelopment Symposium,Wednesday11:45
DEVELOPMENTAL CONSTRAINTS ON EVOLUTION: THE CETACEAN BODYPLAN
THEWISSEN, J.G.M., COOPER, Lisa, Northeastern Ohio Universities College of
Medicine, Rootstown, OH
The rapidlygrowing field of EvolutionaryDevelopmentalBiology is elucidatingthe mechanistic link between gene control of development, embryology, and adult morphology. It
has been shown that some dramaticmorphological differences in adult morphology are
underlainby a mechanismthat includes relatively minor changes in gene control of development in early embryology:a possible mechanism for macroevolution. Such changes in
gene expression may be pleiotropic: they influence the adult morphology of many, disparatebody parts.
The cetaceanbody plan includes a numberof featuresthatare unusualamong mammals:
moderncetaceansare edentulousor polydont,hyperphalangeous,lack hind limbs and (nearly all) hair,and have a fluke and dorsal fin. Study of cetacean embryoscan thus be used to
test both the hypotheses of the role of control genes in macroevolution and that of the
pleiotropic effects of these control genes.
Interestingly,teeth, baleen, forelimbs, hind limbs, hair, dorsal fin and fluke all form at
the interface between ectodermal epithelium and underlying mesodermal mesenchyme.
Interactionsbetween these tissues duringorganformationare controlledby a genetic toolkit that includes many of the same genes in spite of the very different end organs formed.
Studyingthe developmentof these organs forms a robusttest of the developmentalcontrol
gene hypothesis, and, combiningthe results of these studies, the pleiotropyhypothesis can
also be tested. The fossil record provides a necessary control on the timing of origin of
some of these organs.

3:30
Saturday
MY THEROPODIS BIGGERTHANYOURSOR NOT:ESTIMATING
THEROPODBODYSIZEFROMSKULLLENGTH
THERRIEN,
Francois,HENDERSON,
Donald,RoyalTyrrellMuseumof Palaeontology,
Drumheller,
AB, Canada
areknownfromincompleteskeletalremains,oftenonlyby a skull,
Mostlargetheropods
whichgivesfreecourseto theimagination
whenit comesto estimatethebodylengthand
mostbodysize estimate
bodymassof the "largestterrestrial
predators."Unfortunately,
methodsrequirea degreeof mathematical
prowessthatpreventswidespread
application.

Thursday1:30
ACTINOPTERYGIAN FISHES ACROSS THE PERMO/TRIASSIC BOUNDARY
TINTORI,Andrea,LOMBARDO,Cristina,UNIMI, Milano, Italy
ThoughEarlyTriassicactinopterygianfishes are ratherwell representedall over the coastal
seas aroundPangea, very few records are known aroundthe P/Tr boundary.Most of the
EarlyTriassicfaunas is Olenekianin age and shows a more or less homogeneous composition, based on abouta dozen actinopterygiangenera.Basalmost Triassicfish faunasare still
unknown, but specimens with different state of preservationare recorded from northern
Italy (Dolomites) and westernAustralia.In the Dolomites, both above and below the P/Tr
boundary, isolate remains (tooth bearing plates) were found: they had been wrongly
ascribedto the semionotidParalepidotus,a Late Triassicgenus, but they can be betterinterpreted as pharingealteeth of Bobasatrania, the only genus so far known both below and
above the P/Tr boundary.In Australia several scatteredspecimens of the same genus had
been found (in a drill core) just above the P/Trboundary.It must be stressed,however, that
stout teeth are much easier to be preserved.Bobasatrania, a deep-bodied, laterally compressed form, is generally well representedin WapitiLake (BC, Canada)Madagascarand
GreenlandOlenekian fish faunas, but it is apparentlyabsent from the Guizhou Province
(southernChina) coeval ones. Body shape and dentitionpoint to an uneven bottom dweller
feeding on rather hard shelled benthic prey. Concerning size, inferred length for the
Dolomites specimens is at least 25 cm, but this genus could reach 1 m. Just above the P/Tr
boundaryfrom the same Dolomites area comes an almost complete specimen, not revised
yet, determinedas Archaeolepidotusleonardii, showing again quite stout teeth, even if it
could not be consideredas strictly durophagous.The presence of fishes with similar dentition seems to contrastwith the poor bottom environmentcharacterizingthe P/Trboundary,
when most of benthic organisms almost disappeared.Also, it must be pointed out that a
widespreaddurophagyin actinopterygianswas achieved only in the Norian, thus more than
25 m.y. afterthe P/Tr crisis.

To develop a simpler method to estimate body size, the scaling relationshipbetween skull
length, body length, and body mass was investigated using 14 strictly carnivorous,nonavialan theropod taxa ranging in size from the 1-m Sinosauropteryxprima to the 12-m
Tyrannosaurusrex. Body length was obtained from the literaturefor complete to nearlycomplete specimens and body mass was obtainedthrough3D mathematicalslicing of those
same specimens to ensure accurate body length-body mass associations. Least-square
regressions on logarithmicplots reveal a tight correlationbetween skull length and body
length (R2=0.98, %SEE=11.6%,%PE=9.3%)and skull length and body mass (R2=0.99,
%SEE=34.4%,%PE=22.1%). The skull length/body length regression (SK-BL) is negatively allometric (slope &lt;
1), which indicates that skulls become longer relative to body
length with increasingbody size. In contrast,the skull length/bodymass regression (SKBM) is positively allometric (slope > 3), indicating that body mass increases faster than
skull length with increasingbody size. These conclusions confirm that the common practice of scaling isometrically smaller relatives of a given taxon to obtain body length and
body mass estimates is not valid.
To test the validity of SK-BL, it was appliedto taxa of known body length thatwere not
previously used in the regression.Although the body length of abelisauridswas underestimated, indicatingthat these theropodshave short heads relative to body size, SK-BL pre-

Poster Session III
THIRTY-THREE YEARS AFTER VINCENT MAGLIO: A NEW LOOK AT THE
ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF THE ELEPHANTIDAE
TODD, Nancy, ManhattanvilleCollege, Purchase,NY
In 1973, Vincent Maglio published a seminal monograph on the evolution of the
Elephantidae.In Maglio's phylogeny, 3 lineages of elephants, Loxodonta, Elephas and
Mammuthus,evolved from Primelephas in Africa, approximately6 Ma. Loxodonta never
left Africa, with all species going extinct except for the modernAfrican elephant.
The Elephas lineage also ultimately goes extinct in Africa, but at least 1 migrationevent
occurredin the early Pliocene, out of Africa to Eurasia,where it diversified and underwent
a major adaptive radiation, leaving only 1 species alive at the end of the Pleistocene
(Elephas maximus).
Mammuthusalso goes extinct in Africa -2 Ma, but also migrated out in the early
Pliocene. Beden (1979) furtherrevised the African species only, delineatingsubspecies of
Elephas recki and Loxodonta adaurora, and suggesting Stegotetrabelodonas a possible
ancestor of Loxodonta. With addition of new specimens and species, and revisions of
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The Kobe Grouphad traditionallybeen correlatedto the Miocene based on plant, molluscan, and benthic foraminiferanfossils. However, recent studies of radiometricages and
marine invertebratefossils have suggested an upper Paleogene correlationfor the group.
The three fossil mammals reported from the Yokawa Formationof the Kobe Group are
Bothriodon advena-like, Hyrachyus-like,and Zaisanamynodon-likemammals. B. advena
and Zaisanamynodonare indicative of the late Eocene; on the other hand, Hyrachyus is
indicative of the early to middle Eocene. Therefore, based on mammalian fossils, the
YokawaFormationof the Kobe Groupis most probablycorrelatedto the uppermostmiddle
Eocene or lowermost upper Eocene (around the Bartonian-Priabonianboundary:ca. 37
Ma). This correlationis consistent with the correlationof the Kobe Groupbased on recent
studies of radiometric ages and marine invertebratefossils, and denies the traditional
Miocene correlation.
Poster Session I
INFERENCE OF MUSCLE AND LIGAMENT ANATOMY IN THE CERVICAL
REGION OF DIPLODOCID SAUROPODS USING THE EXTANT PHYLOGENETIC BRACKET
TSUIHIJI, Takanobu,Ohio Univ., Athens, OH; PARRISH, J., Northern Illinois Univ.,
DeKalb, IL
Because of their great size, sauropoddinosaurstend to bear prominentosteological correlates (e.g., scars and processes) of attachmentsites of muscles and ligamentson their skeletons, thus serving as good test cases for the Extant Phylogenetic Bracket approach for
reconstructingsoft tissue anatomy.We used this approachto infer the anatomyof the axial
musculatureand spinal ligaments in the cervical region of diplodocid sauropods.The origins and insertionsof homologous cervical muscles are topologically very similarbetween
extantcrocodyliansand birds, enablinga safe inferenceon positions of such attachmentsin
sauropod skeletons. In diplodocids such as Diplodocus and Apatosaurus, attachmentsof
tendons of m. spinalis, m. longissimus, and m. iliocostalis can be recognized as prominences bearing scars. In extant archosaurs,the anterolateralaspect of the prezygapophysis
is the shared origin of m. longissimus and m. tendinoarticularis,or their homologs. In
diplodocids,this areais markedby a prominentprocess, which is especially robustandprojects anteriorlyin Barosaurus,suggesting thatthese muscles may have been well-developed
in these sauropods.A positional shift of the osteological correlatefor the attachmentof the
m. semispinalis tendon is observed near the cervico-dorsal boundary in a specimen of
Diplodocus, suggesting that this tendon probablychanged its attachmentnear the cervicodorsal boundaryin diplodocids as it does in extant archosaurs.
As previously described,a well-developed prominenceis present in the notch between
metapophysesof each cervical vertebrain these dinosaurs,markingan attachmentsite of a
ligament. In Diplodocus and Apatosaurus,this prominencetends to projectposterodorsally, likely indicatingthe directionin which a branchof a long ligament would have inserted
there as previously hypothesized. In Barosaurus, however, the attachmentsite is marked
with strong, longitudinalstriationsin the notch or on the medial surface of the metapophysis, suggesting that the spinal ligament of this dinosaurmay have had a configurationthat
is differentfrom those in other diplodocids.
Poster Session II
A REEXAMINATION OF PARASAURUS GEINITZI (AMNIOTA: PARAREPTILIA); THE FIRST PAREIASAUR
TSUJI, Linda, MUELLER, Johannes, Humboldt-Universitditzu Berlin, Museum fiir
Naturkunde,Berlin, Germany
Parasaurus geinitzi von Mayer, 1857 from the Late Permian Kupferschieferdeposits of
Germany was the first pareiasaurever named. Whereas all other pareiasaurshave been
named and studiedsince thattime, these first specimens have not been reexamined,making
this taxon problematicin terms of both identificationand systematics. Other fragmentary
materialhas subsequentlybeen assigned to the species includinga partialskull, on the basis
of which Parasaurus is believed to be a derived pareiasaurclosely related to Elginia, the
only otherWesternEuropeantaxon. This skull was assigned to Parasaurus because it is the
lone pareiasaurfound in the Kupferschiefer localities. However, there is no common
anatomicalmateriallinking the type with the cranium.
An examinationof the original type materialfor the first time since its initial description has interestingimplicationsfor the taxonomy of the group.The presence of four to five
sacralribs combinedwith the swollen neuralarchesof the dorsalvertebraeallow the recognition of the postcranialremains as pareiasaurian,however examination of the lectotype
specimen of Parasaurus reveals no autapomorphicfeaturesthat can positively identify this
materialas a distinct taxon.
The skull of Parasaurus is very small for a pareiasaur,and was assigned to the
Pareiasauridaeprimarily on the presence of distinctive multicusped teeth. The teeth are
labio-linguallycompressed,fan shaped,and possess approximately7-9 cusps. Many of the
cranial suturesare difficult to interpretdue to the unfavorablecondition of the specimen,
but other than the characteristicteeth, there is little to definitively classify this animal as
pareiasaurian.The odd placement of the large tabularson the posterolateralcorner of the
skull table and the unornamentedventraledge of the quadratojugalcould also supportidentification of the specimen as a parareptilianrhipaeosaurid,which are also known to have
multicuspedteeth. Little detailed informationis available concerningthis enigmatic group,
however, and more taxonomic and anatomicalstudy is necessary to fully explore this possibility.
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Poster Session I
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF FIBROLAMELLAR BONE IN ALLIGATOR
TUMARKIN-DERATZIAN,Allison, VassarCollege, Poughkeepsie,NY
The histology of modem crocodylians is typically characterizedby zonal bone, in which
regions of active growth (zones) alternatewith regions of slowed growth (annuli) and lines
of arrestedgrowth (LAGs). Zones generally consist of a slow-growing lamellaror parallel-fibered (pseudolamellar)bone tissue. There are few references to the presence of rapidly growing woven or fibrolamellarbone (FLB) in modern crocodylians. The examples
given aremost often captive animalsraisedunderartificiallyideal environmentalconditions
(high ambient temperature,excellent nutrition,etc.). The implication is that only under
artificialconditionsare individualsable to sustainthe high growthrates associatedwith the
formation of FLB, and that in the wild crocodylians grow at a slower "normal"rate.
Moreover,it is generally maintainedthat FLB can be formed only by juveniles or early in
ontogeny when growth is most rapid.
Histological examinationof long bones of wild Americanalligatorsfrom centralFlorida
reveals weakly defined growth zones and extensive FLB formation in some individuals,
including adults. The occurrenceof FLB in these animals suggests that the high growth
rates needed for formationof this bone tissue are not confined solely to juvenile and captive alligators,as has been widely supposedin the literature. It is possible that occurrences
of FLB are more common in modem crocodylians than has heretoforebeen appreciated.
This has significantimplicationsfor understandinggrowth in modem crocodylians,as well
as for studies of growth patternsin fossil archosaurtaxa, since the latteroften draw heavily on modem crocodylianmode
Poster Session II
RESOLVING DROMAEOSAURID PHYLOGENY: NEW INFORMATION AND
ADDITIONS TO THE TREE
TURNER, Alan, American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY; POL, Diego,
Conicet, Museo Paleontol6gico Egidio Feruglio, Trelew, Argentina; NORELL, Mark,
AmericanMuseumof NaturalHistory,New York,NY; HWANG,Sunny,New YorkCollege
of OsteopathicMedicine, Old Westbury,NY
In the last few years, the number of described dromaeosauridshas increased from six
to more than 18 putative taxa. Resolving the interrelationshipsamong these theropodshas
proven problematic. The first known dromaeosaurids (Deinonychus, Velociraptor,
Dromaeosaurus)are morphologicallysimilar.The recently discoveredsmall-bodied,avianlike taxa Microraptor, Sinornithosaurus, and Buitreraptor, along with putative dromaeosauridspreviouslythoughtto be avialans(Unenlagia andRahonavis),greatly increase
the range of morphologicalvariationwithin the Dromaeosauridaeand alter what may be
reconstructedas the basal conditions for dromaeosaurids.
Here we describe three new dromaeosauridtaxa. These taxa were collected from the
Upper CretaceousDjadokhtaFormationin Ukhaa Tolgod and TugrugyinShirehas well as
the Lower Cretaceous O6sh deposits in Baykhangor Mongolia by joint Mongolian
Academy of Sciences-American Museum of Natural History expeditions. Respectively,
these taxa comprise a complete well-preservedskull and cervical series; a partialcranium
and well preservedpostcranium;and a partialrostrumand mandible.This material,coupled
with CT imagery of the Ukhaa Tolgod skull expands our understandingof dromaeosaurid
anatomyand morphologicalvariation.
These specimens offer new informationto explore the phylogenetic relationshipswithin Dromaeosauridaeand provide an opportunityto expand both taxonomic and character
sampling within a broad sample of coelurosauriandinosaurs. Preliminaryphylogenetic
analysis indicates the presence of at least three distinct dromaeosauridclades. The Ukhaa
Tolgod specimen is found closely relatedto the contemporaneousVelociraptormongoliensis, while the othertwo taxa occupy more basal positions.
PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday8:15
RELOCATION OF NEW FOSSIL DEPOSITS AT THE RANCHOLABREAN TYPE
LOCALITY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
TURNER, Robin, ArchaeoPaleoResource Mgmt Inc, Venice, CA; HARRIS, John, SHAW,
Christopher,George C. Page Museum, Los Angeles, CA
The Mexican land grantof Rancho La Brea received its name from the asphaltseeps in its
southwestcornerthatbecame the type locality for the late Pleistocene RancholabreanLand
MammalAge. The remnantsof the Rancho La Brea tar pits, including the ongoing Pit 91
excavation,may be viewed in the now extensively landscapedHancockParkin the Miracle
Mile districtof Los Angeles but opportunitiesto find and exploit new fossil deposits at this
locality occur only rarely.The last two major deposits discovered in Hancock Park were
those found during the construction of the Page Museum in 1975 and of the Japanese
Pavilion of Art for the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) in 1986.
Constructionof LACMA's new undergroundparking structureadjacent to the west
edge of Hancock Park, beginning in February 2005 and monitored by ArchaeoPaleo
ResourceManagementstaff, uncoveredat least five fossiliferous asphalticaccumulationsat
varying depthsbelow ground surface.The constructionschedule did not permitdetailed in
situ excavation of these localities and inclement weatherplus the size of the deposits precluded theirbeing jacketed in segments as took place with the Page Museum salvage operation. Representativesamples of plant and insect remainswere obtainedfrom the periphery of each deposit. Then each bone bed was delineated,wrappedin plastic, and encased in
the kind of wooden containerused by landscapersfor relocatinglargetrees. Voids between
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consists of a single Cebus-sized monkey, Homunculus.New cranial,dental and postcranial
remainsreveal an arborealquadrupedwith some leaping ability that had a diet of fruit and
leaves. Extreme tooth wear suggests marked dietary seasonality as befits an animal that
lived at >500 South latitude. Orbit- and the optic-canal size indicate diurnalityand acute
vision. The brain endocast shows a large visual cortex and small olfactory bulb despite the
comparativelywell-developed scroll bones in the nose.
Poster Session I
THE KANSAS BOE AND EVOLUTION-A TALE OF ADAPTATION, REVERSALS, AND THE FITNESS OF KANSAS SCIENCE CURRICULA
VLAMIS, Ted, Wichita,KS
Challenges to the inclusion of evolution in K-12 curriculacontinue to be made in a wide
variety of states in the USA. One arenain which this debatehas repeatedlyoccurredduring
the past several years has been the Kansas State Board of Education,with some outcomes
favorableto anti-evolutionforces and some to pro-evolutionforces. Because differentelection results have driven these different outcomes, analysis of the reasons for these results
can be instructive for those from other states facing similar challenges as well as for
Kansans.
In 2005 the Kansas State Boardof Educationenacted Science standardshostile to the
teaching of evolution on a 6-4 vote. Subsequentactions by the BOE taken on identical 64 votes have made it clear that opposition to evolution is only a partof the ideology motivating the currentmajorityof the BOE.
In the August 7, 2006 primary4 of the 6 BOE members who voted in favor of the
Science standardshostile to evolution will face primaryopposition. The results of this primary election and the November 7 general election are likely to determinethe fate of evolution in K-12 curriculafor many years to come in Kansas, and will serve as a bellwether
for other states.
This presentationwill analyze the results of the primaryand will comparethese results
with previous BOE elections in order to identify successful strategies. It will look at the
place of the pro-evolution anti-evolution issue in the primaryand at how this issue can
become part of a broaderagenda. It is hoped that these lessons can be used in other states
facing similar issues.
Poster Session II
REDISCOVERY OF WILBUR KNIGHT'S 1898 MEGALNEUSAURUSREX SITE.
NEW MATERIAL FROM AN OLD PIT
WAHL, William, Wyoming Dinosaur Center, Bighorn Basin Foundation, Thermopolis,
WY; ROSS, Mike, Bighorn Basin Foundation, Casper, WY; MASSARE, Judy, SUNY
College at Brockport,Brockport,NY
We report the rediscovery of Wilbur Knight's original 1895 excavation site of the large
JurassicpliosaurMegalneusaurusrex Known only from the type specimen, presentmaterial includes both largehumeriand correspondingarticulatedepipodials(2m limb length) but
originally includedvertebraland pectoralelements as well.
The site was found using old maps identifying the original shallow oil basin described
by Knight. The triangularexcavation pit, not much largerthan the specimen itself is in the
Wind River Basin near the original western borderof NatronaCounty.No spoil piles were
nearbybut isolated rib scrapsand partsof an epipodial were discovered on the surface surroundingthe site. The preservationmatches that of the mounted articulatedpaddle at the
Geological Museum, Univ. of Wyoming.Additionally,the sandy, green-stainedglauconitic
matrixmatches materialmixed into the original plasterfiller used by Knight to reconstruct
the pliosaur limb.
We can now verify that Megalneusaurus rex was from the upper Redwater Shale
Member of the SundanceFormation,within about 10m of the Windy Hill Sandstone,near
the base of the MorrisonFormation.The sandy matrix suggests that Megalneusaurusrex
frequentedshallower portions of the Sundance Sea duringthe regressive phase of deposition. Sections of the sandy matrix contained dense amounts of thousands of coleiod
cephalopod tentacle hooklets, which may have been gastric contents of the pliosaur.This
site rediscoveryreturnsfocus to the largestmemberof the Sundancemarinereptile fauna.
Poster Session III
POSTCRANIA OF BRISTOL'S RED PANDA, PRISTINAILURUSBRISTOLI FROM
THE LATE MIOCENE OF THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIANS
WALLACE,Steven, SCHUBERT,Blaine, East Tennessee State Un., JohnsonCity, TN
The original description of Bristol's red panda, Pristinailurus bristoli from the late
Miocene-EarlyPliocene GrayFossil Site of easternTennesseeincludedan upperfirst molar
(Holotype = ETMNH-360) and an additionalreferredcanine (ETMNH-359). Continuing
excavations at the site have yielded another canine and numerous postcranial elements
affordinga closer look at this unique carnivoran.Tentativelyidentifiedelements include:an
associated partial left front limb (distal humerus, nearly complete ulna, proximal radius,
unciform, cuneiform,MC4, MC5, two proximalphalanges,one medial phalanx,and several sesamoids); an ulna; an associated tibia and calcaneus;several isolated atragali;isolated
caudal vertebrae;and a metatarsal.Overall morphologyof the elements is strikinglysimilar to that of the living red panda (Ailurusfulgens), however major limb elements average
around20-25% larger.Smallerelements are only slightly larger.
At least one majordifferencebetween the Gray taxon and the living form is worth noting. The medial phalanx from the associated front limb from Gray is significantly longer
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with a large,raiseddistal articularsurfacecomparedto the living form (or otherequal-sized
carnivorans).Living pandas have very large claws (for their body size), which are semiretractable.Aside from the length and the distal articularsurface, the morphology of the
Graymedial phalanxis nearly identicalto that of the living Ailurus, suggesting thatR bristoli also possessed semi-retractableclaws, which were even more exaggeratedin size and
at the end of longerdigits. Increasedbody size alone could not explainthe differencein digit
and claw dimensions, therefore an alternative explanation is required. Perhaps the less
derived dentitionof P bristoli necessitated a more omnivorous (to even carnivorous)diet
thanin Ailurus.The highly curvedand cat-like claws of Ailurusare ideal for climbing;however, it seems possible thatR bristoliused its digit/claw morphologyin a more cat-like fashion, perhapsto captureand/orbring down small prey.
Wednesday5:45
A NEW VERTEBRATE FAUNA IN LATE PLIOCENE OF KUNLUN MOUNTAIN
PASS, NORTHERN TIBETAN PLATEAU AND ITS PALEOENVIRONMENTAL
IMPLICATIONS
WANG, Xiaoming, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, Los Angeles, CA;
QIU, Zhuding, LI, Qiang, Institute of VertebratePaleontology and Paleoanthropology,
Beijing, China;WANG,Yang, FloridaState Univ., Tallahassee,FL; TSENG, Jack,Univ. of
SouthernCalifornia,Los Angeles, CA
Vertebratefossils are exceedingly difficult to find on the high TibetanPlateaudue to a combinationof factorssuch as low diversityand low productivityof paleocommunities,lack of
suitable depositionalenvironments,and lack of access to fossil localities. We reporta late
Pliocene faunain the KunlunMountainPass area.At an elevation of 4,786 m above the sea,
it is the highest late Cenozoic vertebrateassemblage in the world so far known. Preliminary
explorations during two field seasons have yielded a small collection of large and small
mammals in a fluviolacustrinedeposit in the lower member of the QiangtangFormation,
and the new fauna is paleomagneticallydated between 2.1-2.4 Ma.
Small mammals consist of cf. Metasayimys sp., Chardinomys sp., Mimomys sp.,
Soricidae indet., Cricetidaeindet., and Ochotona sp. Of these, Chardinomysand Mimomys
are known from the Pliocene of North China. Morphologicallythe Kunlun Chardinomys
and Mimomysrepresentadvancedforms of these genera, indicatinga late Pliocene age and
consistent with the magnetic results. The small mammalfauna also boasts possibly the latest occurrence of Metasayimys in Asia, a ctenodactylid rodent previously thought to be
extinct in the late Miocene of Pakistan.
Large mammals are representedby a rhino, a hipparioninehorse, one or two bovids,
Chasmaporthetessp., and Plesiogulo sp. Overall, the fauna is north China or centralAsia
in character,with the possible exception of Metasayimys.Although it currentlyconsists of
fragmentarymaterial,the fossil assemblagepresentsan exceptionalwindow of opportunity
to peek into the past biota and environmentof the high plateau.Preliminaryanalysis on the
13C isotopes on herbivoreenamels yielded a range of -5.4 to -9.0 per mil. In our limited
sample, fossil teeth are consistently enrichedin the heavy 13C comparedto modernherbivore teeth, suggesting that C4 grasses were an importantcomponentof local ecosystems in
the late Pliocene.
Poster Session II
GEOLOGICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIRD-LIKE
THEROPOD, A VIMIMUSIN MONGOLIA
WATABE,Mahito, SUZUKI, Shigeru, Center for Paleontological Research, Okayama,
Japan; TSOGTBAATAR,Khishigjav, Mongolian Paleontological Center, Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia
Avimimusis a bird-liketheropodwith specialized forelimb structurefound from the upper
Cretaceousbed in the Gobi desert,Mongolia.A holotype specimen of the genus was reported by Soviet-Mongoloia joint paleontologicalexpeditionin 1980's. The locality of its discovery was assigned to a late Cretaceous (Djadokhta age) locality called Udan Sayr.
Fossiliferous beds in the locality with mainly eolian origin yielded protoceratopid
(Certatopsia)and pinacosaur(Ankylosauria)in additionto multituberculatemammals and
lizards.
HayashibaraMuseum of NaturalSciences and Mongolia PaleontologicalCenterJoint
Paleontological Expedition found additional specimens of Avimimus from localities in
southernGobi region such as Shar Tsav and Yagaan Khovil. Shar Tsav yielded theropod
footprintsand trackwayscomparablein size with the animal,and Maastrichtiangastropod:
Mesolanistes. Yagaan Khovil is located close to Udan Sayr and Dzamin Khond where a
theropodgenus Oviraptorwas found. Bone fossils of a large theropodand an orinithopod,
footprints of a large ornithopod, dinosaur eggshells (ovaloolithid and elongatoolithid
forms), and thick-shelled large turtle were also found from the locality.
Fossiliferous beds in those two localities are of fluvial origin and their fossil assemblages
indicatethat they are correlatedwith the Nemegt Suite. Avimimusfossils (mainly vertebrae
and metapodials)were also found by the joint expedition from the Nemegt Suite of Bugin
Tsav, western Gobi region where Tarbosaurus,Saurolophus, and Nomingia (Oviraptorosauria)were found.
In spite of intensive prospectingworks by the expeditionparty,no bones of Avimimus
were found from Udan Sayr which had been consideredas the locality where the holotype
of the genus was found. On the otherhand,fromYagaanKhovil located close to Udan Sayr
a several skeleton of the animal consisting of vertebrae,fore- and hindlimbs and sternum
were abundantlyfound.
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n. sp. and Acarechimys n. sp. from LdL compare closely to but are distinct from
species from Patagoniaand Neuquen. Prostichomysn. sp. and
Colhuehuapian-Colloncuran
Luantus n. sp. from LdL, genera previously restrictedto the ?SantacrucianPinturasFm.
(and Colhuehuapianportion of the SarmientoFm. for the latter taxon), also show strong
similaritiesto their high latituderelatives. Rodents from higher stratigraphiclevels at LdL
are strikinglydistinct from their closest known relatives; at least 10 are new at the generic
level. The Cura-MallinFm. in this region shows no evidence of syn-contractionaldeposition priorto -14 Ma, arguingthat the high degree of endemism does not reflect geographical isolation by local shortening. Some taxonomic novelty could be attributableto sampling between currentlyrecognized SALMAs and within poorly-knownSALMAs. Harder
to reconcile is the absence of typically abundant age-diagnostic taxa (e.g., Perimys,
Neoreomys australis, Eocardia, Stichomys), and the increase in post-early Santacrucian
endemismbetween the LdL faunas and those reportedfromArgentina.

tional paleontological tools such as morphology or phylogeny, but often they cannot.
Stable carbon and oxygen isotope ratios provide an empirical way to study aquatic and
marineanimalsto learnmore aboutdiet and habitat. For estuarineanimals, stable isotopes
provide a uniqueopportunityto estimateproportionsof diet and drinkingwaterprovidedby
oceanic versus terrestrialsources. Marineand estuarinemammalecology has been previously studiedusing a stable isotope approach,but systematic data for marineand estuarine
reptiles does not exist. Our carbonand oxygen data from tooth enamel carbonateindicate
that modem reptiles (including crocodylians) from freshwaterhabitatsdiffer significantly
from animals from marine or estuarinehabitats. Habitatsand diets may be differentiated
based on 613C and 6180 values from tooth enamel carbonateas well as the 6180 value
variabilitywhen multipleindividualsof the same species aremeasured.hysiology and could
potentiallyprovide informationuseful in the phylogenetic debates concerningcrown clade

Poster Session III
FIRST OCCURRENCES OF DEINOSUCHUS IN MEXICO
WESTGATE, James, Lamar Univ., Beaumont, TX; BROWN, R., Instituto Nacional
AntropologiaHist, Chihuahua,TX, Mexico; PITTMAN,Jeffrey,LamarUniv., Beaumont,
TX; COPE, Dana, College of Charleston, Charleston, SC; KALB, Jon, Texas Natural
Science Center,Austin, TX
Remains of Deinosuchus have been found in Chihuahua,MX. Near Ojinaga, the Late
CretaceousSan Carlos Formationhas yielded a large dermal scute from Deinosuchus sp.
The underlying, uppermost Ojinaga Formation bears earliest Campanian open marine
ammonites and oysters including Submortonicerastequesquitense,Placenticeras planum,
Eutrephocerasdekayi alcesense, Baculites sp. and Exogyrapoderosa erraticostata.Paralic
strata in the overlying San Carlos Formation are early Campanian and include
Flemingostreasp. oysters,Baculites aff. B. taylorensisammonites,andHardouiniaflorealis
echinoids. The San Carlos FormationDeinosuchus sp. is similar in age to D. rugosus specimens reportedfrom the southeasternU. S. (Schwimmer,2002). Near Los Altares, several
Deinosuchus teeth were collected from the paralicAguja Formation.These specimens are
correlativewith late CampanianD. riograndensis specimens reportedfrom the Aguja Fm.
in Big Bend National Parkand are referredto that species. Deinosuchus is also known from
late Campanianstrata in Montana and Wyoming. Schwimmer (2002) suggested that all
Deinosuchus specimens may be conspecific, and if so, should be referredto D. rugosus. If
San Carlos Fm. Deinosuchus are proven to be significantly largerthan the southeasternU.
S. D. rugosus population,then two species of Deinosuchus may have lived duringthe early
Campanian.However, size differencesmight also reflect clinal variationin a single species.

Romer Prize Session, Thursday12:15
EVOLUTION OF ADAPIFORM ECOLOGICAL DIVERSITY: A GEOMETRIC
MORPHOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF MOLAR OCCULSAL SURFACE SHAPE
WHITE,Jessica, Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, IA
Interpretationsof extinct adapiformdietarybehavioradd to our growing appreciationof primate ecological diversityduringcriticalperiods in primatehistory.This study aimed to provide sharperresolution of dietary inferences by utilizing Thin-Plates Splines analysis to
addressmolar shape variationin extinct and extant prosimians.The relative orientationof
homologous molar landmarkswas analyzed in extant taxa (lemurs and lorises) using taxonomic, as well as dietary,categories to determineif intra-samplevariationwas associated
with phylogeny and/orfunction.Results suggest that lemuridfrugivores(and gramnivores)
generally exhibit a relatively wide anterior talonid basin and reduced trigonid torsion
(observed as the angle of the protolophidrelative to the long axis of the molar). Lemurid
folivores, on the other hand, generally exhibit a constricted anteriortalonid and higher
degrees of trigonidtorsion. Lorisidinsectivoresand omnivoreswere used as outgroups,and
were found to exhibit constrictedanteriortalonids, but little trigonidtorsion.
Using an extant phylogenetic frameworkto addressthe goal of interpretingadapiform
dietary patterns,the shape data obtained using extant taxa were applied to a sample of
extinct notharctineand adapine taxa in order to constrainfunctional interpretations.Like
their extant counterparts,adapiformsgenerally varied also in the relative orientationof the
trigonidbasin and in the dimensions of the anteriortalonid basin. Adapines (Palaeolemur,
Adapis, and Leptadapis)generally exhibited a shape most similarto extant folivorous taxa,
with constrictedanteriortalonid basins and high degrees of trigonid torsion. Notharctines
(Cantius, Smilodectes,Notharctus),however, exhibited variationin the constrictionof the
talonidbasin and, in some cases, an omnivore-likedegree of reducedtrigonidtorsion.These
datacan be used to supplementexisting methods of paleodietaryreconstructionand suggest
a broaderperspective of morphologicaldiversity in fossil primatescan be appreciatedby
highlightingshape variationwithin several prosimianlineages.

Poster Session I
THE PALEOECOLOGY AND TAPHONOMY OF THE EARLIEST MAMMALS
AND THEIR CONTEMPORARIES: A MULTI-CONTINENT STUDY
WHATLEY,Robin, BEHRENSMEYER,Anna, SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,DC
It is widely assumed that the success of the earliest mammalswas groundedin ecological
niches distinct from those of the large-bodiedarchosaurs.Despite the considerableamount
that we know about the anatomy,biogeography,and phylogenetic relationshipsof the earliest mammalsand their closest relatives,the advancedcynodonts,relatively little is known
aboutthe ecology of these taxa or co-occurringsmall reptileswithin early mammalianfaunas. We have examined taxonomic, dietary,and body mass distributionswithin and across
three of the best-preservedEarly Jurassicmammal-bearingassemblages from the Kayenta
Formation,Arizona; St. Bride's Island Fissure Fills, southernWales; and the Upper Elliot
Formation,South Africa. Numerous small vertebrates(weighing 100 grams or less) with
dentitionsconsistentwith herbivoryand faunivoryare presentin all assemblages, with faunivores making up greaterthan 70% of the small vertebratefaunas. Lower Jurassic sediments preserving mammal fossil assemblages generally fall into two depositional categories: fluvially-depositedsilty mudstonesor fine-grainedsandstones,and hematiticmarls
or clay in-fillings in limestone fissures. Taxonomiccompositionof faunasmay differ greatly from locality to locality (e.g., Welsh Fissure Fills, versus the Kayenta FormationSilty
Facies where the taxonomic distributionamong localities is less variable), indicatinglocal
taphonomic, environmental,and/or ecological controls on individual fossil assemblages.
Regardlessof these differences,EarlyJurassicmammal-bearingassemblagespossess a consistent taxonomic compositionat the family level, suggesting a trans-Pangaeansmall vertebrate fauna.We also have comparedthe osteology of the earliest mammals,advancedcynodonts, and lepidosauriancontemporariesto extant mammals and squamatesto characterize ecomorphologictraitsassociatedwith substrateuse. Specializedpostcranialadaptations
present in some of the earliest mammals and co-occurringsmall vertebratesprovide evidence for a range of locomotory habits, including strong scansorial or possibly arboreal
capabilities.
Friday3:00
CROCODYLIAN ECOLOGY: ESTABLISHING PATTERNS FOR USE IN THE
FOSSIL RECORD
WHEATLEY,Patrick,KOCH, Paul, Univ. of California,SantaCruz, SantaCruz, CA
Crocodylianpaleoecology is poorly understoodbecause crocodyliansare often preservedin
deposits formedat the land-seainterface(e.g. deltaic deposits). This situationmakes it difficult to determine if crocodylians found in these deposits were freshwater,estuarine,or
marine. Sometimes marine, estuarine,and freshwatertaxa can be separatedusing tradi-
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crocodylians.

Saturday3:00
ONTOGENETIC GROWTH IN THE SKULL OF DIPLODOCUS
WHITLOCK,John, Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
Diplodocid sauropodsare characterizedby cranialcharactersthatmay be directlyrelatedto
herbivory:the maxilla and premaxillaare elongated, with the teeth located far anteriorof
the quadrate/articular
joint, and the quadrateis inclined, such that it lies beneaththe orbit
ventrally and posterior to the orbit dorsally, bringing the jaw joint itself forward.
Preliminaryinvestigationof the morphologyof juvenile Diplodocus indicatesthat younger
individualsdo not completely sharethis morphology.
The present study representsan empirical approachto quantifyingontogenetic change
in the skull of Diplodocus throughgeometric morphometrics.Individualskulls of varying
size were reconstructedin lateral,dorsal, and anteriorview. Landmarkand semi-landmark
based morphometricanalyses on these reconstructionsindicate allometric growth,particularly in the facial regions. Of particularsignificance are the changes that occur in the toothbearing regions. Such changes include the relative repositioning of the last tooth, which
moves anteriorlyrelativeto the rest of the face with increasingskull size. The anteriormargin of the skull, formed by the premaxillaryand maxillary bones, broadens, forming the
truncate,flattenedshape of the adult.Little relativechange occurs in the region of the braincase. The observed changes representa shift in shape from a more conventionaloral morphology to the divergentshape typified by Diplodocus adults.Moreover,the largestexcursions occur between the large sub-adultand adult specimens. This may be concurrentwith
the plateau observed at the upperrange of growth rates, but without strict age controls on
isolated skulls, no firm correlationscan be made. The natureand timing of these changes,
therefore,have importantconsequences for interpretationsof the life history and feeding
mechanics of Diplodocus.
StudentPoster Session
MICROVERTEBRATE ASSEMBLAGE FROM A DINOSAUR QUARRY IN THE
LOWER MORRISON FORMATION, BIGHORN BASIN, WYOMING
WILBORN,Brooke, Norman, OK
Microvertebrateassemblages are known from several localities within the Upper Jurassic
Morrison Formation,providing information about the non-dinosaurcomponents of the
fauna. However, there are few microvertebratefossils known from the northerngeographic
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extent of the formation. Screen washing of matrix from a new dinosaurquarryin a lower
MorrisonFm. locality in the northernBighorn Basin of Wyoming,near Shell, has produced
microvertebrateremains. This quarryis stratigraphicallylower than previously described
microvertebratelocalities from this area.
The dinosaur quarryis in a stacked channel deposit seven meters above the marine
Sundance Formation.The microvertebratesrecovered so far are from the upper channel
facies, consisting of a medium-grainedsandstonewith calcite cement. Preliminarysampling
has demonstrateda relativelyhigh yield of fossils per quantityof processedmatrix. To date,
the remains of herp vertebrae,a partialherp skull, an atoposauridcrocodile tooth, and a
lower right molar from Amblotheriumdebilis have been recovered.Amblotheriumdebilis
has been reportedpreviously from the MorrisonFm. sediments of Como Bluff in southeasternWyoming.

Thursday2:15
3D ANALYSIS AND RECONSTRUCTION OF A PTEROSAUR WING SKELETON
WILKINSON,Matthew,Univ. of Cambridge,Cambridge,United Kingdom
The potential for gaining a deeper understandingof pterosaur locomotion has greatly
increased in recent years, thanks to the discovery of several near-complete,three-dimensionally preservedfossil skeletons in the SantanaFormation(Lower Cretaceous)of Brazil,
most of which have been assigned to the Omithocheiridae(Pterodactyloidea).Every principal limb joint is preservedin excellent detail in at least one of these specimens, offering
an unprecedentedopportunityto accuratelyreconstructthe pterosaurwing and elucidate its
range of motion in 3D. While no single complete skeleton exists, a morphometricanalysis
of the material indicates that, within the Ornithocheiridae,skeletal proportions remain
roughly constant over a wide size range. The skeletal dimensions of a composite
ornithocheiridcould thereforebe calculatedwith a high degree of confidence. These morphometricdata were used to constructa virtual 3D model of a fleshed-out ornithocheirid
skeleton. Joint movement was analysed by marking and articulatingcasts of the fossil
bones, making due allowance for articular cartilage. Articulating elements were photographedat their limits of movement, the photographswere digitized, and the coordinates
of the markersfound. Rigid body equationswere appliedto the coordinatepairs to find the
position and orientationof eachjoint axis and the rangeof motion abouteach axis. The axes
were then mappedonto the virtualmodel. Applicationof rotationmatricesto the 3D surface
could then be used to generateany possible configurationof the wing skeleton. The analysis confirms that the pteroid-a bone unique to the pterosaursthat articulatedat the wrist
and supporteda membranousforewing-was directed forwardsin flight, not towards the
body as indicated in several flattened articulatedspecimens. While the pteroid could be
swung away from a forward-pointingposition, at maximumflexion it pointedventro-medially, not medially,andthe resultingforewing shapewould not have been effective for flight.
The pteroidwas thereforenot a mere passive element, but enabledthe forewing to act as a
high-lift device, airbrake,and versatile control surface.

Poster Session I
NEW UINTAN PRIMATES FROM TEXAS AND THEIR IMPLICATION FOR
NORTH AMERICAN PATTERNS OF DIVERSITY IN THE EOCENE
WILLIAMS,Blythe, Duke Univ., Durham,NC; KIRK, Edward,Univ. of Texas at Austin,
Austin, TX
New primates have been recovered from middle Eocene Uintan deposits of the Devil's
GraveyardFormationin Trans-PecosTexas by field crews from the Univ. of Texas and
Duke Univ. One taxon most closely resembles Omomysand Chumashius. Anotheris a new
species of Mahgarita. These new taxa and other primatesidentified from Texas increase
our appreciationof primatediversity duringthe Uintan. There arenow at least ten primate
species known from the Uintan of Texas. The Uintan Land MammalAge (LMA) was a
time of increasingaridityand seasonalityin the northerninteriorbasins, but in Texas the climate remained equable and more humid. It has often been noted that primates became
increasingly rare and less diverse throughoutthe northernRocky Mountains during the
Uintan. Ourperceptionof changingpatternsof mammaliandiversityduringthe Uintanhas
been influenced by patternsseen in the northernRocky Mountains,particularlythe southern Green River and Uinta Basins. Comparisonsin the past have shown that during the
BridgerianLMA in the southernGreen River Basin, the numberof primatespecies ranged
from 8-11 with primatescomprising 11-15%of the total mammaliandiversity. During the
succeeding Uintan LMA in the nearby Uinta Basin, there are just five primate species
known, and they comprisejust 5% of the mammaliandiversity. This change in diversity
has been extrapolatedas the North American pattern. However, primates in Texas comprised from 12-20%of the total mammaliandiversity;equivalentto or greaterthan the relative diversity in the Bridgerianof the southernGreenRiver Basin. This is approximately
equal to the numberof taxa known from Uintan deposits in California. We emphasize the
need to recognize greaterprimatediversityduringthe Uintan and cautionagainstover-interpreting local patternsof diversity.
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Poster Session III
RENEWED PALEONTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE MIOCENE
VERTEBRATE FAUNA OF SOUTHERN ECUADOR
WILLIAMS, Susan, Athens, OH; RYBCZYNSKI,Natalia, CanadianMuseum of Nature,
Ottawa, ON, Canada; RAMON, Jose-Luis, ALBUJA V., Luis, Escuela Polit~cnica
Nacional, Quito, Ecuador
Until the mid-1980s, the pre-Pleistocenevertebratefossil record of Ecuadorwas remarkably sparse. In 1922, Anthony reportedthe discovery of a Pleistocene caviomorphrodent
Drytomomys aequatorialisfrom the Nab6n region in southern Ecuador.Fifty-five years
later a fragmentaryupperthirdmolar of a toxodontidwas reportedfrom the Cuencaregion.
Starting in 1985 and continuing for almost a decade, several intermontanesedimentary
basins of southernEcuadorwere prospectedwith some success. These efforts substantially
increased the Miocene vertebratefossil record from this region and uncovered a diverse
plant flora as well. While continued efforts by paleobotanistshave greatly expanded the
plant fossil record,vertebratepaleontologicalresearchin the region has virtuallyhalted.
Recently,we conducteda one-week reconnaissanceto determinethe viability of renewing fieldwork in the intermontanebasins of southernEcuador.We relocated some of the
Miocene localities in the Cuenca and Nab6n basins. These localities are of particularinterest because they are of known ages. Although a definitive bone layer in the Cuenca basin
has yet to be established, fragmentarytoxodontid dental enamel and other unidentifiable
bone fragmentswere recovered by surface prospecting.At Nab6n, additionaltoxodontid
dental materialwas collected from Miocene sediments. Besides enamel for stable isotope
analysis, fossilized broodballs from scarabeidbeetles were also collected and appearpromising for phytolith analysis to permit paleodietaryreconstructionof the local herbivores.
Continuedfieldwork and systematic paleontology in southernEcuadorholds promise for
the recovery of vertebratefossils. The dietarycomposition and evolution of equatorialfaunas from South America can addresshypotheses about community structureand response
to local climate change, in particularAndean uplift.
Poster Session I
FIRST OCCURRENCE OF GLASBIUS (MAMMALIA, METATHERIA) NEW
MEXICO AND A LANCIAN AGE (LATE CRETACEOUS) FOR THE
NAASHOIBITO MEMBER, KIRTLAND FORMATION
WILLIAMSON,Thomas, New Mexico Museum of Natural History, Albuquerque,NM;
WEIL, Anne, Oklahoma State Univ. Center for Health Sciences, Tulsa, OK; BECENTI,
Lavina, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque,NM
The definition of the LancianLand-Mammal"Age" is problematic,largely because of difficulties in designatinga first occurrencedatumto markits onset. However, three mammal
taxa, Batodon, Glasbius, and Essonodon, that uniquely occur in the Lancian have been
proposed as the best candidatesfor this. Here we reporton the occurrenceof one of these
taxa, Glasbius from NMMNH locality 4005, in the Naashoibito Member, Kirtland
Formation.
NMMNH L-4005 is located approximately10 m above the base of the Naashoibito
Memberin Willow Wash,within the Bisti/De-na-zinWildernessareaof the San JuanBasin,
New Mexico. It has yielded a diverse vertebratemicrofaunaincluding the teeth of lizards
(e.g., Peneteius), dinosaurs(e.g., Titanosauridaeindet., cf. Tyrannosaurusrex, Richardoestesia isosceles, Troodonsp.) and mammals.The mammalsinclude severalMultituberculata,
includingEssonodon, and at least one identifiabletherianmammal.These are consideredto
be part of the Alamo Wash local fauna. Two specimens can be confidently referred to
Glasbius. NMMNH P-46380 is a right m2 or m3. P-46381 is a right m4. It is possible that
both specimens are from a single individual.Both teeth are largerthan those of G. intricatus from the Lance Formationof Wyoming. They are approximatelythe size of G. twitchelli from the Hell Creek Formationof Montana,and are tentatively referredto that species.
The m4 is much smallerthan the m2 or 3. The m2 or 3 and m4 both have a labial cingulid
with a cuspid anterolabialto the hypoconid. The presence of Glasbius in the Naashoibito
Membergives additionalsupportfor a Lancianage for the Alamo Wash local fauna.
3D Imaging Symposium,Friday9:45
DIETARY PREFERENCES OF MULTITUBERCULATES: PRELIMINARY
INFERENCES FROM DENTAL MORPHOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY PATTERNS
IN MUROID RODENTS
WILSON, Gregory,Denver Museum of Nature & Science, Denver, CO; EVANS, Alistair,
JERNVALL,Jukka,FORTELIUS,Mikael, Univ. of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Mammaliantooth shape can be used to reconstructdietary preferences in fossil taxa and
trackpatternsof morphologicalevolution throughtime. However, quantifyingtooth shape
has been hamperedby several methodological limitations. Methods, like geometric morphometrics,that rely upon sharedhomologous landmarksrestrictthe taxonomic and morphologic scope of comparisons.They also neglect the shape informationthatis not captured
by the configurationof landmarks.
We recently developed a method that addressesthese limitations.It uses Geographic
InformationSystems software to analyze slope orientationof three-dimensionaltooth surface data.We used the numberof distinct orientationpatches on a tooth surface as a measure of tooth surface complexity. In a sample of living muroidrodentsand carnivoranswith
known dietary preferences, "orientationpatch complexity" differentiatesbetween feeding
ecologies independentof phylogeny, increasing from faunivores to omnivores to herbivores.
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We used the modem dataset and this new method to estimate dietary preferencesin a
sample of Late Cretaceousand Paleocene multituberculates.Multituberculatesare a group
of long-extinctmammalsthathave been particularlychallenging for dental functionalmorphologists because theirmolarsare highly complex and lack homologous featureswith therian molars. GIS analyses capturethis complexity and allow for direct comparisonswith the
morphologically similar sample of modem muroid rodents. Some previous studies have
suggested that multituberculateswere herbivorous,whereas other recent studies have suggested they were omnivorous.Our preliminaryresults provide a range of orientationpatch
complexity values that suggest that multituberculatediets ranged from more herbivorous
taxa, like the Late CretaceousBubodens,to more omnivoroustaxa, like the Cretaceousand
Paleocene Mesodma.
Wednesday 11:15
LATEST CRETACEOUS REPTILES FROM THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF
JORDAN
WILSON, Jeffrey,Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI; MUSTAFA,Hakam,YarmoukUniv.,
Irbid,Jordan;ZALMOUT,lyad, Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI
The paleobiogeographicrelationshipsbetween Africa and neighboring landmassesduring
the Cretaceousremaina majorquestion,due to differingpaleocoastlinereconstructionsand
the uneven distributionof fossiliferous sediments on southernlandmasses. South America
is the only region of Gondwanawith good representationof vertebratesfrom both Lower
and Upper Cretaceoussediments. Vertebratesof Africa and Australiaare best known from
Cenomanianand older horizons, whereas those of India, Antarctica,and Madagascarare
best known from latest Cretaceous sediments. These latter share a common latest
Cretaceousfauna thathas not yet been documentedon Africa, a patternthathas been interpreted to reflect Early Cretaceous biogeographic isolation of Africa from the rest of
Gondwana.
Africa andArabiamaintaineda broadgeographicconnection until riftingof the African
and ArabianPlates and opening of the Red Sea -34 Ma and the relatively recent collision
between the ArabianPeninsulaand Eurasia-10 Ma. Jordanforms the northwesternpartof
the ArabianPeninsula,which was ringed by seas that received erosional productsfrom the
continent throughoutthe Phanerozoic.Recent field exploration in Cretaceousdeposits in
southernJordanhas uncovered majornew Santonianand Maastrichtianlocalities that preserve diagnostic fossil reptiles. Santonianfossils include the recently describedbothremydid side-necked turtleKarkaemysarabicus, which is closely relatedto Zolhafahbella from
the Maastrichtianof Egypt. Maastrichtianfossils include the first diagnostic dinosaurfrom
the ArabianPeninsula and partiallyarticulatedcranial and postcranialremains of the azhdarchid pterosaurArambourgianiaphiladelphiae (wingspan 6-7 m). The dinosaur is a
titanosaursauropodthat is characterizedby extreme camellate pneumaticity,a posteriorly
inclined neuralspine, absence of hyposphene-hypantrumarticulations,and features
linking
it to the Early CretaceousMalawisaurusdixeyi from centralAfrica. These
preliminarydiscoveries suggest that the Cretaceous of Jordancontains diagnostic vertebratefossils that
provide insights into African paleobiogeography.

Wednesday11:45
COMPARATIVE TAPHONOMY AND PALEOECOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF TWO MICROVERTEBRATE ACCUMULATIONS FROM THE HELL
CREEK FORMATION (MAASTRICHTIAN), EASTERN MONTANA
WILSON, Laura,Museum of the Rockies, Bozeman, MT
Microvertebrateaccumulations are often used for paleoecological reconstructions, but
taphonomic characteristicsof specimens included in assemblages are rarely considered
priorto populationanalysis. Taphonomicand taxonomic structuresfrom one fine-grained
and one coarse-grainedfacies bearingnon-isotaphonomicassemblagesof the Maastrichtian
Hell CreekFormationwere compared. Specimens were quarriedto collect high-resolution
distribution data permitting positioning of each specimen in three-dimensional space.
Taphonomicsignatures of an assemblage and subsequentrelative abundanceof taxa are
directlycorrelatedto the hydraulicindicators(i.e., grainsize, sedimentarystructures)of the
depositionalfacies. Statisticalanalyses show size, shape, abrasion,and taxonomic compositions vary significantly between assemblages. Despite potentialdifference in time-averaging, comparisonof hydraulicallyequivalentelements (e.g., ornithischianteeth or caudate
vertebrae)between the two deposits does not show sub-populationsof the assemblages to
be significantlydifferent. Results demonstratethatportionsof the assemblagescan be analyzed for populationstructure,most notablyrelative abundanceof hydraulicallyequivalent
skeletal elements from morphologically similar organisms, regardless of accumulationin
non-isotaphonomicdeposits. Only after detailed taphonomicanalyses and comparisonof
taphonomicallysimilar elements can the populationstructurerepresentedwithin an assemblage be assessed.

PreparatorsSymposium,Thursday11:00
COLLECTION AND HANDLING PROTOCOL FOR MOLECULAR AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF WELL PRESERVED FOSSIL SPECIMENS
WITTMEYER,Jennifer,SCHWEITZER,Mary,North CarolinaState Univ., Raleigh, NC
The chemical and molecular characterizationof soft tissues and cells preserved in fossil
bone presentsmany technical challenges, not the least of which is detectingartifactinduced
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by collection and handlingprocedures.Here we discuss a series of experimentsdesigned to
determine the extent of interference caused by these common practices and protocols.
Results showed that some analyticalanalyses, such as FTIR, are disproportionatelyaffected by, for example, the applicationof standardfield consolidants,while the results of other
methods are not affected by these same procedures.
We presentan overview of analyticalmethods most appropriatefor fossil analyses, and
suggest standardprotocols for collection and handlingfossil specimens for futurechemical
and molecular characterization.In particular,we emphasize the role of the field crew
assigned to the original recovery of fossil remains, and the preparatorswho are first to
observe exceptionallypreservedfossils thatmay hold promise for futureanalyses.Although
we do not proposethe eliminationof common field practices,such as applicationof consolidants to stabilize fossil remains, we encourage collectors and preparatorsto consider the
effect these handling methods have upon analytical analyses of fossil tissues, and to set
aside untreatedrepresentativespecimens. For this reason,we propose a simple method,and
describe componentsof a kit, for field collection of well-preservedfossil specimens potentially appropriatefor futuremolecularanalyses.

Saturday2:45
DEDUCTIVE VIRTUAL SYNTHESIS OF A SAUROPOD SKULL
WITZEL,Ulrich, GOSSLING,Rainer,Ruhr-Univ.Bochum, Bochum, Germany
The measurementof strains in real skulls is an inductive method that yields information
about the stresses occurringin the a priori existing shape. In contrast,the approachtaken
here to determinethe relationshipbetween skull function and skull shape applies Wolff s
law througha deductive techniqueof structuresynthesis. This paper describes the application of this method in the exact virtualsynthesis of a sauropodskull, e.g., Camarasaurus.
An unspecific homogeneous solid is first constructed,giving the stresses ample volume
to spreadbetween points of force applicationand constraint.The FE-softwareANSYS 10
is used to form 10-nodedtetrahedralfinite elements with a maximumof 129,000 nodes. The
initial conditions are the functional spaces for the eye openings, muscle forces, and placement of the dental arcade, including assumed bite forces. Enforcing equilibriumof forces,
the primary3D stress flows in each load case are summarizedby a physiological superposition, which accumulatesthe highest value of stress in each finite element. If the stress free
parts are eliminated and the summarized stress flows are maintained, a reduced model
appears,which is very similarto the real skull. This reductionof shape can be repeatediteratively and leads to a more exact form. The final FE-model is presentedby using the CADsoftware CATIAV5.
Changes in the form of the dental arcade, its position relative to the braincase,the origins of muscles, or the height of the skull lead to models that clearly resemble morphological differencesbetween genera.The deductivevirtualsynthesis of a skull of Camarasaurus
using the finite-element structure synthesis (FESS) demonstratesthe direct correlation
between functionalloading and the biological structureand shape and can be used to test
hypotheses regardingthe relationshipbetween structureand function during skull evulution.

Saturday11:15
EVOLUTION OF THE SCALATION PATTERN IN TEMNOSPONDYLS
WITZMANN,Florian,Berlin, Germany
The presenceof ossified dermalscales is a plesiomorphicfeatureof basal tetrapods.In most
Paleozoic temnospondyls,thin round-oval scales covering the flanks and the back of the
trunkcan be distinguishedfrom ventral, elongate gastral scales arrangeden chevron that
protectedthe belly duringcrawling on the bottom. The investigationof an extensive growth
series of the Permo-CarboniferoustemnospondylSclerocephalusreveals that the morphology of the gastralscales in small larvae correspondsto the round-ovalscales of the rest of
the body. Duringfurtherontogeny,the gastralscales differentiateand reacha spindularmorphology. The taperingend of each spindulargastral scale fits into a dorsal groove on the
medial adjacentscale. This arrangementallowed telescoping of the scales and thus provided a high degree of flexibility during flexion of the body. In the ontogenetically most
advancedspecimens of Sclerocephalus,the gastralscales are distinctly thickerand attaina
rhomboidoutline by acceleratedgrowth in the posteriordirection.The articulationbetween
neighbouringgastralscales by well-defined facets has reducedthe flexibility between them.
Outgroupcomparisonshows that the stem-tetrapodGreererpetonand many anthracosaurs
possess correspondingrhomboidgastralscales. In most temnospondyls,however, the gastral scales do not attain the adult rhomboidcondition but retain the juvenile spindularor
even the larvalround-ovalshape,which can be interpretedas paedomorphictraits.This suggests that the differenttypes of gastralscales in temnospondylsas well as the scales of the
back and the flanks can be tracedback to the same Anlage of round-ovalscales that differentiated early in ontogeny. In the Mesozoic, a complete reduction of dermal scalation
occurred independentlyin distinct dissorophoid, capitosauroid,and trematosauroidtemnospondyls. This reductionwas probably caused by several factors that are different for
each group, like cutaneous respirationespecially in small forms, the demand for greater
mobility, and the decreasedimportanceof belly protectionin fully aquatictemnospondyls.
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ka), a time of undoubtedlysevere climate change. Thus, 39 species of megafauna(65%)
cannot be reliably placed within 80,000 years of firm evidence for human arrivalat c. 5043 ka. At most eight species (13%) were clearly presentat this time. Four or more persisted until the onset of full glacial conditions at c. 30 ka. We argue for a falsifiable model of
staggeredextinctionin which most megafaunalextinctionspredatedhumanarrivaland with
the influence of people as a minor superimpositionon broadertrends in train since middle
Pleistocene times.

Friday 10:30
A NEW CERATOPSIAN DINOSAUR (ORNITHISCHIA) FROM THE UPPER
HORSESHOE CANYON FORMATION, ALBERTA, CANADA
WU, Xiao-chun, Canadian Museum of Nature, Ottawa, ON, Canada; BRINKMAN,
Donald, EBERTH, David, Royal Tyrrell Museum of Palaeontology, Drumheller, AB,
Canada
SouthernAlberta is uniquely famous for its richness of dinosaurianand other fossil vertebrates in the late Cretaceous.ceratopsians,or homed dinosaurs,are one of the best represented dinosaur groups in the region and one of the last non-avian dinosaur groups to
become extinct. Ceratopsians are well represented in the Lower Horseshoe Canyon
Formation (Upper Campanian) and Lower Scollard Formation (Upper Maastrichtian,
roughly equivalent in age to the FrenchmanFormationof southernSaskatchewanand the
Hell Creek and Lance Formationsof USA), but are rarein the Upper MaastrichtianUpper
Horseshoe Canyon Formationand its equivalentdeposits in neighboringareas.A new ceratopsian dinosaurskeleton was collected from the Upper Horseshoe Canyon Formationin
the Dry Island-BuffaloJumpProvincialPark,southernAlbertain the field season of 2001.
Although dinosaurshave been collected from this intervalfor approximatelya century,this
is the first associated specimen of vertebratefossils found within the top 20 m of the
Horseshoe Canyon Formation.
The new ceratopsianis diagnosableprimarilyon the basis of a combinationof features
in the premaxilla,nasal horn core, squamosalfrill, and epijugal.The most strikingof those
featuresinclude an extremely dorsoventrallybroadenednarialprocess of the premaxilla,a
rostrallypositioned premaxillaryprocess extending into the interpremaxillaryfenestra,the
presence of greatly elongate epoccipitals of the squamosalfrill, a deep fossa on the rostroventralsurfaceof the squamosalfrill, the epijugal sharplytriangularin lateralview, and the
presence of a transverseand a oblique vasculartrace on the rostralsurfaceof the nasal hom
core. Ourpreliminarystudy suggests thatthe new form is a chasmosaurineand nested within a clade including Triceratops,Diceratops and Torosaurus,which are all from the late
Maastrichtiandeposits. The new ceratopsianfills the stratigraphical/chronological
gap that
currently exists between the late Campanian and the late Maastrichtianceratopsian
dinosaurs.

Saturday10:45
NEW CERATOSAURS FROM THE JURASSIC SHISHUGOU FORMATION OF
WESTERN CHINA
XU, Xing, Beijing, China;CLARK, James, George WashingtonUniv., Washington,DC
From 2001 through 2005, our excavations in the Middle-Upper Jurassic Shishugou
Formationin the JunggarBasin, Xinjiang UighurAutonomousRegion, western Chinahave
yielded numerous vertebratespecimens covering several major vertebrategroups. Four
specimens in this collection are here identified as two new species of ceratosauriantheropod (=neoceratosauriantheropod),which representthe earliestknown species of the group.
Ceratosauriansrepresenta large radiationof theropoddinosaursmainly in the Cretaceous
of the southernhemisphere. Although currentphylogenetic hypotheses predicttheir presence deep in the Jurassic,there are only two unquestionableJurassicceratosaurians,which
hinders our understandingof their origin and early evolution. Recent phylogenetic analyses posit ceratosaurseitheras the sister groupto coelophysoids or to tetanurans,hypotheses
that have profound effects on the timing and pattern of the basal splitting of theropod
dinosaurs. The two new ceratosauriansfrom the Late Jurassic part of the Shishugou
Formationdisplay an unusual combinationof characterstates. While similar to other ceratosaursin many derived characterstates, they share a numberof derived cranialand limb
characterswith tetanuransand also a few salient cranial and pelvic features with coelophysoids, which shortensthe morphologicalgaps between the three majortheropodgroups.
Ourphylogenetic analyses supporta monophyleticCetatosauria-Tetanura
clade and character distributionson the recoveredtree indicate that some tetanuran,coelophysoid, and ceratosaurindiagnostic features now have broaderdistributionsand characterizemuch more
inclusive clades. These new ceratosauriansalso representthe first record of the group in
Asia and have implications on the paleobiogeographicalreconstructionsof Middle-Late
Jurassictime period. Our analysis suggests that Asia remainedconnected to other major
landmassesat least until the Late Jurassicand more intense prospectingin outcrops of this
time period promises to provide furthersupportfor a close-relationshipof Asian dinosaur
faunas and those of other continents.
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Poster Session II
THE CHRONOLOGIC AND STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCE OF MAMMALIAN
ASSEMBLAGES DISTRIBUTED IN THE WIND BLOWN DUSTY DEPOSITS OF
THE CHINESE LOESS PLATEAU SINCE 8.0 MA B.P.
XUE, Xiangxu, ZHANG, Yunxiang, YUE, Leping, Northwest Univ., Xi'an, China; LI,
Xiaochen, ShaanxiNormal Univ., Xi'an, China
By collecting and correlatingthe fossil mammalian faunas and their bearing beds of the
eolian Neogene red clay and Quaternaryloess profiles, the sequences of twelve stratigraphic units (U) and ten mammalianassemblages (M), proceedingfrom older to younger,have
been established. They are: 1. MUl, Lamagou assemblage (assemb.) contained in the 1st
unit, the middle of the upper Miocene, 8.0-7.0 Ma; 2. MU2, Taohuapoassemb. in the 2nd
unit, the upper of the upper Miocene, 7.0-6.0 Ma; 3. MU3, Miaoliang assemb. in the 3rd
unit, the uppermostof the upper Miocene, 6.0-5.3 Ma.; 4. (?M)U4, which fossil assemb.
hasn't been found yet in the 4th unit, the lower Pliocene, 5.3-4.0 Ma. But the other climatic indicatorsshow that the climate of this period might have been warmer and humider.
We'd like to reserve it as a separateunit and wish to collect more fossils in the future;5.
MU5, Renjiapo assemb. in the 5th unit, the lower of the upper Pliocene, 4.0-3.2 Ma; 6.
(?M)U6 is the same as (?M)U4. The 6th unit is the upper of the upper Pliocene, its age is
3.2-2.6 Ma; 7. MU7, Longdanassemb. in the 7th unit, the lowest of lower Pleistocene, 2.551.8 Ma; 8. MU8, Bajiazuiassemb. in the 8th unit, the middle of the lower Pleistocene, 1.80.78 Ma; 9. MU9, Gongwangling and Yanguo assembs. in the 9th unit, the upper of the
lower Pleistocene, 1.15-1.2 Ma; 10. MU10, Chenjiawoassemb. in the 10th unit, the middle
Pleistocene, 0.78-0.13 Ma; 11. MUll, Rouyuan assemb. in the lth unit, the Upper
Pleistocene, 0.13-0.01 Ma; 12. MU12, Banpo assemb. in the 12th unit, the recent loess
deposits, 0.006 Ma. MU 1-MU6 might be correspondedto those of Europeanland mammal
ages MN11-MN17 respectively. The characterof mammalianassemblages contained in
each unit was analyzed and the correspondingpaleo-climaticenvironmentswere deduced.
The main reasons causing the changes of paleo-climatewere also discussed.
Saturday8:00
LANZHOUSAURUS MAGNIDENS FROM THE LOWER CRETACEOUS OF
GANSU PROVINCE, CHINA: THE LARGEST-TOOTHED HERBIVOROUS
DINOSAUR IN THE WORLD
YOU, Hai-lu, JI, Qiang, Instituteof Geology, Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences,
Beijing, China;LI, Da-qing, Fossil Researchand DevelopmentCenterof the ThirdGeology
and MineralResources ExplorationAcademy of Gansu Province, Lanzhou,China
Lanzhousaurusmagnidens is an iguanodontiandinosaurrecently discovered in the Lower
Cretaceous Hekou Group of Gansu Province, northwestem China, which possesses the
largestteeth of any herbivorousdinosauryet discovered. The holotype is representedby a
partial skeleton of a single individual including the mandible (missing predentary,right
coronoid and right articular),isolated maxillary teeth, isolated right and complete, in situ
left dentaryteeth, a series of fourteenvertebrae(six cervicals and eight dorsals),both sternal plates, ribs, and both pubes.
Lanzhousaurusdiffers from all otheriguanodontiansin possessing large individualteeth
and a small tooth count per tooth row, with a mere 14 -4 cm-wide tooth families preserved
in a single dentary tooth row of the 1 m long lower jaw. Based on a cladistic analysis,
Lanzhousaurusis firmly situatedas a member of the Styracostemaby virtue of a suite of
derived features,such as the relatively narrow,lozenge-shapedmaxillary teeth with mammilliform marginaldenticles, hatchet-shapedstemal plates, and pubis with expanded cranial blade and shortcaudal ramus.Among members of the Styracosterna,the closest taxon
to Lanzhousaurusis the Nigerian iguanodontianLurdusaurus,and they togethermay represent a previouslyunrecognized,massively-constructedquadrupedallineage in the evolution
of ornithopoddinosaurs.Both Lanzhousaurusand Lurdusaurusare less derived than the
Iguanodontoidea,which evolved derivedfeaturessuch as more than 20 teeth per tooth row,
one or two prominentridges on the dentarycrown, and closely appressedmetacarpalsII-IV.
Wednesday3:00
DENTAL MORPHOLOGY AND EUTHERIAN PHYLOGENY: SIGNAL AND
NOISE
ZACK, Shawn, Baltimore,MD
Dental remains constitute the bulk of the mammalianfossil record and often provide the
only available means of inferringphylogenetic relationships. Mammaliandentitions are
morphologicallycomplex and highly diverse, and thus dentalmorphologyshouldprovide a
rich source of characterdata for investigatingthe phylogeny of Eutheria. However,in most
recent studies of the higher-level interrelationshipsof eutherianmammals,dentalmorphology has been de-emphasizedas a source of charactersin favor of cranial and postcranial
morphology. This is due largely to concems that the primarysignal in dentalmorphology
is functionalratherthan phylogenetic, making dentitionstoo homoplasticto permitphylogenetic inferences at the highest levels of eutherianphylogeny.
To test the utility of eutheriandentalmorphologyin analyses of higher-levelphylogeny,
a broad sample of dental characterswas scored across a diversity of eutherians,primarily
Paleocene and Eocene genera, which are closer in time to the initial radiationof eutherians
than are modem taxa (the focus of most higher-level studies), and a few modem representatives of ordersthat lack clear early Tertiaryrelatives. Phylogeneticanalysis of the resulting matrixgenerally supportsgroupingsthat have enjoyed broad supportin other morphologic studies. Superordinaltaxa such as Archontaare recovered as either clades or grades,
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despite the inclusion of other taxa with presumablysimilar dietary adaptations,indicating
thatthere is a phylogenetic signal in eutheriandentalmorphologyapartfrom the overriding
dietarysignal. However, the impactof homoplasy is substantial,particularlyin the case of
generaand families such as Arctostylopidaethatare stronglydistinctat the time of their first
appearances. Such taxa are unstable and are often resolved at unexpected positions near
taxa that fall into a broadly similar dental category (e.g. lophodont)but differ substantially
in detail, suggestingthatthe phylogenetic signal in dentalmorphologyis rapidlymaskedby
convergence if sampling is not denser,in some cases denserthan is currentlypossible.
Poster Session II
BLANCAN WOODRATS (RODENTIA: CRICETIDAE) FROM THE MEADE
BASIN SOUTHWESTERN KANSAS
ZAKRZEWSKI,Richard,Fort Hays State Univ., Hays, KS
Three species of woodrat are known from Blancan deposits in the Meade Basin of southwesternKansas.Neotomaquadruplicatawas describedfrom the Rexroad3 local fauna(I.f.)
and subsequentlyidentified at six other sites in the basin. N. sawrockensiswas described
from the Saw Rock Canyon 1.f.and N. taylori from the Borchersl.f.. R.A. Martinand colleagues have recoveredwoodratsfrom 16 additionalsites.
The study sample included30 specimens of each molar from Rexroad3 and all molars
from the other sites. Two of the variables measuredwere greatest length and width of the
molars. Those sites (7) at which N was = or > 8 were analyzedusing Student'st-test, with
P<0.05 as the level of significance. N. leucopetrica from the White Rock
1.f. of north-central Kansas served as an outgroup.
Significant results indicate that molars from XIT IB are shorterthan from the other
sites, except for the Ml at Borchers.The M3 and m3 are narrower,except for the m3 from
Borchers. The M2 from Rexroad 3 and Wendell Fox and ml from White Rock are wider
than the sample from XIT IB. At WendellFox the M3 is wider than from Borchersand the
ml is also wider than from Borchers and Rexroad 3. The Ml, M2, ml, and m2 from
WendellFox are longer than from Borchersand Rexroad3. The length of ml and m2 and
the width of ml from WendellFox are smallerthan from White Rock.
These data suggest the presence of two additionalwoodrats in the basin; a small taxon
at XIT IB that may be in a lineage with N. sawrockensisand N. taylori and a largertaxon
at WendellFox that may be in a lineage with N. leucopetrica.
Poster Session A
REDUCTION OF THE EOCENE SIRENIAN PELVIC GIRDLE: WHO WAS
WALKING AND WHO WAS SWIMMING?
ZALMOUT,Iyad, GINGERICH,Philip, The Univ. of Michigan,Ann Arbor,MI; DOMNING, Daryl, HowardUniv., Washington,DC
Reduction and loss of hind limbs are progressive adaptationsin several groups of marine
mammals. Sireniansare a typical example of such adaptationfor life in coastal and offshore environments.
Preserved pelvic girdles belonging to three Eocene sirenian families (Prorastomidae,
Protosirenidae,and Dugongidae) from Caribbeanand Tethyandeposits show that therewas
a gradualreductionin their size with loss of some featuresassociated with hind limb functions. The Caribbeanlate early LutetianPezosiren has a terrestriallyadaptedpelvic girdle.
middle to late Eocene Protosiren from Egypt and Pakistanshows intermediatecharacteristics between semiaquaticand terrestrialforms in having a single sacralvertebrawith elongated transverseprocesses, an innominatewith a shallow acetabulumand reduced obturator foramen, and a femur with an oval femoral head and anteroposteriorlycompressed
femoral shaft. Late Eocene Eosiren and Eotheroides have the most reduced pelvic and
femoral features,including:reduced length of the ischium and ilium, a diminutive obturator foramen,and unfused and distinctly separatedleft and right pubic bones that must have
connectedto one anotherby ligamentsor cartilage,presagingthe complete loss of function
in hind limbs.
Reductionin length of the innominateis associated with reductionin the diameterand
depth of the acetabulumand obturatorforamen,and there is also a notable reductionin the
diameter of the femoral head associated with shorteningof femoral length. This general
reduction in size is progressive over time. By the latest Eocene, sirenians had their hind
limbs inside their body wall and were fully aquatic.This dramatictransitionto aquaticlife
in sirenianswas phased differentlyfrom that of contemporaneousarchaeocetewhales.
Poster Session I
ECOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF WHITE RIVER MAMMALS BASED ON STABLE ISOTOPE RATIOS OF TEETH
ZANAZZI, Alessandro, KOHN, Matthew, Univ. of South Carolina, Columbia, SC;
MacFADDEN,Bruce, FloridaMuseum of NaturalHistory,Gainesville, FL
To characterizethe ecology and physiology of common late Eocene to early Oligocene
White River mammals,we analyzed 613Cand 6180 of tooth enamel carbonatefor five of
the most abundanttaxa:the perissodactylsBrontops(brontothere),Mesohippus(equid), and
Subhyracodon(rhino);and the artiodactylsMerycoidodon(oreodont)and Leptomeryx(leptomerycid). Excepting Brontops, which became extinct by the Orellan, teeth include
Chadronianand Orellan specimens. 613C values of M2s, M3s, and premolarsrange from
-13.1%o to -7.7%0 (V-PDB), consistent with expected pure C3 diets. In the Chadronian,
Mesohippus,Merycoidodon,and Leptomeryxshow indistinguishableaverage 613C values
(-10%o). However, Brontopsand Subhyracodonexhibit lower (-11.2%o)vs. higher (-9%o)
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values, respectively,indicatinga preferencefor denser forests/wetterconditions (Brontops)
vs. more open habitats/drierconditions (Subhyracodon).Orellan compositions are similar,
except that Leptomeryxshows higher average 813C values, perhaps indicating a different
habitatpreferencefor the new Orellanspecies L. evansi. Chadronian6180 values are indistinguishable for Mesohippus, Merycoidodon,Leptomeryx,and Subhyracodon(-25%o, VSMOW) whereas Brontops shows a statistically lower 6180 (23%o).Only Leptomeryx
exhibits a different Orellan 8180 value (24%o).Because hind-gut fermentationin perissodactyls requireshigh water turnover,whereas foregut fermentationdoes not, the indistinguishable 6180 values of perissodactyls (except Brontops) and artiodactylssuggest that
foregut fermentationhad not yet developed, at least in these taxa.
Friday2:30
ONTOGENY AND LIFE HISTORY OF FALCARIUS UTAHENSIS, A PRIMITIVE
THERIZINOSAUROID FROM THE EARLY CRETACEOUS OF UTAH
ZANNO, Lindsay, Utah Museum of Natural History, Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT;
ERICKSON,Gregory,Florida State Univ., Tallahassee,FL
The type locality of the recentlynamedbasal therizinosaurFalcarius utahensisis known as
the Crystal Geyser Quarry (CGQ)-a dense, paucispecific bonebed within the Cedar
MountainFormationthat is notable for being the largest known maniraptoranmass death
assemblage. To date over 2000 elements have been recovered from the CGQ, representing
individualsof a minimumof five growth stages. Recent excavations at the site have generated novel elements from the smallest known size class (estimatedto belong to a minimum
of one individualof approximately0.5 m in length) as well as previouslyunknownelements
from individualsof intermediategrowth stages (i. e. smallerthan4 m in length). Recovered
juvenile specimens include dorsal, sacral, and caudal vertebrae,an ischium, pubis, femur,
fibula, astragalus,proximal scapula, proximal humerus, metacarpals,and multiple phalanges. Thus far less than five percent of the CGQ has been excavated and only a small
amountof the bones removed from this areahave been prepared.The MNI based on femora is eight, thereforeextrapolationof this value suggests an MNI for the quarryof approximately 300.
Falcarius bones from the CGQ are excellently preserved, displaying well-developed
LAGS. Fromthe femoral and fibularontogenetic series thus far recovered,we are generating the first detailed histological analysis for this clade. This study aims to: 1) characterize
the microstructureof major long bones for use in phylogenetic analyses; 2) construct a
growth curve for comparisonwith other non-avian dinosaurtaxa; and 3) identify possible
physiological and/or metabolic changes correlatedwith modification of the therizinosaur
diet. Initialresults are promising,offering a nearly complete LHC from hatchlingto adult.
Poster Session B
LOCOMOTORY BEHAVIOR IN THE LAMBEOSAURINE HYPACROSAURUS
STEBINGERI
ZELENITSKY,Darla, Calgary,AB, Canada;THERRIEN,Francois,Royal TyrrellMuseum
of Palaeontology,Drumheller,AB, Canada;CURRIE,Philip, Univ. of Alberta, Edmonton,
AB, Canada;HENDERSON,Donald, Royal TyrrellMuseum of Palaeontology,Drumheller,
AB, Canada;HORNER,John, Museum of the Rockies, Bozeman, MT
In orderto investigatethe locomotorybehaviourin lambeosaurines,we CT-scannedhumeri
and femora from an ontogenetic series (embryonicto adult individuals)of Hypacrosaurus
stebingeri. These elements were scanned at approximately65% down the length of the
bone, below either the deltopectoralcrest or the fourthtrochanter. Corticalbone distribution and cross-sectional propertieswere quantifiedfrom the CT scan data. Cortical bone
area(CA) and second momentof area (I) were determinedfrom CT slices with ImageJsoftware, and each parameterwas plotted againstbone length in logarithmicspace. Plots reveal
that these biomechanicalpropertiesscale nearly identically between the humeri and femora (CA is positively allometric and I is isometric), which indicate that both forelimbs and
hindlimbsare subjectto the same loading regime throughoutontogeny. We interpretthese
results as evidence that Hypacrosaurusused its forelimbs during locomotion at all growth
stages, although the extent to which they were quadrupedalcannot be determined. Our
results differ from those obtained previously for Maiasaura for which the biomechanical
propertiesof the forelimbs scaled differentlyfrom those of the hindlimbs,indicatinga transition from bipedal to quadrupedallocomotion duringontogeny. If the conclusions reached
for Hypacrosaurusand Maiasaura can be extrapolatedto their respective subfamilies, such
a differencein locomotorybehaviourbetween hadrosaurinesand lambeosaurinescould help
explain the largerhatchling size, the larger egg size, and the more robust humeri of lambeosaurines.
Poster Session B
A LATTICE-LIKE PATTERN OF OSSIFIED TENDONS IN PSITTACOSAURUS
(DINOSAURIA: CERATOPSIA)
ZHOU, Chang-Fu, Peking Univ., Beijing, China; FOX, Richard, Univ. of Alberta,
Edmonton,AB, Canada;GAO, Ke-Qin, Peking Univ., Beijing, China
Ossified tendons are importantin studying the musculoskeletal system and behaviors of
dinosaurs. Since Dollo's description of dinosaurossified tendons in 1886, the pattern of
ossified epaxial tendons is best known in iguanodontsand hadrosaurids.In this study, an
ossified tendon lattice is described in Psittacosaurusfrom the Lower CretaceousYixian
Formationin LiaoningProvince,China,furnishingnew informationon epaxial musculature
evolution in archosaurs.
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